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On April 4, 1971« r~ [ furnished a report
of his activities to NEWTON,

| [reportedly was then in
Paris, France, |

"[indicated he had made contact with
delegations representing the Chinese, Koreans, Cubans , and
the National Liberation Front (NLF) of South Vietnam, He
reportedly had been well received by all and received
expressions of solidarity from all for the BPP except for
the Chinese, who were non-committal at this time, |

~| had
not, as yet, seen the Albanian delegation,

n in his contacts with these groups, had
discussed the current stand of the BPP in relation to the
Party's solidarity to the revolutionary peoples of the
countries the delegations represented. He had also discussed
the factional dispute in the BPP between HUEY NEWTON and
former Minister of Information. ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, and all
persons contacted by

|
reportedly sided with the BPP

Central Committee, represented by NEWTON, with the exception
of the Chinese, who did not, apparently, believe what I

had said about CLEAVER.

Ifurther reported that the NLF of South
Vietncun considered NEWTON 's recent offer of troops as a
"beautiful symbolic gesture". This group also requested that
the BPP publicly support their efforts for a peace treaty
with the United States in relation to the Vietnamese conflict.

1 reportedly had obtained from the NLP of South
Vietnam a letter addressed to BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the
BPP, expressing solidarity to SEALE from the NLF and from
freedom loving, progressive people, which called for these

,
people to support the courageous struggle of black people
against imperialism and racism for peace, equality, and jus-
tice. The letter also contained a demand that President NIXON
immediately stop the oppression of black people in the United
States and set free, at once, any leaders of the BPP,
particularly its Chairman, BOBBY SEALE.

be
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The NLF also expressed gratitude to the BPP for
its current struggle against U#S, aggression* hoped
this letter would be published in "The Black Panther"

.

n also reported he had aade contact with the
black GIs in Frankfurt, Germany, through their group, "Voice
of the Lumpen", but had not yet established a complete rapport
with this group as they were not as politically mature as he
had hoped*

~| reguested that NEWTON prepare a letter bvc

expressing the solidarity of the BPP to the Indochinese people
and also a second letter expressing solidarity or a special
message to the black GIs in Germany. He also suggested the
re-issaance of a poster by

|

[which depicted a "Limoen" with a gun and the slogan
"Our Fight Is Not Vietnam",

|
[reportedly also suggested

that the "Lumpen" write two songs or solidarity directed to
the black GIs and to the Indochinese people, I "Iwas of
the opinion this would have beautiful value for propaganda
purposes.

SF T-2
April 4, 1971

On April 8, 197 1 j [
contacted NEWTON and

expressed his j j
elation over the great success that

his visit to Paris had had. He claimed that he had been able
to see "everyone" expect the Albanians, and he was soheduled he

to see them on April 9, 1971, After that, he felt that he b7

should proceed to Copenhagen, because he had observed a
certain hesitancy, not further described, among those formerly
the most solid for the BPP, In other words, f [ said it
appeared to him that "ELDRIDGE CLEAVER was up to something"

.

[

had no information that CLEAVER was actually up to
something but was merely suspicious because of an apparent
change in attitude from the northern solidarity group.
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then went on to say that he did not feel
that France was ready to receive NEWTON with the acclaim that
was due him. I said that if he (NEWTON) came to France,
he felt that he (NEWTON) should be greeted like the head of
the state, or at lease of the head of a revolutionary govern-
ment* To receive the appropriate reception much preparation
and arrangements would be necessary, and such conditions were
not yet an actuality in France. I l even fancied that
North Vietnamese might want to have NEWTON join in the Paris

felt appropriate arrange-Peace Talks* In this event,
ments could be made, but again would require consider€U3le
preparation.

h6
hlC

In this conversation with various "revolutionaries"
was told that the true revolutionaries pre-in Paris,

ferred to deal with revolutionaries who were active in the
struggle on their home grounds, rather than with revolutionaries
who were in exile. It is believed that in this ease l

was referring to the NEWTON - CLEAVER situation where NEWTON
was on homeground and CLEAVER was in exile. .b6

:b7C

I

~|said that he had sent NEWTON eight rings
from the South Vietnamese NLF for the political prisoners being
helped by the BPP, These rings were reportedly made from
metal from American airplanes shot down in Vietnam. I ~i
decided that he would not proceed to Copenhagen at this
time, but should return to the United States and discuss his
European tour personally with NEWTON. NEWTON then instructed

to come directly to California to see him.

CP
April 8, 1971
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F, BPP IDEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE AND "POLITBUREAU"

NEWTON presided at the classes of the BPP
Ideological Institute held on January 9 , January 16, and
January 23, 1971

SF T-2
January 9-23, 1971

On January 7, 1971, NEWTON instructed

[

San Francisco BPP member, to obtain some books for
him concerning elements of psychology, anthropology, and
physics to be used in connection with the Ideological
Institute. I Igot the books for NEWTON the same date.

SF T-2
January 7, 1971

be
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On January 10. 1971. NEWTON and

I
were discussing

the BPP Ideological Institute. At that time NEWTON stated he
has been reviewing some books he had previously read con-
cerning philosophy and dialectical materialism, and he now
feels they are not very good study materials for the BPP
brothers and sisters who are attending the Institute. He
remarked that some of the definitions in the books are non-
functional, particularly the definitions of logics, empiricism,
and rationale. He further commented the books only tell how
logics, empiricism and rationale are used and do not tell
about the "stuff" they are made out of.

NEWTON also remarked that the books he has read and
has assigned for reading by the people attending the Institute
are very confusing to the members attending the classes
because the books explain logics and "runs down” the process
and the system but don't say a thing about the qualities of
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logics, empiricism, and rationale. He continued that the
books tell about the system that logics use and dwell on the
system rather than actually what logic is made up of. He
stated that when teaching the classes he talks about what
logics, empiricism, and rationale are made up of and then
when the students read the books he has assigned they
become confused.

NEWTON further stated that he may end up having
to write a basic book on philosophy for use at the Institute
and that he would like to lay a foundation with a definitive-
type work on the qualities of logics, empiricism, and an
explanation of what they really are and what they are made
up of.

Titles of some of the books NEWTON is using in
preparing his lectures for the Ideological Institute are
"Introduction to Dialectical Methods", "Enduring Question"
by RADAR and HOLT (phonetic), "History of Materialism",
"Theory of Knowledge", and "Materialism and Dialectical Method"
by MAURICE CONPORTH. In that regard, NEWTON commented that
"Introduction to Dialectical Methods" really helped him
understand rationale.

During the conversation between NEWTON and I

told NEWTON that he I I had just completed reading
an article by a Marxist scholar entitled "Materialism and b6

Idealism in the History of Negro Slavery in the United States" b7c

whichT I throught would be good reading for the people
attending the Institute.

|
|also stated he hoped he would

be able to attend some of the classes held by NEWTON, but he
did not know if his schedule would permit him to do so.

NEWTON said that at the classes to be held at
the Ideological Institute on January 16, 1971, he planned to
discuss "Mechanical Materialism, Pragmatism, and Existentialism"

.

SF T-2
January 10, 1971
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On Januazry 31, 1971, it had been learned that the
BPP is considering the creation o£ a "politbureau" to be com-
posed of top Party leadership and to function above the
current Central Committee of the Party. NEWTON had referred
to this possibility in his first lecture to BPP leaders at the
first class held at the Ideological Institute. NEWTON,
however, did not completely explain his definition of the
"politbureau"

.

attendin(
which I

At the Institute meeting held on January 30, 1971,
[presided. Apparently some of the people

the class raised a question about the "politbureau”
[attempted to explain to those present.

After the meeting, someone inquired about the
"politbureau" to I I had not
attended the session chaired by j [on January 30, 1971,
and was not clear on the "politbureau" definition himself.

[was of the opinion that the "politbureau" was
definitely over the Central Committee and was composed of the
most politically advanced people in the Party.

I i had apparently discussed the foregoing
with \ after which
stated he had learned the "politbureau" consisted of the leader*
ship, the founders of the Party, and was the "old guard, rear
guard, advance guard and vanguard" of the Party.

NEWTON became angered about the inquiry concerning
"politbureau" and imnediatelv contacted I I about it.
NEWTON ordered that ! [be immediately suspended, that
he return to ^s Anaeles. and to sever his

j j
relation-

ship with the I I The suspension was to
remain in effect until NEWTON later returned to San Francisco.

"[then attempted to explain to NEWTON that
!

had not discussed the "politbureau", except to explain it,
but this was not accepted by NEWTON inasmuch as

j

had not attended the Institute meeting himself.

b6
b7C

bo
b7C
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NEWTON then spoke with l who was in
Oakland attending the Institute, and she informed NEWTON
thatl I

had merely tried to explain "politbureau"
based on an inquiry and stood behind "the most advanced
thinkers in the Party"

.

NEWTON ^en immediately countermanded his suspension
order fo^ I informing I lit was cancelled
and thatl I

\ Source said that NEWTON specifically instructed.

be
b7C

lowever. that or JOHN SEALE had to attend the
classes at the Institute to insure that NEWTON was not
"sabotaged"!

SP T-4
January 31, 1971

The BPP Ideological Institute is a type of re-
training for BPP leaders, conducted chiefly by NEWTON and with
the expressed purpose of re-indoctrinating BPP leaders in
newton’s interpretation of BPP philosophy such as
" intercommunallsm"

•

SF T-35
February 3, 1971

On February 10, 1971. 1

~| told NEWTON that
the Ideological class held on February 6, 1971, was very poor
inasmuch as the discussion was not guided and the people "went
off into tangents". I

~| said that she did not feel that
anyone attending the class on February 6th learned anything.

I I continued that the class held on January 30,
1971, was not much better, but she gave no further explanation
She told NEWTON that the discussions held in the two classes
had been recorded on tape and that she wants him to listen to
the tapes so he can see just how the discussions went.
NEWTON indicated he would listen to the tapes if he has the
time.

SF T-2
February 10, 1971
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On March 2, 1971, NEWTON stated he is going to
enlarge the Ideological Institute, with special attention
to inviting representatives from Southern states to attend.
He said the Institute is designed along Marxist - Leninist
lines, and that he intends to introduce his (NEWTON'S) new
theory of "Revolutionary Suicide" at the Institute sometlne
in the near future. NEWTON gave no details of his theory.

SF T-31
March 2, 1971

As of April 20, 1971, no information has been
received that any representatives from any Southern states
have been invited to classes instructed by NEWTON.

SF T-2
SP T-4
SF T-30
SP T-31
March 2, 1971 - April 20, 1971

On March 6, 1971, BPP National Headquarters informed
various BPP members in the Oakland area that classes of the
Ideological Institute would be held on March 7, 1971, and that
NEWTON would be instcucting the class.

SF T-2
March 6, 1971
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G. INFLUENCE IN SETTLING STUDENT DISRUPTION
AT MERRITT COLLEGE > OAKLAND « CALIFORNIA

On March 15, 1971, DOUGLAS MIRANDA was in command
of a "student coalition" group at Merritt College, Oakland,
California, and he directed the seizure of all Merritt College
Administrative Offices and facilities at 57th and Grove
Streets, Oakland. MIRANDA is a current high-ranking officer
of the BPP and has been assigned by HUEY P, NEWTON to the
task of controlling the Merritt College Black Student Union
(BSU) in the best interests of the BPP.

SF T-32
March 15, 1971

As of March 19, 1971, there was no indication of
any BPP direction of the student strike at Merritt College.

SF T-22
March 19, 1971

A group of Merritt College activists, both male and
female and black and Chicano, met at the residence of NEWTON,
1200 Lake Shore Avenue, Oakland, during the late afternoon
and early evening of March 19, 1971. A debate on the future
course of action to be taken at Merritt College took place,

SF T-31
March 19, 1971

On the morning of March 20, 1971, NEWTON advised
DOUGLAS MIRANDA that the blacks must take some action to regain
control of the situation at Merritt College and that NEWTON
was considering contacting the college president and offering
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to take pressure off of the school in exchange for an agr
ment by the president to drop the suspension of students.

SP T-2
March 20, 1971

On March 20, 1971, NEWTON decided to contact
President NORVEL SMITH of Merritt College in order to make a
deal to reinstate suspended students and to endeavor to place
all blame for the Merritt College disruption upon Governor
RONALD REAGAN and the Academic Senate of the College.

SF T-2
March 20, 1971

NEWTON conferred with i Ion the mornim
of March 20, 1971, and the comment was made that I

be
b7C

SF T-31
March 20, 1971

In the mid afternoon of March 20, 1971, NORVEL
SMITH, President of Merritt College, appeared at NEWTON 's
residence and requested NEWTON to use his influence to obtain
a cooling off period at Merritt College. NEWTON responded
that such a cooling off period would be humiliating to the
BPP and not acceptable. SMITH stated he would not call police
if suspended students came onto the campus and that if trouble
started he would sound the fire alarm, order students home
and close the school. SMITH further stated that if Monday
was calm at the school he would give credit to the suspended
students for their cooperation and would reduce their sus-
pensions to a nominal two weeks. (The suspended students
referred to are believed to be I

I all of whom
be
b7C
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are subjects of warrants sworn out by NORVEL SMITH charging
that they threatened him in order to prevent his performance
of the duties of his office)

•

SF T-31
March 20, 1971

During the meeting between NEWTON and NORVEL SMITH
on the afternoon of March 20, 1971, NEWTON wanted DOUGLAS
MIRANDA and the other suspended students reinstated and
charges against them dropped, SMITH refused to drop charges,
stating that was out of his hands, but SMITH agreed to reduce
the expulsions to suspensions for a short period only.

SF T-22
March 20, 1971

Following the departure of NORVEL SMITH from
NEWTON'S residence on March 20, 1971, NEWTON advised MIRANDA
that MIRANDA could go on campus and that blacks would be in
control of the situation on the campus. NEWTON instructed
MIRANDA to "cool” everything on Monday.

On the evening of March 20, 1971, NEWTON contacted
PAUL COBB, a black candidate for Oakland City Council in the
April, 1971 elections. NEWTON advised COBB that NEWTON wished
to have a meeting of Oakland's black political leaders that
evening to discuss the Merritt College problem. NEWTON named
the following Oakland black political leaders whom he desired
to be present:

Attorney JOHN GEORGE

Superior Court Judge LIONEL WILSON
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PERCY MOORE, Director of Oakland's
primary poverty agency

U. S. Congressman RONALD DELLUMS

SF T-2
March 20, 1971

On the evening of Sunday, March 21, 1971, PAUL COBB
appeared at the residence of NEWTON, no other black political
leaders are known to have appeared, NEWTON apologized for not
previously involving the leadership of Oakland's black
community in the Merritt College situation, NEWTON stated
that the BPP's position was that NORVEL SMITH had only done
what he had to do, NEWTON claimed that he would get NORVEL
SMITH to drop charges against MIRANDA and other suspended
black students, NEWTON proposed to COBB that the BPP and
leaders of Oakland's black community display a united frontaon
the Merritt College issues,

SF T- 31
March 21, 1971

On the evening of Sunday, March 21, 1971, NEWTON
declared that his primary goal was the establishment of BPP
control over politicians in OeUcland and through them control
of the community itself,

SF T-2
March 21, 1971

NEWTON, in company with I |

I
DOUGLAS

MIRANDA, appeared on the Merritt College campus at approximately
3i00 PM, Monday, March 22, 1971. NEWTON found NORVEL SMITH
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absent from the campus and contacted President SMITH by
telephone* HUEY NEWTON asked SMITH if the latter was
satisfied with conditions of calm on the campus. NEWTON
further told SMITH that NEWTON was leaving town for a few days
but that he was guaranteeing that quiet would prevail on the
Merritt College ceunpus during his absence.

SF T-34
March 22, 1971
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H, MEETINGS WITH BOBBY SEALE

On February 1, 1971, HEWTON attended the trial of
BOBBY SEALE and ERICKA HUGGINS in New Haven, Connecticut,
When the court broke for lunch, NEWTON was granted an hour to
confer with SEALE and HUGGINS. NEWTON and SEALE embraced for
publicity purposes; however, during the hour conference,
NEWTON spent the time speaking to HUGGINS and I

I who accompanied NEWTON, spoke with SEALE.

FBI Agents
New Haven, Connecticut
February 1, 1971

On March 25, 1971, NEWTON appeared at Connecticut
State Court, New Haven, to observe suppression hearing in the
SEALE - HUGGINS case. On the evening of March 25, 1971, NEWTON
and SEALE 's attorneys traveled to Montville Prison, where
SEALE is incarcerated. They conferred with SEALE for three
hours

•

FBI Agents
New Haven, Connecticut
March 25, 1971

On March 28, 1971, a message from BOBBY SEALE was
broadcast over Radio Station KDIA, San Francisco. At the
beginning of the broadcast, it was announced the message had
been taped on the evening of March 25, 1971, when NEWTON had
visited with SEALE in jail in New Haven. In the message, SEALE
criticized ELDRIDGE CLEAVER and stated his (SEALE'S) support
for NEWTON as leader of the bpp.

FBI Agent
San Francisco, California
March 28, 1971
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I, SUPPORT OF ANGELA DAVIS

On March 8, 1971, NEWTON was in contact with|
I ANGELA DAVIS, and

NEWTON informed
I [

that the BPP is now opening its doors
for a united front relative to all political prisoners and
specifically ANGELA DAVIS. NEWTON said the next issue of the
BPP newspaper will contain statements of support by the BPP
of DAVIS and other political prisoners. He explained to
THORNE that the reason the derogatory article about DAVIS
written by ELDRIDGE CLEAVER that was printed previously in
"The Black Panther" was because I

the newspaper and that she is in agreement with CLEAVER'S
views. NEWTON further told

| that he intends to divide
funds received from the recently held solidarity rally with
DAVIS and other prisoners. NEWTON also said he would take
part in the introduction of the film reportedly being pre-
pared concerning ANGELA DAVIS.

SF T-2
March 8, 1971

On March 8, 1971, NEWTON instructed that an article
be written for inclusion in the forthcoming issue of "The
Black Panther" newspaper concerning ANGELA DAVIS. NEWTON
instructe<i that the article state that the Central Committee
of the BPP is backing ANGELA and that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER had
talked against her all along due to his sexual fascism and had
forced her out of the Party by his high-handed ways. NEWTON
further stated the article should state that CLEAVER*

s

article concerning DAVIS had slipped into the BPP newspaper
by mistake and had been approved for printing by CLEAVER'S be

•b/C

SF T-4
March 8, 1971
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The following letter from NEWTON on BPP stationery
was mailed to ANGELA DAVIS on November 9, 1970:

I

"November 9, 1970

"Sister Angela:

"I received vour letter viaF
have also spoken with

and
The Black

Panther Party places itself at your disposal and we
will do everything in our power to assist you and to
see to it that you become free and take your right-
ful place in the community.

be
b7C

"Even though ideological contradictions do
exist between the Communist Party and ourselves we
will work together with them to free you. We will
however criticize the CP whenever we see the
necessity in the interest of the people.

"Be strong Sister, the people are with you
and you will be set free.

"Power to the People

"s/s HUEY P. NEWTON

"HUEY P. NEWTON
"Minister of Defense"

SF T-36
March 9, 1971

On Ma'fSh 16, 1971, NEWTON stated the BPP is going
to give the ANGELA DAVIS Defense Committee $500,00 from the
funds raised at the Intercommunal Day of Solidarity for Political
Prisoners rally held in Oakland on the night of March 5, 1971,

SF T-2
March 16, 1971
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J, INTERVIEWS AND PRESS STATEMENTS

The center fold of the January 16, 1971, issue of
"The Black Panther" newspaper contained an article setting
forth the text of an interview of NEWTON by a representative
of "SECHABA". The article is captioned "Repression Breeds
Resistance, Huey P, Newton Talks to Sechaba" and is as
follows:
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, Within a week of his releas^JEjIoni

a tiiree year jail term, Huey Newton,

Supreme Commander and Minister of

Defense of the Black Panther Party

, gave this exclusive interview to

Sechaba. The interview was arranged
by the Africa Research Group with

the assistance of Karen Wald. We take

this opportunity to pay tribute to Huey
Newton, a great revolutionary leader

of the heroic Black Panthers,
SECHABA; Mr, Newton, velcome back

from jail and thank you for granting

us this interview. First we would like

ent.

you to explain the relationship between

the Black Panther Party and Black

Power movement,
HUEY: The Black Panther

out of the Black Power mo^

the Party transformed the

Black Power, into a socialist ideology,

a Marxist-Leninist ideology. The Black

Power movement has a tendency to have

a C5^italistic orientation along the lines

of what Marcus Garvey talked about

the kind of organisation that Elijah

Muhammad has, that is based upon

Black capitalism. The Black Panther

Party feels that not even the Black
v.'il] be able nr-

> utipcriaitiirH wncse ceiHraf^lba^"
here in North America. TjleLefnii

*

States is the central b^e%f tl^
bourgeoisie, and this is betSase^tfim
country is really not a nation any
longer, it's an empire that controls
the world, through economics or
through physical force - military
might. Even the Black Panther Party

socialist movement If*!
come not nationalist^

,
_

Power movement in the past but inter-
haticmalists.^

*«(**»

2^2

The bourgeoi^*

character, because it exploits the

world, it controls the wealth of the

world it has stolen, usurped the wealth

of the people of the world, including

thepeople who are in the Black colony

here in America and who were stolen

from Africa. We feel that the only

way that we can combat an interna-

tional enemy is through an interna-

tional strategy, unity of all people

who are exploited, who will overthrow

the international bourgeoisie, and re-

place if with a dictatorship by the

proletariat, the workers of the world.

And we feel that after imperialism is

destroyed, nationhood will no longer

be necessary; the state will then wither

away; then the whole world will belong

to the people and the old national

boundary lines will no longer exist.

We think that the movement is at this

stage, we think that the dialectics are

now breaking upon taking socialism,

social ideology to its final goal; com-
munism and the absence of statehood.

SECHABA; Do you want to say a little

about the programme and progranmo

the- i^a r'O’ and for youreelt,
HUEY; Our programme IS armea
struggle. We have hooked up with the
people who are rising up all over"^^
world with arms, because we feel that
only with the power of the gun will
the bourgeoisie be destroyed and the
world transformed. We feel that the
imperialists will not become Buddhists
overnight, they will not lay down their
batcher knives. Therefore the people
will have to use certain measures to
restore peace to the world and to

restrain the madmen who're rirniiTTig



a

amuck throughout the world oppressing
peats' everywhere. The world enemy
numter one is the ruling circle in the

United States of America. We view the

United States as the ‘city’ of the world

and ail the other countries as a

t1rs^e,’f“^

makes each country s'tro^r because

it develops a base of liberated ter-

ritory so that we’ll be in a better

strategic position to fight, and also it

b^oy s#^in Jf

slowly strangle imperialism by freeing

one country after another. This is why
we_support the brothers and sisters in

:^r

m, agaiil^ im’^rialismTas
^e brothers and sisters in Asia

and Latin America. We support all

-

struggles where people are struggling

for freedom, and we also support our
European brothers and sisters who are
tii^glin^j|LOverthr

their M^pitry.
ionali|p7 w#sup

of independence because this is a step

country has a right to be nationalistic

at this point as long as they are inter-

nationalists at the same time. We feel

that Black people in America have a
moral right to claim nationhood ^-
cause Ve are a cc

as

history won’t allow us to claim
nationhood, because it has bestowed an

obligation upon us; to take socialist

development to its final stage, to rid

the world of the imperialist threat,

the threat of the capitalist and the

warmonger. Once he is destroyed

then there will be no need for nation-

hood, because the nations won’t need
to defend themselves against the im-
perialist, because this is the most
powerful imperialist country in the

world, and other imperialist countries

depend on the backing of the U.S, At
this point the imperialist is running

rampant, so any country has a right

to claim nationhood or be nationalist,

as long as they are internationalists

is well.

1 If they are nationalist alone then

mey are chauvinist. If they are both

nationalist and internationalist, they

realize that they need liberated ter-

ritory but they also realize that their!

interests are the same as every other!
peoples interest who “are fighting

against imperialism. While we respect

your fight for
,,
nationhood and inde-

pendence, and we struggle with you,

we feel that we must destroy the very

necessity for countries to be nations

in the first place. And this is the whole

idea of making the world a place where
territorial boundaries will no longer be

necessary.

SECHABA: The leadership of the Black

Panther Party has come under very

severe attacks during the past year.

Can you tell us what effects these

att^acks have had on the Party?
’ '
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MThe repiression breeds resis-
We feel that by vlrtue-^TThe
It we are being attacked, and

the attacks are extremely vicious, we
know that we must be hitting a sensitive
spot. We have the fascists disturbed

and they are running amuck simply
because we are threatening them, we’re
threatening their very foundation, their

very existence. Otherwise they would
try to pretend to the world that this

is democracy and they would support

our right to freedom of speech, our
to freedom of the press and our

right|0«|)olitical activity. But all these

so^jped^emocratic civil rights are

'Heni^'tKe Black Panther Party, which
is the Vanguard of the people, because
the Party must be hitting a sensitive

spot, it must be a threat to the bureau-

cratic imperialistic capitalist. We
welcome all attacks. We willovercome

d advance wave upon
rid the world of the

d destroy all of the

monsters, and the whole world will

D^^^u believe there are

M^^fctiilBrvA^*^iSsibilities in the

United States?
'

HUEY: 1 would like to emphasize that

without the people of the world

struggling against imperialism, we
would have a very weak position to

work from here in the United States -

which I am calling the urban area of

the world. But because we know we have
friends, comrades-in-arms who are

fighting the same enemy that we are

fighting^ we feel that what we’v^ujQpe

is juHt open up a new front. We should

sav we are attempting to open up a

new front, because we don'tclafmany-

thing that we haven’t done. But we are

advancing the fight, we’re strengthen-

ing our strategy of resistance and

attack. We can do this because we
realize the American fascist troops are

being divided because the people of the

world are struggling against them. We
encourage - we admire,- we have great

admiration for socialist or communist
guerrillas all over the world. We feel

we will never be free until many
colonized people are free. We ^notice

that in most revolutions where
guerrilla kind of tactic was used, the

urban area or city was the last area

to be covered, and that bases opened

up first in the countryside. We see
now many~Bases opening up in the

countryside. We have 4dvancei^|t%^|»
point where ih^inany^^eiipjw^^^/^^
from guerrilllv {tp.. a • p^^®^
army that caii^ G^ei'fte'"'\^di a

face, head-on
.
^^Mionl^f^h tlM^l

pejtaliau This if onljjb|c«use'b|!;h|

gr|a.t .perseverance and^ gileat strepgt^

th£|t YOU |aVe shown, and t|at the peqpl4
of haxp shown.A^ile ^^ire^

being^ attached fil&m the left and irong^

the righi' aad fpom all sides, we’rj
stiP'*|rj^g to f^low your exaiSpI^fe

Wei rtfealize Ihati you’re also ieii^
attackedjErOnia^ ehemj^
Beeauselypuf ajjp (driving On you’vil

givenTudfstrehglJi to di^ So on4
ward to ^ctoiy. We ^11 someday mepf'

and oele^ate our ylctory, becaUsp I

know we Will have that. .

1,8a;® KbuR Exi>
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1
-

Wbat has been the nK

insp^ation fote the
•.-1 •

11 ^ Supg,

ban^ tb

tinlito guemi
socl^t ‘:thibfe, th^:;.8Mawe

P ani^^ ,,]iilrty®9|y I’te .belipe.
_;"is5c

the^
r'rb#;-'

^ ^
South 1 A^ida

If-:' ;;-.r. -'V'

nuifflerousPspie]»^lci^as ^

great inf1 uence^^b study SL^we fo|ilbiWs

their exampre."^-^- f Wb::itt^

very interested in the strategy that s

being used in Brazil, which is an ur-

ban area, and we plan to dravP^dn

that. And we’ve certainly been’

fluenced by all of the people who a;

struggling in the world. As far as

control is concerned, our Centra' Com-

mittee controls our Party, But I wen’t

deny* the influence. We don’t consider

that question aai accusation, because

I think w^d Should learn from 0ich

otner
5

,<*/»

^

SECHABAtLa^ year there was a

United Front - the National Confere|ice

to ^^itnhat' -Fasdfem which tociuded ^
nui^r di'groi^s, among them SDS,

the Dubois Commaoist Party

of ^ United Statea,; What is^ ithe

BlS^ Panther Party pi|icy onHnsl^
of rilationsbip? •

^

Our poticy is that we are

friiiita

tioi

Mm

aUj&j4|cF#‘'wo«W.i

to 'have a popular ^

.victo^^'hpcfuse

nofc: Wf ,«a,ya^
foT^ the'-'people n|u'St,be.CQnS^^P'

th# peojpile:f'.rnttstfct:ake ;partv

*^igjde;hi::^eVery-^evel. V

ieCview^part Of '.our^ple^

orientate ,P£Se||
an understanding of the social torCes

. j .-1 x4 i «1 r^cs

inv^^ini' the 'pe^e. in pr^gc^

lev^lmi Jr. Mi
relationships coali^ion^j

•
'

-O':-

^ve iftd yporl: wttlp||lii m
mQ hope :t|

- S(

p£^4BA: 'yWould:, tho

Pa^iii#td set'll, or eistablish.iBMg^

direct ^contacts the liberatipirt

struggles of Africa, Latin Ainerica and

A jL'I

'J4.

Mi ifiYr S^es wc think that we ^an learn

.mru'e from each other if v)p were

w istjcabltsh better means ofepmm^-?

;cai>n8. pne of the chief diffiOul^S

.ik 1 maitter of cc^ratuiicaticps,^ ^

^international %ruggle

sT^iirty di?eb:, ihi»k^ 5it*ti|SK
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^ stl^iSe ani

because We‘fee|

ItfSW -fit exist/now^s sd
eter^^tld, as f^ afS' fic T

orl

:ernea
r f

compt. |nie Tig^rnation^^

jpp(|f'.ani' cf^ized. ma^
iorm- wais yi&ependence

A -

•'

as;

>w dme -S

foieveK

Sfl

:^imiis^^eat

<^r .rpt

•
/ ):•

tefct<^al:

C ’^aTL ''
•• vY'..:v'*,sS"'*,

.

*e, way.:-:

SEi

would^ydillE^

tact with l^ei|iberati<^i'h||ip^^
Southern /^arand,;'l^^»ii^j®
iorm? fr WlRqF^

W- .:

^e;^: As you know/ ;we^p'^5^^ed
to the;Vietnamese peop^' tp^pfc

w

solidariwirlM®^
|ath(@|jtime,: we ;,also made -1®/

V'-//,.
;-' * 7^;*,

^ w'jald send troops of s||pr

» to aEir of <&r friends whd^ wdSp

*1-
. wf^

g
'i^: ther|* We think, thi'pltin^ll

' of ';lfiepship that"->(^ Vcc^i
Sr%' to ^nd pr comradel-. to 'ti^p

Mood; on your soil in the name|p|
jj^reedpm^ in the interest of the peoj^tei

jmd against the imperialist enemy,|t^
jfeerC’ is anything else that we can-do.

bther than to struggle to break i^ie

fchaii^ chat shackle us, then let tis

faiojillgybout and we will p willine
- 7i

. .F-; . .
. !

.. i-:! . .f.
*

mm^BA: thire-mass Tit^esr ih
United States about thel^u^e

the I Inf:?d States?

HUEV: Wr . thengrack

are a vangi

Iwe'fe mo:

Inasses anc

Emmmm Fily

the

Ip internat|

2pple are as
y&ml* -I !•'

^time ;ip5

unders^bf

llOTiar with-

||>||d like

l&ied; struggle';a®p;'i^at|l^g»|erpHlas
p^^oing,' so m^:^e c^.np^ac[

^

this

i^^^ipation. WeV;^^4puld| ;;>;!|^e;,/lllm

i^^e: we have^^npks^ht,#e?'i^
^otod in the cdrnmuniiy ahd^ ‘s^

l||)np to people th^ w^k In the^st^

5;c|i®r example- we‘ ha>m';ftlnii"-

pil^ution that to^ place in t^lgev’ia.

p^t^ornmunity IsArefy impressed with

^^kihd of thing/ pc^se.' tiiey''can

the rel^Qi|shlp between the

F.rench tpped' |he ?^lgefIans

l^yhoW we’re tre^^ In^this dovBitry.

^I^^we' have a -bbltD in ;the-. Black
|i|j^er Party which is an okt faying:

lecture is worth h^oitsandWo
|And| the people, mayfe they don’t rpd

1^ much as they shpiUd/ so w^'^bund

ikclif.DOlltlcal edUca£ioii|ha|;|t’f;ie^

r our dutymop ;af ota%j|i^^i.es
to ' raise tmi^r^ioli^pi^^phe
p ,

throug|i''^«Cbtu^:;/iiA

ggle In /^rw*.';.:^-!4re

liar with' '^Sc#liht:'-'.ndw,/j4§,:#e

l'.: *'t

im

'Qsi *
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I r^leasi^ from jail, Siric^hen^ ii&ltas

\d^^p^d th/$ Pcefty’s i^olog^ tg. a
i^^l^'‘kdgher level and |i>e Jiage %e~
icome ; interoonMmmalt^ Sid rid



SF 157-1203
JLC/sad

The March 19,, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco
Chronicle", a daily San Francisco newspaper, contained an
article written by Staff Reporter TIM FINDLEY captioned
"NEWTON Talks of Panthers* Future", According to the
article, NEWTON stated: "Reports of death of the Black Panther
Party are being exaggerated by people who never understood
the Party in the first place. The Party is not finished, the
programs are continuing; but it's the vision that has been
almost devastated now. You spend your time putting those
programs together and now I go out and people don't want to
know about that, they want to ask another question: 'Is it
really a split?' I tell them, 'No, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER just
quit', and they think that's funny".

The article reports on the various community
programs the BPP participates in, naming the Free Breakfast
For Children Program, free medical clinics, and the beginning
of a free shoe factory.

In commenting regarding the split between CLEAVER
and NEWTON, the article reports that "CLEAVER' s main insistence
in the past two weeks has been that BOBBY SEALE and ANGELA
DAVIS can only be freed through sudden acts such as carried
out by JONATHAN JACKSON at the Marin County Courthouse,
CLEAVER, in short, is calling for his followers to abandon
any illusions and begin 'the revolution,' " To that NEWTON
replied, "No kamikaze act has ever made a revolution. Even
though I wouldn't deny the necessity of a kcunikaze act in a
certain situation,"

The article ends with the following statements of
NEWTON

:

"The credibility of the Party has been attacked.
We can too easily now forget the community and start arguing
personality and ideology among ourselves.
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JLC/sad

'•ELDRIDGE is not destroying the leadership of
the Panther Party ^ because I*d give him that. He *3 destroying
the vision the Panther Party created”.

On March 28, 1971, following a taped message by BOBBY
SEALE that was aired on Radio Station KDIA, San Francisco, NEWTON
was interviewed by the KDIA moderator. NEV7T0N stated he was
certain SEALE would be acquitted, but he described the New Haven
black community as ”suppressed^' and alleged New Haven is experi-
menting with new police methods. He also stated that Yale Uni-
versity receives CIA funds and the atmosphere in New Haven is one
of "creeping fascism."

NEWTON further remarked that the BPP has 38 chapters
and branches, with 2 chapters and 1 branch defecting with CLEAVER
and leaving the Party. He named only the New Jersey NCCF and the
Harlem Branch as defecting.

NEWTON said that all BPP chapters have elaborate programs
carrying out "survival pending revolution" and are concerned with
the necessity of freeing all political prisoners.

FBI Agent
San Francisco
March 28, 1971
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K. WRITINGS

The April 17, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained the following article by NEWTON:
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p
f̂ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
FROM THE BLACK PANTHERTPARTY.

AND THE DEFECTION OF I

1
the black panther party
FROM THE BLACK COMMUNITY ,

fy Huey P. Newtottj

^inister of Defense of The Black Panther Paxty

amL^ervant of The People

”The Black Panther'*

April 17,1971
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The Black Panther Party bases its

ideology and philosophy on a concrete

analysis of concrete conditions, using

dialectical materialism as our
analytical method. As dialectical ma-
tkrialists we recognize that contra-

dictions can lead to development. The
internal struggle of opposites based

upon their unity causes matter to have
motion as a part of the process of de-

velopment. We recognize that nothing

in nature stands outside of dialectics,

even the Black Panther Party. But we
welcome these contradictions, because
they clarify and advance our struggle.

We had a contradiction with ourformer
Minister of Information, Eldridge

Cleaver. But we understand this as

necessary to our growth. Out of this

contradiction has come new growth
and a new return to the original vision

6f the Party,

I
Early in the development ofthe Black

Panther Party I wrote an essay titled

“The Correct Handling of a Revolu-

tion**. This was in response to another

contradiction - the criticisms raised

against the Party by the Revolutionary

A*ctiofi Movement (RAM) . At that iime

RAM criticized us for our above-

ground action -- openly displaying

weapons and talking about the

necessity for the community to arm
itself for its ovm self-defense. RAM
staid that they were underground, and

saw this as the correct xmy to handle

a revolution. / responded to them by

pointing out that you must establish

your organization above ground so that

the people will relate to it in a way
that will be positive and progressive

to th^. When yougo underground with-

out doing this, you bury yourself so

deeply that the people can neither re-
late to nor contact you. Then the

terrorism of the underground organi-

zation will be just that—striking fear
into the hearts of the very people

whose interest the organization claims
to be defending—because the people

cannot relate to them and there is ncy

body there to interpret their actions.

You have to set up a program cy

practical action and be a model for
the community tofollow and appreciate.

The original vision of the Party was
to develop a lifeline to the people, by
serving their needs and defending them
against their oppressors who come td

the community in many forms—from
armed police to capitalist exploiters.

We knew that this strategy would raise

the consciousness of the people and
also give vts their support. Then, if

we were driven underground by the

oppressors, the people would support

us and defend us. They would know
that, in spite of the oppressor* s inter-%

pjretqtions, that our pnly^ desire uns to

serve their true interests; and theiy

would defend us. In this manner we
might be forced underground, but there

would be a lifeline to the community
which would always sustain us, because
the people would identify with us and
not with our common enemy.
For a time the Black Panther Party

lost its vision and defected from the

community. With the defection of El-

dridge Cleaver, however, we can move
again to a full scale development of

our original vision and come out o^"

the twilight zone which the Party hat

been in during the recent past.

The only reason that the Party is

stillr~fn' Existence at this time, and
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the only reason that we have been able

to survive the repression of the Party

and murders of some of our most ad-
vanced comrades is because ofthe Ten-
Point Program — our survival pro-^

gram. Our programs would be mean-
irwless and insignificant if they were
net community programs. This is why
iq is my opinion that as long as the

Black community and oppressed people

are found in North America the Black
Panther Party will last. The Party

will survive as a structured vehicle,
f

because it serves the true interests

of oppressed people and administers to

their needs -- this was the original

vision of the Party. The original vision

was not structured by rhetoric nor by

ideology. It was structure by the

S
actical needs of the people, and its

earners were armed with an ideology

ich provided a systematic method of
analysis of how best to meet those

needs.

When Bobby Seale and I came to-

gether to launch the Black Panther
Party, we had been throi4gh many
groups. Most ofthem rvere so dedicated

to rhetoric and artistic rituals that they

had withdrawn from living in the

Twentieth Century. Sometimes their

analyses were beautiful, but they had

no practical programs which would
deliver their understandings to the

people. When they did try to develop

practical programs, they often failedf
because they lacked a systematic

ideology which would help them do

concrete analyses of concrete con-

ditions to gain a full understanding of
the cam^n^nity and its needs. When I

was in Donald Warden’s Afro-^fMETl-

can Association, I watched him try to

make a reality of community control

through Black Capitalism. But Warden
did not have a systematic ideology, and
his attempts to initiate his program
continually frustrated him and the com-
munity too. They did not know wlp>

capitalism would not work for them,

even though it had worked for othiir

ethnic groups.

When 'we formed the Party, we did

so because we wanted to put theory

and^ practice together, in a systematic

manner. We did this through our basic

Ten Point Program. In actuality it was
a 20-Point Program, with the practice
expressed in "What We Want” and the
theory expressed in "What We
Believe”. This program uxis designed
to serve as a basis for a structured

political vehicle.
[

The actions we engaged in at that
\

time were strictly strategic actions,

for political purposes. They were de-
signed to mobilize the community. Any

\

action which does not mobilize the

community toward the goal is not a
revolutionary action. The action might
be a marvelous statement of courage,
but if it does not mobilize the people
toward the goal of a higher mani-
festation of freedom, it is not making
a political statement and could even
be counter-revolutionary.

|

We realized at a very early poim
in our development, that revolution is

a process. It is not a particular action,
nor is it a conclusion. It is a process.
This is why when feudalism wiped out

slavery, feudalism was revolutionary.
This is why when capitalism wiped
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out feudalism, capUdU^m loas revolu-
tioimryTThe concrete analysts of con-
crete conditions will reveal the true

nature of the situation and increase

our understanding. This process moves
in a dialectical manner and we under-
stand the struggle of the opposites

d>a$ed upon their unity, ’

Many times people say that our^

Ten-Point Program is reformist; but

they ignore the fact that revolution is

a process. We left the program open-
ended, so that it could develop and
people could identify with it. We did

not offer it to them as a conclusion;

we offered it as a vehicle to move
them to a higher level. In their quest

for freedom, and in their attempts to

t^event the oppressor from stripping

them of all the things they need to exist,

the people see things as moving from
A to B to C; they do not see things

as moving from A to Z, In other

words they have to seefirst some basic

accomplishments, in order to realize

that major successes are possible.

Much of the time the revolutionary will

have to guide them into this under-

standing, But he can never take them

from A to Z in one jump, because^

it is too far ahead. Therefore, when
the revolutionary begins to indulge in

Z, or final conclusions, the people

cro not relate to him. Therefore he

is no longer a revolutionary, if re-

volution is a process. This makes
any action or function which does not

promote the process - non-revolu-

tionary,
whf>n fhp Party went to Sacramento,

when the Party faced doum the police-

fnen in front of the office ofRamparts
magakine, and when theParty patrolled

the police with arms, we were actirig

\(in 1966) at a time when the people had

given up the philosophy of non-violent

\direct action and were beginning to deal

with sterner stuff. We wanted them to

see the virtues of disciplined and or-

ganized armed self-defense, rather

than spontaneous and disorganized out-

)

breaks and riots. There were Police

Alert Patrols all over the country,

but we were the first armed police

patrol. We called ourselves the Black
Panther Party for Self Defense, In all

of this we had political and revolution-

ary objectives in mind, but we knew
that we could not succeed without the

support of the people, ,

Our strategy was based on a con-
sistent ideology, which helped us^ to

understand the conditions around us.

We knew that the law was not pre-
pared for what we were doing and
policemen were so shocked that they
didn*t know what to do. We saw that

the people felt a newpride and strength
because of the example we setfor them;
and they began to look toward me
vehicle we were building for answers.
Later we dropped the term **Self-

Defense” from our name and just be-
came the Black Panther Party, We
discouraged actions like Sacramento
and police observations because we
recognized that these were not the

things to do in every situation or on
^ every occasion. We never called4bes,e

revolutionary actions. The only time
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an action is revolutionary is whon -ihe

people relate to it in a revolutionary

way. If they will not use the example
you setf then no matter how many
guns you have, your action is not re-

volutionary.

%The gun itself is not necessarily

revolutionary, because the fascists

ckrry guns—in fact they have more
guns. A lot ofso-called revolutionaries

simply do not understand the statement
by Chairman Mao that '‘Politicalpower
grows out of the barrel of a gun.”
They thought Chairman Mao said poli-

tical power i^ the gun, but the emphasis
is on grows. The culmination of
political power is the ownership and
control of the land and the institutions

thereon, so that you can then get rid

of the gun. That is why Chairman Mao
makes the statement that, “We are

advocates of the abolition of war, we
do not uxint war; but war can only be

abolished through tear, and in order
to get rid of the gun, it is necessary
to take up the gun.** He is always
speaking of getting rid of it. If he did

not look at it in those terms, then he
surely would not be revolutionary. In

other words, the gun by all re-

volutionary principles is a tool to be

used in our strategy; it is not an end
I ‘

n itself. This was a part of the

c riginal vision of the Black Panther

Party.

I had asked Eldridge Cleaver to

join the Party a number of times. But

he did not join until after the con-

frontation with the police in front of
the office ofRamparts Magazine, where

the policy were ajraid to goJoxJbeir
guns. Without my knowledge, he took

this as the Revolution and the Party.
But in our basic program it was no '

until Point 7 that we mentioned the
1

,

gun, and this was intentional. We were
trying to build a political vehicle

through which the people could ex-
press their revolutionary desires. We
recognized that no party or organiza-
tion can make the revolution, only the

people can. All we could do tvas act

als a guide to the people. Because
revolution is a process, and because
the process moves in a dialectical

manner. At one point one thing might
be proper, but the same action couM
be improper at another point. We a^

I

ways emphasized a concrete analysis

j

of concrete conditions, and then an

I

appropriate response to these con-

I ditions as a way. of mobilizing the

' people and leadingthem to higher levels

of consciousness.

People constantly thought that we
were security guards and community
police or something like this. This is

why we dropped the term “Self De-
fense** from our name and directed

the attention of the people to the fact

that the only way tl^ would get sai'-

vation is through their control of th e

- institutions which serve the com-
munity. This would require that they

organize a political vehicle which would
keep their support and endorsement
through its survival programs of
service. They would look to it for
answers and guidance. It would not be

an organization which runs candidates

for political office, but it would serve
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as a watchman over the administrators
whom’ tJfe people have placed m office.

Because the Black Panther Party

f
ows out of the conditions and needs

oppressed people, we are interested

everything the people are interested

in, even though we may not see these

particular concerns as the final
|

answers to our problems. We wilP
never run for political office, but we
mil endorse and support those

candidates who are acting in the

true interests of the people. We may
even provide campaign workers for
them and do voter registration and
basic precinct work. This would not

be out of a commitment to electoral

politics, however. It would be our way
of brihging the will of the people to

bear on situations in which they are
interested. We will also hold such
candidates responsible to the com-
munity, no matter how far removed
their offices may be from the com-
munity, So we lead the people by

following their interests, with a view
\

toward raising their consciousness to !

see beyond particular goals, '

When Eldridgejoined the Party it vxis
|

after the police confrontation, which
\

left him fixated with the **either-of^*

attitude. This was that either the corr^-

i
nity picked up the gun with the Party
else they were cowards and there

s no place for them. He did not

realize that if the people did not re-

late to the Party, then there was no

way that the Black PantherParty could

make any revolution, because the

record shows that the people are the

makers of the revolution and of world
history.

Sometimes there are those who ex-

press personal problems in potiiical

terms, and if they are eloquent, then
these personal problems can sound
very political. We charge Eldridge
Cleaver with this. Much of it is pro-
bably beyond his control, because it if
so personal. But we did not know that

when he joined the Party, he was doir^
so only because of that act in front

of Ramparts, We weren't trying to

prove anything to ourselves, all we
were trying to do, at that particular
point, was defend Betty Shabazz, But
we were praised by the people.

Under the influence of Eldridge
Cleaver the Party gave the community
no alternative for dealing with us, ex-
cept by picking up the gun. This 'move

was reactionary simply because the

community was not at that point, in-

stead of being a cultural cult group,

we became, by that act, a revolution-

ary cult group. But this is a basic

contradiction, because revolution is a

process, and if the acts you commit do

not fall within the scope of the process
then they are non-revolutionary.

What the revolutionary movement
and the Black community needs is a
very strong structure. This structure

can only exist with the support of the

people and it can only get its support

through serving them. This is why ue

have the service to the people

program - the most important thing

in the Party. We will serve their

needs, so that they can survive through

this oppression. Then when they are

ready to pick up the gun, serious

busihess~%uill happen, Eldridge Cleaver
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inflvienced us to isolate ourselvesfrom
the "^taak community, so that it was
war between the oppressor and the

Black Panther Party, not war between

the oppressor and the oppressed com-
njunity,

f Tha
j
The Black Panther Party defected

.j;

yrom the community long before El-

dridge defected from the Party, Our i

hook-up until white radicals did not

give us access to the white com-
munity, because they do not guide

the white community. The Black com-
munity does not relate to them, so

we were left in a twilight zone, where

wc could not enter the community with

any real political education programs;
yet we were not doing anything to

mobilize whites. We had no influence

in raising the consciousness of the

Black community and that is the point

where we defected.

We went through a free speech

movement in the Party, which uxis not

necessary, and only further isolated

us from the Black community. We had

all sorts of profanity in our paper
\

and every other word which dropped I

from our lips was profane. This did

not happen before I wasjailed, because

I would not stand for it. But Eldridge'

s

influence brought this about, I do not

bmme him altogether; / blame the

party because the Party accepted it,

Eldridge was never fully in the

leadership of the Party, Even after

Bobby UMJS snatched away from us, I

did not place Eldridge in a position
\

of leadership, because he uxis not in-

terested in that, I made David BULiayd
admimktrStor of programs, Iknew that

Eldridge would not do anything to lift

the consciousness of the comrades in

the Party, But I knew that he could
make a contribution; and Ipressedhim
to do so, I pressed him to write arm
edit the paper, but he wouldn’t do it.

The paper did not even come out every
week until after Eldridge went to jail,

i

But Eldridge Cleaver did make great
contributions to the Black Panther
Party with his writing and speaking.
We want to keep this in mind, because
there is a positive and negative side to

everything.

The correct handling of a revolution
is not to offer the people an “either-
or” ultimatum. We must instead gain

the support of the people through
serving their needs. Then when the

police or any other agency of
repression tries to destroy the pro-
gram, the people will move to a higher
level of consciousness and action. Then
the organized structure canguide the

people to the point where they are pre-

pared to deal in many ways. This was
the strategy we used in 1966 when we
were related to in a positive way,

' So the Black Panther Party has
'jreached a contradiction with Eldridge
Cleaver and he has defected from the

Party, because we would not orden

everyone into the streets tomorrow ta

make a revolution. We recognize that

this is impossible because our
dialectics or ideology, our concrete

analysis of concrete conditions say that

it is a fantasy, because the people are
not at that point now. This contradiction

B
j

iii i<

and conflict may seem unfortunate to
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some, InU it is a part of the dialectical

proces3'.’
'

‘‘Fhe resolution ofthis conira-
diction has freed us from incorrect

a^lyses and emphases.
|

I
We are now free to move toward

the building of a community structure^

which will become a true voice of the'

people, promoting their interests iri.

many ways. We can continue to push

our basic survival program. , We can
continue to serve the people as ad-

vocates of their true interests. We can
truely become a political revolutionary

vehicle which will lead the people to

a higher level of consciousness, so

that they will know what they must
really do in their quest for freedom,
and they will have the courage to adopt

any means necessary to seize the time
and obtain that freedom. '

* HUEYP. NEWTON
MINISTER OF DEFENSE
BLACK PANTHER PAR TY,

"'servant of THE PEOPLE^^
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The April 17, 1971, issue of ’’The Black Panther”
contained a letter from NEWTON to MUHAMMAD ALI (CASIUS CLAY
former heavyweight boxing champion) , which reads as follows

"OPEN LETTER TO MUHAMMAD ALI”

”1048 Peralta Street
’’Oakland, California 94607
’’March 23, 1971

’’Dear Muhammad,

”We want you to know that you’re still our
champ, not because you are the master boxer (and
you are, of course), but because you are the
heavyweight champ who has refused to compromise
Black manhood. We respect the dignity and integrity
with which you have worn the heavyweight crown.
Even though your recent fight with Joe Frazier will
stand in the archives of history as the greatest
fight in history, it is really only an incident
when we consider the fight you have waged against
U. S. imperialism. You dared say "no” to fascism,
they took your crown and tried to destroy you, but
still you did not compromise. They immobilized
you (as a boxer) for three years, but they did not
immobilize your mind nor your spirit. We can only
salute this kind of courage. When you fought Joe
Frazier you were fighting the whole reactionary
system. The system had immobilized you, persecuted
you, hounded you and yet you came back strong. Yes,
you out~boxed Frazier, you won the fight, you only
lost the "decision”. But whether or not you win
in the ring is not our major concern our concern
is that you win in the universe.

"ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

"HUEY P. NEWTON
"Minister of Defense
"Black Panther Party"

also
»
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L. GENERAL ROLE OF NEWTON

On December 14, 1970, NEWTON objected to the use of
the word "National" on the sign outside BPP Headquarters at
1046 Peralta Street# Oakland, and ordered ! I to
have the wording changed to read "BPP Central Headquarters".

SF T-38
December 14, 1970

be
b7C

On January 14, 1971, NEWTON instructed that a
meeting would be held at BPP Central Headquarters on
January 15, 1971, and that all members working on the BPP
newspaper were to attend. NEWTON andl have some
recommendations and comments to make concerning the publica-
tion and format of the BPP newspaper.

SF T-4
January 14, 1971

On January 23, 1971, NEWTON was unhappy since they
(Oakland BPP leaders) have retired the "Comrade Supreme
Commander" and won't let him do anything. He said he can't
go out by himself, that he couldn't drive and in fact, he
doesn't even have a drivers license, but the Party would not
let him drive if he did have one. Reportedly male members
of the BPP in Oakland drive him wherever he has to go and as
soon as it gets dark they take him home and won't let him on
the streets. He said he would like to get out in the
community like he did in the old days but you "can't turn
back time".

SF T-2
January 23, 1971
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a BPP
NEWTON held a meeting at

New Haven ^ Connecticut*

SF T-6

[NEWTON addressed members of
the BPP in New Haven, Connecticut^ NEWTON told the group
to start going to BOBBY SEALE’S trial.

SF T-10

I
I a meeting was held at the

I New
York* NEWTON told the members that!

I
New York BPP members ,

were expelled* NEWTON stated that no BPP member was to
relate to the New York Panther 21, not to attend the trial
or offer an/ type of moral or physical assistance*

NEWTON desired to revitalize the BPP mt New York
City and made changes in the leadership peosonnel*

NEWTON stated that he realized the BPP was in
dire financial straits but hoped he could supply the Party
with the needed capital* He stated that Random House will
publish his seminar with ERIC ERICKSON at Yale University
for $30,000 and he will furnish another book concerning the
BPP* NEWTON also stated the BPP has plans to purchase a
Student Non^^Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Office in
Atlanta, Georgia, for a printing operation which could be
expanded to the East emd West Coast*

SF T-35

NEWTON visited
Office of the BPP and heldl meetina with

He

hlD
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•bo

b7Cdiscussed the purging of | I b-
I He said that they quit the Party themselves

because they had written a letter to the Weatherman declaring
the Weatherman to be their vanguard.

NEWTON stated he was in jail with TIMOTHY LEARY.
He said LEARY was in the honor section and was not surrounded by

a wall and it was easy for him to walk away, but the Weatherman
took credit for it. He stated that he (NEWTON) also had ill
feelings for the BPP when he was in jail but the main reason
was that he did not have the right exposure to the news
media nor was he allowed to receive literature. NEWTON told
the group he felt LEARY should be allowed to use his drugs
whenever he pleased. He said he had also advised Algiers

.

Europe and Swedish officials of the expelling of the
|

[

and that they were to be arrested on sight,

NEWTON said there is no longer a Panther 21 and that
they are all purged except !

~| and
that ^e BPP will support only those two. He said that

I left with a lot of valuable Party information and that
[
left with quite a sum of money,

but the amount was not known to NEWTON,

NEWTON announced new leaders for the BPP in New
York and concluded by saying that the BPP would continue to
support ANGELA DAVIS.

SF T- 33

b6
h7C

b6
b7C
b7D

on February 11, 1971.1 Itold NEWTON
that an article had appeared in the February 11, 1971, issue
of the "New York Post" newspaper that reported two missing
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Panthers, MICHAEL TABOR and RICHARD MOORE, may be dead.
According to KENNER, the article reported that a police
investigator said he is convinced the two may have been
killed as the result of a deep split in the Party since they
faced Party punishment for conspiring to kill the BPP
Supreme, commander (NEWTON) . KENNER said the police theory
was reinforced by a statement from Defense Attorney JERRY
LEFCOURT who was quoted as saying, "I wouldn't be surprised
if it were true” after being asked if he thought they
might be dead. LEFCOURT was also quoted as saying, "I cannot
think of any other reason they did not show up for trial
unless they are fleeing for their lives".

NEWTON appeared to be very upset after hearing the
above information and said. "That' s pretty serious”. He con-
tinued that he and | | might be arrested as soon
as they return to New York, but he was not worried about that
except it would only mess up their being out on bail.

SF T- 2
February IL, 1971

b6
b7C

On February 22, 1971, NEWTON stated that
whom he described as

gave him a fund raising party at her
Chicago on the night of February 21, 1971.

/

SF T- 2

February 22, 1971

er home

h6
hlC

On February 24, 1971, an individual identified as
I contacted NEWTON and told NEWTON that BERNADETTE

DEVLIN, who was then touring the United States, wanted to
meet with NEWTON when he was in the Boston area on approximately
February 26, 1971.
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BERNADETTE DEVLIN is pviblicly known
as a member of Parliament from Mid-
Ulster, Nortnern Ireland, who toured
the U.S, in February, 1971.

On February 25 . 1971, NEWTON instructed!
I

I to contact DEVLIN and invite her to
I party in Boston on the night of February 26,

1971. NEWTON instructed that DEVLIN be advised the Party
would be of no cost to her and that he desired to talk with
her at that party,

SF T- ^
February 24 and 25, 1971

On March 2, 1971, NEWTON was informed that Attorney
CHARLES GARRY had called some people in New Haven

, Connecticut,
and told them that the New York BPP chapter had purged NEWTON
and l I Upon hearing this NEWTON asked if GARRY
thought he was running the BPP and then commented that he has
been noticing something recently about GARRY that was "funny”.
NEWTON remarked that lately GARRY has been using a great deal
of profanity. He also stated that' GARRY is a "congenial liar,
windbag and always sticks his mouth out too far"

.

be
b7C

be
b7C

SF T-2
March 2, 1971

After the split between NEX'JTON and CLEAVER on
February 26, 1971, NEWTON instructed that the forthcoming
BPP newspaper would contain articles about CLEAVER and the
intercommunal section of the BPP. In that regard, NEWTON
stated he would supervise the make-up of the forthcoming
newspapers in order to be sure they contained no mistakes.

SF t-2
March 3, 1971

On March 5, 1971, NEWTON instructed that
and be reinstated in Detroit. NEWTON
that gang warfare is inevited>le and the BPP needs everyone
now.

.b6

b7C

SF t-2
March 5, 1971
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of the BPP in Detroit, Mid
J are members
gan.

On March 6, 1971,| |
vas informed by NEWTON

that Detroit was reinstated as a full party and that l

|
the Party in Detroit. He was told to

get all the guys together I I thought would qualify and
be ready to move very fast. He was also told to find] _

and telll Ihe had been^ reinstated and that he is
to receive his orders from I

~|

SF T-2
March 6, 1971

be
b7C

On March 9 , 1971, NEWTON stated he had been informed
that articles in the newspaper had said that he (NEWTON) and
DAVID HILLIARD had ordered the murder of ROBERT WEBB in New
York, NEWTON Stated he was not guilty of it and it was his
understanding that the community rosS up against the man and
dealth with him.

SF T-^1
March 9, 1971

ROBERT WEBB is a former leader of the
BPP in New York, who was murdered on
the streets in New York City in March,
1971.

NEWTON, in his dispute with ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, is
endeavoring to push the BPP into above ground mass activity
involving other organizations outside the BPP. NEWTON
recently I I

b7C
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I
and is

therefore out of favor with NEWTON.

SP T-32
March 11, 1971
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On March 12, 1971, a spokesman at BPP Central
Headquarters, Oakland, stated that sometime soon, exact date
unknown, NEWTON is going to personally inspect various’ BPP
offices across the United States.

SF T-30
March 12, 1971

NEWTON was reportedly in contact with I

I Los Angeles film producer, on March 17, 1971,
regarding the possible preparation of a series of films
depicting various BPP programs and presumably NEWTON at various
BPP locations around the country. | | is supposedly
interested in this proposal, providing film can be made in
documentary fashion to give a true picture of "That’s what
is happening" so people will not come to the conclusion that
it is a propaganda film. P l

and NEWTON are supposed
to discuss this matter further.

SF T-2
March 17, 1971

On March 18. 1971. NEWTON was told that I

l all Los Angeles
BPP members, had been arrested. NEWTON instructed that they
be bailed out, no matter what the amount the bail is.

be
.b7C

SF T-2
March 18, 1971

be
b7C

On March 20, 1971, NEWTON instructed
who was then working on the March 27, 1971, issue of "the Black
Panther" newspaper, to eliminate all pictures and drawings of
guns and references to violence in the paper.

SF T-4
March 20, 1971
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The order by NEWTON to underplay the theme of
violence in the BPP newspaper was designed to change the
BPP image from one of a police-hating organization to that
of a group Interested in helping the underprivileged through
community activities. This is designed to appeal to adult
blacks and to win their support.

SF T-36
April 13, 1971

b6
b7C

SF T-2
March 27, 1971
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III. ATTEMPTED INTERVIEW OF NEWTON

On March 5, 1971, NEWTON was telephonically contacted
at his residence in Oakland by SA H He was
advised of the Agent's identity, the fact that the FBI had
received an allegation that the BPP had plans to assassinate
president RICHARD M. NIXON, and of the FBI's desire to inter-
view him and other BPP members.

NEWTON then asked the identity of the caller and he
was advised that the caller was an FBI Agent. NEWTON remarked,
"Oh noJ I have to hang up, brother Comrade". He thereupon
hung up the telephone and terminated the conversation.

bo
b7C
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IV. MISCELLANEOUS

A. REPORTED Possession of Weapons

On January 27, 1971, NEWTON instructed JOHN SEALE to
get him a jackknife and suggested he go to a diver's equipment
store to buy one. He instructed SEALE to buy him a "square
knife with a push button" on it and one with a "short,
stiletto type blade" so he can carry it for "shaving purposes",
SEALE indicated he would buy the knife for NEWTON on January 28,
1971.

SF T-2
January 27, 1971

On March 18, 1971, NEWTON mentioned that he has a high-
powered rifl^ with a scope in the bedroom of his apartment,
and commented that he can look across 'Lake Merritt and see the
"pigs" and the prisoners in Alameda County Jail in Oakland.

SF T-^31

March 18, 1971
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V. TRANSCRIPTS OF SPEECHES GIVEN BY NEWTON IN NOVEMBER AND
DECEMBER, 1970

A, OAKLAND UNIVERSITY
ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
NOVEMBER 16, 1970

On November 16, 1970, NEWTON spoke at Oakland Universdt
Rochester, Michigan. Following is a transcript of a tape record!
of newton’s speech made at the time of his delivery;

c



Speech by HUEY P. TON

Oakland University
Rochester, Michigan

November 16, 1970
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power to the people brothers and sisters.

First of all I'd like to say that we're very happy

to be here and it's always a privilege to speak to the people

because it is our motto serve the people both body and soul.

We are aware a few days ago, a week ago, that the gestapo

violated the territorial integrity of our community once again.

We say free the Detroit sixteen. This should be the cry of

our community. We also say free our Chairman Bobby Seale,

Angela Davis, Soledad Brothers, all political prisoners. Also,

we say free Huey and free the people. And I say that because

we must realize that none of us are really free and we will not

be free until the time that the people have control of ’the

institutions in their community. We give support to the GM

strike and League of Revolutionary Workers, The Black panther

party is in consolidar, solidarity with the League of Revolu-

tionary Workers, Many people have misconstrued the contradic-

tion of v/hat appears as a contradiction between the Black

panther party and the league of Revolutionary Workers. We

say that which is apparent is not always a fact. And that is

why we study science in order to penetrate the appearance and

to come up with some substance or take the veil away and take

the facade away so we will know what's under the skin, because
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much of the time what is hidden is more significant than that

which is revealed.

I will talk a little about the parent contradiction

between the League of Revolutionary Workers and the Black panther

party, but first, I'll have to get a drink of water,

I also like to say and I'll just like to interject

this, I was warned, coming to the east, that the weather is

miserable. That's what I was told, especially this time of year.

And I kept explaining to my comrads that I would probably like

it because I like cold weather. Probably because so much of

the time I'm so upset and so angry and in such a state of rage

until it takes the cool of the evening to make me comfortable,
»

So now, as far as the contradiction between the Black

panther party and the League of Revolutionary Workers. A short

time ago, our Minister of Information Eldridge Cleaver, who

resides now in the community of Algiers, Algeria, and whdso

manning our embassy there, wrote a theoretical workecalled

"On the Ideaology of the Black panther party". There he set

forth a premise and a thesis that the lupen proletarians or

the lupen proletarian class is a class that would probably

carry the banner of revolution in the United States, and there-

fore transform the whole world because we realize the United
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States is an empire and any revolution that takes place in

this country would necessarily effect the whole world community

such, to such an extent until literally transform the world.

The League of Revolutionary Workers and other people who claim

they’re, claim that they are Marxist scholars and social

scientists, because Marx was no more than a social scien,
* \

social scientist, felt that there was some deviation to the

formula laid out by Marx and Lenin and that formula is dialectical

materialism, or in easier terms, it’s the study of matter and how
«

physical things interact, collide, divide, integrate, and trans-

form, I said matter, I should say phenomena, because it’s not

only concerned with matter as far as the physical world. we find

the same kind of relationship and the world we would call, the

real world that we would call rational, the world that v/e would

call spiritual, the world that we would call psychological,

sociological, anthropilogic , anthropological, and all of the

other disciplines as far as science is concerned, they try

to do one thing and that is work from a position of being
<

objective because of disinterest, because of detachment. While “
!

the Marxist scientist sees an inter-relationship, between that

complex hold. In other words, that all phenomena is related,
•

i
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all phenomena works in a pattern and we find that in this

physical world if we study physics, which I haven’t, but I

do know some of the basic principles, we find that when atoms

clash, they sub-divide into I think it's, if I remember my high

school physical science class, they go into nurons and protons

and sub-divide again, you see? Therefore, they’re transformed,

but what happened to the atom? The atom did not disappear.

The atom was transformed. It was made into something else, with

some of the same properties that were characteristic of it

before hand, would be repreanted in the characteristic of that

new thing. So it’s true in the physical world. We all agree.

And the social world, we find that the social scientist. attempts

to study what happens when groups, well let’s start with the

psychologist. He starts with individual contradiction and

then the sociologist starts, attempts to analyze what happens

when social forces clash. How they’re held together, how they

integrate, how they’re alienated from each other. You see?

How when two groups of people who happen to be from different

cultural backgrounds, it’s anthropology. From different

cultural backgrounds when they clash, or when they come together

a process occurs that I believe you call it a culturation.
a
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That is when two cultures meet or two different people meet

of people say from an African past an African heritage, and

of people from or European heritage, when they come together

or thrown together a culturation occurs and that means that

both cultures are modified. It transformed into something-’

else. And the anthropologists say that the culture, the stronger

culture will show much less change while the weaker culture will

show more change, I will take some exception to that. Unless

it explains further, unless it means that the stronger culture

has more power as far as fire power, as far as force, because I

can’t really make any distinction between that, between the

strength of two different cultures. But I don’t want to get

into specifics, first I want to lay a general foundation in

order for you to understand the so-called contradiction between

the League of Revolutionary Workers and the Black Panther party.

Of course when we have other concepts assimilation might take

place. Eventually, after culturation integration perhaps and

maybe none of it will occur, but something will happen when

two cultures meet. It might not be integration; it might not

be assimilation; it might not even be a culturation. It could

be my friend annihilation, but only the anthropologist don’t
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talk about that too much. But of course we blacks here In

America, we know about it. We Indians here in America we know

about it. We Chicanes here in America, we know about It,

We Chinese here in America, we know about it. Yes, And we

poor white people when we clash with our class enemies who are

rich, we know about it. And I intentionally use the term "we"

because before too long the people of the world, of all communities,

must unite against the aggressor against the rulist circle and

whole structure including his agency and force. On a local

level, your local police. On a national level, your national

guard. Or rather, let’s substitute on a community level, your

national guard and let’s call regents local, alright? And on an

inter-communal level which we used to call international level,

but we don't any more, and I’ll explain that shortly. Inciden-

tally, I just dropped this in so that when we have the question-
f

answer period you can argue with me alright? That the Black

panther party, the vanguard of the peoples’ struggle for freedom,

the vanguard 6f the Ipeppieastruggle on an inter-communal level,

the vanguard is no longer an internationalist. We’re inter-

coramuna lists , But I don’t want to stray from the issue. So we

find that things change with time, things change with circumstances.
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and things seem to just change. Flux, flux, all this flux.

And in order to understand these changes, that the scientist

whatever discipline he may follow, attempts to use some formula

some method some equation, to understand the environment. And

that's why, or that’s why we should be in school. Not to learn

by wrote memory, but to learn how to think and we learn how to

think by learning how to be as objective as possible, and then

after gaining objective knowledge, learning to apply it in a

creative fashion which is always subjective. But in order to

be a real person and live in a real world, we must integrate

theory with practice. And I say that practice is always sub-

jective because once we put a theory into practice then, the

theory then we're attempting to serve some real interest, our

interest, our group's interest, or our people’s interest. You

see? So once you have that value judgement, once you place value

upon anything, to that degree is subjective. So that's one of

the differences between the Marxist scientist and the other so-

called scholar who follow other disciplines. First, the Marxists

claim that the other ssfaientists , if he puts things into a

category that he's only dealing with an abstraction, and he's

not dealing with the real world, because he's not dealing with

the real situation. So he's actually changed whatever he's
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attempted to analyze by taking it out of its natural context

and putting it into another, I would like to strike that.

Because I don’t know what's natural. He takes it out of con-

text, the context that it was in before and therefore changes

it. And he changes it and then if he attempts to infer and

predict from the conclusions that he draws after isolating a
«

particular variable, he will find that the beginning of his

paper, his thesis, or his term paper, will only exemplify

raischievious madness and it will end with foolishness. So, the

Marxist attempts to look at the world and look at world phenomena

and its real environment. In order to do this, he must use an

approach and he must try to be as objective asclpossible. So

first, he starts out with the same assumption that all scientists

must start out with because we realize that the first assumption

or our first premise is all an assumption. Because its based
j

mostly upon a belief. A belief that is very difficult to test,

if it can be tested at all. So all scientists start out with

the belief that first there is a real world that exists indepen •

* •
A • •

dently of ourselves. In other words, if we die that the

the objective world or the external world, will not cease to

exist but it will go on existing because it exists not because* ' ’

of our projection but exists independently of us. You see?
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It *3 an in his own right, you see? So that's

where all Marxists agree with all other scientists who, whom

he might criticize to be narrow-minded and backwards. So the

second premise after we say that the world, there’s a world

out there and it's not only existing in ray head, but in fact

it exists in spite of me. And I'm gonna have to deal with
*

that world. The second thing is that he agrees that everything

is in a constant state of change and transformation. You see?

And that everything is inter-related so this is where they

part because many people are what we call pretty static. Even

so-called Marxists, They make science of Marxist very dull to

our young people because they think it's all attacks to 1917,

the Soviet Union, and the Peoples Republic of China, Not necess-

arily so. Dialectics is only a method you see? Rather Marxism

is only a method to understand the dialectics because the

dialectics is a clashing and the inner works of the social

forces. So after we understand this, then we see that what-

ever discipline or whatever we study that it is in fact a

change. It's not the same as it was yesterday, even if it

bears very certain similarities. Now I started off with the

criticism of the so-called Marxist, And I also said that they
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criticize the party because the party place emphasis upon the

revolutionary fervor and the revolutionary potentuality of

the lupen proletarians. As proletarians proper,

or tho worker. The industrial worker proletarian, the industrial

worker i Lupen proletarian. What does this mean? Marx, Lenin,

there are a number of translations. Some call it scum. Some
*

X

call it the people who cannot be organized. Dead weight on

society. There is the people outside of, similarily outside

of the immediate structure. You see? Lupen. The Black Panther

party calls the lupen the oppressed people who in this country

are what we call the unemployables. They are the people who are

who have been placed on the junk piles of society already be-

cause the ruling circle, the capitalist, does not need him any

more. The ruler's circle is not interested in him any more.

Because he cannot serve his You see?

Now, the League of Revolutionary Workers say that this is

the wrong position because history shows that it's always, it

always defends the proletarian was carried out revolution. You

see? That is, when I say revolution, I mean socialist revolution.

Because that is the only revolution. Everything else is reaction.

Because I contend that only socialism or communism if you will,

will serve the true interests of the people. Including the

ruling, what- is known as the ruling circle now. It could be
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their salvation because it could save their lives. Now, the

League of Revolutionary Workers also point out how could you

possibly place emphasis upon and a belief that your lupen

proletarians will carry out revolution and have the potentual-

itte of building a new society and have the number which the

Black panther party agrees that in order to have revolution,
r

%

in order to have socialist revolution, it must be popular. In

other words, there's no such thing as a socialist revolution

by a minority. We disagree with the seven day wonder idea, or

the ninety day wonder idea, per ce. That v/as a phrase some years

ago by the Black panther Party, The Black panther Party does not

mind, we do not mind being changed, really we’re not being

changed we realize that nothing escapes dialectic that we are

also under a process of transformation. So necessarily our

retoric articulation of the phenomena and also our position is

likely to change. Or else we will cease being Marxists -

Leninists, We will become historical Marxists and not really

Marxists at all, we will become followers of Hagle and not

Marx at all, you see? So the League of Revolutionary Workers

point out that how can you possibly have or put the faith or

expect the lupens to carry out a revolution when they are

unemployed, they’re a minority, and you’ve already said that it

takes a majority of the people or a popular force to carry out
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revolution, socialist revolution. And we say we agree that

it does take the popular but we also hold steadfast that the

lupen proletarians are the most revolutionary class and they

will be the vanguard of the revolution and create the new order.

Establish the new order. This seems to be in contradiction,

but it is not. Apparently, it is a contradiction, while in
%

fact it’s only paradoxical. That is, it seems that it’s in

conflict with itself but after we use some science, and some
*

investigation, some observation and experience, we’ll see that

it’s quite consistent. We say first we will give an example and

maybe it will be self-explanatory while we’re not historical

Marxists, we do rely upon the storehouse of knowledge tl?at has

been accomplished through the people of the world making history

and then writing history, 1917, the Soviet Union, Russia,

Russia was according to many of the revolutionists, a backwards

society, an agricultural society what today we will call a

developing society, you see? And that meant that most of the

people in Russia were peasants so the popular force in Russia

were peasants, agricultural workers, victims of feudalism,

while the minority and the very small minute force worked in

industry so therefore we could properly say that they were

proletarians, you see? But what happened in the Soviet Union?
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At that time that Lenin and the Reds analyzed the situation

the condition analyzed the social forces, and found that the

industrial workers who was the minority, carried the revolu-

tionary potentuality and would carry the people would carry

the peoples’ banner of revolution and socialism. And there-

fore transform Russia into a people’s republic. The industrial

worker at that time mobilized the peasants. The industrial

worker vanguarded the struggle, involved the peasants, and

created a new society based upon industry. You see? But while

the industrial worker was minority in the in the Soviet Union

and Russia, that the trend of development was that the industrial

worker of the industries and capitalism was on the upsurge, you

see? And feudalism was so exhausted and the people so deprived

that til it was apparent that their class, the class of the

peasantry, was on the decline. So the industrial worker was

destined to be the majority, you see? And I say this because

to be a scientist you also have to understand trends you see?

Most of the conclusions that we draw in various sciences we

attempt to predict some future action, knowing full well that

our prediction might be undermined by change in social forces

or change in the variables. You see? Because that thing remains

constant but we will get probabilities in this way, why we
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have the science of statistics. We will measure our chances,
I

you see? And I mention all these disciplines because I see

many young people here who are bored to death with my very

academic lecture because if I infer and perhaps not incline,

but if I infer from the evidence, based upon first my exper-

ience here and my past experiences, my observation, that when

I was your age that I wanted to hear some feel good stuff. But

I’m sorry and I know that many of you are surpi’ised, because

you didn’t expect this but I’m not gonna give you, you see.

I’m not gonna be subjective and I’m not gonna subscribe to

bourgeois democracy and give you what you are demanding but what

is actually hurting you. I’m gonna give you what is in. your true

interest, what you need. You see. So I offer to you today an

understanding, a way of going about understanding the world and

then applying this to practice and therefore changing the world

for your own interest you see. So because I have control of

the mike, and I'm not gonna give you what you want, I’m not gonna

give you what you desire, but I’m gonna give you not what’s

good to you but what’s good for you. And I guess this is always

the way I’ve operated and by this I’ve made many friends and

also many enemies, I hope today I’m making friends . Well,

I’ll go on and finish up this part and this is to clear up what
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I call that apparent contradiction between the Revolutionary

Workers and the Black paither party. Bear with me. So the

revolution was carried out because the trend was in the Soviet

Union 1917 that the peasant class was on the decline and the

proletarian class was a capitalistic class at that time was on

the upsurge you see. So the worker was destined to be the most

popular, whether a revolution occurred or not, because the

capitalist was gonna take care of that. What Lenin tried to do

after he had mastered the science of Marx is to harness the social

forces that he understood so well and therefore define the

phenomena and then make it act is the desire, desirable manner.

In other words, just as the scientist who would like to^ create

a power force maybe atomic energy but first he would have to

understand you see the workings of the science of physics and the

workings of and the interaction of those properties and then

after he does this he becomes subjective and he says that I

want to do with this something I want to make it work for me so

therefore it’s called harnessing atoms, you see? And making it

act in his benefit or acting in the way that he wanted it to

act. So as I said, and I’m not to be redondant, but just for

emphasis, that whebher Lenin ever lived or not, that the prolet-

arians were destined to be the most popular group in the Soviet
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Union, but what Lenin saw was that because they were, and this

was being created by the profit by the capitalists,

that they would be the raost popular and the peasants class would

be the minority and then there were many other reasons why the

proletarians proved to be very revolution at that time, you

see? There was much alienation between the owner and the worker.

There was much hardship and so forth but I won’t go into all

the conditions that would or the attributes that would make up
*

a revolutionary class. Today I’m speaking mostly in general-

ities because I have some other engagements tomorrow and I have

a habit of going on for some eight hours sometimes if ray comrads

don’t drag me off the stage or from the podium and I wiJ.1 try to

limit it so I’ll speak in generalities and we’ll argue a little

later. But in this country after we understand what happened in

the Soviet Union, in this country we claim that a minority has

a revolutionary potentuality
,
and we call them the lupen prole-

tarian. proletarian because by many of their attributes they

are either workers unemployed or they’re workers who are

unemployable. In other words, they’re people who would require

some work in order to live so in that sense they’re a part of

the proletarians you see but we call this the left wing of the

proletarian. And we call it the left wing of the proletarian
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because again we say the lupen proletarian are the most

revolutionary and we say that it seems that becaise of the

developments and the trends in technology that we'd notice tech-

nology going from automation to cybernetics we notice that it is

not stopping at cybernetics but going into technocracy. We say

that as the ruling circle develops his machine that he needs
s

people less, he needs people, he doesn't need the people any

longer. The numbers decrease while it took a hundred men, a

thousand men, to put out many cars a day, now it takes fewer

people. You see? Where it took say two hundred, now it might

take fifty. Because the machinery is technology is being devel-

oped because the capitalist who owns the means of production is

trying to make as much profit as possible and hire as few people

as possible and pay as little as possible. In order to do this,

he must first rip off and then reinvest his surplus in order

to perfect his machine so that people he will not need people

because as far as he uses people are pretty unreliable. They

might even strike. While if his machine is perfected perhaps he

could buy off a few technocrats, perhaps he could! supply them

with such abundance until they would never deviate from the will

of their master. You see? So if the trend continues and you
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could rest assured that the capitalist will do, follow a logic

that is in his interest while the people always follow another

logic which that is the logic that would lead them to own all

of the wealth they produce. We know in order for any capitalist

for any owner of a factory to exist that he has to pay us less,

he has to pay us not what not the amount that we produce but he
w

V

pays us a part so that he will make a profit. You see? In other

words, if we produce ten dollars of wealth that he will pay

two dollars. You see? So he makes a profit, otherwise he

wouldn’t be there. But when the people realize that they don’t

need him that they can organize themselves so that they can

collectively share in the wealth they produce then they will deal
%

v/ith the ruling circle. So in the case of the United States of

this empire, it seems that most people who deal in science and

district are rational thinking, logical thinking, would agree

that the industries and the proletarian works in the industry

they agree that he is attempting to use fewer and fewer people

and each person that he is using is becoming more and more

specialized, so specialized until he*s being transofmred into

not what Marx told the worker in 1917, but into something that's

called a technocrat now that not even a Marxist scholar would

call a worker. You see? So if the proletarian class proper
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is on the decline because of development of technology, and

if that is a trend, and based upon the evidence that is the
•)

trend until some other evidence is offered, Isaid it is a

trend, now I didn't say that the trend would be completed. We

the people will prevent that. And we will do it because it is

not in our interest. But as the proletarian class becomes

decreased because they’re not needed any longer by the, by the

capitalist, this would swell the lupen proletarians because as

we stipulated before, or I stated, and I hope you agree, that the

lupen proletarian are the unemployables. So the unemployment

rate goes up. You see? The lupen class are being placed on

the junk piles of society, they’re becoming the most popular

class, they're the most angry class, they’re a class to look at

for answers, they see no, they do not identify v/ith the owner,

with the capitalist. In fact, they hate him with a passion, they

want what he has, he has the food, he has the wealth, they are

the has nots
,
and they want that. But they realize in order

to get that, they must organize and to prevent from what to

prevent a vicious circle or to prevent the same

thing happening to them, that happened to their former master,

they will treat each other and they will call them-

selves, they will establish collectives, they will establish
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cooperatives. You know how a cooperative is run? You pro-

bably have some in Detroit I’m sure the unions have some which

is no example really of socialist planning, because you can’t

possibly have socialism in a capitalist state, or a capitalist

world, but it’s sort of a bastard offspring of the collective

socialist theory and that is, all of the people in the cooper-

ative wants the store or wants his housing, share in the

facilities if it’s a store, if it’s a market, they share the

wealth. There’s no owner of a cooperative. Not other than the

people in the community who shop there. You see? And then they

hire heir technicians, their economists, the managers, and so

forth. They pay them a salary and no one gets a profit, you

see? And the would-be profit then goes back into the community

and public facilities whether it’s day care centers, whether it’s

hospitals, schools, and so forth. So, the Black panther party

says that the lupen proletarians seem to be the most revolutionary '

class here in America the working class of the proletarians propers

seem to be on the decline, they seem to be suffering from

reaction especially among the white worker. And I say this not

because this phenomena has anything necessarily to do with

color, but we know that the reactionary racist ruling circle

has indoctrinated some of its victims to feel that he’s
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superior to other people, other workers, and he’s been able to

pay them a few more crumbs so there’s no qualitative difference

between the black worker and the white worker, perhaps a

quantitative difference, the white worker has more, he’s paid

off more, harder to get to because his stomach is full, he

doesn't suffer the type of humiliation and insult day after day

that we suffer. So we have to analyze all of these things also,

but realize the white worker is not objectively our enemy. He’s

objectively our class brother and our class friend. This is

even including the hard hats. Subjectively, they are definitely

our enemies when they act as the hard hats acted. And much of

the time when you want to act in a rational way, in an objective

way, you have to deal with the fool that’s gonna act subjective.

And you deal with him you see in the best way that you can in

order to preserve objectivity, that is, yourself because in this

instance, objectivity is coming from you, you're initiating it.

You’re trying to establish sanity in the world, while your sub-

jective enemy is trying to establish madness, I recall we choose

sanity over madness because we choose l^piness over sadiess because

we choose love over hate because we choose life over death, that

we make the choice that we will preserve sanity and objectivity

by even wiping out if necessary the persons who threatens that.
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In other words, I say whoever, whatever, threatens you when

you're acting in the interest of the people, that you have the

right to defend yourself. Now if possible, your defense will

be to educate. This if you're given opportunity but if you

are not given that opportunity, then you have to deal with the

situation. You see? You will transform it. You wipe out
' ^

sanity, you wipe our insanity and sanity will prevail. And we

can only have love my friends if there is sanity. You see?

We can only have happiness if people are really attempting from

reason, and from fairness, to deal with the situation. So I say

while objectively the white worker, even heard hats, are your

class brothers, that subjectively, many of them are your class

enemies but there two different, there are many ways to handle

contradictions. That is a contradiction. And a contradiction

is when and I explain this because I see many young faces in the

audience and I'm always tempted to, to enlighten because I think

that it's a waste of time to do anything else. Because remember

I say I refuse to give you feel good stuff and ttoefore engage

in madness. So I say that it is a contradiction contradict't n., .

That's a contradiction when these forces meet and collide even

with your with your objective brother, which let's say the ha <4
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hat for an example and when he's acting in a subjective way.

And I say that objectively he's your class brother because your

interests and his interests they're actually the sane you see.

That is, that both of you need to get rid of the ruling circle

because both of you are being robbed but if he's gonna defend

the master because of the insanity racism then he's operating

from a subjective way or he's from a subjective position or a

position not based upon reality or his true interests, but what
%

he believes to be his interests you see. So now when you oppose

him or when he opposes you and you're working and both of your

real interests the peoples interests then these are two different

forces clashing. And this is what we say in dialectical argument

that when two, when people make two different statements about
*

the same thing, if I say the michrophone is chromed, and you

say, not it's, well when I say that the wall is white and you

say no that same wal 1 is black, then that is a contradiction

because you see it cannot be both things at the same time. You

see? And that's in dialectical argument. It's just for brief

things because we want to keep in mind the inter-relationship

of all things. In the physical world, we call a contradiction

much of the time an example, we call it a, a, a collision. When

two cars meet head on and try to occupy the same space at the
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same time, they have a contradiction really. You see? But in

the physical world, he call it a collision. Now most of the

time when people meet they don’t even have contradictions, they

only think they do. They really they’re most of the time they’re

being contrary. In other words, one person will say the wall

is white and the other person will say the wall is ten feet
»

%

tall, and they’ll argue all day, thinking that they’re having

a contradiction. But really, they’re being contrary because

they’re talking about two different things, but presenting them

like they’re talking about the same thing. But the both could

be ten feet high and also white. You see? Or black or whatever

the case may be. So we say that while the working class and while
«

the proletarians do not carry the revolutionary potentuality , there’s

also a class on the decline, and the lupen class on the upsurge,

that in practice that he will act just like the Revolutionary

Workers League, So therefore, there’s no contradiction in

practice because we’ll both act in the same manner. We’ll both

we both support the strike as far as I know that we both want

the same end goal and that’s the establishment of communism

throughout the world it seems to me that it’s just a different

interpretation of a phenomena, and we say that the reason that

their interpretation is probably wrong, is because they’re relying
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too heavily upon the historical fact and not upon the dialectics

of the situation. Dialectics of the situation, that it would

be very it would be anti-dialectical to say that things are

static. So therefore while in history, the proletarians were

the most revolutionary class, and practice in history they

were but today they're being transformed but we're dealing with

the same people. Remember I said things don't change they're

transformed, when the worker the proletarian is kicked out because

of technocracy, he would just swell the ranks of the lupens,

you see. But he won’t become not a human being so therefore we

can see no contradiction in organizing the in factory supporting

the League of Revolutionary Workers, and also stressing the fact

that we know who will carry the banner. You see? So we say

that this is dialectical and this is in keeping with Marx

Lenin thoughts, because we realize everything is in transforma-

tion, It will be very wierd, very strange to think that while

everything else changes, because everything else is transformed

according to Marx and Lenin's theory, that classes and the

potentuality of a class remains the same. Just rational thought

can't would disagree with them. You see? Just pure reason

will shoot them down. You see? So we say that based upon

trends based upon our analysis of the phenomena that the Black
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panther party has put Marx - Leninism on a higher level,

and that not to be arrogant my friends, but you could check

it out at our embassy, that 800, 900 million Chinese people,

40 million are Korean people, the people of Africa, Asia,

Latin America, have stated that the Black Panther party has

inherited the legacy and will carryithe world on to a new

order. In other words, the Black Panther party’s a vanguard of

the revolution on a world-wide level because the world is really

one community and that we've taken Marxist - Leninist to a

higher level and therefore we’re the greatest Marxist - Leninists

that ever lived, and we say this not to be arrogant because

sometimes I wish that someone else would carry that banner
ft

because the way is narrow and the burddn is heavy. But, we

want to make it clear again that anyone can lay claim to this

position but he must seize the time through not only theory but

also through practice. Many times I’m criticized by my party

members of the Central Committee because they say it’s in

contradiction to my personality to talk about the greatest

Marx and Lf^ninists or greatest anything of all times, I think

that this time it’s necessary to point those things out, again

not because of showmanism, because we’re against this of all

kinds. But we say that when the Black panther party stopped
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analyzing phenomena, using the most strictest scientific method,

and using creativity that all human beings are endowed with an

that Marx expected

(tape changed)

of all time but we will strive to serve the people both body

and soul because we're merely servants of the people, we’re

oxens to be ridden by the people, we will shed our blood for

the people, we will give our time for the people and we’ll
ft

encourage the people to free us through freeing themselves. And

that’s why the cry should be free the Detroit 16, free all

political prisoners and free the people. Now I will be very
%

brief with this. Honest, Let me get a drink of water.. And if

anyone is as thirsty as I am, I’ll demonstrate ,

We can call drink from this glass, but don’t drink too much

because your brother won’t be able to drink any. Would anyone

like a drink of water. Now there’s there’s one other thing I’d

like to throw out and shortly that, well shortly we’re publishing

a book, it’ll probably be out well, the later part of January

and most of it will be concerned with the theory of inner-

communalism, but because I, I alv/ays I jump the gun and I throw

things out too fast, before they’re written there’s a thousand

questions so I’ll just give a brief definition of inter-communal-
«
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I^eninism and a fact that everything is under a permanent

change of transformation, I said that the Black panther Party

or any communalists that were no longer internationalists were

not internationalists for the same reason that we dropped

nationalism at one point when we, when we were formed that

we were nationalists or the narrow nationalist as we call it.

And that is wtfre national showmanists. National showmanists for
%

a good reason. Right? I say we*re justified in holding those

emotions but our position did not fit and did not, was not

functional with the presence of the real world. You see? So

we went from nationalism to what we call revolutionary nationalism

that’s revolutionary nationalism we went to we dropped that we

disclaimed it, we denounced it, and therefore denounced our prior

position because we’re not ashamed of doing that because as I

said we know that we’re always in a period of trans^6riiaation.

You see? We went from what’s revolutionary nationalists to

internationalism. And we did this by offering our Vietnamese

brothers troops and I didn’t say a thing, I opened my big mouth

and then I didn’t get the doctrine out until later and because

some confusion but l think the message got across, I think the

message really got across to the pecple of Detroit after the 16
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and after the seige because theysaw those two tanks roll up

they saw that if they’re gonna fight the enemy, that they’re

justified fighting wherever his head pops up, matter of fact

that it’s probably better to downing 10,000 miles away. You

see? In order to keep him out of our community here. You see?

So we see that the same agency, the same body, the same equipment

used in Vietnam is also used against us here. So why not my

friends why not destroy that machinery, destroy that personnel

in Africa, Asia, Latin America and also in Detroit,

You see? My friends isn’t it true, it was the first thing that

I learned in street fighting is the best defense is a good

offense. And I used to hook

when I got to jiving you see? And I would do that because I

anticipated, I anticipated him trying to foul me. You see? So

in order to defend myself that I would put my best hook forward.

You see? And usually I would try to get him in a position where

I could field with him, as as efficiently as possible and also

I realized this; I realized if the man had a butcher knife in

one hand and a machete in the other, that it wouldn’t do any

good my friends to grab the machete and leave the butcher knife

alone. Because if I did that, I would be in jeopardy. I say
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what you need to do is figure out some way to grab both arms

to either restrain because remember friends, we*i*e not blood

thirsty, that’s the enemy’s characteristics. The people only

want justice and freedom. We want to take the power away from

our enemies, drag him down off of his high horse, and make him

equal so he can’t hurt us any longer. And then we’ll love him,
V

You see? But so we want to transform him really. Matter of

fact, I thin!^ he will be much happier because we’ll clear his

conscience. You see? I think the capitalist has somewhat of

a conscience. So I’ve said that first we try to restrain. When

we see we can’t restrain him then we have to take steamer

actions. You see? Yes, So after their strength is proven,

ineffective, then we’ll try to disarm him. Matter of fact, I

think that's very inter-related because everything is, you

restrain you try to disarm. Right, Okay, Now if this proves

that it will not do the job then what I'm gonna try to do, is

cut both of his arms off and his head, too. And I’m saying

while we saw the left arm of the fascist army in Detroit short

time ago and we see it everyday because he violates the integrity

of our community and we call it community where people stay and

where they attempt to develop institutions that serve their

Interests, and these institutions are secure so that they could

go on serving the people’s interests, so they endure over a
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period of time. So a community is really a comprehensive

collection of institutions, established by the people, for the

people, so we that the people should control these instit-

utions for their interest. Now we see that the ruling circle

penetrates our community in every way to exploit, to humiliate,

and also to violate or kill. One of the agencies of the ruling

circle we're all very familiar with, that is armed forces, because

after the ruling circle makes a decision, then he sends in his

bullies, his murderers, to make the people do what his boss,

the decider, has decided they must do even if it means bringing

the people to their knees. You see? So they develop all kinds

of ways to bring life to an end. They have gas chambers, they

have guillotines, firing squads, tanks, they have

what they call local police, what they call national police, and

what they call international police. And what we call now inter-

communal police, because we see no difference in the activity,

not any qualitative difference perhaps quantitative ones, we see

no differences in the way the police force acts in Vietnam,

Cambodia, South Africa, Angola, Latin America, we see no difference

in the way you act there and the way you act in Detroit, Because

he uses the same equipment, he's there for the same reason, to

enforce the will of his boss, the ruling circle. So we say the
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right arm and the left arm must be cut off because while the

right arm is in Detroit, the left arm is in Vietnam and so we

want to mobilize the people against things. We want a pro-

tracted war so that we can finally transform the whole situation

where war will not be necessary any longer. Many people think

that the Black panther party will like to go around with guns

in the new order. This is not so, that we're advocates of the

abolishion of war. We do not want war, but war can only be

abolished through war and only in order to get rid of the gun it

becomes necessary to take up the gun. So therefore we want the

best defense and we, for the purposes of a good strategis offense

in order to end those contradictions. You see? Now, you've also

heard many times that the statement that political power grows

through the. barrel of a gun and people take that to mean that

when the Black Panther party talks about politics, they're not

talking about anything other than the gun. Aren't they so, how

could they be so stupid. Don't they know that politics, politics

are more complicated why do they always come from the gun? We

say they are superficial and they're not understanding. What

the term means is now really but at least v/e're quoted

properly because that's the first thing in being objective, you

see? In bedpgygkeeping close touch with what people say and what
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the external stimul, stimuli is all about. See now is the

game when the external world through what we call stimuli or

stimulus bombards the organism the sensory percepti, the sensory

receptive system of the organism and makes an impression upon it.

You see? And if this impression currelates to the objective fact

assuming that there is an objective world, then we say knowledge

results. You have some facts. And of course truth, truth is only

a statement about the fact. Again a statement that correlates to
%

the fact. But anyway, forgive me, I really going off of on a

thing. What we’re saying, we say we accept that slatement political

power grows through the barrel of a gun but to makes you under-

stand it more clear, we will add something else. We say while it

grows and emphasis is upon grows, through the barrel of a gun,

it culminates and the ownership of the land and the institutions

thereon. You see? And so the growing you see will also bring

about a limitation. Every limitation brings about a determina-

tion, and every determination brings about a limitation. So

while the power might grow through the barrel of a gun, it would

also negate the need for the gun. And we claim to be non-violent.

So my friends, I don’t mean I don’t mean to bore you any longer

but I would like to say this concerning inter-communalism, that

we do, we make these changes because we say that in order to be
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internationalists, we must be a nation, nationalist because as

far as I know that using definition of the word

internationalism, inter means some corporation betweet) and

nationalism just what it says. It assumes the nations exist.

So internationhood. You see? So we say that nations do not

exist, that's our first premise. We say nations stop existing
«

when the United States, the ruling circle, became an imperialist

and therefore establishri an empire. An empire is sonewhat connected

to the root word, or one of the root words, of imperialism. So

if you believe that there is an imperialist, and he lives here

in the United States, you would have to believe that his home is

an empire, and an empire means a nation transformed and a nation

transformed into a structure and a body that controls everybody

else every other geographical location in the v/orld. You see?

If that is true it is transformed the whole world, violated the

attributes, and the criteria that defines nationhood because one

of the first directives of the nationhood is that you have

cultural determination, economical determination, territorial

security, and institutions that represent the people in that

particular country which we now call community. So we say that

taking under consideration the scientific method, taking under

consideration scientific method and the scientific method as I
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remember it correctly, the steps, is that first, that we will

start off with a hypothesis, or a belief, we will attempt to

test it, we will try to be somewhat detached and disinterested,

not disinterested like we don’t want to know, but disinterested

because we are not necessarily wanting a particular outcome that

we just want the facts you see. And then collecting data and in

a way that it can be shared with others and so forth, I still

remember that you know I haven’t studied those steps in aboutX JL 1/ IIM V X U 0 1/U.V4IXC7U Lr il V/O O 1/ ^ X 1-1

fifteen years I guess. So but you study very l>hard my friends

because, so that you could teach me. You know? Because you

will know much more because I hope you will profit from all of

the madness that is going on, as well as the, much of the

beauty that is going on and that beauty is that the people of the

world are uniting to defeat the reactinary capitalist and to

establish a world free of wai- and a world where all the monsters

will be destroyed and the world will belong to the people. But

back to my definition, our definition. Because really, I’m just

relying upon the English language, and the Marxist scholars,

they they seem to forsake that. They’re as bad as a lot of

the old philosophers who dealt in metaphysics and because they

want to seem so profound they would start stipulating definitions
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to things that really have already been defined, and therefore,

they're a violation because once the definition is stipulated,

then we would have to acknowledge that and after it's used it

becomes lexical, or a common definition. Sometimes we have to

re-define things if that particMar lable is not functional.

You see? But I can’t see where, what we’re going today, what
\

I’m attempting to say is that the words internationalism,

empire, imperialist, are words that I think that they're function-

al. You see? So we say that we’re inter-communa lists and we’re

not internationalists for the same reason that we’re not

nationalists and that is that we say there’s no nation existence

because the United States itself is not a nation it's an empire

and therefore it’s transformed the wbold world and when we get

back that that reasoning is dialectical is that reason rational,

is that reason is a combination of rational and imperical, then

I would be in keepingwith the science and I would say that it

would only necess, it would necessarily follow that there are no

nations, there’s no internationalism. The world is one community

and who made the world one community? Not the revolutionary.

Not the communist. The communist talked about a, one world, one

community, where the state, where the

of the state will whither away, and there v/ill literally be no
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state in existence because there would not be need for it.

You see? Well, my friends, that it happened but it happened

at the hand of the capitalist. You see? I say the capitalist

violated every criteria that nation is based upon as soon as it

became an empire. Now if you want to argue that we will, you

simply have to start off with first that there is no imperialism
%

and you could be an imperialist and not necessarily have an empire.

And you could talk crazy and go back into the Roman empire, say

well you have the Roman empire but still you have other nations

who had economies that were in tact, but I would call this

primitive imperialism because the Romans only controlled the known

world. The known world. But there's some indication that some
%

eivdence but no proof, that this dog in the west controls the

whole world. You see? And when I say dog that I'm not talking

about the American people because they don't control nothing.

You got some races running around here thinking that they have

some kind of blessing with white skin and blue eyes but that's

only because they're a victim of the capitalist again and the

media and the institutions that forms values and thoughts, and

cultures. Because after all according to anthropology, culture

is simply, and this is a general definition, culture by way of
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definition, are learned patterns of behavior. Alright? So

and I said there's proof, there’s evidence but there's no

proof because it's sure that in the, the United States ruling

circle controls all of the known world but there's some indi-

cation that all of the earth, all of the world, is known, as

far as such a large part until you would generally accept my
'

statement. So, if all of these, the criteria was violated and

that there, that the world has really been transformed into one

community, because we can't even call such countries like japan,

a country that's a victim of a colonialism. You see? Cause

something else has happened. The economy is ,

The economy of the world the it's been so integrated into Wall

Street until we could see no real qualitative difference. You

see? And we realize that we have some people, we have, they

have puppet governments usually natives now, and then we call

it noo-colonia lism, and then the scholars argue because they saw

what they mean by neo, either it's colonialism or it's not

colonialism, Neo, What are they talking about? Alright, So

I told you I would be dragged off the s|t;age. We have to go in

a little while but let me run this down. So it's so integrated

until the geographical location of the v/orld I say there is only
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difference. It’s because the capitalist not only ripped off

the wealth of the world, in centralizing on Wall Street, he

also ripped off the people of the world. He

to the Chinese and made them work on the railroad. To enrich

himself, he crusified the Africans that 50, 50 million according

to Basil, Davis, and Melvindale Herskovich (phonetic), 50 million

of my people died coming across the middle passage alone, and

only a few million of us was placed here starting in 1619, but

if we analyze a whole slave trade, Europe and America the collec-

tive crime, that 50 million of our people were killed, crusified,

murdered, starved, sufficated, jumped overboard, rebel and killed

in battle. You see? So he not only ripped off the well central-

ized on Wall Street, he also ripped off the people of the world,

ripped off the Indians, took his land, took the labor of the

black, took the land of the Mexican people. See? The work of

the Chinese, Through getting a surplus from slave labor he was

able to accumulate capital in order to build the industrial

base in the north. So therefore, we slaves built this big

technological monster. We built it, we not gonna give it up,

I’m not going back to Africa, I'm not gonna separate, I'm gonna

take his head, you see? We're gonna take his head and then because
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they have a concept, I’ll tell you a little concept in law.

You know I went to law school about six months before I dropped

out, because I didn’t see where it was relevant, but I admonish

you my friends that v/herever you are, and I don’t encourage

you to go to this school, but I do encourage you to do this.

My friends, learn. Study in order to serve the people. You

see? I don’t know the conditions here. Most school are like

prisons, I hate prisons. And you’ve indicated that the same

thing is happening here. So what I would do is lave it up to

you. You See? I won’t encourage or I won’t discourage, I

won’t, I v/on’t, I won’t persuade you not to come but what i because

I think it’s it might be it might be even bad for you to come

here you see. But before you make the decision, analyze all

of the facts. You see? And I’m not here to do that today, but

what I will say I will emphasize over and over again learn to read,

learn your mathematics, learn your physics, your physical science,

your biological science, learn your history, your culture. Know

that knowing it alone will not free you, but we need and every

human being must respect himself as a human being and the people

in this country try to deny us that so therefore we have to

find out the genesis of man in order to contradict and refute
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his lie. You see? And through this investigation we will

find that we as human beings are of one family or homo sapiens

of one species. We believe that. We don’t believe that white

people came from the earth and we came from heanen. We believe

that we came from the same species according to all, not all

but most scientific anthropological information the cradle and

the genesis of man was my mother country Africa, south of
4

Sahara, Dr, according to Dr, , I think you pro-

nounce that man as was supposedly the the chain between the animal

and man if you accept the theory of of

evolution I believe they call it, if anyone can help me

It’s close enough. But anyway, so and this all people so ray

%

own indication that man was born from the African cradle, and

probably black I accept that he’s black with bushy hair like

mine, black face like mine, big lips like mine, and big nose,

Yousee? But remember now we’re not showmanists so really

that’s irrelevant as far as any value to you as a human being.

It only establishes first that all people are human beings

and it kind of redeems what the white world did to us, it

redeems the white world I say not v/hat they did to us, only

change in actions can start to create justice we’ve, i guess
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we've never to be paid but I said that it does more of a

service to the European probably than the African because

after we get this information we find out that white people in

spite of their actions are human beings, you see? Their actions

might indicate that they were less than that. You know 50

million people in the middle passage. You know? But so we say

that white people were born of us and they would have to be our

brothers and part of us you see because if they are from us and

then somewhow we produce them, and a human being can only produce

a human being. You see? As far as I know. But anyway, so anyway

that so it’s nothing to be arrogant about, it's a matter for
«

establishing facts, you see what I mean? And then accept and

love all people on the basis of a common characteristic. Now

I have so much to tell you. I was gonna do a talk about the new

world and the kind of culture that we'll probably have that we

panthers call an essentially human culture, that in the new world

there will be less emphasis upon divisions and learned behavior

or patterns of behavior which is culture because the world's

coming so close together because of mass media because of

development of the mass media and again I get back all these

things clash at the same time, and I want to tell you, and this

is why I mix everything up. But please bear with me, that
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I was explaining how the capitalist violated all of the

territorial lines. You see? And transformed nations of the

community and while doing this he centralized the wealth. He

does like the capitalist always would do. He will hoard the

wealth, centralize it. He will create a monster, a monstrosity

of a, of a technical base or a monstrosity of industry and by
X

doing this by doing this limitation limitations because he’s

ripping off. It’s a limitation and the view this is a subjective

view, I call it a limitation because he’s downing the people in

doing this. It’s also a determination because this is the way

socialism and communism is created. Remember I gave you the

example of 1917 when the capitalist started to establislj industrial

bases in in Russia and the people seized the time, ripped off

the industrial base that they had created, that they had produced

with their labor, expanded it and shared it. But we must admit

that the industrial base was started to be created by the capitalist.

So this is why we say that every limitation is a determination

and every determination is a limitation. You see? So while the

capitalist has centralized all the wealth of the world, violated

all territorial land or controlled every economy culture and I

say control the culture because of this; most of our surviving
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Africanisms are no more. We only have a few. You see? I

still think we have a few. According to Herskovich and Mrs.

we have a few. Ours like the base things upon

people who have jou know proven somewhat honest and have used

some sort of rational method or to gain fact. You see? So I

thought you were gonna drag me off the stage. So anyway the,

we were transformed we were transformed because our culture was

abruptly cut off and then using the mass media, the tv, the

radio the newspaper the school, in order to reduce us. And I

say reduce us because while we're transformed, you see, excuse

me my friends, it's not, it is not good for me to use reduce.

They used all of these tools to transform us, that's a,.

a

neutral term, alright? And I’m trying to be objective right now.

Later on we’ll be, we'll act crazy and be subjective after we

establish all the facts, and then we say we'll put the theory of

practice, and say we're gonna do it. You see? And then I'll

be talking crazy to you, talking about if you don't believe in

lead you're already .dead. You see^ And a .45 will stop all

jive, A 357 will w/ln us our heaven. You see? A P 38 will
1

,

open prison gates, I

A

carbine will stop a war machine. And then

,thf(t
I think the end/was the only poem I ever waote. And then the

;

I

end is if you don'i) believe in lead, you're already dead. You
)

I

{

I

(
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see? But we're not gonna do that this eveiing. Come, come, my
I

friends, come on. So we’re not gonna do that this evening be-

cause now we need some information because the name of the game

is survival pending revolution^ you see? And this will be the

theme of the convention and in Washington, D,C,, the 27th, 28th,

29th of this month the theme will be survival pending revolution
* >

because we know that genocide is being attempted on black people,

particular, and the peopb of the world in general, and in order

to have revolution, at least people have to exist, because the

people make revolution. So therefore, we say let’s take first

things first. Now it’s not as clear cut as categorical as this,

because I don’t believe in categor, categories, it’s cverlaping,
«

While we can win the broad masses in the survival program, we

also can attempt to educate them, transform them to

consciousness. We cannot feel, we cannotbelieve that we can go

and put an M 16 off in Reverend Jesse Jackson hand. We’re not

ready for that. So what we have to do is first you see is make

him realize the necessity for the society to be transformed com-

pletely, not a change in the establishment, but a change in the

system. We have to make him know, that whilehe’s talking about

I am somebody, he should be saying I am a revolutionary, and
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therefore, finding out or becoming conscious of exactly who he

is. You see? I am somebody, but who are you, I am a revolu-

tionary, And, but we like to hear Jesse Jackson say that I am

somebody. You know why? Because that shows a man in search.

He’s trying to find out who he is and that’s why that we en-

courage dialectical argument and we know that at some point he
9

\

will find out who he is and leave the Black Stone Rangers alone

and stop coming around here, you see, cause a lot of people have

faith in him. You see? I want to have faith because Reverend

Jesse Jackson is a class brother. You see? He’s not a class

enemy. I talkedearlier about objective - subjective enemies.

An objective enemies, just hit me I never went into that, A lot

of times I do it. That's why I like the question-answer priod

really better than a lecture because we can really get together

establish a rapport and you can remind me of things where I hung

you up. You see? But an objective class enemy is one whose

interest is opposed to your's. You see? If he’s a owner, his

interest is different than your’s as a worker. You see? And

this means that you are to approach that contradiction a different

way, you handle it in a different way. Your subjective enemy

you try to educate him, and your objective enemy you try to

annhialate him or transform him. So that’s the difference.
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And we have to realize those differences in order to act in

an intelligent way and learn how to manipulate the environment

and cope with it. And all of you know what that means because

I know what you have to go through each day just to cope with

these teachers to stay in school. You know? I was suspended

from school about twenty six times, I don't know why I stayed,
m

/

Maybe cause I liked fighting, I don't know. Must have been some-

thing, No, I think I, I've always loved people and I like to

meet my comrads in the hall and embrace them. You see? Maybe

that was it, but my experiences were somewhat different than

most of your exper, I hope so, because I didn't learn to read

you see, until my last year in high school. When I say^read I

mean this, it, saw, that's, that's one of the reason I used to

fight so much you see? Because I didn't want my other comrads

inside of the school room to know that I couldn't read and it was a

little group of us you know, we were in what you what was called

the dumb class. You see? And everytime it got, every time it

came around my turn to read, I would my partner

so the teacher would kick me out. Therefore, I made, I remained,

I kept the respect you see of my comrads. You see? And also,

they didn't find out the secret, you see? And I jived like that

all the way to the 12th grade. I learned how to read in the 12th
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grade and I started college that next summer, studied twelve

hours, thirteen hours a day, in order to memorize the notes

that my brother took who was before me, and he would read them

to me and I woul.i memorize them and luckily the teacher would

give true and false tests and multiple choice. So I would get

A’s all the way because he would give the same test. You know
r

%

teachers don’t like to keep making up same tests cause they use a

key so they from semester to semester they just use cut outs to

grade those things. So if he had switched up on my though, I

would have been in bad shape. That’s business.

But as I was saying before, I so rudely interrupted myself, no

I said I’m not gonna crack jokes you know, but, but wha.t I’m

getting around to, I think I was talking about how every limita-

tion is a determination every ^determination is a limitation, so

I say at this time that the wealth has been centralized and one

of the reasons that this is necessary in order to eventually free

the people of labor it needs to be centralized and there needs

to be a surplus so that you can create your base so to later on

eleviate the people from toiling and working and living by the

sweat of their brow, you see? In other words, you get a big

enough surplus the people collectively they expand their base,

they even take technocracy into something else. You see? And
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after they do that, because they own the machine, they stand

back and they don’t work no more. Cause who wants to work

eight hours or ten hours. You see? We’ll free, we’ll have a

free block of time which is called leisure, and this leisure

will probably be used because man is a creative creature if he’s

not thankful, if he’s not crucified by edufcational system,

according to Hote, I believe his name is Hote, some of you

teachers probably know the book "How children fail. How Children

Learn", Now you ask me why do I read all those books, you know.

Why don’t you just read some black history. Our brother will see

me reading, after I learn how to read, this was a long, after
t

I spent about, I guess I spent about two years in college almost

then. I could, I was a functional illiterate. You see? But

finally I did learn how to read and from teaching myself, my

brother before me he couldn’t teach me because he was too

impatient, and plus he was mad because he didn’t see how anyone

could be so stupid in this day and time. So but late, now he

apologized because he realizes that because of the structure

that they could be so stupid. You see? So but anyway that’s

something else. That because all the wealth has been centralized

and I said, oh yeah, I was gonna make this example. It’s necessary

for someone centralize the wealth and in order to centralize
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the wealth and produce your surplus, it must be sacrificed.

But you can sacrifice you see for a cell that then you could

be ripped off and you do all the sacrificing and the other

person does all the enjoyables, present and future. And this

is the logic of the capitalist and logic of the people is to

eventually stop the necessity for toil. You see? This is the

whole thing. I guess Marx was as lazy as I am. You know, didn’t

want to get out there and plow, didn’t want to get out there and

do all of that stuff cause I know that people would much rather

use their facilities in more creative areas not in a area where

they produce something or somebody else snatch it away just so

they can get a few crumbs to, to fill their belly. When actually

they create the whole thing. So if the wealth is not centralized

if you never get that surplus, conceivably you can think of

socialism you say well why why does there have to be a capitalist

in order to do this. Can't it happen where the people agree.

Well there’s some historical evidence that it did happen, what

we call primitive socialism. When I say primitive I mean before

reading and writing. You have socialism in Africa south of

Sahara, in eleven hundred, and so forth, but it wasn’t scientific

social, socialism, or socialism based upon technology. So you

might get in problems by doing this, and an excellent example
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of this let me make this point

right now. An excellent example is this. Now I, this is a

good example and I swear to God it's, it's no offense because

there's plenty of it because the capitalist is taking care of

that. But let's say that at this time that we only have, yeah

good example that right now I don’t have four glasses of water,

you see? I only have this much an.l say that this is some commodity

that could possibly reproduce and make abundance. You see? All

right? say, say there was one say there was two little fishes.

Yeah, Right. Say if you had two little fishes you know, three

little fishes, okay? Three. I, I’m trying to give you a good

example, three, three little fishes, okay? All right, -Now you

have three little fishes and say, that, did I say it right?

Fishes? No, no, okay, fish. Singular, plural, it’s still fish.

All right, all right. Thank you. I know you’re gonna teach me

you see because, but anyway if you had three little fish alright?

But correct me every time I make a mistake like that correct me

but don’t chop up my whole speech just because I don’t know

grammar. Hey look, say you had three little fish and you had a

and you, you and this other fellow, let’s say your

class brother, say you guys were the owners of it all right? And

so the people out there eating nothing but meal, and therefore
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were not so healthy because they didn't have enough protein,
: I

I

they only eating wheat, not enough protein. All right? And

these are the masses of the people. They, you're their friend

you're holding these three little fish, you see? And that you

take one of the fish and you break them up, you break it up and

you share it with your class brother. Both of you own it. You

see? You went in together. And say, let's go further than that.

Say that, no I want to keep it simple. That you break it up and

the people they demand they say that because of some events and

so forth we're responsible for the existence of the fish in the

first place, so if you were to eat that one fish that we demand

a part of it, and matter of fact you got two swimming around in

the pond, and we want to split that up too. You see? And the

capitalist because he's greedy and so forth, says no I'm not

gonna do it, I’m gonna keep it, and I'm gonna let the fish reproduce

and lay eggs and so forth, and they're mine, I’m gonna keep them,

you see? And this argument goes on, hostility increases, but in

fact you see if maybe the people had a moral right to the fish,

but if the fish were given over to them and they downed them, they

ate them up, which if they had a moral right to this, no argument,

say they did have a moral right, but, what will happen to the

source of their protein. Now if the greedy capitalist you see,

now the the people see, actually lay seige ion the
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roan in taking it, YtJti know? Because I'm somewhat o/ a moralist

you see and I can’t be so coldly scientific in those situations.

But my point is, that that’s an example of centralization of the

wealth, and the fact that kept in the capitalist hands for a

period of time, that the fish would reproduce and if they had a

whole barrel full of that and he still didn’t give to the people,

and then the people, he’s ripped them o6ff, took the fish pond,

and keep, kept reproducing the fish. But if the man hadn’t kept

them, purober. one, he wouldn’t have got the surplus, if he hadn’t

hogged them; numbertwo, the people really wouldn't have ‘gotten

their nourishment because it wasn't enough. You see? See what

I mean? So this is why that it's necessary for the industrial

basis to, all right, the industrial base to be expanded and so

I have five minutes I can't go on with that example and it was a,

it was a vision that’s why it was given you, I think in visions

you know and that's very unscientific, so don't even quote me

on that. But I think that this is just a little thing I threw

out I think that as far as all creativity, it comes in the forms

of visions, in other words, Marx himself, the scientist Marx,

really had a vision. You see? He had a vision. And then

he had a re-vision. He revised the vision, but anyway, that’s

so anyway so what we attempt to do, the Black panther Party, we
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attempt to to tap our creativity, accept the scientific method,

and then have visions. So the theory of inter-communalism is

a vision, and whoever changes that will revise it and there-

fore be a revisionist. You see? But v/hat I*m trying to say is

now the United States ruling circle centralizes all the v/ealth,

took the people’s wealth, ripped them off all over the world,

including the people centralized on V/all Street, and therefore

laid the foundation for world what, socialism? No, Socialism

means state. Socialist state. Now Marx said you go from feudal-

ism to, from slavery slavery to feudalism, feudal-

ism is capitalist and capitalist is socialist state a capitalist

state to socialist state to communism, which is non-state, a

whitieiing away of the state, where there’s no national boundary

lines and so forth. We see these things exist today, and it was

carried out by the capitalist, but only is reactionary inter-

communalism. You see? It’s reactionary inter-communalism because

the ruling circle had made the world one community but for it’s

own interest. So they’re inter-communalis ts also, but we’re

revolutionary inter-communalis ts and we say that power to the

people and that we want the people of all those communities to

own and to control the institution in which they live, and the

land they live on whether it’s a community in Vietnam, or a
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community in Hong Kong or a Chinese community in San Francisco,
I

Whether it's a black community in Detroit, or a black community

in South Africa, or a black community in Tanganyika, or a black

community in, or a Mexican community in Latin America or a

Mexican community in, in L,A,, because all of these are more

like communities than they are nations now, and then the capi-
' »

talist have made the distance between the geographical locations

which we used to rely heavily on definition of nationhood by show-

ing a separation of a land through partition or sea or some other

form of separation, you see? partition, the sea, or a culture.

You see? People very different, different languages, but what

has happened? It, it took us five hours I believe to get here

from San Francisco, it takes ten hours to get to Vietnam, nine

hours to get to Algiers, Algeria, you see? So what is five

hours, ten hours difference. You see? So I'm saying so we

can't judge a nation on the basis of a distance, A long time

ago, a hundred years ago, let’s say, that when two geographical

locations were separated for thousands of miles, say ten thousand

miles, you call it another world. You know Columbus say, thought

he was gonna fall off the world coming, trying to get to North

America, You see? Actually he thought he was in India, But

what I'm, what I'm trying to say is that so that's one of the
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things we can we can just forget. You see? So we can't define

nations on the on the distance or what kind of separation be-

cause the ruling circle can penetrate with rapid speed and high

fire power no matter where you are. As a matter of fact, he's

doing it and he knows that he's not a nationalist some some

people think the American ruling circle think they're national-

ists, they're not. See? They know they're inter-communalists

because one indication, one indication, why is it they

they don't say they have wars anymore. When they send the fascist

army into communities, wherever the community may be, they call

it a police action in Korea. They call it a police action in

Vietnam. They call it a police action where they went in and
«

ousted the rightful President Juan Bosch of Dominican Republic,

which is acting strange now, but anyway, when they ousted him

they were said to was a police action.

So you have a police, there v/as a police action in Detroit, a

police action in in in and when Detroit was re-named
I

i

to Destroy It, according to H. Rap Brown, this was a police

action. You see? And we see those agencies of the of the police

integrate whenever their front lines are down, then they send in

their second lines. What are the second lines? When they send in
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their regional police or their local police as you call it,
1

and they get down, they were chased out of here out of Detroit,

then they call in their what they call the national guard. You

see? And when they were chased out they called the other police

agency in. The leathernecks, you see. And now they call in the

tanks all the time and think nothing of it. And when you have a

a contradiction is when the people attempt to free themselves of

reaction in towns, and Vietnam, you go in and say Nixon then will

say well it's a threat to the American community. And I agree

with him. It is. It's a threat to the American conununlty for

this reason; because the capitalists have made all of the lands

of the world a part of the mass community. You see? So that

they're transformed I’m saying that even after people win, and we

will win, we can, you cannot backtrack history. You cannot, we

cannot say we cannot learn Swahili and some African rituals and

think that we can forget or backtrack the race. You see? So we

have to accept that and say yeah there's a few surviving African-

isms you see, and that many things in Africa of old that are

good and functional, much of it is not at this point. And we

agree with the only culture that's

worth holding onto is revolutionary culture, that is, culture
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that's constantly in the making and change because it is not a

stagnant and will be out of touch with the needs of the present

day. You see? So this do what happened that I talked about

the travel. Let's talk about the media and the culture. So

then we used to talk about different cultures, different lands

or nations in terms of different cultures, but I'm saying that
*

there's a quantitative difference and not a qualitative one

because like we been transformed either the people in the other

countries are transformed such as the Japanese or they're in the

process of being transformed and getting to the point right where

we are. You see? Losing our surviving Africanisms, And I say

this is a trend so therefore it proves as a matter of quantity

that perhaps we've got more of the effect or suffered more of the

effects. No, wait a minute. We've experienced more of the effects

of the mass media, they are suffering because the small ruling

circle is doing this. You see? So then they have but if if the

ruling circle is kept in tact and the people do not wipe them

out, which I know the people will, then they'll end up just like

we are. Not knowing their names. You see? So I'm saying that

we cannot judge the nations then on the basis of a culture,

because there's very little culture, cultural determination

because of the satellites, because of transistor radios, because
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of technology again. With the satellites, that the tv that
1

;

you see on the six o'clock news can be seen anyplace in the

world. And in fact it is in many places. And we know that

the mass media builds culture. You see? So what’s gonna

happen. What we say, so that's another thing we cannot talk

about as far as the difference in the nation. So what we say
*

%

is this, make a long story short, and I could enumerate all of

the same thing, make a long story short, someone's clapping be-

cause they want the long story to be short, a long story cannot

be short my friends, A long story is long, ando a short story

is short. Hey look, so we want this to happen. Now I said I

went to law school for a while that's a term I always like to

say,, because it’s so relevant. The term is called in Latin it

says, it's trespas de bonis asportatas. It, in English, the

translation roughly, if I remember correctly, it's the taking

away of the goods the taking away of another’s goods, or some-

one else’s goods, and' then dominating them and controling them

like your very own. And that’s called a tort you see, or it's

it’s a civil wrong. You could take the person into court, the

person is usually guilty of this crime. This old English law
it’s

about the sixteen hundreds but still/still a law in this, in
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this country that of the, usually a person found guilty of
^

this would be a landlord. For instance, he would be, accuse

you of not paying your rent for dilapidated housing, dilapidated

conditions, and then he would go in you don't have the money to

pay anyway cause you're unemployable, you're unemployed, he would

go in and seize the furniture, and seize the things that you
m

\

need to live on. You see? And then use them himself. You see?

Without benefit of any hearing or court action. So he's not,

he's two violations, one, is more trecherous than the other.

The first violation was a trespass. That's crossing the boundary

on the threshold of yourdoor. You see? That's wrong. You see?

He probably even made a rowdy entrance and you could have dealt

with him if you had been home. You see? But you weren't. So

he went in there and took the goods that your kids needed, t'ook

it up, ate it up, and he's already too fat. You see? So then

that's the domination see like his very like his very own. Now

how do you do I say it's a torch, you could take you have action

in the civil court on this. You take him into court, and the

first thing when he's found guilty because he would be. You

see? When he's found guilty, the first thing the judge will say

was is restore re itore to this man what is his. The next thing
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he will say because that's the actual damage, that you took
I

the goods. You see what I mean? So restore it. The other

thing and it was a violation to even cross the threshold with-

out permission so therefore we gonna charge you, it’s hard to

add that up. You see what I mean? How can we add up, what

does it cost you to, well how much does it cost when you violate

someone's threshold? So it's call a punitive damages. He

would have to pay both actual and punitive damages. In other

words, pay for the goods, and then there's a penalty for him

doing that. Now the United States ruling circle, they ripped off

the people of the world, took the goods, and dominate them like

their very own, built a technological machine that really belongs

to the people of the world, so even if we talk about real

revolutionist country, we have to think of it in terms of all

the people in the world, because first, the old Africa, Asia,

Latin America, you see? They owe the Indian. You see? They

owe the poor white folks. You see? So, but the main point I'm

trying to make usually in history when people have socialist

revolutions, they just talk about a re-distribution of wealth

on the national level. You see? Or they, the geographical

location where the particular people have to live. But the

United States, you can’t even talk about a re-distribution on
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a national level because it's not a nation. See? So, if
1

^ ;

I
»

it's not a nation, and you can't talk about socialist state

existing, that means after you rip the dog off you'll go almost

immediately into communism, because your economy would have to

be bigger on an inter -communal level, taking everyone under

consideration, that the people are ripped off and also sharing

the technology, and everything else with the people of the world

and that's what communism means. You see? When the people of

the world rule, you see, and when you realize it's one world

and there's no national boundary lines, people be going across

commuting to to Ghana and Tanganyika and back to Detroit, You

see? All in a day. But what I'm trying to say is so all those

who disagree who claim they're Marxist scholars, I challenge

them, and I say they’re not dialectic, dialectical materialists,

they're either historical materialists or else, or else idealists.

And they might just be a non-thinker. Sometimes people mix

thought up so bad I just call them a non-thinker. You see?

But I’m hot even gonna try to figure the mess out. You see?

So what I’m saying is it shows you that inter-communalism will

still exist after people seize the structure and I say the United

States always already has a potentuality you see or to the

structure of of sometimes I get a loss for terms to explain the
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concept and nope I'm not one of those old philosophers
I

in metaphysics who wants to stipulate some-

thing to you so I'll try to find a term

(tape changed)

different. This is all people of the world, I truly believe

that. Now I base and I think that blacks will have to lead

this and it's not belittling our white radical friends, but I

say that blacksfare, that we've been endowed again with this

banner of revolution, and we have to lead in the structure of

this whole thing because of this reason, and we'll have coalitions

and so forth, but we still have a Black Panther Party, probably

will, it's not believe we're separatists, it's because at this

time we feel that our community's under seige, and we have the

answers for the community of the world. And after we probably,

probably even in the heat of the world revolution you see that

we will no longer have coalitions, we'll probably have mergers,

I don't know. You see? A lot of thinking will have to change,

though. We'll have to do a lot of teaching, so white people will

stop being arrogant and racist without even knowing it because

they been so conditioned all their lives but at this time we have

a Black panther party that's all black for self-defense reasons.
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No other reasons, you see? That we can’t risk at this point

after history has shown us time and time again how we’ve been

duped and so forth that we say we gonna for we know and we do

have some qualities that seem to be international, excuse me,

inter-communal, by, I don't say by instinct, because I don't

believe in instinct, but remember I said that every limitation

is a determination and every determination is a limitation, so

therefore everything has a dual character. More than one side.

The facts of the facts of slavery I told you how trecherous it

was, it also carried some good qualities. You don’t like that

huh? All right. I’ll show you. And this is only a speculation

and if you disagree with me that I’ll be happy as long ^s you

disagree with me and use some some reason. You see? But I’m

saying that I believe that everything has a dual character and

not only do I believe that, I don't believe I’m relying strict-

ly upon Marxist dialectics because African south of Sahara also

believed that everything has a dual character. That’s why in

Africa south of Sahara our religion was dualism instead of

absolutism and this is why that the African god always had at

least two heads, and maybe five or six, one for fertility, one

for evil, and one for good. You see? And this was dialectics
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within itself. You see? So he tried the African tried to stay

in favor with the good head and out of favor with the bad head

and so on and so forth on down the line. You see? So maybe

this was the start of
, I don’t know. But anyway, alright, I

said the slavery, the positive side, was this; while it abruptly

cut off, we noticed that people with 2,000 3,000 years history

unbroken such as some of the Jewish people, you see? Some of

the Chinese people, but Mao's taken care of that with this culture

revolution and so forth. But people probably some of the African

people too, you see, who weren't

you see first I would bet would have a hell of

a complex about being what do you call himself, king of* kings?

You see? When you have a long unbroken history, it's good, it’s

beautiful, you refine things and so forth, but also you're more

apt to come to become arrogant, you're more apt to say that I

would do this because my father did it so many years before and

this is a characteristics of the ruling class. You see? Because

he rides around, he's non-productive and he says that I will

ride in a limousine becase my father rode in one and I'm better

because my father always did it his way and he was better. You

see? So he’s living in the past and on, according to, well
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anyway, those are upper class values. Alright, alright, alright.

But anyway, listen and this is the last thing and I'm not gonna

hang up any longer. The the the black, we blacks because of

the abrupt cut off, yeah, we suffer like Ha lie probably

and some of the others, and whites too, you know and I mentioned the

the religious thing. It’s because you're victim to the past
*

because you're chained to it. Now we're cut off, we lost a

lot of positive things, but we also must realize and stop this

looking back and the problems that we have today we look to the

future-; for solutions and that's a communist characteristic. We

always say that they say that Huey how do you feel and I could

be in bed very sick and I say that I'm better, but I don't know

that yet. But anyway, I'm saying that blacks could not look to

Africa for the answer, you see, because our culture we don't know

enough about it. Number one, and then our culture was so broken

and we have and there was cut off and then slavery existed, so

now we are dynamic we look for the future for the answer, not

the past. You see? After the conquest. So on a international

level, because we were dispersed all over the world, every time

we see a black face and bushy hair and the person might be all,

might be 99 % transformed, we would feel, I feel a certain

amount of brotherhood on those facts. You see what I mean?
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And I’ll admit that, knowing all the time that we could be

more differe.nt than we like, but probably know that the man

suffered from the white world but anyway because we’re dis-

persed it's easy for us to accept and even if the brother has a

completely different culture, just about if he comes with an

English accent if he comes with a Latin accent, and he acts

Latin or acts English or we might say that brother he sure is
'

cold. You know? He’s trying to be some he ain’t. See? He

know he isn’t native. You see what I mean? When all the time

so in other words we feel this this togetherness and we feel

rejected if the facts don’t pan out and that’s why we get a lot

of young brothers and sisters being turned off when certain African
«

leaders make certain statements that they probably shouldn’t

have made anyway, but I’m saying so we're internationalists or

inter-communa lists and we're more tolerant probably than other

people because of our past experience of suffering and because

we can tolerate other cultures or accept a person that’s still

a human being and still as a brother know even if he is different.

So I’m saying that we only relying upon one or two character-

istics, Now if we be real objective we could establish this

humane or this humanitarian culture based upon the fact the

human beings are so similar, in fact, in other words, instead of
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having just a black face and bushy hair you see like me you

could have two eyes, a nose, a mouth, walk erect, you see?

Hair, and so forth, and we could go on and on and add these

things up and see that the man is more basically human and our

differences are petty. You see? So this is why I won't go

about that. But I could because as I said, I try to handle all

things at one time so it sounds like conglomeration of distortion

and unrelated thing but if you have faith in it, believe me they

are inter-re lated. You see? So I would like to say that the

Black panther party invites you to Washington and that we must

free the Detroit sixteen and that we must unite against' the world

enemy number one, who is located here in the United States, and
%

the people of the world must have solidarity, and then advance

wave upon wave upon the reactionary races and then the whole world

will belong to the people. Monsters of all kind will be

destroyed. And then we will live happily ever after.

power to the people.

I deserve that don’t I? All right.
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(First speaker)
I

On behalf of the Black Panther Party, and brother

Huey P. Newton, we the Association of Black Students would

like to express our great appreciation for their time in

relating to us the Black panther party's position in relating

to our common oppression. Right now I would like to say will

everyone please remain in the gym until the brothers have left

the building. Thank you.

people can I have your attention? Will you sit down

please. Will you sit down? Please give our good brother a

chance to leave the grounds please. Thank you.

I’d like to thank all of you black brothers and sisters

we have participating in this event today. Thank you for volun-

teering, Will you hold it please. I have an announcement to

make. We have an announcement to make. There’s a free Angela

Davis defense committee starting now. As you leave the exit

the building, we’re working for the National Office in New York

they trying to get a free paper started so if you have anything

to contribute, will you please stop and see us at the end of

the back, please. Thank you.
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Fil'at Speaker: Mr. Huey p. Newton

Newton: power to the people brothers and sisters,
S

.

I

I’m very happy to be here tonight and I v/ant to thank

you for my presence because if it wasn’t for the power of the

people I would still be in the snakepit and for that I applaud

you, and all I can say is all power to the people. Tonight I

would like to talk with you about a few things and I hope you
s

bare v/ith me because I’m not eloquent and all, I only have a

message one single message and it’s not based upon fancy phrases,

clauses,- it's based upon survival, survival through service to the

people. Unfortunately, I'm not able to entertain, that we don't

feel that it’s necessary at this point or important to entertain,.

V'e must work very hard together to shed some light upon the situ-

ation today, the conditions today, in order for the people to live.

Yle are threatened at this time v;ith genocide. So things are very

serious. A short time ago, the fascist forces violated the

community of Detroit and imprisoned sixteen member’s of (blank

tape). It was not you or me. I say but for fortune. Because

I’m sure that the fascists do not discriminate in that area,

they’re universal. They're univer al tyrants, they violate every

community in the world. They violate the university community,
'

“ \

They violate the Chicano communitv . They violate the Indian

community. They violate the poor ',',hite community. They exploit
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and they kill the people. They imprison, maim, and murder.

They seem to follov/ one logic and that is; make trouble, fail,

make trouble again, fail, make trouble again, until the. very

doom. V/hilo the people also follow a logic, we v/ill fight,
r

ffiil, fight fail, until oui* victory and the doom of the aggressor,
I

I

On the 27th, 2Sth and 29th of November, there will he a peoples
I

revolutionary constitutional convention in Washington, D.C, We

invite you. Because without you there will be no convdntion.

You must vinderstand that without you there would be nothing, there

will be no society would not exist, leadership would not exist,

history would not exist, because you and you alone make world

history, so therefore you truly have the powr. Much of the time

we do not realize our power so v/e say that we’re unconscious,

we’re asleep. In order for us to actualize in order for us to

actualize ourselves, to free ourselves, and to expand and engage

in productive creativity, wo must first become conscious. And

at this point the chief issue should bo consciousness. The con-

vention v/ill be based upon, the t) erne will be survival through
9

service to the people. We feel that it’s necessary to offer a

survival program knowing full. wel . thr ; a survival program is
. • 4 -

m * • f #

not in itself revolutionary, Kno ing . fu’’ .. that a stir."'val

program will not bring about he . h ion of society that

is necessary in order to have freedom, justice, and equality.
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But if we do not have a survival program pending revolution,

there will be no revolution because we might suffer genocide,

V(’e might not be here and if v/e’re not here then of course no

revolution will ever take place. So we are very practical

revolutionists we say that the Black panther party’s program of

service to the people through health clinics, through food for

the children because we know that our children could be perman-

ently damaged because of malnutrition and once the damaged brain

v/e v/ill get damaged ideas, or ideas that are so wanting that it.

v/ill fail us as a service, it v/ill fail us as giving us some idea

and some program and some strategy to change the conditions in

this society and subsequently change the world. So wc are very

honest, we say that our ton point program that we offer, as it

will bo offered at the constitutional convention, is not a

revolutionary program, but now it is a reformist program, A

program is reformist only when it will and

stifle the final transformation. All programs that will invo'ivo

the poopl^o in the struggle; all pr . cams that will lift '..he po' ol
I

consciousness; all programs that wil.’’ •'id .the in tl eir

ti

»

r;
i ? V

•;
jle insurvival; all programs that will 1 • d :-i'- 1'

• • *'''

order to change the condiLions of cnis corrupc world, wovild be
I 4

i , . ^

classified as a revolutionary program or a seige leading up to
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revolution. V/e know that we must be educated in order to deal

v/ith the very complicated situation. Today the world is very

complicated. When I was a boy, what was so was sq. What was

not v/as not. Now I am a man. Things have changed a lot. Some

things nearly so, some things nearly not, (unintelligible)

In order to approach the complications, in order to approach .the

type of oppression the people suffer today, we must approach it

with the formula that will most likely lead us to an dnderstand-

ing of a condition, VJe see that first this society, the American

empire, is a highly~deve loped technological society. And some-

times it's very intimidating to try to figure out some v/ay to

what is our's. Sometimes it is very difficult
*

to understand this and tonight I feel it somewhat of a honor to
f

speak to you at this university because I v/ill first assume, I

v/ill start out with a premise that the people here, or most of

them,, are interested in learning even though they might have come

from the wrong place. As I said before, t .at I won't give a Cot l

good speech and sometimes I'll tell the tr th and I wish I couid

but I don't know how so all I can do is euir ge you in fecture.

But it won't be the same kind of lecture I' ‘ ou exp . donee

with your professors because we're not gon.,a start out with any
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dogma. None whatsoever. We're gonna start out as objective!

as possible. We will do this in order to understand fully

the conditions. The conditions under which we suffer and we

will try to do this in such a v.'ay that v/ill give us a clear

picture of our condition, not a subjective picture. But an

objective picture and after we get these objective facts, theri

we will apply a little subjectivity. In other words, v/e will

use the theory of, or v/ill use the maxim of, we will integrate

theory with practice because that's what the Black panther party

is all about. We feel that theory is no good, V/e feel that

knov/ledge is no good if we do not apply that knowledge in some

way that will serve our interests. So tonight v/e v/ill start out

by trying to understand the social forces that cause and that is

causing our suffering. And through talking to people as I travel

throughout the country, it seems that for some reason there’s
«

some misunderstanding ’about the Black panther party. Perhaps

it is because of the mass media, perhaps it is because of the

educational institutions oi* the in ,‘;itut icn s that miseducate.

But what for, whatever reasons, people seem to be somev/hat

shocked and somev/hat surprised tha‘' the. Black panther party

operates from an idealogical posit ,)n and that position was

arrived at through an analyst., '•ha.t gave us some insight and some
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understanding of phenomena. In order to understand things

usually especially when there many things are interacting and

operating at the same time, we try to work out some formula.

\'!e try to work cut some process of testing. We try to isolate!

certa in \ar iables , We try to control others so that we hae a

constant and we let certain variables play freely, Y/e do thes

things, and we do it in the name of of discipline we call science.

The Black panther Party is found, the Black panther Party as the

principle that we call dialectical materialism. In order to

understand the conditions in the world today, v/e have to develop

a formula just as to understand numbers, we have to develop for~
I

mulas. Just as in algeba and reasoning that we have certain
i

equations that v/ill solve certain problems for us when it is :

applied to certain unknowns, that there also certain frameworks

j
and formulas used to understand other phenomena. In the physical

world, it is commonly agreed that many things happen at the saine

time. Most people of learning, scholars they like to call them-
i

selves, agree that in the physical world things seem to be in a

constant state of flux. Flux, flux, all this flux. In the

physical world v/e notice that when v/e speak of banner, when wo. speak
I

m

of phenomena, we use a discipline we call physics, and we noti<pe

that in the physical world, things to be in> a constant state o

tra n.s forma t ion . V/e notice that the atoms, protons and nurons.
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we notice that toms collide with each other, subdivide and

subdivide again, therefore transforming themselves into nutrons,

protons, or protons and nurons I believe, please give me help,
*

It's been a long time, but the principle of the matter is that

something happens when the physical forces clash. They don't

disappear but they seem to transform themselves into something

else, V/e see that in the world today whether it's the physical

world or social world, we see that there are many forces. In

sociology, and if I remember, and I keep saying if I remember

because I've forgotten most disciplines that I studied some ten
*

years ago, but I believe that the sociologist also recognized and

will readily stipulate that social 'forces seem to clash also.

Now when social forces clash, transformation occurs. The

sociologist explains this partially in a theory they call a

culturation, v/hen two groups or two cultures meet, they are

modified by each other. Both shov/ing change, sora<times one show-

ing more change than the other. Some sociologists who are not

very objective say that the strong ,r will show less change and
A

the weaker more. Not qualifying exactly what they mean by stronger

and weaker. So we know that s omc L Ing • will happen that the
\

» \

characteristics and the attribuf .,of both v/ill change. So
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from that you see a correlation between the physical world and

social world. We Marxists criticize the social scientist or

the sociologist. We criticize the physcologist , We criticize

anyone who will try to explain a particular set of forces or
i

pa^rticular event by taking it out of its environment because by

doing this we do not explain the thing that we're attempting to
i

explain, but we've transformed the thing itself by taking it out

of the environment so therefore if we do not consider all of the

forces, if we do not consider all of the variables at the same

time and understand the inter-relationship between everything,

v/e are not gaining knowledge, we're not coming to any trutji, but

we're dealing in mischievious madness. So this is v/hy that I

start off trying to explain the inter-relationship between things.

So one of the principles of the social scientist who is also a

Marxist v/ould be to recognize that things are in a constant state

of transformation. I sort of jumped the gun, because first, I

would like for you to stipulate with me sothat v/e can have an

intelligent conversation that the physical world exists outside

of ourselves, independently, I asked you to do that because
/

without that stipulation, I would leave- the stage knowing full

well that you might have something. Suit at the same time knowing
’

I

» *

that in order to have an intelligent conversation, at least we
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would have to stipulate our first basic premise, because it’s

very difficult to test or prove. So our first basic premise
|

would necessarily be based upon a belief, and then we will try

to follow some consistent argument to a valid conclusion. So
j

first thing, the physical world exists externally and indepen-
*

(

dently of ourselves. Second thing, the thing seems to be and,in

fact are in a constant state of transformation. After we agre^

to that, and I will take silence as agreement, we can go on. Be-
I

cause it’s very important because tonight and not only tonight I

will confess that I never ask anyone to accept my conclusion, I

never ask anyone to accept my belief. It’s very functional to
I

have people to stipulate a first principle. But all I will ask

you to do is to follow your own basic premise down to consisting
I

conclusion. If you do not do that, I will criticize you. And/
• 1

that’s ray function. That I believe that we can arrive at what
f

is to be done by through combining theory v/ith practice, combin-
«

^

ing rationale with empiricism and therefore relating to the real
r
I

world, I mentioned rationale being combined with empiricism. And
I*

I mention this because this is another stipulation that I would

•j
"

.

ask. Matter of fact, that I take that back, you don’t even have

to agree to that. Not necessarily, I would be'''bo7i.u enough- to L

make the statement that without understandiiig' history does.n’t
'

: !
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really prove anything, without understanding it, rationale
,

i

and not necessarily based upon reality, if we do not understand
I

that will be very difficult to arrive at what is to be done.

Empirical evidence is based upon observation and experience, i

But, with that alone, first we can never predict or speculate
t ,

j'

about the future, and it criples us because it doesn’t recognize

the constant state of transformation. If we act strictly uponj

observation and experience, we will see things in a static way’,
i

Vr'e will say that the lights are burning, the light is burning,

j

I

And it will be a simple mind this kind of statement, because itit
*

will not take under consideration v/hile the light is burning, it
« »

I

is also consuming -itself. So therefore, while the light is

/

burning, it is also becoming a dead light. And because it’s
i

*
I

becoming a dead light, part of its characteristic will be a lack

of light in order to conclude that we would have ’to integrate f
I

something else into just our practical experience. In order t|>

understand the real world because the real world is in a constant
f

state of transformation and our stc'temcnt based upon erapiricisi^

tend to be static, Hov/ do we get cut of that bind? V/e got out

of it by integrating rationale by integrating reason, as Emanuel
* M

*

called it pure reason. Integrate that with the i

real world of observation and experience, Integra te ra tiona le
•|

with the fact that the real world exists and v/e gain knowledge
382
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through observing but it will take it a step further. Why

can’t we use it alone? We cannot use it alone because it

doesn’t necessary have any relationship to the real world, that

rationale could be strictly a symbolic and an abstract process.

In other words, I could very easily say and he perfectly, a
m

perfectly valid statement if the sky is above my head and there’s

nothing in between my head and the sicy, when I turn my head upwaids

I'll see the sky, rational. If the sky is above mu head. So the

sky might not be you see? So what v/e will do, if first use the

process of observing and experiencing things or relying upon

historical evidence, and then realize also that thing is in a

constant state of change, and therefore apply rationale and say

while "A" might be happening, it’s also will cause "B", And it

v/ill cause "B” because when v/e get a certain combination of

forces operating together, they will rationally and logically

cause "C" to happen. So what ’we’ve done. We’ve integrated

rationale with empiricism and therefore we’ve come up v/ith the new

concept. It’s called dialectics. And I say this is universal
I

because with this method v/e can have we can analyze just about.
/

all phenomena and we refuse to take a particular force out of

an environment, so therefore v/e have to understand all of the

forces surrounding it. You see? And v/e will do this by applying

the theory of dialectics. You could have a dialectical argument
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and you have that by one person offering a thesis and the other

person offering anti-thesis. You see? And hopefully we will'

come up with the so by those two things conflicting,

by one person making a statement that opposes another statement,

the other person's statement, after it's argued long enough, if

both people have to be consistent, they might come up with the
I

conclusion different than the two people's former statement. You

see? So that's a dialectical argument. Transformation through

argument. You know Socrates used that a lot. In the physical

world again a practical application of dialectics. V/ell first
«

I would like to say this. That process that I just explained to

you, would be really the solution of the revolsing of a contra-

diction we call it an argument. In the physical world, v/e call

it sometimes on common terms we would call it a collision, A

good example: when two cars meet and try to occupy the same space

at the same time, both are transformed, wo call that a collision.

So after we have laid down the necessary agreement that will go'

on v/ith our discussion because now we're prepared to have an

intelligent discussion, in' other words, we won't be contrary. You

knoiv much of the time when people meet .they think that they're

having a contradiction, and really really they're only being

contrary. Example: if I say the wall is ten feet tall and you
• •

say the wall is red and we argue until v/e fall down and foam at
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the mouth, wp 're not having a contradit ion, we're only being
V .

* ‘

i - ».
contrary. In other words, the wall could be ten feet tall, and

also that particular color. When we understand this, we'll stop

wasting time, we’ll start jiving. In the physical world, when we

speak of things bbing contrary, it means that they're covering a

• .

different amount of space at a different time and therefore there's

no need of further explanation. In other words, the same two cars.

If you turn them back to back, and both of you giving them gas In

forward gear, you will speed off apdrt and you’ll be contrary,

covering miles and miles of different space. You see with less
1

friction. So after we have that down we will see that to approach

any situation v/e heed some method. The Black Panther l^arty chooses

to use the scientific method, as based upon empiricism, empirical

evidence, but also coupled with rationale and therefore we get a

new method, which is called dialectics. V/e also assume, I said

we also assume that everything comes from a material source. This

is another assumption and we say this because in order to under-

stand the world in which v/e live, we always start out with analyzing

some material thing in order to understand religion we have to

understand the functions of the brain, I think that it will be
I

very difficult for one to be religious without having the

mechanisms of the physical, the brain. You see? If it can bo’

done, I know method about it. Therefore, I assume that even the
385



spiritual is arrived at through tho material, Furthermorei

that if man did not exist I v/ould assume that the intangible '

would not exist. In other v/ords, the assumption says that it

requires a man to entertain a religion, it renifires a man to
I

j

en,tGrfcain anything that is spiritual and anything that is

! .

'

•

intangible. So therefore it seems that the material is greater
I

than the spiritual if v/d v/ant to measure greatness in terms of

which came first. You see? So first thing, that after we have

this down, X know you*re wondering v/here i'm going, but you'll
* "

have to wait and see. You know, 1 would like to interject some-

thing in my own discord and that is that the Black panther Party

supports the League of Revolutionary Workers, We see no real

contradiction betv/een the League of Revolutionary IVorkers and the

Black panther party. There is an apparent contradiction, but v/e*re

not in the state of dismay because of that because we're social

scientists, and a social scientist Is not impi’ossed by the apparent,

he wants to penetrate facts and get beneath, see? (blank tape)

Be apparent, penetrator and understand those things that are

seally a fact, Sometimes tho apparent they're deceiving so in

order to get past it first, v/e.say that 'e have to be di;: •itorc; li'.’

,

* t
*

By being disinterested, it doesn't meavh that we^.. re goinp ;’ui .

away from the situation, it means ' '•'i t will any

particular outcome, that we'll attem\)t to ascertain the real facts

%

1

«
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of the matter. V/e v/ill not be deceived by cei’tain indicator

that do not reaUy proport the truth. And after we get these

facts we can better understand the situation. (blank tape)

The methods we use because I would like if you appreciate that-
J

. (

method, that you start applying tind perhaps you v/ill come up v/lth
I

. •

some sanity, perhaps you v/ill come up with some truth, perhap-s,
/

you v/ill come up with some knowledge. You see? And if you

don't appreciate it during tlie question - answer period, offer

me something, offer me an alternative and we will have a dialectical

argument. And if you convince me I'll readily give up my old

beliefs and my old conclusions and I will adapt yours. Nov/,

as far as the revolutionary, as far as the League of Revolutionary

Vi'orkers are concerned. Time and time again I said, that we want

solidarity with the league of Revolutionary Workers more than that,

Vi'e would like to even merge v/ith the League of Revolutionary

Vi'orkers . More than that, that we will even drop the name of our

party if the League of Revolutionary Y/orkers will shov/ us that

they have analyzed the phenomena in the social conditions correctly

and have come up with valid concliw ion.s . Now, I said that we have

no real contradiction v/ith the -League e Revoi .. tionary Workers,
* * 4

* ^ t

that is, in practice. We v/ill find tli .
' the ;

- c'^ice of the Black

Panther Party will not conflict w/tii the of Revolutionary

Workers. It will correlate and it will sometimes be the same.
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Probably most of the time it v/ill bo the same. Or the '

theoretical level. There probably v/ill be a contradiction but

I always like to leave that theoretical world, somev/hat divorced

from our practical actions because the people do not have the

extravagant of time and the extravagant of condition to v/ait for

us to split hairs and come up v/ith some abstraction. The people

need service, the people afe suffering, and we can only deviate
I

that suffering through relative actions that would aid them in

the deviation of the oppression. And this will only come through

practice. Now, where v/ould the contradiction be, I said that we
1

might have a contradiction in theory. First of all, I think
j

I'm not for sure I think that the source of the contradiction

j

evolves from an essay our Minister of Information v/rotc some time
(

ago called "On panther Ideology". In that essay, the Minister
I

of Information Eldridge Cleaver, who's nov; in Algiers, Algeria,

manning oui’ embassy, claims that lupen proletarian, the lupen
I

I

proletarian class, the lef't wing of the working class, the most
I

I

I

I

revolutionary class, and probably would carry the revolution
I

i

banner and will probably be the vanguard in the struggle and will
j

probably initiate the creation of the new order. While the
\

Leap;uo of Revolutionary V/orkers say that this is not possible,
I

i ^

I

that how can the lupen prolletar ian, the lupen proletarians who
I

Marx and Lenin made Marx and lycnin despair. The lupen pr oletai'ia ns
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that some trans, that some people translated, the words to come.

The lupen proletarians to seem to be useless that is in Russia,

1917, The League of Revolutionary Rowkers set forth the theory

that the proletarian class or the industrial worker will be the

vanguard aridcivill carry the revolution to its final climax and

therefore initiate the new order. In other words, they'll say
»

while the proletarian class may not be the most revolutionary

class at this time, they do cari’y the most revolutionary poten-

tuality and with development they will become and in fact history

shows that the proletarians have alv/ays carried the banner so

therefore they will carry it as a president in the future. The

Black panther party says something; is wrong with this. It's

also pointed out by the League of Revolutionary V/orkers some of

the representatives or may I qualify that. It has been rumored.

All right? Perhaps I'm not giving fair representation to the

real theory of the League of Revolutionary V/orkers
,

but let's

assume that my statement v/as fair., and if my statements are not

fair, then I will accept criticism luring the question -- ansv/e.r
*

period. Now, it's also pointed out by tlie League of Revolut ionai’y

V/orkers that the proletarian class ..Is the most popular class and

that history shows that minority nas never created the socialist

order. A minority has never’ created a revolution ha.s never boon

the vanguard. Not a minority cla.ss anyway. You see? vSo there-
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fore the lupen proletar ianrrj in this country I will stipulate
,

I

with the League of Revolutionary V/orkers are definitely a

minority. I would also stipulate a minority has river
0

1

carried out a successful socialist transformation. I would
I

I

agree v/ith that. But I will not agree that the v;orking class-. in
%

America, in North America, I will not agree that they carry a

revolutionary potentuality as a class. I v/ill not agree that they

will be the vanguard of the revolution, even though they represent

the most popular class and it is necessary for the revolution

to be popular. It sounds like a contradiction but I night inform

you that it is not. It's only paradoxical. It seems to be in

conflict but if we investigate it together, we'll find out, that

in fact there's no contradiction. In Russia in 1917, a revoluO-
%

tion occurred. One class clashed with another, and the society

was transformed. A man by the name of Marx and a man by the name
0

I

of Leniir, Lenin following the thought and the formulas of Marx,

not only did he follow the thought and 'he formula, but he applied

in a creative fashion, he applied it in a subjective way because

anytime we apply the knowledge that we fear;., automatically it
*

becomes subjective because then we v/ii i a o •'i. cular result.

Therefore it's taking it out of its purr-r form. So a Marxist -

Leninist is a person v/ho knov/s his .science of dialectical matei-lalism
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but also a person who engages in practice, therefore integrating
I

‘

our theory and practice, Lenin realized that there was a conflict

between the worker and the owner but he would not be satisfied

at at at at acknowledging that contradiction he also was sotue-

whnt biased. He willed that the working class or the proletarian

should be in control of the means of production, and the wcaltH

that they produce. Because there's no wealth v/ithout work and

he felt because of this, subjectively they should have that wealth.

And incldently, I agree. But at that time in Rus.sia, 1917, the

proletarian class was the most revolutionary class, shows the

most revolutionary potentuality , but also at that time we must
*

know our history, that Russia was a feudal is tic society and it was

an agricultural society, that the peasantry was the most popular

class,' the industr la 1 worker was the minority but because of the

collection of social forces in operation at that time in 127,

the proletarians were destined to bo the most popular class, the
*

proletarians v/ere destined to carry out the revolution, because

feudalism v/as on the decline, therefore the peasantry was on the

decline, while the working class, or the proletarians, Avcre on

the upsurge. An Industrial base was created in Rxissia by the
'

t

^

capitalist. The industrial base was created in Russia by the

capitalist I say that runs us into another concept, v'hile the

391
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capitalist created through his profit an industrial

base, he also moved against himself by laying a foundation i

I

for socialism, therefore, that we understatl better the theory
|
I

of the negation of a negation. V/e understand better while every

determination carries v/ith it also a limitation every limitation
!

i

also carries a determination. What does that mean? It means
*

%

that while the capitalist plans to centralize the wealth, exploited
I

the people and developed an industrial base, they also laid dov/n
1

I

the necessary structure to create the abundance that is needed!

in modern socialism. And in order to do this, the people suffer,

I

.

so I'm not taking issue or promoting one or the other, I'm only
I

• ,

saying that it seems, in order for society to develop, some kind

of surplus must exist. And it so happened that the capitalist

accumulated the surplus, but only for its own use. But only for

that surplus to be appropriated at saie later date. if the I

peasantry v/as not at a stage of taxity and taxing of the land
l‘

consuming most of the things that they would grow, that a surplus

would never develop. So what I'm saying is that because every-

thing is always in a constant stage of transformation, everything

has a dual character. It has tv/o or more sides, and v/e must kpow

all- of those sides. Now v/e already have analyzed the Russia i*

situation and we see that in Russia v/hile the proletarians v/as
[

the most, wore the minority, while the peasants was the majorxt'y,
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the proletarians carried out the revolution, such as today.

This this country while the vanguard while the class with the

revolutionary potentuality
,

in order to carry out their potentuality

must be the most popular, v/e see the capitalistic owner is taking
4

care of that for us. It seems to us especially analyzing the
t

'

I

I

situation in your plants here in Detroit, the plants of Detroit

vie see that because of the development of technology that the

development has gone from let's start at automation and cybernetics

it's probably now going into technocracy and as it develops from

stage to stage under the leadership of the ruling circle and with

the guidance of a profit that they will try to stream-

line the machine so that people v/ill not be needed. So as tech-

nology develops, people are not needed and therefore it would seem

that the proletarian class as it exists today is on the decline.

It's on the decline because the capitalists are casting the v/orker

on the junk piles of society, casting him in the gutter of society,

making scum of him because he's not needed and therefore swelling

the ranks of a lupen proletarian or the unemployables. We see

that if this is a trend, if it's in fact true, that the trend is
t

moving int|o technocracy if technology is not static if the ,

capitalist's motive is to make as much as he can and to pay as

little as possible, it's only reasonable that he will hire as

little people as possible. So the Black Panther party claims that
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I

if he's left alone that eventually he will have a man probably

employed, but a man so specialized, a man so skilled, so we

cannot call him what Marx called the proletarians. He will be

a technocrat, and the vast majority of the people of the society

would be unemployed and the vast majority of the people would not
*

\

bo needed, and the stage will be set for genocide, I say this.

because genocide could take many forms, probably the most humilia-
#

ting the most hurting that slow form, where you slowly kill

spiritually as well as physically that form v/here one feels use-

less, So if it is a fact that technology is going on developing

and that a revolution might not occur tomorrov/, or the next day,

that the lupen proletarian class that the Minister of Information

talks about will not only be, carry a revolutionary potentua lity

,

but will also be the most popular class, setting the stage for

revolution, Lenin himself said, that he visualized the time

only he assumed that the people of the communist world will bring

it about that a man v/ould be able to stand in one place, press

buttons, and move mountains. It sounds like to me that even Lenin

realized that because a class carries a revolutionary potentuality

at one time, because a class historically carried out revolution,

does not mean that it will remain a revolutioi. ^ . lass. Tn fact,-

some classes have ceased to exist. And ’ .5 true, it v/ill

bear out Lenin’s prediction. One class that I'm sure that v/e can

39 .,
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or maybe that we can stipulate that is no longer is existence,

almost out of existence. So generally, we can say that well

virtually, the class is not does not exist any longer. And

that is the slave class. The slave class was transformed into the

wage slave. And if one class did not, if one class v/as trans-

formed out of existence, then through reason it would tell me-

that another class also could be transformed out of existence.

So, if my logic if I’m being logical it would mean that in order

to understand the class that carries the revolutionary potentuality

I would also have to understand trend and all of, all, of the
«

other social forces and physical forces that are that are in

existence at a particular time. And I think that all of us are

worried about it. All of us agree that technocracy is on the

threshold of reality, Y/e know that w® cannot depend upon the

kindness of the capitalist, we knov/ that we cannot depend upon

the sanity of the ov/ner for bur welfare. So we can only contend,
«

we can only imagine we can only conclude that he v/ill follow

the logic that is in his best interest. Because you see the

owner, is an objective enemy. His interest is different from

our’s. There’s tv/o kinds of enemies. - .There’s a subjective enemy

and an objective enemy, A subjective enemy should be dealt v/ith '

in a different manner than an objective enemy. A subjective
• •

enemy .is I a Ipers on who believes that his interest is something
395
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other than what it really is. So that person might prevail

against a class brother and he will do this because either he’s

drunk with ignorance or he’s drunk with racism, which is ignorance

And even feels institutions of learning to per pet-
*

uate ignorance. So, now that we’ve lost our hangup that the

proletarians have to carry out, have to necessarily carry out..
r

the revolutiony, we see that that 's all they, historical materi-

alism, We see that that’s only mechanical Marxism, We see that

in order to be a real Marxist, one must bo creative. Ore must

know how to apply the formula and we must not just reapply and

keep getting the same answer and say that we're getting knowledge.

We’ve already done that we’ll go from there and try to understand

"it”, the unknown. And as we understand the unknown, then we’ve

really done something worthv/hile. So we will stop going around

saying that well it has happened like this time and time again
i

1

in history, so it must happen like that in the future. We know
)

that that’s (blank tape) subjective enemy sometimes v/e mix it up'
I

i

we think that he is an objective enemy. And we treat the
I

situation perhaps in the wrong manner or. maybe we'll aggravate
I

f

^
^

j

it. Surely, we would not be understand ' ng to social conditions,'
1

For instance, the hard hat situation. The hard hats are exploited
I

men, they are black people’s class ’ brothers
,
objectively, Sub-
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jectively, they are our enemies. We will attempt to enlighten

our class brother if we*re given opportunity, but if our class

brother and subjective enemy is too provocative, we would have

to deal with him in a appropriate fashion, becituoe the first
I

thing we must maintain sanity, and we must not let an insane
I

man win, because then insanity will prevail so in order to mal?e

i

sanity the reality, to make sanity reality, objective reality,

we might have to take his head but we wouldn't want to do that.

Nope, we wouldn't want to do that but we would like to be given

the opportunity to handle that contradiction in a way that v/ould

be in our inters t and that is v/e would like to see some unity

based upon the common experience of being exploited by the owner.

Now, I’m very long-winded, and I would hate you people to v/alk

out and leave half so I v/ill hurry along and I will

just drop a few things and maybe that we can cut it up during

the question - answer period and I hate to drop things because

I feel that it's unfair that when you throv/ out terras people

usually attach to them their or when you throw out words,

people usually attach to them their lexical definition. And

much of the time a lexical definition does not serve the scientist.

Because he’s dealing v/ith some very precise and some very

difficult sot of forces, and if tM.ngsare taken, too loosely,
* ** ’ *

then WG wind up in a contradiction that’s unnecessary. Based
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*
'

upon a lack of clarity. But any^vay, that people are Interested r

f

in the fact that the Black panther party started out as a black

nationalist organization, a black nationalist party, 1966

October, We moved from black nationalism to what -we call

revolutionary nationalism. That is, nationalism coupled with

socialism. After becoming more av/are of the conditions in the

world, after coming more aware of the nature of the conflict,

after after becoming more aware of our true interests, we dropped

revolutionary nationalism and v/e were transformed into inter-

nationalists, and we moved with ease from one stage to the other.

We moved without embarrassment, V7o moved because we are true

Marxist - Leninists and we moved because without embarrassment

because we realized that everything's in a constant state of
*

change, and v/e*re no exception. If we remain static, then v/e

will not understand dialectical materialism. So the transformation
i '

9

was very easy. As v/e. became more confident, then we merely
• #

moved from one level of consciousness to the other, and we

encourage this. We moved from revolutionary nationalism to

internationalism because we saw this in our best interests. We
»

moved from internationalism to a high level of consciousness.

Now don't Jump the gun, I expect many of my friends to get up-
! ,

I

tight. When we claim tonight that theBlack panther Party, the
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[lack panther party will from this day, from this day on,

nbrace or reject brother inter-nationalism. We are no longer

nter-nationalists , We are nov/ what we call and I would like

0 give a definition to the phenomena because I think this is •

1

j

n appropriate time to ask for another stipulation. And it’s
« » ^

eally necessary because I'm going to use the word, that perhaps

as no common useage or has no lexical useage. So therefore we

.ave to start out plain and we've done this because the world has

hanged so much until the old terms do not apply. We are nov/

nter-communalists , We 're . inter -communal is ts , The reason that

e’re no longer inter-nationalists, the reason that we're no

onger inter-nationalists, is because the world has been trans-

ormed to such an extent, that nations do not exist any longer,

dw let’s go through that very carefully, V/o claim that no v/here

n the world is there a nation. If you v/ill agree if I can get

stipulation that the United States is an imperialistic country,

xnd that one of the root, the root word of imperialism is empire,
(

Then imperialism is an empire that the United States, that would,

nean that an empire is a nation transformed. The United States

jsed to be a nation, the United States or th xiwer ican States
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used to bo a nation, but it was transformed by, the ruling

circle into an empire and you cannot have a particular land

space or particular country being a nation and an empire at the

same time. The nation when it expands it's authority across it’s

own territorial line, when it controls every country in the world,

either in fact or by proxy, when we would have to consider tha.t

country an empire, because its authority is extended to such an

extent until it’s characteristics are much different than a

*

nation. If it controls people of a different culture, people of

a different language, people in a different area of the world,

and if it does it on a world-v/ide level we would have to agree

that the country is an imperialistic country and an empire, Nov/,

if the United States, if the United States, if the American
«

Government if the ruling circle, if the landstate that v/e call

North America, if in fact it is an empire, and in fact that

things ai’e all inter-related and if in fact that we cannot change

a part without changing a whole, we would have to agree then that

when the United States became an empire something happened in the

world. That thing is something did occur. A transformation

occured. The countries of the world were transformed, they were

transformed from nations into something else. V/e would call them

communities because we feel that tho^/’i'e whole being was

V/e feel that it was like them being transplanted to Cliinatov/n of
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San Francisco, or transplant it as the Africans in Harlem,

Vfo feel that the whole economy of the world is now being

dominated by small ruling circle. Wo call him an imperialist,
ft

We we understand that v/hen there's one change, in a thing that's

connected to everything else those other things will also shov/ a

* V

change. So how can we possibly say nations exist and also say

that the United States is an empire, Vfe would have to come up

with some other term. Some people came up with the term well a

colony. Others say there were neo~GOlonys because they didn't

follow the tradition of the traditional character istics of a
ft

colony. And so it became somewhat controversial of actually

what happened because most s erious -minded people understood that

something did occur, Vfe feel that at one time that the countries
4

of tho v/orld were colonized, that the mother country sent

foreigners to the country to dominate natives of a country. And

the natives were the majority, and many of the natives In the

country, most of the natives in the country, never came in

contact with the foreigner, his t-ulture was not effected if he

didn't live in the immediate city and much of his rescurces were

extracted and taken to tho mother country, but you still could

say the people existed as a separate . But
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,
i

something else happened. The domination became so exclusive '

until the people resembled another people we know that the
/

t

scholars will say are no longer nationals of another land, but

merely dispersed communities with the past based upon another land
t

*

arid another language. In other words, black people in America

were taken from the mother country. Their lives were sold,
/

. I

dominated, and controlled, their culture stripped away so '

f

almost thoroughly, until we resemble wc do not resemble in culture
*

i

v/hat the African resembled in the eleven hundreds. As a result
•

'
* I

f

of our captivity, as a result of our indoctrination, as a result

!

of the of the brutality, as a result of our people being completely
1

• 1

indoctrinated through the mass media and other forms of brain-j

washing, that v;e were transformed into something else. And I
I

say that we could see a great similarity now betv/een the peopl4
i’

of the world and the many ethnic communities here in this country

who wore even stolen from another land and contj:Dl.led by slavery

1 /
or else shanghaied or shackled and brought in to i.or else shanghaied or shackled and brought in to .

work on the railroads like the Chinese. So, we see very littl^

difference so we see no qualitative different between the community

l‘

of Chinese in Chinatown in San' Francisc > and the community of j*

^ •

• t

Chinese in Hong Kong. Vfe see perhaps a' quantitative difference',

that is, that the Chinese in Hong kong may show loss change at jthis
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point, than the Chinese in Ban Francisco, who’vje been here

longer. But you see the same process happens. We see the same

apparatus at work. We see that the united States not only, the

United States ruling circle, not only robs the v/orld of their

raw materials and centralizes them on Wall Street, they also rob

the world of its people. So Judging this, let’s analyze what,

inter-nationalism is. Inter means what? Means the inter-corre-

lation or an inter-cooperation between two nations. So therefore

to be an inter-nationalist, you would also have to acknowledge

nationalism. To be an inter-nationalist you would also have to

bo a nationalist. Because inter is only the relationship between

the tv;o nations. But if the United States is an empire, a pd if

the United States has in fact transformed the world and robbed

them of every criteria characteristics that v/ou.ld make them a
#

nation, then inter-nationalism cannot exist, simply because

nationalism does not exist. So the only way that inter-nationalism

can exist is the fact of the existence of nationalism. Now, what

is a nation? First, just a general definition, a functional

definition so that we can undei’stand each other, A nation at

least has to have some control of its economy, A nation has to'

have economic determination, A nation has to have cultural
I

determination, A nation- has to have control of its political
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institutions, A nation has to have control of its resources,
|

* i

I
I

But we see that the countries of the world today have no control !

I

of their .economy. We see that the countries of the world today

have no control of their culture because their culture has been
• »

I

a process of change but only at the leadership of the ruling

circle. We could see this very clearly, when we see what happened
'4 j

!

to us , I say that we could see this clearly, because we know what i

i

•
i

happened v/hon a culture is put in a, people are put in a situation '

I

]

I

where they’re constantly bombarded by a stimuli that opposes what
j

t

they once were. They were changed, Nov/,, if each nation in the
«5>

world or country in the world does not have economic determina~
j

tion, cultural determination, if it has very little control,
«

matter of fact over political institutions, I v/ould say that it
«

doesn't qualify the nation and I v/ould say most countries of the I

*

world; I will say all countries of the world, do not fit this !

characteristic. Number one; a hundred years ago that we could

truly say nations existed because one of the main things that

you have the nation was the fact that you were

separated from another people. You were separated by land, space,
*

j

v/ater, by language, by culture, by dress, by your national
1

i

X

I

character, and in order for even a stronger army to approach
i

I

your shores and violate your territorial integrity, they v/ould
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*
!

*
i

* '

I

i

f

have to travel for months on end, and while they're traveling I

I

’

I

i

you could be preparing to receive them. Be their friend or foe.
;

i

But now what has happened. There is very little difference in

travel time between coming here from San Francisco, and going i

i

from here to Vietnam, It takes five hours to come from San
j

j

Fi’ancisco to here, and ten hours to go to Vietnam fi’om here,
\

*
%

I

So that means that Just because you're divided by water or land I

space, doesn't necessarily guarantee any safety of your territory.

That means that it doesn't it becomes somev/hat insignificant when
;

!

1

we start analyzing what a nation is all about. When we see the
i

black people in this country all dispersed, in other words, i

t

that we have a V/atts community, we have a community of blacks
I

in in Detroit, we have a community of Mexican - Americans in
|

i

i

San Jose, v/e have a community of Mexican - Americans in Harlem,
|

, i

i

In other words, that the communities are dispersed but you see

they all evolve around a super-s tructure. We see that the

ruling circle's in control of their destiny, and we see that the.
I

ruling circle is also in control of the destiny of the people of
!

the world or the communities of the world. So that would mean
i

I

*
i

that there's no independent race and you're not protected by
,

«

distance. Now let's talk about culture. We v/ill say that some -

- >

!

other people have a language and a culture that's so different !

i
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from the, ruling circle until v/e can they can qualify the

nation out, I don’t know. I would say that if you analyze it

very closely, you would see through the development of technology

we will see that v/e have the satellite, tv, we^wlll see that

the pov/cr of the fascist army v/ill force the standards of the

!

.

ruling circle upon the standards of the people, violate terri-

torial integrity at any minute that he wants to, just as he

violates the territorial integrity of our communities here. V/hat

is a community? A community is a collection of institutions that

serve the people’s needs and the people can conceivably can live

within the confines of that community until they expire, and be

somev/hat happy and somewhat pleased that most of their needs are

being met. But a community also evolves around some nucleus and
*

that is usually the state administration. So we have varying

I’cgional differences between one community and another. But at '

the same time all of the communities are effected by the master

or the ruler the ruling class in this case. So we see that the

communities of the world or the countries of the world more re-

semble dispersed communities than they do nations. So we see

that something has happened. Something very strange has happened

that Marx and Lenin thought that the revolutionary forces would
I

• \
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usher in the wliitherlng way of the state. Butl something else tl

.
t"

has happened. The capitalist ruling circle has in fact
j

*

v/hithered the state away. There are no more states, there are

no more nations, because the ruling circle has violated every I

characteristic;: that would rightly or that would not rightly,

I don't like to use subjective terras unnecessarily. The ruling
I

circle has in fact transformed you see nations. And because Marx

said that there will be a time where the state will whither away
•

. •
, . I

and all national boundary lines v/ould disappear and then communism
i

•
I

will be the order of the day. We find that something else has
«

happened that the capitalist has violated all the territorial
,

f

lines, took the wealth of the world, put it on V/all Street.,
|

controlled the, people, and therefore made one world community, but
*

.
* *• »

communities under seige, under seige by the fascist. One world
it

community that’s being brutallaied by the ruling circle, and that
. \

is v/hy the United States Government v/ill not acknowledge any

warfare any longer. Wars do not exist any longer. The communist
• I

talks about the day when wo v/ill no longer have wars and now the
• I

I *

capitalist is talking about no more wars exist. We had a police
'

II

action in Korea, we had a police action in Vietnam, we have a
f
%

* t

police action in Detroit. Wo have a police action in Connecticut

v/here our Chairman Bobby Scale being tried and Ericka, in New
j
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i
;

'

York 21 these are all police actions because they’re domestic '

disturbance. So therefore the ruling circle treats the world
> »

now as one community. So he’s a reactionary inter-comraunalist

and he says that wlii le the Vietnamese are rioting and disturbing

the peace, order must bo restored by the police, the universal

police, Vie see very little difference between the local police

that violate the territorial integrity of our communities here

in North America and the police that violate the territorial

integrity of the communities in Vietnam, We knov/ that we’re both so

controlled that we don’t qualify as nations, therefore v/e blacks
t

here in America are not the first colonies and the BPP thought

we were. Vie 're not, V/e 're dispersed communities but also the

people of the world are also dispersed communities and what v/e 're

demanding we want revolutionary inter-communa lism to be the order

of the day, and this can only occur after the ruling circle is

dov/n and the structure that has been created by the capitalist

will be shared v/ith the world. The technology that we produce,

through slavery, the technology that was produced through

ripping up the raw materials and also the people of the world,

would have to be shared. And, this would be necessary to take,

in order to take, cany on revolution. So let's think of our

community now. The United States, the only country that I know,,
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of, thfit in order to have a revolution it would have to think

in terms of redistribution of wealth, not on a national level

but on a world level because it's ripped off As ia ,• Africa
,
and

liatin America, So, so we v/ill see that if a world community,

redistribution of v/ealth does not take place, no revolution has

taken place. We realize that it can't even take the form of

reparation because hov/ could you give or set amount how could

you even offer assistance to a people w)io have built one of the

strongest industrial complexes in the world. One of the people

advance technology how can you pay back a people who have pro-

duced the wealth and also the people that you sold the raw materials

in order to build the machine v/ith. How could you how can you

talk about reparation. All you could talk about is proportional

representation and a communist framework on a world level. All

you could talk about all you could talk about is the v/orld sharing

not only in the wealth that the United States exploited from the

people, but we also have to talk a oout the people sharing in the

machinery and that th.^ we produce. Remember in

order to have a socialist or a cO' aunist worldi, we also have to
* •

have a highly-de voloped industria?. base. Now some people have
•>« «

been v/ondering, some people arc wondering why i.^ it that in the.

Africa, Asia, Latin America those countries v/ho are frtruggling
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foi' freedom, justice, and equality are not going into capital-

ism. Now Marx himself thought that the science he developed
j

law of lines were maybe for slavery feudalism from feudalism to
•0 i

capitalism, therefore capitalism being revolutionary because for
i

I

mpst of the people were feudalism and then from capitalism or
» I

'
'

!

capitalistic state, to socialistic state, and then from social-
. \

I
(
t

istic state to the whithering of the state, and one world, you,

t

see? But in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, something else ife

happening. We see that the people seem to be going from feudalism
I

i

to something resembling socialism. In other v/ords, they’re ripping
!

i

off their bourgeois bosses are really just puppets for the United
«

I

States ruling circle, and they're creating a collective order
j

and I fail to call this socialism because it’s not what Marx

defined as socialism. What it is is more like I would agree
j'

that it might be some form of primitive socialist accumulation^

it’s not really this. So we v/culd call, l would just like to
^

call it the people of the world in soma of our communities hav,e

ripped it off and therefore have liber.ted territory. The per^ple

some of the people forinstance the Chinese people the Peoples
I f •

Republic of China they are really one , ig >; ornr<'.u r>j ty. one '

community that's liberated territory » ^id • V/ -7 O' I iiitiOjik L ^

In other words, it’s very similar ;.o /-.i - -oag or the National
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Liberation Front, who’ll agree that the revolution is not yet

completed but they have much liberated much liberated territory

in South Vietnam and they have a provisional government where

it’s a little makeshift government. You see? T3ut it’s whole

existence is based upon strengthening itself and giving the

people a survival program so that they can so that they can

organize the people and guide them towards eliminating the

aggressor and forming a free community. Now we already saw that a

community is a collection of iis titutions that have that that have

existed over a long period of time, therefore it’s somewhat stable.

So therefore, a community is really just a comprehensive collection

of institutions, that really serve the people. But now v/e see
»

'

that the communities of the world, the Institutions of the world,

are n'ot serving the people because the ruling circle controls

them. And if this is the case, that it will mean that in order

for us to have real justice in order for i;l:e people to prevail,

in order for the people of the world to have control of Ihe

communities in which they live, il-would be necessary ii. 'Vil!!.
4

necessary to make certain clsangos .-.''^irst.., ’’'o. ’vould- have to

eliminate the norson who causes t • rson who
V-r--';

denies the community this freedom, tiove aiso xoalize the world

is not so inter that we cannot push nistory back. V/e
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And I say that I have a right to do that. But, because the

world is so small now, because the wealth of the people have
|

been centralized on the Wall Street, because the media is
I

developed with so much until has lightening speed, because the'

people’s wealth in the world is centralized o|i

(

the v/all street, the people of the world cannot go into a
.

j

I

I

1

capitalist period simply because of this: it's absurd to think

that they can. In order to get into capitalist period, first you

have to have a surplus. in order to have a surplus, you have to
i

i

be in control of your national resources. It’s as absurd to think

that the peoplvo Africa, Asia, Latin America can go into a period
I

of capitalism and therefore promote themselves to some kind of;
r

independence and it is to think that black people here in America

in ourdispersed communities can also have black capitalism. How

can we have black capitalism when the
j

why can v/e have black capitalism when our communities have already
i

t

been robbed of labor and silver and gold and the capitalist has

control of it. So if we if v/e are kept capitalism, all we'll bo is
I'

the flunkies for the super - capitalist Because we would have
*

a so to follow ray. to fol',' / m- .leory, too, to it's

.
.

' (

final conclusion. That would mean tha c v/nat 's happening now
, in

China in a very progresed-ve country, v/hat's happening in North
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Korea, is that the North iKoreans have liberated territory, not

all of the community, because they haven’t liberated the southern

part. But we would say that v/hat has happened is this: is that

^

f

it’s very difficult to think that the people of tl>e world can do

anything other in liberated territory because it’s very it's very
I

I

similar to v/hat happened here '67 in Detroit, that if the people
I »

have been able to control their communities after they’re drove

first the local police, their national police and then the

inter -communal police out, if v/e have been able to control that .

an institute of provincial government, it would have been no more

than Just liberated territory because first in order to have it

have control of it and give the people what they need, and really

say that we're Independent we would have to have the wealth that’s
I

really our's. As long as the wealth is held by the capitalist

who got it by trespassing and got the wealth by robbery, we would
•»

have to say that it's not really a nation that a matter of fact
«

the Chinese say themselves they say that c ommunism cannot really

exist until the capitalist's down the ruling circle. They alsd

say that in order for us to realise the real socialistic state

that we would have to first deal with the capitalist, V/hy? Because

the v/ealth that could or the comodities that could be consumed

by the people are consumed by the military machine, in

for self-defense. So the ruling circle really
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controls China, because it’s robbing the people of the things .

they need, by forcing the people to defend themselves against
j

the aggressor and therefore putting what would be, what would
I

r

be consumer comodity like hospital, homes, schools, into the
j

I »

I

people's hands and put it into the military machine's hands,
i

t

I
,

You see? And is this necessary? Yes, because they have to hold
j

t

their liberated territory but don’t protend or fool yourself, •

i

n

that they cannot give the people what they want until the re- *

distribution of v/ealth is actually a fact. So, if all of this.;
t

is really true, if it is a fact that all the people can do is
i

I

have some primitive form of socialism, if all they can do is '

I

, I

• t

really have liberated territory for the purpose of liberating
|

the world, therefore liberating themselves, then it will be very

clear to us that the v/orld is one community but remember I said
*

earlier, I spoke to you about the negation of a negation, I also

I spoke to you about every determination is a limit has a character
I

I

of limitation. Every limitation also has a characteristics off
r
i

determination. That means that there things always have a dual

character. So, while slavery was trans,..ormed into feudalism,

feudalism into capitalism, capitalism ’’aid foundation, the

sti’ucturc for socialism. You see? It ia:*/l '.tructure through

i

hoarding a surplus and using it i t hr:, ''ut at the same i
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I

time making the possibility for that surplus to be ripped off

and distributed in some way and therefore instituting

socialism. So therefore, capitalism has a good and a bad

characteristic. Excuse me, capitalism has both say character-

istics of determination also a characteristic of of limitation.
*

In otlier words, while it devotes itself to the capitalist, and

expands the capitalist base it also lends itself by laying the

foundation for its own destruction, that is socialism. Now now

what has happened is this; v/hat has happened is this; that tlie

United States have centralized the resources, the v/ealth of the

world, and put it on Wall Street, Rockefeller, Ford, and so forth,

they're among cliques. So what is necessary is this; is that

v/hile capitalism has caused many problems and much suffering,

it's -also laid the foundation for communism, I would contend

that the United States would never beca socialist state because

socialism means that the redistribution of wealth can be considered

on a national basis. You already agree with me or you indicated

through your applause that in order for a revolution to really

occur in America that the redistribution has to be on a v/orld

level. So that would mean that this is different than anything's

over happened before. So, the United States, the United States

will ask that the industrial areas, the Uhltod States is really
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the urban area and the people of the \7orld the countryside you see?

And what is needed is the people to seige the means of production

is located in the urbaxi area and if we have to choke the urban!

area by by liberated territory until finally the people in this

I

country in this war zone are able to deal with the ruling circle
I

then this would be necessary and it further proves, it further'.|

proves that the world is one community so nov/ we have the situation

where after what happens after the doora of the ruling circle, ’

* *
(

)

i

We v/ill not go directly into communism because I don’t belieye
!

'

we will before after structural change is also there’s always

cultural lag in other words, the values of the people will lag
1

behind the structural change So v/e will still have inter-comraunalism
I

only revolutionary inter-communalism becase then we will have
»

the mechanism and the theapparatus to v/ipe out backwards thinking
(I

such as racism, v/e will have the aparatus to wipe out the kind'

of ignorance that that’s demonstrated and perpetuated by the i

ruling circle. The people of the world will have seized control’
!'

of this mechanism, will use i’t for their Interests, So we would
i .

find that while we will not backtrack while people will remain

effected by each other and modified by .each other, and transfoi’med
t

• *
,

*

by each other, this would not be for the interest of a small group.

It will be for the interest, ’ho truo interests of the people,
|
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I

I

I

I

So then the people after see the structure, created for us by I

I

the capitalist, we v/ill then stat after the redistribution of

wealth, or the proportional representation, we will start
j

creating a culture that is essentially human, ^ \7e would do this
f

a'long lines of first investigating, and realizing v/hat is in
’

I

the best interests of man. We will first do this by concluding
;

• ^
i

^
*

that v/e probably do have a common interest. We will probably do.

this by first agreeing that man is a homo sapien or of the same
I

species. You see? And if this is true then v/e probably have
,

some things in common. You know much of the time that we are
i

jump to conclusions, we feel that you know v/hat is a fact is

not, Nov/ black people in the United vStates are probably exposed
J

I

i

I

to be probably the most revolutionary people in the world and I i

say that without shov/manism, I say that after analyzing the
i

J

situation, I say that after analyzing history and also the present,

I say that because black people in the world are have a tendency
j

f

power the people of the world. Black people
(

I

in America have a tendency to identify with people of different

cultures all over the world. One person that he identifies with
'

i

I

very quickly and feels a brotherhood towards no matter what he's
^ ^ i

from Germany, no matter v/hat he's from Latin America, no matter
I

v/hether he's from Asia, no matter whether he's from Africa. That
'
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is another black man. And he will do this because the first

thing that v/ill strike him, and he will see the same man in bushy

hair and his black face and he will identify with this man or

for a number of reasons. First, the physical characteristics
I

are so similar. The second thing, that he would automatically

feel a certain amount of warmness because of the fact of oppression

and racism in the v/orld today. Now, this makes the black man

of America somewhat an inter-nationalist because the person

from a different culture. This makes him somewhat tolerant

even though sometimes he’s sort of teed-off because he say that's

like you over there with that British accent trying to be some-

thing he's not. He knows he's another brother. You see? So

this identification I say in the nev/ world will be expended,

I’m saying that the color and I'm saying that the texture of our

hair is only 6ne characteristic that identifies us as brothers

and as one, you see?' We can have 99 cultural characteristics

that v/ill violate this. And most of the time we talk to an

African or a black person from anoth r country v/ho was born there,

ho probably has many things in commer W'th his countrymen and

few things in common with us. But Wi-. have this :i.;t lif t a

tion, and I think this is good, Bvit i think that this will ho
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expended in the new woi'ld and I say it will be expended because
i

I

finally, we will see that there are raany other characteristics;

that will make that common bound and that is probably more
j

« •

characteristics than just the physical. Probably we will see that

the fact that homo sapiens have two eyes, a nose, a mouth, two'

ears, arms, stand erect, v/c v/ill see that the man uses language
, I

I

and we could feel the v/onders with him because we will see that
f

the man is a human being or homo sapien. We could, in other v/ords,

v/e can just extend the characteristics of hair and face, see? -To

other characteristics. Now v/e feel now that this is Impossible;

we cannot do this and I say under the present regime, no, we

!

cannot do it but because everything's under constant state- of change

that we knov/ that this too will change. And we want it to change

in such a way whore we won’t put ourselves in a bind. We know*

I*

that if we gain our freedom, if we blacks gain our freedom and'

if we treat people that v/e’vo detrcated those people would have
1

, r

a rigit, those people the real human beings will start schemingj

those people will start plotting to do. to us v/hat v-,’as d.tie bcfo, --.

So v/e for for for our generation for our children v/e will not

them we will not create for them a .roblem that w-', an
•

.

• • • •

avoid. So v/e v/ill start thinking in terms- , ay.s of Let*
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acting, Nov/, because the ruling circle is guilty of many

crimes one of the crimes he*s guilty of and now I’m being

redundant, it's not even interested but I just want to add

this: that ruling circle is guilty of v/hat when I was in law

school, I learned what’s a trespass, a particular kind of tres-

pass, it was called it’s a tort, A civilwrong. It’s called a

trespas di bonis asportatas. It means it means it moans that

first you trespass to go on someone else’s property, seirse some-

one else's goods and then took them home with you and dominated

them like your very ov/n. And this is a tort. Usually a landlord

is guilty of it when you don’t pay your rent due in because your

house is dilapidated and you don't have a job and he comes in and

usually when you're not hbme, like a thief in the night, and takes
I

your furniture out, takes 'your food that you need to feed your

kids and uses them without any consideration without any kind

of justification. Then if he's taken into court, you could

have a you would have a civil action against him, you see? And

you could probably file a collect not only actual damges but

punitive damages. First, he’s gu Ity on tv/o levels, lie’s guilty

because he violated your threshol
,

or your territory, secondly

he’s guilty because he stole your goods and then used them.
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This Is exactly what the i^uling circle did to the people of '

the world so they're guilty of trospas dl bonis asportatas and

we *re demanding, we ’re demanding actual damages as well as
* *

*

punitive damages. Now the people of the world do not want,
I . .

'
'

,
,

doj not want revenge. But. it will be left to the people of the
I

• •

'
' * '

v/orld to declde^^hich man is the v/ar criminal. You see? Now I-,

I .

now as far as I'm concerned, I would encourage the

people of the world just to collect the actual damages, but I
I

am not the decider, matter of fact the decider has to answer now,
I

And I don't want to be put in that position. So, after considering
f

*

all of this and after acknowledging the fact the world is all one

community, whether we like it or not, wo would and after knowing

that history we cannot throv/ the world back into history and

create a nation because the world is too small for that. After

doing all of this, v/e we're better to we better try

to understand each other, we better try to live together and

we better knov/ our real friends and our real enemies, Mtar we

get this knov/ledge, we’ll know v/ho t '- attack where and we’ll
•

* *

know bow to go about solving the contradictions that are existing
r ii • t tft

now. We'll know how to approach the
,
problem 1;. om from a « i,:andpoi»it.

of reason and not a standpoint of miu ness, jiv,.u khoc s urao ;

are going around bore talking cre^rlu^^^ in the United
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j

States talking about creating a nation in the United States not

even considering the fact that the United States ruling circle

not only controls the comraunities here, but will not let a

nation exist 10,000 miles away, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, South

j

Africa, So, v/e would also see that If in fact those are not

nations they are treated as communities because they have some

police action going on there, too. If that is a fact we know

that we have to deal with the enemy in all of our communities.

And this is why the Black panther Party offered troops to the

Vietnamese people in the feeling of solidarity or inter -communal-

ism because wo see the necessity we see the necessity of first

demonstrating not only to the people of the world but also to

the unfortunate soldiers who are there who are duped by the ruling

circle who are duped into going there to kill people in that

community. We happen to have many blacks there and I*m sure

that if members of the Black panther party are accepted by the

National Liberation Front, v/e *11 be able to recruit, we *11

be able to encourage our brothers tr join our rank v/e 'll be able

to encourage our white radical friciid;-r to come over to our side,

so that we can free the community plac " ne power in the ,

people's hands. So this is why that is why that wo make this
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offer to the Vietnamese people in particular and not the people

of of Mozambique or Angola even though if they did ask we would

readily go. But the reason was a very strategic reason on one

hand because v/e don’t have any black American troops in in Angola

fighting against those black Africans even though if we don’t
*

regain our sanity we might be there because NATO is already

there, American machinery is already there because Americans

supplied the Portugese v/ho are dominating the Angola people

and the machinery, the firepower that’s used to kill ray people

in Angola marked v/ith the star and stripe. Because because the

Portugese happen to be a member of NATO, You see? So we think

we’re justified and v/e '11 go further than that that we will

offer troops to anyone anyv/hcre because we do it all as one

community and we will not just fight and try to liberate one

of our communities and lot the others be dominated, that we will

fight for once and for all to liberate all of our communities.

Nov/ we see that the fascist agency of the ruling circle has his

right arm v/ith the butcher knife in his fist and Asia and in Africa
- •

and he has his left arm v/ith his hatchet in Michigan in, Detroit,

in V/atts controlling the people there. So v/hat v/e would like to

do at the same time to seize both arms, remove the butcher knife

and if we can, persuuie the man to become sane again because in
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his real interest, if he knev/ v/hat was good for him then he

wouldn't act he is he does because he's jeopardizing his life

and everyone wants to live. So, v/hat we're really doing is

attempting to place before the people, to place before the ruling

circle, an alternative. We place before him goodness and evil,

sadness and happiness, love and hate, \‘{e place before him life

and death and we encourage him to choose life so that he and his,

descendants may live. This is the alternative, either that the

ruling circle v/ill change it’s ways or they will suffer the con-
p

sequences, Nov/, the Black panther party would like to ask, we

would like to ask that the people of this community come to the aid

of the Detroit Sixteen, We ask you to come to the aid of Angela

Davis, V/e ask' you to come to the aid of Chairman Bobby Seale

and Ericka who is riov/ on trial in Connecticut. V/e ask you to

come to the aid of all prisoners of v/ar and political prisoners.

Free all political prisoners. Free the Soledad brothers. Free

the people. In order to free the Soledad brothers, in order to

free all political prisoners, first you v/ruld have to free your-

self because you are also a prisdner. And remember and I leave

you with this thought. Now first we're gonaa have a question -

answer period, huh? V/ell anyv/ay, I would lik to, I just had a

little thought. That, because of tho ch because of the
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transformation of the world today, we could see that the
*

nationalist, the nationalist has the same attachment to his
j

nation that the peasants in 1917 had to the soil, V/e see that
i

the nationalist we see that the nationalist is so caught up and
- I

!

so determined by that attachment until it's difficult for him to

think in terms of manipulating the total environment. In other

words, that you remember during the revolution in Russia, the
j

I,

peasants resisted because after Lenin some people they mistakenly

told them to go in seize the lands for yourself and didn't explain.
I

i

what you really need is collectivity tl'iat the peasants v/ent and

did just this. And then it left the burden on Stahlin and he

•
I

was very criticized him rightly and v/rongly, because he had to,

f

make cooperatives and stake farms out of that land in order to

create order to develop industries that didn't exist. In order

to develop a socialist society. So you see the difficulties in

dealing v/ith the persons attached to the land. Don’t be attached
t

to the land, be attached to life. Be attached to love and be

attached to the people. This is what we want. Hey -look I have
/'

a, I have a hundred notes hero saying..,you always talk too . long

when you gonna give the question - anc.-WGr pi’iod. So T l -.'/e a j ot ,

* *

of 'Other things to talk to you about but I’m nc7c.
,
rhe question -

ansv/er period is now open.
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Male; power to the people, brother,
!

Newton; Power to the people, comrad.

Female; (unintelligible)

Nev/ton; V/e feel that they are Inrman beings and fhey should be

treated as such. We feel that all human beings have a right to

exist. V/e feel that when any person is violated then the people

of the world should come to that person's defense,

Male; (unintelligible)

Newton; The question was how did the Black panther I^rty feel

about homosexuals and lesbians, I'm sorry, from now on I’ll

repeat the question,

Male; V/hat's the latest on your trial?

Newton; Oh, yeah, I forgot about that. I go to trial January

the 11th, and I meant to ask you that they'll try to put me in

prison again, you knov/ in maximum security, now we're in medivim

security you see. And I will ask you, because I know you have

the power so l*m not gonna ask the judge, and I'm not gonnasask-

a few people v/ho happen to be sitting on twelve chairs, I ask

the people to keep me out of prison. And because l know because

I know that the people have the po'.ver,.so this is v/hy that we

must always come to the aid of our comrads because sometimes wire

not conscious of this power and we'll ask that this wo can’t do
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anything, but as soon as we become conscious v/e always produce

we alv/ays get what v/e want.

Female: Chicago there's no violence in the streets just self-

defense and what did you mean by that?

Nev/ton: V/ill you repeat your question please?

Female: You said in Chicago there's no violence in the streets,
I

just self-defense. What did you mean by that?

Newton: Well I don't remember saying Chicago but I'll I'll

entertain that anyway. Well in tlie first place, it's I believe

that the Vietnamese people are only institutj.ng self-defense

because they didn't initiate the attack, they are defending them-

selves against the aggi’essor and v/e have to understand the

i

difference between the aggression of the ruling circle and the

fascist army and the self-defense of the victim. Every person

and every people have to raise to defend themso Ives
,

not a not a

fact an obligation under duty, so therefore the Vietnamese people

in order to defend themselves in their territory are lodging an

t

excellent offensive for defensive proposes.

Ma le

;

V/e 11, considering what yon.^sald about this ide.nt.ity

thing, you know. IIow come I c’an't th-, /'lack pantho.r juriy.

Newton: The first thing, a very short tj-ine ui.;o the Black tanther

party offered troops to thvO National Lxoera cion Front and v/e did
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it in revolutionary solidarity to our brothers in the community

of Vietnam and we did this realizing that in order for us to go

there we had to be accepted by the Vietnamese people. We also
f
r

realize that the Vietnamese people while they do not represent

a nation, they do represent a community, A comunity under selge.

So, the Vietnamese people have ackuov/ledged our offer. They -

acknowledged our offer and they said that they would take it

under consideration. They said that they would take it under
I

consideration and that they ’.'/ould give us a decision in the near

future. They have rejected troops from from Korea on the basis
I

I

that they didn't need them right then and the Korean people

could do better by driving those fascists out of South Korea.

So v/o say this: We say that the first thing that the United

States or the American of the North American regime the ruling

circle has dominated and laid seige to all communities. And in

within the United States you it’s a pluralistic society, or have

you have many ethnic communities. So w) it wo really want is

control of the institutions in the community in v/hich wellve.

You see? And that if there happens to be any other etiinic group

mombor of groups living in tha . ' . li-; . . ity .)f' course he

would have democratic participation. V/e don't want to e.‘cLudG
»

anyone, v/e want to make sure the people in a particular ccn;wunity
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who have a particular point of v iov/ are not domini ted. So if
I

'

i

'

-

the community in Harlem is no different ahtn the community in

Korea, the community in Vietnam, and if we have to go through

a pi’ocedure in order to send troops there, we v/e we would like

to thank you for v/auting to join the Black panther party and join

our community and v/c will consider it and lot you kno,'/ in the ncar
%

future

,

Female: Can I ask, can I ask you why when you said that the

Black panther party receives bad coverage in the press in the

United States you spent two hours talkit\g about Le nin

and Marx and everything that is in books and didn’t inform these'.

poop3e about what's happening right hero to blacks. I think you

know that's a real problem. I wonder v/hy you wasted two hours

talking about what’s in books and people need to know what's

ha ppening here

,

Nev/ton: Hey, would you repeat that please? No, no I v;as reading

the notes liere, I'm sorry you have my mo.st humble apologies.

Please repeat. Yeah, Oh, OK alright.

Female: I wanted to know., when there's such a problem in this

country, with the press you said j'm found in that wlien you wont

ai'ound that the Black panther party have boon giving had been

receiving bad coverage and was getting a bad reception, and I
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wondered why you didn't spend the time tonight, v/hich is v/hat'

I think people wanted to know was abovit the party about v/hat's .

t

happening to the Soledad brothers, about vvhat's happening to

Angela Davis, v/hat’s happening to these people"'. The problems
I

there that the press

(end of tape)
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(Unintelligible) if it were not for the power of the

people. So, youte responsible and only you.

I would like to petition you to do the same for Bobby

Seale, our Chairman, for Erica Huggins, for Angela

Davis, for the New York 21, for the Soledad Brothers,

Free all political prisoners and prisoners of war.

Free the people. The twenty-eighth and twenty -ninth

of November, we will have a People's Revolutionary

Convention in Washington, D, C. We cannot have

that convention if the people do not come, because,
*

after all the people are the makers of the world

history, Ihe people are responsible for everything.

So, how can we have a convention if we have no people.

Some people think that you can have a People's

Convention without the people being there. I think

that is the case in 1777.

Tonight, I would like to outline for you the Black

Panther Party's program and also explain how we arrived

at our ideological position and why we feel it necessary

^to institute a Ten Point Program, a Ten Point Program

that is not revolutionary nor is it reformist. It is

a survival program. We feel that we are threatened
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the people are threatened with genocide because

racism and fascism is rampant not only in this country

but throughout the world; and the ruling circle in

North America are the responsible parties. We intend'

to change all of that. In order to change it, there

must be a total transformation; but until such time

that we can achieve that total transformation, we
1

must exist. In order to exist, we must survive; and,

therefore, we need a survival kit. The Ten Point

Program is the survival kit, brothers and sisters.

In other words--in other words it is necessary for

our children to grow up healthy with a mind that can
t

be functional and' creative. They cannot do this if

they do not get the correct nutrition. That is why

we have a breakfast program for children. We also

have a community health program, \^e have a program--

a busing program. We call this tVie bus for relatives

and parents of prisoners because we realize that the

fascist regime who operates the prisons throughoxit

America would like to do their treachery in the dark,

«If we get the relatives and parents of the prisoners,

they can expost the treachery of the fascists. So,

this, too, is a survival program.

I

i

I

i

I

I

1

j
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We must --we must not take our survival programs as

an answer to the problem. We don’t even claim ic
I

to be a revolutionary program because revolutions are

made of sterner stuff. We do say that it's the
1

people--if the people are not here then, of course,

the revolution cannot succeed because the people make

revolution and only the people.

The theme of our People's Revolutionary Convention is

"Survival Through Service to tne People," At the ...

convention, we'll present our total survival program.

The survival program works very much like a first-aid
I

kit or perhaps a kit that is used when a plane .Sails

and you find yourself in the middle of the sea on a

rubber raft and you need a few things such as a first-aid

kid and a few—ah--protein tablets in order to last

until you can get to the shore until--ycu can get to

that oasis, where you can be happy and healthy. If

you do not have those things necessary to get you to

_ ^ t

that shore, then, possibly, you. wiJ.1 not exist.

At this time, the ruling circle threatens us to the
i

extent "that we're afraid that we might noc exist to

see the next day or to see the revolution.
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The Black Penther Party--the Black Panther Party will

riot accept the total destruction of tlie people—matter

of fact, we draw the line of demarcation--and we will

no longer tolerate fascism, aggression, brutality,

murder of any kind. Matter of fact, we're not gonna

sit around—we will not sit around and allow ourselves

to be murdered. Each person has an obligation to

preserve himself. If he does not preserve himself,

then, I accuse him of suicide, I accuse him of reactionar

suicide because the reactionary set up the conditions

that caused his death, I repeat. If we do nothing, we
I

might die the death of a reactionary suicide. That is,

by doing notliing, we're accepting the situation--the

situation is the condition of reaction. So, therefore,

reaction will cause that death. We v/ill not accept that.

Matter of fact, we say that if the alternatives are very
A

narrow, we still will not sit around. We will not

die the death of the Jews in G3m'.any, V7e would rather

die the death of the Jews in Warsaw, (Applause)

Yes. Because we feel that where there's courage, where

there's self-respect and integrity, there's a possibility

* - - . * -•

that we can chai'igc all of the conditions^ that.we can

possibly v;in. And this is called revolutionary
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enthusiasm and revolutionary- -and it is called—ah

—

»/the kind of stuff that is needed in order to guarantee

a victory. We say that if we must die then we will_
*

i

die tile death of the revolutionary suicide. The

revolutionary suicide says that if I’m put down--if I'm

driven out--I refuse to be swept out with a broom. I

would much rather be driven out with a stick because with

the broom, when I’m driven out, it will humiliate me and

I will lose my self-respect; but if I’m driven out with
* k

a stick then at least I can remain with the dignity of

a man and die the death of a man, rather than die the

death of a dog. (Applause)

Of course, our real desire is to live --our real desire

is to live, but we will not be cowered. We will not be

exterminated.

I would like to declare to you the method that the Black
1

Panther Party used to arrive at our ideological position
« *

K .

and also, more than that, I would l3.ke to give to you a

framework or a process of thinking that might help us

solve the problems and the contradictions that exist
I

'
’ '•

! today. Today the world is very complicated. Tliere are

i many things in operation at the same time. It reminds
t

: me of a little saying: "When I was a boy what was so
I

I

was so, what is not is not. But now I am a man, things
i

I have changed » lot. Some things nearly so. Others
I 437



nearly not. Is a puzzlenient .
" How do we solve this?

We must approach the problem with sanity. We must

approach the problem with aiEthod, We must approach the
j

problem attempting to get a clear picture and a clear.
i

!
j

image o£ really what's going on divorced from an attitude
!

and emotion that we usually project into a situation.
i

In other words, that we will attempt to be as objective
|

as possible. We will be as objective as possible !

without accepting dogma. We will let the facts speak
I

.
!

I

for themselves, but we will not remain totally objective

because knowledge and facts are no good if we do not put

them to use to serve our interests. So, we xi^ill become
*

subjective when we apply knowledge that we receive from

the external vjorld using the scientific method; but at
I

I

that time we will admit that we will be subjective
I

i

because once we apply this knowledge and will a certain
:

I

I

outcome, our objectivity ends and our subjectivity begins.
'

We call this integrated theory of practice, and this is

what the Black Panther Party is all about.
«

Some people criticize the Black Panther Party. They

^ call us many names. They call us--ah“-revisionists

.

They call us hoodlums. Tliey call us--ah--cverything but

child of man, but tonight v;e'll answer those people; and

I hope all of them arc in the front seat be cause --ah--

I

I

-4
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I would like t o have a dialectical argument with them.

You know, in order to understand- -ah- -a group of—ah--

forces operating at the same time, s cie nee r -ahir.-

developed--ah--vdiat they call--ah—a discipline--ah--
#

one of the --ah--prope rties or characters--ah--characteristic

of this discipline--the first is disinterest, to be

disinterested. Not disinterested in the sense that you

want to walk off from the problem but—ah- -disinterested

in the particular outcome. In other words, you will not

promote an outcome. You just v\rant to know the facts.

The other thing is that science starts off with a basic
I

premis& That is very important. And from time to time

I will ask you to stipulate a few things with me. You

see that --ah --even science starts off with a basic belief.

Most basic premises start out with--dT-a belief because

it is very difficult to test your first premise; but after

we agree or stipulate a first premise, then we can have

an iiitelligent argviment because then we will just require

each other to be consistent dov/n to--ah--a valid

conclusion.

S9--'ah.-'=-ronight I would like you to stipulate that an
O '*'

exteinial world is a reality.

The second thing that I would like for you to stipulate

is that things are in a constant state of change--or

[

i

I

[

o
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transformation rather--in other words, flux, flux,

all is flux. (Applause)

After we--ah--agreG to that, we can go on with our

discussion.

You know- -ah—the scientific method relies heavily upon
I

a concept called empiricism; but the problem with
*

empiricism is that it tells, .you very little about the
i

future--that it only tells you about the past. In other
I

words, it can only tell you what you gained through
I

I

I

1

observation and experience; and that's always past tense.
1

j

So, therefore, a man by the name of Karl Marx integrated
1

!

a theory developed by Immanuel Kant called rationale. Kant
i

called his process of reasoning pure reasoning because
^

I

jKantJ^s reasoning did not depend upon the external world.

It only depended on consistency. It only depended upon

dealing with symbols in such a way where you might

manipulate them to come out with--ah- -reason based~-a

t

conclusion based upon reason. For example, if the sky is

above my head, when I turn my head upwards I see the sky.

There is nothing wrong with that. Matter of fact, that

,ois the truth. But I haven't said anything about the

existence of the sky. I said "if," and that is why with

rationale you do not have to depend upon the external

world. With empiricism you can tell very little about the
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future. So, what will we do? In order to understand

what is happening in the world, Marx found it necessary

to integrate rationale with empiricism and came up v^ith

a concept dalled dialectical materialism, because after

j I

you integrate thetje two concepts or thpse two ways of
r

thinking not only are we in touch with the world outside

,

-
f

of us, we also can explain that constant state of !

1

transformation and, therefore, make some predictions
I

about the outcome of phenomena that is not only in i

I

^constant change but also in conflict attempting to reach

a.ome harmony
, |

*
I

I

You know—ah--alsb, Marx as a social scientist criticized

other social scicfitists because he felt that some of them
I

attempted to explain phenomena or part of phenomena by

taking it out of 'its--ah“-environmart:--isolating it and
i

I

I

putting it in a ciategory and not letting anyone know--

ah--about the fact that once he took this particular set

I

of conditions outj or its environment the phenomena was
I

i
‘

I

I

transformed. It was not the same. In other words, a
I

t

discipline such 4s sociology, where we study the

I .

activity of groups and hov/ groups hold together and

how groups fall apart. Without understanding

everything else chat is happening and everything that^
I
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is comiectec^xo the group we will get a raise

conclusion about the nature of the group. So, what
r

Marx attempted to do was to develop a way of thinking

that would explain phenomena.

In the physical vforld, v/hen forces collide, they are
I

i

transformed. In physics, I think they say when two

atoms collide th(iy-“ah--are transformed into protons

and neurons (phorietic), if I remember correctly what

happens to the atom. It was transformed.

In Social world, the same thing happens--or a sim3.1ar

thing. I can apply the same principle. In sociology,
t

1 I

when two --ah- -cultures collide a process--ah--occurs

,

or a condition occurs that I believe the sociologists

call acculturation, where tvvo cultures are modified
I

because of the--ah!--contact

.

j

I

Well, Marx called|--ah--the social forces--when the
I

social forces colfide in a clash--contradiction. In the

^physical vrorld, when--ah--tv7o physical forces collide
I

sometimes we call it--just that, a collision. For the

cars- -when two cats meet head on trying to occupy the

same space at the same time, both are transformed.

Sometimes, other things happen. Matter of fact, had

the two cars been turned back to back and sped off in
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opposite directions they would not have a contradiction.

They would be contrary, covering different spaces in

different times.

Sometimes when people meet, we argue and we miss each ,,

, •
(

I

other--we miss each other because in the first place we

think we have a contradiction when v/e're only being

contrary. For example: I would say the wall is ten

feet tall and you would say the wall is red; and v/e

j

wovild argue all day, tninking that we have a contradiction
i

I

vAien actually we are being contrary, hhen people argue

»

and also when ond offers a thesis and the other offers

an antithesis, we say there s a cent rad?.ction; and vre

libpe that we argue long enough provided that we agree
I

on one first preihise, that probably we hope we can

have some kind of synthesis; and- -ah- -tonight I hope I

I

can have some foinu of agreement or synthesis with those

who have criticized the Black T’other Party.

I think that--ah--the mistake is some people have taken

the apparent as the actual fact. In spite of their

claim to scholarly research--in spite of their claim to
0

follow the discipline of dialectical materialism, they

I

fail to search deeper like the scientist is required

to do. To get beyond the apparent and come up with the
, I
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more significant, I know you v/onder how this connects

with the Black Panther Party. I will explain that.

The Black Panther Party is a Marxist -Leninist party

because we follow the dialectical method and we also
f

try--also integrate theory with practice. What we are

not--v;e are not mechanical Marxists and we are not

historical Marxists. (Applause).
I

Some people think! diey are Marxists when actually they

are following the thoughts of Hegel. Some people thinlc
i

they are Marxists -Leninists and they refuse to be

creative. So, therefore, they're tied to the past.
i

I ^
I

They re tied to a! rhetoric that does not apply to the
I

present set of cclnditions. They are tied to a set of

I

thought that edges upon dogma and what we sometimes call
]

f lunkeyism. (Applaus e )

.

I

I

Marx attempted tb set up a framework—just as in mathematics

you develp certain equations to understand a, certain--
i

ah--phenometia and after you learn some things about

a particular set! of conditions "then you try to move on
I

and apply that ft“amev;ork to other thinking or those

principles. And you're not afraid about the outcome
j

I

because you knowj that things change and you're v;illing

to acknox-7ledge the change because you're objective--
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because you realize that the method that you'll use,

if you use the method of dialectical materialism,

you don't even expect to find the same thing even one

minute after you found it last time because that s

history. And if 1 tilings are in a constant state of

change we will not expect for them to be the same.
I

!

So, therefore, therefore, words that were used to describe

the old phenomena perhaps will be useless to describe

the nev/ and if we use the old words to describe the past

i

events then we might confuse people. They might think

j

things are static and, therefore --ah- -contradicting the

theory of d5.alecrjical materialism.
!

1

I ^

In 1917, an event occurred in the Soviet Union _that was
I

’ ‘

1

called a revolution. Two classes had a contradiction

and the whole coun:try was transformed. In this country

I

in 1970, the Black Panther Party issued a document.
1

!

Our Minister of ijnformation Eldridge Cleaver, who is now
I

in Algiers, Algeria, wrote the pamphlet and called it

"On Panther Ideology." Eldridge Cleaver stated that the
I

I

. - ' -
*1

j

prole.tariat of this country at this time or the industrial
I

I

worker does not carry the potentialities for revolution.

He claims that t’lie left wing of the proletarians, the

lumping--lumpen-proletarians carries that revolutionary

I

potentiality and in fact it carries the people of the
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world to the final climax of the transformation of

society and it, therefore, will act as the vanguard,

(Applause)

It has been stated--it has been stated by seme people,

by some parties, by some organizations, by Progressive

Labor-- (Boos and applause )--that it is impossible.

Hox^ can the lumpen-proletarians carry out a successful^

socialist transformation when they are only a minority,

and in fact, hov; can they do it when history sho\-7S ttiat

only the proletarians have carried out successful social

revolutions. I would agree--I would agree that it is

necessary for the people* to carry out a social revolution

to represent the popular majority 's "interests , It is

necessary for this group to represent the broad masses

of the people. jl would agree to that.
J

In the Soviet Union, 1917, we analyzed what happened
I

j

there. I would agree that in this country that it

would take a popular force to achieve the transformation;

but I also--!, a_l;S 9 wilT'agree that the Iximpen-p role tarians
( »

i

I

I

are actually the' minority in the country. No disagreement.
I

j

It seems that I'jve contradicted myself. That only goes
1

j

to show that--ahj--what ' s apparent might not actually

be a fact. Some|tiraes, we think things are--things are
I

I
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really a contradiction and it's only paradoxical. It

might seem what it's not, you see. So, what we will do

is turn this thing about. We will analyze it.

Now in the Soviet Union in 1917, the Soviet Union was

basically an agricultiaral society, that of a very large

peasantry. There was a set of social conditions existing

there at that time that were responsible for the
«

development of a snail industrial base. The people who

worked in this industrial base, they called them~-ah--

proletarians . Lenin, using--ah~ -Marx 's“-ah- -theory,

saw the threats because he was not a historical Marxist.
$

He was a dialectical materialist; and, therefore, he

was very interested in the ever-changing status of

things. He saw that while the proletarians were a

minority at that time, in 1917, they had the potentiality

to carry out a revolution because tncir class v/as on

the xipsurge and the peasantry was on the decline.

That was one of the conditions. The proletari.ans were

destined to be a popular force. They also carried the

necessary properties to carry out a revolution that

resembled a socialist revolutf^n.

In this country, the Black Panther Party, taking careful

note of the dialectical method- -taking careful note of

the, social threats in the ever-changing nature of things.
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we see that while the I’ampen-proletarians are the

minority and the proletarians are the majority and also

that technology is developing at such a rapid rate that

we * re starting with automation, going to cybernation,

f
‘

and theii going from there probably to technocracy. I

As I came into town, I saw MIT over the V7ay. If the ruling

circle remains in power, it seems to me that they will

go on developing their technological machinery. They

will go on develop-’ ng their technology- -their technological

machinery because in the capitalists' hands and the

ruling circle s hands, he's not listening to the people.

So, therefore • -would expect from him fc logic that

he's always promoted. That is, to make as much money

as possible and pay the people as little as possible

unless the people demand more and finally demand his

head. (Applause).

At this tiiae, if revolution does not occur almost

immediately --and I say almost immediately and I say this

because the trend that technology is making leaps --

it made a leap all the way to the moon. So, therefore,

I say that if ^.-uling circtc remains in po\^er the
*

*

proletarian ‘the proletarian working class will

definitely be on the decline because they will be

unemployables and, therefore swell the ranks of the lumpen.
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who are unGmp].oyables--unemployables because the ruling

I

circle docs not need them any more. So, every worker

is in jeopardy becuase of the rule of the ruling

circle and this is why we say that the lumpen-proletarians
i

, I

’

I

carry the potentiality for revolution and, in fact, will

carry the revolution out probably and in the near future

will be the popular class, the majority.

Of course, I would not like to see all my people

unemployed or unemployables, but being objective, because

we are objective, because we are dialectical materialists,

we must acknowledge the facts and that's all we're

doing. You know liarx outlined a rough process of

development of society. Roughly, he said society goes

from a slave class to feudalist--feudalistic--ah--ah--

class structure to a caoitalistic class structure to a

socialistic class structure and finally to communism.

Or, in other words, from capitalist state to socialist

state to non-state, cortuminism. I think we can ail

agree, and I would ask tnat you stipulate that--ah--

virtualLy the slave class of the world is --ah- -has been

transformed into wage slaves. *^In other v/ords , the slave

class in the world no idhger exists as a significant

force and if we can agree to that, we can agree that

classes can be transformed literally out of existence.
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If this is so, if the slave class can 'disappear and

become something else, or not disappear but be transformed

and take on other characteristics, then it s also true

that the political or the industrial working class can

possibly be transformed out of existence. Of course,

the people did not disappear. Tliey woild only talce on

other attributes. The attribute that I'm interested

in is the fact that the ruling circle did not need him

and if the ruling circle is in control of the means of

production then he v/ili not be called unemployable or

a luraping--or a lumpen. So, I think that's logical.

I think that's dialectical. I think it would be strange

to think that only the slave class could disappear.

You know, Marx was a very intelligent man. He was not

a dogmatist because he said-‘’he st^ed, "One thing

I'm not --I'm not a Marxist." In other words, he was

trying to V7arn--he was trying to tell. Progressive Labor

not to accept the past or the present as the future but

to understand it and be able to predict what might happen

in the future and, therefore, act in an intelligent V7ay

so that we can bring about th^o revolution that we all

want . (App lause

)
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After taking those things . ..under consideration, we see

that-“ah“-as time changes and as the world is

transformed that we need some nev; definitions to

the situation, because if we keep using the old terms

)

'

people might tnink the old situation still exists.

Therefore, they will get a fallacious picture of the

world. They will think that the world's static. I

would be very amazed--! would be very amazed if the same

conditions that existed in 1917 still exist--wotxld still

be in existence today. Matter of fact, you know Marx

and Lenin were pretty lazy dudes when it came to working
>

for somebody. Matter oi fact they looked at toil and

working for your necessities as somewhat of a curse; and

the v;hole, Lenin's whole theory after he applied or

practiced--put Marx's analysis into practice was geared

to get rid of the proletariat. In other words, that by

the proletariat class or the working class seizing tae

means of production they would plan it such a way chat

they would be free from toil. Matter of fact, Lenin

saw a time where man could stand in one place, push

buttons, and move mountains. Jt sounds like to me that

he saw a proletarian working class transformed so they
!

could have a free block of time so they could indulge

in productive creativity so that they could think about

developing tVeir universe to a higher manifestation so«
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that they could have the happiness, the freedom, and the

pleasure that man seems" to seek and value.

At this time, the capitalist has developed the machinery

to such a point where he can hire a group of specialized'
I

people called technocrats. In t he near future he will

be able to do this and tlie technocrat wilT be ’s'c"

specialized until he cannot really be identified as .

a

proletarian. In fact, that. group of men will be so

small until we will hdve to do something to explain the

other people; we would have to come up v/ith another

definition. Now, sometimes when we theorize we can

argue all day. We can argue all day and if we have no
0

piacTical applicacion of a tneory we will come up with

nothing woithv/hile. So, I'm saying despite the criticism

that we ve received frcxn certain people we would say

in practice mary of our activities would be the same.

That, .is because people woula not disappear; not with our

survival program they will not. They will not disappear.
- i

They will still be. around. So, therefor^. , we. need to

lift their consciousness sa they can deal with the ruling

circle. We must lift their consciousness whether
D

f

they're working in a factory or already been kicked out.

So, therefore, the Black Panther Party says it is perfectly
I

correct to organize the proletarian because after he's

kicked out of the factory because he'll be called
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unemployable or lumpen doesn't stop or transform a

(unintelligible) and in order to live he has to eat

(unintelligible) the machinery that he has produced

so tl;iat he can produce the abundance so that he and
I

j
his brother can live. (Applause).

Now I'm saying that we will not wait until tne

proletarian becomes the lumpen proletarian to educate

him. Today, we must lift the consciousness of _ the,,.

people so that we-*so that we can get a clear picture of

%

what is to be done. We need to know that because the

wind is rising and the rivers. ,flow . Times are getting
I

hard and we can't go hoira again. We can't go back to

our mother's womb nor can we go back to 1917. (Applause)

As the United States or what I like to call North America

was transformed at the hands of the ruling circle from

a nation to an empire, because an empire is a nation

transformed, it caused a total change in the v7orld

becatise no part of a thing interrel at^ed to change can

I

leave everything else the same. So, when the United
0

States or North America became an empire, it changed

the whole composition--it cloat^ed the whole phenomena

in the world. There were other nations in the world;

but empire means that the ruling circle who lives in the

empire or the imperialists control all other nations.
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Nw, sonctlnve ago in history there existed a phenomena

we call--well, I call--pritnit ive empire. That was the

Roman Empire because the P.otnans controlled all ot the

known world; but in fact it did not know all of the

!

world. So, therefore, some nations still existed because

they did not control all of the land.

In modern days, I would like for you to stipulate that

probably all of the world is known as far as where any

large number of people live. So, the United States as

%

an empire would necessarily have to control the whole

world or affect that part that it doesn't control so

much until we would cal7. that control. We also said

—

4

we also see that--that if we understand dialectics that

every determination beings about a limitation, and every
»

limitation brings about a determination. In other words,

while one force may give rise to one thing it might

crush other things or even crush itself. In other words,
*

we might have .a concept we call the negation of a

negation. In other words, v/e might say that while in
/

1917 tVie ruling circle created an industrial base and

, A

used T;>e. system of capitalism^they were also • creating

the nc'^jv^saiy conditions for socialism. They were doing

this because it is necessary in order to lave a social
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society 'some "centralization of the we^arth--we would

have to have some equal distribution of the wealth.

We v;ould have to have some harmony between the people.

So first, the United States ruling circle, while it

changed the whole world- -while it rules the whole world

and when I say nation--when I say nations, I will roughly

give some characteristics that any people who call themselve
«

a nation should have. First, economic independence,

cultural determination, control of the political

institutions, territorial integrity and safety. The

United States has violated every country- -every nation

in the world and, therefore, transforming that nation.
4

Transforming the nation into what? We will talk about

that later on.
*

When the Black Panther Party was --when the Black Panther

Party was founded in 1966, we called ourselves--we

called the party--a black nationalist party--we called

ourselves black nationalists because.we thought nationhood
* f ^ '

i

was the ansvjer. Shortly after that, we decided that
/

• •

what was really needed was revolutionary nationalism.

•oTli^t is, nationalism plus socialism. After analyzing

the phenomena a little more, we felt that it was

impractical and even a contradiction. So, therefore,

we went to a higher level a: consciousness .
’ We saw that
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in order to be--for this is what we really want--

to be free“-we thought that the nation would make us

£ree--we saw that in order to be free, we would have to

,
cruish the ruling circle; and, therefore, we had to unite

with the people in the world. So we call ourselves

internationalists. We sought solidarity with the people

of the world. We sought solidarity with what we thought

were the nations of the world. But then what happened?

We found that because everything's in a constant state

of change and that because of the development of

technology, because of the development of mass media,

because of the fire pot'/cr.'o:^ the imperialists, biicause

of the fact that the United States is no longer a nation
i

I

i

but an empire, that nationhood did not exist because
;

they did not have the criteria for nationhood, because

their self-determination was destroyed, because their

economic determination was destroyed, because their

cultural deter minsdon was transformed --and I would like

for you to strike "destroyed"; I would like for you to

put in "transformed." Excuse me--all of the nations

were transformed at the hands of the imperialists of

the ruling circle for the interests of the imperialists.

So, we found that in order to be an internationalist

we had--we had to be also a nationalist or at least
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acknowledge nacionhood. So, all internationalists are

also nationalistic because as I unaerstand that word,

"inter" means some interrelationship between things and

"nationalism" or "nationhood" means the interrelationship

i between a grovip of nations. Now, if no nation is in |’

existence and if in fact the United States is an

empire, that would make it impossible for us to be
t

internationalists. We are no longer internationalists,

and we're not afraid about that. Matter of fact, we will

try to shed light upon and we vrill define the new

transformation and the phenomena and we will call

ourselves "intercomraunalists" because nations have been
*

4

transformed into communities of the world. (Applause)

So, tonight the Black Panther Party would like to
I

disclaim internationalism and support intercommunalism.

(Applause)

.

We have a problem- -we have a problem. You know ^^arx

and Lenin felt with the information phey had that when
i

non-state finally came to be a reality it would be
0

• t

caused or ushered in by te people and by communism.

® A.strange thing happened; the ruling reactiortary circle,

through the process of being an imperialist, transformed

into what we call reactionary intercommunalism, because

the ruling circle has laid siege on all the communities
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of the world domimting the institutions to such an

extent that the people are not served by institutions

in their land. Well, the Black Panther Party would like

to es tablish-'-to reverse that and lead the people of the
(

• 1 I

‘ •

world into the age of revolutionary inte rcommunalism.

Ihis will be the time when the people seize the means

of production, distribute the wealth and technology in
<

an egalitarian way to the many communities of the \i7orld.

see very little difference in what happens to a

community here in the--in North America and what happens

to.

a

community in Vietnam. We see very little difference

in what happens even culturally to a Chinese comniunity

in San Francisco and a Chinese community in Hong Kong.

We see very little difference in what happens to a black

community in Harlem and a black community in South

Africa, a black coraimanity in Angola and Mozambique.

We see very little diffei'ence.

So what has actually happened , that non-state has already
4

been accomplished but it's reactionary. A community by
« •

way of definition is a comprehensive collection of

^institutions that serve the people who live there.

It differs from a nation because a community revolves

around a greater structure that we usually call the state
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and the state has certain controls over tne community.

It also serves the community if the administration
*

represents the people or if the administration happens

to be' the people's commissar. It’s not so at this time.
>

I

I

So, there's still something to be done. I said earliei

I spoke about the negation of negation. I spoke earlier

about the fact of redistribution of wealth. We think

that it's very important to knov/ tat in the world today

that socialism in the United States will never exist.

VJliy? It will not exist because it carxnot exist.

Also, I would say socialism would not exist any place
I

I

in the world. I would als.o say that socialism does not

exist any place in the world because socialism requires

a socialist state and if so how can socialism exist?
,

t

So what--hov.’ do we define certain progressive countries

such as the People's Republic of China? How do we--

how do we describe certain progressive oountries or

communities as- we call them, the Nortn Korean -people?

How do we define certain communities as the Vietnam’s
/

*

people. North and the provisional government in tne South?

How do we explain these communities if in fact they, too,

cannot claim nationhood, k’e say this. We say they

represent tlie people's liberated territory. They

represent a community liberated. (Applause)
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But that community is not sufficient. It is not satisfied.

Just as the National Liberation Froirt is not satisfied

with tne liberated territory in the South, It is only

groind for the preparation of the liberation of the

world, the seizing of the V70rld from the ruling circle 1

and equal distribution and proportional representcition

in an intercommunal framework. This is what the Black ;

Panther Party would like to achieve with the help of

the power of the people because without the people nothing

can be achieved. (Applause)

Now I said“-I want to start a question and answer peri.od

I

because I can go on for hours and hours and --I w(rald

really like to try bxit--yeah, sit doxvm and don't start

your question and answer--but I wanna tell you first--
4

I said that the United States would not be--ah--

socialism would never exist. I say that in order for a

revolution to occur in the United States you would have

to have a redistribution of wealth, i^ot on a national
I

level but on an international level--not on an international
/

level but on an intercommunal level. And this is because

how can .we say that v/e have accomplished a revolution and

redistribute the wealth just to people in North America

when the ruling circle itself trespass de bonas as per

tada. Tliat is, they've taken av7ay the goods of the
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people of the world and transported them to America

j

and used them as their very avvn. That is a tort. i

(Applause .

)

Now, .remember in 1917, when the revolution occurred,
\

i you had a redistribution of wealth on a national

level, because nations existed. You see now if you have
i

I

to speak in terms of planning an economy on a worldwide
i

i

»

I

level, on an initercommunal level, that's saying
|

something. That's saying that the people have been
i

ripped off and it's much like the people in one country

being ripped off and x^/hen the people seize the means of
i

production then they redistribute. So say this.
I <
I »

*

Hov/-- liberation x>7ill not serve because the people have
I

i

not only been robbed of their own materials; they've
j

j

I

alsO“-their rav; materials have also been invested--
|

I

their rax7 materials have been made into a technological

machine. The prople are responsible for that. So the
%

people of the x;orld will have to have control of that not

for X amount of time--not for a limited amount; out it's
#

•
'

I

theirs. So, all I can see, in order to plan a real

intercdf^munal economy x-ze would have to acknowledge the
. <r-

world is hooked up together. We'd also have to ackncn>7ledge
i

I

I

j

that sometime ago nations .did exist because technology I

I
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had not advanced to the level it is viow. Some people

will argue that nations still exist because o£ cultural

differences. By way of definition, just for functional

argument is a collection of our learned patterns of

behavior- -learned patterns of behavior. We see that here

in the United States black people, Africans, xvere raped

from the mother country, were brougnt here; and we've

literally lost most of oui. African values. Perhaps we

still hold onto v'.r-uic; surviving Africanisms but by and

large, you see, tte transformation; this was achieved

through a long stay but also through the highly »
I

technological society the!.t,has a tremendous mass media
4

and indoctrination center, I say that the ruling circle

has also launched satellites in order to put the beam
I

across the world, to indoctrinate the world. We say

that while there might be what we call cultural differences

the difference is not a quantitative difference. In

other v7ords , i£ technologies and the ruling circle go
$

on as they are going now that the people of the v/orld
/

will be conditioned to adapt westena values. I think Japan

is a good exan ; and tte diff-crence between people in

fact are getfrhg very small. But, again, it's in the

interests of the ruling circle. I don't believe



that history can be backtracked. You see. So if the

world is really interconnected then we will have to

acknowledge that and say that in order for the people to

be fi^ee then they v70uld control the institutions in

their coinmunity and also have some forra of representatives

in the technological center that they produce. So, the

Uiiited States V70uld have to, in order to correct the

I

irobbery of the world, would have to first return that.

So, I don’t see where v/e could talk about socialism

when v:e're talking about world redistribution. I think

that is what Marx talks about when he talks about

non-state.

I was at Alex Haley's house some time ago, and he talked

to me about his search for his past. He found it in
t

Africa, but he returned there shortly aften'/ards and he

was in a state of panic. His village ’aadn't changed very

much but when he went back he saw an old man walking down
»

the road and he had something in his .ear that he cherished

That V7as a small, transistor radio that was zeroed
• .

^

in on the British Broadcasting network. So \7hat I'm

^trying to say, that the mass media plus the development

of transportation makes it impossible for us to think

of ourselves in terms of separate entities as nations.

Do you realize that it only took me approximately

five hours to get iiere from San Francisco to here.
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It only takes about ten hours to get from here to Vietnam.

We see that the ruling circle no longer a ckno;-/ledges

wars. They call them "police actions." They say we
*

have :a domestic disturbance because the Vietnamese

people are right. (Applause) '

VThat I'm saying- -what I'm saying is that the ruling

circle accept and realize v/hat they have done. They
i

know that it's one world but they're determined to

follCT-7 their logic of exploitation. They kno;7, because

a short time ago, in Deti*oit, a community was under

siege and no\-; sixteen members of the Party are in prison,
I

The local police laid s?.ege on tliat community and that

house ; and they used the weapons , the same weapon they

use in Vietnam. l”Iatter of fact, two tanks rolled up.
4

We see that the same thing happens in Vietnam because the

police are there also. The police are everywhere and

they all vjear the same uniform and use the same tools;

and they're there for the same purpose --that i.s the

t

protection of the ruling circle here in Worth America.
0

So, if everything- -(Applause )—we accept--v7e see that it

i

is, true--i'i' is triie that the t^crld is one community.

I

The world is one jcomiTiunity but we're not satisfied where

pov7er is. We want po^wer for the people. (Applause)

i
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I said earlier--! said earlier and I s trayed --v;a it—

that the theory of negation of negation is very valid.

Some scholars have been wondering v;hy in Asia, Africa,

and Latin America tine resistance alx^^ays seek the goal
I

i: of a collective sojciety'. They seem not to institute I •

the economy of the capitalist. They seem to go all the

way from feudalism and try to jump to a collective

society, and some people can’t understand why. ^Jhy

won't they follow historical Marxism or historical
I

materialism? VJhy won't they go from feudalism, develop

a capitalistic base, and finally go to socialism? They

don't do it becausp they can't do it. They don't do
0

\ •
'

it for the same reason t’nat the black community in Harlem

cannot develop capitalism. The black community in Oakland
«

or San Francisco cannot develop capitalism because the

imperialists have already pre -erapted the field. He has

already centralized the wealth. So, therefore, iii order

to deal with hi-m, all we can do is liberate our community
* i '

and move on him with a collective force. (Applause)
i

« .
-

You knovi? we have long arguments with people. We used

^to call ourselves, before we became conscious,- a
I

dispersed collection of colonies here in North America;
'

I

and people argued with me .all day and all n^ht and they

told me how can you possibly be a colony. In order to

f

I

i

I

1

i

i

I

i

i
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be a colony you have to be a nation; and you're not a

nation, you're just a community. You're a dispersed

collection of communities and because the Black Panther

Party is not embarrassed to chan3e or be transformed,

'tonight, I would like to accept the criticism and say

you are absolutely right, that we are a collection of

communities just as the people of the, world represent
f

a collection of communities, just as the Korean people,

the Vietnamese people, the Chinese people are a

collection of communities --a dispersed collection of

communities (Applause) —but-“because they have no
I

, supers tj.*ucture or they have a superstructure of the

industrial base that made labor to produce what was

all put on Wall Street; and v/e v/oulcl all agree that once

a particular land or a particular people centralize the

wealth and create a capitalist base we won't fight it

in every single community, you see, because every single

community would not have the resources, because it's
t

already been centralized. Sort of a destroyed form of

collectivity. See? Everything's been collected but it's

used for the interest of the “ruling circle. So, after

the things are collected; tnen how can you expect for

someone to have a surplus' that's already been ripped off?
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9
And this is why the Black Panther Party denounces black

capitalists and say that all we can do is liberate

our community not only in Vietnam but here; not only in

Cambodia and the People's Pvepublic of China and Korea, but

1

the people of the world must unite as one community and

then transfom the v/orld into a place where people will

be happy. VJorries will end. State itself will no longer

exist and we v/ill have communism. But V7e cannot do

this ri^tavay because v/e know that in sociology we say

that when change takes place, when a strvictural change

takes place, the result is usually cultural lag. In

other words, after the people- -after the people possess
0

the production, we will probably not move directly

into communism but xve will linger with revolutionary
j

intercomraunalism until such time that we can--until

such time that we can v/ash away bourgeois thought--

until such time that we can wash away racism and

reactionary thinking--and until such time when people
- }

are not attached to their nation as a peasant is attached
i

¥

to the soil--until such time that people can gain their

^sanity and develop a culture that is essentially humane,
I

that will serve the people instead of serving some god.

You sec (applause) it v/ill.be necessary to do that because
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we cannot avoid contact v/ith each other. We cannot

avoid contact with each other because of the changing

set of conditions; so, because we can't, we will have to

then develop a value systera that v/ill make us function
/

>

together in harmony. This will be necessary. l

I

So, tonight, I think I've covered sane of what I have to

say. I will alla^r you to talk. We will have a question

and ansv;er period. But before I do that, I would like

to deliver a message to you. Our Minister of Information

Eldridge Cleaver asked me to prepare a place for him

because he i^ould like to return home. (Applause)
r

And, also, I would like to thank the people or the world
»

’

for allow’ihg our Minister of Information to reside in

their liberation community in their liberated territory.
I

I

*

(Applause)

So, they've actually set the example for us. We kno^v

what we have to do to return Eldridge Cleaver home. We

have to liberate our com.muni t ie s . (Applause)

Alright, we'll have a question and answer perioa before
t

everyone leaves

.
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(Applause)

nkno^'m person: (Unintelligible)

HEY NEWTON (HN): (Unintelligible) agree with part of that. Something--

some'--oh, I'ra sorry, roughly--! had to try to
I .

'
(

(unintelligible) because I would like to give you fair

representation; so I will--I will tell a paraphrase

about Rome that you can get. Now, listen--no, I think

I remember— the brother--the class brother--the

class brother-- the objective brother, in other words,

I would like to explain something first, that the two

kinds of enemies--that both are objective enemy and

the subjective. Sometime', ir.ost of the time, the objective

enemy is really a class friend. You see. Only the

objective enemy or one who has different interests than

you is really your real enemy. So, he is objectively

your enemy because he can advance at your expense,
s

While the subjective enemy v/ill hurt you, but he is only

hurting you because of lack of consciousness. So, you

treat those two contradictions diffei'ently. .With the

objective enemy you try to destroy him. With the subjectiv<
» ^

*

«

enemy, you try to teach him. You try to educate him and

make him conscious. You can do this most of the time

through understanding and love. So, first, I applaud that

brother, not because I agree with everything he’s
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saying, but because I recognize him as an objective

class friend and I think the statements are based upon

a lack of understanding. Your statement was this.

and it s partially correct. He said this: "Fuck
»

Karl Marx." He said: "Fuck Lenin."* He said: "Fuck
i

everything that you have said. Why? Because--because

the real problem today is nothing more than racism."

Now, let’s analyze that. First, what's racism? Racism

is an attitude of values. Racism is a way of thinking

and relating to people. Racism is' something that's

called by something else because I would like you to

I

stipulate the fact that attitudes all come from something

else and that's the materia'l. We cannot have racism

without having a man. You cannot have racism by--

4

you cannot have racism without having another set of

conditions that will induce racism. So, this is what

we like to explain. However, we did not have racism

as such in 1100, according to Malcolm Davidson (phonetic)
- j

and Melvin J, Hirschcovitch (phonetic), who wrote

"The Enigma (phonetic) of the Negro Past the Black

(unintelligible)." We said, ^according to those

historians, that Europe and Africa have an equal

relationship, mutual respect, where many of the leaders

respected the African soul and that they were sure that
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the universities of Timbuktu were the cultural center

of the world. But then, something else happened. The

world changed and it became profitable for the ruling
J

circle in Europe and Spain and Portugal--it became

profitable and it also became a possibility that they

could travel to the mother country with gunfire stolen

from the Chinese, kidnap the Africans, take them to their

country and scatter them throughout the world. Ih order to

get labor and in order to justify it to their conscience,

they develped an attitude of racism. So, therefore,

so, therefore (unintelligible) r;acism because the

Europeans needed labor. ’So., therefore, because of a
'

property called (unintelligible), they kidnaped the

Africans out of the (unintelligible) . And, if you think

attitudes and values exist independently of materials

then show me how you can have a value or any man can

have a value without having a body. Is the body not

material? So, therefore, I think all spiritual things

come from material. All the tangible things -come from

the material. So, while what my brother said seems to
» .

t

be correct, in fact is correct, i.n order to chaige the

spiritual we have to change the material. In order to
*L

change racism, we have to chage the racist-capitalist
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structure— (applause and sounds of "Right on.")

But to change this- -but to change this- -but to change

this (unintelligible) the people of the world will

/

attempt to launch—will get the key of culture and a

I

'

value system. that is essentially human. Why do I say

this? Because all of us changed anyv/ay. There is

no thing that is static. Flux, flux, all is flux. We

cannot return to Africa of 1100; nor--nor can anyone

return to a tiine that is already past. It is impossible.

Because we cannot return to the past, we have to look

for a solution in the future; and it is simple making-

-

to just go around spouting .words without analyzing the

phenomena around us. And that is why I took so much time

to give a framework of thinking so that perhaps, brother,

you can go home and analyze that and know that in order

to stop racism you would have to stop the domination of

the capitalists because he don't hate you-- (applause)

Listen-- li5teh--he does not hate yod just because something
i

came up in the sky and. said: "Hey, man." He hates you,

brother, because he can use that hate to indoctrinate

some other white people to corral you so that he can

exploit both of us. (Applause)



V

Now--now—everything--listen.--everything has a dual

character. Everything has a dual character, and on

research, now, perhaps i’ll find that my hypothesis is

/

wrong or that perhaps i’ll find it is right. Now, the
i

*

I

gentleman said--my class brother said--the brother whom

I love said“-the brother whom I will attempt to educate

tonight said that--"Fuck Karl Marx because he’s irrelevant.

Well, I won’t say that, but i'll say this. I will

(unintelligible) research now to try and find out sdraething

because the brother said that down with the dialectic

because it’s'-ah— ah--it's not important. It doesn’t

give anything. And I ’ll .'say this. I would doubt

seriously--! vrould doubt seriously whether Karl Marx’ is tie

real originator or whether he was really was the first

to expound upon dialectics. Dialectics is actually

trying to explain the dual character of things and the

relationship between things. The University of

Timbuktu even ‘before that time--even before that time--
I

it was acknowledged by the antliropologists that the

African (unintelligible) had a religion they called
*

dualism, while in Europe they preferred the absolutism.

That is (unintelligible) our God had two or more heads.
«

He had a head for good; a head for evil; a head for
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fertility; a head for love; and a head for hate. And the

African then would attempt to manipulate these things

so that__convince the world to good. To give them what

he wanted (unintelligible) and I would think that this was

k

i
•

i I

e dialectical method. I think that it is
I

strange thet in Greece that the Greeks had also a form of
'

I

dualism. And you have now that in Europe first, you
( I

1 •

have absolutism where the God had one head. That is,

he was absolutely good. He was not evil. He had no

sexual properties and so forth. In other words, he

deviated from the likeness of man and we all know that
I

man created God, So, what .I*m trying to get at is that
i

why would the Greeks have a dual god. Why would the

Greeks have a dual god and yet the other Caucasians

did not is probably because Aristotle attended the

University of Timbuktu and was educated by the Africans.

So, you get back to the characteristics and established
ound of person
houting in the the type of religion that the Greok^ had and perhaps
ackground)

went around to some scholars. And this was the start of

the dialectical method; and this is only speculation

blit- -as soon as I finish, I will let this young lady--

rnaybe--! don't know. She looks very angry--she might
A

be objective and I can't deal with emotions but— (applause)
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So, I stay away from (unintelligible). I would like

to tell you this. Here in America--here in America--

racl,>sm is rampant and we have to do something about

that and we see that many of our objective class brothers
i

-

act in a way to harm black people. In other words, they

are subjectively our enemies and I would like to use the

hard hats as an example. The hard hats are exploited.

They have become increasingly employed. In other words,
*

they are well on their way to becoming unemployable and
f

instead of blamingthe masses, they are blaming us for it.
I

Now, wait just one minute. So, because that contradiction
9

is different than the objective enemy, we would try

to first educate the hard hats. We would try to lift

their consciousness because basiclly, as black radicals,

it is our responsibility to do this. Now wait a minute.

Hold it. Now if--if we can convince the hard had
»

through dialectical arguments, throygh dialectical

arguments, then we will have to use stronger stuff
f

. <

because even if a man is objectively our friend and

subjectively our enemy, we haye to preserve ourselves

until such =vii<te until we can educate him because we will

not let insanity prevail.* So, in order to insure |that
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sanity will remain real, we might have to take the head

of the insane man, but when we do this we will weep

when he happens to be our class brother because it will

diminish us. It v/Ul diminish us because it--it will
, »

diminish our numbers , You see? But we have to defend
1

I

ourselves because if wo do not do that then that will

mean we. let an insane man prevail. As long as there is

one ounce of sanity in the world, there *s a hope for

the new world. And this is why that we must down fascism,

(Applause)

Unknown Male (UM):First of all, I would like to say--

HN;

UM;

HN:

UM:

HN:

HN:

Right on, brother, ’ -

t would like to get down to this point. What you were

saying about revisionists and--ah--I been thinking on the

problem (unintelligible) I don’t think the Farty is

(unintelligible) and I would like you to explain.

Explain?

* )

Explain how the Party can be revisionist.

Yah, OK, Fine,

Well,, first, we would like to say a worg—ah--did
4

«

everyone hear that? The brother’s question?
,

(Shouts of "No,”)
4

The brother would like to explain why some people would

say the Party is revisionist. Is that right?
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UM:

HN:

I

Right on. You said that right.

Well, first--ah--a revisionist--a revisionist is

someone who revises the theories of Marxist-Leninism
i

and tries to say that he is still an essentialist

.

1

. '

You see? Now, I would like to say something, hov7 a
J

revisionist differs from Marxism, Karl Marx had a

vision and then Trotsky had a revision; and the Clack
I

Panther Party is now having a revision with
I

in

t

ercommuna1 i

s

m

,

Ul^;

HN:

UM:

Unknown Female:
(UF)

HN:

UF:

(Unintelligible)
j

Go ahead and if anyone revises that, he's a revisionist.
I

Ah--I don't think I asked the right--ah--I 'm gonna
t

I

leave , i

I

OK, I just want to make a few comments. The first

thing, Huey, is that you are not my enemy. You see

you don't--
I

I love you sister.
*

1 love you, too, and I'm proud of 'the brother. You said
*

a lot of beautiful things tonight, but I’m gonna--let
t

me make a few comments and then you can comment, OK?

Well, first of all, I appreciate greatly many beautiful
A

things you said tonight; but I say this. You see, you

don't come here to educate us, brother. We learn from
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each other and you said a lot of things. You didn’t

have to start with Marx or Kant or any of those

guys because the communism comes from Africa--
1

tribalism,
'

, i i

I

Unknown Voice: Right.

UF: We had the--we knew the first dialectics and we understood
i

1

here. And you said a lot of big words. So, you see,
*

my brother Malcolm X was a great prophet . He didn't have--

he didn't have to use all those words. He didn't have to

come up with all those names, brother, and he reached the

masses. He didn't have to talk about that. All this

can mean is one damn thing He's superior to anything-

-

I haven't finished yet, brother, (Audience makes noise)

You see, I haven,' t finished yet— you see--you gotta reach

those kids; and you gotta reach those educated folks; and

you don't use a whole lot of big words on me, honey.

Not to me, cause, see, you don't reach the little kids

when you do that. You gotta reach afll the people. You
t

gotta tell 'em the truth. You see-. You gotta tell 'em

that so much comes from Africa, You don't talk about

JO
^ ^

Russia, that big, radical Russia (audience noise

drowns speaker out)

HN: Yeah- -yeah.
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You understand. You see you--you see everything comes

from Africa. Don't bother to mock me.

I agree with you--
*
t

(Unintelligible) no nmrc.
1

• •

I

I agree with you.

(Unintelligjible) to educate me. >

You * re right

.

1

k

We educate each other, brother.
i

Applaud her. She's right.

They're through with you. They're through with you, I

I don't say it with hatred. I \pn't let the white man

stand between us. You're a black man, and I love you too

much. I just want you to keep telling the truth and I
I

want you to reason with people, cause you're a beautiful

brother who’s got a lot of good things-- (applause)

Love you, sister,

(Unintelligible) Don't think you control, brother.

I
'

I
'

Don t think you control, honey. Don t think you rock

with me. Sing with me. Shout with me. Cause, you see,

all this— this talking--all this beautiful stuff comes
r

from the power of the people, the deeds of the people--

the great lovers, the great musicians, the great poets,

the great people, the black people, the first man from

Africa- -the Party people. Just show us the power comes
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HN:

UF;

HN:

UF:

HN:

UF:

HN:

from God, man. You praise God, The white man in

Texas can’t (unintelligible). You must christianize

America now. You talking something like it was to
«

people. Don’t be afraid to tell the truth, brother.
I I

'

Don’t leave the word "God” (unintelligible) and don’t

be afraid to talk, brother. Don't be afraid, brother,

I know you’ve suffered a lot. You’re suffering now

through people. But you can’t (unintelligible) won't

let the white man tell you (unintelligible) because when

a man loves he cannot commit adultery.

If—

Hold on-- 5

A

If you love me, you’ll let me say something.

Alright, brother.
t

Alright,

I'm going. Power to the people. Power to Huey, Power

to the Panthers, Now say it. So long, brotha;

Thank you. *

First point. I believe she said that socialism came from
»

Africa. I agree with that because even Marx himself

* acknowledges that at a point in history before modem

technology, before industry, that we had socialism in

4

Africa because we had an economy for our collectivity.

We had an economy based upon sharing. But this is not
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and was not modem socialism. It wasn’t modem by way o£

definition because I cannot say in 1100 the same in
tr

1970, We have to make some distinction in order to

understand the--ah--the mture and also understand the

passage of time. We also can get confused; so all I’m

saying is socialism actually did exist in the mother

country south of Sahara before Marx ever was bom;

but the new kind or the kind that we're talking about

today is based upon the fact it has to be European,

It's based upon society that has a large base of black

people working together under one law and in order to

return- -in order to return the wealth to the people, we

have to have a technique; and Lenin instituted that
t

technique. So, we apply the modem theory that Marx

probably got from Timbuktu because I already acknowledged

that dualism or the start of the dialectical method might
t

have come from south of Sahara, So look, girl. You

misunderstood' me. f

*

UF: (Unintelligible)

.

• 4

HN; Now, I would like to apologize if everyone here did not

** understand the words I used. It shows I'm not a teacher.

It shows how uneducated--it shows I have such an inability

to communicate and telling it is difficult for me to

convey ideas. Now, words solely for the purpose to

get the understanding so that my fellow man can
4 81
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understand me. If you don't, then I've failed. So,

I deserve the criticism that my sister gave me. But now,

maybe she cki teach me how to speak in a better way and

a better way so--I think better—and i'll qualify it by

saying a more effective way-- so that I can communicate

with my little brothers over there.

Now, the other thing is this --is that you said that God
«

gives everything and I said that is correct but I

say this--I did say without a man I can't see where
'V>

) . > .

j

you would have a tangible and if you think that God is

spiritual or is he material. Is God a spiritual or

can yea touch God? Is God rtaterial or is he a concept.

And I say this, sister, that in order for God to exist,

you have to exist. So, therefore, you have to produce
f

your God. You produce your God because you're producing

something in you're own image and I say this- -(applause)
(

t

I say this--any spiritual thing, any spiritual thing that

is produced would have to come from ^some material source,
i

So the concept of God, the concept of God cannot exist

independently of man. So, I believe in God— I believe in

God because it is commonly adeepted. It's commonly
j .-i

accepto-i ?‘irha t the cause is greater than the effect. If
* .

man caused God, then man is greater than God because he

can create. He can create the spiritual world and I
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can go further than that, I cannot explain the first

existence of things or the first to exist. We do not

know that yet; but we do know this. It is commonly
>

P

accepted in the discipline of our anthropology that before

man stood erect, that before man could really be called

man he was something else. In other words, he was

transformed by the passage of time. He was transformed

because somehow he had a mind that enabled him to

transform his body. According to Doctor Leakey, it is

the cradle of man--the cradle of man is Africa south

of Sahara; and the' name of the missing link is probably

/

Zinjanthropus..b',This is commonly agreed that all people

probably had an African genesis. But, that is only a

skimpy fact, if it is fact. Much of it is speculation

because x-re don't know about it. But, after we knov/ these

things, do~-what does it mean? Does it mean because man

has African genesis that people should slaughter each

other on the basis of color. No. I say this--J say when

people harm each other it's a sin' against God because it's

a sin again.? t man; and I say this"-and I say this with

love, I .’s>n3V.t.his with respect, I say this with guidance

and respect for you. Matter of fact, supreme respect.
4

I respect you more than I respect your God; and I say

this, sister--! say this xvith love--you and your God can
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kiss my behind because mine is mine (applause)

.

Now, after we finish that--after we finish that, we're
• ^

not gonna run around being drunk on religion because

we a'ccept that religion is like a bad wine or like opium.
I

I I

Religion is like opium of the mind. They only accepted

that because they can't get what they really need. So,

I'm gonna give them what they really need. So, I'm
«

gonna give to that person what she needs so she won't have

to depend on the God in the sky because I don't trust

him. But sister can trust me so long (unintelligible)

you would not have to rely upon a spirit in order to give

you salvation. The more you make of your God, the less

you become. The more you become, the less your God

becomes. Kill your God and you'll become a man--you'll
/

become a strong man. You'll become a man that can

create the new world that we will call communism--
I

just as revolutionary intercommunalism. We can only do

this with the ‘ confidence that we haVe in ourselves because
I

some person's God might do what the, white racist's God did

for him. He just sealed up a note put in his pocket and
*

told him he had the right to kill.

Female Voice: Right on,

HN: There's no way we can test that. There's no way we can

deal with racism other than to deal with it objectively.
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We have to deal with it. We have to deal with it rationaUj

We cannot deal with it and be affected so much by it

until we lose all of racial faces because if we do this,
P

then the ruling circle, which are by definition racists,

would get the final victory because as far as I*m concemec

there is no such thing as a black racist. Black people

are always victims of racism. (Shouts of "Right on.")

and because we're victims of racism that many times it

destroys us. But we refuse to be. destroyed. In other

words, we would not go insane despite of the brutality

of racism. When this happens, it just puts us in a

position where we have to depend upon something— something

supernatural to solve our problem because we feel so much

victim to the white racists of America. But I say this--

we will restore sanity to an insane situation; and we

will restore love to the world because the reactionary

ruling circle has created an atmosphere of hate. We

S

will say, even when we have to defend ourselvesr-even

when we have to kill, we will weejJ for man. • We will

weep because the death of any man diminishes us because
o

•

we're involved with mankind. We will not hesitate to

defend ourselves and this is why the Vietnamese people

when they shoot down the American planes, when the plane
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crashes and the pilot is dead, they very carefully bury

the pilot; put flowers on his grave every week, A

reporter asked the Vietnamese people why they do this
f

f

and they say first we're sorry that he was duped to come

over here. He was duped by the ruling circle because

we have the same history and we want to preseive his

race so- that his people can come and take him home again

because we are a part of the people of America, We are

a part of the African people. We're for all people but

we're against the reactionary, racist, ruling circle

and we refuse to be overcome by it.

So, all I'm saying— I'm not' saying racism doesn't exist,

I think most white people in America are racists, I

think all are affected by racism, I will say that I'm very

very careful when I see a person who is himself victimized

by racism and so they always talk in terms of black and

white. Hate white and love black. He thinks he's talking
* ^

opposites but reallyhe's not talking opposites because

love and hate grows from the same soil, that is

involvement. The difference between love and hate is a
o *

difrC^'j'et’ce and I say that the black who lives in America,

he's gonna have a very difficult time to be objective,

to step out of that realm of emotion,- to step out of that

realm of love and hate and get indifferent because the
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white world has so much affect upon him. So, what he

has to do is develop a strategy. He has to develop

a tactic in order to seize the power. And when he seizes

/

the power, because he loves, he will not necessarily
1

*

k

look for revenge but will take the master off his high

horse and make him equal and all war criminals will be

punished but the people will decide that because as

far as I’m concerned I will persuade you--I will persuade

you only--to take what is yours and then let the man live.

Take his power but don't take his life,

(Shouts of "Right on,")
j

Now (applause) we must un'dexstand the difference between

the violence of the aggressors and self-defense of the

victims. The Black Panther Party and the Vietnamese
r

people, the National Liberation Front, are all using

self-defense because black peoples initiated--their

aggression was initiated by the fascist police working

i *

for the ruling circle who live right here in North

America. So, it is always of our rights to defend

ourselves. Much of the time, aggression takes many
• •

*

a
I

forms-- it takes many forms. It is not always--ah--by

the violence of a service revolver. It is not always
%

the type of violence that took the life of little Bobby

Hutton (phonetic). It is not always the type of violence
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that has been taking black people's lives for many

years. According to Melvin J. Hirschcovitch (phonetic),

fifty million black people died of (unintelligible)
f
«

alone. Violence is not direct by a weapon, is not

always”-it does not always come from a revolver or the

bomb that killed many Japanese people at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, It sometimes comes in the form of depriving

a man of his self-respect. It comes in the form of

depriving a man of the work he needs in order to live,

of the health care that he needs in order to live. This
I

violence is treacherous and much of the time more

difficult to bear than the -sudden violence wnere you life

can be ended in a minute. So, we feel that we have the

right, yre have the right to defend ourselves in the name

of preserving man because if raan--if man has an obligation

to carry life on and it’s the original obligation because

if man had not lived and multiplied v;e would not have
i

this life today. So, when we see a fascist fool attempting

to murder the world we can deal with it any vtay we choose

in order to guarantee the lawful rights of man. May man
#

t

prevail forever (applause). Power to the people, yeah

—

ah-- I think I lost my half of the audience. So, are you

ready to go home?

(Shouts of *'No.")
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HN: Alright. Questions?

Second Unknown
Male (SM) : Yes. I have a question here from a fellow operating

A

a piece of equipment here. He says, "Needless to

say, our society today is controlled by a system of

cooperative capitalism (unintelligible) and an essay
t

on liberation states that any revolution is to take
I

t

place and, in fact, is successful, then there must be a

total change in the nature of man himself. Did you agree

or disagree? Explain if possible."

HN: I agree that man is changing all the time because if I
I

1

were to stay static I would not be the cause of
/
0

A

dialectical materialism. So, therefore, it is quite

true.

(Noise from crowd)

The Socialist Workers Party? Ah-- I think that sometimes--
(

I think that sometimes the Socialist Workers Party

might seem to be somewhat historical in their approach.

I think that sometimes they plan to theorize without

thinking it necessary to develpp a survival program; and

this is why I believe they criticize us for developing

what they call an (unintelligible) program. So, I would

say that as far as the Socialist Workers Party is

concerned we would like to get an understanding and v/ork
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together because purely we are not objective enemies.

There must be some misunderstanding of the phenomena.
I

So, maybe they could help us and we could help them

*

because what we want to do is understand the world so that

the people“-so that the people can get what there is.

I’m not here to shut anyone down, I'm not here to out

argue anyone. I'm here to be educated and I'm sure that--

ah--we can become educated--we can become educated

through some dialectical arguments and this is all.

And I realize this-“that I don't speak very well. So,

it reminds me of what Fidel Castro told Jean Paul Sartre
1

I

(unintelligible) only ninety miles from home shortly

after the Cuban revolution, Sartre was out on the

street with Fldol and people were constantly stopping to

meet and the peasants there, they would stop, ask Fidel

for this and for that and Fidel would write it down and

talk to them a while and be gone. And then Sartre said,

"Do you feel you must give them everything they ask

for?" And Fidel said, "Yes." And Sartre said, "l-That

if they ask you for the moon?" Fidel said, "I would
%

»

attempt to give it to them; and if I can't, it will prove

that I'm a poor administrator and I should not have my
4

job because the people do not claim to be theoriticians

,

politicians, philosophers. They want to live, and if you
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present yourself as a leader of theoreticians then you

must give them what they want.** So, he said this; and

I say it tonight, people, that if I cannot communicate
i

so that you can understand then it*s because I am a bad

theoretician and I will go home and I will study very

hard so that I can communicate better. This is all I

can do.

(Applause)
I

Third Unknown
Male (TM): Yes. OK--you will have to have strategy and tactics;

but let’s not (unintelligible) Hack people. And, also,
I

I

I question the methods about organizing the working class

faction (unintelligible) Shouldn't we--shouldn' t we

develop our own ideology instead of adopting something

from Marx and Lenin because Marxism and Leninism hasn't

worked in the Soviet Union and it hasn't worked in
I

China and any place else it has not worked.

Unknown Voice: Right. *

r
t

TM: So what are we doing regarding an ^original ideology. Why
f

can't we produce our own? Don't we have the means and the
« %

ft

resources to produce our own ideology and can't we build

on something outside the dialectic because man is Chat

narrow,

HN; Do you have an ideology?
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Do I have an ideology?

That*s what I said,

I*m developing one,

I see. Alright, Well, after you develop that ideology,

if it proves to serve the people and it proves a solution

for the problem then I will adopt your ideology and drop

my African ideology,
#

That’s the truth.

Now, wait a minute, I let you talk, nov7 you let me talk,
*

I will drop my African ideology--and I emphasize African

because I stated earlier, if I remember correctly, that

I believe that the dialecticainethod probably started soutl

of Sahara and I also stated further that not only did

that philosophy .or that theory start south of Sahara,

I said that the genesis of man was probably south of

Sahara- according to Doctor Leakey and other reputable
4

anthropologists. So, therefore, we're not talking about

Marx. We’re not talking about Lenifi, But we’re talking
t

about understanding the phenomena, of the \ioid.

Would everyone please sit down because--well, just sit on

the sides so that people can^ee behind you. Alright.

Please? OK.

Now this--
#

Wait a minute now,
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TM:

HN:

TO:

HN:

Alright.

So, what I said is if the genesis of man was south cf
I

Sahara that means that everything after that had an
t
I)

African genesis. Now, perhaps my first presumption is

wrong. I don’t know. But whether it is or not is not,

I can’t see what difference it makes, I would agree with

this, that man is a homo sapien or of the same species and

because he’s of the same species that means that he's

very like a sissy. What we have to do is find out

what is cowering us and what is lowering us and

crush that because--

I see

.

(Unintelligible) and this is what we need to do. But,

I am not gonna stand here tonight--! am not gonna stand

here tonight or any other time and say that if a theory

happens to come from (unintelligible) if flie theory

happens to come from a man who happened to be bon^ in

Europe or a man who we will define as a Caucasian,

that doesn't automatically invalidate that theory. As far

as the white working class--! said that the proletarians d<

I

not have--do not have a potentiality to theoretically

accept the revolution even if they had in Russia. !
4

also said that if the Russian territory--if the Russian

territory- -might only be at the most what we call a
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liberated territory. So, because a thing has not worked

in the past, because a theory has not worked in the past,

that does not mean it won't work in the future. In

/ t • •

other words, perhaps it hasn t reached it s final

climax. And that's vjhat I claim. I claim that the only

was that communism can still work“-the only way that

revolutionary interccmmunalism can work in the interest

of the people there is a prerequisite. We would have
/

to down thri^hvHx.ig circle because a slave can never run
*S * ’

away from a master. A slave cannot divorce himself

from the master. In order to better the situation,

then he • transform 'the master. He has to take

away the master's power, pull him down off his high horse,

and make hxni equal because if he does not do that he will

never be free. He will never be free because as long as

the master exists“-as long as the master exists he will

be in danger. So, I say this, as long as reactionary,

racist capitalism exists, the peopl4 of the world will

be in d<r..ger. So, I will not accept a solution such as

in schisr . urnintelligible) , that is, let's separate.
o

I say tlTv‘ 1 , ..06 that we separate (unintelligible) of

the Uni iT-'-vl >5i:ates when the ruling circle will not let
* %

the peopJt; ten thousand miles away-- ten thousand miles

away i >
• jouth Africa separate. You follow this all
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over the world. So, the biblical phrase is very

appropriate. The biblical phrase is very, very

appropriate. That is- -that is: *'! went to the mountain

to Hide my face. The mountain cried out, 'No hiding

place,”' So, I'tn not gonna run to Africa because I know

the imperialist’s presence is in Africa,, I know that

it is present in Latin America, I know that it is present
t

in Asia, I know that it is present Europe and it is

running amuck in America, So, in order to change the

situation you cannot run away. So, you must attack and say

that that would show not only a certain amount of courage,

it would prove very difficult for the ruling circle to

deal with because the people cf the workd are popular.

The people of the world represent the majority; so,

therefore, I'm very, very optimistic. It's called

revolutionary optimism--! *m sure that we will down the
f

circle, transform society, and--and also I'm sure that

the vanguard group-- that the vanguard group will be
«

t

black people, not in Africa but b],ack people here in

America, Black people here in America because black

pfeople in America are probably the most progressive

people in the world because of our history. Sociologists

4

and anthropologists-- sociologists have concluded that
*

people with a long, unbroken history tend to be somewhat
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f
chauvinistic because they are tied to the past and

this is why the Chinese people destroy everything
*

over seventeen years old because they said it was--ah--
%

it hied them to the past-- the tradition, such as

#

Chiang Kai-shek, So, therefore, they destroy most of

their history. So, what I'm saying is this. I said

earlier that everything has a dual character and everything

has many sides; and, brother, that's dialectical but also

African so that’s what I meant by (unintelligible)

Africanism, Cause the Africans always view a

(unintelligible) as two sided. They didn't view it as

absolute. But, brother, if you can view things as absolute
- ^

if you say all white people are absolutely bad, then

you're being very European because an African would say
jj

he's probably both bad and good at the same time and what -

/ ,

I would try to do is figure out which policy overshadows
/

j

the other and try to deal with that; so, what I'm 1

really trying -to say is you have to tinderstand the

totality of the world in order to get the real picture

because if you understand a portion of it, you take

a- thing our of its context and you're acting lilce a

psychologist and sociologist who claim because somethin^^B

is true after isolating certain variables and put it
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on a possibility-' -wcit a ’p.inute-*-! * talking bullshit.

I car**t coniKiunicate attempting to be too acadamic.

Power to the brothers and sisters

(Enu.)
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1

Power to you Brothers and Sisters and fellow

students. I'm very happy to be here today, and I would like

to say that - now please, I'm very happy to be here, too.

I say fellow students because you know this is my high school,

too, you know. I was here in (unintelligible) so I'll

always feel the fire.

I had another kind of lecture in mind today because

I remember when I was at Technical High School that I didn't

like to sit for a long time for instructors to tell me a lot

of jibberish that was irrelevant as far as I was concerned.

So I was going to have, maybe talk to you for about fifteen

minutes or so, and then have a long question - ansxi^er period.

But, after talking to some of the BSU members, they told me

that a dialogue goes around the campus about the Black Panther

Party and there is much misunderstanding. Such things are

said as the Black Panther Party v;as all right until we gained

a certain solidarity with the people of Vietnam and the people

of China, the oppressed people of Africa - as a matter of

fact Africa, Asia, and Latin America - all of the people who

are suffering under the seige and the bondage of our Western

aggression. And because of this, I think that I will ask you
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to bear with me and I will explain for you the way the Black

Panther Party arrived at its position and I'll do more than

that. If we can't gain anything else today I hope at least

that we'll have some framework or some clear way of

investigating phenomena or investigating anything and coming

up with a rational and a reasonable conclusion. Not just a

I

conclusion based upon our attitudes, our likes or dislikes,

but really an opinion and a position based upon the facts in

the external world. In order to do this I will have to go

into and explain a little of the scientific methods and

then some developments that was made on this scientific method.

Matter of fact, some people were very displeased

at one point with the way information was gathered and they

were displeased mainly because the information that people

were getting and presenting as truths were only half-truths.

So a process of thinking was developed and there are many

processes of thinking. Most of us feel that there is only

one way to gain information and that way is to use common

sense. Much of the time the apparent is deceiving; the apparent

is not representing fact all of the time.

So the first thing I would like for you to do, and

from time to time I will ask for agreements from you, or

'i

1

I
i

t

.'t

>
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sonietimeR <.r.s caiiea sLij^ulati use if inost conversation

is an intelligent one it <'7ould h;tiv* i o be based on some

first premise cr some first agree 'nionte And after that then

we could see if we’re consistent to a valid conclusion.

Otherwise, when v/e ttrgue we’ll be talking nonsense and we

won’t get anything down because v/e’ll be coming from different

positions, talking about different things, and thinking we

have a contradiction when all the time we’re being contrary,

going in different directions.

So I'll start first to explain to you how the Black

Panther Party and how all Marxists and Leninists think.

The first thing is that we're scientists, and in

science there is a way of gaining information that will attempt

to eliminate mistakes and error and a way of gaining informs-

tion that will really reflect the real world. So, first, I

would like for you to agree or you to stipulate that there is

a real world that exists independently of us. When I say

independently, I mean we - that if we disappear of if we're not

around, the world will be here anyway. So it’s not dependent

upon our existence, we do not project it, but the external

world or the objects in that external world which we sometimes

call facts, bombard our organisms, accessory perception
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system - our eyes, nose, mouth, and so forth, and ears. And

by this, if the impression that it makes upon our organism,

our brain, if that impression reflects the actual or the

true nature of the thing that made the impression, we'll call

it the object outside of us, then to that degree we will

gain knowledge and truth, you see. Matter of fact, we'll gain

knowledge because we'll realize the truth is only a statement

eUsout an external fact. In other words, we could have facts,

conceivably we could have facts without the existence of

man; but we cannot have truth because truth is only a word or

a symbol articulated by a person about the external, you see.

So, in other words, the fact will remain whether we say any-

thing about it or not. If no one says anything then the

truth does not exist because that's the word. And I'm going

to ask you to bear with me today because I didn't mean to go

into this because I realize that most of you haven't gained

certain skills necessary to make a factual, non-biased

investigation. And, of course, I criticize the schools for

this and I criticize your school, my school, and I criticize

all those schools by not giving us the essential things that's

necessary to further our knowledge and, that is, the process
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of thinking , that will probably deliver us true information

so that we can manipulate the external world. That's what

school should be all about.

When I was at Technical High School some years ago,

that I had rather a stormy career, that I didn't learn very

much, that in fact, when I left the school I believe I had

the reading level of about the second or third grade and I

was very unhappy about that. Hatter of fact, I learned to

read my senior year and because I wanted to go to Merritt

Coliege and I knew I couldn't do this if I didn't know how to

read. So, as far as school is concerned, most of the things

that you learn here, that I learned or that I didn't learn,

was raischievious madness and it did not prepare me; and, even

though, I will charge myself with a certain amount of neglect

because I should have on my own, as I did later on, learned

the basic skills so then I could go in and do the research

necessary to manipulate the external world. So what we really

want to do is have enough information in order for us to

manipulate the external world so that our true interests will

be served.
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Now from time to time I'll go on tangent55 and

deviate from my first theme but I'll return to it,

I explained that it's necessary to know ways of

gaining information, ways that would give us a real picture

of the external world. Now I said that many people were

disturbed at one point about certain endorsed processes of

thinking. There is a man called Immanuel Kant and he felt

the rational method of pure reason would give us the most

reliable information. Now I'll tell you how the rational

method works or the method of reason.

The first thing, the rational method does not

depend upon the existence of the external world that we

already stipulated or agreed existed outside of us. The

rational method depends upon symbols, it depends upon going

from a premise, any premise, and arriving at a conclusion

that is consistent with your premise. It does not depend upon

existence of anything outside of our mind. Sometimes it^

called idealism. This method surely brings, gives us some

truth; but, as I said before, if v/e believe there is an

external world it doesn't serve us really to manipulate that

world. This is the way the rational method works and this is
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a very simple example. As a matter of fact, I'm over-

simplifying, But this is a very valid conclusion. Let's
i

I

i

f -I

say that if the sky is above my head, when I turn my head

upwards, if there's nothing blocking, I will see the sky and

if the sky is above my head. That's a perfectly valid state-

ment but it does not depend upon the existence of the sky or <

anything else. It only, because it is stipulated if the sky
\

>

is above my head and there's nothing in between then when I ’

t

tilt my head upward I see the sky. That's perfectly valid ’

and rational. So the rational method was based upon dealing '

with symbols in such a way where we would reach our mathemati-

cal conclusions but yet it did not help us with the external

world. Not purer reasons, as Kant called it himself, it did

not give us much information about the real world.

During the same time there was another method used.

Sometimes it was called empiricism. Empiricism, an empirical

knowledge, is gained through observation and experience.

Much of the information that we gain in school, much of our

ways of approaching things in school is really related to

this method more than pure reason. In other words, that with

empiricism or sometimes called pragmatism, William James

called it pragmatism, that we gain knowledge and information
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through experience , and observing things in the world outside

of us. In other words# that we first make the presumption that

the world outside of us and independently of us# is independent

of us# exists. So that's the first belief. And the reason I

say that's the first belief is because it's very difficult

to test this first premise. Matter of fact# most first

beliefs are very difficult to test because we lack the tools

with which to test them. But after the first belief# it's

pretty easy# if we're careful, to test if we're thinking

clearly and if we're following a valid, logical process.

And this again# the way we'll measure it to see if we're con-

sistent with the first premise or the first belief.

So this method was called pragmatism by some and others

called it historical materialism. In other words# most

history or historical materialists draw heavily upon empiricism

or pragmatism# you see. And they use a method of investiga-

tion that seems to be shared by most scientists and, that is,

they observe and they experience. But this method would not

give the kind of information necessary for us to function and

really understand the true nature of things. In other words,

while the rational method only gives us an intangible kind of
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conceptual picture of things and the things most of us

stay within our minds# you see# v/hile the historical or the

empirical method gives ns a static view of things. In other

words# it won't help us with the future situation.

Number one# if you have to observe and experience

everything before we come up with information about it first#

the things will be passed and we know that past history doesn't

repeat itself and past history doesn't give us any information

by itself about the future. The reason this is so is because

past history only gives information about a thing that has

already happened# and it doesn't necessarily mean that thing

will happen the next day. For example# and ah# for example

the sun; tiie sun has been coming up day after day for many

years and from that we could attempt to predict that it will

come up tomorrow. But past history might not repeat itself so

we have no real evidence that the sun will come up tomorrow#

do we? We only know that it did come up many# many times

before# you see. So really the empirical method and histori-

cal materialism is not giving us the kind of information that

would help us deal with things in the future# not that alone#

you see. Many people feel with the study of history and I
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would like to warn my friends, my comrades in the BSU, that

we cannot rely too heavily upon historical information

because, as you very well know, history has caused very many

problems and the problems that history has caused and even

some of the solutions that history has given us might not

necessarily be a solution for the future.
I

So what we will do here is, first, understand we

just examined two ways 6f thinking. We called it empiricism

or the historical method and v/e talked about the rational

method. Empiricism, you could get more information out of it

by reading William James, "Historical Materialism", Hegel, and,

of course, for the rational method, Kant. But, as we see

that both processes of thinking fall short of glory, they don’t

give us the kind of information that we would like to have

because one gives us only an idea about something; it doesn’t

even guarantee that that thing has anything to do with the

external. And the other, while relying heavily upon the

external world, doesn't give us the ability to predict nor

does it tell us the nature of things. And I say tliat it

doesn't tell us the nature of things because of static,
*

And a man called Karl Marx was unhappy about the kind of knowledge
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and the so-called truths that was delivered by these two

methods. So in order to perfect the investigation process

that he decided that he would attempt to integrate the two.

First, that he would use history or the empirical

method in order to understand the outside world. In other

words, he started with the belief that the outside world

existed. Now, secondly, that he was dissatisfied with Kant

but he thought that something that Kant did was very good and

later on we’ll talk about the dual nature of things. Every-

thing is both good and bad at the same time and right and

wrong at the same time and everything that builds itself is

also eliminating itself in one way or another. So he saw

that there was something good about the rational method

because it tended to give us a position where we could not

only know how things change but also we could predict or

speculate about the future. So he took reason or the rational

method and combined this with the empirical method and came up

with a philosophy or process or formula that he called

dialectical materialism.

Dialectical materialism opposed the rational method

or idealism and also opposed the empirical or historical

materialism and it was the two methods of thinking integrated.
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So what happened was this. That he collected everything by

observation experience and then he used reason to say that

while historical things might not be future things at the

same time that I can analyze all those conditions surrounding

them and then speculate about the future by using reason.

So, in other words, that the sun has come up many thousand
*

times, many million times for many, many years, so what I will

do is analyze all the conditions surrounding the sun, all of

them that I can, and then I will try to predict the future

because I can use reason and then say that if these conditions

continue that this will probably exist in the future. So then

this gave us more of a full scope and also told us something

about the world.

Another stipulation I would like for you to make

or agreement and that is that everything is in a constant

state of transformation. In other words, everything is being

changed to something else. But we don't like to use the word

change because that sounds like it loses all of the properties

that it once had and gained complete new properties. But we

say it's transformed. The characteristics are transformed

and something else is created.
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The sun is very hot and gives much light

and it comes up everyday; probably, speculation, probably from

the very start it is also eliminating itself. It is also

snuffing itself out and burning itself up. And that's why

we would have to take everything in consideration cd>out

speculating about the rise of the sun tomorrow.

So this would be reason united with the empirical

or the historical method. So this method I'm using now is

called dialectical materialism; some people call it Marxism,

And the Black Panther Party uses this methvod of reasoning so

therefore, we call ourselves Marxists,

And there was another man called Lenin and Lenin

was somewhat action orientated and Lenin used the method and

the process of thinking of Marx and also put tliis into

practice. In other words, Marx was somewhat an armchair

philosopher, and while he was a great theoretician that, as

far as the practice was concerned, it was v/anting in many

areas. What Lenin did was, simply, he was a student of Marx

and he attempted to use the information and the philosophy of

Marx and use it in a very practical manner. In other words,

a manner in such a way that would aid him in not only analyzing
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and understanding the world around him but also he would '

attempt to transform that world by harnassing certain forces

and changing them in the desired manner.

Now I spoke earlier about things being in a con-

stant state of change and I will try to give you some examples

of things changing and how things are transformed. Number

one, that I said everything is in a constant state of trans-

formation and because of the dialectical method of Marxism,

it attempts to understand the total universe. And I say the

total universe because we believe that if you only understand

a part or if you isolate phenomena you've taken it out of its

environment and you've made changes yourself. Therefore, you

cannot understand the totality even of the part because the

part was also affected by the whole. So in order to understand

any part of anything, you have to understand all the things

surrounding it; and if we can agree that most things are

inter-related in this universe in some kind of way, that there

is an integration - even those things that seem opposite -

because they seem to be attached and related to each other in

some way. So I'll give you a few examples of things changing
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and how the social world and the physical world and even the

spiritual world are very inter-related. Number one, that in

physics we see that when we attempt to analyze the physical

world we see that there are atoms, neons and protons, you see.

The (long pause with several "ahhs") first, I'm

somewhat confused because I was given a note that people are

getting somewhat bored with what I'm saying. All right
r

brothers and sisters, well, look. I'll try. I'll attempt to

make what I'm saying exciting to you and if it's not exciting

it's just a shortcoming on my part because I'm not very

articulate. But I hope that we gain something here today and

I'm going to be here for a while and you'll be able to ask

any questions you want. And if I'm lucky, maybe I can answer

it. If I'm not. I'll tell you so and I'll tell you I can't
f

answer it and we'll try to find the answer by going to the

volumes and if we can't find it there we'll just try to reason

it out and just ponder it until we can. So I'm going to go

on even though I appreciate your great patience.

As well as spiritual world is dependent upon the

physical. As I go along I warn you that I'll ask certain

stipulations and you can challenge me on it or ask questions

about it in the question - answer period. But there's another
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belief that we Marxists - Leninists go from and that we start

from positions that everything comes from the material.

That*s why we call the method of reasoning dialectical

materialism. Everything comes from material, in other words

the genesis and the foundation of everything comes from a

material source. And we say that even spiritual comes from

material because we can't understand and we can't see that

there would be a spiritual or an intangible or an idea with-

out the mechanism of the brain or the man who is made of

flesh and blood. So, therefore, we say the man would not

exist and the world seems to be made of material things.

So phenomena seems to be, to have the genesis in the material.

Now we say that things that are constantly changing and

things are transformed and they're transformed much of the.,

time by clashing together, I said earlier about tlie existence

of atoms, or electrons, atoms, neons, and protons. And that

we know that when atoms clash they subdivide and I believe

they go into protons, if I remember my physics correctly,

but anyway, they're transformed into something else.

So in the physical world when things clash we call

it the, well in simple terms in the physical world v^hen things

clash - we call it a collision. And we call it that because
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when, say that when you see two cars clash in the street,

when two objects try to occupy the same space at the same

time, that both are transformed; you see, they become different.

And this is the same way that atoms act, you see. When they

clash into each other they subdivide again when they clash, you

see. In the dialectical temns, in the dialectical argument,
5

we call this a contradiction, you see, when two people clash

in language. In other words, if one person says a certain

wall is ten feet tail and the other says it's five feet tall

and they're talking about the same object, the same wall, we

say they're having a contradiction. Now contradictions can be

resolved if, first, that the two people agreed upon a basic

premise that's common to both of them that's acceptable. So

if they both say that a certain measuring stick will give them

the true height they can first give the first premise for

believing that the wall was ten feet or five feet high and they

can investigate that.

And they hope through dialectical arguments where

one offers a thesis, the thesis saying the wall is ten feet

tall and the other offers what we call a counter-thesis and who
«

says that the wall is five feet tall and they hope by the end

of the argument, by the investigation, they will come up with
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a synthesis or they will integrate those two things and they

will come up with a new thing. Maybe they'll find out the

wall was actually seven feet tall. So# but at any rate,

things in the physical world, as well as things in the

spiritual world, as well as things in the social world, are

constantly in a state of transformation and constant conflict.

So we see that most people, when they get together, they begin

to make certain stipulations and they'll talk about two

different things and they'll think they're having a contra-

diction and really they're just being contrary. In other

words, v/hen two cars back up to each other back to back and speed

off in two different directions covering other grounds,

this is, the cars are being contrary, you see. But when

people get together and they argue all day and all night and

both are talking about different parts of the same wall and

both could be forrect. For instance, if one person says the

wall is actually ten feet tall and the other says the wall is

brown and tiiey argue all day about that, they both could be

correct, they're being contrary. But first we have to know

what we're talking about, you see, and I give you this founda-

tion because this is the only way I know how to go about
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explaining why the Black Panther Party has come to the con-

clusion that I know that it has*

I know tliat you think that's far fetched, but its

far fetched as far as relating what I'm saying to the Black

Panther Party's position but just bear with me and I'll try

at the end to explain the whole thing and make your patience

worthwhile*

Now, so in that world that we're tpalking about that

exists independently of us, first that that world is in a

constant state of transformation and that even in the physical

world the whole universe is constantly changing and forces

are clashing and modifying themselves and transforming them-

selves, Now we talked about an argument, we called it

dialectical argument, we taled a little about physics and how

the physical world is in a constant state of change.

Now, let's talk a little about tlie social world

because remember that with the dialectical method we attempt

to understand the whole universe and not take it out of con-

text, In other words, we're not going to say that it sure is

bad that everyone is going around, say dropping reds, and

isolate this from tlie other phenomena that caused them to drop.
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the reds. See what I mean? So that's an example of taking

things out of context. Some scholars do it all the time -

the sociologists, the psychologists, the historians - they

take things out of context if they do not use the dialectical

method because they don't explain the whole phenomena. When

you isolate any variables or any force you change that force

from its original form and you're not getting the true nature

of that particular thing, you see. So it is necessary to use

the method of dialectical materialism and I'm explaining why.

So we have two things here. We know that the external world

exists outside of us; we also know it's in a constant state

of change and we know how it changes through conflicts, through

clashing^ together and we saw how we do this in argument

and we saw how it happened in the physical world and now v.’e'll

talk about tlie social world.

In the social world, really there's little difference

in sociology that the sociologists say that when two social

groups meet or cultures meet and a culture is a learned pattern

of behavior, when these two cultures meet that might differ

like the Western culture and say the African culture or the

Western culture and say the American Indian culture. Say that

when these cultures meet, when they get together or when they
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clash, that both are modified, you see, they call it

acculturation in Sociology, They're both modified by the con-

tact and by the conflict, and so something has developed,

is transformed. So to understand anything we'll have to

understand that constant state of change. If we understand

it just in a static sense then we would not understand it at

all because we're not understanding what's its becoming.

We're not understanding that it's never static so therefore,

if we tell someone such and such exists as this we will be

telling them not even a half-truth; we will be telling them a

whole lie if we didn't say that it is also becoming something

else. So, I say all of this because it's very important

especially for young students who have to do much investiga-

tion and I warn you against first the historical method that

I believe is taught most in the school because you know most

of the instructors don't want us to reason, the school is anti-

orientated and not reason orientated. So I don't have to

warn you too much about the reason because they'll make sure

that you don't reason anyway.

So what we talk about here is that the Black Panther

Party has adapted a Marxist-Leninist stance so we're really
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social scientists. We're scientists really in the true sense

of the word and that we're not only Marxist - Leninist

scientists but we're Marxist-Leninist Panther scientists. We

say this because we feel that the Black Panther Party has

added sometiling new, not to the formula of iMarx, but we

have applied this fomula in a creative way to new phenomena

that didn't exist in the past when Marx was here because,

remember things are constantly changing. So we say that the

Black Panther Party becomes the dynamic party because we use

a way of thinking, a way that we can defend, a way that we say

that tile only thing we could do, the only contradiction that

we can reach with the person is really a matter of having

information or not having it,

(There was a break in the tape here but an unknown

male voice said he would fill in with he had said: "he began

to talk about the idea upon which the Black Panther Party was

originally founded and he said in 1966 we formed the Party and

at first it was the Black Nationalist Party")

,

t

We felt black nationalism answered the problem

or would give us the solution to our problem here in America,

We felt that if we followed the course that all other oppressed

ethnic groups and cultures followed by creating our own nation
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then we would deliver ourselves from the suffering and we would

arrive at a position equal to other ethnic groups and other

cultures in the world. And this is why that we were Black

Nationalist in 1966, But after that time, shortly after that

time, we saw that if we only related to oppressed people and

black people exclusively here in America that we would auto-

matically be a minority and that we would not only be a

minority but a weak minority. We didn't have the necessary

tools, we didn't have the necessary condition to change our

situation so we were transformed, we changed in our position,

our philosophy to what we call revolutionary nationalism,

Revolutionaty nationalism was really a form of internationalism,

which I'll go into in a very short time.

Revolutionary Nationalism meant that not only were

we nationalists and not only did we want a nation, we also

wanted solidarity with all oppressed people in the world and

oppressed people in this country and that while we wanted a

nation that we also saw that there was another evil that was

affecting not only us but everyone in the world. And that was

bureaucratic capitalism and the greed of a small ruling circle.

That's called super rich or the capitalist class. And this is
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the class that only controls the means of production according

to Johnson's report on civil disorder this class represents

or controls the 76 companies that control the United States

economy and industry and also the industry of the world.

Because the United States is an empire, you see. So we felt

that we needed solidarity with all of these people you see

who are also oppressed. These people were mainly in Africa,

Asia and Latin America, but after we learned more we saw that

there were Europeans also who are oppressed, on a relative

basis, but nevertheless, they're oppressed, in this country

and out of this country. So we have sought this solidarity

and we thought hard enough that we could create a nation like

everyone else, we could gain the respect and the dignity like

other people have that they seemed to have gained through

their nation.

Something else happened. We saw that other countries

in the world were fighting against colonialism and fighting

against the aggression of the United States Armed Forces, who

was attempting to occupy their country and draw their national

resources out and control their territory. We saw that these

countries were Internationalists and they didn't talk too much
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about Revolutionary Nationalism. They talked about an

international hook-up of all oppressed people. So we thought
-»

this would be a good idea because this would increase our

strength and increase our number. Where there's number with

unity there's strengtli. We saw then that if we became inter-

nationalists x-te would be able to choke the ruling circle's forces.

The same ruling circle that was responsible for our slavery in

1619, the same ones who oppress now the Vietnamese people^

the same ones who indirectly or I would say directly, oppress

the Africans in Mozambique and Angola because the Portuguese

who are direct masters there are also members of NATO, which

is the international body of Armed Forces that deploys military

weapons such as rockets and planes to satellite countries. So

the United States supplies the Portuguese with the weapons

to murder tlie Africans in Angola and Mozambique and it is

also the United States ruling circle that also makes it

possible for tlae people, the black people in Africa, South

Africa, to be oppressed by the racist government there because

there is a Standard Oil in South Africa and Rockefeller is

there and there's much American investment. in South Africa,
* >

therefore strengtliening the African Government that's oppressing
;

poor people there.
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People have a right to live and people have a right

to control their land. So we saw it necessary to become

internationalists. After this we found something else and

this wasn't to the surprise of our friends the world over, the

oppressed people again, the oppressed people in Latin America;

but first, it surprised our friends all over the world and

many of our comrades here in America. And that is a short

time ago we not only offered our services to oppressed

brothers in Vietnam but we also went a step farther. We,

also at this same time, we denounced internationalism and

embraced what we called intercommunalism. Intercommunalism

is a higher stage of development; it is the highest stage

of development of Marxism-Leninism because it says this.

It says that in order for, first, in order to create a nation,

the nation would have to have a set of conditions to exist.

First thing that with internationalism it means an inter-

relationship of nations. Inter means inter-relationship of

things; nationalism or nation means, if I have a clear under-

standing of the word, an inter-relationship of nations. So,

in order to have internationalism, first you have to have

nationalism or nationhood. But, after using the formula of
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thinking and the dialectical method, we found that there are

no nations in the whole world. No nations exist any longer -

there are no nations any longer. The nations have been trans-

formed and they do not exist. The United States, most people

recognize it not as a nation but they say the imperialists

live in the United States ruling circle and they send their

imperial truths to various lands. Nations to control that

land space, and to oppress the people there for profit motives.

Now imperialism, a root word would be empire, the

imperialists live in an empire and an empire is a nation trans-

formed, An empire perhaps a nation that existed at one time

but as soon as the United States became empire that it did

something else. Because, remember when we said earlier in

our conversation that when one part of a thing is changed or

transformed it also changes everything else. Everything else

is transformed.

In other words, you can't transform a part of a whole

without changing the whole part. So we say that the day the

United States or America became empire; and, if you would

agree with me that imperialism exists and the imperialists ^
the American force, then you have to also agree that America
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is an empire. It would be contradiction to say that America

is a nation also because it cannot be a nation and an empire

at the same time, because then we would stop being precise

and we would stop being scientists. In other words, why have

two words mean exactly the same thing. We say perhaps at one
!

time the United States was a nation but it is not anymore;

it is an empire when it! starts controlling not only its land
t

I

space but all other land spaces in the world. And there were

stages, it didn't do this overnight.

At one time yOu had colonialism and then the scholars
i

• I

started saying, "Well, Colonialism doesn't exist in Latin
i

America and it doesn't 6xist in Vietnam; we'll call it some-

thing else, we'll call it neo-colonialism," Then they argued

back and forth because ^t that time it was very vague, what
t

I

do you mean. So we say i that at one point the neo-colonialism
I

I

'

was the bridge stage between tlie elimination of nationhood,
I

So, therefore, at one time you had colonialism that meant
i

that people from the mother country went to other countries and
I

i

they controlled their government. They were in a minority,

they would draw out raw | materials. The natives were always

in the majority and many of the natives were not even affected
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by the presence of the settlers, you see. But something else

happened. The settler, in most cases went back home. He

either just left his army or he left a puppet government made

up of natives, you see. And something else happened. The

total economy of all of these countries, it was so integrated
I

into the American empire until we can't even made a distinction

between that other land space and this land ^pace. So I

think that just for precision we would have to identify new

phenomena. We would have to say things have been transformed

to the point where nations do not exist and they stopped

existing when the United States became empire the rest of the

world was transformed into something. And we'll discuss that

in a little bit. But first that we must recognize that with

the philosophy of dialectical materialism there's nothing that

will stay the same so this is stipulation.

Now the Black Pabther Party has been called many

things because at one time we followed somewhat, I don't know

what you would call it, you might call it orthodoxed Marxist

stand, you see. When I say orthodox, we tried to, I don't

know, we didn't really try, we went along with, reluctantly,

many people who were really historical Marxists, you see.
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In other words, they thought that the things that
k

I

happened in 1917 in Russia would happen all over again and

because of their historical approach, they failed in their

analysis and came up with truths or knowledge that was short

of reflecting the true nature of things. In other words, we

cannot expect the same things to happen here or in the world

that happened in 1917 and in Russia, which is now called the

Soviet Union. And I'm going to interject this because it

becomes very important at the end of our conversation' because

in 1917, as you very well know, a revolution occurred there

under the leadership of Marx and Lenin, under the leadership

of Lenin using the thought of Marx. That revolution was

carried out by the proletarians. By proletarians we mean

factory workers. The proletarians at that time in Russia

represented the class that carried the potential to create the

new society to a higher level. The proletarians were the

industrial workers but Russia, at that time, was basically an

agricultural society and the peasantry was in the majority.

The peasantry was in the majority but they did not carry the

revolutionary potential and, in fact, they did not carry

because of the conditions at that time, the total conditions

they were not able to make revolution or change the society.
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' The proletarians were a minority. They represented,

a very small class at that time. The proletarians worked in

the factories while the burgeois class owned the means of

production. The say that caune about is that things seemed,

remember I said and I didn ' t explain that every determination

has a limitation and every limitation has a determination,

that means I talked about the sun, while the sun seems to

build itself, let's say at some point it probably builds its

heat and its momentum and circulating the universe. It

also is doing something else. It is also cancelling Itself

out and this is true of everything else. While it's building

itself up, it's also cancelling itself out. Now this also

happened with the peasantry in Russia because of the total

condition. Now, mainly because of the development of technology

and the exploitation of the bourgeois, which were the

Capitalists at that time. In other words, the peasants, because

of their division and because they were attached to the land,

had a tendency to control all of the things that they grew and

all the labor was consumed by the family or else very little

was used for trade and so forth. Because this was a fact, they

had a tendency to stay at one level of development as far as
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technology was concerned and as far as creating such institu-

tions that might lighten the burden of toil that would

eventually free man from labor. So the bourgeoisie, because

of its treachery and because of its greed, expropriated some

of the x^ork by buying up land, being feudal lords, and so

forth; and they bought this up and they called what the workers

did, they paid the peasants a small price and what happened

was they would only pay them X amount and would never really

be the whole amount it was owed to them because he could not

afford to pay them for all their labor. If he paid them for

all their labor it x>;ould do him no good to be a capitalist

because he wouldn't make anything out of it. So, tlierefore,

he expldited them because of his greed, because he wanted more

than he could consume, and it wasn't because of the kindness

of his heart or it wasn't because he v/anted to advance the

society he wanted more. So he expropriated and he accumulated

what x^^as called profit and he used this wealth that he had

stolen through his thievery to pay off the workers, but he

would never pay them as much as their labor was x^rorth. By
i

;

»

I

doing this he accximulated so much until eventually he could

create, build machines so he could cut down on the number of

hours necessary for the people to work and therefore, he could
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get n\ore profit, '

1

While he was doing this and it wasn't a good thing

if we look at it from the sides of the peasants or the

majority, but he thought it was good because it was creating

wealth for himself and while it didn't reduce the labor of most

of the peasants , it reduced his labor so he was becoming some-

what free. While he was doing this he was doing it at the
*

expense of the peasant, you see. So he was building also an

industrial base, because as he got one machine he would build

another and another and another and finally he had a pretty

big industry and he had workers then who were not attached to

the soil and did not own their tools and did not ever hope to

own their land. They just labored for that man so that he

could pay them enough money so they could eat. This created

what we call a surplus or a potential for surplus and also

created the proletarian class that in 1917 was the minority class

in Russia,

Now, while the capitalist was doing this he was
!

also eliminating himself because he was creating such con-

ditions that would make possible for what we call an equal

distribution of wealth. It also created industrial base as
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we already investigated something that the peasants probably

wouldn't have got for themselves that they had created, and

I say that what they wouldn't have got for themselves, but

really they did do it. Of course, they wouldn't exploit

themselves. So in that way they wouldn't have took the

process to save it because why, you see. They weren't

greedy but I would like to show you the dual nature of things.

While he created the industrial base he also created the

necessary conditions for what the Russians shortly after that

called socialism. In other words, it would free the people

from the soil, it would give them more leisure so they could

engage in creative productivity so they could be free to do

the things that would make them happy instead of doing the

things that would provide for himself and for his master, who

was a capitalist,
«

So while the capitalist gave raise to his own

strength he also eliminated his strength and he eliminated the

strength by paying less and less, creating the conditions so

the people could eventually exproppriate because of anger,

because they became more and more aware of what he had done to

them, and it created a situation where in 1917, Lenin was

able to organize a force of workers and create a socialist
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society. We'll hold socialist because of a lack of a better

term. We'll say he advanced society* He advanced it because

after the revolution that what was once owned by a small

ruling circle was owned by all of the people of Russia, now

called the Soviet Onion, There's no private ownership in

Russia even to this day. And there's no private ownership

because the people in Russia fought a revolution in order to

shart equally the wealth in that country, and the equality is

not absolute even at this time. And we'll explain that

towards the end of this conversation. But any rate, a society

was changed and at this time Russia is a major industrial

society and while the capitalists in the country and the

bourgeoisie built wealth for itself, he also eliminated himself.

Now, I had to go on that long thing to explain

determination and limitation, how everything has a dual

character. Now, as far as the United States is concerned, or

the American empire, that I say that it's changed and trans-

formed the whole world and I also said that the Black Panther

Party has deviated from what we call the orthodoxed thinking

of so-called Marxists, because we're not historical Marxists,

we're creative Marxists and that we're not flunkies for anyone

and we're dialectical materialists and we're not historical

materialists. So what we're saying is that if you're a
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dialectical materialist,
'

you realize that everything is

changing all the time, We also challenge some of the scholars

in Marxism because they say that you must depend upon the

proletarians to carry the banner of revolution because they
•

I

always have carried it. We v/ould say that's evidenced of this

person being a historian and a follower of Hegel instead of

Marx and Engel because they're saying that because it

happened in the past it will remain static in the future and

this is non-dialectical. We will say it will be anything

but what it was in the past. So we say that, at this time,

that there ^ many similarities between the way things seem

to change, but they're not the same. In other words, that

the Black Panther Party says the proletarian class or the

workers here in the United States, the workers under the

same conditions tliat we have today, do not carry the potential

for revolution. They do not carry the potential to change

society into a place where people will be able to live happily

together in unity and sharing.

We said they do not carry that we say the Lumpen
I

proletarians carry it and we say the Lumpen proletarians are
I

the unemployables. We say that we would also agree with

some of the scholars that it takes a popular revolution to
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change society into a socialist <>_ . ,iTmiunist society. It's
(

I

never done by a class that doe~ nol have the potentiality

for majority or being the majoritv or in fact, is not the

majority. But it at least has to have the potentiality to be

a majority. And all of the conditions would have to be such

to indicate that this class will be the majority in the future.

For being the majority to lead the revolution. But we say

that following tl;e lumpen proletarian we admit again, and I

say this not to be redundant, for emphasis added, that we

are minority and the lumpen proletarian means the Left VJing

of the proletarian class or the unemploycd>les who once were

workers or maybe they never even made that status, you see.

But at any rate, they are not workers at this point, or maybe

they're seasonal, they're only employed in seasons and we

say the conditions in the country at this time would indicate

this, that we do carry the potentiality of being the majority

because, if according to some experts, if the ruling circle

remains in power for the next ten years, that the industry in

this country will only need 10,000 men or proletarians to deal
*1 I

with that,
'

In other words, there will be only 10,000 proletarians.

And everything would be mechanized to the point where it would

be a push button operation so those people running the
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industries, we wouldn't even call them proletarians any more,

we would call them what some people say are technocrats. The

age of technocracy would be the order of the day and we see

because things are always changing, technology does not stay

in the same place, that it's changing all the time, I

could start, we could start at automation, and we could go

from there to cybernation and now at the present day we're going

through the age of technocracy. Technocrat is a man who is
r s

.
^

.

t.

so skilled to the point where a few people could stand at

buttons, calculating machines, IBM, electric brains and turn

out automobiles and anything necessary, you see. So we say »

that while the lumpen proletarian class at this time is in the
I

i

minority that we have a future majority, we have the necessary

alienation from the production becuase it does not serve us.

And because we don't even work at it to want to and need to

creat the new society,
f

i

The proletarian class at this time is on the decline,

it's eliminating, the capitalist is eliminating itself while

the lumpen proletarian class or the unemployables are on the

upserge. Just as the peasantry in Russia in 1917 was on the

decline while the proletarian class was on the upserge. So,
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therefore, using the dialectical method, we see that things

are constantly eliminating themselves and every determination

has a limitation and every limitation has a determination.

Therefore, we are sure if the trends of technology

and if the revolution doesn't happen in a couple of years that

the lumpen, proletarian class, will lead that. We'll be the

vanguard class tiiat holds potentiality to create the new

world. So we say this, we say what shall v/e do? Shall we

stop relating to the proletarian class? No I Because, remember

we said things do not change, they're trnasfomned. Those same

people who are nov; proletarians are getting very afraid and

even some of the proletarians are attacking people who are not

working because they are afraid they might not have a job in

the next few years. Instead of blaming their master, and the

super rich, or all other means of production, they blame a

person who does not have a job who might be the lumpen. So this

is not from unconsciousness. But everyone would agree that

what is happening today is that people are becoming unemployed

and unemployable, and ;^e say that while the proletarian will

become lumpen, they'll do just that. So we wouldn't mind going

into the factories organizing there because the same man who

has a job today will not have the job tomorrow. So why wait
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until tomorrox’? to start educating him to the necessities of

revolution, why not start today? So we would do this.

Now I say that we’ve been criticized because many

people say well they're not really Marxists because all

Marxists know the proletarians will lead the revolution. And

we say not so, the lumoen proletarians will do so. And I

/

said this in order to make this Point: That along with the

transformation of all things that we have some new phenomena.

We have the lumpen proletarians, we have the world being one

community now. We have the world being one community and

there's an action for nations. The United States is not even

a nation, because we call that empire. In history, empires

could exist and they did exist along with other nations.

We'll agree to this, and vfe said that the Romans had an empire,

but while they had an empire there were some nations in

existence that the Homans didn't even know about. So we call

the Roman Empire the primitive empire. The Romans ruled all

the known world. But this is why they called themselves

imperialists. They had an empire because they ruled all the

known world. Today I think we could reach an agreement that

the facist forces in the small ruling circle who controls them,
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the bosses, they know all of the world, and control all of it.

So therefore, the modern empire doesn't make allowances for

any other nation being in existence. And I say that the

difference from colonialism where a cotintry's economy and

culture and political institutions are only partially con-

trolled because we're saying that the ruling circle, the 76

companies, and some experts say 20 companies have integrated

the economy, the culture, the political institutions into one

body, and tliat's the ruling circle who operates out of

Manhattan or Wall Street, They not only have taken the wealth

from everyone, they also took people, they took people, they

took the Africans from Africa in 1619 to Jamestown and they

started to use the laoor of black Africans for their own

advancement. Then they took the Chinese - they shanghaied

the Chinese and they worked the Chinese on the railroad. And

then they took wealth from Africa, Asia, and Latin America,

They centralised it. They centralized it. One of the means

to have a socialist society is to have centralization. That's

why the capitalists in Russia in 1917 served a oositive pur-

pose as well as a negative one and after the economy and I say

that first its not enough to say everything has been centralized,

let's investigate that.
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The first thing, what is a nation, A functional ‘

definition, a very functional definition - a nation first

usually is a land space, a geography that separates it from

other people, from other land space, from other culture by

either land or partition or water, or some division, and this

group of people who live on this particular land space will

control, they control their political institutions, their

cultures, and they have control of their territorial integrity.

In other v/ords, that no one can violate the territory without

a fight, and matter of fact, they have enough control where

they could be pretty sure that they will not suffer the wrath

of another people from another land space and another culture.

Also, they control the political institution and their

economy. Now, as this particular, as these people in this

other geographical location lose these qualities, we start to

doubt their nationhood for whatever reasons. Now if they lose

enough of them, we say that the country has been colonized.

If their political institutions control, if their economy is

controlled to a certain degree, but yet they still have the

wealth and the ground for potentialities to pull out of that

and control their thinking at a later date, let's call that
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colonialism.
i

I

I

Let's add another characteristic that people from a

mothe]^ country are present there as settlers, and controlling

the major political institutions. And then after colonialism
I

I

becomes somewhat sophisticated, the settler draws out, and

still he controls some of the economy, usually a single crop,

or a single part, and he attempts to inflict his culture in

order to maintain his support. After he controls the

political institution, the economic institution, the cultural

institution, and after he violates the land, the territorial

boundary lines whenever he wants to, then we would say that the

country's not a nation, and then if he takes all of this, and

integrates it into one centralized control, then we would say

a nation who does not exist at all. We would say more or less

it's like a community. It's like a community under siege.

It's like a community where an occupying army and also a small

group of people who don't even live there and taking- the wealth,

whether it's human labor, whether it's materials on the

ground, and taking that and centralizing some place else.

Matter of fact, we would say that it fits the community that

we would call a community, not only under siege, but a com-

munity in possession by someone else,
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Well, I'm very hung-up nov/. I just received a note

that we only have ten minutes, because school is going to be

out, but really I've only laid the foundation to tiry to gain

some truth, and that it would take me a couple of more hours,

but I would like to say this. I'll try to accelerate my

language which I find difficult doing, and I say this, today,

what exists is reactionary intercommunalism. Reactionary

intercoramunalisra exists whan the people of the world, the

communities of the world are under siege to the point where

the ruling circle forces are actually in that country, control-

ling that country, and when the whole world's apparatus of

economy and culture through the advancement of technology

and the mass-media, is also under change. In other words, black

people in this country once had a culture, of our own, but

yet we were transformed by the mass-media here and the small

group of the ruling circle is in control of that. And, in

other words, that we've been almost completely transformed and

now it takes adjout five h<|)urs to get to New York, this again
i

advancement of transportation, takes about five hours to fly

i

to New York, and it takes ! about ten hours to get to Algiers,
I

Algeria, where our Minister of Information is, Eldridge Cleaver,
J

!
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who incidentally wants to come back home, and you can

prepare a place for him. But we only have a little time and

1*11 try to speed up. That it takes ten hours to get to

Vietnam, it takes just about eleven hours to get to any point

in the world from any place, you see. And if you couple

this with the fire power of the ruling circle, if you couple

this witli the wealth that's been ripped off and centralized,
I

you'll see that the world is one community and black people in

this country are dispersed collection of communities, you know

a community in Watts, a community in Oakland, a community in

Harlem,
i

We see the same thing with the Chinese in San

Francisco, You have a community of Chinese in Chinatown, You

also have a community of Chinese in Hong Kong and also in the

People's Republic, A community under siege, a community

that anything they organize, they have to take under considera-

tion of force of the United States, they have to take under

consideration the existence of the United States to plan their

own lives, and that means their lives are really controlled.

So we say the people of the world represents not a nation,

but a collection of institutions, they ' re supposed to serve the
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the people who live around them, and conceivably you can live

your whole life without getting most of the desired things,

and most of the reinforcements and gradifications out of living

in that one community, so the difference from the nation because

usually they're a collection of communities revolving around

one super structure, and now the world is always revolving

around the ruling circle of the United States, and we say that

the occupying army has many faces but they act the same way.

The same army that has the people's community of Vietnam under

siege is the same community that has the Slack Panther Party

house and the black community and the university community

under siege here. All of the forces never live in the com-

munity, always live outside of it. It's the same with the

Vietnamese people. So we say that what we want is really not

reactionary intercommunalism, but revolutionary intercommunalism,
i

where all communities in the world unite and down the racist

reactionary exploited, and then give the power to the people

where the people will control tlieir own communities. So we

say the Vietnamese people and the African people in Angola and

Mozambique want the same thing. All the people in Latin

America V7ant the same thing. They want the racists, fascists
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troops to withdraw from their community, stop the murder of

their people so they can control their institutions there and

then so the people of the world will not unite and for awhile

we v/ill have what \‘je call revolutionary intercommunalism,

because the people of the communities of the v;orld would then

have a revolutionary inter-relationship instead of the

reactionary kind. The reactionary kind that was brought on by

the fascists.

One more point, remember we said every determination

has a limitation and every limitation has a determination.

This also proves what is happening nov;. So therefore, the

ruling circle can eliminate itself by centralizing some of the

wealth and make the world one so the people of the world will

be truly united as we are now but only in the reactionary

fascists. So what has happened is this. That v/e will have

one world, in fact we do have one world as far as culture is

concerned, that the world is so small now that all of our

cultures be modified, but we want it to be modified in a

revolutionary way, and we don't want that small ruling circle

to control that transformation. We want all the people

together to control it and in order to control it we have to
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to take control of the means of production and also the mass-

media that most culture. We know that we can't hold onto

even cur old African culture, that our culture's going to

change anyway, because everything is under change, but we

don't like the way it has changed. We don't want the kind of

values that's been established by the ruling circle, but v;e

will acknowledge the change, but what we say is this, that

at the point of the capitalists, the ruling circle, ripping

off everything, that we say here in the United States even if

we had a revolution, it could never be a socialist revolu-

tion, The reason it could never be a socialist revolution is

because a socialist revolution relies upon statehood, Marx

said that society has a tendency to develop from, say, slave

society, which virtually doesn't exist anymore, and to weigh

slaves from there they call a capitalist developed. Prom

there, capitalist state, from capitalist state to socialist

state, and then to non state, but we, as Marx said at one

time, the people will become, would be the power of the people

would bring on this age where statehood and state will wither

away# but we find after a correct analysis that the state has

already been withered away by the reactionary. That's why we
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have now reactionary in the communalism. So what has happened

is this. While the capitalists centralized the wealth in

Russia in 1917 or off that land space, they could have a

socialist revolution, and we would already laid out whether

they did or not, and at this time the United States could not

have a socialist revolution because if we had a revolution

here with the people in this geographic location, were to

take over means of production, and we did not have a redistribu-

tion of wealth on a world level, there would not be a revolu-

tion, because a socialist revolution also says that the people

must share equality in their wealth and the possession that

the people must be returned.

But what if you get in a situation where a small

group of people hold possession of the world goods? So this

would mean in order for them to have truly a socialist revolu-

tion, and I like the word because it's not a social, in order

for them to have honest, good revolution, a revolution that's

fair, they would have to have a redistribution of wealth on a

world level, and this is what communism is about. Because it's

a world planning of the economy, it's a world interchange of

cultures, it's a world interchange of people because territorial
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lines will not exist only within the revolutionary way, but

we cannot go into this right away, because the Communist

ideology is also a spiritual thing or cultural thing, and I

say that when we have our revolution, it will be the age of,

revolutionary intercommunalism will exist,.

Because my mouth is too dry. Let me see, I'm

trying to hurry.

Look, we cannot hide a, after the state has

withered away we cannot have a complete change all at once,

so revolutionary intercommunalism will linger and this is why.

In sociology we learn that there's a structural change, there's

also a cultural lag. In other words, after you change. The

means of production or after you change an institution or

organize a certain level of society, the values of the people

will lag behind the change, and this is v;hy that we will not
I

go directly into an age of communism because vrhile the people

receive the structure, which is the means of production, it v/ill
I

take ,a time to get rid of racist thought, burgeois thought,

and reactionary thinking. So we have a structural change, but

yet it will take a time for the people to deal with the mass-
I

media' in order to create a culture that's essentiallv human,
(

I

and this is the culture when tliere was the most, the best in 1

'
I

f

I

I
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man, and also it would be the time where the people v;ill sieqe

the means of production, where the proletariats will still

not exist, because one of themselves said that at some point

where after the people received the means of production, then

they would develop it to such an extent where a few men would

be able to stand in one place, push buttons and move mountains,

because, in fact, that f-larx was a pretty lazy person, and he

wanted to free man from toil.

So we say the proletarian class is not even a

static class because it's not static. As a matter of fact,

it should not be, because we want to get away from the toil

by the sweat of our brow, and we vrill do it by developing our

technology so that we can then engage in productive creativity

and with the people of the world, minds will be changed so we

will see that we are all very similar and not so different

after all, that we have more similarities, as a matter of fact,

because v/e're all homosapiens or of the same species, and there

will be no need for the ruling circle to create a racist

society, a society because the bridges were not united, and

the people will prevail, and the people who truly have power,

and the people who then will go from one country or one land
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space to another, just as now you go from your home to this

school. And we’ll share, and this seems to be the trend, and

if I'm v/rong, it's not because my thinking is wrong, it's

simply because, perhaps, the application is wrong, and perhaps

you will be able to give us something. But as long as it is

the case that the Black Panther Party will struggle with

people in the world.

Power to the people. Free Bobby, free Bobby Seale,

Free Angela, and free the Soledad Brothers, and we have to free

all political prisoners. And I'm sorry that I bored you. We

don't even have time for a question and answer period. I'll

come back sometime. Thank You.
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PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY

SF 157-1203
"The New York Times" city edition, Tuesday,

April 20, 1965, page 27, reported that a new party of
"revolutionary socialism" was formally founded on
April 18, 1965, under the neune of the Progressive Labor
Party (PLP) which had been known as the Progressive L«d>or
Movement

.

According to the article, "The Progressive Labor
Movement was founded in 1962 by MILTON ROSEN and MORTIMER
SCHEER after they were expelled from the Communist Party
of the United States for assertedly following the Chinese
Communist line."

A source advised on June 3, 1968, that the PLP
held its Second National Convention in New York City,
May 31 to June 2, 1968, at which time the PLP reasserted
its objective of the establishment of a militant working
class movement based on Marxism-Leninism.

The source also advised that at the Second
National Convention MILTON ROSEN was tinemimously re-elected
National Chairman of the PLP and LEVI LAUB, FRED JEROME,
JARED ISRAEL, WILLIAM EPTON, JACOB ROSEN, JEFFREY GORDON,
and WALTER LINDER were elected as the National Committee
to lead the PLP until the next convention.

The PLP publishes "Progressive Labor," a bimonthly
magazine, emd "Challenge-Desafio, " a monthly newspaper.

Source advised on May 25, 1970, that the PLP
utilizes an address of General Post Office Box 808,
Brooklyn, New York, and also utilizes an office in Room
617, 1 Union Square West, New York, New York.
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REVOLUTIONARY YOUTH MOVEMENT

^ source that, the Revolutionary Youth
Movement IJ (RYM II) faction of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) held a national conference at Atlanta, Georgia,
frojin November 26 to 30, 1969. At this conference it was
decided to form a new organization to be known as Revolutionary
Youth Movement (RYM) , characterized as a mass anti-imperialist
youth organization, said organization being proposed as separate
and distinct in form and content from SDS. The "Principles of
Unity" adopted by the conference included a struggle against
white supremacy and male supremacy; fights against imperialism,
anticommunism, fascism and oppression of youth; and support of
the right of self-determination of all "oppressed nations," also
support of the right of all "oppressed and exploited" peoples
"to armed self-defense." It was agreed that RYM would not be a
Marxist- Leninist organization; however, source said this was
decided in order to indicate an organization broad enough in
form to be acceptable to everyone. A temporary National.
Steering Committee (NSC) made up of eight females and two males
was elected to govern RYM until national officers could be
elected during the Spring of 1970.

RYM publications have listed the RYM National Office
(NO) at Post Office Box 5421 and Post Office Box 77012 C, both
Atlanta, Georgia, and a second source has advised that the NO
has no office space but would probably be considered as located
at Apartment 27, 1067 Alta Avenue, Northeast, Atlanta.

Second source advised that women dominated the founding
conference and have continued to dominate NSC meetings to the
point that "women's liberation" has apparently become the RYM's
principal issue - also that RYM's poor financial condition has
resulted in its failure to publish a paper. During early 1970,
RYM has decided to cater to the working class rather than youth,
since the potential for social revolution lies in workers.

A third source har stated that it was decided at the
March, 1970, NSC meeting that RYM women had decided the organi-
zation will be molded into a "working class, Marxist-Leninist

,

revolutionary, anti-imperialist, pro-black nationalist,
people's women's liberation organization,"
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SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

A source advised on August 1, 1960, the San Francisco
Branch of the Socialist 1 Workers Party (SWP) was formed approxi-
mately in the early part of 1938, and the Oakland Branch of the
SWP was formed in the latter part of 1938.

A second source advised on October 26, 1959, that
the name of the Oakland Branch of the SWP was changed to the
Oakland- Berkeley Branch of the SWP.

A third source advised on May 7, 1970, that the San
Francisco Branch and the Oakland- Berkeley Branch of the SWP
follow the policies and directives of the National SWP with
which they are affiliated.

The SWP has been designated pursuant to
Executive Order 10450.
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

SP 157-1203

Students for a Democratic Society, commonly
known as SDS, came into existence at a founding convention
held during June, 1962,' at Port Huron, Michigan. From an
initial posture cf "participatory democracy," Marxist-
Leninist ideology of various shadings became predominant
during 1968-1969 with debate centering on how best to
create a revolutionary youth movement. SDS moved from
involvement in the civil rights struggle to an anti-Vietnam
war position to advocacy of a militant anti-imperialist
line linking up the oppressed peoples of Asia, Africa and.
Latin America with the black liberation movement in the
United States. All major factions within SDS embrace
Marxism-Leninism and identify internationally with China,
Cuba and North Vietnam as countries leading the worldwide
struggles against the United States. However, the Soviet
Union was regarded as imperialist and with the Communist
Party, United States of America, "revisionist" in nature.

SDS operated under a national constitution which
called for an annual National Convention (NC) and quarterly
National Council meetings wherein progrcuns were initiated
and debated. Three national officers were elected annually
with a National Intsrim Committee to run the organization.
Regional offices and college chapters elected delegates to
the national meetings but each functioned independently on
local matters. Its official publication "Fire" (formerly
"New Left Notes") last appeared in December, 1969.

Internal factionalism of serious proportions de-
veloped during 1968-1969 and the following three factions
evolved as a result of a split at the June, 1969, NC;
Weatherman, Worker Student Alliance (WSA) , and Revolutionary
Youth Movement (RYM) . The effect of the split on SDS chapters
throughout the country was divisive. Some alligned with one
or the other of the three major factions. Others, unable to
identify with any faction, disassociated with SDS completely
and changed names.

The SDS national office in recent years was located
at 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. It was closed
in February, 1970.

The Weatherman and RYM groups no longer consider
themselves associated with SDS, and the WSA group refers to
itself as the true SDS.
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STUDENT NATIONAL COORDINA.TING COMMITTEE

SP 157-1203
A source advised the Student National Coordinating

Cominittee (SNCC) , formerly known as the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee, is a nonmembership organization founded
in 1960 during the civil rights movement in the South.

Under the leadership of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who was,
National Chairman during' the period of 1966-1967, SNCC evolved
from a civil rights oriented group into a black revolutionary
organization

.

A pxiblication entitled "1967 High Tide of Black
Resistance" indicates the year 1967 was considered by SNCC as
a historic milestone for the liberation of the black people in
the United States. The publication declared that "liberation
will come only when there is final destruction of this mad
octopus - the capitalistic system of the United States and all
its life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that
choke the people of Africa, Asia and Latin America."

A second source advised that in April, 1969, SNCC
moved its national headquarters from Atlanta, Georgia, to New
York City, where it is presently located at St. Peter's
Episcopal Church, 336 West 20th Street, New York City.

H. RAP BROWN announced at a press conference in New
York City on July 22, 1969, that he had been elected Chairman
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. He announced
that the organization was dropping the word "Nonviolent" from
its title, and would be known as the Student National Coordin-
ating Committee. BROWN, at that time, stated the use of force
is necessary in obtaining revolutionary goals.

A Federal warrant was issued for BROWN on May 4, 1970,
at Baltimore, Maryland, charging him with unlawful interstate
flight to avoid prosecution for arson, inciting a riot and
failure to appear (Title 18, United States Code, Section 1073)

.

A third source advised that as of May, 1970, SNCC has
secured a lease on premises in Augusta, Georgia, which SNCC in-
tends to convert into a "coffeehouse" for GIs from nearby Fort
Gordon, Georgia, to disseminate anti-establishment propaganda.

SNCC also has in the planning stage an Agrarian
Reform Program for black tencint farmers and the resumption of
classes at the H. Rap Brown Liberation School in Atlanta, Georgia.
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SF 157-1203
WEATHERMAN

Initially called the "Action Faction," Weatherman
came into being inawediately before the June, 1969 Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) National Convention (NC) . At
this NC Weatherman won all three national officer positions ,

and a majority of the National Interim Committee as well.
Subsequently, they took over the SDS National Office (NO) in
Chicago, and controlled its funds, paper and national records.
Although internal struggle existed until late 1969, Weatherman
for all major purposes controlled SDS nationally from June,
1969, until its NO closed in February, 1970. At this time it
no longer considered itself part of SDS.

The term Weatherman emerged from an ideological paper
prepared by its leaders entitled, "You Don't Need a Weatherman
to Know Which Way the Wind Blows," ("New Left Notes," June 18,
1969). This statement outlined the basic stance of Weatherman:
Marxist-Leninist in content but with strong advocacy that action
not theory would bring about revolution in the United States.
This posture was complemented with an international identification
to the Cuban revolution and CASTRO 's statement that the duty of
a revolutionary is to make revolution.

During October, 1969, Weatherman riots in Chicago
resulted in more than 260 arrests for mob action and related
charges. A program of armed struggle was finalized during a
December, 1969, "War Council" wherein terrorist tactics and
political assassination were contemplated. The basic strength
of Weatherman was then revealed to be some 300-350 nationally
and geographically apportioned to the Midwest, New York, and
some Northwest.

As its rhetoric of violence escalated. Weatherman
leaders increasingly discussed the necessity of an underground
operation wherein more than 90 percent of the organization
would be submerged; "affinity groups" of three - five members
would function independently. In February, 1970, Weatherman
leaders amnounced a program of "strategic sabotage" with police
and military installations as primary targets.

In February, 1970, Weatherman ab2mdoned the SDS NO,
1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois, and throughout
the country entered an underground status.
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SF 157-1203 WOiyCER STUDENT ALLIANCE/PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY

A source advised during August , 1969, that at
the National Convention (NC) of Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) held in Chicago, Illinois, during June, 1969,
a split arose between the Progressive Labor Party (PLP) and
the National Office (NO) , the NO becoming known as the
Weatherman faction. The PLP faction drew the largest
support among those in attendance at the NO.

Source further advised that during late Summer,
1969, the PLP faction of SDS established its National
Headquarters (NH) on the second floor of a loft~type
building at 173-A Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
The campaign on which the PLP faction centered was to build
a worker student alliance or a campus worker student allicince.
Thus, they adopted the names of Worker Student Alliance (WSA)
or Campus Worker Student Alliance.

Source stated that the "New Left Notes," printed
in New York City, is the official publication of the WSA
faction

.

»

A second source advised during January, 1970, that
within the SDS, the WSA is a caucus of which the PLP consti-
tutes the leadership.

A third source advised during July, 1970, that
during demonstrations staged in the Boston area during the
Spring and Summer of 1970 by the NH, the main theme of
previous demonstrations staged by the NH shifted from
protestations of the Vietnam War and other United States
foreign policy matters to attacking domestic issues such
as racism and unemployment and demonstrating support of
the "workers' struggle."

APPENDIX
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Report of SA|
dated and captioned as above,
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All sources (except any listed “below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
infoimation in the past*
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This document contains neither recommendations por conclusions of the FBI. H is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVtSTiGATiOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTIOM

NR017 NY C 0 D E

14 7^ URGENT 5-6-71 JDF

Tq/dIRECTOR 105-165429

TEtETYPE

ATT; DOMESTIC INTELLIGANCE DIVISION

NEW HAVEN
'W,!:

SAN FRANCISCO 157-1205 HERLiH -

.. DATE

Mr, T^>Isdl

Mr* Sulliva^^

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop-,^

Mr.Brennanjfl

Mr. Oallah^
Mr. Casper?^

Mr. Conrad,,,

Mr. Dalbey_
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters,-
Mr, fS vars

Tele. Room-—,
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy

FROM NEW YORK 157-2702 IP

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA; RM - BPP CKBE).

A SPECIAL AGENT OF THE FBI OBSERVED
be
b7C

DISEMBARK AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT EIGHTEEN AT SIX FIFTY-TWO A.M. INSTANT AT JFK INTER-

NATIONAL AIRPORT, NEW YORK. NEITHER NEWTON NOR WERE

- \

OBSERVED aboard SUCH FLIGHT.

THE ABOVE GROUP OF OBSERVED DEPARTING

JFK international AIRPORT EIGHT A.M. INSTANT ABOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES

aiGHT TWO ZERO ONE ENROUTE TO HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.

NO BPP REPRESENTATIVES FROM NEW YORK AREA WERE PRESENT AT THE

AIRPORT TO meet! I

b7C

^£C \l

c'i. -l04
i.j\ .* "

ADMINISTRATIVE;

/ f t' > /

MAY 12 1971

RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL, MAY FOUR LAST AND NYTEL CALL TO NEW HAVEi

SPEC^L AGENT OBSERVING WAS

ABOVE ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE.

LOCAL NYCPD AWARE 0

END
All INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCIASSIFIEO
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FRO

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, RBI (105-165429)

, SAto FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY PERC^NEWTON, aka
RM - BPP; TREASON
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
00: San Francisco

IMltU

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of
an LHM setting forth statements made by Subject- and
two copies of FD'376.
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/
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1 0 EfeoSURS
Bureau (Enc. 10)

2 - San Francisco
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UNI1 ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Replyy Please Refer to

File No. 105-165429

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

April 6, 1971
Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Q Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

b. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph jg] has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through —

.

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)

U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED

J
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File A o.

^D STATES D.EPARTME\T OFWSTICE

FEDERAL rfLKEAE OF INVESTIGATIOA

Sa.n Era.ncisco, California

April 6, 1971

HUl'Y PERCY .iSvVTON

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEB

HERON IS ONCLASSIFiED _
pATF fe-3fe-F7_BY

One copy of this memorandum is being submitted
to the United States Secret Service, San Francisco, California.

The May 1, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther",
official weekly publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

,

contained the following statements by Huey P. Newton, Supreme
Commander and Minister of Defense of the BPPt

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

I IJ /

ENCLOSURE *
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BY
HUEY P. NEWTON

I MINISTER OF DEFENSE

I OF

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
^

AND SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

The original vision of the Black
Panther Party was to serve the needs

of the oppressed people in our com-
munities and defend them against their

oppressors. When the Party was in-

E
ted we knew that these goals would
se the consciousness of the people

motivate them to move morefirmly
for their total liberation. We also re-
cognized that we live in a country

which has become one of the most
repressive governments in the world
even to the point of imperialist ex-

ploitation in communities all over the

world. We did not expect such a re-

pressive government to stand by idly

while the Black Panther Party went
forward to the goal of serving the

mople. We expected repression,

I We knew, as a revolutionary

vanguard, repression would be the

reaction of our oppressors; but we re-

cognized that the task ofthe revolutign-

ist is difficult and his life is short.

Wi

We were prepared then, as we arehmH^
to gwe our all in the intere^i~~ofiop-
pressed people. We expected the re-

pression to come from outside forces,

which 'have tong held our communities*
in subjection. However, the ideology

of dialectical materialism helped

understand that the contradictions

surrounding the Party wouid create a
force that uxmld move us toujard our
goals. We also expected contradictions

within the Party, for the oppressors

use infiltrators and provocateurs to

help them reach their evil ends. Even
when the contradictions comefromfor-
merly loyal members of the Party, wS
see them as part of the process of
development, rather than in the

negative terms the oppressor*s media
use to interpret them. Above all, we
knew that through it all theParty would
survive.

The Party would survive because it

had the love and support of the people

who saw their true interests expressed

in the actions of the Party, The Party

would also survive because it would

a political vehicle which continued to

voice the interests of the people and

serve as their advocates.

The impoTtance of a structured poli-

tical vehicle has always been apparent

THE BLACK PANTHER, SATURDAY, MAY i. 1971
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to US. When we went to Sacramento^v^
wetu JbT the purpose of educating the

people and beginning the building of a
hermanent political vehicle to serve

their true interests. In owrmost recent
Communication with both the North and

South Vietnamese Revolutionary Gov-
ernments, they pointed out that they

understood what we were doingand saw
it as the correct strategy. They said

that a ** structured organization is re-

lated to politics as a shadow to a man,**

We recognize that the political machine
in America has consistently required

Black people to support it, through

S

taying taxes and fighting in uxirs; but

hat same machine consistently ref^es
b serve the interests of the Black

community. One of the problems is that

the community does not have a

structured organization or vehicle

which serves its needs and represents
j

the people*s interest. You can no more
have effective politics without a

structured organization, than you can

have a man without his. shadow. They

go together and are necessary to each

other. Oppressed Black people — the

lumpenproletariat — did not have a

structured organization to represent
their true interests until the Black
Ranther Party arose from within the

apmmunity, motivated by the needs and
conditions of the people.

Across the country there have been
coalitions of Black people and Black
caucuses, but these have not served
the people as political vehicles. They
have ^me^cely served as bourgeois

structures to get Black candidaie^into

political office. Once elected^^Jb&jna-
chinery used to thrust these people into

office simply passed out of existence
or became ineffective, insofar as
serving the true interests of the BlacA
oppressed people,

[

A truly revolutionary vehicle which
will survive the repression it en-

counters daily is made up of a number
of characteristics. First of all there is

a small, but dedicated cadre ofworkers
who are willing to devote their full

time to the goals of the organization,

I

Secondly, there is a distinct organized
structure through which the cadre can
function. It is this combination of
structure and dedicated cadre which
can maintain the machineryformeeting
the people*s needs. In this way a
printing press can be maintained tp

review the events of the day and in-

terpret them in a mannerwhich serves
the people. It can circulate information

about daily phenomena and educate the

people as to their true meaning. It can

carry out programs of service which

deliver to the people basic needs which

are not satisfied elsewhere, because

the lumpenproletariat are the victims

of oppression and exploitation,A cadre
and a structure, however, are notwhat

makes the political vehicle a re-

volutionary one, It is the revolutionary

concepts which define and interpret

phenomena, and establish the goal^

toward which the political vehicle wiU
work, A revolutionary vehicle is m
fact a revolutionary concept set into

motion by a dedicated cadre through a

particular organized structur^,........^

Such ~ a vehicle can survive re-

3
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bression because it can move in them nw u <!!>

necessary manner at the appropriate

time. It can go underground if the con-

ditions require; and it can raise up

dgain. But it will always be motivi-
tdted by love and dedication to the

interest of the oppressed communi-
ties, Therefore the people will insure

its survival, for in that survival is the

service of their needs. The structured

and organized vehilce mil guarantee

the weathering of the test of internal

and external contradictions.

The responsibility of such a political

vehicle is clear. It is to function as a

machine which serves the true in-

f

terests of the oppressed people. This

means that it must be ever avjare of

the needs of the communities of the

oppressed, and develop and execide the

necessary programs to meet those

needs. The Black Panther Party has

done this through its basic Ten-Point

Program, However, we recognize that

revolution is a process and we cannot
%

offer the people conclusions—we must

be ready to respond creatively to new
conditions and new understandings.

Therefore we have developed ourFree

Breakfast Program, our Free Health

Clinics, our Clothing and Shoe Pro-

grams, and our Busses to Prisons

Program, as well as other programs,

in response to the obvious needs of
lack People, The overwhelmingly fa-

vorable response to these programs in

every community is evidence that they

are serving the true interest of the

people.

Serving the true interest ofthe people

also meOn^- that the political vehicle

must stand between the people and the

oppressive forces which prev upon
them in such a manner that the ad-
ministrators will have to give the ap-
propriate response. Such articulation

requires us to have apolitical orgem
which will express the interests oftli
people and interpret phenomena for
them. The existence of such a poli-
tical vehicle is justified only so long
as it serves the true interests of the
people.

Serving the true interests of the
people, however, does noi^mmemmthat -
bhe vehicle is simply a reflector of
Public opinion, because the opinions

of the people have often been maided
and directed against their true

interests by slick politicians and ex-
ploitative educators. Their diversion-*

ary tactics often lead the people douA
blind alleys or onto tangdnts ukich takq
them away from their true go^s,. We
can easily see this when we apply

the concept ofAmerican democracy, to

the Black community.
Democracy in America (bourgeois

democracy) means nothing more than

the domination of the majority over the
minority. That is why Black people can

cast votes alt year long, bid if the

majority is against us, we suffer. Then

the politicians and educators try to de-

ceive the community with such
euphemisms as **Itfs rule by the ma-
jority, but the rights of the minority

are protected,** If, infact, participating

in the democratic process in America
were in the interest of the Black com-
munityj-ikere would be no need for a
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Free Breakfast Program, there wotdd

be'" no 'need for Free HeaWTVfUnics
or any of the other programs we have
developed to meet the people’s needs,

2
e rights of the minority are pro-

rted by the standards of a bourgeois

vemment, and anything which is not

in their interest is not permitted.

This may be democratic for the ma-
jority, but for the minority it has the

same effect as fascism. When the ma-
jority decreed that we should be slaves,

we were slaves—where was the demo-

cracy in slavery for us ? When the

majority decreed that we should pay

tixes, fight and die in wars, dnd be

gfven inferior and racist education

against our interests, we got all of

these things. Where is democracy for

us in any of it. Our children still die,

our youth sufferfrom malnutrition, our

middle-aged people sufferfrom sickle-

cell anemia, and our elderly face un-

bearable poverty and hardship because

they reach the twilight period of their

lives with nothing to sustain them
through these difficult times. Where
is the. democracy in any of this for
Black people? Democracy means only

that the majority will use us when they
need us and cast us aside when they'

ao not need us, A true understanding
ty the working and effect of
American democracy for Black people
will reveal most' clearly that it is

just the same as fascism for us. Our
true interests and needs are not being
served,

pcUticol t^ehieJe of the people

must boguided by a consistent ideology

which represents the true interests of

the people. We see an ideology^ as

nothing -more than a systematic and
organized set of principles for
analyzing and interpreting objective

phenomena. An ideology can only be

accepted as valid, if it delivers true

understanding of the phenomena which

affect the lives of the people, 2%p
development of a wide variety oftrutlk

about the community, its internal de-

velopment, and the external forces
surrounding it, unit lead then to aphil-
osophy which will help orient us toward

goals which are in the true interest

of the people.

The Black Panther Party was bom in

a period of stress when Black people

were moving avxiy from thephilosophy

and strategy of non-violent action

toward the sterner actions. We dared
to believe that we could offer the com-
munity . a permanent political vehicle,

which uKTuld serve their true interests

by meeting-their needs and advocating^

their interests. We have met many
foes; we have seen many enemies.

We have been slandered, kidnapped,

gagged, jailed and murdered. We know
now, more than ever before, that the

will of the people is greater than the

technology and repression ofthose who
are against the interests of the people,

* Therefore we know piat we can and

will continue to serve the people and

educate the people, J

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Huey P, Newton
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Party, ^
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EULOGY FOR

I SAMUEL NAPIER-
Delivered At

The Revolutionary Servke

April U, 1971

By Huey P. Hewton
9

Deh

Of

The Black Panther Party j

Servant Of The People

There's very much in my heart today,

Andf I have very few words to express

them. Samuel L. Napier was one ofthe

first brothers to join the Black Pan-

ther Party, and therefore he is a vet-
'

e^an ofthe struggle. He's always been

attached to distribution of our paper,

dhe Black Panther paper, which is the

life of the Party. The voice of the

people. Those who would cut off

Samuel Napier would cut off the voice

of the people. But, because tha ..iiaice

. is MonifesJ^d in ail.Qf us».eollectipely,

4

the ^^QLC^unll go on.

Death comes to all of us, but it

varies in its significance. To die for
me reactionaries, the racists, the

capitalists is lighter than a feather.

But to die for the people, in service

to the people is heavier than ani
mountain and deeper than any seal

Samuel's death is very significant^

He will live on in spirit, because we'll

make sure that we will advance the

struggle. And we will cry for those

who are living, because we are in very
bad shape, Samuel has now put down his

burden; and it will be very heavy for
us, because he carried the burden for
thousands. He uxis an extremely hard
worker. We ‘ won't be able to replace
him. No, We can only fill in the rank,

with a hundred, with a thousand men,

Samuel Napier uxzs a servant of the
people; he gave the supreme gift to the

people. So therefore SamuelNapier was
the Supreme Servant of the people^,

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE

THE BLACK PANTHER, SATOiU>AY, MAY L 197}
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HUiSY PSROY NiiWTON

Samuel L. Napier is publicly known as
the former Distribution Manager of the BPP
newspaper. He was shot and killed in New
York City on April 17. 1971. The BPP held
a revolutionary funeral for Napier in
Oakland, California, on April 24, 1971.



To: SAC» New York (157-2702)

Dlr.ctor. FBI ( 105-165429ftLL INFORMATO
CONTAINED

Director,
I-IEREIN IS uNCLMiclriED _

.Aiebtoh
, ,

lack panther party (bpp)

lack E3ETI®«IST)

Television program directories

.chednled to appear olvid Prost show nl#it of 3/14/71

originating New York.

New York verify this appearance and

by 4«.iX.d !«. copy

of recording.

1 - San Francisco (157-1203)

Tolson

Sullivan

Mohr
Bishop
Brennan, C.D

Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Felt

Gale

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room .

Holme^p^Jt
Gandy

JLAtdrl (5)

NOTE : A>^

This is a recorded show which should be of

interest as undoubtedly Frost will lead Newton on as

he did Charles Garry, when Garry appeared. /j.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA*, RM - BPP (KBE)

Mr* Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

Mr, Mohr
1^. Bishop

IlMil^eTiiiaTiCD^

Mr. Callahan .

Mr. Casper—,

—

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale^

Mr. Eosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters——

ftLL iMFOailATiOR COHTAmEa

mm IS
- J s;

Tele. Room —
Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy

relatel may seven last.

FOR INFO LOS ANGELES. NEWTON DEPARTED SAN FRANCISCO NIGHT OF^

«AY ten last, for new haven, conn., where he is ATTENDING TRIAL OF

bobby SEALE. DATE NEWTON TO RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO AREA NOT Y^

KNOWN.I\nu«tn* ——

IN VIEW OF FOREGOING. IT APPEARS THAT NEWTON WILL NOT APPEAR

at THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA CUC) AT IRVINE, CALIF,, FOR HIS

engagement NIGHT OF MAY ELEVEN, INSTANT. HOWEVER, SAN FRANCISCO HAS

NO information that newton has in fact cancelled the appearance.

. — A -r rntlTMC
X iwi V/l%»

LOS ANGELES DETERMINE IF NEWTON’S APPEARANCE AT UC AT IRVINE

HAS BEEN CANCELLED.

END
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A5-ina (9-29-65)

#
Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date

Our Los Angeles Office is requesting
approval to have Agent; personnel record
speech of Huey P, Newton at the University
of California, Irvine, California, at
8:00 p.m., 5-ll“71. They have advised
that this will not be done unless full
security can be assured. This speech is
open to the public.

Huey P. Newton is tbe leader of one
faction of the Black Panther Party (BPP)
and it is extremely important that we secure
recordings of his speeches in order that
we might use them as evidence should he make
inflammatory remarks. If you concur, our
Los Angeles Office will be instructed to
tape record Newton's speech provided full
security can be assured. ,
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TO DIRECTOR (I05-1S5429) ATTN — DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISIO

Tele. RdOi'^

Miss

FROM/LOS ANGELES (157-5552)

Racial Matter-Black Panther Party

P."NEWTON, RM DASH BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).
•bo

b7C

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, MAY SEVEN LAST.

BUREAU APPROVAL IS REQUESTED TO HAVE AGENT PERSONNEL

Jjj record SUBJECT’S SPEECH AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT

y] IRVINE (UCI), IRVINE, CALIFORNIA, ON MAY ELEVEN NEXT.

4 SPEECH SCHEDULED TO BE HELD CRAWFORD HALL ON CAMPUS AT

EIGHT P. M., OPEN TO THE PUBLIC. TAPE RECORDING WILL NOT

BE DONE UNLESS FULL SECURITY CAN BE ASSURED.

5
END
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TELETYPE ALL INFORMATIOM CONTAINED

HERElii iS liNLlASblfiEO
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TO SACS LOS Jumis (157>5532)
SM itliClSCO (157-120S)
mu rim
im mm

jfph

1

s/n/71

URGENT

fEDERAt BUREAU Of SNVFSTiGATI

OOMivlUNiCATlONS SECVll

l/iAY 1 11971 .id

tVp
FROM OISECIOR FB! (103-165429)

<y HUEF P. NBHTON, RH - BPP (KEF BLACK

V RELATEL MAY TEN LAST.

PROVIDED FULL SECURITY ASSURED BUREAU AUTHORITY GRANTiD

:b7C

TO RECORD D SPEECH BY SUBJECT AT ITY OF

AT CALIFORNIA, FOR

LOS ANCaSLES SUB.UBCT IH3>ARTED SAN FRANCIS MAY TEN LAST AND

YORK cm EARLY A.M. THIS QATt

ma HAVEN TO AXTQID TRIAL OF BOBBY SEALE. IN VIEH OF THI

TRAVEL THERE IS POSSIBILITY HE MAY NOT S»Hf FC»

SPEECH.

Tolson

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop

Brennan, C.D.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad
Dalbey

Felt

Gale
Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room —
Holmes

GanikiMk

ERANCISOO AtWVFPiUJRwU JPvFfC

TRAVEL OF SUBJECT AND ItttlEDIATELY ADVISE BUREAU AND LOS
f *

ABF:acs (5) SEE NOTE PAI^ TWO
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FEOfRAL ^REAU OF HViVffitlGAT'.ON

GjOMMUNICATiONS ACTION

MAY Sml/
TELEtYPE

NR 021 SF C 0

9 43 PH Nrp4a 5/4/71 BEH

TO: DI^CTOR (105-1S542S)

NEN haven

NEW YORK

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY ifEWTO N, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

REC-21

Mr. TMson
Mr. Sullivan

Mi;, Mohr
Mr. Bishop

^
Mr,BrennanCDn
Mr. Callahan

—

Mr. Casper
,

Mr. Conrad ...

Mr. Dalhsy

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen._

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. S^'-yars

Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

RELIABLE SOURCE ON MAY FOUR INSTANT, ADVISED NEWTON, BPP

WILL PROBABLY 60 TO NEW HAVEN, CONN. , HAY SIX NEXT AND WILL

ATTEND TRIAL OF BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS.
•b/C

b/C

FRANCISCO.

END OF. PAGE ONE
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international airport at ten fifteen p.m., may five next and

ARRIVING at KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY, SIX FOURTEEN A.M,,

MAY SIX NEXT. THEY ALSO HOLD RESERVATIONS ON AMERICAN AIR LINES

FLIGHT TWO ZERO ONE DEPARTING KENNEDY AIRPORT AT EIGHT A.H., HAY

SIX NEXT, WHICH ARRIVES HARTFORD, CONN., EIGHT FORTYTWO A.M. RETURN

RESERVATIONS OPEN.

ADMINISTRATIVE}

RESFTEL TO BUREAU APRIL TWENTYNINE LAST, CAPTIONED "TRIAL

OF BOBBY SEALE AND ERICKA HUGGINS, SUPERIOR COURT, NEW HAVEN,

CONNECTICUT, NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN NINETEEN SEVENTY, RM".

SOURCE IS
|

NEW YORK AND NEW HAVEN, ALERT APPROPRIATE SOURCES AS TO THE

TRAVEL OF NEWTON AND
| |

tO YOUR AREAS AND ARRANGE APPROPRIATE

END OF PAGE TWO
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SF 157-1205

COVERAGE OF THEIR ACTIVITIES SINCE THEY ARE KEY BLACK EXTREMIST

SUBJECTS.
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COMMUNiCATlONS SeAbn

MAY 71971
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J XEIAETYl

NR 014 LA CODE

603 PM N^L 5-7-71 RWM

TO DIR^TOR (105-165429)

Sa/ FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL INFOaIvIATION m

hr...
'

” A'^op ^
' ir^iirennanCDul!

Mt\ n&llnlian ^
A I

! ,
tlri .ctpfir

. ^
'IfA (Amrafi

, j . Imy

7 All*. Felt

f h'. Gale

Mr. 7?!ARpn

;/[r. Tnvel

Mr. WaltArfl ^

Tele. 'Rnnm

I Miss Holmeii

j
Miss Gandy —

^

be
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FROM LOS ANGELES (157-5552) 2P

.

KIEV P.^EWTON, RM - BPP (KEY BLACK EXTREMIST).

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THAT BLACK STUDENT ONION

©SU) AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE (OCI) HAS BEEN

ALLOWED PERMISSION BY SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION TO SPONSOR SUBJECT

AS speaker on may eleven, next at eight pm at CRAWFORD HALL

ON CAMPUS. EVENT TITLED "CULTURAL EVENING WITH HUEY NEWTON"

AND part OF "BLACK CULTURE WEEK" AT UCI.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION CONDITIONED NEWTON'S APPEARANCE

ON NO WEAPONS BEING CARRIED BY NEWTON OR ENTOURAGE AND NEWTON'S

ALLOWING SEARCH OF HIS PERSON AND BODYGUARDS.

SECOND RELIABLE SOURCE HAS ADVISED THAT THREE THOUSAND

TICKETS BEING PRINTED FOR OCCASION ASKING ONE DOLLAR DONATION.

LOS ANGELES BPP MEMBER HAVE BEEN TRAVELING TO SANTA ANA,

END page ONE
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LA 157-5552

PAGE TWO

CALIFORNIA TO ASSIST IN ARRANGEMENTS FOR EVENT,

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE ONE 1S
|

I
SOURCE TWO IS

|

SOURCE ONE advised THAT CAMPUS SECURITY IS NOT ALLOWED

TO Tape speeches on campus, sheriff’s office also not

ALLOWED on CAMPUS. LOS ANGELES IS SURVEYING POSSIBILITY

OF established sources Taping speech, if such are not

available and security can be assured, LOS angels will

request bureau authority to have agent personnel record

SUBJECT’S speech.

SAN FRANCISCO ADVISE OF DATE AND TIME OF NEWTON’S

departure when available.

END
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAY 1 1 1971

NR006 LA CODE

2 08PM URG

J’
)

5-11-71 DCB

TO DIRE (105-165 429)
ftLL INFORMATION contained

HERLli^ !0 ‘jNCLAi;; i-P

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan

Mr, Mohr
Mr. Bishop .

Mr.Brenuan
Mr. Callaha:

Mr, Casper.

Mr. Conrad-

I
Hr. r-Jhey.

f
Mr. Felt

I Mr. Gale

FRANCISCO (157-1203) WTE

NEW HAVEN

FROM LOB ANGELES (157-5552) IP

/

HUEY P.llEWTON, RM - BPP (KBE).

RE LA TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR MAY SEVEN, LAST.

A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT CANCELLED APPEARANCE

AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT IRVINE, WHICH WAS SCHEDULED FOR

MAY ELEVEN, INSTANT. NO OFFICIAL EXPLANATION AVAILABLE YET.

RUMORED SUBJECT MAY BE TRAVELLING TO NEW HAVEN INSTEAD, REASON

UNKNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS

CONFIRM,

END c
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Transmit the following in

Via
AIBTEL

Date: 5/11/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)
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FR^:

RB •

DUIEGTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, CLEVEI^B (157-2633)

HOEY PERCY fewTON, aka.
RM - BPPj TREASON - KIE

rOtiTAlNED

_u: LtD— ^
rvu.i i'-'

(P)
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Re CV tel to Bureau, 4/26/71, captioned as above.

An established source, who has provided reliable
}

info in the past, advised that since H0EY NEWTON did not spea^
at Cuyahoga Community College (CGC), on 4/24/71, tentative
arrangements have been made forilm to appear in CT, Ohio,
and speak at CCG on 5/26/71. Detailed plans as yet have not
been set. It is noted that CV will follow such developments
and report appropriate activities as necessary,

Chicago and San Francisco are requested to contact
their sources and, if appropriate, keep GV advised of any
travel plans of HEWTONii?

^Jureau (EM)
S^hicago (157-4765)
2-San Francisco (157
2-Cleveland
JJG: jac

RtC 2.1/

(RM)
1203) (RM)

- iu

may VA 1971
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OPTION,'' ^ FORM NO. 1C

MAV EOrr’ON
Gr.A ( 4 : c^^•^ ' 0*-”.6

.UNITED STATE'

FROM :

subject:

\'ERNNrENT-

^LO>1%

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-3765) (P)

date: 5//4^/71

/V HUEY PERCY^WTON, aka IMFOUMAT'ON fmm
Re Chicago airtel and LHM datef^'^^Tl .

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a
LHM concerning the appearance of HUEY PERCY NEWTON
on "Kup*s Show" 4/10/71, in Chicago, Three copies
are enclosed for San Francisco.

LHM is
The first source utilized in the enclosed

[highly confidential and sensitive

The second source is

h2
b7D

The enclosed LHM is classified co5Jl:&e«fi£iaJ:_ as
information contained therein could reasoliably result
in the identification of confidential sources of con-
tinuing value and compromise future effectiveness
thereof

.

h2
.b7D

I I
monitored ''Kup’s Show” at which time

he taped it. The original tape is retained in CG 157-3765-lBl

.

Chicago continues to follow this case and will
advise of all pertinent information developed.
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In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No. 157-3765

UMTHD STATES UEPVRTMEAT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAL OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
May /O ,1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On April 2, 1971, a source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Huey Percy
Newton participated that date in a taped interview at
NBC studios, Chicago. The interview was on "Kup’s Show,”
a television talk program moderated by Irving Kupcinet,
a Chicago television and newspaper personality. The
program is to be televised at a future, unknown date.
The source added that Huey Percy Newton is the Supreme
Commander of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

.

The BPP is described on the appendix pages
attached hereto.

On April 16, 1971, a second source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, provided the
following taped recording of Newton’s appearance on
April 10, 1971, over WMAQ-TV, NBC, Chicago, on ”Kup*s
Show.”

DECLASSIFIED ON ^ (

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is' loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

•Tsjaiff
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Irv Kupclnet

”How do you do and welcome to the Lively Art
of Conversation. This show is unrehearsed and the
conversation is uninhibited and I’m Irv Kupcinet.
I’d like to take just a moment to extend the holiday
greetings this weekend which combine both Easter and
Passover. Among the guests will be Huey Newton one
of the most controversial figures on the scene today
and one of the leaders of the Black Panthers, Marvin
Aspen, Legal Office for the Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of the Crim. of the book Criminal Law for
the Layman. Another guest will be J.A. Parker a
spokesman for the Young Americans for BVeedom."

"Now let me introduce one of the most;
controversial figures on the American scene today.
This is Huey Newton. Mr. Newton is the Minister of
Defense for the Black Panther Party, one of the
organizer’s of that Party and this is Marvin Aspen,
Legal Officer for the Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of a book called, *The Criminal Law for the
Layman* arid from Washington, D.C., J. A. Parker, a
leading spokesman for the Young Americans for Freedom.
Welcome gentlemen. Huey, if I may call you Huey, tell
me what is the goal of the of the Black Panthers —
there’s there’s so much contradiction and confusion
I think about what the real goals are for the Black
panthers, perhaps briefly you could cite what your
aims are."

Huey Newton

"I don’t know how briefly but I’ll try to be
a brief I’m rather long winded. The Black Panther Party
was organized in 1966 about October and it was organized
around a Ten Point Program, and within the program we’re
very concerned about developing a black community that
was stripped away from us after the conquest of the mother
country, Africa. The family was disbursed and generally
the concept of community was destroyed as far as we were
concerned. Now at this late date some 400 years later we
find our black people living mostly together concentrated
in various urban areas in the city as well as a large

2 -



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

population of blacks in the south but all of these areas
where we blacks live have one thing in common, a most
oppressed area, the housing is very poor and sub-
standard, the medical care is below standard considering
the advancements in medicine and as far as the advantages
of living in the country thats supposed to be so very
afluent and so fair and Democratic we see the blacks do
not benefit by these advancements even if "

Kupclnet interrupts Newton

”So far everything you say is what every other
good black organization wants for their fellow blacks is
it not? To improve the lot of the black man in this
country. Now you have been identified so much with
communism, Maoist communism branch of communism, is this
the means by which you hope to bring about this kind of
a change?”

Huey Newton

"It's impossible to import a particular kind of
movement from one community to the other. When I speak of
community now I'm speaking of geographical location thats
commonly called nation. I view the world now as a (inaudible)
collection of communities. Each community has its particular
problems and it has to be dealt with in a way that is

appropriate. (Inaudible) will grasp the imagination of the
people and mobilize them in the direction towards freedom.
The Black Panther Party is dedicated to analyzing the
problem in the most scientific way and in the most
objective way so that eventually we can act in our own
most subjective interests."

"Thats a very calm and sort of a peace like
proposal your putting forth but yet the Black Panthers
have been identified with violence and Hilliard one of
your spokesmen said we must have an armed revolution in

this country and Eldridge Cleaver I think believes in a
form of violence which he deems. You would like you get
away from violence is that a... an accurate portrayal?"

- 3 -
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Huey Newton
• 4,

"The Black Panther Party was always dedlcatedl to
the abolition of violence, war and the gun. We use some
statements from Chairman Mao and also from (Inaudible two
names) Patrice Lumumba (phonetic) and Marcus Gsrvy (phonetic)
We use many statements if they are appropriate, and if they
are similar and fit bur need."

Irv Kupcinet

"You mean your rhetoric is worse than your
action?"

Huey Newton

"I think the oppressors action is worse than
can be described. And this is what l*m getting at,..."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"I’m talking about your own rhetoric though."

Huey Newton

"We have a motto which says we're advocates of
the abolition of war. Although sometimes war can only
be abolished through war in order to get rid of the gun
it becomes necessary to take up the gun. This statement
is clearly not dedicated to armament but what it is
dedicated to is to the elimination of (inaudible). In
other words I think that one being an American would be
very arrogant, very racist, and very unfair to say that
the Vietnamese are dedicated to violence, the Vietnamese...

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"Which Vietnamese are you talking about the
South or the North?"

Huey Newton

"No I’m talking a bout the VietnaBiese in both



the south and the north who are fighting to oust the
foreign intruder which happens to be the American
aggressor, the fascist."

Iry Kupcinet

"Well I don’t think your facts are correct
there, are they? Do you think the south Vietnamese is
fighting to kick the Americans out of Vietnam?"

Huey Newton

"Of, course, the provisional revolutionary
government is located in the south not the north. "

Irv Kupcinet

"Your talking about the Viet Cong. "

Huey Newton

"Wait a minute I’m talking about Vietnamese
people. They call us Niggers they call them Cong you
see, I call them Vietnamese people because I’ve never
heard them call themselves Cong. "

Irv Kupcinet

"Well the VC is not a derogatory term. ’

’

Huey Newton

"Well, Viet Cong is derogatory to the Vietnamese
as he calls himself the Vietnamese.

"

Irv Kupcinet

"I never heard, I never heard it being derogatory
but thats besides the point but you must admit there are
a lot of south Vietnamese fighting on the (inaudible) of
the American .

"

- 5 -
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Huey Newton
wi » ,, 11 wmmimm rn i t , m

'’Have you ever heard the South Vietnamese
call himself a Viet Cong?”

Irv Kupcinet

"I can’t say I have and I can’t say I haven't...
I don’t know. The term is used commonly.”

Huey Newton

"Well then you should investigate because you
could learn something...”

Irv Kupcinet

"You may be right. I don’t think its an
important point.”

Huey Newton

"Anyway, anyway, I’m saying that just as the
Vietnamese are oppressed by a police action because the
President said long ago that theres no war going on in
Vietnam its the police action just as we had in Korea
some years ago. There’s also a police action going on
in our community and we feel that we must defend our-
selves from that kind of aggression."

Irv Kupcinet

"You mean all the violence from the Black Panthers
is a reaction to the police action is that what you’re
saying?”

Huey Newton

"Well the victim is never violent. The victim
can only use self-defense. Aggression is related to
violence. We must understand the difference between the
self defense of the victim and the violence of the aggressor,
so I charge the United States ruling circle, I charge
Mayor Daley and a his vicious police dogs who killed Fred

- 6 -



Hampton and JfeirV .;ii*rk right here in Chicago. I charge
then) with viole; Ano also the Grand Jury charged them
with violence I Delieve, so, I can't very well say that
Fred Hampton was violent when he only suffered violence.
The black community throughout this country did not create
the situation that we not only suffer aggression and a
physical weight from the police revolver but we also suffer
violence from being deprived and matter of fact its more
daily than anything else because it makes you a living
dead man ..."

Irv Kupcinet

"You charge that the Chicago police and Marv
Aspen have been connected in one form or another. Do
you have any comment to make about that?"

(Another Speaker) Number 1

"Well, I think the whole tone of Huey's remarks
are kind of interesting. You know the scattered end
approach, the saying in one breath that you know we’re
not for violence with the gun yet we've got to take it
up. Practically every bit of violence or every war for
that matter is Justified because this is a means to end

a war of violence and that kind of circular reason isn't
effective as far as...."

Huey Newton

"American thinks so. Or else they would with-
draw their troops from all the communities in the world
if.. .'^

Number 1 Speaker

"Well, we're not talking about the Vietnam war.
Now I happen to agree that with...."

Huey interrupts - says something inaudible.

Number 1 Speaker

I

"Well lets lets talk about Huey Newton and the Black
Pantbers .

"

«
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

All speakers talk at once in argument form.

Number 1 Speaker

’’Let’s keep it to the domestic situation
before we get to the a foreign situation."

Huey Newton

"Lets talk about the murder of Mark Clark
and Fred Hampton."

Number 1 Speaker
rnimminmtmt W iiiiP^i a, n ii^ i ,

"Well perhaps we can talk about some of the
things that happened before the murder of Fred Hampton...."

All speak at once again.

Number 1 Speaker

"I think its very interesting, the blanket charge
against Mayor Daley and his police. As a matter of fact the
police officers involved in the unfortunate incidents are
being investigated right now by the Special Grand Jury
composed of both white and black lawyers in the City of
Chicago. From what I can understand they have not had
too much cooperation from the Panthers in this investigation.
I think there's no question that the people involved in
this were not Chicago police officers as such. In other
words they were Chicago police officers on loan to the
States Attorneys office and were under the direction of
the States Attorneys investigative personnel. They were
not under the command of the Chicago Police Department at
the time and even if they were they wouldn't be under the
command of Mayor Daley. So this is just an example of the
broad brush that you sweep with."

Huey Newton

’’Fred Hampton is dead. That’s not broad."

- 8 -
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Huey Newton

"Ma.rk Clark is dead.”

Number 1 Speaker

”Yeah, but the charges you made were against
Mayor Daley and his police. He^s pointing out that
these were States Attorneys police and had nothing to
do with the Chicago Police Department."

Huey Newton

"Well, I’m used to people passing the buck but
Fred Hampton’s mother will not pass the buck."

Number 1 Speaker
II I N I pi ii

"Well, we’re not denying that but jou’re making a
charge that . . .

.

"

All speakers and Huey Newton argue together at once.
Inaudible.

Number 1 Speaker

"You are making erroneous, irresponsible charges
that you don’t have any facts to support."

Huey Newton

"I’m, I'm not only "

Number 1 Speaker

"And its that kind of arguing that loses people
who might sympathize with some of your social means and
goa Is ....

"

Huey Newton

"Alright, I’ll, I’ll say this. I’m used to hearing
the justifier speak and he always passes the buck and say
its not the local, its the state. Its not the state its
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

the domestic, its not the domestic its the international
policy. I said that with all of these words theres
something behind the violence. The Black Panther Party's
dedicated to eliminating this violence and in the process
we will defend ourselves from. it. Now you don't even
know who's responsible or what agency was responsible.”

Number 1 Speaker

"No, I don't know. We’re trying to....”

All speakers argue at one tin.e.

Huey Newton

. "In other words what you are saying is that
Mayor Daley was not connected at all with the States
Attorney, has no control on him and that actually
something is wrong with the structure of the government.
In fact there’s something wrong with the structure of
the American government, and that is that we always
get a situation where someone wants to pass the buck.
1 said that you are responsible and in some way I am
responsible and I’m not attempting to make the trans-
formation so that I will no longer be responsible. I

would not stand witness in other words to murder. If
I stand witness to murder and I do nothing then I'm
not standing witness and agreeing. I will be responsible
when we go into the community to organize survival
programs as far as health is concerned. We have here
in Chicago a very large a health clinic where we feed
children. We try to make them live and then when the
police try to end that life with the service revolver
then we take up arms and will defend ourselves. Then
the Black Panther Party is the most violent group in
the whole world.

Irv Kupctnet

"liet me interrupt for just a moment we'll come
right back to this discussion with Mr. Newton and the
others after this message.”

Commercial.

- 10 -
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Irv Kupcinet

"Mr. Parker you wanted to get a word in."

Mr. Parker

"Yeah, well Huey I know you've been... I've
been reading some of your quotes, at least the quotes
attributed to you, for a number of years and you've
been suggesting a different kind of political and
economic system. I’m interested in Just what kind
of system you're interested in replacing our political
and economic system with?"

Huey Newton

"First the Black Panther Party believes that a
transformation is necessary because we're not satisfied
with the kind of treatment and the kind of...."

All speakers argue again.

Huey Newton

"May I finish please."

Speaker

"But Just what kind of a system will it be?"

Huey Newton

"Well I have to start at the point that I want
to. That is that we see there's a need for transformation.
I'm sure you agree with that."

Speaker

"Well I-I~I-"

Huey Newton

"Because you're not satisfied...."
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

S pea ker

”1 believe that you agree that theres a need
for transformation I want to know What the transformation
is going to end up as."

Huey Newton

"No. I asked you a question. You also think
that there needs to be some improvement don’t you?"

Speaker

"Wait a minute. I just asked you the question
now all you have to do is answer it. Don’t answer a question
with a question to me."

Huey Newton

"I don’t know if I want to answer your question..."

Speaker

"Oh, thats a different ball game then. Your
not... your not..."

Huey Newton

Alright, would you answer my question .. . would
you answer my question..."

Speaker (Keeps talking at same time Huey talks)

"I just asked a simple question. I just want
to know where you are - I just want to know where you are.,
so we could go from there..."

Huey Newton

"Are you satisfied with the situation of a people
of color in this country, black people..,,"

12
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Speaker

"Huey 1*11 be very happy to answer questions
you ask as long as you answer mine. I just asked you
a very simple question."

Huey Newton

"Well I won’t answer your question. If you
asked the question I might answer it at first...."

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me ask you a question Huey."

Huey Nev>ton

"And I’ll ask you one and lets see how it
works out again. Go ahead."

S peaker

"I... you want to make some changes in the
economic system of the United States."

Huey Newton

"Don’t you think some changes are necessary
in this country at this time?"

Speaker

"Absolutely

.

you want to make."

Huey Newton

But I want to know what changes

"Now, you’ve qualified because you’ve...."

Speaker

"I didn’t qualify at all,
kind of changes you want to make."

I just asked you what

— 13 —
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Huey Newton

"No, no first you've qualified at for me to
answer the question. In other words if you would not
answer a simple question then I will not answer your
question .

"

Speaker

"I answered your question."

Huey Newton

"You did?"

All speakers argue.

One Speaker says while Huey continues talking
me im ii w i». .iWiiiii X I >ii i m in ii^m i eiii i ii ii> m i

i
,
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i

i tm^rn

"Wfe'll we'll come back to you in a minute,
we'll come back to you in a minute."

Huey Newton

' "I don't want to talk to you cause you didn't
answer my question. Now first we need change, secondly
we must go about analyzing the problem in a scientific
manner. We must not use emotionalism but we should try
to resolve contradictions which brings about either a
peaceful kind of confrontation or else one thats violent.
We would like to see a negotiated peaceful transformation
but do' not believe it will come about because of the
greed of the ruling circle. We would like a cooperative
type of government where the people and the various
communities in the country will have complete control
of all institutions and will appoint representatives
to run their co-ops. They will own these things where
there’s housing, where there is a market place, and
where there is education. We cannot back track history,
you can never turn history back. This is a very highly
developed urban country the technology is fast going
into technocracy. So we have some big national industries.
We feel that these national industries should serve the
community by pouring the resources back into these many

14 (
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dispersed ethnic communities throughout the country so
that the people can integrate into their cooperatives.
This is the plan. Its not a whole plan because after
the transformation there will be many things....”

Speaker

”How do you accomplish this Huey?”

Huey Newton

"Does that answer your question?”

Speaker

"That answers the question, yes."

Huey Newton

"Thank you .

"

Speaker

"To me what you're espousing is the type of
socialism that many organizations advocate. Many
candidates go on the ballot in this city and throughout
this country on that type of a program but I think...
its a form of socialism.”

Another Speaker

"No, its more Maoism."

Huey Newton

"I'll say it is

.

Speaker
a 'wm

"I wouldn't want to put words in Huey's mouth."

Speaker

"All right."



Huey Newton

call it the cooperative government.”

Speaker

”Yeah, all right.”

Speaker

”I wouldn't want to put words in his mouth.”

Huey Newton
I I m III

I I

”I appreciate that... May I ask you a simple
question...."

i

•i

Speaker

”I asked you first though ”

All argue.

Irv Kupcinet

"We'll come right back to you Jay. We'll come
right back to you Jay.”

Speaker

"I don't really care what (inaudible) you put
in it. I think its fine. I think in this country...
this show is probably an example of it... anybody can
espouse any type of government or social Institution
they want. But to me whats even more relevant...”

Huey Newton (interrupts)

"Well I don't think that qualifies...."
‘y

Speaker

"Let let me finish... a minute Huey."



Huey Nev^ton

"The structure for a democracy of being fair.
It shows fascism in this country is so advanced, is so
brazen, it can let the victim speak and feel secure that
nothing will happen. In Spain where fascism is somewhat
weak the government is afraid so if you utter a word
against it then they (inaudible) come down. So this
very program is a monument for the people to see that
the country is so fascist and so strong it will even
let the victim scream."

Speaker

"Well, as I started to say before. . .another
speaker interrupts..."

Speaker

"The other (inaudible) is that we do encourage
dissent in this country and we give everybody a voice to
speak their mind..."

Huey Newton

"Right, you know but you do not..."

Speaker

"I’m very curious .. .Huey .. . I’m very curious.
All that you say is fine and whether you agree that we
have a democracy this program is a democracy in action..."

Huey Newton

"Oh yeah, who fought democracy?"

Speaker

"All right whether it is or not thats irrelavent . .
.

"

Huey Newton

"The people don't have a democracy..."

- 17 -
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Speaker

"Thats irreXavent to the point that I'm
making right now. My point is simply this. How
are you going to accomplish this?”

Huey Newton

"We will accomplish it by things that are
sufficient, efficient, and necessary."

Speaker

"Forget that gobby gook. How are you going
to accomplish it. In action not words. What are you
going to do?"

Huey Newton

"I will not let you rest in peace and a give
you the plans so that then you will say well, I’m
satisfied he said if you'll let me stay in pKJwer because
he'll only accept compromises."

Speaker

"Maybe I want to join your organization Huey,
maybe I want to join forces with you if you tell me What
the plan is then maybe I can..."

Huey Newton

"You wouldn't be able to join because you don't
answer simple questions."

S peaker

"Don't say I won't be able to join you. You
don't know if I might be converted on this program... if
you say the right things. Who knows?"

Huey Newton

"It would be easier for a camel to go through an
eye hole of a (inaudible) than it would be for you to be

18



transformed into a peoples advocate.”

Speaker

”I just learned something I didn't know."

Another Speaker

"Where did you draw that conclusion on Mr.
Parker?"

Huey Newton

"My father’s a preacher."

Speaker

"Well I said I Just learned something cause
I didn’t know you believed in the Bible."

HOEY NEWTON

"Well, I don't have to believe anything. And
the other thing is that you don’t understand the English
language."

Speaker

"You told me that you do?"

Huey Newton

"In order to quote... Did I say that I believe
that?"

Speaker

"That's why I'm asking the question."

Huey Newton

Well you should have asked it first, and not
pretended that I made a statement."
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Speaker ^

"Well I’ll get around to asking all kinds of
questions , . .

.

"

Speaker

’’Huey, I still don’t understand how you are
going to accomplish these things that you say you’re
going to do. Are you going to do it by the ballot box?
Are you going to do it in the street? If so how are
you going to do it in the street? I think these are
the important things rather than....”

Huey Newton

"Well, actually (inaudible) is dedicate the
service to the people and its not what we would do
because we can’t do anything. The people mobilize
the people on the move. They will make the trans-
formation that an organization or party can make. The
transformation thats necessary in this country.

Speaker

"Well, how are they how are the people going
to do it Huey?"

Huey Newton

"What we can do is build a kind of institution
thats necessary so they can exert power and these will
be countered to the bourgeois institutions including the
electoral kind of arena where the only people who enjoy
the democracy ..."

ei;

Speaker

"Well, now you’ve made a very firm statment that
you’re going to reconstruct organizations. What kind of
organizations are the people going to express themselves
in."

- 20 -
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Huey Newton

"Well, if you were socially aware you would
know that right here in Chicago we have a health clinic,
that it is very much used by the people and we also feed
chi Idren.

"

Speaker interrupts

"I know very well on West 16th Street."

Huey Newton

"We make loans to a welfare recepients throughout
the country and we pass out clothing. We do everything
so the people will survive..."

Speaker

'*You had a Breakfast Program which has been
successful but has reduced itself for some reason or
another."

Huey Newton

"There's always trials and tribulations with
the victim to exist. If we were satisfied then we would
have already won a "

Speaker

"Now are these the methods you need to convert
the .people by these various things you have just cited?"

Huey Newton

"I've given you some of the means by which we'll
use to survive but this will not deliver us our salvation.
It will not bring us to the goal because in order to get
rid of the survival program we would have to first eliminate
the causes of it and in order to eliminate the cause it will
take a complete transformation of American society."
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Speaker

formation?"
How are you going to accomplish that trans-

Huey Newton

By those means that are efficient and sufficient..."

Speaker

"Well what are they? Obviously..."

Speaker

"I mean youVe talking in a circle now.
you don't want to answer that question,"

Huey Newton

Apparently

»fT •
I ve answered the question."

Speaker

"No I think he did say originally that he didn't
want to let anybody know outside of his organization or...."

Huey Newton

No, I didn't say that."

Speaker

"Well you suggested that anyway..."

Speaker

"One minute gentlemen "

Huey Newton

"If you have a problem with semantics a..."

- 22 -
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Everyone speaks at once; inaudible.
*

Irv Kupcinet

’’One gentlemen in Chicago the Reverend the
Reverend Jesse Jackson...”

Hoey Newton

"I think you have both a comprehension problem
also a word problem."

Speaker

"Ail right."

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me get back to the conversation. 1*11
come right back. You want to ask a question Jay, I’ll
bow to you sir."

Jay

"I’d simply like to know what kind of economic
system you would advocate once we reached some kind of a
transformation in this system."

Huey Newton

"Do you consider a..."

Jay

"Oh, come on Huey just answer the question you
know don’t ask me a question when I ask you a question."

Huey Newton
' %

"I refuse to speak with you Comrade Brother." |

Speaker

"Upon the grounds that it
Incriminate you..."

'

!l

• 1

might in a sense

23
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Huey Newton

’’Your questions haven’t been very profound so
that I cannot deal with them and give you an intelligent
answer but I refuse to let you...'*

Speaker

’’You refuse . . .
”

Huey Newton

"Force me to do something that I don’t want
to do. A matter of fact is what the Black Panther Party
teaches. No matter what we will maintain our dignity
and we will choose the course. You see, in other words,
we will not yield to the spear because men should never
yield to the spear but make the spear yeild to them...."

Iry Kupcinet

"We’re just engaging in conversation there’s
no spears here..."

Huey Newton

"That means that a... there are many here. But
you don't understand the..."

Speaker

"Do you mind some questions of a of a somewhat
personal nature Huey? If you do I won’t ask them. I

was curious about a couple of things I've read about
your ..."

Huey Newton

I might answer and I might not* ask the question."

Speaker

"All right. I was curious about your bond
money. I’ve read things..."

- 25 -
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Both Huey and Speaker talk at once

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"One at a time please."

Speaker

"Some reports say that a perhaps this is
Panther money that was ear marked for other things
for example your Breakfast Programs. It was used
for your bond money."

Huey Newtcn

"I might answer that if you answer a question
that we could consider personal. Where did the States
Attorney get the money to hire Sullivan who costs so
much. E>oes he use the taxpayers money? Its rumor
Sullivan is one of the most highest paid attorneys in
this state. He charges so much an hour and its rumor
that the States Attorney, in defense of himself, because
he has to ge before the Grand Jury is now hiring this
ma n ..."

Irv Kupcinet

"Well Marv can answer that he’s in that area."

Mary

"I’m not aware of the Sullivan that they’ve
hired. There are a lot of expensive Sullivan’s in this
town who are attorneys. I’m not too familiar with them.

Irv Kupcinet

"I don’t know any so I won’t get involved in
t hi1 is ...

Huey Newton

"Well you you ought to investigate this attorney
because the people want to knoW Sullivan. As you very

- 26 - I
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well know I'm from out of state even though I'm concerned
with the victims everywhere...”

>forv

"No, I honestly don't know the answer to your
question Huey."

Huey Newton

"Well the question as far as my bail money was
concerned is that I could give you an answer but I won't."

Irv Kupcinet

"And lets pause here for a moment for a message.
You get an answer to this right after this message."

Commercial.

Irv Kupcinet

"Mr. Parker you represent or are a member of the
Young Americans for Freedom in Washington, D.C., and
Philadelphia?"

Mr . Parker

"That's correct. I'm Director of Community Affairs.

Irv Kupcinet

"The what?"
.Mr. Parker

"I'm Director of Community Affairs for the National
Organization .

"

Irv Kupcinet
1

"What has been your impression of the Black Panthers?
You certainly have cqmei in contact with them in Washington
and Philadelphia."

27 -
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Mr. Parker

"I have not had any personal contact with them
in Philadelphia or Washington, other than through the
newspapers, radio or television, but ray impression is
not a good impression of them in terms of what I*ve
been reading about their advocacy of changing the
political and economic structure of our country.”

Irv Ku pci net

”How do you feel about the violence which has.
been attributed to the Black Panthers and has been denied
as you heard Huey deny today that they believe in this
kind of violence?”

Mr . Parker

"A perhaps you’d better refresh my memory so
we can deal with the specific piece of...”

Irv Kupcinet

"Well the big argument was quoted by their
attorney in San Francisco who says something like 28
had been killed then he reduced it to 19 and then a
man named Epstein wrote a story in New York in which
he pointed out that only two really accused could be
victims of murder (inaudible) two were in Chicago right
here.”

Huey Newton

”Kup may I esculate that to put this in true
perspective. It was a mistake, a tragic mistake, I

heard the Frost program where Honorable Attorney Charles
Garry attempted to go through and Justify or argue the
30 murder that the police have committed against the
Panthers. I would like to esculate it so that the
argument can be more lively that I charged genocide,
number one that not 30 a black people killed but over
50 million, and this is according to a Bachelor Davidson.”

- 28 -
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Irv Kupclnet

"Whats that got to do with Panthers we’re
talking about the Black Panthers?"

Huey Newton

"The Black Panther Party are only the advocates
of a black comiiiunity and we’re not important at all.
The community is important and the reason we exist is
because of the 50 million over 50 million that a..."

Irv Kupcinet

"You want to a stick to that statement that
SOuVe not important at all. Is that what you mean?"

Huey Newton

"Of course, we're willing to sacrifice ourselves
on behalf of the people. That means individually we're
not important, but our community is important."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"Your community is important, you Individually
not important? I thought that was your whole point that
you as individuals are not important."

t

Speaker

”%ute not important as an individual. I’m
curious about this thing Huey."

Huey Newton
iiii»n , i

, mpa

"Not when compared to the community, You’re
interested in the whole community. You have Breakfast
programs for a community which I think are commendable.
To feed the poor and the young is commendable no matter
who does it. And you're interested in all these things...
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Huey Nev>ton

"That ’ s a very ..."

Speaker

"And your not important so I’m...

Huey Newton

"Comments when you attempt to feed the people..."

Speaker

"What about your $650 a month penthouse that
you ’reliving in right now in California?"

Huey Newton

"What about it?"

Speaker
UW I

"Well, it seems thats thats (inaudible) important
yet you say you’re not important."

Huey Newton

"I don’t...

I

refuse to answer your question until
you answer mine first."

Speaker

"Wouldn't it be more important to put that money
in the community to the children who should be fed; to the
poor who should be clothed."

Huey Newton

"I would think so..

I

would think so but the Central
Committee of the Black Panther Party feels it necessary to
protect beings from certain murders a..."
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Speaker

’'Well they feel that you and the party are more
important than the people apparently."

Huey Newton

"And that Fred Hampton and Mark Clark suffer

as far as rav individual assessment of the situation. I

think its too much for my own defense.

Speaker

"Then why do you keep it?"
Huey

*’I must explain our structure then. I’m
governed by a Central Committee. Our party is organized
along the lines of democratic centralism "

Speaker interrupts and talks at same time Huey does

" Y<x/repassing the same buck that you were
accused of as passing the buck before...."

Huey

"I’m not passing any buck whatsoever for the
simple reason that I take part in the Central Committee
because I am a member. I’ll stand by their decisions and
defend them. Now my own personal assessment of my Work
I give you insofar as the strategy the Central Committee
has used I think that it is good strategy to protect
an individual

I

don’t think I’m important
enough for that,,,,"

Speaker interrupts

"Let me ask you one question. .does thea "

ALL ARGUE TOGETHER
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Sneaker

’’Lets forget the $650 lets -assume that you
have i t . , , ,

"

Huey

like $750

Speaker

"Its really more than $650 its its really something
I think or $800..,..

"Whatever it is...,.Where does the Central Committee
which made this decision stand between you and Eldridge
Cleaver?"

Huey

"Now wait I wanted to add soifie thing, what’s even
more than that,,,."

Speaker (interrupts)

Huey .

"

Huey

"Will you get around to answering that question

"The Black Community and the Black Panther Party
spent over $300,000 to save me from the gas chamber, I

don’t think that they should liave done that but.,,.."

Speaker

"How did they save so mvich money
overturned that conviction of guilty?"

when the court

Huey
"I spent three years in the penitentiary as a, they

overturned and after that,.,."
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Speaker (Irv)

"They couldn’t have spent that kind of money,,,
its impossible to spend that kind of money.,,."

Huey

"There was an intercomntine you would say international
campaign to a bring the people of the world’s attention upon
the murder that was about to take place in (inaudible)
county. So it took much energy manpower but even more than
that...."

Speaker

"I thought the California reviewing court reversed
the decision.,...."

Another Speaker

Huey

Speaker

Huey

"Yeah tVie court reversed it,.,."

"Pardon me?"

"I thought the court reversed it,...?

"In other words vou didn’t know that I had
attorneys to fight the case,..."

Speaker

"Yeah, but you said $300,000 thats preposterous

Huey

"I guess, its very expensive in such cases "

o
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Kupcinet

’’Let^s forget that for a moment Huey, Let me
go back to the Central Committee you said makes this
important decision.”

Huey

"Let’s talk about a greater (inaudible) than
$750 lets talk about $300,000."

Kupcinet

"Alright let’s before we get there I’ll come
back to you in a moment. But you said the Central
Committee made a decision that you shou3d live there
regardless of what the people...."

Huey
"Right, right... and I support that decision."

Kupcinet

"Where does that Central Committee which makes
those decisions stand now in the battle between you and
Eldridge Cleaver? Where is the Central Committee?"

"Oh they’ve decided that Eldridge Cleaver
accepted the party,"

Kupcinet

"Oh, he’s out now?!:*

Huey

"The Central Committee decided that he.,.."

Kupcinet

"And you participated in that decision?"

Huey

"Of course."
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’’Did he participate in that decision in any
way whatsoever?"

Huey

"Yes .

"

ci:

"He did?"

Huey

"Yes".

"And he is now out of the Black Panther OcKanizatlon*?"

Huey

"Yes he is."

Kupeinet

"Well that’s a recent development then is it not?"

Huey

"Well, if you a watch our news organ you would
see that its a little old, a couple of weeks..."

"Well he said that he is organizing a group in
New York to oppose your group in California the last I

heard,"

Huey

'Viell you have to ask Eldridge Cleaver about that.

"But there was a kiJling just a short time ago in
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New York."

Huey

Was there?”

Kupc inet

’’Which a Mr. Webb which figured in this division
between you and Eldridge apparently.”

HUey

Who killed him?”

irv

”I’m not gonna say who killed him I just said
there was a killing which you’ ze aware of I’m sure.,.”

I heard about it a through the paper. . . ,

Kupc inet

”So that there is a still is friction I presume
between you.....”

Huey

Between who. Between you and Eldridge?”

Kupc inet

’’Between you and Eldridge,”

Huex-

"How's that. What is the relationship between
a man being killed in New York and a dialectical argument
between Eldridge and I.”
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’’Because the Party, apparently the Black
panther Party, is split very divisive ly with Eldridge
Cleaver having a New York segment and you have either
the rest of the country or the west segment and this
other killing resulted according to the newspapers as
a result of this division between the two of you."

Huey

’’Well as I said I believe very little what I
read in the newspaper and I wovild suggest that you do
the same because usually its not very accurate."

ALL MODE TOGETHER AGAIN

Speaker

"Now you know why I’m asking yoi\ questions while
your sitting right here Huey,"

Huey

"As far as my concerned, the Black Panther Party
is not engaged in any warfare on any factional basis and
we don’t view the parties being split."

Kupcinet

"You don’t."

Huey

"No .

"

Kupcinet

"And Cleaver is just out, thats that, the works.
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Huey

"That v.’as the decision/'

.uocine

"That’s one thing yoti said that was definite now
we got that much clear right?' Therefe no question about
Eldridgc Cleaver?"

Huey

"Well I said., . I said that at first he defected."

"Are there any blacks Iluey other than those in
the Black Panthers whom you respect in terms of their
commitment, I know you’ve characterized Jesse Jackson
as peculiar and I think you said some unkind things aboitt
Stokely Carmichael, correct me if I’m wrong. Are there
any other blacks outside of the Panther movement \vhose
motives aren’t suspect or that you feel are doing good
for theii’ people?"

Huey

"V/ell I respect tliirty million black people
and thats all. . ,

,

"

"I’m talking- about .... I ’n talking about .... leadership. ,

.

Huey

"So most of them are outside of the Black
Panther Party as far as leaderliip. Therds no leadership
at this time because what the American fascist will do wit.h

a leader is to eliminate him and put liim into prison,

Kupcinet

"Did you have any respect for a gentlemen like
Whitney Young for ii^tance, the late Whitney Young as a leader

OO
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Did you regard him as a leader?"

Huey

"In other words I’m saying that I respect black
people generally and in the whole struggle for freedom
we’ve used many approaches and we’ve had many
contradictions and arguments with each other as far as a.

’’That’s understandable,...”

”As far as attempting to arrive at a tactic that
will give us our freedom I’m concerned that it’s a

worthless argument to talk about a contradiction with
someone as far as the people I I’espoct. I respect all
of them.

.unci:

"Now Jesse Jackson, as he mentioned a few
weeks ago, has called for a Third Party Huey to achieve

some of the sane objectives I’m sure you want to achieve.
Could you support him in this cffoi’t? Do you see a third
political party as a means in which you could operate?”

’’Well first I would have to find out if the
people would support that move because we are servants
of the people and we would have to find out would they
grasp this or have they been totally disillusioned,”

”0f course you have a committee which makes
major decisions; By your own say so a few moments ago
won’t the Central Committee consider..,, v/ill they consider
supporting Jesse Jackson?" ^
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"Jay Parker,"

Parker

"It appears Irv tiiat Mr. Newton is talking in
terms of a (inaudible) when he refers to the blacks and also
the poor whites, now by definition he refers to poor v^hites,
it seems as though we're talking about class. Now I wonder
if he’s talking in terms of all blacks also in other
words individuals who are referred to as burgeois blacks,
those v/ho a perhaps may be a half million dollars or* somethin;
of that sort, I know it’s a typical question simply
because if we’re talking in terms of a classless society
ultimately we’re talking in terras of equalitarianism. I
think its visionary utopia and I simplj’' don’t see any
grass roots grounds srvollen on the basis of anything like
this."

Kupc ine t

"You say the blacks in other words..."

'arker and Irv e (inaudible)

Huey

"hWhat I would say, first I would like to
say that I would like to rally or encourage the black
community to focus upon the trial of our chairman Bobby
Seale and Ericka Huggins in Now Haven, Connecticut, who
are now standing tridl for their lives and to come to their
aid and do everything possible,,,,"
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"Like what .,,,?

Huey

"In order to get them out of that oppressive
situation, now secondly I would like to say as far
as the party is concerned we are now emphasizing the
need to create a comprehensive collection of institutions
which again means community and we are doing this by
erecting a program based upon survival. V/e see that the
change is a need to come about. V/e know that there are
a few people in this country, some experts say its
about 76 companies, others say its about 20 according
to the report on civil disorders of President
Johnson, It was written a few years ago and it was
stated then that approximately 7G corporations controlled
the economy of the United States and no one could really
compete with those corporations. They are monopolies
and a they not only control the economy here but of the
world. So we say that there needs to be some redistribution
of wealth and power in this country and subsequently the
v/orld as far as a candidate is concerned. If the
candidate is tied to sxipporting or dealing with these
76 companies without any transformation we say its lost
already,"

Kupcinet

"You’re against the concentration of power aren’t
you?"

Huey

'Yes. I would like to have....."

"Are you against the concentration of power
by Mao in China who controls it all in his own hands?"
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"Well that’s your analysis and I doubt if
j^ou’re a scientist,”

Kupcinet

"Well I think it’s pretty well said that don’t
you agree that he does?"

Huey

"No I don’t agree,"

Kupcinet

TtVYou don’t?"

Huey

"No

Kupcinet

"Yo'a don’t think he’s a former dictator?"

Huey

'Was Chiang Kai Chek (PH), a dictator?"

Kupcinet

"Damn right he was,"

Huey

Did America support Chiang Kai Chek?"

Kupcinet

"He did at one time, yes,"

_ Ag _
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Kuey

Huey

'Do they support hi.ra now in Formosa?”

"Only to our own advantage temporarily,"

"Thats what you always do because youri an opportunist ,

”

"IVhats the answez' though.,."

Huey

"You You You will supnort

all argue

Kupcinet

Mao has?"
"Do you v;ant the concentration of power like

Huey

"Do you know what this man just said? He said
that he will support any one if its to tiiis country ''s

advantage and what he really,,.,"

Kupcinet
"Did I say that?"

'You said that you would.,.."

Kupcinet

"I said that the country is doing that, I. didn't
say’ll v/as doing tliat..."
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Hxiey

'You support the country don’t you?”

Ktipcinet

"I don’t support tiiat policy,.., v/e have the right
to diffci- yon sec we hiP.vc dissent in this country, you have
a right to cr.prcss it as you i’avo...,."

"In other words naybc jouVe improving, ,,,

"

ALL ARGUE

Kupcinet

"But you are against the concentration in this
power of the country but jou’re^^^'*^ against the concentration
of power in Red China, Why?"

Huey

"No, No I disagree that its concentrated number
one..."

Kupcinet

•’V/ell that ridiculous if you don’t agree its
concentrated thats against all the known "

Huey

"Nov/ secondly it ’s ridiculous that you would
say it’s ridiculous.

Kupcinet

Its against all known historv.”

'No, it’s not known to a...."
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Kupcinet

ovm ends".
"You just want to change history to ajpease your

Huey

disagree
”Oka3r, I could tell you some peop]e that v;ill
IV’ould you like to hear?"

laker

Union?'
"Is there a concentration of pov;er in the Soviet

"Pardon me?'

Sneaker

"Is there a concentration of power in the
Soviet Union?"

Huey

"There might be".

>eake:

"What do you mean there might be? Yes or No?”

Kupcinet

"Why dsn’t j'^ouwant to admit these concentrations
of power by the dictator?"

Huey

"The first thing is this... that first will
you agree that there is a concentration of power in this
country right?"
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I have to agree that they are getting more today sure"

Huey

"According to Eolix Graham thes’’ got more so
at some point there v;as some breakdown in the concentration
of power. Maybe not as much as you would like but you have
to agree the suffering was i-ed istribated isn't that right."

"Well maybe you got to agree that the concentration
of power isn't always bad".

Huey

"No wait just one minute now..."

Huey and Irv Argue (Inaudible)

"First you said that many many people, according
to Felix Graham in Shanghai, before the revolution bodies
were found every day from starvation. After Chiang Kai Shek
was defeated there has been no starvation."

.UDCim

"That’s not the point your getting away from
the point,,,my point,, , my point was that you disagree or
that you don’t want concentration of power here' but your
willing to accept it elsewhere because it * s you' re political
process,,.." \
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Huey Saying At Same Time Irv is Talking

”No, the point the jjoint is,,, you asked me,,,
oh you Speaking absolutely ., ,your speaking absolutely
v/hen I talk about process, I ’;n saying that what is happening
there the people are gaining more power and to take
note of v/hat was before and now will show you that their
position has improved. So in the process of revolution
the process never stops as it stops then it becomes
reactionary so the process of getting the people more and
more freedom more and more power and more and more of the
good life and the good life is,.,,,”

Kupcinet
^11 > I will ii iw

’’Well why don't you take recognition of the
revolution going on in this country with the changes going
on (inaudible) in this country?”

Huey

"No revolution can go in this country when it's
the seat of reaction by a placing their troops their
fleets at the shores of every country that opposes their
reactionary way of government,.,..”

Kupcinet

’’That's a broad statement Iluoy that yovi know
isn’t true.....””

Huey

"In otiier woi'ds what is the relationship between
why the United States would go into Vietnam, stay so
long and kill so many people in the name of peace. Why
would they go into the Dominican Republic. A few years
ago, why would they support the Greek regime that’s fascist
and everyone knows it. But they would do it si iply to

maintain power and to not let the process of revolution go on.
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So saying that there's no absolute, no, there's
no place in the world today where power iias beoxi
disbursed to the point where there's absolutely
no concentration. But wlien this happens they will reach
a Utopia, I don't believe in Utopias so any country
that we can imagine you will find some degree of concentration
of power,,. but what v/e have...”

Kuocinet

"Let a Marvin get in a v;ord will you Huey your.,,,"

Huey

"But what we have to do is this, vre would
have to gauge and see if there's improvident and if there
is imjjroveracnt then is the process going on because
once it stops then that government is reactionary,"

All Argue (Inaudible)

Kupcinet

"Let Marvin get in a word."

Marvin

"I'm interested in of course what Huey has to
say about China and Russia and Vietnam and all these
things just as I'm interested in any one’s views on it
but I think he’s avoided geting explicit. A...."

Huev
_ V

"He's (inaudible) refused to answer any questions,"

Marvin

"V/ell let me finisli Jay^ for a minute, I think
that you know there are a lot of things that the people
who are listening to this program would like to know
about the Black Panthers. You refuse to be explicit you've
givexa us a lot of verbias when I've tried to pin you down
you said something before..."

Huey

"Like what like how like who paid
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Marv

"Let me try again. Let me try again Huey....,
here^s something their interested in Huey. You mentioned
that the people listening should support Bobby Seale in
his trial .Alright ....

"

Huey

"And also consider Fred Hampton and Mark Clark."

Marv

"Alright, be specific, v/hat should the people do
to support Bobby Seale, What are you asking tlie people
to do?"

Huey

"A well in the first thing I don’t I don’t.,,,."

Marv

"Because they might be confused as to what you’re
saying. They migJit know you really don’t know what
you want them to do."

Huey

"Alright, alright. I’ll toll you. To see that
justice is to be done and take note that 15 hundred jurors
went through that courtroom and none of them qualified.
In other words, to get 12 jurors it took 15 hundred, ask
yourself the question why the jiimerican way is not for
people to come into the court tine after time and say
in that city . , . .

. "I *m so racist...."

Speaker

then?"
"Well what do you want the man on the street to do
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Hftey

so racist and so I cannot give any black
a fair trial, Nov? what I*m saying the man on the
street sboi\ld first understand that the jtidicial system
does not work for him that he should use whatever means
that^s efficient...."

lea ki

'hVhat means? For examnle...."

Huey

"Necessarjr and suff icient . , . . to make the
transformation."

Speaker

TtGive us an e:-:ample, . .
."

Kupcinet

’’You*re stuck on those ’words efficient and sufficient...

Speaker

"Give us an example of some of t-*ose means..."

Huey

"It keeps us xlexible. Vt’e don^t telegraph (inaudible)."

"Alright without (inaudible) give us an example
of a method or a means of sufficient, efficient what’s the
other one? T/liat’s the liturgy? A efficient, sufficient
and necessary..."

Huey

"Aud that depends very much upon tiie oppi-essor *s action."
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Speaker

VAll'ight, ^/ell give kc a..’ve know what the
oppressor’s action is according to you. Allegedly oppressor’s
action is trying Bobby Seale. Alright nov^ what "

Huey

"No, no no..., the nurder of Hnrk Clark and
Fred Hampton that’s the action."

Speaker

"I’m asking j^ou about Bobby Seale, What can the
person on the street do,.,."

Huey

"The killing of 50 million blacks..."

Speaker

"What can the person on tiie street do to support
Bobby Seale? You’ve asked the people on the street to
support Bobby Scale. "

Huey

"The support of
thing that the country is
things I v/ant to ...."

Kupcinet

the Greek Regime. That’s the
guilty of and those are the

"We’ve asked 3'’ou a specific question about Bobby
Huey

,
you can ansv;cr that can’t you?"

Huey
t

'bfhat did ho savV
to harmonize I think..."

.what did he say.. we we were trying

O -
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Speaker

"No what I was saying... no what I was saying Huey
is that you asked the people to support Bobby Scale by
sufficient, efficient and necessary means. Well the average
person listening to this prograra might not be sophiscated
enough to come up with an example of a sufficient, efficient,
and necessary means. What arc some examples, give us seven
or eight of them witliout telling us whic’n one you’re
interested in..."

Huey

"Alright, alright..."

Speaker

"What are some means?"

Huey

"That’s for the people to know and for you
to find out,"

MANY PEOPLE LAUGH

Speaker

"Well I played that game when I was five years old... ff

J

Huey

"And you’re only three now."

Kupcinet

"Is that the best answer you can give him thovigh
seriously without,,.."

Huey

"That’s the only answer I will give... ask the
people what they would do. They’ll show you through action."

c:
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KuTjcinet

"'.Vhat action w’uit Icinc'^ , , .v/hat kind of action..."

"V/hat can we narticinate in.'^ ^

Huey

"Consider t’;e people, ask them,"

Speaker

"Well yuVe part of the people, I’m asking you."

Huey

VNo, but the people collectively will decide and
they’ll tell me what to do."

Speaker

"But tlie people individually make up theii' minds...,"

Speaker

today?"

Huey

"Did the people tell you to appear on this program

"Yes. I have a mandate farom the people,
your phone and call them rapidly."

Get on

Kupcinet

"Did you want to say something, Jay?"

Jay

"Yeah. You kiiow I get concerned about thivS this
Newton talking."
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Speaker

"You’re concerned, I’tn confused."

Speaker

"Well being confused—v/ell not confused but I’m
just almost frusl rated frankly.,.."

"You shouldn’t be frustrated ... (inaudible)

"

Speaker

"V/ell just relax a second Iluej^ , . .
just relax for

a second Huey.. just relax a second. I’d just like to know
where a persons headed thats all. There’s no reason why
anybody in this country,,,.”

ATJ. AEGUE Three speakers talk at once (inaudible)

Kupcinet

"Hold it just a minute will you gentlemen oh
Huey hold it a minute hold it liuoy this doesn’t make sense.
One person at a time. Jay you had the floor,..."

Jay

"You know I appeared on the prograra here in Chicago
with some fellows from tlie American Nazi Party one time.
They gave me the same rhetoric. They said once we transform
society we perhaps, after I pinned tviem down, for saying
that they may have to have a concentration of power
for a period of time until they could straighten the system
out. You know. , .

I ‘m, ,

.

it appears as though your saying
the same thing if your not say so."

Huey
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Jay

’’Ajright, I jv.st want to know v/hats in store for
me. That’s all yon know, in other words yon think I’m
gonna sit here and listen to this rhetoric and listen
to emptiness, I don’t sec how yon could I’ecruit anybody
like that. ..."

Huey

you . .

.

"Y>'cll the first thing I’m not here to recruit

Jay

’"(Veil not me. But you have an audience out here j'^ou

have an audience out iicre your talking to its television
Huey , . . .

”

Huey saying at same time Jay is speaking— Ii n <1 II rntm M •mt • n i n !< i i n » iii n— n » n imtmi m '•\m

’’The people appreciate what I’m saying. If the
people don’t appreciate it then they v;ill discipline me
not you,”

Speaker

”I*m not disciplining you.”

Huey and Speaker Argue

Speakei*

’’How would thejf discipline 3'-ou?”

Huey

’’pardon me?”

Speaker

"How would they discipline you if they disagree with
what jQjVe saying?”
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"They would criticize me."

Speaker

"I don’t consider you beyond redemption Huey but
I’m not going to sit here and discipline you or criticize
you in the sense that .lets try and make you. say something
that you don’t want to say, I moan you’re a free man and.,."

"No. I’ra not free. But j'ou iiavc illusion of freedom
and that’s just the point..." .

"Well, you’re free in the context of tins program
to say what you want just like the four of vis, you know.”

"Well actually.,..

leake:

"No, he’s not free cause lie speaks on the consensus
of his peop.le apparently,"

Speaker

"Oh, I see".

Sneaker

"I mean.

Huey

"And you’re not free because you have to obey
the reactionary laws of this country."

Soeakt

"Ax'e you really saying that you’re saying or do you
have a tape recording. Are yov rca ] ly' saying what" you’re saying
or are you cashing a tape recorder button?" .
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Hue

"I don't understand youi' language."

"Y/ell obviously not. I questioned youi' comprehension
a little earlier,"

Huey

"Alright, You know what? The thing is that
your problem is this, number 1 that your program is
to support a thing (inaudible)."

Soeaker
iiiA mMm iitmt ^ v mi i m

"You better watch it or you'll be guilty of
practicing medicine without a license."

Huey

"Yeah
,

a Iright .

"

Speaker

"Okay."

Huey

"I'm a witch doctor and also say that you have
been civilized by vhiite Christianity western. .. .therefore

,

the only thing that wo could do with you is to deliver
you to the people so that they v;ill tlicn rid you.,.,
(inaudible) cause of the problem,"

Speaker

"Number one, you don't know if I adhere to
Christianity or laot do you?"
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"Kow would the pcoplo rid tliemsolves of people
— ^ i ^ ^ L .1 .like Mr. Parkex*? I tnean vdiat do you suggest they do.

I mean you use the word that people arc going to I'id you..

Huey

"You know you’re a very nosy man
want to know the opinions of the people,"

You always

Speaker

"I think that’s Iiuman nature believe it or not,"

Keipcinct

"Iluey, let me ask you a quick question. Now
theres been some talk about the possibility of forming
a Black Nation v;it]iin the colony where blacks would
have their own nation within the United States. Do
the Black Panthers visualize such a thing?"

Huey

"The first thing is that Nation has been negated
through the reality or by the reality of the empire.
In other words nations could not exist along side a

modern empire because the very definition of the empire,
the modern one, is that it controls all other countries
either in a direct or indirect ',vay so the countries of the
world have now been transformed in oppressed communities.
That’s why we see a oneness with all of the people
in the world because 7G companies not onlj' control all
of tJie communities here, tlioy also coiitrol all of tJiosc
first communities that use to be called nations. Their
economy, their culture, and corporal institution so controlled
vuitil the United States is the decider. So first I woixld
like to sav this. That’s not realistic to talk about

_ u _
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nationJiood nt this tir,ic. . A
determination for tlie cosninv

of the v.’orlci, Whotliex’ they
or a poor vAiitc or Vietnane
have the power, and to he f

what tactics they v;ill use.
give would be somewhat arro
for them I^m sure it would
efficient and neccssai'y in
(inaudible) they want. As
tha t a

”

11 '.VC can talk about is self-
nity. The dispursed communities
he b.lach, Chinese, LloxJcan,

sc, we want the people to
rec to decide what means and

The only definition I could
gant, Jf I would outline it
mean they would do what is
order to cause the kind of
far as tliis raan’s concerned

Kupcinet

f t \\JWhich man?"

Hue y

Kupcinet

Huey

"Well this man..."

"Mr. Marvin Aspen and Mr. Jay Parker."

man , . ,

.

f?

"And as far as this man is concerned and this

Speaker

Huey

Sneaker
. .....

Huey

"Do you remember :.r’- name I.'”.6v?”

"I dojx’t take them seriously."

"Do you remember nv name ’lucv?"

"Because a . .

.

.nax’don me?"

‘•C
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:er

"Do you remeri'.Iier i.iy name?

auey

"To Viie your name is

"

ALL ARGUE

Speaker

"Irv introduced me . You knov; I rcmoruber your name
you know I give you credit ror jiaviny that mucli intelligence
can yoii remember me?"

Huey

"Well I thank you for letting me make an
impression upon you but I’ll tell you, you are ^ blank.
So you cab’ t requite,,.,."

Speaker

"You didn’t impress me at all. As a 7^iatter

of fact, I think I had r. little hlglier regard for you
before I met you.... and had a ccnvoi'sation v;it!i you..,,"

Huey
.

"Okay ... ,T appreciate that because any time that
you respect me then I will feci vei'y bad.”

Kupcinet

"I’m sorry wc Jiavc to end now on such a sour
note but our tinie has run out we must say goodbye to Huey
Newton the Minister of Defense for the Black Panther Party.
The man who believes in efficient, sufficient and all
necessary means and this is Marvin Aspen, the Legal
Advisor for the Cook County Sheriff and co-author of a
book called, "Criminal Law foi* the Layman" and this is
Mr, J, A, Parker, the leading spokesman for the Young
Araei’ican for Freedom. V.'e v/ill pause here for a message
and wc shall be back with other jjuests in a few se^nds."
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•BLACK STUDENT UNION ©SU) - UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE^

CALTFORNLA, RM . HUEY PERc/nEWTON . AKA . RM - BPP (KBE). /HUEY PERCY^NEWTON , AKA, RM - BPP (KBE).

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED MAY THREE LAST, THAT ARRANGEMENTSN

HAD BEEN FINALIZED FOR AN APPEARANCE BY HUEY NEWTON, BPP SUPREME

COMMANDER, AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, IRVINE, FOR MAY ELEVEN

NEXT.

NEWTON IS TO SPEAK IN CONNECTION WITH BLACK CULTURAL WEEK

ACTIVITIES BEING HELD AT THIS SCHOOL DURING THE PERIOD MAY NINE

THROUGH SIXTEEN NEXT. NEWTON IS TO RECEIVE A FIFTEEN l^UNDRED

DOLLAR FEE FOR THIS APPEARANCE.

UJ' ' I~t \ >

END
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ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

RESFAIRTEL APRIL FOURTEEN LAST . V

LOS ANGELES ARRANGE COVERAGE OF NEWTON ’S SPEECH , t

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ADVISE TRAVEL J)ATA WHEN DETAINED
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UNITED STATES G RNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM
• V /

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, MIAMI (157-3874) (RUC)

date: 5/17/71

SUBJECT

:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON ,
aka

RM - BPP
:tREASON (key black EXTREMIST)
(00: SAN FRANCISCO)

' • ’
V

U 4 . ^ i- '
i > •

Re Cleveland airtel and LMM 4/16/71; San y
Francisco tel to Bureau 3/30/71

.

[
identified \

I black s tudents at the University of Miami. \ /
Coral Gables, Florida This source also reported that ^
the black stu<^n€s"'aT*the University of Miami sponsored a
black cultural week on that campus from April 25 to May 1,
1971. Black students in an effort to attract speakers to
the campus during that period were making contact with
various '*black leaders'* throughout the United States. He
said they were successful in arranging for the appearance
of CHARLES Gv^RST, Jr., President of Malcolm,X University,
Chicago, Illinois, on, the evening of 4/27/71.

^

and
I I

advised that
HUEY NEWTON has not appeared on the campus of the University
of Miami and both advised that they did not know of any
plans for NEWTON or any other black extremist to visit that
campus or the Miami, Florida, area../.

^
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j

^ - Bureau (RM) ^ *

2 - San Francisco (157-1203) (RM)
2 - Miami

(1 - 157-3874)
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.-'AA PASSED FOLLOWING MESSAGE MAY 4 TO Al Ri. TRANSPORT ASSOC 1 ATT ON |\
iATA) FO'R AMERICAN AIR CARRIERS? QUOTE'" A R'ELiiABLE SOURCE' RE^pRTSX
A NUiiBii.R Ur RUilORS I ND it A T1 NQ A GROUP OF' 3LAC.< PAM:ThERS: WlLiu '•>

ATTEMPT 1 j travel FROM THE US VIA CUBA. TO ALGERIA INiTHE^n'EaS
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Airliners T'O (30 to cu 3 a» it is said' that fuiights from ban . ;5|-

r ’..VCISCO -jj CHICAGO^ MIAMI AND SAN JUA.N. aR£! ROUTES TO BE
i-;s •E.;:iAI,LY jeopardized. FAA comments! although, thebe .rumors .'...re

j U« UNVEkiF'IED j THEY C ANNOT' BE I GNORED ANO ORuUMD
;-.;P'RlTY PE-'CSONNEL' MUST M A I NT A I N ST R I Cl' V I L I G ANCE INIAPRLYT'.C

xECE-SSARY security MEa3UR.es. trouble, appears TO! BEi BR..-.Ri ’C

b; .,v V'-iE ..ri--.CX PA:NTH£R party' and it IS'. QUiTE; POSSIBLE THAT THE liL.ACX

vX' -iERR A.^E HAVING AN I NTERN Ai.' FR I CT I ONi PROBLEM' WH I CH COULD:
’XH .. E i .'x i' u •••' 0 A C T i 0 N S . "THE BLACK P A N 'fHER" (PAST Y » 3 : Q F F I C 1 A L i

V- —• ’.‘a:- H. '-’A-. VILIFIED and ATTFm.ptEO TO' 0T5CR>0IT> AND
••T xi:-l.:ULt £t-OKlOGE, cleavers I N SEYEraLI articles,. . probably TO'
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PREP \1E ThEIR READERS' FOR CLEAVER'S EXPULS 1 3N. PRa OR T 0 A\'

OFFICIAL' aNNOUNcEMENT'o IF Cij^JAVER IS EXprLLEO^ IT COULD
A! I,. -CUT' War BET'WEEN the HUEY XEWTON amp the ELORIOEEi CLEAVEk
FACTIONS and CHAOS ‘WOULD REIGN' IN Ti-iE 8LlACK PANTHER PARTY*
AS A RESULT kid-mapping^ KILL INGS;. AND Hi JaC<I1 NGS CO'JlD d£
ORDER OF THE DAY* - UNQUOTE'*
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TO DIRECTOR ( 105,- 1 6570S) ATTN. DID
LOS ANGELES

FROM SAN FRANCISCO ( 157- 1203)
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1 Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivaii_*.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. TtisVinp ^
Mr.Brennan
Mr. Callahan..^
Mr. Casper_JL
Mr. Donrad

Mr. Dalhey _ _ _

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
,,

Mr. Sovars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmeg
Miss Gandy
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

ON MORNING OF MAY FOURTEEN INSTANT, BPP SUPREME COMMANDE

HUEY P. NEWTON ^AVELED FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TO RESIDENCE

CALIFORNIA , BY AUTOMOBILE. NEWTON ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN SEALE,

OAKLAND BPP MEMBER WHO IS NEWTON’S CHAUFFEUR AND BODYGUARD.

ANNOUNCEMENT AT UCSC THAT AT ELEVEN A .M

.

\

MAY FOURTEEN INSTANT, NEWTON WILL MAKE TELEVISION TAPE USING

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

FACILITIES OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT IN THE

COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING AT THE UNIVERSITY.

INFORMATION HAS ALSO BEEN RECEIVED BY THE SHERIFF’S OFFICE

IN SANTA CRUZ THAT NEWTON WILL SPEAK TO BLACK STUDENTS

ATTENDING THE UCScI

A SOURCE REPORTED MAY THIRTEEN LAST, THAT

b6
b7C
b/D

ADMINISTRATIVE :

SOURCE IS

LOS ANGELES CONTACT APPROPRIATE SOURCES FOR ANY INFORMATION

b2
b6
b7C

CONCERNING TRAVEL OF TO SANTA CRUZ .

ACTIVITIES OF NEWTON AT SANTA CRUZ WILL BE FOLLOWED

END
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TO DIB^TOR

TELETYPE

I
Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCDxj

I
Mr. Callahan—^

I Mr, Casper

j
Mr. Conrad

1 Mr. Dalbey

I
Mr.. Felt

i Mr. Gale —
j Mr. Rosen

I
Mv. Tavoi

I Mr. Walters

P Mr. Srtvars.

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION LrrTTl

SAB FBANcisco ALL
ucDcm IS Ui'<CLASSlilc.u

,FROM NEW YORK 157-2702 (P) DATEM^^BY|^

lED
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Teie. Room
Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy_
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HUEY P-nSEWTON, RACIAL MATTERS-BPP; KPE

HUEY P. NEWTON APPEARED ON THE DAVID FROST TV SHOW
i j (

njRING THE EVENING OF MAY FOURTEEN, SEVENTY ONE. NEWTON'S

APPEARANCE LASTED FOURTY FIVE MINUTES DURING WHICH TIME, ME

DISCLOSED HIS PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY. HE NOTED THAT ALL EVENTS

OCCUR IN A HISTORICAL CONTEXT SO THAT THE AIMS AND METHODS OF

ACCOMPLISHING GOALS M BE COMPATIBLE WITH THE PREVAILING

SITUATION AND INSTITUTIONS IN SOCIETY.

NEWTON DECLARED HE WAS A DISCIPLE OF NON-VIOLENCE AND THAT HE

AND THE BPP WAS FOR WORLD DISARMAMENT. THE BPP DOES NOT PLOT

PER SE AGAINST THE ESTABLISHMET, BUT SUCH PLOTTING IF IT OCCURS,

ARISES OUT OF THE EXPERIENCE OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY, , ,

.b6

:b7C

END PAGE ONE
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PAGE TWO

HE NOTED THAT THE UNITED STATES IS THE WORST OFFENDER AGAINST

WORLD PEACE.

NEWTON OBSERVED THAT HE RARELY USE THE TERM PIG AND INDICATED

mmmmD that it was merely a rhetorical phrase utilized by

THE party to heighten THE AWARENESS OF THE BLACK COMMUNITY. HE

ALSO OBSERVED THAT HE WOULD NOT EXCLUDE THE POSSIBILITY THAT THE

POLICE WgRE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REGENT MURDER OF SAM NAPIER

IN NEW YORK.

NEWTON ALSO REVEALED THAT HE IS NO LONGER SUPREME COMMANDER

OF THE BPP> BUT IS NOW KNOWN AS THE DEFENSE MINISTER AND
«

servant TO-THE PEOPLE.

ADMINISTRATIVE
NEW YORK TAPED NEWTON'S APPEARANCE.

LHM TO FOLLOW.

END

HObB-ftlR-©#rTTOfre



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

F B I

Date::
'

^^5/25/p^

(Type in plaintext ar code) "

AIR Mil
(Priority)

TO

FROM

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (187-24M,{, IKPORulAilUi UJl'

c) teimiii IS uMCLASSlFl'
«IEF PERCE NEWTONHUEY PERCY NEWTON
Aka
RM - BPP CK^)

00: San Francisco

Re: Springfield alrtel, 5/21/71, caj
NATIC^AL SURVIVAL DAY, 6/19/71,
SI File 157-2820

ipned **S1C0ND ANNUAL
Cairo, Illinois, RM”

In view of Bureau Instructions regarding Key Black Extremist
Program, and information contained in reairtel indicating
HUEY P. NEWTON may tratel to Cairo for the 6/19/71 activity, (J
San Francisco should immediately alert sources and informants
acquainted with activities of NEWTON. Furnish Springfield
specific information regarding travel at the earliest possible
date so that arrangements may be made to cover NEWTON *s activities
in compliance with KBE Program.

Springfield, at Cairo, Illinois, is maintaining contact
with sources in a position to furnish additional information
concerning the 6/19/71 event, and Bureau and interested offices
will be advised.

(D Bureau (105-165429) (RM)
2: San Francisco (157-1203) (RM^
3:Springfleld (157-2431)

(1: 157-2820) I

DTS:vr
(7) . A

W4y 27

be
b7C

Mroved:
Agej^mn lChar(

Sent M Pet ; :
„ —

_

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1971-413-135



ev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

F B I

Date: 5/11/

7

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR HAIL
(Priority)

TOt

FROM:

DIRECTOR, F«I (105-165429)

!AH FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCr^EHTOM, Ak*
RM - BPP (KBE)

ALL INFOR^^ATIQM COty

HEREIfj IS .oNCteiwI

EnelosAd for the Bureett are eight (S) copies of an
LHM setting forth renarks made by HEHTOHoa 5/19/71.

The enclosed LBlf¥||| classified CDn2%t|w to
conceal identities of the sowdes, dlsclosara of which could
reflect adversely on the national defense.

First source Is SF

Second source Is SF

b2
b/D

The Bureau will note that renarka by HEHTOH continue
to reflect the direction or the BPP has recentiy taken In order
to gain the suppott of the black people In the CMnunlties.

/2 ^ Bureau (Encls.8) (Rii)'

San Francisco /
1 - 157-1203 ® MAY 26 tP71

JLC/Jr

Special Agent in Charge
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 O - 346-090 (11)

.•/; ,-s .r ''.r .

,5. ; i,



UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply. Please Refer to

File No,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

May 21, 1971

C 0 N F o: I A L

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On May 18, 1971, a source made available a program
for The Third Annual Martin Luther King, Jr., Lectures, May
18, 19 and 20, 1971, presented by The Center For Urban-Black
Theological Studies, Berkeley, California.

According to the program the Mart
Jr., Lectures commemorate the significance
teaching, and death of Dr. King for our nat
The Center offers tribute to him and to tho
their lives in the struggle to create a new
Lectures offer the theological community th
hear and experience the genius and depth of
religious life of the Black community. The
bring together west coast Black clergy to s

their respective work.

in Luther King,
of the life,
lonal community,
se who have spent
humanity. The

e opportunity to
the spltltual and
Lectures also

hare and analyze

The program also sets forth information that the
lectures are being held in conjunction with The Black Odyssey
Festival. The Second Annual Black Odyssey Festival celebrates
a wide spectrum of the Black community's cultural life. The
Festival Involves the resources of community as it celebrates
the life of a people in coordination with the Berkeley School
District, the Berkeley Public Library, and local churches.

The program shows that on Wednesday, May 19, 1971,
at 11:00 AM, Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense of the Black
Panther Party (BPP), Oakland/ California, will speak on

Excludfea from automatic
downgrading and declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

"..'i r,- *



C 0 N F A L

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

"New Directions for the Black Panther Party, A Survival
Program"

The BPP Is a black extremist organization
started In Oakland, California, In
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government

.

A second source advised that Newton spoke at the
above mentioned series as scheduled. According to this
source, Newton stated In part as follows:

There has been a change In the thinking of the BPP.
BPP members are going to begin attending church and get
Involv.ed In the church. The BPP wants and needs the support
of the black community.

The BPP was formed to oppose evils In the society.
The BPP thought Itself as the vanguard of a people who wanted
things changed. However, the BPP found It was not the van-
guard for anything and because of Its actions the BPP lost the
favor of the black community and left the people behind.

The BPP thought It could change things without the
people themselves changing them but It was wrong. He said he
was not calling the things done by the BPP mistakes but pre-
ferred to refer to them as phases of development the BPP has
gone through.

The Panthers will now Involve themselves In anything
or any stage of a developing change In the community. The BPP
will support It and try to Introduce some Insight Into It. The
BPP will continue to criticize the system and will operate
with the system so It can change It.

In the past the BPP has criticized the church by
saying It was only spiritual and not relevant and we were not
going to have anything to do with It. In the future the only

CON I A L

2



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

time the BPP will criticize the church is when it does not act
upon the evils we feel cause black men to be driven to their
knees

.

The BPP plans to open clothing and
the Berkeley-Oakland area with the intention
products.

shoe factories in
to give away the

Newton also stated he was the son of a minister and
went to church for the first fifteen years of his life.

Approximately 200 persons attended
Newton, most of whom were neatly dressed and
church-going people.

the speech by
appeared to be



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No.

i^ITED ^TAtES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

May 21, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above at San Francisco,
California

.

All sources (except any listed belov) vhose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
infoimation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendation^ nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Subject: BLACK PANTHER PARTY CBPP)
RACIAL MATTERS

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

- Mr,
- Mr,
- Mr.

W. 1^ Sullivan
J,^% Mohr
C, D. Brennan

DATE; 5/17/71

Tolson _
Sullivan

C.D
r »^jr1.-van

- Mr» T. Bishop b6
:b7C

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

HEREiM !3 uNCL^SE?!

The purpose of this memorandum is to Mvise of

the appearance of BPP Supreme Commander Huey P. Newton o

the David Frost television program 5/14/71, f'
O

__
The 90-minute program consisted of a 30-minute

interview of Dr, John Morsell, Assistant Executive Director
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People CNAACP) and a 60-minute interview of Newton, Morsell,
who made a dignified appearance, did not make an issue of
criticizing the BPP but made it clear he did not fully approve
of them. He said the BPP has created a new awareness of the
problems of the Negro race and has provided a rallying symbol
for yoting Negroes, but he referred to their "peculiar half-
baked Marxist philosophy" and indicated that the NAACP does^

not consider the Negro race a "colonized people,"

t Our special coverage of Newton's plush apartment
' previously determined that Frost wanted Newton and Morsell
to appear together representing views of violence and non-
violence, Newton, however, refused to appear with anyone

I
and threatened to walk off the show tmless he appeared alone

I
Newton had previously stated that BPP attorney Charles R,

} Garry, who appeared on the Frost show several we^s ago,
I made a fool of himself, did the BPP a disse^ice and he
CNewton) would make up for Garry's mistakes, Newton vowed
he would not debate with anyone nor get involved in contro-
versial issues.

Newton certainly kept his vow. He mauiaged to evade
every question asked by Frost by launching into a harangue
;that led him far from the intended subject matter, Newton
jdid not mention the FBI, and the only accusation he directed

105-165706 .1. ,- V -
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Memorandum to Mr. C, D. Brennan
Re: Black Panther Party (BPP)
105-165706

I
toward law enforcement was that Samuel Lee Napier, BPP

i Circulation Manager, was murdered by ’’police" in New York City

I on 4/17/71. (Actually, there is every indication that Napier

I

was killed as a result of internal BPP factionalism.) Newton
characterized the BPP as the servant of the people. He
insisted the BPP is nonviolent and advocates only self-defense.

Frost attempted to draw Newton into a discussion
about the previous allegation by the BPP that 28 Panthers
have been killed by police. Newton refused to discuss it
by talking around it as he did every controversial topic
raised by Frost. All of Newton’s remarks were clearly
intended to promulgate the new BPP line emphasizing its
service to the community and deemphasizing violence.

ACTION:

2
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SUPPLEMENTAL CORRELATION SlttWARY ^
(See Correlation Sximmary dated 5t79/S9 filed as 105-165429-31)

Main File No: 105-1654«^105-1654^$
1

;

Date;

LUJ-JLOJ‘

7^/
Subj ect : Huey Percy^e\^^ij^l^Y^';3£

a, nxu-. V vVHEaE SHOW^L^
Date Searched: 9/23/70

All logical variations of subject's name and aliases were searche
r and identical references were fovind as: jClaaflifiod hy

^ewton, Huey Percy
^e^on_^0ne

^
5S>ton Heuy

;^:)ewton, Hewey
*iJewton, Hue P.

Newton , Huey

Ai?

ewton , Hhiey r.

ewton, Huey S.

ewton, Huey T.

ewton, Hug^ Percy
ewton, Hughie
ewton, Hug)iie P.

This is a stmimary of information obtained from a review of
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been Included except
any indicated at the end of this summary tinder the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY. References indicated in the block as
SI contain the same information as the foregoing serial although the .

information may have been received from a different source.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE. AND
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN
MORE DETAIL

.

A/

Analyst Coordinator

Tabs

b/C

classified

declassify 0i‘x

^ SrS3^

r

/o -

iMCT

60AU6 4 197}
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Add. info Additional information appearing in

this reference >diich pertains to

Huey Percy Newton can be found in
the main file or else\diere in this
summary. This information may have
been received from a different source.

BPP Black Panther Party

SDS Students For A Democratic Society

•kirkici:

The following references in the main files of the individuals
listed below indicated that they visited Huey Percy Newton at the
Alameda County Jail in Oakland, California. Newton, BPP co- founder
and Minister of Defense, was in Jail awaiting trial on charges of
murdering an Oakland police officer.

INDIVIDUAL tnn date OR PERIOD REFERENCE 6e SEARCH
•b/C

OF VISIT SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-11159-3 ep.1,4
(190

157-12001-1 ep.l
(isO

157;18404-1 ep.1,4
(180

44^42385-5 ep.2,3
1 I 1 (9^

(continued)
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(continued)

:b6

DATE OR PERIODINDIVIDUAL :b7C

OF VISIT
REFERENCE & SEARCH
SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-442464-31 ep.3,7
( /, 19i

140-37650-5 p. 1,4, 15

(7,165

157rll310-3 ep.2-4
(175

advised that
was requested by Huey Newton, national officer, BPP, to

come to Oakland, Calif., and bring with him all the fxinds from the
leftSeattle, Wash., Chapter, BPP. Source further advised

Seattle on 7/20/68 for Oakland by air and reportedly carried a gtin with
him on this trip.

advised that ^bsequent to 8/ 15/68,
Okinawa to participate in

demonstrations there sponsored by the Gensuikin-Zengakurer Conference,
an international conference sponsored by a group of revolutionary
Japanese students held in the principal cities of Japan from 8/ 2/68 -

8/12/68. SoTjorce further advised that the purpose of trip was
to internationalize Huey Newton, the BPP leader charged with murder in
Oakland, Calif.

m



The ’’Daily Gater”, student newspaper published by th^.^)^'

*

Associated Students of San Francisco State College (SFSC)
,
San Francisco,

Calif., in its 9/25/68 issue, published an article entitled "BSU
States Its Philosophy, Goals and Achievements”. This article in part
stated "We went to talk to Huey Newton about a month ago and he asked
about the Black Students Program and said he would like to enter
SFSC when he gets out. We discussed some of the methods of implementing
the BSU".

This serial indicated that BSU was the Black Student Union,
a black nationalist organization that had engaged in acts of violence
in the past.

Add. info.

157-8272-163 ep.lO157-82
(?, 1^

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) (100-439190)

i
SNCC's analysis of

the BPP and Huey Newton. indicated the following:
SNCC would support Newton's fight; Newton should be seen not only as
a Black Panther but as a revolutionary hero for all black people to
imitate; in order to maintain open communication between the Panthers
and SNCC^ informal meetings should be encouraged among individuals in
the two groups.

100-439190-33-48 ep.lOA
(25

[
(protect identity), advised on 11/18/68 that !

continued to hear tumors that Huey Newton and other BPP members may
come to KSU to support the Black United Students' (BUS) (157-11999)
demands. These demands Included amnesty for nine BUS members charged
with organizing a demonstration to protest the recruitment activities
of the Oakland, California Police Department on the KSU campus.

157-11999-6 ep.2,7
( 8^ ’

\ t ,
*

-4 -

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D



157-8415-243-46 ep.6
( 21^

(protect identity) advised during
January, 1969 that he had received certain literature by mail from
Radio Havana, Cuba. Included in this material was a booklet
containing articles dealing with the revolutionary struggles of
various peoples around the world, glorifying the Communist revolution
and guerrilla movements. One article, entitled "Black Power and the
Revolutionary Struggle", was fragments of an interview between Huey
Newton and an imldentified member of the "Nbvement" wherein Newton
explained the Black Panther ideology and described Black Power as
being a nationalist revolutionary group whose purpose was to fight
and destroy the two evils of capitalism and racism. Newton also
defined Black Power as the black colony attempting to gain power
over their own destiny.

100-445759-67®. 2

( 3<

b6
b7C
b/D

Los Angeles, Calif.,
Chapter of the BPP, was questioned regarding his knowledge of the
whereabouts of Leroy Eldridge Cleaver (100-447251) euid his affiliation

b6
b7C

with the BPP. his first contact with the BPP
came when Huey Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, spoke at Jefferson
High School in Los Angeles in October, 1966. He was impressed with
\diat Newton had to say and subsequently joined the BPP.

(continued)

tv
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(continued)

b6
b7C
b7D niiSr

(protect
identities), inmates, California Men’s Colony, advised that they had met
Newton shortly after he had arrived at this institution to serve time.
Sources advised that Newton had given them information concerning
Cleaver and the BPP, but they were reluctant to reveal this information
since Newton was so powerful and had so many friends out of prison
that they feared for their lives.

100-447251-481 p.P-S,30
(35
SI, 100-447251-333 ep.1-4
(35

J ladvised that in approximately !

Iwas e^elled from the BPP
for having displayed cowardice during a confrontation with Oakland,
Calif., police officers \diile on a "patrol** in company with Huey Percy
Newton.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

(protect identity), furnished information revealing ! I signed
the Visitor’s Register at the Alameda County Jail on as a
visitor to Newton. Wright listed his relationship to Newton as

I It was noted that at that time, Newton, BPP Defense Minister,
was awaiting trial on charges of having murdered an Oakland police
officer, and was subsequently found guilty of voluntary manslaughter.

refused to comment on 1/27/69, when asked if he was
acquainted with Newton.

(7^,195

3.S di

b6
I

b7C
b7D

[
(protect identity), furnished a tape recording of a

speech by Eddie Eugene Bolden made at the Martin Born
Cafeteria, Midwestern College, Denison, Iowa, on 2/26/69. This

(continued)

b6
I

b7C
b7D

ft it

.
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(continued)

speech was sponsored by the Arro-i^erican Student Association at'

Midwestern College. In his speech about the BPP, Bolden set out the
facts surrounding the founding of the BPP by Minister of Defense,

Huey P. Newton. Bolden also set forth the Ten Point Program drawn
vp by Newton for the BPP.

im

advised that he had gone
andto school with Huey Newton in Oakland, Calif., in

first became acquainted with Newton's political views at that time,
further advised that prior to his suspension from the BPP in

be
hi C

approximately March of 1969, he had met with Newton in jail and believed
that he was in Newton's favor. also advised that one of Newton's
strictest principles was that BPP members should not carry guns, but
that Newton admitted violating both this principle and his belief
that the people needed political education before a revolution could
be started.

|

[further advised that Newton had told him that he
would probably serve the full fifteen years in prison and that it would
be necessary for someone else to implement \diat he knew needed to be
done, but that he had not picked anyone to replace himself in the BPP
as yet.

m be
b7C

had become affiliated with the BPP ;dien

advl sed

BPP had conducted an armed invasion of the California States Legislattire
hadAssembly, Sacramento, Calif. She further advised

become a close associate of Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense,
and several other BPP members.

Tu^



The following references in the file captioned ••Conmwri^l^
Influence in Racial Matters" pertain to CP activities in connection
with the BPP and BPP Defense Minister, Huey P. Newton. On 1/30/69,

a CP member, claimed that he had a close relationship
with the top leadership of the BPP in California and had spent I I ]

I

]

On 4/19/69, at the Midwest Socialist Educational Conference of the
Yoxing Socialist Alliance in Urbana, 111., a statement of solidarity
with Newton was suggested. At the 19th National Convention of the
CPUSA held in Brooklyn, N.Y. from 4/30/69 - 5/3/69, a resolution was
approved calling for cooperation with and defense of the BPP and Newton.

.b6

•b/C

REFERENCE

100-442529-2858 p. 2, 15, 26, 27

-2892 p.3,8

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(/, 10^
(10?

This reference pertains to a hearing of the Subcommittee
on Internal Security of the Committee on the Judiciary in Washington,
D.C., on 6/26/69. Information regarding the BPP activities of Huey P.
Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, was set out in an exhibit.

REFERENCE

157-6-34-3038 ep. 100

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(17?

I ^ I
furnished a copy of a letter and

enclosures dated 7/24/69 which had been circulated by
| | b

New Jersey CP. This letter called for support of the b

Plainfield Joint Defense Committee (PJDC) (100-454699) in its work to
strike back at racism and other forms of oppression. One of the
enclosures to this letter set out resolutions adopted by the PJDC.
It was resolved that local committees be set up in all areas to \inite
both black and \diite to a joint nation-wide cotonter-offensive against
the growing police- state repressions, since the object of jailing Huey
Newton and the arrest of scores of other black and \diite militant
leaders was Intended to decapitate the leadership of the freedom struggle
in order to force the oppressed to submit to their oppression.

•>

lOQ-454699 -2 p. 10,19 /
(3?

b2
b6
b7C
b/D

- 8 -



This reference is a copy of an editorial entitled "Studres

of Violence Misleading" which appeared in the 8/4/69 edition of "The

San Diego Union". This editorial criticized a report on violence

prepared by Jerome Skolnick, Professor at the University of California.

In this report, Skolnick described the BPP as a defensive organization

and suggested that the police provoked its members to violence. This
conclusion was based on a statement (not explained) made by Huey Newton,
who was serving two to fifteen years in a California penitentiary for

voluntary manslaughter resulting from the shooting of a policeman who
stopped him for a traffic violation.

62-112288-169 p.l
(li

I

I

The following references pertain to activities held in
protest of the 10/28/67 arrest of Hu^ P. Newton for the murder of an
Oakland, Calif., policeman. These activities covered the approximate
period 7/16/68 through the fall of 1969 in numerous cities throughout
the US, and included rallies and demonstrations sponsored by the BPP
and co-sponsored by other organizations, including the SDS, the Peace
and Freedom Party and the Young Socialist Alliance. Many of these
activities were held to raise money for the Huey Newton Defense Fund
and called for Newton's release. Newton was confined to Jail in
California during this period and his appeals for bail were denied.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-112228-3-31 p.l, 3,

4

62-112228-15-35 ep.1,3

62-112423-107 p. 1,17 ,151,224,225,
228-230,234,268,287

100-16-27-481 p. 15, 104

100-308353-150 p.25,38

100 -427 226- 37 -4X p. 17, 18, 40

100-427226-50-6 p. 9, 10, 19

(95

(i5

(/,io5

( 1^,109

(25

( 25
'

(25

-9 -



(continued)

REFERENCE

100-442695-28 p.10,11

100-446997-9-21 p. 7 8, 120, 127 ,303,340
100-451542-3 p.4,11

100-452260-23 p. 9, 60, 61, 103, 108

100-453455-5 p.5,18

105-89231-48 p.8-10

105-183400-109 ep.6

105-190411-16 ep.2

157-8415-243-61 encl.2,p.l

157-13422-5 p. 2,3,7

157-14306-1 ep.3,6

176-1438-6 p. 5,6,9

The following references in the file captioned "Republic of
New Africa" (RNA) contain information pertaining to the activities of
Huey Newton, BPP Minister of Defense, in connection with this
organization. Sometime prior to 9/26/69, Newton had sent a letter to
Milton Henry, First Vice-President of RNA in Detroit, who in turn, sent
a copy to John Taylor, RNA member in Dayton, Ohio. In this letter
Newton proposed a merger of the BPP and the Black Legion of the RNA
if each Black Panther could have rank and power.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-9079-711 p.1,2
-730 ep.2,6
-772 p. 51, 105

-10 -



The following references in the file captioned ''Students

For a Democratic Society" contain information pertaining to SDS

activities in support of BPP Defense Minister, Huey P. Newton, who

was serving a sentence of two to fifteen years on a conviction of

manslaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland, Calif,

police officer. During the period 11/21/68 - 9/26/69, in California,
Illinois, Indiana, Massachusetts, Ohio and Texas, SDS chapters held
rallies and demonstrations in behalf of Newton, sponsored and showed
movies to raise money for Newton's defense, and urged support for the
BPP and Newton at their conventions.

REFERENCE

100-439048-5-602 p. 46, 55, 175, 186
/

100-439048-10-110 p.lA,6,36,61

100-439048-11-182 p.44

100-439048-21-115 p.2,16

100-439048-33-139 ep. 15, 16, 47

100-439048-42-85 ep. 17, 18, 125
-97 ep . 7 , 24

100-439048-47-167 p. 18,41

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

The Indianapolis Office furnished a copy of an interview
with SDS member Mark William Rudd I I on 9/30/69, by Bob
Rouse, announcer WAAC Radio, Terre Haute, Ind. This interview
pertained to the SDS and its goal to overthrow the US Government.
Rudd stated in this interview that there was a system of slavery still b 7 c
going on and that \dien black people spoke out, they were put in jail
like Huey Newton and a \diole btinch of others.

(7

- 11 -



(protect identity), furnished a leaflet concerning a proposed student t

strike on 11/14/69, which indicated that the Radical Jewish Students
Union (RJSU) (100-456686) was calling for the "immediate and xinconditional

withdrawal of all US forces from Vietnam". (Locality not given.)
This leaflet indicated that the RJSU urged support of the proposed
release of political prisoners BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and BPP
Minister of Defense Huey P. Newton in exchange for the release of US
prisoners held by the Democratic Republic of Vietnam.

100;456686-4 p.8,10
(119

b6
b7C
b7D

This reference in the file captioned "Charles R. Garry"
contains information pertaining to the activities of Garry in
connection with his defending Huey P. Newton and other BPP members.
Garry was called to defend Newton in November, 1967 after Newton was
charged with killing an Oakland

)
police officer. These activities

covered the approximate period November, 1967 - December, 1969 in
various cities in California. Besides defending Newton, Garry gave
numerous speeches in support of Newton and the BPP activities, and
he also attacked the US judicial system as an instrximent of US racist
society.

100-259902-35 p. 13-16, 18, 19, 22-28,
(2',109 45,47,48,50,51,56,57,

67,71,72,75 b2
b7D

On 12/4/69. r ladvised that Karen Lee Wald (100-446938)
was intimately involved with BPP Defense Minister Huey Newton. Source
further advised that Wald had authored articles favorable to the BPP
and anti -US. (Locality not given.)

100-446938-38 ep.2,5
(39

- 12 -



On 1/1/70,1 I
was observed

in her home
]

with a large number of books and periodicals
dealing with Black Nationalism and the BPP. Included in this material
were BPP greeting cards. Two of these cards contained photographs of

jailed BPP^l^eader Huey P. Newton and "Huey P. Newton's Guerillas".j^adet

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

(iw

The NYO furnished a copy of a transcript of an interview with
Bobby Seale which was telecast in the New York area on
5/26/70. This interview had been conducted in San Francisco, Calif.,
on 2/13/70. Seale discussed a book he was writing which had started
out to be an autobiography of Huey P. Newton but was transformed into
a story of the BPP, the genius of Newton. Seale set out details of
how he and Newton had met and decided to form the BPP. (Copy of
Transcript set out.)

be
b7C

Tin

The following references in the file captioned "Stokely
Carmichael" contain information pertaining to speeches made by
Carmichael, in which he mentioned Huey P. Newton, on 7/26/68 in Mobile,
Alabama and on 4/9/70 in Washington, DC. During both speeches, he gave
the history of the organization of the BPP and Newton's part in it and
stated that Newton had \indying love for the black people vdiich was
necessary for survival in America. He stated he had always been
impressed by Newton and had a great deal of respect for him.

REFERENCE

100-446080-2350 p. 142, 150, 151
-2626 ep. 8,9,48

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(10<

(105



The Department of the Army Headquarters, US Army Intelligence
Command, Fort Holabird, Md. ,

furnished a summary of information dated
5/18/70 concerning the Movement for a Democratic Military (MDM) i

(100-456565). Set out vas information regarding this organization, its

preamble, and a list of demands of the MDM. One of these demands was
to free all political prisoners. The MDM stated that in return for

captured American troops in Vietnam, they supported freedom and amnesty
for Eldridge Cleaver (not identified), Huey Newton, the Conspiracy 8

(not further identified), and their brother war resisters at home and
abroad

.

100-456565 - 38 ep .

2

(35

The following references in the file captioned "Racial
Matters" pertain to the BPP activities of Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister
of Defense. Numerous rallies and demonstrations were held in support
of Newton after he was incarcerated in connection with the murder of
an Oakland, Calif., police officer in October, 1967. These activities
covered the period 4/9/69 - 6/18/70 in California, Connecticut,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New York and North Carolina. Newton was one
of the initiators of a petition protesting the genocide of races which
was presented to the public for signatures on 6/18/70, and was to be
presented to the next session of the UN General Assembly.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157 -6 -A "People's World", 7/11/70

157-6-3-3152 p.1,2
-3154 ep.3,7

157-6-5-942 ep.2,6

157-6-8-3432 p.l,ep.l,3-7,38,47,53

157-6-10-1350 ep.67

157-6-32-957 p.l

-14

(7^

( 16^
(75

( 7^

( 16^

( 17 ^

( 17 ^

(continued)



(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-6-34-2987
-2991

p.l
ep.2,9

aii
aif

157-6-47-1375
-1439
-1478

. 1 ,

2

ep. 2,5
ep . 3 , 40 , 54 , 58 , 6

6

(iii
aii
(17/

•

b7D

(protect identity)

,

advised that City Commissioner William Grear met with five members of
the Cry of Black Youth (COBY) (157-17731) organization at their head-
quarters, 517 Northwest Avenue A, Belle Glade, on 7/1/70. Grear told
them they preached brotherhood and peace, but at the same time had
posters of known militants such as Huey Newton on the walls of their
meeting place, and in his opinion, this did not indicate they were
peaceful

.

b6
b7C

On 7/14/70, one of the co-sponsors of
COBY in Belle Glade, advised the posters of Newton and other militants
at COBY headquarters, were often necessary to get and keep the interest
of the younger members up.

157-17731-4 ep.4,10
(80

In connection with the Pan-African Committee of the Black
United Front -Tour of Africa, July - August, 1970 (157-17889), a WFO
informant (not further identified) advised that black Africans exhibited
particular interest in the violence -"-prone BPP and its leaders,
Bobby Seale, Huey Newton, and Eldridge Cleaver.

157-17889-11 p.l
( 8(



The following references in the file captioned "Black Panther
Party" pertain to the BPP activities of Huey Percy Newton, co-founder
and Minister of Defense of the BPP. Included was information
pertaining to numerous BPP activities held throughout the US and
internationally in support of Newton after he was jailed in connection
with the shooting of an Oakland, Calif., police officer. These
activities covered the approximate period between 1965 when Newton
started making plans to organize the BPP and 11/4/70 after he had
been released from prison and resumed his BPP activities.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-165706-812 p.l
-846 p.l
-903 p. 4-6, 12, 17, 21, 25, 26,

29,34,36
-919 ep.1,3
-1054 ep.3,5
-1136 ep.1,2,7
-1138 p.l,ep.l
-1219 ep.2
-1243 p.l,3,ep.l,5,6,10,ll
-1275 p.l
-1354 p.l,ep.l,14,16,17
-1418 ep.2, 4-6, 28
-1421 ep.6,7,23
-1434 p. 1-3, 5, 12, 17, 19, 20,

38,ep.l8
-1441 ep.2, 3,

9

-1442 ep.1-7,9
-1449 ep.6-8,13
-1468 ep.6,11,37
-1490 ep.2
-1550 p.2
-1559 ep. 8-12,32
-1564 p. 3, 9, 12, 23
-1565 ep.3,7,9
-1583 ep.3,6
-1642 p.l
-1729 ep.l
-1993 p. 7-10, 28
-2452 p.l, 2, 16-18, 20, 29-34

(4^.

(4^
(llj

(IW
(11^ .

(^.Il4
(4a25
(12fl

(12^ .

(4<129
apj
(4f,12^

(19/
(19/
(4',12^

(12U9/
(4/

( 12/

y(4^12?
(129 .

(4<13d
(y,i35
(13?

.

(contih^r^d)
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(continued)

REFERENCE

105-165706-2467 ep. 1,2, 4, 6, 7 ,11,14
-2577 p. 1,3, 6, 26

-2751 p.3,31
-2896 p.l,ep.l
-3216 p.l
-3262X p.l
-3296 p.l
-3297 p.l

105-165706-3-329 p. 5-7, 18

105-165706-5-84 ep. 5, 10, 16-21, 35, 36

105-165706-9-41 ep. 2, 3, 6-8, 14, 15, 24, 28,

55,64,65,67,68,76,88
-151 p. 33,45
-292 ep. 29, 34, 35, 44, 88

-827 p.l,ep.l-9,13,18,22-25,
27,31,42

105-165706-10-22 p.3

105-165706-13-53 ep.2,5

105-165706-15-14 p.l
-50 p.l
-262 p.l
-279 p.l,ep.l-7,12

105-165706-21-70 ep.4,5
-89 ep.5,18,21

105-165706-23-68 p.l
-218 p.l

105-165706-26-228 ep.2,10
-264 p. 47, 49, 50, 77, 93, 104

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(13(

(13J

(139m
(5f
(5^

(5^13^

(5^13^

(5/

(13^
(Sjf ,

(5<130

(5^

(l4

(59
(5^
(141
(149

(14^
(149

(149

(149

(14^
(149

(continued)

C f
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(continued)

REFERENCE

105-165706-26-352 ep.l,2,U,15,27,32,
34,37

-505 p. 5,7-9,35,36,38-58,
70.73.77.79

-647 p. 15, 21,29,52,63-65,
70,72-74,76,82,116

-764 p.4,53
-976 ep. 10, 11, 28, 33, 37
-1124 ep. 1,13, 19
-1244 p. 12, 15, 24, 26, 27, 29,

47,50,67
-1281 ep.2,3

105-165706-30-43 p. 3, 26, 36

105-165706-32-30 ep.5,7
-144 ep.8,26
-209 ep. 3, 7, 10, 15, 18, 34,

76.79
-1136 ep.3
-1484 p.2

105-165706-34-156 p.21
-199 ep.1-3
-577 p. 7, 12, 14, 17
-610 ep. 2,3,5-9,11,13,19,

21-25,27,28
-A "The Washington Post Times

Herald", 2/18/70

105-165706-35-48 p.l

105-165706-37-45 ep. 1,3,9

105-165706-38-12 ep. 5, 6, 20, 22
-27 ep. 7, 9, 15, 19

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(6^

( 15^

(15^
(6e

(continued)



(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-165706-46-44 p. 12,16, 23 (13<

(16/-115 p. 15, 18, 29

105-165706-50-148 end .l,p . 10 ,end . 2 ,p . 3 , 23,

end . 3 ,p . 2 , 9 -11 , 44-46
(6^16^

(/,16^-165 p. 1,3, 9, 15-17,47
-358 p. 5, 21, 22, 36 (16f

105-165706-53-408 p.1,2 (16i
-422 p.1,2 (16?

105-165706-61-11 p.2 (16?

105-165706-67-50 p.l,ep.l,3 (16^
1

(7U6<-89 p.4,17

105-165706-84-155 p.l oi
-567 p.l (7/

105-165706-221-30 ep.5,7 (16/

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

The following references on Huey Newton and Huey P. Newton
located in files maintained in the Special File Room of the Records
Branch, Files and Communications Division, were not reviewed, and it
is not known vdiether they are Identical with the subject of this
summary

;
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Re* San Francisco airtsi and LEM dated S/21/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original end one
xerox copy of article captioned "What Newton Thinks: The
Church And The Panthers", which appeared In the 5/24/71,
Issue of the "Sen Francisco J^hronlcle", a dally San Franclsc
California, newspaper.
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(Mount Clipping In Spoce Below)
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'ReUgion is a

as were comoig into other
« horse to shoot other
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munity.” ^
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When the Black Panpi^ Ipfeimation Eldridge ^

founds: and iiunister|pj!;

feneeiitot

A
News

Analysis

his

with «lls for

arme^ self
defei^ in the

N a t i'o n’s

were differences over
the party was to he,

[^ Newton saw it, a ‘'grass

i|ts” organization in the

jfck community or limited

^leaver’s view of a slash-

I guerrilla cadre.

^ Newton’s view, thepar-

J

tettos, alarmists saw it as had become increasingly
cry for racial warfare. alienated from important

When Newton told a theo- segments of the black coi
gical seminar in Berkeley repeated

Thursday that the s^^touts and even more frk-

tends to ‘‘get in violent r^^ «

the church,” it was caotimuiB- •

: PORGRAMS
ed by some that Newton His own programs of
got himself religion.

breakfasts for children, free

MESl^GE sh0 factories and eommuni-

But the message froin the^ ty ^ou^^^g were suffocated

29-year-old m furious de-

Baotlst is the aama mands for urban warfare,

in both eas^ self d^larmi- Jlewton told the theologi-

nation 0Jt |he Mack coxnmu- that
‘

‘the Black Panther
nity aasd ttie eveiihrdW#^ the church have

status ipo. j
both l^ome .alienated from

A Nei^Fto took^^ oi ite

to

Uidnn with 1 becoim

‘

‘ISmb ®ack Pander Party
i

is re^iag te

in the conMiniiy/
said.

^ewton’s statement tJ
pj^urchmen that “we

have more effect on
lan vice versa.’
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clear, have no intention of

abandoning thek^- âpons,

and his speech Thursday was
intended as an offeS* of alli-

ance, not a supplication.

‘‘We have made mistake,”

,e told the theologians,” but

'm not going to apologiz;e for

liem. Instead of calling

things we have done mis-

takes, I rfefer to them as

phases of development we’ve

:

going through.”

With an implied reference

to Cleaver, Newton Ifaid he

recognized that “we will be

criticized by revolutionary

cultists for trying to effect

change by stages. But to do

all we want to do, we just

tlifted g^gftrough all the

We

such as the church, Newton
said, wiU probably I’esint in

them “modifying each oth-

er,” but he said the goals of

the Panther Party remain
unchanged.

“The scriptiures don’t sajr

an^Mng about the church
being in heaven,” Newtop
said yesterday. “I assume
then that the church win sim-

I

ly be negated when we
olve our social problems,
^hen that happens, the
dack ; Panther Party will

also ilainegated. UntS then
the is still betw^ the

communl^ as a wh& apd
the guTT ^
pressing it.”

'

Cfnnot jump from A to Z as

some thought.

‘We have to find out what
the people WILL do at a cer-
tain time In history, not what
they CAN do, because we
know they can do everjdhinl.

We have to #|[iat thw
will do at a p^ticuiar tii»
and after they do that we^
move them to a higher level

until they eventuaiiyi control

tljeir own destiny.”

I CHURCH
Newton, a MasMst, said

some in Ms party had arro-

gantly ‘‘dumped” lliodiurch
and rejected thoso who be-
lieve in God.

God is commonly de-

scribed as an unknown,” he
said. “As science chscovers

more and more, the unknown
becomes smaller and ye fiuE

the attributes we thought Jt
possessed to exist within us
and we grow larger. But we
afccept we don’t know Ml —
alyone who says he does is

alrogant,”

P ^ t> f h in
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**Religion is a stalking^

horse to shoot other fovA/*

j
George Herbert
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I By Tint Findley

Huey Newton has a per-

sistent problem in postu-

lating complicated argu-

ments that are frequently

interpreted with simple
meanings.

When the Black Panther co-

founder and minister of de-

_ fensG brought

> ? his party into

I 5 prominence

5 News > with calls for

5 ai-med seif

<
ys

defense in the

IM a 1 1 0 n s

ghettos, alarmists saw it as

a [ciy for racial warfai'e.

When Newton told a theo-

Icgical seminar in Berkeley
Thursday that the party in-

tends to ‘‘get invoK*ed with
the church/^ it w'as conclud-

ed by some that Newton had
got himself religion.

IVIESSAGE

But the message from the

29-year-old son of a former
Baptist preacher is the same
in both cases — self determi-

nation for the black commu-
nity and the overthrow of tie

status quo.
' Newton took reports of lis

j peech to the Graduate Theb-

Ipgical Union with a kind of

(jharacterists *wry disgust
yesterday.

“The Black Panther Party
is relating to all institutions

in the black community/* he

said. “l"he church is a very

Important ir^jitutjon in the

black commimitv, and we’re

I

coming into the cliurch just

as wei'S coming into other
institutions in the black com-
munity.”

OBSERVERS
To observers close to New-

ton and the Panthers, tiie an-

nouncement was neitlier suid t

prising nor incosistent. 1

At the lieart of the recenj;

f
split betw'een Nevvion ana
former Panther Minister of

Information Eldiddge Cleav-

er were differences over
wiiether the party w'as to be,

I

as Ne^vton saw it, a “grass
roots” organization in the

I
black community or limited

to Cleaver’s view of a slash-

ing guerrilla cadre.

In Newton’s view, the par-
I ty had become increasingly

alienated from important
segments of the black cori-

munity through repeated
shootouts and even more fre-

quent \aolent rhetoric. ^

PORGRAMS
His own programs of

breakfasts for children, free

shoe factories and communi-
ty housing were suffocated

bv Clea^'er’s fitrioiis de-
V

mands for urban warfare.

Newton told the theologi-

ans that “the Black Panther
Paiiv and the church have

V

both become alienated from
the black commimity. We
must alanvze our nosition

and approach and becomf
more consistent.”

But missed in most reports

was Newton’s statement Ip

the churchmen that “wO
hope to i-ave more effect on

vou than vice versa.”

WEAPXiliS™
Panthers, Newdon muide

j I
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clear, have no intention of

abandoning weapon s

,

and Ills speech Thiu'sday was

intended as an offer of alli-

ance, not a supplication.

f ‘‘We have made mistake/'

]\e told the theologians,” but

]Pm not going to apologize for

tnem. Instead of calling

things we have done mis-

takes, I refer to them as

phases of development w^e've

going tla’ough.”

With an implied reference

to Cleaver, Newdon said he

;
recognized that “we will be

criticized by revolutionary

I

cultists for trying to effect

! change by stages. But to do

all w^e want to do, we just

tave to go through all the

stages of development. We

c/imiot jump from A to Z as

some thought.

“We have to find out what
the people WILL do at a cer-

tain time in history, not w’hat

they CAN do, because w^e

know they can do everjihing.

We have to know what thev
will do at a particular tin:e

and after they do that we^
move them to a higher level

until they eventually control

their own destiny.”

^ such as the church, Newton

I

said, will probably fcouS in

I

them “modifying each oth-'

er,” but he said the goals of

the Panther Party remain
unchanged.

^

“The scriptures don’t say
anything about the church
being in heaven,” Newton
said yesterday. ‘T assume
then that the church will sim-

Vly be negated when we
solve our social problems.
When that happens, the
Black Panther Party wiH
also be negated. Until then
the battle is still between the

community as a whole and
the status quo«lhat_i& op-
pressing it.”

!
CHURCH

l^ewton, a Marxist, said

some in his party had arro-

gantly “dumped” the church
and rejected those who be-
lieve in God.

God is commonly de-

scribed as an imknown,” he
said. “As science discovers

more and more, the unknovm
becomes smaller and we find

the attributes we thought it

p/^ssessed to exist within ds
cUid we grow larger. But we
accept we don’t know all —
anyone who says he does is

arrogant.”

P a n t h e r^nvolvgment in

black community institutions
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 5/27/71

Attached relates that the date for

the retrial of Huey P. Newton, a leader
of the Black Panther Party who is being
tried for murder of an Oakland,

California, Police Officer, has been set

for 6/28/71.

Copy of attached sent to Internal

Security Division of the Department.
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TELETYPE

NR 015 SF plain

8 10 PM NIT^ 5/26/71 BEH

TO: DIR5<nOR (105-165429) C

FROM: FRANCISCO (157-1203)

I
Mr. Tolson.

I
Mr. Sullijg

I
Mr.BrennanCIu

I

Mr. CallaharLjiZ

I
Mr. Conrad

I
Mr. Dalboy _ _

I
Mr. Felt

i Mr. Gale
i Mr. Rosen

I
Mr. Tavel

I
Mr. Walters

i Mr., Soyarq^^.

(ATTN
lift 1 n ^ ^ ^

HUEY P. ?EWT0N, AKA, EM - BPP , KEY BLACK EXTREMIST.

SUBJECT appeared IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, DEPARTMENT

FIVE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, MORNING, MAY TWENTYSIX, INSTANT. AT

REQUEST OF NEWTON’S ATTORNEY , DATE FOR RETRIAL OF NEWTON FOR MANSLAUGH

TER SET FOR JUNE TWENTYEIGHT , NEXT. NEWTON’S ATTORNEY EXPLAINED THAT

CHARLES R. GARRY, WHO IS NEWTON’S ATTORNEY AND WHO REPRESENTED

BOBBY SEALE IN THE RECENT NEW HAVEN TRIAL, WOULD WIND UP MATTERS

DEALING WITH THE SEALE CASE WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS AND

WOULD THEN NEED A SHORT WHILE TO PREPARE NEWTON’S CASE. ALAMEDA^^

COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY WAS AGREEABLE TO TRIAL DATE OF JUNE 1

:b6
‘T v-s

•b/C

TWENTYEIGHT, NEXT

END

EBR FBI WASH DC

FOR TWO

/

’2JUN 4. 1971

.b6

b7C

F.RJUN 10 1971
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Date; 5/25/71

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

/

TO;

FROM:

SUBJEC

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

KAC, NEW HAVEN (157-1031) (P)

HUEY P. NEWTON
(KEY - BLACK EXTREMIST)
RM - BPP
00; SF
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Re New Haven airtel and LHM, 2/5/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM concerning
specific details concerning subject's appearance at Yale
Univ.

,
2/2-4/71. Enclosed for San Francisco are 2 copies

.of instant LHM in view of their interest in subject's
Vactivities.

S^nclosed LHM is classified'^^^^TWTMbt^^to protect the
"identity of a source whose disclosure could affect the
s^national security adversely. ^

^San Francisco is requested to review the enclosed article
\which has been described by source as "accurate". It is
YVioted that "8 weeks" after NEWTON 's seminar

|

and HUEY NEWTON met
| I in NEWTON'S Oakland

apartment and joined only by I land one as-
f —If They continue' leir discussion

\sa

Their relationship reportedly is to continue.

^continued relationship with NEWTON nor the BPP.
[owever

,
ITew Haven will remain alert in the future for any

details concerning this matter. i

/MAkr..407/Kl/ ^ ^ '

Original copy of above-imenTOityned article is being retaine
in NH file

9- eCiiAc

.

'sf'fRM) >o 28

2 - San Francisco (Enc. 2) (RM) rf
3 - New Haven (2 - 157-1031) fl - 1 fi7 "teF"

¥ ? 4

62JUN 8
Approved;

lo MAY 28 1971

Special Agent in Charge
Sent Per

U. S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : ^9 ai)

be
b7C

be
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In Reply. Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Haven, Connecticut
May 25, 1971

RE: HUEY PERSON NEWTON
Seminar, Trumbull College
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut
February 2-4, 1971

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) is contained in the Appendix.

On May 24, 1971,^ NH T~l, a source v;ith whom insuf-
ficient contact has been had to determine his reliability,
furnished the enclosed article entitled ’’Erik Erikson and
Huey Newton." Source stated that this article is extremely
accurate and contains additional details concerning NEWTON ’s

activities while in New Haven, Connecticut, in February, 1971.
Source also advised that the author of this article is JEFFREY
NEIL GORDON, a senior student at Trumbull College, Yale
University. GORDON is scheduled to graduate in June, 1971,
and reportedly is interested in a career in journalism.
The above mentioned article appeared in the May edition
of the "Yale Alumni Magazine" a monthly publication published - "

by Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut. This article
is sot forth as follows:

This document cQni^ains neither

recemmindatipns nor condusionj

of the FDL It is the property

of the FDI Em; is lomird Ic your

E:g‘erjcy; it iiad its coubrnts aro

not to DC: distributjd outrufj
‘•-‘1- agency.

((•'“I-''

/
/
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A short time iigo a new film

called “Bright College Years'*

had its premrere in the com-

mon room of Yale s Trumbull

College. The first half of the

film depicted last spring’s

tumult over the New Haven
trial of Black Panther Party

chairman Bobby Seale. The
second half contrasted that

intense period of student ac-

tion with the less serious be-

havior of the University's Old
Blues returning for Alumni

Week in June.

The film recalled the most

dramatic moment of “Black

Panther Spring”: Panther

chief of staff David Hilliard’s

fiery harangue before a tense

crowd in Ingalls Rink, in

which he said that ‘Tcilling

pigs” was necessary and

proper as part of the impend-

ing revolutionary struggle—

a

statement that was heavily

booed by most of the largely

Yale audience.

Now, less than a week after

the showing of “Bright Col-

lege Years,” David Hilliard

walked into the Trumbull

College dining hall for dinner

in the company of Panther

defense minister and supreme

commander Huey P. Newton.

Nine months earlier such an

entrance would have elec-

trified everyone. Now Hilliard

and Newton could go through

the cafeteria lines, be intro-

duced to a few black students,

and sit down for a leisurely

discussion. Their presence

naturally drew excited stares,

but mostly those in the dining

hall maintained a slightly

quizzical distance.

Jeffrey Gordon, a senior,

worked on the Yale Daily

News for three years. He
plans to take a year off before

going to law school and is

currently looking for a job

on a small-town newspaper.

Photographs by Reginald A.

Krasney.

Itwas i^^cident that

brought Newton and Hilliard

to Trumbull for dinner; nor

did their appearance stem

from a desire to see whether a

nine-month gestation period

had given birth to any new
Yale commitment to the

Panther cause. Newton and
Hilliard were at Yale simply

because they had been in-

vited.

Newton had agreed to par-

ticipate in a three-day collo-

quium with Erik Erikson,

14 students and two faculty

moderators; Hilliard was
part of his entourage. This

meeting between Huey New-
ton and Erik Erikson had
great potential. The 68-year-

old Erikson was the eminent

sociologist and author of psy-

choanalytic biographies of

revolutionary figures, notably

Luther and Gandhi. And the

29-year-old Newton was, after

all, a leading figure in the

current revolutionary pan-

theon.

Originally, plans for the

encounter were rather

modest: Newton, Erikson and

some students would engage

in a few days’ discussion in the

unimposing Trumbull Semi-

nar Room. The subject would

be Newton’s new philosophy

of “intercommunalism.” Ex-

. penses would be covered by

d ^

mib>- J * A-.* >

a fund that Yale regularly

uses to bring political figures

to the University. Newton
would be the guest of Trum-

bull College, whose Master,

Kai Erikson—Erik Erikson’s

39-year-old son, a noted

sociologist in his own right-

had been instrumental

making arrangements. Kai

Erikson hoped that Newton
would take some meals in the

college and be available to

participate in a few college

affairs—such is the frequent

pattern of a “visiting digni-

tary.”

Meanwhile a New York

publishing house inquired

about the possibility of taping

the Newton-Erikson discus-

sion for a book. As a group

whose needs for money were

apparent, the Panthers and

Newton were naturally amen-

able. For their own reasons

both Eriksons also agreed. At

this point the “informal dis-

cussion” beepme “the con-

ference” or “the colloquium,”

As its organizer, Kai Erik-

son began to face rising com-

mercial pressure, including

offers from other publishing

houses and from a Hollywood

producer who wanted to film

the meeting. Erikson turned

to the Yale University Press,

whose respect for the intellec-

tual integrity of the meeting

he felt he could trust. The
Press, in exchange for first

refusal rights on any book

that might emerge, matched

the offer by other publishers

and agreed to the use of its

second-floor library as the site.

Huey P. Newton's first ap-

pearance at Yale took the form

of a Sunday night speech in

Woolsey Hall. Although the

speech had been scheduled to

begin at 7:30, Newton didnot

appear on stage until two

hours later. Most of that delay

resulted from the meticulous

, u

frisking of everyone who
wanted to enter the hall, the

security-conscious Panthers’

standard operating procedure

whenever their leaders speak.

Reportedly they found no

knives, guns or other weapons

among the 1,200 well-dressed,

mainly white spectators.

Fin'ally, at 9:35, Huey P.

Newton himself walked out

on stage, accompanied by

two bodyguards who towered

over his 5’7" frame. He raised

his hands above the podium to

applaud the crowd which was

applauding him. “You ap-

plaud me and I applaud you

for helping t-o set me free,” he

said, in a voice closer to a

high-pitched whine than a

revolutionary roar. “We have

a right to use any means neces-

sary to free Bobby and

Ericka,” he said as the crowd

settled back to wait for the

fire-breathing exhortation

they had come to expect from

Panther chiefs.

Thus most of the audience

was surprised when Newton
began to talk about “subjec-

tive idealism” in contrast to

“materialism.” “In order to be

as subjective as people for the

interests of the people, we
must be objective with the

facts,” he said. “We must

learn to manipulate the envi-

ronment. That’s what power is

—the ability to define phe-

nomena and then manipulate

phenomena.”

Had the audience somehow
stumbled into a philosophy

lecture? Newton’s speech

was a systematic development

of a new ideology of his own:

“revolutionary intercommu-
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nalism/* He cited Hant, Pierce,

Jajcnes, Hegel, Marx, Freud,

Jung and Erikson as he spoke.

He referred to notions of the

"global village,** the "his-

torical accident that the ruling

group in the United States is

white,*' and to the CJedipus

complex as "the son’s hostility .

to the father and wanting to

rip him off.** He finally closed

his address on a utopian vision

ofman with a “universal iden-

tity . . . Man will dictate to

the machine—he will be free

from the machine and free

from the ruling group. The
father is dead and God is

dead, and man will be his own
father and his own God and
the son of his father/*

Most of the audience

walked out at the end feeling

somewhat cheated. Newton
had not used one profane

word, had not made one ref-

erence to “pigs** or “ofRng

pigs,** had not lambasted

white racists. His speech prob-

ably struck some as the dis-

connected ramblings of a

barroom revolutionary who
had once read through part of

an anthology of “Great Think-

ers of the Western World.**

Yet, although the talk was

laced with many standard

borrowings from Marx and

Lenin, it nevertheless con-

tained a good amount of

original thought, especially '

Newton’s notions about the in-

direct blessings of “imperial-

ism by the U.S. ruling group.**

Imperialism had centralized

the whole world into one com-

munity, he said, creating a

condition of “reactionary in-

tercommunalism.” But im-

perialism carried with it “the

seeds of its own negation*

into “revolutionary inter-

communalism.” As Newton
expressed it, ^The Expro-

priated will expropriate the

expropriators.”

He one cogent point

about ^Khort-sightedness of

any national socialist move-

ment: With all the world’s

wealth held by the U.S. ruling

group, how could individual

nations have any substantial

wealth to distribute to their

people?

Newton also played his

ideology off against the

theories of such New Left

thinkers as Herbert Marcuse.

Marcuse had maintained that

the newly emerging revolu-

tionary class would be the

ui:

“the confiict of thesp^^ and

th^ pseudo-species, [v^Pe]
one group claims that die

others are nothomo sapiens/*

He said that man’s “universal

identity” (an Erikson term)

would be made possible by
the universal spread of tech-

nology inherent in inter-

communalism.

Most of those who had not

been put offby Newton’s ver-

biage and the unaccustomed

sight of a Black Panther dis-

cussing philosophy were im-

pressed with Newton s speech.

du-
I ll
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middle-class technocrats, the

proletariat of tomorrow. New-
ton stood Marcuse on his

head. He pointed out that this

burgeoning technocracy—in-

fluential but numerically small

—would eliminate increasingly

large portions of the popula-

tion from meaningful work.

Thus forJ^ewton the emerg-

ing lumpenproletariat—the

unemployed and unemploy-

able—would be the source of

support for any revolution.

ThL«5 was his defense of the

Black Panther emphasis on

recruiting “brothers of the

block”—the lumpenproletariat

—rather than the black work-

ing class.

The most important part of

Newton’s address for the •

colloquium to follow was his

attempt to reach out to Erik

Erikson. He cited Erikson in

his description of the fratrici-

What Newton seemed to need

most to establish his stature

as a fine ideological mind was
a good editor. His intellectual

display also quashedwhat
must have been a fear on the

part of the colloquium or-

ganizers: that Huey Newton
would have little of substance

to say to Erik Erikson.

The next day, Monday, New-
ton moved into the Trumbull

College guest suite, a modest

two-room apartment. With
him came Hilliard and Connie

Mathews, who functioned as

his appointments secretary.

The Trumbull people who
helped Newton move in said

they were impressed by his

“enormous personal appeal.”

“He struckme as a very

polite, courteous person—he

didn’t come off as the media’s

image of a Panther, fierce

and angry,” one said. Newton

told the Trumbull people—Kai

Erikson’s secretary and his .

student aides—that he wanted

to talk to as many students as

possible. He said he didn’t

mind if people called him on

the phone.

That night Newton came to

dinner in the Trumbull dining

hall. Escorted by Kai Erikson

and accompanied by Hilliard,

he walked through the com-

mon room, draped his khaki

fiejd coat over a chair, and

walked through the cafeteria

lines for dinner. Erikson ac-

companied him to a table near

the door, introduced him and

Hilliard to some blacks al-

ready seated there, and left.

Newton sat down with his

back toward much of the

dining hall. The table soon

filled up with black students.

During dinner Newton

looked over his shoulder at the

vast expanse of the wood-

beamed Trumbull dining

room, built more like a Gothic

hall than a cafeteria. He
noticed several pairs of eyes

staring at him, and, as was

his custom, smiled. Imme-
diately those eyes turned

away, as was the custom of

Yalies trying not to be caught

in the social error of Staring

at the Famous Man. Newton
apparently interpreted that

gesture as a hostile one—later
that week David Dellinger

chided Yale students for their

“hostile reaction” to Newton
and cited the “turning of eyes”

at dinner.

After dinner Newton was
accosted by a black student

who asked if Newton didn't

agree that “Marx was a wooly-

headed adolescentwho
doesn’t mean anything, who

« .r’' j;- ••
^
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created just another ideology.”

As he walked into the com-

mon room, Newton was faced

with a harangue of a different

sort—a performance of Yale s

"God Squad,” a fundamental-

ist Christian group which was
touring the residential col-

leges singing and preaching

about the need to “return to

Jesus.” The God-Squaders in

one ear, an anti-Marxist black

Yale student in the other,

Newton picked up his coat,

hurriedly excused himself and
left through a back exit. Later

he found a wad of saliva on

his coat. “From that time on,”

said Charles Garry in a post-

visit interview, “Newton re-

solved never to go into the

dining hall again.”

The “turning of eyes” and

spitting on his coat were not

the only incidents which gave

Newton the false impression

that Yale people did not want

to welcome him. One night

Newton's party returned to

their car to find the tires

slashed; another night their

car, illegally parked, was

towed away. These incidents

inevitably distorted Newton's

impression of Yale students

before he had even met the

participants in the collo-

quium. For whatever reason.

Newton p^^ipated in none

of Tnimb!^^activities during

the rest of his stay. All the re-

quests by students and teach-

ers to speak with him or invite

him to a class were rebuffed

with references to his “tightly

packed schedule.”

The colloquium was sched-

uled to begin Tuesday morn-

ing at 10 in the library of the

Yale University Press. Newton

and his party arrived at 10:30.

He took off his field coat, put

down a long baton he carried

—black Bakelite, tipped vtith

a silvery metal—and sat down
across from Erik Erikson.

Tension in the library was

manifest. The room itself

looked more like a corpora-

tion board room than a library.

True, its walls were lined with

the Press's distinguished pub-

lications, but the focus was a

huge mahogany table, 20 feet

long by five feet wide. Three

large microphones were in the

center of the table, reminding

each participant that Jiis

words were being recorded

for posterity.

Newton's presence was

formidable. That first day he

wore a dark blue T-shirt that

revealed massive biceps—

a

sufficiently impressive display

for everyone to recall it in dis-

cussing Newton. His was the

clear aura of command. As

Eldridge Cleaver once wrote,

“I found myself sharing with

Bobby Seale the same attitude

toward Huey—the same will-

ingness to place my life in his

hands, the same confidence

that Huey will do the right

thing at any given moment,

that his instincts are sound

and that there is nothing to do

but follow Huey and back him

up.” (Since then Cleaver has

"broken with Newton. ) For his

part, Chester Kerr—the

walrus-moustached director

of the University Press—

Newton reminded him of^SuI

Newman—“he had the same
narrow head, that slender

lithe look, the muscular

stance.”

Erik Erikson's figure was

much less physically powerful

but no less prepossessing.

Ruddy-faced and white-

haired, Erikson had a pres-

ence that went beyond the

calm demeanor of a tweedy

professor. He was one of the

age’s elders, a man whose

compassion and understand-

ing seemed implicit in his life

and work. If Newton was a

revolutionary, Erikson was a

chronicler of revolutionaries; if

Newton was a prophet, Erik-

son was a saint. Bothmen had

reportedly been upset at

what some people were billing

as a “confrontation” between

them. Both would soon dispel

that notion with their mutual

courtesy.

Two Yale professors were

present: Kai Erikson and

Elting Morison, Master of

Timothy Dwight College and

chief trustee of the fund that

was to have financed New-
ton's visit before the book was
proposed. If anyone “pre-

sided” over the colloquium,

it was Kai Erikson, though his

direction was minimal.

The fourteen students who
participated were a strange

IK
sample of the Yale commu-
nity. Ten were from Trum-

bull and Timothy Dwight-
each Master chose five—and

the other four were picked

by Erikson upon advice “of

various faculty and University

administrators.” None of the

student participants were

known as “heavy political

people.”'One was a member
of the New Haven Panther

Defense Committee, but even

his radicalism was likened

“more to Mississippi Summer
than to hard-core revolution-

ary practice.” Five of the stu-

dents were women; one was

in women's lib. Six were

black, but none was identi-

fied with the more militant

wing of the Black Studeixt

Alliance. One of the black

students was secretary of the

class of 1971; another was a

member of one of Yale's oldest

and wealthiest senior societies.

One of the white students was

the goalie of the hockey team.

Elting Morison said he had

chosen students who he

thought “would have an in-

terest in race relations,” Erik-

son said he chose students

“somewhat at random,”

within the framework of try-

ing to facilitate a “people-to-

people exchange.” Few of the

students had attended New-
ton's Woolsey Hall address;

fewer had read his speech on

intercommunalism in the

Panther newspaper before the

conference began. Most how-

ever, had become familiar

with Erik Erikson in intro-

ductory psychology courses.

Kai Erikson began the col-

loquium by inviting Newton
to make his introductory re-

marks. Newton responded by
talking for nearly an hour and

a half, essentially reiterating

his Woolsey Hall address on

intercommunalism. After a

short break the students began

questioning Newton about the

specifics of intercommunalism

—how would it come into be-

ing? Newton answered by
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referring to the contradictions

he saw inherentin history,

the contradictions that would
¥

transform the social and polit-

ical system. He mentioned

that he had been,unable to

read or write until he was 16

though he had been in the

Oakland public school system

since childhood. One of the

students later observed that

this revelation about a man
so obviously intelligent was

the most glaring indictment of

an educational system that he

could imagine.

Erik Erikson did not speak

that first day. Throughout

Newton s comments he took

copious notes on an artist's

sketch pad with two felt-

tipped color pens. Major

thoughts he wrote down in

blue; these he connected with

red lines and circles. (Kai

Erikson once described his

father, who in his youth was

an art student, as a “geomet-

ric thinker who saw his

thoughts in spatial relation to

one another.”)

If the first day of the col-

loquium was Huey Newton's,

the second day was Erik Erik-

son's. Erikson began his re-

sponse to Newton's comments

of the day before. From the

start he made it clear that he

would pay more attention to

the “creed of one man'' than to

the “ideology of a party.” His*

major interest seemed to be

how “the New Newton” had
emerged from “the old Huey”
—how the thinker and the-

oretician had emerged from

the ghetto gunslinger, with a

black beret, bandolier and

gun.

He compared the “positive

identity” that Newton had
established for himself—the

source of his dignity and stat-

ure as a man—with similar

efforts by Martin Luther and

GandyBjTor Erikson the caused it to be create|te|^

centrc^^femma facing a perior to all the otherl^w
would-be revolutionary figure mere mortals.

was not his commitment to

violence as opposed to non-

Picking up Newton's pre-

vious references, Erikson said

violence, but his commitment that “pseudo-speciation” was
to discipline. Thus Erikson the greatest obstacle to a

saw disciplined violence and

disciplined non-violence as

correlative rather than antag-

onistic. In making that point

Erikson referred to a passing

remark Newton had made
about “armed love”—a phrase

which Chester Kerr, duector

of the Press, said struck him

“universal identity” for man.

Erikson said that intercom-

munalism—a feeling of com-

munity within those who im-

mediately live together and

an emphatic connection with

other communities through-

out the world—could provide

an alternative to pseudo-
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as a good title for any book

that might result.

Erikson dealt with New-
ton's idea of intercommu-

nalism in terms of his own
theories of personal and social

development, especially the

notion of “pseudo-speciation.”

Erikson describes this social

phenomenon as denoting “the

fact that while man is obvi-

ously one species, he appears

and continues on the same

scene split up into groups

( from tribes to nations, from

castes to classes, from reli-

gion to ideologies) which pro-

vide their members with a

firm sense of distinct and

superior identity—and immor-

tality. This demands, how-

ever, that each group must

invent for itself a place and

moment in the very center of

the universe where and when
an especially provident deity

speciation. Erikson quoted the

young Marx: “Until the world

revolution, no one anywhere

will really be an adult.” Per-

haps the most perceptive use

of Newton's intercommimal-

ism, Erikson suggested,was
in its redefinition of “adidt,”

now defined in terms of

pseudo-species.

One of the student par-

ticipants described Erikson's

comments as “a heavy rap.”

In his response Erik Erikson

had clearly tried to overcome

the gap—intellectual and so-

cial-inevitable between a

68-year-old professorand a

6 '
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29-year-oM%evqIj|ti^;^^He

had not embraced Newton's

entire position with its accom-

panying commitments. In-

stead he had picked up New-
ton's arguments, given them

a close examination, and

turned them a bit to expose

their various facets. He had

shown how many of Newton’s

points fit into his own theories,

recalling that in his youth in

Vienna he had been a revo-

lutionary himself, stniggling

against the Freudian estab-

lishment. He depicted his

estrangement from his own
native country as the stepson

of a Jew in Austria in the face

of an imminent Nazi invasion

—and his temporary sense of

homelessness as an immigrant

to America. (In a discussion

with students during one of

the breaks, Erikson had

spoken of the different levels

on which he and Newton
operated: “I'm an academic

psychoanalyst; Newton, I

think, is a bit of a prophet.”)

During the colloquium and

over two dinners, a personal

bond between the two grew—
Newton began to refer to

Erikson as “Erik” rather than

“the Professor.” Yet in his re-

sponse Newton seemed to

think that Erikson had partly

misunderstood his position or

confused some of his points.

He didn't feel that Erikson's

problems in immigrating were

comparable to his own sense

of alienation from the current

government. (Neither did

Erikson, as he emphasized

later.) Nor did Newton agree

with Erikson's description of

his commitment to disciplined

violence. Rather, he said that

the Panther strategy of an-

nouncing a willingness for

armed struggle was less a

tactic of “armed love” than a

device to educate the com-

mimity politically. “It's wrong

to publish a military strategy

for military reasons,” Newton
said, quoting Ho Chi Minh.

“It's right to do it for political

reasons.” Later Newton re-

portedly said that he didn't

think Erikson really em-
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pathized with the revolution-

zry figures he wrote about, nor

was Re "really relevant” to the

Pantiler's cuvrent revolution-

ary struggle.

Newton s relations with the

studentparticipants in the

colloquium were less g^dr^
He apparently felt that "the

students weren't with it polit-

ically; not that they didn't

agree unth me—they Just

didn't know what's happen-

ing.” On the third day of the

colloquium, the students had

their opportunity to question

the two principals. Most of

tlieir questions were directed

at Nev/ton—mostly they

sought possible links between

Newton's revolutionary com-

mitment and their own lives;

How can we as college stu-

dents relate to your philoso-

phy?” "What does your theory

tell us about how we should

raise our children?" "Flow

does your philosophy relate to

Panther practice?"*'"What
^

should we do as college stu-

dents about the war in Viet-

nam.^

Newton answered the ques-

tions with reference to his

previously staked out ideo-

logical positions. Although

obviously frustrated with the

tenor and direction of the stu-

dent queries and feeling some-

what singled out as a target,

he nevertheless responded

patiently to most questions.

Eventually, the students'

questions became almost total

paraphrases of questions pre-

viously asked: Newton's

answers were paraphrases as

well. The "dialogue” with-

ered. Finally, after three

hours, one student made an

impassioned personal state-

ment that the rime for commit-

ment had come; Newton had

obviousl^^osen to "pick up

the it w'as time for

each stucSit to decide if he

too was wilhng to make that

commitment. "Right on!"

mumbled Huey and e.xcused

himself to go to the bathroom

as the colloquium ended.

I ,/i
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Some of the students felt that

Newton hadn't been entirely

fair to their questions—that

he had pulled words out of

context without responding

to the sense of their queries.

Thev also felt that Newton’s
*

answers rarely went beyond
his already thought-out ideol-

ogy. On the other hand, if

Newton was occasionally

testy, it could be blamed on

what Chester Kerr called

"careless language” by some

students. At one point, for ex-

ample, a student asked New-
ton how he could possibly

explain his intricate ideologi-

cal system to the masses of

the ghetto and middle Amer-

ica. "But I'm from the ghetto,”

Newton replied. "But you’re

intelligent.” Here a hard smile

played on Newton's lips. Half-

laughinghe said, "Let’s take

a break.” One black student

interjected, "Some people

would call that a racist re-

mark. I won't, but some peo-

ple could.”

Thus the decision by Kai \

Erikson and Elting Morison-

• to avoid choosing “lieavy

political people,” the hope of

‘ avoiding the cant of radical

rhetoric, seemed to have back-

fired. Because almost none of

the students shared Newton’s

ideological commitments, they

belabored precisely th^^B

point: Newton's commiScat
and their distance from it.

Virtually none of their ques-

tions was directed toward

Newton's theoretical develop-

ment of intercommunalism;

nobody challenged him on the

philosophical underpinning

on which he based his ideol-

ogy. Newton reportedly had

come to Yale to be "intellec-

tually challenged on his phil-

'osophy not on his revolution-

ary tactics.” What could Yale

students—surely among those

from whom the expropriated

will expropriate—tell Fluey P.

Newton of revolutionary

tactics?

The students were caught

up in a self-constnied di-

lemma about whether "to pick

up the gun”—a dilemma cer-

tainly irrelevant to any real

considerations in most of their

lives. These Yale students—

who prided themselves on

their keen intellectual grasp

—practically ignored the in-

tellectual content of Nevrton's

thinking to become engrossed

in the emotionalism of his

revolutionary appeal.

Thus they ignored their

golden opportunity to develop

the Newton-Erikson dialogue,

the colloquium's real poten-

tial. Each of the principals

had essentially delivered a

position paper; neither

seemed willing to question th e

other sharply in the collo-

quium’s public forum-^prob-

ably to avoid the dangers of

"confrontation.” The stu-

dents could have acted as in-

tennediaries between the two

men to provoke their thinking

on the important issues that

>the colloquium had raised:

the development of revolu-

.'tionary identity and commit^
ment, both philosophically

and psychologically, and the

illumination of those subtle

areas where Marx and Freud

speak to each other in theor>'

and pracrice.

But they didn't. Almost all

their questions were on the

ideological level, where they

had least to say to New^ton;

none of the questions led

Newton and Erikson into a

discussion of the philosophy

that was the foundation of

Newton's ideology. Could this

impasse have resulted from

the students’ unconscious be-

lief that a black revolutionary

couldn’t really think and talk

philosophy? Could it have re-

sulted from the students'own

paucity of thought? Ideally
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the students might have stood

as the third leg of a triangle

connecting these two im-

portant men; instead they

stood between them, thwart-

ing the deliberative process

that Huey Newton and Erik

Erikson had sought.

What began at Yale, however,

didn't end there. Eight weeks

later Erik Erikson and Huey
Newton met again, this time

in Newton's Oakland apart-

ment. There, Joined only by
Kai Erikson and one asscciu.te

of Newton’s, they discussed

in more open terms those

matters of ideo]ogy and per-

sonal development that had

been missing at Yale. Though

they agreed that the Yale

meeting had been “too big a

circus,” they also agreed that

it was the beginning, for

them, of a relationship that
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Huey P. Newton
Racial Matters - Black Panther Party

A characterization of
the Black Panther Party
(BPP) is attached hereto.

On May l4, 1971, Huey p. Newton appeared on the
David Frost Television Show broadcasted over Channel 5
WNEW TV, New York, New York.

Huey P. Newton initially thanked the people for fighting
for him while 1b was previously incarcerated since their
efforts resulted in his subsequent release.

« *

Newton then went on to relate that the National
Association For The Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
had performed admiraHy for its time and place in history.
If there were no NAACR there might not be today any BPP.
Newton noted that no one organization has all the answers and
that the leadership of the BPP was acutely aware of this.

Newton noted that in the past he was always
embarrassed by the title Supreme Commander of the BPP and
therefore, his title has been changed to Defense Minister
of the BPP and Servant of the people.

Change is an inevitable product of history aid those
who are afraid of change are for the status quo. He noted
all ideas and groups must change with history and defined
revolution as the process which wipes out the old and plants
the new. The BPP itself does not plot per se to do anything
against the established order: however, such plotting as it
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Huey P, Newton
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exists arises out of the experience of the "black community.

He noted that he himself was in favor of non-violence;
however, drew the distinction between the violence of the
sggresor and the self-defense of the victim. The United
States in his estimation is the primary aggresor in the world.

Newton noted that there were approximately 38 chapters
and branches of the BPP throughout the country. The Harlem
branch of the BPP left the party and is no longer associated with
the BPP. Newton related that Eldridge Cleaver has done some
very strange things in the recent past but has however made
contributions to the party in the past. He recognizes that if
it were not for Cleaver the party would probably not be where
it is today.

Huey P. Newton defined the BPP as an organization which
presents an organized structure through which the people can
vent desires and persue their goals.

Newtpn declined to describe Eldridge Cleaver as an
Agent of the Government and/or the CIA just because ’* he might
be upset with him from time to time." Contradictions he noted
are necessary for progress

Newton declared that the BPP wants the community to
challenge the status quo ana the party vould serve as its voice
and use strategte from time to tine to insure the attention
of the establishment.

Newton observed that policemen are workers also and
that he himself seldom used the word "pig". The term "pig"
is a matter of semantics and is the response of the victim to
the aggresor. It is a rhetorical phrase utilized by the party
to heighten the awareness of the black community. Newton stated
that it was his hope that the developement of the BPP was not
in an antagonistic fashion but realized that contradiction is a
principle of the universe. He noted that the real problem in
the world today is that the people want to control their
institutions and retain destiny over their lives

.
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Huey P. Newton -

\ .

Newton concluded his fourty-five minute appearance
with the statement that the police were probably responsible
for the recent murder of New York City BPP functionary
Sam Napier. He admitted that he has no direct evidence of
such involvement by the police in Napier’s murder^ however he Ims
evidence that the police are capable of such behavior. '



I HDERAt BUREAK 0F investigation

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION"

JUN -T'OT

teletype
NR005 NY CODE

345 PM URG 6-7-71 JPM

TODIR^OR 105-165429

/ATT; DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

NEW HAVEN

SAN FRANCfSCO 157-1203)

FROM NEW YORK 157-r2702 2P

IMFORWATION COHWWEO

HEREJN ii
'?

fe'.5-2-BY

MT. Tnlgn-n

Mr. SulIivaiL-.—

.

Mr. Mnhr
Mr. Bishop .. ^
Mr.BreTinan
Mr, Callaha4^^il-

Mr. ringppr

Mr. Conrad

Mr. b ^y

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale . ,

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tave]

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Rnom —
Miss Hnimpa

Miss CanHy

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKAJ RM-BPP (KBE).

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION

IN THE PAST, ADVISED ELEVEN FIFTEEN A.M. INSTANT THAT

INFORMATION HAD BEEN RECEIVED CONCERNING AN INQUIRY BY THE NEW

HAVEN chapter OF THE BPP CONCERNING WHETHER THE "GROUP^WAS

THEN ENROUTE TO NEW HAVEN. THE SO-CALLED GROUP ARRIVED AT

JOHN F. KENNEDY AIRPORT THIS A. M. AND ACCORDING TO SOURCE, HAD

NOT AS YET LEFT FOR NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: HEO

fO JPN 9 1971

RESFTEL JUNE SEVEN INSTANT, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE. —
NEW YORK SOURCE is |

GROUP IS BELIEVED IDENTICAL TO THOSE DESCRIBED IN RETEL. NEW

be
b7C

b2
b7D

HAVEN REMAIN ALERT FOR POSSIBLE ARRIVAL OF SUBJECT AND ASSOCIATES

END PAGE ONE

\
•

,
i

^

i\ -



PAGE TWO

IN NEW HAVEN DURING P* M. INSTANT. NEW YORK ATTEMPTING TO SECURE
4

ADDITIONAL DETAILS REGARDING SUBJECT'S PLANS. NYCPD ADVISED.

NEW YORK FOLLOWING.

END

TRC FBI WDC



Transmit the following in

TIRTEL
Via

f FBI

1

1

1

1

I

Date: 6/4/71
1

1

1

1

^ ! yp o : n plainlexl or code) 1

j

AIRTi/IL
I

1

•

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

ALL rNFORMAT'OIi C-isflTAINED

HLREi.i IS ui'lCLASSiFiEO

naTF US L to BY

FROM: ShC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

SUBJECT: HITEY PERCY NEWTON aka
RM - BPP
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
00: San Francisco

Re Sprinqfieid airtel to Bureau dated 5/25/71,

be
b7C

San Francisco has received no information as of this
date to indicate that NPIWTON v/ill travel to Cairo, Illinois
to participate in the Second Annual National Survival Day
activities on 6/19/71. Appropriate sources have been alerted
and any information developed indicating that NEWTON will
travel to Cairo vrill be immediately furnished to the
Springfield Office,

For information of Springfield, in the past, on a
few occasions when NEWTON had speaking engagements scheduled
in the mid-v/est he did not appear and a representative of the
Chicago BPP Office appeared in hin place. If not already done,
Springfield should consider advising Chicago concerning the
activities in Cairo on 6/19/71 sc Chicago can alert appropriate
sources in the event a representative from tlie Chicago BPP
Office is selected tc speak in CaJ.ro,

f \

2 » Bureau (PM)
1 - Chicago (Info) (RM)
2 - Springfield (157-2431)
2 - San Francisco
JC/jln I ^
(7)

REC-I3

( R.M)

2 JUN 8 1971

Approved: Sent

be
b7C

Per
Special Agent in Charge

L
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DERAt BUIttAU OF INVESTtGAHON

bMMUNICATIONS SECTION

1

NR 011 SF PLAlflJI^

9:34PM NITEL 6^^1 CRH

JUN 9 1971
^ ^

TO:

FROM:

PI^^TOR (105-165 429)

NEW haven

iMrnr"? CONTWNED
BEW YORK RLL ^'L-n

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) ^^
DH i — /

Mr. ToUob— I
Mr. Sullivan— I

Mr. Mohr 1

Mr. Bishop—

1

Mr.Br«nnanC®ii I

Mr. Callahan—-n

Mr, Casper

Mr. Conrad.

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Felt.

Mr. Gale-^ —
Mr. Rosen.-

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters——
Mr. Soyars

I Tele. Room^

I Miss Holmes—
I Miss Gandy.

>t^

HUEY pi^NEWTON, AKA.* RM - BPP (KBE).

r-4;0

pyi
51 i*-'- v'-'

'' ?V '

® SUBJECT, JOHN SEALE, NEWTON’S BODYGUARD AND BROTHER OF BPP
1^!- ';-v

fcijlMAN BOBBY SEALE, ANP
| |

iifdyED SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON AMERICAN

NES FLIGHT ONE FOUR FIVE AT FIVE FORTY P.M., JUNE EIGHT

iSlteANT, FROM NEW YORK CITY. THEY WERE MET BY KNOWN BPP

^ 1^ FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA.

:b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RENYTELCAL, JUNE EIGHT INSTA^gj-g
O"; V

ARRIVAL OF ABOVE INDIVIDUALS OBSERVED BY SAS

:b6

b7C

ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT WILL BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED AND THE

BUREAU KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT INFORMATION.

END

REC 4:

REMFl DC CLR

, i
H- V

' y
i .

^
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Na 052 NY CODE

FEDERAL DUREAU OF ll'^ESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUN 81971 . irv

%

812 URGENT 6-jr^71 KEH

^kJ

TELETYPE
DIRECTOR (105-165429)

^ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

NEW HAVEN
j

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

FROM NEW YORK (157-2702)

Mr. Tolson

« Mr. Sullivaiu—

.

I
Mr. Mohr...—

I
Mr. Bishop...^—

[
Mr.Brennan

f Mr. Callahaii!j&

I
Mr. Casper

—

Conrad—
>r. Dalbey

A. Felt

/^r. Gale—
Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Waltem
Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy_»

HUEY P* NEWTON AKA; RM - BPP (KBE)*
b7C

AMERICAN AIRLINES, NEW YORK

CITY, ADVISED THREE THIRTY P.M. INSTANT DATE THAT THE SUBJECT, HUEY

NEWTON, WAS A LAST MINUTE PASSENGER ABOARD AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT ONE FOUR FIVE WHICH DEPARTED JFK AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY,

THREE P.M. INSTANT, ARRIVING SAN FRANCISCO NINE FORTY-FIVE P.M.

PACIFIC TIME. HUEY NEWTON WAS TRAVELING ALONE.

AT THREE FIFTEEN P.M. INSTANT A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS

PROVIDED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT I

A BPP FUNCTIONARY IN THE NEW YORK CITY AREA,

l) /'

HAD INQUIRED OF
L. - KtU

CITY ON SUCH DATE AS TO THE WHEREABOUTS OF NEW

J IN NEW YORK

0N7^ ^
\

'

INDICATED HE HAD HAD NO CONTACT WITH NEWTON AND WAS UNAWARE OF

.b6

:b7C

HIS CURRENT ACTIVITIES AND OR WHEREABOUTS. REVEALED^^H^lf ^^71

*’**
I'swaRxeiTii? 's^f

HE HAD LAST BEEN CONTACTED BY NEWTON DURING THE EARLY A. M. OF

JUNE SEVEN LAST. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLAS

'a. v~
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PAGE TWO

( 157-2702 )

administrative

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALL TO SAN FRANCISCO INSTANT

AND NY TEL TO ABOVE OFFICES JUNE SEVEN LAST, CAPTIONED AS ABOVE.

I PROVIDED THE ABOVE INFORMATION TO SUPERVISOR

NEW YORK SOURCE IS NEW YORK

END

MKA FBI WASH DC

b2
b6
b7C
b7D



NR 007 SF PLAINTEXT

12:00PM NITEL S/II/7I CRH

BlTvEAU Of INV£S7:GAI:0N

CQMMl/NICATIONS SECTION

JUN 1

2

1971

ALL INFORfv’ATION COMTAINED
HEREi.. ici uf^CLASSiFihD

DATLk:<?i '1 7 BY 5^

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR (105-1 65429) (ATTENTION: IDENT DIVISION)

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan..

I

Mr. Mohr..J^

1 Mr. CTuiahkn.

^ Mr. Casper ...

Mr. Coni’aci .

^ h...
.4-"

. » ... • -H • '

Mr. FMt
Mr. (E-.ic . .

Mr. K
Mr, T 1

Mr. M-uH-rs"
Mr. H ,

^r, Ke v -^r

Teie. JXoom

MiSs H/imcs...

.Miss Gandy

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

„ I
/ J 0

HUEY PERCY^Il'EWTON, AKA., Rf^ - 3PP (KBE). {]0

b6
I

:b7C

OAKLAND^ CALIF.. POLICE DEPARTWE. NO TO LOCATE

^RO MALE, BORN

|
P0SSI8LY|

\(^

AS WITNESS TO. TESTIFY IN THE RETRIAL OF

SUBJECT FOR !»!ANSLAUGHTER SCHEDULED TO COMMENCE JUNE TWENTYEIGHT

P\L

NEXT. ATTEMPTS TO LOCATE HAVE MET WITH NEGATIVE

RESULTS. OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT REQUESTS FILES OF IDENT

DIVISION BE SEARCHED TO DETERMINE IF HAS ARREST

RECORD AND FOR ANY INFORMATIg^^ J‘|IjAT^,ryY AID IN j^CATING HIM._,
, ,

BUREAU REQUESTED TO iLABCH JILLES.OF, IDENllEnCATION DIVISION""BUREAU REQUESTED TO

FOR arrest RECORD FOr|

FRANCISCO OF RESULTS.

|aND IMMEDIATELY ADVISE SAN
,

t B I L/
mc^o-iicEXAbE nwa v j

END

9)$

HOLD
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^DER,\L DUw\U CF ;r*IST:GAV:0,'J

COM.ViUNICATiOi\'S StCTiOiM

JUiN 41971

t

NR 021 SF CODE

9;24PM NITEL 6/3/71 JAK

ALL iNF0n';AT!0N CONTAINED
Mfi'-ri ‘S i: ‘i A>‘' li'i'ilD Mr. Tav(
htl.L..^

ior," ,, - Mr. Wall

DAlt ^ Mr. S ;.

Mr. Tolson I

Mr. Sullivan f

Mr. Mohr ^4
Mr. Bishop

.

Mr. Callahan—^ r.

Mr. Casper L
Mr. Conrad |

Mr. Dalbey
p

Mr. Felt

FROM

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D.)

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) IP

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters
Mr. S'’ynr3 ..

yete. Room
Miss HuUiiea _
Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM -BPP (KBE).

SOURCE REPORTED SUBJECT, JOHN SEALE, AND
be
b7C

RETURNED TO OAKLAND, CALIF., FROM LOS ANGELES,

CALIF., ON PSA FLIGHT AT TWO TEN P.M., JUNE THREE INSTANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

RESFTEL JUNE TWO LAST.

SOURCE IS

SAN FRANCISCO WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW ACTIVITIES OF

NEWTON AND WILL KEEP THE BUREAU ADVISED.

END . .

.

HOLD tS-

/ c c. KEC27
/:X /

JUN 15 1971

S1JUN2 11971

r-
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Dob^r 6/10/71

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

(Type in plaintext i

AIR
or code)

MAIL
(Priority)

TO:

I

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY PERCY^-irfiWTON, aka
RM - BPP (KBE)

Enclosed for
an LHM containing an a

D

b7C

the Bureau are eight (8) copies of

tide written by subject. _

w - --

-A''
: 7 ...

V'

SS,^
by MUt leg Slip for .

^afo p. action :

by_J^ -i

2/- Bureau (Ends . 8) (RM)

^ - San Francisco

f M >

in Charge
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;)i UNITI^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUTI’ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No.

San Francisco, California

June 10, 1971

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The June 5 , 1971 , . issue of **The Black Panther",
official weekly publication of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

,

contained the following article written by Newton:

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government. rn^lTAlWri

JV iALL INFuAiLAnU,.

Hi:R£lu
cx>

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

i ! i I /

L"
^ 'V i . i

* k,>‘ U. Ulit



Black Panther Tntercommunal News Service, June 5, 1971
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MINISTER
BY HUEY P. NEWTON.

OF DEFENSE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
SER VANT OF THE PEOPLE %

^ I



is a dialogue in our contirmmg
discussion ofthe new thrust ofthe Black
Panther Party as we begin to carry out

the original vision‘Of the Party, When
loe coined the expression**AllPower to

the People’*, we had in mind em-
phasizing the word **Power”, for we
recognize that the will to power is the

basic drive of man. But it is incorrect
to seek power over people. We have
been subjected to the dehumanizing
power of exploitation and racism for
hundreds of years; and the Black com-
munity has its own will to power also.

What we seek, however, is not power
over people, but the power to control

our own destiny. For us the true de-

finition of power is not in termsof how
many people you can control, to us

power is the ability tofirst ofall define

phenomena, and secondly the ability to

make these phenomena act in a desired,

manner.
We see then that power has a dual

character—we cannot simply identify

and define phenomena without acting, .

for to do so is to become an arm-
chair philosopher. And when Bobby and
I left Merritt College to organize

brothers on the block, we did so because
pie college students were too content

fo sit around and analyze without acting,

bn the other hand, power includes

action, for it is making phenomena

perform in the desired manner. But

action without thinking and theory is

also incorrect, for if the social forces

at work in the community have not been

rorrectly analyzed and defined,

you control them in such a way that

they act in a desired mannex^—Bo the

Black Panther Party has always

merged theory and. practice in such a

way as to serve the true interests of
the community, '

In merging theory with practice we
recognized that it was necessary to de-

velop a theory which was not good for
lone time and place and not another.

We wanted to develop a system of
'' thinking which was good anywhere-

-

thus it had to be rather abstract. Yet

• our theory would relate to a concrete

analysis of concrete conditions^ so that

our actions would always be relevant

and profitable to the people while at

the same time advancing their thinking

so that they would move toward a trans-

formation of their situation of ex-

ploitation and oppression. So we ha'be

always insisted on good theory andgood

practice; but we have not always been

successful in carrying this through.

When the Black Panther Party de-

fected from the Black comimmity, we
became, for a while, revolutionary

cultists. One of the primary char-

acteristics of a revolutionary cultist

is that he despises everyone who has
not reached his level of conscious-
ness—or the level of consciousness
that he thinks he is at, instead of
acting to bring the people to that level.
In that way the revolutionary cultist

becomes divided from the people--he
defects from the community. Instead
of serving the people as a vanguard,
he becomes a hero. Heroes engage in

very—eour.ageous actions sometimes,
and they often make great sacrifices,

3
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incljjdmg. the supreme sacrifice, but

they are still isolated from th'e~people.

Their courageous actions and sacri-

fices do not lead the people to a higher
I'dvel ofconsciousness, nor do they pro-
duce fundamental changes in the ex-

ploitation and oppression ofthe people,
A vanguard, however, will guide the

people into higher levels ofconscious-
ness and in that way bring them to the

point where they will take sterner
actions in their own interests and
against those who continue to oppress
them, -45 Tve said previously, revolu-
tion is a process not a conclusion. A
true revolutionist will not only take

courageous actions, he will also try to

advance the people in such a manner
that they will transform their situation.

That is, delivering power to the people,

for the true revolutionist, will help
4

them define the social phenomena in

operation in their community and then

lead them to the point where they will

seize the time and make these

phenomena act in a desired manner.
Therefore as revolutionaries, we

,

must recognize the difference between
what the people can do and what they

will do. They can do anything they
'

desire to do, but they will only take

those actions which are consistent with

their level of consciousness and their

understanding of the situation. When we
fdise their consciousness, they will

wderstand even more fully what they

in fact can do, and they will move on
the situation in a courageous manner.
This is merging your theory with your
practices.

As we—focus upon our theoretical

analysis ofthe situation, we can decorhe
,

too abstract and separatefromxsdUty

;

but tlie~pedple are the reality—they are

more in touch with the reality, and

most of the time they reluctantly accepts

the reality. Then they develop certain

defense mechanisms to cope withit anil

manipulate it, believing that it will be

like this all the time with little

change. What they don’t realize is

that it is changing all the time, some-
times more slowly than at other times,

yet the situation is in a constant state

of transformation. And the people lack

an ideology, or a system of thinking,

which will help them to analyze the

changes. Therefore this leaves another

power and other interests to shape the

changes, rather than making the

changes subject to the power of the

people.

Therefore it is necessary to develop

a system of thinking to analyze things,

so we can find out what to do in order
to produce a change in the desired

manner and direction. Panther ideology
is based upon dialectical materialism,

which holds that contradictions are the

ruling principle of the universe. That

is, all phenomena, all social forces
have both a positive and negative

quality, which are constantly struggling

with each other for dominance. These

opposing qualities are unified within

the same phenomena. It is this unity cf
the opposites and their continued

struggle which gives motion to matter
and maintains the constant state of
transformation which produces change.

We recognize that these opposites

have a dominant -subordinate re-
* * — «>

lationship to each other. A qualitative



transformation occurs when there is a

sufficient' quantitative increase or de-
crease in one of these positive and
negative or dofninant-subordinate

qvalities. In the inherent struggle of
the opposites, in which one pf the

qualities increases while the other de-

creases, both forces reach a nodal

point and there is a reversal in their

dominance. This reversal is a

qualitative change. However, because

all phenomena have internal contra-

dictions, a new struggle begins and

J,t will eventually bring anew reversal.
*Thi$ is the nature of the constant state

of transformation of material

phenomena. Our theoretical analysis of
history and the present day has given

us a betterunderstandingofthe contra-

dictions in all phenomena.
When we .attempt to integrate our

theory with our practice, we must do

so with the fullest understanding ofthis

unity of the opposites which gives

motion to matter. What we want to do

is develop strategies and programs
which use this understanding in the true

interests of the exploited and op-

pressed communities. If power is the

ability to define phenomena and then

make them act in a desired manner,

we must constantly exercise such

ppwer in the interests of the people.

First of all we define or identify the

positive and negative qualities in all

phenomena in our communities.

Secondly, we act to increase the posi-

tive side of these phenomena and de-

crease the negative, until we trans-

form pie situation by having-therposi-

tive completely dominate the negative.

)

L j

' This is what revolution is about.

Basically, it is a process of struggle

between the old and the new, with

the new attempting to gain dominand,
while the old struggles to maintain

control. In moving to direct and con-

trol the social forces active in our

communities we are guided only by our
ideology and the true interests of the

people. We are free of any other con-

trols, because we do not have any vested
interests in the status quo. Our in-

terest is to serve the people by helping

them transform their reality, rather
than reluctantly accepting it.

Point 3 of the original lO-point pro-
gram of the ' Black Panther Party is,

“We want an end to the robbery hy

the CAPITALIST of our Black Com-
munity.** That was our Position In

October 1966 and it is still our
position. We recognize that capital-

ism is no solution to the problems we
face in our communities. Capitalist ex-
ploitation is one of the basic causes

of our problem. It is the goal of the

Black Panther Party to negate capi-

talism in our communities and in the

oppressed communities throughout the

world.

However, many people have offered
the community Black capitalism as a
solution to our problems. We recognize
that people in the Black community
have no general dislike for the concept

of Black capitalism, but this is not be-

cause they are in love with capitalism.

Not at all. The idea of Black capitalism

has come to mean to many—people
Black control of another one of the
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institutions in the community. We see

witMn~this characteristic the~su^s of
the negation of Black capitalism and

all, capitalism in general. What we must
do then is increase the positive

qyjalities until they dominate the

negative and therefore transform the

situation.

In the past the Black Panther Party

took a counter-revolutionary position

with our blanket condemnation ofBlack

capitalism. Our strategy should have

been to analyze the positive and

negative qualities of this phenomenon
Jjefore making any condemnation. Even
though we recognized, and correctly so,

that capitalism is no solution or
answer, we did not make a truly dia- i

lectical analysis of the situation.

We recognized that in order to bring

the people to the level ofconsciousness
where they would seize the time, it

would be necessary to serve their in-

terests in survival by developing pro-
grams which would help them to meet
their daily needs. For a long time we
have had such programs not only for
survival, but for organizational pur-
poses, Now we not only have a break-

fast program for school children, we-,

have clothing programs, we have health

clinics which provide free medical and.

dental services, we have programsfor
prisoners and their families, and we
are opening clothing and shoefactories
to provide for more of the needs of
the community. Most recently we have
begun a testing and research program
on sickle-cell anemia, and we know
that 98 percent of the victims of this

disease are Black, To fail to combat
this disease^ is to submit to gensside;
to battle it is survival.

#

All these programs satisfy the deep

needs of the community but they^are

not solutions to our problems. That is

why we call them survival programs,
meaning survival pending revolution.

We say that the survival program of

the Black Panther Party is like the

survival kit of a sailor stranded on a

raft. It helps him to sustain himself
until he can get completely out of that

situation. So the survivalprograms are
not answers or solutions, but they will

help us to organize the community
around a true analysis and under-

standing of their situation. When con-

sciousness and understanding is raised

to a high level then the community
will seize the time and deliver them-
selves from the boot of their op-

pressors.

All our survival programs are fr^e.

We have never charged the community
a dime to receive the things they need

from any of our programs and we will

not do so. We will not get caught

up in a lot of embarrassing questions

or paperwork which alienate the peo-
ple, If they have a need, we will serve
their needs and attempt to get them to

understand the true reasons why they

are in need in such an incredibly

rich land. Survival programs will al-

ways be operated without charge to

those who need them and benefit by

them, '*

In order to carry out suchprograms
we have always needed money. In the

past we received money from wealthy
white philanthropists, humanitarians
and heirs to the corporate monopolies.
At the same time we were engaging
in ajdanket condemnation ofthesmall,

^ victimized Black capitalists found in
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ouv conimunitiss. This tactic wcis takes his place and continues the ex-
wvdhg, when we received ihe nioney ploitation. However^ the nationafifuur-
for our survival programs from big geoisie is a weaker group, even though
white capitalists i and we freely admit they are exploiters , Therefore the
to that, people are in a better position to wipe
iWhen we say that \ve see within the national bourgeoisie away after they

Black capitalism the seeds of its own have assisted the people in wiping out

negation and the negation of all capi- the foreign exploiters, (NOTE: Our
talism, we recognize that the small analysis of the new conditions in the

Black capitalist in our communities has '

\ world, which are revealed in our de-
the potential to contribute to the velopment ofthe concept ofReactionary
building ofthe machine which will serve ' Intercommunalism, indicates that

the true interests of the people and end under the present circumstances the

all exploitation. By increasing the posi- national bourgeoisie and their domestic
tive qualities of the Black capitalist,

. equivalents are in a weaker position

we may be able to bring about a non- now than they were when they were in

antagonistic solution of his con- a state of colonialism or just freed

trudiction with the community, while from colonialism. This is because

at the same time heightening the op- under Reactionary Intercommunalism
pressed community's contradiction the national bourgeoisie is in control

with the large corporate capitalist em- of a smaller unit (a community) than'

pire. This will intensify the antagonis- before. Not only does this make them
tic contradiction between the op- weaker, it also makes it more likely-

pressed community and the empire; that a non-antagonistic transformation

and by heightening that contradiction, of their contradiction can take place

there will subsequently be a violent because the objective interests of the

transformation of the corporate em- national bourgeoisie are in many ways
pire. We will do this through out similar to those of the people who are
survival programs which have the in- victimized,)

terest of the community at heart, ? Since the people see Black capital-

We now see the Black capitalist as ism in the community as Black con-

hfiving a similar relationship to the
[

trol of local institutions, this is a posi-
Black community as the national hour- tive characteristic, because the people

geoisie have to the people in national can bring more direction and focus to

wars of decolonization. In wars of de- the activities of the capitlist. At the

colonization the national bourgeoisie same time the Black capitalist who has
supports the freedom struggles of the the interest of the community at heart ,

people because they recognize that it will respond to the needs ofthe people,
is in their own selfish interest. Then because this is where his true strength

when the foreign exploiter has been lies,--S9-far as capitalism in gensral
kicked~~OuT, the national bourgeoisie 7 is concerned, the Black capitalist



merely has the status of a^uictim,
because the big white capitalists have
t}}e skills, they make the loans, and
they in fact control the Black capi-
talist. If he wants to succeed in his
enterprise, the Black capitalist must
turn to the community, because he de-
pends on them to make his profit. He
needs this strong community support
because he cannot become independent^

of the control of the corporate capi-
talists who control the large monop-

^

olies.

^ The Black capitalist will be able to

support the people through contributing
'

to the survival programs of the Black
Panther Party. In contributing to such
programs, he will be able to help build

the vehicle which will eventually
liberate the Black community. He will

not be able to deliver the people

from their problems, but he will be able

to help build the strong political

machine which will serve as a revolu-

tionary vanguard and guide the people

in their move toward freedom.
Our re-analysis of Black capitalism

and its relationship to the community
from the perspective of dialectical^

materialism, and our practical under-

standing of the needs of the com- '

\

, niunity and the attitudes of the people

toward Black capitalism leads us to a

new position. Black businesses which
have the interests of the community
at heart will be able to contribute

to the people through the community
programs of the Black Panther Party.

These free programs will help the-eom-

munity to survive and thus deter the g

i

senocide which is always a threat to

our existence here.

In return for these contributions, the

Black Panther Party will carry ad-

vertisements of these businesses m
our paper and urge the community to

support them. We will never sell ad-

vertising space inthe paper, but we will

give space in return for contributions

to the survival programs which are
given free to the community. In this

way we will achieve a greater unity

of the community ofvictims, the people

who are victimized by the society in

general, and the Black capitalists who
are victimized by the corporate capi-

talist monopolies. In this loay we will

increase the positive qualities ofBlack

capitalism until they dominate the

negative qualities, and exploitation will

no longer be the reality which the com-
munity reluctantly accepts.

The community will see those who

support their survival, and, patronize

their places of business. At the same
time the community will also criticize

those who refuse to participate in their

survival programs, and, turn their

backs on them. If the establishment

tries to come down hard on those

businessmen who support the survival

programs, then the community will

recognize this as another form of op-

pression and will move to strongly de-

fend their supporters. In that way the

consciousness of the people and the

level of the struggle will be advanced.

Thp.re is no salvation in capitalism,
but through . this new approach, the
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Black capitalist will contribute to his

ownTnegcition by helping to build a strong

Political vehicle which is guided by

revolutionary concepts and serves as a

vanguard for the people, serving their

interests in their communities andadf
vacating their interests before others.

In a way our new position has the sim-
plicity and completeness of a mathe-
matical formula. When the Black capi-

talist contributes to the survival

programs and makes a contribution to

the community, the community vrill give
I

him their support and thus strengthen

his business. If he does not make any

contribution to the survival ofthe com-
munity, the people will not support him
and his enterprise will wither away
because of his own negligence. By
supporting the community, however, he
will be. helping to build the political

machine which will eventually negate
his exploitation of the community, but

also negate his being exploited and
victimized by corporate capitalism.

So we will heighten the contradiction

between the Black community and cor-

porate capitalism, while at the same
time reducing the contradiction be-

t'iosen the Black capitalist and the Blazk
community. In this way Black capi-

talism will be transformed from a
relationship of exploitation ofthe com-
munity to a relationship of service to

the community, which will contribute

to thosurvival of everyone.
"

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
9
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Date: 6/2/71

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or codei

i COKTAINED

Via
(Priority)

y.r I I

TO:

FROM

:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, EBI (105-165429)

SAC, MILWAUKEE (157-1113) (P)

HUEY PERCY ^WTON, aka;
RM - BPP; TREASON (KBE)
00: SAN FRANCISCO

n-

Re Milwaukee teletype to Bureau,

Bureau (RM) (AM) (Encs . 11)
Baltimore (RM) (AM) (Encs.2) (157-Huey P. Newton)
Boston (RM) (AM) (Encs.2) (157-Huey P. Newton)
Chicago (RM) (Encs . 6) (2 - 157-Huey P, Newton)

(1 - 157-1291) (BPP)
(1 -I
(1 -
(1 -I

Cleveland (RM) (AM) (157-Huey P, Newton) (Encs ,2)
Columbia (RM) (AM) (Encs .2) (157-Huey P. Newton)
Detroit (RM) (AM) (Encs, 2) (157-Huey P. Newton)
Indianapolis (RM) (AM) (Encs ,2) (157-Huey P, Newton)
Minneapolis (RM) (AM) (Encs .2) (157-Huey P, Newton)
Newark (RM) (AM) (Encs .2) (157-Huey P, Newton)
New York (RM) (AM) (Encs ,2) ( 157-Huey P, Newton)
Philadelphia (RM) (AM) (Encs .2) (157-Huey P. Newton)
St, Louis (RM) (AM) (Encs ,2) (157-Huey P, Newton)
San Francisco (RM) (AM) (Encs ,7)
(2 - 157-3765) (Huev P, Newton )

(1 I ^
(1 157- lgM) (BPP)

1

J

(1 - 157-1969) (BPP - Travel of Leadership)
^ “

b6
b7C
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^
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157-1969) (BPP - Travel of Leadership)
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MI 157^1113

Enclosed for Bureau are eleven copies of an
concerning a speech by HUEY P, NEWTON, at Madison, Wisconsin,
on 4/3/71,

Enclosed for receiving offic
copies of IHM:

Baltimore - 2
Boston - 2
Chicago - 6
Cleveland - 2
Columbia - 2

Detroit - 2
Indianapolis - 2
Minneapolis - 2
Newark - 2
New York - 2
Philadelphia - 2

St. Louis - 2
San Francisco - 7.

es are the following

For the information of Bureau, submission of IflM

was delayed primarily to attempt to obtain a tape recorded
transcript of NEWTON's speech and secondarily to identify
owners of motor vehicles parked in the vicinity of NEWTON’s
speech,

confidential source referred to in
enclosed UBM, who attended NEWTON’s speech on 4/3/71, advised
on 4/5/71, that I

whom he knows personally, promised
him a copy of NEWTON’s speech which was tape recorded by the
University of Wisconsin (UW) Afro American Center.

On 4/9/71, advised that he talked with i

on Saturday, 4/17/71, and was informed that the tape of NEWTON’s
speech was at Black Panther Party (BPP) Headquarters, in
Chicago, where it was being transcribed and that he would
furnish him a copy of the transcript.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

2
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MI 157-1113

On 5/14/71. 1 I furnished a four page tabloid
newspaper which carried the heading, ’’Black Panther Intercommunal
News Service, April 17, 1971,” which contained a single
article captioned, ”On The Defection of Bldridge Cleaver
From The Black Panther Party And The Defection Of The Black hic
Panther Party From The Black Community bv HUEY P . NEWTON* b 7 D

advised he received this from i Ion
5/8/71, at which time ^advised him this was a complete
transcript of NEWTON ’s speech at Madison. advised
he did not quest ion | las to the source of this newspaper
so as not to arouse any suspicion. Source advised, however,
after reading the article, that it appears to be essentially
the same as what NEWTON said when he spoke at Madison on
4/3/71.

Inasmuch as the paper furnished by |

appeared to be a possible special supplementary issue of
the Black Panther Newspaper or a possible supplement to
a regular issue of the Black Panther Newspaper,

|

'

was recontacted on 5/19/71, at which time he stated that he
could furnish no further information as to the original b 2

source or distribution of the paper, be
b2
be
b/C
b7DIn view of fact that^ advised the paper

contained a transcript of NEWTON *s speech at Madison,
which was corroborated by

| |
Milwaukee is reporting

the article in its entirety in enclosed IflM rather than in
synopsized form and is attributing informati<MJ furnished
bv l I regarding NEWTON’S speech as being furnished
by the source on the date NEWTON spoke in Madison in order
to further protect the source.

Agents who observed NEWTON and his party arrive
and depart Madison and who also obtained license numbers on cars
parked in the lot near Jav ’s Bar where NEWTON spoke are
SaI land SA| I , „

The Madison police officer who assisted in
obtaining license numbers and who furnished names of
owners on out-of-state license plates ls|

Patrolman, Madison PD.

b6
b7C

3
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MI 157-1113

Copies of LHM are being furnished those offices
covering out-of-state license numbers vhich were observed
in the area where NEWTON spojke. MilwauKee has checked
the current UW Student Directory under surnames of the
registered owners of cars with out-of-state licenses and
in those instances where a student with the same surname
and home address were located, this information was
included. Out-of-state license numbers in which the owners
have not been identified are being set forth as specific
leads. In those instances where it is noted the owner is

a student at UW, receiving offices are requested to
check indices and advise Milwaukee of positive information,

Milwaukee is indexing the names of registered
owners of all cars observed and will also conduct indices
search of these names and in the event of any references or
main case files, the materials will be reviewed to
determine if further investigation is warranted.

IHM is nl aP'- i‘ied *'Con^3g>eg£i^’* in order to protect
confidential source] Tas information contained
in attucueu iiim CUUJ.U xoasonably result in the identification
of this source and compromise his future effectiveness.

LEADS b6
hlC

BOSTON DIVISION

At Boston, Massachusetts

Identify owner of Massachusetts License

NEWARK DIVISION

At Trenton, New Jersey

Identify owner of New Jersey License

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION

At Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Identify owner of Pennsylvania License

ARMED & DANGEROUS

4

be
hlC‘.X-y /



In Reply, Please Refer to

FUe No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGiCT“lON

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
June 2, 1971

”Con. ial”

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On April 3, 1971, Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation observed Huey Percy Newton,
Supreme Commander, Black Panther Party (BPR> . and five
members of his Entourage, including I

arri/e Madison Airport,
Sam ySalter

.

I members . Illinois BPP,
:00 PM, where they were met by

be
:b7c

A confidential soiree, who furnished reliable
information in the past, advised I

University of
WisconsJ^ (UW) Afro American Center

|
|made all

of the arrangements for Newton's speech in Madison.

(A characterization of the BPP is
attached in the appendix.)

Same source, as previously mentioned, advised
on April 3, 1971, that subject and his party arrived at
Jay’s Bar, Route 51, Madison, at approximately 3:15 PM,
where subject spoke before approximately 400 people. Source
advised Newton made the following speech:

(ntial „
declassified oh s-l-M—

GROUP /I t
Excluded KTOm automatic
downgrad ingSand
decZassifica^on

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.”

5 tr
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il The Black Panther Party bases its,

Adeology and philosophy on a concrete

^ analysis of concrete conditionst using

dialectical materialism as our

analytical method* As. dialectical ma-

terialists .we recognize that coutra-

dietions mn lerid to dovelolriiwm» Tite.

internal struggle of opposues based

upon their unity causes matter to have

motion <as a part of the process of de-

,

velopment* We recognize that nothing

in nature stands outside of dialectics ^

even the Black Panther Party* [But we

welcome these contradictions, because

they clarify and advance our struggle*
j

V/e had a contradiction with ourformer

Minister of Information, Bldridge

Cleaver* But we understand this as

necessary to our growth. Oui of this.

..contradiction has come, new growth

and a new return to the original vision

of the Party*

.
Early in the development ofthe Black *

Panther Party I wrote an essay titled

The Correct Handling of a Revolu-

tion*** This was in response to another

contradiction .
- the criticisms raised

against the Party by the Revolutionary

Action Movement (RAM). At 'that time

RAM . criticized us for our above-

ground action — - openly displaying

weapons and talking about the

necessity for the community to arm
itself for its own self-defense. RAh^
said that they were underground, and

;

saw this as the correct way to handle .

a revolution, I responded to them by
!

pointing out that you must establish '

your organization above ground so that ;

the people will relate to it in a way
that mil be positive and progressive

[

to them* Whenyougo underground withj ,

jout doing this, you bury yourself so i

deeply that the people can neither re- I

late to nor contact you* Then the ,

ferrorfdm of the underground organic.

'

zati'on mil be just that—striking fear -

into , .the hearts of the very people, 1

whose interest the organization claims j

to be defending—because the peopff
cannot relate to them and there is no-
..body there to interpret their actions*

You have to set up a program of
practical action and be a model for

''

the community tofollowand appreciate^ '
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The original vision of the Party wa^

!to develop a lifeline to the people^ by

serving their needs and defending thern
against their oppressors who come to

the community in many forms—fron
firmed police to capitalist exploiters.

We knew that this strategy would raisi

the consciousness of the people anA

also give us their support. Then, ‘ij

we were driven underground by thl

oppressors, the people would suppoi/\^

us and defend us. They would knon

that, in spite of the oppressor's inter\

pretations, that our only desire was ti

serve their true interests; and the

would defend us. In this manner w
'might be forced underground, but ther

would be a lifeline to the commvnii
'which would always sustain us, becaus^

\the people would identify with us ah

not with our common enemy.
} For a time the Black PantherPan
!

•
1

lost its vision and defected from tJ\

community. With the defection ofE\

dridge Cleaver, however, we canmoi
^again to a fill scale development

our original visioip and come out

the twilight zone which the Party h
been in during the recent past. .

i The only reason that the Party '

still in existence at this time, at

the only reason that we have been aa
to survive the repression of the Par]

I’kilil!' ^
tin,. '
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and murdeirs /ofsome of our most ad~
vanced comrades is because i^fthe Ten-
Point Program

^

f-- our i survival pro-
gram» Our programs would be mean-
ingless and insignificant if they\were
not cofnmunity programs^ This is why
it is my opinion that as long as the

Black community and oppressed people
are found in North America the Black
Panther Party will last. The Party
will survive as a structured vehicle,

because it serves the true interests

of oppressed people and administers to

their needs — this was the original

vision of the Party, The original vision

was not structured by 'rhetoric nor by

ideology. It was structured by the

practical needs of the people, and its

dreamers were armed withanideolo^
which provided a systematic method of
analysis of how best to meet those
needs.

I

When Bobby Seale and I came to-

! gather to launch the Black Panther
Partyi we • had been through many
groups. Most ofthem were'so dedicated
to rhetoric and artistic rituals that they

f had withdraum from living in the

f. Twentieth Century, Sometimes their

1 dnalyses were beautiful, but they hdd^

no practical programs which would

f deliver their understandings to the

}' people. When they did try 'to develop

\
practical programs, they often failed,'

I
because they lacked a systematic

i ideology which would help them do

j

concrete analyses of concrete conr

i: ditions to gain a full understanding of

I

the community and its needs. When I '

: was in Donald Warden*s Afro-Ameri-
can Association, I watched him try to

make a reality of community control

through Black Capitalism, But Warden
did not have a systematic ideology, and

Ms attempts to initiate his program
continually frustrated him and the com- «

.
munity too. They did not know whyt
capitalism would not work for them,

even though it had worked for other

ethnic ^oups,
When we formed the Party, we ’did

so because we wanted to pul theory

and practice together, in a systematic
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mcmner. We did this through our basic
\

Ten Point Program, In actuality it was
,
a 20-Point Program^ with the practiced
expressed in ** What We Want** and the\

,

theory expressed in **What V/ei
: Believe**, This program was designed

|
to serve as a basis for a structured |

,

political vehicle,
|

The actions we engaged in at thatt
time were strictly strategic. actionSf

|
for political purposes. They were de-

1

signed to mobnize the community. Any §
diction which does not mobilize the

|
!• community ^ toward the goal is not a I

revolutionary action. The action might I

be a marvelous statement of courage, I

bid if it does not mobilize the people I

toward the goal of a higher mani-\
festation of freedom, it is not making I

a Political statement and could even I

be counter-revolutionary^

We realized at a very early point\
in our development, that revolution is |
a process. It is not aparticularaction,

(

nor is it a conclusion. It is a process,
This is why when feudalism wiped out
slavery, feudalism was revolutionary.
This is why when capitalism wiped
out feudalism.', capitalism xods revolu-

j
' tionary. The concrete analysis of con- i

Crete conditions will reveal the true j

nature of the situation and increase :

our understanding. Thisprocess moves
in a dialectical manner and we under-
stand the struggle of the opposites
based upon their unity, * •

Many times people say that our •

Ten-Point Program, is reformist; but
they ignore the fact that revolution is

'

a process. We left the program open- -

ended, so that it could develop and
people could identify with it. We did

I

^ot offer it \to them as a conclusion;
we, offered it as a vehicle to move
them to a higher level. In their quest
for freedom, and in their attempts to ’/

prevent the oppressor from stripping
'

'

them of all the things they need to exist,
;

the people see things as movingfromA ^0 B to C; they do not see things
ps moving from A to Z, In other
words they have to seefirstsome basic,
occomplishments, in order to realize
that major successes are possible,
Murh of the time the revolutionary will

'

» *
d

Ua I-.-,*
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\have to guide them into this under-,

standing. But he Can never take them
from A to Z in one jump, because

I it is too far ahead. Therefore, when
• the revolutionary begins to indulge)in

\

Z, or final concliLsions, the people-
'• do not relate to him. Therefore he s

is no longer a revolutionary, if re—i
[Volution is a process. This makes i

j

any action or friction which does not j

promote the process - non-revolu- /,

\tionary, c

i V/hen the Party went to Sacramento, <.

when the Party faced down, the police-
::

men in front of the office ofRamparts .

\magazine, and wherithePartypatrolled ?

the police with arms, we were acting •.

i (in 1966) at a time when the people had i

given up the philosophy of non-violent

;
direct action and were beginning to deal

j

\with sterner stuff. We wanted them t6\

[see the virtues of disciplined and or-
,

ganized armed self-defense, rather

than spontaneous and disorganized outr
j

breaks and riots. There were Police ,i

\Alert Patrols all over the country,

out we were the, first armed police

patrol. We called ourselves thd BlaCk ;

.Panther Party for SelfDefejise, in all L

of this we had political and revolution-

ary objectives in mind, but we knew
that we could not succeed without the

V.
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support of the people*

Our strategy tuas based on a con-

sistent ideologyt which helped us to'

understand the conditions around us.

We knew that the law was not pre-
«

pared for what^ we were doing and
policemen were so ahoekea ihny

didn*t know what to do. We saw that

the people felt a newpride and strength
because of the example we setfor them;

and the^ began to look toward the

vehicle we were building for answers.
Later we dropped the term '‘Selfr

Defense** from our name and just be-

came the Black Panther Party. We
discouraged actions like Sacramento
and police observations because we
recognized that these were not the

things to do in> every situation or an

every occasion. We never called these

revolutionary actions. The only time

an action is revolutionary is when the

people relate to it in a revolutionary

way. If they will not use the example

you set, then no matter how many
guns you^have, your action is not re-,

volutionary,

The gun itself is hot necessarily

i revolutionary, because the fascists
carry guns—in fact they have more
guns, A lotofso-called revolutionaries
simply do not understand the statement
by Chairman Mao thg,t **Politicalpower
grows out of the barrel of a gun.^*

;
They thought Chairman Mao said poli-

dicai power i^ the gun, but the emphasis
is on grows. The culmination of
political power is the ownership an4

; control of the land and the institutions
*• h

\ thereon, so that you can then get rid

of the gun,, That is why Chairman Mao
{
makes the statement that, **Y/e are
advocates of the abolition of war,

, do not want war; but war can only be
abolished through war, and in order
to get rid of the gun, it is nec^.ssary
to take up the gun,** He is always
speaking of getting rid of it. Ifhe did

notdook at it in those terms, then he
surely would not be revolutionary!' In

other words, the gun by all re-
volutionary principles is a tool to be
'ised in our strategy; it is not an end

a

^ *'1.
i\ ;

a. - if
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in itselft This ^was^ a. part of the

original vision of the Black Panther^^^I^^
Party,

'

\
' yfy

/ had asked Bldridge Cleaver to

join the Party a number of times, Bui

he did not join until after the con-
frontation with the police in front of.

the office ofRamparts Magazine^ where
the police were afraid to go for their

guns, Without my knowledge^ he took

this as the Revolution and the Party,
Bui in our basic program it was not

,

until Point 7 that we mentioned the 1

'

gun, and this was intentional. We 'were v
trying to build a political vehicle

through' which the people could ex- >

| \

press their revolutionary desires. We
j
we

recognized that no party or organiza-
j

I pQi
tion can make^ the revolution, only the i I

people can. All we could do was act ! I

as a guide to the people. Because ! I

revolution is a process, and because ! I

the process moves in_ a dialectical 1 I

manner. At one point one thing might i J

be proper, but the same action could ; i

be improper at another' point. We al-. .•

|
_

ways emphasized a concrete analysis
;

| ^ ^
of concrete conditions, and then ’ an

j I

appropriate response to Hhese ‘ con- J

I

ditipns as - a way of mobilizing the i I

people and leadingthem to higher levels an oi

of consciousness, il for *

•* i;

I iN litMl

,
•

»
*

I

People constantly thought that we
\
were security guards and community
police or something like this. This is

I

why ' we dropped the term *"Self De--
f^se** from our name and directed

I

O’tjQntion of the people to the fact
• set sal-

|

J ‘
through their control of the

\

I
znstitutwns which serve the. com-

1

I

munzty. This ^ would require that they’'-

I YfT^fu ?^°^^^^^^^^^hicle which w<mld

fhtt
^'^PPort and endorsement

serYc'^ rt
programs of

I

^
.

^hey would look to it Mr.answers and guidance. It wouU notiean organization which runs- candidates
f°^P^itical office, bui itjwcruU serveas p watchman overthe administrators
whon} the people have placed in office.
Because the Black Panther Party

Srows out of the conditions and needs
of oppressed people, we are interested
tn everything the people are interested

• TV i

•
- •• lO
i



j, agitiTii' iw ^ ^

< iti, ev&n though wo fHo^mot soo tho®&

•
pavticiilav concerns QS th& final

': answers to our problems^ We will

never run for political office, but we

\cill endorse and support those

candidates who are acting in the

f true interests of the people. We may

even provide campaign workers for

• them and do voter registration and

1 basic precinct work. This would not

I

be out of a commitment to electoral

politics, however. It would be our way

of bringing
,
the will of the people to

bear oh situations in which they are '

j
interested. We will also hold such

i
candidates responsible to the com-:

' munity, no matter how far removed

\their offices may be from the com-

j munity. So we ' lead the people by

ifollowing their interests', with a view

" toward raising their consciousness to

:See beyond particular goals,

] When Eldridgejoined the Party it was

\after the police confrontation, which

left him fixated with the *'either-or*

attitude. This was that either the com-

munity picked up the gun with the Party

or else they were cowards and there

jwas. no plQce for them. He did not

realize that if the people 'did no^ re-

bate to . the Party, then there was no

'^way that the Black PantherParty could

make any revolution, because the

record shows that the people are the

Imakers of the revolution and of

liistory. .

' M . . . r,

^ ?!
•!’

j
Sometimes there are those who eM

ipress persoml problems in political
terms, and if they are eloquent, then
these personal problems can sound
very political. We charge Eldridgi
Cleaver with this. Much of it is pro-^
bably beyond his control, because it is
so persoml. But we did not know thd\
when he joined the Party, he was doir^
^o only because of that act in JroiS
^f Ramparts. We weren*t trying ti
prove anything, to ourselves, all w\
^ere trying to do, at that particula,
point, was defend Betty Shabazz. But
we were praised by the people.

'

Under the influence of Eldridg\
Reaver the Party gave the community
|io alternative for\dealihg. with us, ex-
pept by picking up'fiie gun. This movi
A » • %

11
it

f
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was reactiQuavy simply becavse the

community was not at that point. In-

'stead of being a cultural cult group,

we became, by that act, a revolution-

cry cult group, But this is a basic

contradiction, because revolution is a

process, and if tha acta you commit do

not fall unthin the scope of the process

then they are non-revolutionary.

What the revolutionary movement

and the Black community needs is a

very strong structure. This structure

can only exist with the support of the

people and it can only get its support

through serving them. This is why we

have the service to the

program - the most important thing

in the Party, V/e will s^rve their

needs, so that they can survive through

this oppression. Then when they are

ready to pick up the gun, serious

business will happen, Eldridge Cleaver

influenced us to isolate ourselvesfrom, .

,::e Black community, sO that it waS

vjar between the oppressor and the

Black Panther Party, not war between

the oppressor and the oppressed com-

munity.

. The Black Panther: Party defected

from the community long before El-

dridge defected from the Party, Our
hook-up with white radicals did not

give us access to the white com-
munity, because . they do not guide

the white community. The Black com-
munity does not relate to them, so

i we were left in a twilight zone, where
^ we could not enter the community with

any real political educationprograms

;

yet we
,
were not doing anything to

mobilize whites. We had no influende

> in raising the consciousness of th^e

'

Black community and that is the point

where we defected,

V/e went through a free speech

‘movement in the Party, which was not

necessary, and only further isolated

I MS from the Black community. We had

[all sorts of profanity in our papepr

'and every other word which dropped •

from our lips was profane. This did

ndt’hdppkn before I wasjailed, because

I would not stand for it, BuiEldridge*s
«

continued on next page .



continued from last page

' influence brought this about, I do not
blame him altogether; I blame the

Party because the Party accepted it,

Eldri^dge .was never
;
fully in the >

. leadership of the Party, Even after

'

Bobby was snatched away from us^ 1 •

did not plaice Eldridge in a position

of leadership, because he was not in- :

terested in that, I made David Hilliard
\

administrator ofprograms, Iknew that
Eldridge would not do anything to lift

the consciousness of the comrades in
the~Party, But I knew that he. could

,
make a contribution; and Ipressedhim
to do so, I pressed him to write and
edit the paper, but he wouldnH do it,

The paper did not even come out every
week until after Eldridge went to jail.

But Eldridge Cleaver did make grecd
\

contributions to the Black Panther \

Party with his writing and speaking, i

,,

We want to keep this in tAind, because }

there is 4 positive and negative side to

everything, '

The correct handling of a revolution
is not to offer the people an **either-

,

or** ultimatum. We must instead gain



r i

I the suppdrt of ' the" people through
serving their needs. Then when the .

police or^ any other agency of
repression tries to destroy the pro-
gram, the people will move to a higher
level of consciousness and action. Then
the organized structure canguidethe
people to the point where they are pre-

. I

pared to deal in many ways. This was .

the strategy we used in 1966 when we.

were_ related to in, a positive way.
So the Black Panther Party has

reached a contradiction with Eldridge
Cleaver and he has defected from the

Party, because we would not order •

everyone into the streets' tomorrow to.

make a revolution^ We ’recognize that f

this is impossible because our

dialectics or ideology, our concrete

analysis of concrete conditions say that

it is a fantasy, because the people are
not. at thatpoint flow. This contradiction

nnd conflict may seem unfortunate to

^some, but it is a part of the dialectical
.

process. The resolution ofthis contra-

'diction has freed us from incorrect
i .

• '
•

{

i
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analyses and emphases.
We are now free to move toward

the building of a community structure
which will become a true voice of the

people, promoting their interests in

many ways. We can continue to push
our basic survival program, , We cah
continue to serve the people as adr
vacates of their true interests. We can
truely become a political revolutionary

vehicle which will lead the people to

j
a higher level of consciousness, So
that they will know what they must

^

really do in their quest forfreedom^
>and they will have the courage to adopt
any means necessary id seize the time
and obkxin that freedom, 'V

; MINISfBii OF DEFENSE
ANTHER PARTY, ^

"

SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

-
I

IS
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During Newton’s speech the following license
numbers were noted on cars parked in Jay’s Parking Lot
by Special Agents of the JBI and a representative of
the Madison Police Department, which numbers were sub-
sequently checked through the appropriate Motor Vehicle
Departments :

Delaware j

PC4091 /James & Watson Funeral Home,
Main Street,
Millsboro, Delaware,
1966 Ford Station Wagon

Illinois
z

lists
Current University of Wisconsin (UW) Directory

I
same home address.

be
b7C
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

AVI 124

567180

Chrysler Leasing Corporation,
Avis Rent-A-Car,
10319 Belle Plalne,
Sbhiller Park, Illinois.
1971 Dodge four door.

Chrysler Leasing Corporation,
Avis Rent-A-Car,
10319 Belle Plalne,
Schiller Park, Illinois.
1971 Dodge four door.

be
b7C

Indiana

Current UW Student Directory lis ts

be
b7C

Maryland

Current UW Student Directory lists
same home address

.

tf





HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Current UW Directory lists a
same home address.

Current UW Directory lists an
same home address.

Current UW Directory lists
|

same address

.

New York

Current UW Directory lists a
same home address.











V69430 1968 Volkswagen,
State Auto Sales,
1960 State Street
Racine, Wisconsin
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

At approximately 4:40 PM, on April 3, 1971,
Special Agents of the FBI observed Newton and his party
leave Jay’s Bar anc travel to the Madison Airport
where they boarded North Central Flight 272, leaving
Madison 5;30 PM, scheduled to arrive Chicago, 6:45 PM.

On April 1, 1971, the same source, as used
previously, advised the Afro American Center. I

agreed to pay the BPP $2,500 plus $375 expenses for
Newton's travel to Madison, in addition to paying $250 for
the rental of Jay’s Bar.

be
b7C
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AH FR^HCISCO (157-1203)

kkCirHEWTON. .k.HUEY PERCY^NEWTON, aka
RM - BPP
(KEY BRACK EXTREMIST)
00: Swn Francisco

Re San Francisco alrtel to the Bureau, daced 5/21/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight (8) copies of
Letterhead Menorandua (LHM) concerning the Subject.

The tape recording made of NEWTON* a speech at the
Black Odyssey Festival at the time of broadcast on Radio
Station KDIA on 5/30/71 Is being retained by the San Fran-
-cisco Office. )
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UiafcTfeD STATES DEPARTMENT GJLTUSTIGE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Henly^ Please Refer to

FUe iVo.
San Francisco, California

June 4, 1971

A1 i. 'NFi'^'.'ATlOi'J CONTAINED

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
Hi-Ri-lu IJ Jp^uLAbilriED^

DATE

Page <one of the May 29, 1971 issue of "The Black
Panther", the official v;eekly publication of the Black
Panther Party (BPP)^ contained a statement of Huey P. Newton,
Minister of Defense of the BPP, on the dismissed case against
BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and Eri^ka Huggins:

•

/
The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extrem.ist organization started in Oakland,
California in December, 19^66 , It
advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics to bring about the overthrov; of
the United States Government.

"The dismissal of the case by the State of
Connecticut against our_,-Gtiairman Bobby-^eale
and our Com.rade Erickar^Iluggins is a clear
indication that the might and power of the
People is beginning to show. That the judge in
New Haven was forced to say, "It is humanly
impossible to find a jury", means several things;
that the State was not willing to spend another
several million dollars; that a re-trial would
be so obscene as to cause an even greater and
louder demand from the People for Bobby and
Ericka's freedom than before; and that no where
could a jury of twelve people be found that
would bring back a conviction,

"We certainly will be glad to welcome
Bobby and Ericka back among us; but we are not
so foolish as to allow this compromise to cloud

This document contains neitner recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency. HU

/ 'v.
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

our vision; Bobby and Ericka will be back among the
People, but they are not free, the People are not
free; aria there are hundreds more political prisoners,
Q^orger Jackson^nd the Soledad Brothers, Ruchell

/Magee, AngeJ.arjroavis , and all the unknov/ns, all the
Black and poor people viciously incarcerated right
now in this country's maximum security camps, and the
masses of oppressed people throughout the world that
are still suffering under the direct or indirect boot
of oppression of the U.S. ruling circle,

"It is the pov;er of the People and the People
only to whom we v/ill be thankful and the People in
whom out faith rests for the future, Bobby and
Ericka have spent tv/o long years in isolated and
barbarous prisons, and nothing will justify
those years, except the victory of the People,
Black People, poor people, all the oppressed
people of the world over the fascist, imperialist
U,S, Empire,

"ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE"

The May 29, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
also contained the text of the statement given by Nev/ton
on May 19, 1971 to the Black Odyssey Festival at Berkeley,
California,

On May 30, 1971, San Francisco^'^Radio Station
broadcast what it represented to be a tape of Newton’s
speech at the Black Odyssey Festival. A recording of this
broadcast was made and the content is essentially the same
as the following excerpt from the Black Panther Party
newspaper.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

STATEMENT BY HUEY P. NEWTON,
MINISTER OF DEFENSE .

BLACK' PANTHER PARTY
' SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

TO THE BLACK ODYSSEY FESTIVAL
The Center for Urban-Black Studies

Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, California May ly jgyj

Since 1966, the Black Panther Party
has gone through many changes; iVs
been transformed. I would like to talk
to you about that and about con-
tradictions. I would also like to talk
about the Black Panther Party’s re-
lationship with the community as a
whole and with the church in
particular.

Sometime ago when the Party
started, Bobby and I were interested
in strengthening the Black community

,

that is, a comprehensive set of in-
stitutions. because there is one thing
we lack and that is community. We do

%

have one institution that has been
around for some time and that is the
church. After a short harmonious re-
lationship with the church, in fact a
very good relationship, we were
divorced from the church, and shortly
after that we found ourselves out of
the good favor of the whole Black com-
munity.

I

IVe found ourselves in somewhat of
d void where we were alienated from
the whole community; and we had no

«LACK PANTHER. SATURDAY. MAY 29:1971

%
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way^^_being effective, as far as de- tica l organ, I hope that you do. It's

Veloping'' the community is corrcwnved. called '‘The Defection of Efdfidge
The only way we could aid in that Cleaver from the Black Panther Party
process of revolution- -and revolution and the Defection of the Black Panther'
is. a process, it's not a conclusion, or Party from the Black Community.”
a ^set of principles, or any particular (Editor’s note: In that, article, the'-

action- -was by raising the conscious- Minister of Defense stated: ”We were
ness of the community. Any conclusion trying to build a political vehicle

or any particular action that we think through which the people could express
is revolution really is reaction be- ' their revolutionary desires. We re-

cause revolution is a developmental cognized that no party or organization
process. It has a forward thrust ivhichi q^ji make the revolution, only the people
gets higher and higher as man becomes can. All we could do was act as a guide
freer and freer. As man becomesfreer, to the people. Because revolution is a
he knows more about the universe, he process and because the process moves
tends to control more and he therefore in a dialectical manner. At one point

gamins more control over himself,
that's one thing might be proper, but the same

vjkat freedom is all about. action could be improper at another
So I'll talk about the mistakes that point. We always emphasized a con-

were made. Sometimes I hate to call crete analysis of concrete conditions,

them mistakes because maybe they and then an appropriate response to

were necessary things to bring about these conditions as a way ofmobilizing
the necessary change in the Party, 'the people and leading them to higher
the necessary transformation, or bring levels of consciousness.”) I would like

about the new. I am sure- that we will to concentrate today upon the defection
have other kinds of contradictions in of the Party. I think that’s a largqr
the future, some that we don't know unit, for sure, and I hate to place
about now because they are in rather blame upon individuals in our Party
low-key. I am sure they will build^ in particular, because they're always
up to hurl us into a new thing.

,
governed by a collective called the

We see the church itself as going Central Committee. When I disagree
through phases of development. Some- with the Central Committee (and I did

times it has found itself somewhat much disagreeing and arguing when I

isolated from the community. Today ' was in prison, but I was outvoted) when

the church is striving to come back we come out of the meeting, I support

into the favor of the community; so position of the Party untC the next

wtth the church the Black Panther -meeting.
Hardy will attempt this also.

j think at first that we hav i to have

A short time ago there was an some organized apparatus ir- order to

article that appeared in the Black bring about the change necescirit^ho

PantJier~Paper, if you read~tliai poli- only
" time we leave our .political

4
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about
he very
' the in-

dividual

jom for
'e we*ll

y thaVs

'uggling

’lat this

machine or our institution alU
whehTw^feel that we cannot
the change. As a matter offac
posture of the organization c

stitution will strip us of our ;

dif^ity. That would leave no
1

us to ‘Change anything, beca
be stripped of that basic qua,

necessary for us to go on i

to make the new. So / feel
was the case with the Party 2nd that

can be argued one way or an- her, but

individually I thought that the I rty still

should be held together, I kne ,• if Heft
we would have to form a ne- Party,
G. new institution in order k be that

spur or that guiding light in . e com-
munity. Also I would have ti contend
with new contradictions.

We always say that contr,: 'fictions

are the ruling principle ofthe i iverse.
I’ll mention this word time i td time
again because I think that A's re-
sponsible for much sufferin . When
things collide it hurts; but the .ollision

is also responsible for deve .pment.
Without contradictions ei rything
would be stagnant, because contra-
diction is that principle where : oposing
forces struggle against each ther in

order to gain dominance ba:

their unity. So everything ha
temal contradiction, and, as j. pointed
out, the church also has that.

I Contradiction, or the strain i at tries

to make the inferior superic to the
thing that is in control, give motion
to matter. We see this thrcnju out the
universe, in the physical worL as well
as in the biological world,
see tf in cultures. We see

f

)

)

;

)

: >

\\

i

)

i;

;>

:d Upon
an in-

rrT-hat |
dtures

have a fs

'dijied.'^

js less

1

:se you ‘5

re you
lesyn-

allt’s

.rinity.

a, this

perate
.oe can

'e also
lai de-

velopment comes when the phe imenon
occurs that we call acculturai.

is, two societies meet, when
meet they collide because the

contradiction, and both are r.

They say that the stronger sh

change and the weaker more -Jiange.

All the time the weaker is at, 'rnpting jS

to gain dominance over that ot. :rpart.

But something happens, they . th will

mever he the same again bea

have a kind of synthesis, w.

have the thesis, antithesis, ana

thesis. In other words that

working toward the truth of th

This principle of contradict,

striving for harmony, seems tc

in all of our disciplines ana

see how it operates.

So the Black Panther Pc ty was

formed because we wanted to oppose

the evils in our community, t ->me of

the members in the Party wer ' not so ^

refined—we were grasping for rgani-

zation. It wasn't a college can us or-

ganization; it was basically an rgani- rj

zation of the grass roots

anytime we organize the most vic-

timized of the victims, we run into a

problem. To have a Party or a church

or any kind of institution, whether w4
dike it or not, we have to have adminis^

trators. The institution, the organi-

zation, or the Party in this case--how
it functions, how effective it is—will

depend upon how knowledgeable, how
advanced in thinking the administrators

will be. We attempt to apply the ad-

ministrative skills—ifyou are a grass-
roots organization-- to the firoldems
that are'^most heard in the communi-

and

.'3

$

)

j

)

>
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ty^—When we do this, it is somewhat
abstract in a way.

History shows that it's there, and
because most of the parties that have
led people out of their difficulties to

change the situation have administra-
thrs that have what we sometunes call

the traits of the bourgeoisie or else

de-classed intellectuals. In other
'

words they are the people who have -

gone through the established institu-
\

tions, rejected them, and then applied
^

their skills to the community. They
gave it to the community, therefore

making their skill not a bourgeoisie

^kill, but a people's skill. It was trans-

formed through the contradiction of

applying what's usually bourgeoisie to

the person who is oppressed; and that

itself is a kind of transformation.

With our Party we're not so blessed

with this. History does not repeat itself;

it goes on also transforming itself

through its dialectical process. We
see that our Party, while we have ad-

ministrators (we need them in the

Party), the victims have not received

that bourgeoisie training. So I will not

apologize for our mistakes, our lack

of a scientific approach that we tried

to use and put into practice. It was a
iTlatter of not knowing, of learning, but

also starting out with a loss, a loss

that history has never seen. That is,

that a group attempting to influence
and change the society so much and at

the same time have its administrators
as much in the dark much of the time
as the^^ople that they are trying to

change. In our Party we have now wKht

we call the Ideological Institute where
we are teacMng these skills. And we
also invite those people who have

received a bourgeois education to come
and help us, letting them know that they

will, by their contribution, make the'ir

need to exist—as they exist- -null and

void. In other words, after we leaim

the skills they will not be bourgeois

anymore, because that will evaporate

with its application.

I explain this to show some of the

mistakes. I won’t go into particulars

but I udll show you generally what

happens, because it's also happened to

the church. I say that everythingseems
to negate itself through contradiction.

Remember it is transformed by the

contradiction, so therefore its old

quality, its old composition is trans-

formed $0 much until it has a new
composition. We call it a thing negating

itself; sometimes we call it the ne-
gation of the negation, because just as
it is formed, it is also being negated

by something else, and we see that

this goes on in the process of de-

velopment.

* As far as the church is concem^i,.
the Black Panther Party, and othhr

tommunity groups who call themselves
concerned with the political and not

the spiritual, criticize the spiritual.

We say that it's only a ritual; it’s

irrelevant, and therefore we have
nothing to do with it. We say this in

the '‘context of the whole community
having something to do with the church.

6
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usually on one level or another. That
I I

I ^ ^ -- j

is one way of defecting from the com-
munity, and that is exactly what we did.

Once we stepped outside of the church
vnth that criticism we stepped outside

of the thing that the community was in-

volved in and said to them, “Yoxifollow
our example; your reality is not true

and you don’t need it,” I think that

people do the thing that they think they

need and they probably do it on that

level, one way or another.

Now without judging whether the

church is operating in a total reality,

I’ll venture to say that if we judge
whether the church operates in a
Situation of relevance to the total com-
munity, we would all agree that it does

not. That is why you develop new pro-
grams and become more relevant so
your pews will he filled on Sunday,

So we will say that the church is in

its developmental process, then; first

it needs to exist. We feel that with our
new direction, which is an old direction

as far as / am concerned, but we’ll

call it new, because there has been a
reversal in the dominance in the

Central Committee of our Pafty
because of reasons that you probably
know about. So we go to church and
we are involved in the church and we’re

0

not doing it in any hypocritical tvay.

I think that it is a thing that man needs
this time, and he needs it because

of what? Because we scientists cannot
answer all of the questions, As far as
I am concerned when all ofthe questions

are answered, when the odd is not

answered, when the unknown is not

answeredr-Uien there is room fo'fpod
because that unknown is God, God is a

thing that we Iznow nothing about real ly,

and~t?iat~is why as soon as the scientist

develops or points out a new way of

controlling the universe or part of it,

suddenly that thing is no God, In

other words, at one point wh i thunder

' clashed it was God’ s clap,
i

sting his

hands together. As soon as w found out

> that it was not God, then i: say that

God has other attributes bx not that

one. So in that way we too on what

was His before, ymi see? Bx you still

haven’t answered all of the .lestions,

so He exists. And those scie. dsts ihat

say they can answer then:, are dii>-

hOTlBSt
So we go into the church realizing

that we cannot answer the qi .stions at

this time, that the answex will be

delivered at some time, ai :i we feel
i

that when they are deliverer they will

be explained in a way that we can under-

stand and that we can c: .itrol. We
noticed—/ went to church j )r years,

my father is a minister a: J. I spent

15 years in the church, this was my
life as a child—we saw one thingl

That is as we approach the unknown,

ve see that sometimes a group of

( jeople will find something out or feel

• that they have discovered something

^
they can control and say this is not

God, while the other group will say

&iat we have to approach my God dif-

jerently for the simple reason that

Biey attribute other characteristics tb

God, So we get many denominations,

you see, all struggling to understand.

When I was going to church / used

to hear much of the time, they would

1



^O'V that God is within us and so
'herefore "God is some part of us,

ind God is that part of us ttiaV

s

>ery mystical, in the sense that we
lon*t understand it.* But as man de-
velops and understands more and more

then he will approach God, and finally

he will reach heaven and therefore he

will merge with the universe. I’ve

never heard one preacher say that

there is a need for the church

in heaven, the church would negate

itself. As man approaches his de-

velopment and becomes larger and
larger, the church therefore becomes
smaller and smaller because it is not

needed any longer. Then if we really

g4\t ministers who will deal with the

social realities that cause the misery,

S{l> that we can solve them, so that

man will become larger and larger,

then their God within will come out,

we can see it and merge with it. Then
we will be one with the universe.

So I think it was rather arrogant

of my Party to criticize the community
for indulging in a practice to deliver

^

this answer. The only thing we will

criticize in the future is when the
^

church does not act upon these evils

that we feel cause man to go on his

knees. The man goes on his knees
and humbles himself under the awe,
ti^at large force that he canhot control.

But as man becomes stronger and
stronger, his understanding greater
and greater, he will have a closer
walk with thee: You note they say walk
and not crawl. -a -

So with the church we will all start

again to control our lives and control

our communities. Even with the Blacf
church we have to really create a com -

munity spirit. We say that the church
is an institution, but in itself it is

not a community according to

sociology. The sociological definition

of a community is that a community
is a comprehensive collection of in-

stitutions that will deliver our whole

life, provided that we can reach most

of our goals within it. It serves us

and we create it in order to carry

out our desires. In the Black com-
munity we have the church as an in-

stitution that we created, 'they let ms
create. They warred against us, but

finally we got that compromise and we
worship asaunit, as a people concerned
with satisfying their needs. At the time
the white church was not satisfying our
needs, because the actual questions

could not be answered in human terms
because they felt we were not human
beings. So therefore the white church
does not answer our cause or our
problem at all, so we formed our own.

They let us form it becaicse they felt

if we’re not human beings then why
should we go to church? So through

that negative thing a positive thing

came out again. We started to ad-
minister fraternities, anti-lynchijig

groups and so forth, but they still

would not let our community exist.

We came here in chains and I guess
they thought we were meant to stay

in chains* But this wasn’t the case

and the wav we started to move out

and have that forward thrust xoas to

8
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oYgQXlkLzQ^ O' politico-l inachinQ ot tvying

to develop a comrnvnity so that w3 Cuold

have the appavatus in oYdev to fi§hi

hack. You cannot fight cn organizeo

machine back individually ^ so we woula

vbork with the church in order to

establish a community to satisfy most

of our needs so that .we can live and
operate as a community group.

The Black Panther Party, with its

survival programs, plans to develop *

the institutions in the cow.munity. We
have a clothing factory we are just .

erecting on Third Street, where we
wjll soon give away about 300-400
nf,w clothes a month. And we can do
this by robbing Peter to pay Paul.
What we will do is start to make
golfing bags under contract to a com-
pany and with the surplus zve will buy
material to make free clothes.. Our
members will do this. We will have no
overhead because our collective—we*ll

exploit our collective by making them
work free. We’ll do this not just to

satisfy ourselves--like the philanthro-
pist, or to serve— to save someone
from going without shoes, even though
this is a part of the cause of our
problem. People make the revolution;

we will give the process d forward
thprust. If we suffer genocide we won’t
be around to change things. So in this

vjay our survival program is very
practical.

What we are concerned vjith is the

larger problem, so we will be honest
and say that we will do like the <

churches, .we will negate ournecessity
for existing. In other words, after we

accomplish our goals then the Black
Fwnther Party will not need~tu~exist
because we have already created our
heaven right here on earth. VAiat we’re
going to do is administer to the com-
munity the things they need in order
to get their attention, in order to or-

ganize them into a political machine.

In other words the communii will then

look to the Party and look to those

people who are serving their needs

in order to give them guicence and

direction, whether it is political,

whether it is judicial, or vfiether it

is economic.

So our real thing is to organize

across this country. We have 38 chap-

ters and branches and I wou.i like to

inform you that the so-called split is

only a myth, that it does not exist.

We lost 2 chapters in that co-called

split and I will tell you that the burden

is off my shoulders, I was glad to

lose them because it was like a yoke,

I was frozen. Even though I couldn’t

make a move I already told jou that

I wouldn’t get out of the whcde thing

then, because 'certain people rad such

an influence over the Party. For ine

to have taken that stand it would hc.ve

been an individual stand. So ne w we- re

about three years behind in aur five

year plan, but we will now move to

start to organize the community around

the- survival programs, like —/id-

ministering shoes. f

9



We have a shoe factory that we* re
opening up on I4th and Jefferson. We
hope the machines and everything else

donated, We*ll use tit to get inmates
out of prison because most of us know
how to make shoes through making
shoes in the prison. So it will serve
two purposes. We can give them a
position in the shoe factory and there-

fore get somebody out on parole;

secondly they’ll come out with the idea

of giving a certain amount of shoes
away each week, and we’ll have a
right to wear shoes program. We’ll

point out that everyone in the'society

should have shoes and we should not

have a situation like in Beaufort County,

South Carolina where the children—
many of them— 70% of the children

suffer brain damage because of mal-

nutrition. They have malnutrition be-

cause of the combination of not enough

food and parasites in the stomach.

The worm eats up half the food that

they take in. Why? Because the ground

is infested with the eggs of the worms
and they don’t have shoes to wear.

So as soon as we send a doctor there

to cure them they get the parasites

a^ain. So we think that a shoe pro-

gram is a very relevant thing, first

t^ make them live, to create those

conditions so that they will grow up

and be able to work out a plan

to change things. If they have brain

damage, they will never be a revolu-

tionist because they cannot plan be-

cause they have already been killed.

ThatUs^genocide in itself. ‘ »

—

So we toill do this and we will point

out to this government, to thissgcial
orde^Tr-ihat they must administer to its

people because they say that they’re

supposed to be a representative
government, representing the needs of
the people. Then serve them. If they

don’t do this then they have a right to

be criticized. V/hat we will not do in
‘ the future is jump too far ahead.
V/e can jump too far ahead and say
that the system absolutely cannot give
us anything which is not true, the sys-
tem can correct itself to a certain

extent. What we are interested in isfor
it to correct itself as much as it

can do and after that if it doesn’t

do everything that the people think is

necessary then we’ll think about re-
* t

organizing things. >

To be very honest again / think

there’s great doubt whether the
particular arrangements can do this7
But until the people feel the same way
I feel then I’ll be rather arrogant
to say dump the whole thing just as
we were arrogant to say dump the
church. Let’s give it a chance, let’s
work with it in order to twist as many
contributions and compromises out of
all the institutions as possible and then
criticize after thefact. We’ll know when

,
that time comes, when the people tell
us so.
We have a program attempting to

' .get the people to do all they will do.
It’s too much to ask the people to d^o

all they can do, because we know ue
can do everything. But that is not the
poinL,..JJw point is how do we get them
to do all they will do, until they
10
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eventiially get to the point they nxill '

have to b'e doing all they can do be- ’

cause they will be satisfied with \

everything else? This is the kind of'[

program we have. (

I
When the Party stqrted we started i

because we recognized that what was ^

growing out of the movement was ;

what we called a cultural cult group.
[

We defined a cultural cult group as
an organization that disguised itself

as a political organization, but really
'

it was more interested in the cultural I

rituals of Africa in the llOO*s before ^

the contact with the European. Instead
,

of administering to the community and !

organizing it, they would rather wear r

*L

bubas and get African names and use
Xi

tips and demand that the community
|

do the same and do nothing about the I

survival of the community. Sometimes
j

they say that "‘well if we get our cul-
|

ture back then all things will be
|

solved,” this is like saying to be
j

regenerated and bom again is to solve
|

everything. We know that it is not I

solved, j

We went into a thing just as closed \

in as the cultural cultist group. You
|

might know many churches that are •!

very reactionary and you might call i

them a religious cult. They go through J

many rituals but they* re divorcedfrom
|

reality. Even though we have many
|

things in common with them we say
|

they isolate themselves fro.-n reality
|

because they're so miserable and H
|

reality is so hard to take. We know U I

that by us operating within tL.e reality t] |

does noLmean that we accept it: we're |
operating ivithin it, so that we can 1

1

11

change it, because what we :io as re-

volunomsts we're somewhat abstract

in our approach. The people c re alwhys
real. They think they are rec I, but' we
know that reality is changi. { all dhe
time, but what we want to do ^ . harness
those forces that are causing i. e change

in order to direct them in a esirable

direction. In other words the develop-

ment will go on, but we have no
guarantee that it will develop so man
can live. We have no guar; .itee that

the bomb won't be dropped, b : we know
that there are certain ways i at we can

plan for the new reality, an: in order

to do this, we have to take so: e control

over the now. So the poople who
withdraw, like Imentioned tin. religious

cultist group, do the same things as

the cultural cultist group.

These are new words the.; we have

coined. The Panthers ar always
coining words, because we h. ae to keep

defining' the new reality, the new
phenomena. The old words infuse tis

sometimes, because thi js have

changed so much. So we t. j to stay

abreast, by developing or ipulating

definitions, the old lexical zfinitions

become so outdated c.ter the

qualitative leap (the trans, ^rmation)

that it doesn't match at all '
. '.lat we're

talking about now.

The new word that we c. ‘e talking

aboui now is what I was ^ ilty of. I

was guilty of this when I c 'jeered the

Black troops to Viet Nah:—I won’t

talk about whether it was me ^ally right

or wrong—I will say that an thing that

you say or do as a revolu .onist that

does— spur or give the Jorwqrd

thrust to the process (of revolution).

W •
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is wrgng^Remember that people
are the makers of history, ' he people
make everything in their sc iety. They
are the architects of the i . ciety and
if'you don*t spur them on , en I don't
care what phrases you us , whether
they are political or religion you can-
not be classified as being slevant to
that process. You might be 7 'actionary
because ifyouknow you' 7'e v. onganddo
these things then you’ ye zacticmary
because you are very very -dlty. You
deserve many stripes, t me of us
didn’t know. I’m probably ore guilty

than anyone. I keep searcr ng myself

to see whether I knew we were.going

wrong. I couldn’t influence them (the
I

Central Committee) and maybe I should

have been charged with an individual

violation and gotten out that they didn’t

know. I think most of them didn’t know,

so they’re not as guilty as I am. But

anyway, the new word that we call

what we went into for a short length

of time--a couple of years—is revolu-

tionary cultist.

The revolutionary cultist uses the

words social change, they use words
for being interested in the development

of society, he uses that terminology,

you see. But his actions are so far
divorced from the process, and organi-
zing the community until he is living

in a fantasy world. So we talk to each
other on the campuses, or we talk to

each other in the conspiracy of the

night, with concentration upon the

weapons thinking that these things will

produce change, without the—people
themselves changing it. Ofcow'se peo-

ple will do courageous things and call

.themselves the vanguardf But ' the

people who do things like that arp

either heroes or criminals. They are

not the vanguard because the vanguard

means spearhead, and the spearhead

has to spearhead something, if nothing

is behind it, then you are divorced

from all the ?nasses, and, not the van-

,
guard.

I am going to be very c^Hticized
I

noiv by the revolutionary cultists and

probably even more in the future be-

cause I view the process as going in

stages. I feel that we can’t jump from
A to Z, we have to go through all

that development. So even though I could

see a thing is not the answer, I don’t

think it’s dishonest to involve mysetf
in it for the simple reason that the

people tend to take not even one step

higher, they take a half a step higher.

Then hang on to the reality or what

they view as the reailty, because they

can’t see that it is constantly changing

and when it finally changes (quali-

tatively) they don’t know why.

Remember that part of the reason it

changes around them is because they

are there, so they participate whether
they like it or not.

' So what we will do now is involve

ourselves in anything or any stage of
I. development in the community, support

that and try to introduce some insight

into it. Then we will work very hard
with the people in the community and
with this institution $0 that it can
negate itself. We will be honest about

this and we hope they are honest.

They will be honest if they acaepl this

thing, that is the reality that everything
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is negated and this is how we go on
to fughef' levels.

I would like to say this to notify

you that in the future there will be

*many articles that come out. Most of
th^m will be re-analysis. I am doing
an article now called “To Re-analyze
E\Lack Capitalism”

, but Pm not going
to go into that because it’s a long

rap. But I think this is the kind of
thing we’re involved in and we’ll judge
how successful we are by whether we
can take the community with us.

/ was warned when I got up here
that it would be more appropriate for
a .question-and-answer period, so I

gyless that we’ll start now because
I’m subject to go on and on.

QUESTION: / would like to know in

your Re-Evalu/ition of your former
stance in relationship to the com-
munity, in what ways do you expect
to merge or bring together the com-
munity of the Catholic Church into the

Black Panther Party ?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE: First that I

say that we can’t change the reality,

or direct it, or harness the forces
until we know them. We have to gather
information about it. We can gather in-

formation about the church by ex-
periencing the church. As a matter of
fact that is hoiv we gain facts, through
empirical evidence, observation and
experience. So in order to do this we
have to go there. You see the only

laboratory in society we have is the

community itself, and we view our-
selves as not only scientists but also
activists....^

Now we say we try to merge theory

with practice. So we’re going to

church'es now. I went to church last

week for the first time in 10 years,

I guess. We took our children with

us. We have a youth institute, the

Samuel Napier Youth Institute. We have

about 30 children now and we took thepi

to church and involved ourselves. We
plan to involve ourselves in many com-
munity activities, going through the be-

havior the churchgoes through in order

to contribute to the community, We also

hope to influence the church, as I’m

sure the church will influence us. Re-
member that we said that even when
whole societies and cultures meet they

are both modified by each other. And
I am saying that the very fact that

we’re there is the new ingredient in

the church and we know that we wiil

be affected, and we hope that they w'dl

be affected. But I warn you that vje

hope that we will have more effect

than you.

Just briefly I mentioned our Youth

Institute. We have children from 3 to

14, most of them have already been

kicked out of schools and we hive a

shortage offacilities because th ’ hard

.core Black community or what u. i want

to be the community now is j stian

aggregate. People who happen to- be

Black. -:
Ii

We are teaching them first )hat I

mentioned before, bourgeois kills.

This is a necessary thing for vs to

learn-,—in order for us to unde "stand

the phenomena around us, the society.

\3



OnJJis_second hand, we don't V-ke the

way the skills have beenused, sc we're
going to use them a differer. way.
Thirdly, our children are nc^ going
to. withdraw. /Is far Us Tm cor :srned
I < don't like parochial schools, 'don't

like separate schools, but I tlr -k that

sometimes you have to use a sc ategy,

just as the Black Panther Pa-: v is'a

Black organization. We know ; :at we
live in a world of many cultw 3S and
ethnic groups and we all inter ,onnect
in one way or another. We sc -' that!

we are the contradiction to the react-
ioljary western values, but wt cannot
separate because we're here.. Tech-
nology is too far advanced fc' us to

isolate ourselves in any geogr
.

phical
location- -the jet can get there co fast
and so can the early-bird TV s.H — so
what we have to do is share t:.e con-
trol of these devices.

far as our children are con-
cerned the only reason they arr at this

separate school is the public chools
were not giving them the com at edu-
cation. They can hardly learn lo read
and write. I don't want them to end
up as I did. I only learned how to

read after I was 17 and this nil not
happen to them. I've only been I'eading

for about 10 years or so, an I that's
hpt very good- -I don't read very good.
Apiyway our children, just c.3 we're
going back to the church, oi y whole
plan is for our children not to g raduate
from our school and live in a fantasy
that everyone has the understanding
that they do. Our effort is to k^ ep them
in there just as long as it "will take

for them to go back into the school

in ofder lo organize it and f akelhe

school relevant. In other ivorcs we're

going to send them back into the

wilderness, but we're going to send

them with their purse and then scribes

with them this time. '

QUESTION: When David Hillic.-. d spoke

to the National Committee .' f Black

Churchmen that met in Beri ley, he

called the preachers who were nthered

there a bunch of pimps and mother-

fuckers, and bootlicking pi. Ss and

motherfuckers, which is inf. 'mation

that never should have been mci e public

anyway. And he threatened t it if the

preachers did not come arour. that the

Panthers would off some of the

preachers. Imagine that if y I're not

able to influence the Black c urch as

much as you think that you • III, vHll

the Panther Party return to this

particular stance?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE: If youunder-

stood my talk, the BlackPantherParty
will not take the separate individual

stand. We'll only take the stand of the

community because we're interested in

what the community will do and will

do to get themselves liberation. We
will not be arrogant and we wouldn't

have the most rudimentary knowledge

if we didn't know that we cannot bring

about the change. It was very wrong
and, almost criminal for some people

in the Party to make the mist. ke to

think that the BlackPantherParty could

overthrow even the police It

ended up with the war between the police
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and the Panthers, and if there is 'i war,
it needs to be between the cdfrU ~rMty
a^nd the reactionary establishm %t or
else we*re isolating ourselves.

' >ls far as what David Hilliard said,

what it did was alienate you, anc hat’s

what you’re talking about. So 'ere-’

fore it alienated us also, it pv. us in '

a void where blood was spillec from
one end of this country to the rther,

our blood, while the com ivnity

watched. Our help watched on, y. ’.see?

But it was more our fault than eirs,

because we were out there sayi ^ that

we were going to lead them atd a
dhange. But we can not lead the i into

a change if they will not go. As mat~
ter offact, we cannot exist indiv lually

if we don’t band together to res :t the

genocide against all of us

i

So - :st as
I criticize David Hilliard, I a -icize

myself, because I knew that st j was
going on and I argued again: it, [

didn’t leave the Party and inally

the change came about.
,

And so what I say about it s that

I understand, and the reasov that I

didn’t leave ivas that it wa 'I’t an

outrage to my humanity even ough I

cringed everytime. Because I nder-

s4ood that he did it not out o, hatred

lut because of love. He did it ecause

Ilf tuas outraged by the churc .’s in-

activity, as you’re outraged { ot you,i

but you in the Plural), outrged at

this situation, and he was o:.:raged^

of course, because of your is Aation,

So we’re all in the same boat; o when

we end up in the same boat the. means

we’fd-Tmified right there.
]_ 5 *

THANK YOU VERY MUCH
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California
June 7, 1971

HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTER -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

An Appendix page for the Black Panther Party (BPP)
Is attached.

The following sources have provided reliable
Information In the i^st.

Source One advised that Huey P. Newton. Supreme
Commander of the BPP; and
JohiySeale, former Production Manager of the BPP newspaper,

dn<Intended to fly to Los Angeles from San Francisco on June 2.
1971 . Source One reported that Newton would visit |

]ln Los Angeles and also confer with
(

be
b?

Source One also advised Intended to
bring
with

to Los Angeles and leave
there.

be
hi

Source Two advised that , on June 2, 1971> Newton,
I deplaned from PacificSeale, and

Southwest Airlines (PSA) Flight 5^2 at Los Angeles Inter-
national Airport at 9s^0 p.ra. The party of four was taken

7^



HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTER -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

by an airport limousine service to the Ramada Inn at 9620
Airport Avenue near the air terminal. The group entered
the bar at the hotel and remained there until 10:30 p.m.
While in the bar, Newton and Seale appeared to have a dis-
cussion, during which there was obvious dlsagreorient.
Later, Seale left the group and made a phone call. At
approximately 10:30 p,m, , the group left the bar and met
several people in a parking lot, at which time]

Itaken away in a Volkswagen sedan.

Newton

of
I

parked
to

|

of Los

ron‘

ngeles.

, I I and Seale then took a cab to

i
which is the residence

I

wo also advised that
of the residence was a vehicle registered
and a Buick registered to I

Source Two advised that, prior to midnight,
June 2, 1971>| |vehlcle and the Buick both departed
the residence^ At approximately

^
:00 a,m,, a dark colored

Volvo automobile left I [residence and drove into
a residential canyon area of Beverly Hills. This vehicle
had two persons as occupants, one of which was a Negro
female. The other could not be positively observed.
Source Two also advised that , at approximately 3:30 a.m,,
this vehicle returned to the ! Iresidence, after
which all lights were extinguished,

Source Two advised that no activity was noted at
the I Iresidence for the rest of the early morning
of June 3 j 1971, until approximately 12 noon, at which
time Newton and Seale were driven to Los Angeles Inter-
national Airport. Both individuals were observed boarding
a PSA flight which departed Los Angeles at 1:15 p.m. on
June 3, 1971.

Source Three advised that [
visited the

BPP pad located at l J late morning
on June 3* 1971. Source Th/be advised |

had said
she had wanted to see l a BPP member in Los
Angeles, while she was in 'town. Sotirce Three advised that

- 2 -

be
b7C

be
b7C

be
b/C
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HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTER -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

transportation was arranged! to travel from 78th
b6
:b7C

Street to the airport at about 12:30 p,m, because she had
to catch a flight back to the Oakland, California area.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
cind is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
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4UOMMUNICATIONS i^CCTI I
JUN 2 8 1971

NR 004 SF PLAIN
/

5:44 PM URGENT 6/28/71 MCC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM Sa4 FRANCISCO (157-1203)

'ET(P-lti

/\lLMlRr,mT10Fl COH

HER'pi^

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Sullivan.^

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bii-hop

Mr.BrennanC
4̂

Mr. Callahan_^

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad.

—

Mr. Daibey

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen

i Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters

—

Mr. Soyars

—

Mr. Beaver

—

Tele. Room

—

Miss Holmes^
Miss Gandy

—

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)
be
b7C

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY FRANK VUKOTA^

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED SUBJECT APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY

SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, MORNING OF JUNE TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT.

SUBJECT'S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, FILED A CHALLENGE TO THE

GRAND AND PETIT JURY PANELS. MATTER ASSIGNED TO SUPERIOR COURT

JUDGE HAROLD HOVE, DEPARTMENT SIX, AND RECESSED UNTIL JUNE

TVENTYNINE NEXT, WHEN GARRY WILL PRESENT WITNESSES CONCERNING

MAKE UP OF JURY PANELS.

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD WHITE

IS HANDLING PROSECUTION

ADMINISTRATIVE
m lb

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ALL DEVELOPMENTS.

END

MSE

FBIVASH DC

j.;-;

56JUL6- 1971
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TBLETYPX

CONTAINED
herein lb UNCLASSIFIED 6/28/71

PLAINTEXT

imGXRT

t

\

Tolson _
Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop

Brennan, C.l

Callahan

Casper —
Conrad
Dalbey _
Celt

Gale . ..

Kosen
Tavel

Waiters

Soyars

Beaver
Tele. Room
-^olmes
^andy

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

I DIRECTOR, FBI (105-

HoxT PXBC7 mrm
NII-BPP; SBE

.b6

:b7C

KTOBTEL MAT TWXNTfHIEVEN NINETEEN SEFENTT-ONE

NEWTON’S TRIAL FOB MANSLAUGHTER SCHEDULED TO 1

JUNE TWENTT

FRANCISCO BOREAO ADVISED BF TELETIPE ^ DEVELOP-
MBNTS.

JLA:alb Tffjfo
(3)

NOTE:

«« trial resehedoled for today.
^vlsed as Newtmi is Sn^rese CosBander ofthe BPP and there will be considerable psblieity in this trial.

REC IS R 6

JUN 29 1971 b6
b7C

i.i'
D

E.

^ - i . J .

y " / iA oV K

56J
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NR 012 SF PLAIN

8:52PM 6/29/71 FCO

#
fEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG/^ON,

COMMUNICATIONS SECTwN.

JUN 291971

CONTAINED

DATE

TO:

FROM:

DII^SqTOR (105-165429)

SAN FRAuCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

t :^r. Toipon_

I
Mr. Suilivai

I
Mr. ]^i.^hr

r 'iranCD.

I
Mr. C..;jrhan

; Mr, Ca^por
" "r. (.orraxl

3 - •.
’’

.y

I
Mr. Frit

i
-

i Mr. Ko’-oti

I
M.r. Tavcl

"^Ir. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Sir. Beaver
Tele. Room

J ?:T, ss Holmes

I
Miss Gandy

.b6

b7C

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD WHYTET

OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED SUBJECT APPEARED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT, DEPARTMENT SIX, JUNE TWENTYNINE INSTANT, VfERE PRE-TRAIL

ARGUMENTS BY HIS ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY TOOK PLACE. GARRY CONTINUED

HIS CHALLENGE OF THE COMPOSITION OF THE PETIT AND GRAND JURIES. GARRY

CALLED ELEVEN SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES AS WITNESSES TO SHOW HOW NAMES FOR

ALAMEDA COUNTY GRAND JURIES SELECTED.

WHYTE STATED HE DOES NOT E/PECT THE SELECTION OF TRAIL JURY TO

BEGIN UNTIL WEEK OF JULY SIX NE^T.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE TWENTYEIGHT LAST

END
REC-32 /06- y j 45

I

DEB AA WA DC FBI FOR SEVEN ^ oLl 1 m\

V<'
r '

*•
"

68JUL / r*' •>
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165706) (yllklir

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204)

*7 \

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)
RACIAL MATTERS
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ReBuairtel 6/18/71.

The information mentioned in paragraph two of reairtel
was furnished the Bureau previously in the following
communications:

San Francisco report 1/14/71, entitle d HUEY PERCY
^NEWTON

; this report contains information concerning Nfi^lTTCTN^s

'"’'Survival Program".

San Francisco LHM 1/27/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON,
which set forth the complete text of NEWTON ' s speech at Boston
College, 11/18/70, concerning "The Survival Program".

San Francisco LHM 3/8/71, captioned BPP - INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, which set forth the text of NEWTON's interview on the
JIM DUNBAR television show KGO-TV, 2/26/71, in which NEWTON first
used the phrase publicly of "survival pending revolution".

^San Francisco LHM 3/22/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON,
reporting the NEWTON - LOUIS FREEMAN "Black Montage" program on
radio station KDIA, 2/28/71, in which NEWTON again used the term
"survival pending revolution".

New York LHM 5/25/71, concerning NEWTON’s appearance on
the DAVID FROST Show 5/14/71, in which NEWTON pointed out that
the Panthers believed in "non-violence".

Milwaukee LHM 6/2/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON which
set forth the text of NEWTON’s speech at the University of
Wisconsin^ 4/3/71, concerning the "survival program".

San Francisco LHM 6/4/71, entitled HUEY PERCY NEWTON
which set forth the full text of NEWTON's 5/30/71, speech at the
"Black Odyssey Festival", Berkeley, California, in which NEWTON
expounded his "survival program" theories.

2 - Bureau (RM-RRR) N^r'^ORI^*
2 - San Francisco
D|;T/jr 2d I'J/s

JicA 4 )

4 rz lQ7i -

\IU
' V"

^ \ f

A



SF 157-1204
DET/Jr

I

\
V

San Francisco LHM entitled BPP - ORGANIZATION, 5/18/71,
reported that the party was dropping the term NCCF and that all
Panther groups in the future would be known as BPP Chapters.

The recent statements by JOHN SEALE and
concerning the decision to discontinue publicizing purges in
order to avoid pinpointing purged individuals to law enforcement
is being included in the current investigative report concerning
the BPP now in the process of preparation and this will be sub-
mitted to the Bureau in the immediate future.

San Francis
PRODUCTIONS
all contain
NEWTON. Th
NEWTON was
appears to
bi-weekly a
LHM concern

an Francisco LHM 5/20/71, entitled
CO LHM 4/5/71 entitled STRONGHOLD CONSOLIDATED
and Los Angeles LHM 4/ 30/71 entitled
information concerning I [relationship with

e intimate relationship between i l and
not submitted in LHM form for dissemination since this
be a personal escapade only and was included in the
irtel summary as background information. However, an
ing this relationship is being submitted.

WFO LHM 5/3/71, entitled BPP - TRAVEL OF LEADERSHIP,
set forth information concerning ELDRIDGE CLEAVER travels in
the Congo.

CIA teletype to the Bureau 5/8/71, contained the same
information but it was marked specifically by CIA **no

dissemination" and therefore was not submitted in LHM form.

San Francisco LHM 3/24/71, entitled BPP - INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS, contained the Information concerning the European
solidarity groups and the Red Panthers.

Paris LHM 5/19/71, entitled BPP - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
reported the factionalism among BPP supporters in France.

In accordance with Bureau instructions, this office
will continue to prepare LHM for dissemination of pertinent BPP
activities

.

In addition, the BPP investigative report, which
pursuant to Bureau Instructions must be submitted semi-annually,
but which has been submitted on more frequent intervals by
this office will continue to correlate for dissemination purposes
all important developments and activities on the part of the BPP.

b6
b7C

2



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1992 EDITION
GSA PPMR (41 CFR) 10t*l1.f

UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
#

TO

FROM

DIRFCTQR, FBI (105-165429) date: 6/30/71

MINNEAPOLIS (157-877) (RUG)

subject:

^ \ !i

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka;
RM - BPP; TREASON (KBE)

00: SAN FRANCISCO

5LL ^FORMATION CONFINED

DATE •<r? pY cS'rv

Re Milwaukee airtel to Bureau dated June 2, 1971,
enclosing LHM of the same date.

Page 18 of referenced LHM indicated that Minnesota
licenses registered to the following persons were observed in
a poking lot during the speech of HUEY PERCY NEWTON at
Madison, Wisconsin, April 3, 1971:

be
b7C

Indices of the Minneapolis Division indicate that
the above persons are all on the Security Index froin the
Minneapolis Division and have been identified by sources as
members of the Worker's League in the Minneapolis area.

Q? - Bureau (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (157-1113) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (157-3765) (RM)
1 - Minneapolis
DTD:mjt
(7)

//

S^ (I -'7
t

JUL9 19^71

9 JUL 6 1971

RACia m.

Btuy U,S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the BayrM Savings Plan



fKtSAL Ct;.<E\U C? tNVGr CAr C'M

COiViiVIUMICATJOMS SEC fiOiM

NR 006 SF PLAIN

TO:

JUN30i971

teletype

all Ifi

4
I
Mr, Trlson _

I

Mr, Sullivan^.

I
Mr. Moiir .

I
Mr. Bi.;;

'1 * ;> 4^
]

it Mr, C'

i Mr. C: m
/ ^•LL li/njRMATION CONB6:30PM NIIEL ^50/71 FCO HiMC ,'3 o'l'JCLALaF^

DIRECTOR (105-165429) 6

i I/Ir.

**3

FROM: SAN/ FRANCISCO (157-1203)
Teie. ii- ’1

M-od ij. . :C-S.„

Miss

h6
hlC

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA. RM - BPP (KBE)

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY ATI/
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, THIS DATE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

CHARLES R. GARRY, DEFENSE ATTORNEY IN NEWTON TRAIL CONTINUED

HIS QUESTIONING OF ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT JUDGES AND JURY

COMMISSIONER RE MAKEUP OF GRAND AND PETIT JURY PANELS. COURT RECESSED

UNTIL TOMORROW WHEN ARGUMENTS WILL BE HEARD ON DEFENSE MOTIONS

CHALLENGING THE JURY PANELS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE TWENTYNINE LAST.

END

RECD THREE

KPT FBI WASH

CLR

REC 17

I / ^
\ \ij ^

8 i9/^



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

%
'Jfe—

F B I

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: fi/24/71

(Type in plaintext or code}

(priority)

TO

FROM

: DIRECTOR, FBI (10 .-ID .706)

: vSAC, CHICAGO (137-1291) (P)

IS UMCLASSiriED
‘

6 '^^ ^'7
^

SUBJECT; BLACK PANTHER PARTY
CHICAGO DIVISION
RM - BPP

(00: SAN FltANCISCO)

On 6/22/71 .|

reliable information in
permanent symbol CG T~6
following

:

I who has furnished
the past and who has been assigned
in captioned matter, provided the

a member of the I llinois Chapter
of the BPP, Chicago, was in contact w i t li

|

of that Chapter, in which regard

|

inquired as to the possibility of obtaining the services
of Minister HUEY NEWTON for an engagement in Chicago in
late September, 1971, was advised by
that "the Minister" i.s not performing public speaking
engagements any longer.

The above is provided for the information of the
Bureau and San Francisco.

the

b2
be
b7(

IN THE EVENT THE ABOVE IS DISSEMINATED
BE PARAPHRASED AND CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL.

IT SHOULD

(3 J*«Teau (RM) )
QJLA 105-165429) (HUEY P.^IEWTON)

3 - San Francisco (157-1904) (RM) /.
(1 - 157-1203) (HUEY P. NEWTON)

4 - Chicago ^
(1 - 157-1291 SUB F)

CES/s Is

( 10 )
not recorded

Wi

- ?
i "Vy



6551PM NITELyf/6/7l CRH

TO:

FfDL-fAi. DlKcAU CF ^^;:S7:GAT:CMN

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUL6 1971 ,

m 006 SF FtAOT ALL
CONT,

ITEL/f/6/7l CRH HLHUii 13 bNCLASvji-jj^

DM^TOR ( 105- 165429̂ ^^^ ^ ^ 3^^-BV

^

FROM: /SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. Tohon_,.

Mr. Sullivan^

Mr. McAir.

Mr. Bip'^ P

Mr.BrennanC
Mr. Callarian.

Mr. Caspar _
Mr. Con. AM

^r, Dei A.

h Felt

^r. Gr.lo

Mr. ll'ti'n

Mr, Tr-'i

Mr. V/altci A

Mr. K' -va’-:

Mr. BoHvnr ...

Tele. Koom,- .

.

Miss Holmos
J\liss Gandy.

,

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

be
I

b7C

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE,

OAKLAND, CALIF., ON JULY SIX INSTANT, ADVISED THAT MOTION BY

DEFENSE TO ^QUASH ADMISSABILITY OF NEWTON’S PRIOR CONVICTION

IN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR DENIED. SEL^TION OF JURY BEGAN BUT NO

JURORS YET SELECTED AND IT IS ANTICIPATED IT WILL TAKE REMAIN^^D

OF THIS WEEK TO SELECT JURY. yT
/y

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWO LAST. s

UACB, SAN FRANCISCO WILL NOT SUBMIT A DAILY TELETYPE U

CONCERNING SELECTION OF JURY UNTIL JURY COMPLETED. THIS CASEU

WILL BE CLOSELY FOLLOWED HOWEVER, AND BUREAU WILL BE APPROPRIATELY

ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

END

RECD FIVE

KPT FBI WASH

>

. / ,

aR

7 0 -1^^
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FD-156 (Rev. 5-22-64)

.

'

2 ,
^

> ,v,

;
Tronsmlil^ following in

•
f

•

FBI

Date: 6/25/71

Viri. AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code^

AIR MAmir /r V .

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-rff5429)

FBJECT

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)n
, all INFORfAATION CONTAINED

RM - Bpp i. HEREIN IS itU .

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST) H/iTP CP / RY
00: San Francisco -

‘ ^

Enclosed for the Bureau are five iS) copies of
an LHM concerning Subject.

The enclosed LHM is classified ’^onSW^nti^l"
to protect the identity of the sources , disclosure of
which could affect the national defense adversely.

Source one is
.
*

Source two is

• b2

The article mentioned in the LHM, captioned
"Statement By HUEY P. NEWTON To The Black Odyssey Festival"
on 5/19/71 was submitted to the Bureau by airtel and LHM on
6/4/71. ^

The article appearing in the 6/5/71 issue of "The
Black Panther" concerning black capitalism by ,NEWT0N, as
mentioned in the enclosed LHM, was furnished to the Bureau
by airtel and LHM dated 6/10/71.

The article by NEWTONirtl^l^ning the movie "Sweet
Sweetback" that appe^^ in thV^E®^i9/71 issue of "The Black
Panther" newspaper wiu)^jD53& furnished to th^ by LHM.iJ

2^r- Bureau (End. 5) (RM)
*3 - San Francisco

(1 - 100-51311) (J. HERMAN BLAKE) S JUL 1
JLC/wgs - _ d

A^prgyed; ^
i ^

70JUL l^twkent in Charge
Sent U Per

U. B. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : I



In Repfyf Please Refer to

File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT O iJSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 25, 1971

CO] USCM3i.‘Il!'I£0 BY

i
'Ciy ^

HUEY PERCY NEWTON

On May 26, 1971, source one reported that
I was editing a transcript of a speech by Huey P. Newton,

Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party (BPP) , which
Newton had made on May 19, 1971 at the Black Odyssey Festival

,

Berkeley, California. According to the source, after
had completed the editing of the transcript, the text of the
speech would be printed in the May 29, 1971 issue of "The
Black Panther" newspaper.

be
b7C

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in
December, 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
Government.

CONlg^MamAL
0^0up ^

ExdludQ!& from automatic
Dov^nga^ding and
Declassification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents are not to be distributed outside your Mency.



HUEY PERCY NEWTON

The May 29 , 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
contained the text of Newton's speech mentioned above.

/

On May 29 , 1971 , a second source reported that
I had told Newton on that date I I hopes to have

the book he is currently writing about Newton and the BPP
completed around June 1, 1971. Newton requested
edit transcripts of speeches previously given by Newton and
include those speeches in the book.

be
On June 11, 1971, second source reported that b7c

|was then writing an article for Newton to be printed
in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther." This
article will be a critique of the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
and taken from notes made by Newton and Newton's secretary,
Gwen Hodges, when they had viewed the film.

On the same date, this source also reported that
an article by Newton appearing in the June 5, 197 1 issue of
"The Black Panther" had been rewritten and edited I

This article was captioned "Black Capitalism Re-Analyzed,"
and it states that black businessmen should contribute to
the BPP in return for which the BPP would advertise the donor
"free" and its newspaper so the community and the people
would know whom to support.

The article concerning the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
appeared in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
as scheduled.

On June 6, 1971, Newton traveled to New York City
to meet with Melvin Van Peebles, producer and director of the
movie "Sweet Sweetback. " Newton took with him a film titled
"The Death of Fred Hampton," which he hoped to have Van
Peebles review in an effort to secure Van Peebles' support
in having the Hampton film shown in theaters as a co-feature
with "Sweet Sweetback." Newton returned from New York on
June 8, 1971.

On June 10, 1971, source two reported that while in
New York Cityj, Newton went to the offices of Cinemation, the
distributant office for the film "Sweet Sweetback. " When
Newton arrived at the office, he encountered a white man, who
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

was supposedly in charge of the office, and the white man
immediately inquired as to why Newton had come to that office.
Words of anger were exchanged between Newton and this
individual, and Newton threatened to slap the face of this
"rich cat" and take over his office. However, Van Peebles
arrived before any blows were struck and proceeded with
Newton to Van Peebles ' residence for discussion. According
to who accompanied Newton to the office and
residence of Van Peebles, the residence was a filthy place,
presided over by the "ugliest white woman in New York, and
who Newton described as "looking like a woodpecker."

According to this source, Newton and dined
with Van Peebles in his residence, but that Newton haa to get
drunk in order to "take it." Van Peebles supposedly showed
his black supremacy theories by ordering the white woman
around, andp [complained that his flea-ridden cat kept
jumping up on ner while at the residence. Newton discussed
with Van Peebles his desires to have Van Peebles review the
film "The Death of Fred Hampton," and Van Peebles agreed to
take it to a screening room and look it over. However, Newton
was certain that Van Peebles was not interested in the film
because when it was returned to Newton the next day, Newton
noted that the seal on the canister containing the film had
not been broken. Newton complained to the source that Van
Peebles did not bother to even come to the airport to see
Newton before he returned to California and instead sent his
woman with the film. As a result of this meeting with Van
Peebles, Newton concluded that any social message in "Sweet
Sweetback" had gotten into the picture by accident, and what
Newton saw in the film was not a self-projection of Van
Peebles, but only Newton's own interpretation. In that
regard, Newton stated that Van Peebles showed a lack of
social consciousness concerning the movie, and Newton was
disillusioned with Van Peebles after their meeting. Newton
further claimed that Van Peebles was really "bad" and he did
not understand his own movie.

be
b7C

_ 3*_

con: :al
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Jn Rtpfy, Please R^er to

FikNo.

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

San Francisco letterhead
memorandum, dated and
captioned as above.

UN0ED STATES DEPARTMENT OI^ISTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 25, 1971

1
contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Memorandum
TO : DIRBCTC®, FBI (105-165429)

FROM

subject:

date: July 6, 1971

C, CHICAGO (157-3765)

J W '.^iFCRMATION CONTAINED

t«c:Dr:G.i K t m .

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, aka o /
SB - BPP; date BY
TREASON (KBB)

(00: San Francisco)

/ X

/I

Re Milwaukee airtel and LHM dated 6/2/71.

Referenced LHM, pages 16 and 17, listed the
following individuals as holders of automobile licenses
of vehicles parked in the vicinity of Jay^s Bar, Route
SI, Madison, Wisconsin, on April 3, 1971. HUEY P. NEWTON,
Minister of Defense of the Black Panther Party, was the
principal speaker at a BPP affair held at that bar on that
date

:

./

1

\

be
b7C

R-114

y

- /

^ A REC-23
x.2^- Bureau (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (157-1113) (Info) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (157-1203) (Info) (RM)
2 - Chicago

1 - 157-3715
CES/jtq

t I T ? I
* 'J u L 1'87'

(6 )

'W'

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



CG 157-3765

Chrysler Leasing Corporation
Avis Rent-A-Car
10319 Belle Plaine
Schiller Park, Illinois
1971 Dodge four door

be
b7C

Indices of the Chicago Office contained no
references identifiable with any of the above captioned
individuals

.

The following confidential informants who are
familiar with BPP activities or members of the Illinois
Chapter of the BPP in Chicago, advised as of June 25, 1971,
they could furnish no infomation regarding the above
individuals and knew none of them to be affiliated in anyway
with the BPP:

It is noted that the two automobiles bearing
Illinois license plates assigned to the Avis Rent-A-Car
Company were according to rented by
at the request of the BPP in Chicago and carried members
of the Illinois Chapter of the BPP to Madison on April 3,
1971, to serve as bodyguards for HUEY P, NEWTON following
his arrival by air. The ident ities of those serving in
this capacity other than| |are unknown.

In view of the above, Chicago is taking no
further action in this matter.

.b2

be
b7C
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Date: 6/25/71

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO;

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority) A *

_ _ i.n. » — —• — —< — — —• *— —+ fTf' •

fCTOR, FBI (105-165429) ' -

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P

3Y /fo7j.jgjg

u

FBJECT: HUEY P. NEWTON, aka.
RM - BPP
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

y 00: San Francisco

' Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM concerning activities of Subject.

The enclosed LHM is classified to
protect the identity of the source, the di^losureof which couL
affect the national defense adversely.

Source utilized in the LHM is

Two (2) copies of this communication are being
furnished to Los Anoeles Office for information inasmuch
as I Ireside within that division.

7/7/7/^

/c^ i

APPROWtATC ASENClESf

AND WEUpyDFnCES
ADV&dIy ROUTING

safe;
•v .

..

. / -

Bureau (Enc. 5) (RM)
^2 - Los Angeles (Enc. 2) (RM)
4 - Sam Francisco 7 JUN ^ "71

JLC/jb #S-3
( 8 )

b2
b6
b7C

. / /

be
hlC

Approved: ^*^***t^M /.i^ ^ ^ ^ iito SjieCicHjAgent in Charge

Sent Per

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1966 O - 34e-0i»o (11)



ITED STATES DEPARTMENT JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.
San Francisco, California

June 25, 1971

HUEY P. NEWTON

On June 23, 1971, source reported that
from Los Angeles, California, had arrived at the apartment
of Huey P. Newton, Black Panther Party (BPP) Minister of
Defense, 1200 Lakeshore Avenue, Apartment 25A, Oakland,
California, at approximately 7; 15 P.M. on that date.
Indications are that| jtravelled from Los Angeles
to Oakland via air.

The BPP is a black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California in
December 1966. It advocates the use of
guns and guerrilla tactics to bring about
the overthrow of the United States
government

.

be
b7C

:b6

•b/C

C 0 N F Xofe N T I A L
Group I W
Excluded fn^n automatic
downgrading
declass i fdicatXon

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it emd its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

/



spent theSource further advised that
night of June 23-24, 1971 in Newton's apartment and
that no discussions concerning BPP policy and procedure
took place.

be
b7C

^Source also reported on June 24 , 1971 that
[ departed Newton's apartment at approximatley

11:15 A.M, , June 24, 1971 to return to Los Angeles.

C O N F I I A L
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In Repfyt Please R^er to

FUe No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT 0 STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

June 25 , 1971

Title HUEY P, NEWTON

Character

Reference San Francisco memorandum
dated and captioned as above

,

at San Francisco, California

All sources (except any listed below) whose Identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

infonnation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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NR 013 SF PLAIN

8:58PM NITEL 7^71 FCO

TO:

TELETYPE

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

ALL llVF0R?.1AiinN GDfITAINED
HLIIlLJ iS uNULA'-liritO [ /
DATEd^-cf^By 34:^^

I

Mr, Tolson

Mr* Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop,

/yjj

Mr .Brennan
Mr, Callahan ^
Mr. Casper
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Pelt

Mr, Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters
Mr. Boyars

Mr. Beaver.

Tele, Room
Migff Igolmea

tandy

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - 3PP (KBE)

.

be
b/C

ROBERT BERNARD, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE AT

OAKLAND, CALIF., THIS DATE ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

JUDGE DISALLOWED DEFENSE CHALLENGE OF GRAND JURY PANEL.

PRE-TRIAL PROCEEDINGS TODAY COVERED DEFENSE MOTION TO EXCLUDE

EVIDENCE OF NEWTON’S PRIOR CONVICTION IN NINETEEN SIXTYFOUR FOR AN

//

ASSAULT WITH KNIFE, AND INVOLVED TESTIMONY FROM HEWTON THAT HE WAS (>;

/V

UNAWARE OF HIS RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT WHEN HE TESTIFIED IN NINETEEN

SIXTYFOUR. EVIDENCE OF SUBJECT’S PRIOR CONVICTION IS IMPORTANT

INASMUCH AS IT ALLOWS STATE TO ASK FOR A SENTENCE OF TWO TO FIFTEEN

YEARS FOR MANSLAUGHTER. DISTRICT ATTORNEY EXPECTS MATTER OF EXCLUSION

OF PRIOR CONVICTION WILL BE DISPOSED OF TOMORROW AND SELECTION OF

JURY MEMBERS WILL BE NEXT ORDER OF BUSINESS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JUNE THIRTY LAST.

END

HOLD /
fiEC-39

« JUL r 1971

C'
A JUL 131971
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JUL2 197^ L

TELE’H

I
Mr, ToJson„

I
Mr. Sullivan..

^ Mr. Mohr
i TO J>:.OOT'l

NR 007 SF PLAIN

8:00 PM NITEL 7/2/71 FCO

M ^INFORMATIOM GOMTAINED

TO^ DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

'inanCD
1 Mr, Collahan

/*' /'
4.*i. 1. • \.. k<

^
- v-i ^

^ ^ r>. /M.
\

li J. X 4 * ..•• L .. / ... CL vl

i Mr, Frit 1

~ r !
- 0 "'

] I

J; LIr. Rosen
|

t j\[r. Tavei I

I Mr. Y/alters

|

2.es
I

y I

h6
hlC

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE)

JACK MEEHAN, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE AT

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, JULY TWO INSTANT, ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

PRE-TRIAL TESTIMONY IN HUEY P. NEWTON CASE CONTINUED THIS DATE

CONCERNING ADMISSABILITY OF NEWTON'S PRIOR CONVICTION IN NINETEEN

SIXTYFOUR. BOTH SIDES ARGUED MATTER AFTER COMPLETION OF TESTIMONY

AND SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE ADVISED THAT HE WILL RULE ON THE MATTER

SIX NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: tV

JJ^ t

t

( V

RESFNITEL JULY ONE LAST.

END

HOLD f ,r-'

,//

/
REG 20. a&?

ej
Ji,j
A

MRj TT^Ii/Vr

Cy RoAfd

17 JUL 9 1971

n
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JUL 10J971
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NR 001 SF PLAIN

4 32 PW NITEL 7/10/71 BEH

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) (P)

HUEY P, NEWTON, AKA, RM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. Totson-

Mr. Sullivai

Mr. Mohr
Mr.

f\Ll s*'-* ^
^ Mr! Courad. ..

k Taibey

I

T. Felt

i\ Gale

r. Rosen—

_

r. Trtvel

if . Walters

—

r. Soyara —
:r, Beaver_„
e^le. Room
ass Holmes

—

;iss Gafliv-—

DONALD P. WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED THAT ON JULY NINE LAST SELECTION OF

alternate jurors for NEWTON’S TRIAL WAS COMPLETED. JURY MADE
V

UP OF TEN WOMEN AND TWO MEN. ALTERNATE JURORS ARE TWO BLACK MEN,

ONE BLACK WOMAN AND ONE WHITE WOMAN.

DEFENSE ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, AND ASSISTANT DISTRICT

ATTORNEY WHYTE, DELIVERED OPENING STATEMENTS ON JULY NINE LAST

and then case RECESSED UNTIL TEN A.M. JULY TWELVE NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE JULY EIGHT LAST.

bureau will be kept advised.

/

he
hlC

y

end EX-105. II JUL 13 ]gjj

DRL FBI WASH DC

(^1

I Jlit^
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»aKRAi BUREAU os'kr.u.c CN
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1
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1

NR 004 PLAIN

9*44 AM/ URGENT 7/8/71 MCC

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

Mr. TolfOfix

Mr. Sulli^
Mr.
Mr. Bishop

Mr.Brennani

Mr. Callah^
Mr. Casper.^

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dn Sjy ..

Mr. P^lt

Mr. Gfvle

Mr.

Mr. Tavpl

Mr. Walteri.

Mr. wars ..

Mr. Bojxvar.-

Tele. Hoom^
Miss Holmai.

Miss Qandy^

rn*.-

?

n r V'ijt.'i
i

‘

n^TL- 4 -7

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., PM - BPP (KBE).

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY’S OFFICE,

OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED SELECTION OF JURY FOR NEWTON’S TRIAL

COMPLETED AND OPENING STATEMENTS ARE TO BEGIN MORNING OF JULY

EIGHT INSTANT.

JURY CONSISTS OF TEN WOMEN AND TWO MEN, WHICH INCLUDES ONE

BLACK, ONE LATINO AND ONE GRADUATE STUDE^^^ THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA. A BLACK WAREHOUSEMAN AND A JAPANESE WOMAN WERE'^"

SELECTED Ai ALTERNATES.

if JUL

administrauve C' >

RESFm. JUL^-SIX LAST. :b6

b7C

END

BUREAtt WILUbBE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS

lifiL i t; J rg'U r L:; ^ Gj

5 iJ J U L 2 0 la^ME. BUEMN.UI
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Transmit the following in

Date: 7/6/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL

Wr, ToIson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan,.

Mr. MoVir

Callahan™
Mi*. Casper
Mr. C^Jnya^l .....

M:-. On! !

'

r;

(Priority)

Hr. R'tson

^\iv. Tavol

i Mr. Walters..

;

H". S .yrirs ...

Miss Holmes..

Miss Gandy...

TO:

SUBJECTS

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

J:A^ SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

1 ^
HUEY PERCY NEWTON aka
RM - bFp ah inFORMATI
(KEY bLaCK EXTREMIST) |C ^MCLASSIHED
00: San Francisco Hj-nt.li'J 10 C/ ^ nu ^ K

Re San Francisco airtel and LHM dated 6/25/71.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five (5) copies of
an LHM setting forth article by Subject which appeared in
the 6/19/71 issue of *'The Black Panther" newspaper.

The enclosed LHM is classified '**n^iLU4agpT|aT^r>

protect the identity of the source, disclosure of which
could affect the national defense adversely.

Source is b 2

laJCLOSURE
/ .3 y

moo
Bureau vEncls. 5) (RM)
San Francisco

/pkv - ' V ....

f i A j^.

/d/U^ SS

l/ts/n

'nL/'

Sent

cial Agent in Charge

.b6

:b7C

b6
b7C



UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF jATICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply^ Please Refer to

File No. San Francisco, California

July 6, 1971

C 0 T I A L

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
DECLASSIFIED BY

(vnVa'-^-<!V

On June 11, 1971, a source reported that Huey
Percy Newton, Minister of Defense of the Black Panther
Party (BPP), had viewed the movie, "Sweet Sweetback" in
an Oakland, California theatre on two or three occasions
and had liked the movie so much that he wanted to write
an article about it to be printed in "The Black Panther"
newspaper. Newton took]

|

with
him to view the movie , and they made written notes about
the film, from which the article would be prepared.

The BPP is a Black extremist organization
started in Oakland, California, in December,
1966. It advocates the use of guns and
guerrilla tactics to bring about the over-
throw of the United States Government.

be
b7C

On the same date, the source advised that
Iwas using the notes made by Newton and

on the movie "Sweet Sweetback" and was in the
process of writing an article for Newton to be printed in
the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther" newspaper.
This article will be a critique of the movie "Sweet Sweet-
back" , and Newton will be shown as the author when it is
printed in the BPP newspaper.

CON I/DENTIAL
ExcludedVfrom automatic
downgrad^g and
declass xfRation

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclU'
sions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency. / . .
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HUEY PERCY NEWTON

be
b7C

The article concerning the movie "Sweet Sweetback"
appeared in the June 19, 1971 issue of "The Black Panther"
newspaper as scheduled. An introduction to the article
was written by BPP Chairman Bobby Seale and several photo-
graphs from the movie accompanied the article. Following
is the introduction and the article as it appeared in the
BPP newspaper:

C 0 N F T I A L
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Hn^ON'T BLEED~ltrE
^

.9 - \
/-

SWEffflKK’S BAADASSSSnOKi:

IbY HUEY P newton, MINISTER OF DEFENSE. TH E BLACK PANTHER UfilY,

SERVANTlF THE PEOPLE WITH AN INTRODUOIHN BY BOBBY 4EAIE,

CHAIRMAN THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
The feeling that I have now that I

am back on the scene with Brother
t

Huey P» Newton is one where I

remember the time when Brother

Huey was altoays there to interpret

thh cultural things and symbolicforms
aiW expressions of the people in

different forms of art^ This was over

three and a half years ago, the last

time Brother Huey andIwere together^.

Now that I am back on the scene I

have had the chance to be with many
righteous Party members and com-
munity people. Together we have

shared the experience of going to the

theatre to see **Sweet Sweetbacl^* the

latest movie on the set. Our Minister

of Defense, righteous, beautiful Bro-
ther Huey P, Newton was there in-

terpreting all the symbolic meanings

of the movie, and showing the essence

of the real-life experience ofthe Black

community as it is put together in

*'Sweei*Biffeetback,**

1

It-seems that it has taken nothing
mor^ than the /act that Brother Huey
'\P,Newton is free, and now I find my-
self free from Jail Number One and
out in the larger social prison. But

^ we are with our people in the Black
community andBrotherHueyP, Neuron
is now giving forth a profound in-depth

analysis, a heautiful revolutionaty

.

peoples analysis ^ of **Sweet Sweet- •

back,** He is grasping forus the people
all the symbolic meanings ofthe movie ,

and explaining them to us, , , 1

When we have read the analysis

.

given by Brother Huey we should %mite

as brothers and sisters in the struggle

and go back and see **SweetS^eetbdch*

Jyui not to be entertained, we should
Ido it because we can be educated and
HI

I

our
^ consciousness <md understanding

can be increased, l am going to seeM’
again with Brother Huey*s analysis fs.
my guide, I hope you unll too, J
Bobby Seale

,

i s

THE BI3CCKT»ANTHER SATURDAY JUNE 19, 1971
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Tbe-uexy Popular movie produced and
directed by Melvin Van Peebles called

**Sweet Sweetback*s BaadasssssSong**
contains many very important mes-
sages for the entire Black community,
bn many levels Van Peebles is at-

tempting to communicate some crucial

ideaSf and motivate us to a deeper
understanding and then action based
upon that understanding. He has
certainly made effective use of one of
the most popular forms of communi-
cation— the movie—and he is dealing

in revolutionary terms. The only

reason this movie is availa,ble to us
mth its many messages is because
Black people have given it their highest

support. The corporate capitalist would
never let such an important message
be given to the community if they were
not so greedy. They are so anxious -

to bleed us for more profits that they

either ignore or fail to recognize the

many ideas in the film, hut because
we have supported the movie unth our
attendance we are able to receive its'

message. !_

It is the first truly revolutionary

Black film made and it is presented
to us by a Black man. Many Black
people who have seen the film have
missed many of its significant points,

!,

I
have seen the film several times

and I have also talked to about 50 -

60 others who have seen it and each
\

time / understand more,
. ]

When Van Peebles first presented
the film he refused to submit it to

.

the MoHonrPicture Association to~be
rated because Ipe knew they were not

competent to judge its content. He
kneiu tne^film -urns'not something which
would upset the Black community be-

cause of its explicitness. He wanted
youth and children to see it because he,

knew they would understand it. Yet,

the movie was given an **X** rating

Over his protests, thus making it im-
possible for the youth to see. But it

has a real message for them, for just
like ‘'Moo Moo** one of the youthful

characters in the movie, they are our
future, : . . . _

Melvin Van Peebles had great dif-

ficulty obtaining the funds to make this

movie, therefore it is a low-budget

movie. In some parts the sound and

,

the lighting are not as good as tkm

\

might have been if he could have Md
greater freedom to moke the film.hl

I

have found that its messages and sig-

1

nificance are clearer when I combine

\

viewing the film with listening to the

record of the sound track and reading

!
the book, I would urge all of you who

;

want to understand the deep meanings

of the n^ovie completely to also buy

the record and the book, (NOTE: The

book is available in
\
paperback for

$1.00, and the record for $5,98, Both

may be obtained for $6,00 by sending

,d check or money order to Lancef
Books, 1560 Broadway, New Yor%.

N.Y, 10036) - V ' •

“Sweet Sweetback** blows my mind,

everytime I talk about it because it is

so simple and yet so profound. It shows

the robbery which takes place in the

Black (Community and how we are the

rkal victims. Then it , shows '•how^he]
must deal with their situation^^



hres^:^i^e$
fentially the^ breadbasket of the world.
The women are feeding stew to a sniail

boy toho is apparently veryhmgry,am
a$ he doums^it they keep o^eringhi^
more. These xoomen with their large
breasts potenJtialiy couid. feed and,

nourish the worM, and if this is so,

certainly they ;iidve the potential to

raise their liberator, for that is what
the small boy is, ^e future of the

women, of Black people, liberation.

They are in a house of prostitution
not of their own will, but because of
the conditions the oppressor makes
for us. They are there to survive, and
they sell their love to do so, therefore

our love 'is distorted and corruptdi
•with the sale. When you have nothin f
else left you give np your body, just

as when you are starving you might
eat your fingers; but it*s the conditions

which cause this, not the desire to taste

your own blood; you have to survive.

The women standingaround the small

boy are not saying anything but by con-

tinuing to nourish him they are telling

him that they can give him more than

enough, not only food, but much love.

This love is not for sale, so there^

fore it is uncorrupted, it is pure lov^ 1

tacred and holy. Even though the bo\
ie weak and has many sores in his

with the love and nourishment

using many institutions and many>ap-
proackeST-ft demonstrates that one of
the key routes to our survival and the

dtuccesS of our resistance is unity,

. **Sweet Sweethack** does all of this

oy using many aspects of the com-
munity, but in symbolic terms. That
is. Van Peebles is showing one thing

on the screen but saying something
completely different to the audience.

In other words he is signifying, and
he is signifyingsome very heavy things,

/ am going to go through the film and
analyze some of the scenes, and then

I am going to talk about some of the

general^ ideas put forth in this^ truly

revolutionarv movie,

!j
When the movie opens we see the

faces of the women; there are young

Jaces and old faces, light faces and
dark faces, but in all of them there

is a sign of weariness, sadness, but

also joy. You soon recognize that the

women are in a house of love, a house

of prostitution, a house of ill-repuie.

and of course it is all of these things,

depending on what position you are
_ _

^ 4 *—

viewing it from. This is the essence

of the whole film, the victim and the

oppressor looking at things in a mu^
different way, from a different point

of view, ^

!

The .women are tired, yet they are '

happy. This is because they arefeeding -

•a small boy. As you look at the ummeh
you see that they are strong and heau- \

tiful Black women, definitely African)

in aneastty and symbolic J^-Mother^]^

Africa, The size of some of their)



of the women he can become-^^hoery ibe boy baptized;

strot^-man. The sores in his face ' is ** ThiSttttie light of mine, Tmgonna

come from malmdrition and poor ^ Ist it shine,** signijymg what wt

health, and Van Peebles is signifying

the fine line between survival and death.
Even though the women can feed him
a id clear up his malnutrition, they can-
not do it freely and totally, becaiisi

they have to also sell, they have to f;

sell in order to provide,

I have seen small children in the

Brownsville section of Brooklyn, in '

West Oakland, in Chicago, and in

Harlem with sores on their bodies like

those on the boy*s face. That is why
we have health and food programs, be-

cause we are determined to make them
Healthy again. The women in the film
are doing the same thing. They know

happen in the future. The mustc tn

dicates that this is mi a sexml seem

this is a very sacred rite,for the boy,

who was nourished to health, is now
being baptized into manhood. And the

act of love, the giving of manhood, is

also, bestowing iipon the boy the char-
acteristics which will deliverhimfrom
very difficult situations. People who
look upon ' this' as a sex scene miss

% * '

the point completely; and people who
look upon the movie as a sex movie
miss the entire message of the film,.

What happens is mt a distorted act

of prostitution even though it takes
place in a house of prostitution, Tr

He is their future arid so they give_ place is profane because of the op-
him love and nourishment thathe niight ‘ pressive conditions, but so are

,
our

become a strong man, but not just a
man in the physical sense, but that he
might become a liberator, >

Next we see the boy is healthy and
grouring, working as a towel boy in

the house of prostitution. Then we
see the prostitute making love to him.

But this was a scene of pure love

fli id therefore it was a sacred and
ly^ly act,' Even though it was in d house

of prostitution, it uxis not a distorted

or corrupt thing. We see this by the

very words the xooman uses, because
she tells the boy that he ain't at the

photographer to get his picture taken;

she tells him to move. In the back-
round we hear religious music, sig-

nifying what is happening and what unit

lmppen->4ater. First there js **Wade
in the Water**, and we recognize^that

communitie'ri also ' oppressed. The
Black corrimunity is often profane be-

cause of the dirtiness there, but this

is mt caused by the people, they are

the victims of a very oppressive

system. Yet within the heart of the

community, just as in the film, the

sacred rite of feeding and nour-

ishing the youth goes on; they are

brought to theif rnanhood as liberal

tors, ;

'

,

Van Peebles shows this in the film,

because when the love scene is coni-

pleted, the boy is m longer a boy, he

has become a man. He doesn*t have

a climax until he reaches an adult age.

Even though we may have sexual inter-

course as children, we don*t have a

climax: it is. an introdustidfTlrihich
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makes it a part of something which
is fCoT^ien to us. But rin the film,

the clirhax came at the appropriate

time, after he has become a man;

th^ is, he has learned the deep sig-

nif cance of what she was trying to

teach him, Itwasn*tan act pr ahy

mechanical sort of thing, but it wap

the building of his spirit,
. r

-

So he grows d moustache while he

is having sexual intercourse imth her,

from about 10 years old he ends up

about 25. But as soon as he reaches

a climax, that is^ as soon as he be-

comes a man, th^ he is ready to go

o^ and^fight, this is symbolized by

h s putting on his hat, because whenyou

Pint on your hat, it symbolizes that

you are fixing to go somewhere.

The whole film is centered around

movement, his putting on the hat togo,

and his running and running, I think

this shows the alienation he feels in

his position. He is constantly inmove-

ment or **in the process**. When you

ard in prodess you are alvoays going

or preparing to go. These symbols

are used very well,-

\The oppressor would, not view thd

U ve scene in the same way, because

fells whole introduction to sex is from
a perverted perspective, divorcedfrom
his whole being. That is why he rated

the film **JC*, because what he saw

u)as a Sex movie. We know that it is

much more than that. He is introduced

to sex as something outside of him-

self, while it is hardforus to remember
our first sexual experience»-It-4s not

someHtmg''outside of us. It grows in

.V

us gjS-oaj^ other part ofourpersonality,
and it is very integrated just c& our
arms, our hand or our breathing. This
is why it was very necessary to hade
this young boy having this relationship

in a place that is viewed from the oui-

side as dirty and profane, because our
community is also considered dirty and
profane. '

\

By,t we dp love and we have holy
experiences at the same time that we
are being stripped of everything else.

Then we sell that holiness in order
to survive; but it*s not holiness any-
more,- it*s transformed by the sale.

But nevertheless, the holiness is a part
of us, so it serves us. But at the samS
time the holiness serves us, it remain!
as dirtiness to the outsider, becaush

•s -

he is the cause of
,

the profane con-
ditions of the victims, and also be-
cause what he is getting is not love,

but the sale of the prostitute,

To the boy she was not a prosti-

tute because, there, was no money
passed, instead she introduced him to

the thing that would give him his

fullness as a person and his survival

in the end. She introduced it to him
as a boy because it is said: ** Train

up a child in the way he should gO!

and when he is old, he unll not depart

from it,** (Proverbs 22:6) Of cowrsl

he won*t depart from it, if it becomes
an integral part of his personality,

because' to depart from it is to de-*

part from himself. The women were
giving the boy more than simply a
.cuniivql thing because he v)trs;‘tft^ir

hope, and this is why they feel happy



ahovt the sacrifice they .are ni^
You can see it on their fdcesrwhen
they are feeding him, or at the point

of orgasm when the woman tells him
that he has a sweet back, and that is

where he gets his name, Hot only is

he baptized into his fullness as a

than, he gets his name and his

i dentity in this sacred rite, f

'' Every time after that when Sweet-

back engages in sex with a sister, iv

is always an act of survival, and a
step towards his liberation. That is

why it is important not to view the

movie as a sex film or the sexual

scenes as actual sex acts, VanPeebles
• *

is righteously signifying to us all. The

first scene was far from anything

sexual, that is why the holy music
during the scene. It is only dealing -with

sexual symbols, the real meaning is

far away from anything sexual, and so

di^ep that you have to call it religious.

When Sweetback puts on his hat he

does not leave the house, he does not

leave the vidimus ghettoes, he grad-,

vates and starts to perform there in a!- g ,

freak show, Hewould simulate sexual^

intercourse before an audience that ,

paid to observe this scene. He starts

out playing the part of a dyke, with

false breasts and a beard, but then
*

his fairy godmother comes along, he
gets his wish and becomes a man
before the audience, taking offhis beard
and showing his penis— it looks like a

|

missile and shocks the audience,
!

While this is going on, the cops
are haroissing Beatle, the owner of
the cat house. He has been payingthem

8

djff d6esn*t wdrif to be bothered,
but "I1iey'*'wani one of hts nten-tte a
scapegoat arrest. The cops break off
their harassment f^m^iirie to iifne

and go over to observe the freak shoti?

even though they have seen it m
times,

'

Sweetback is now having sexiuil in-

tercourse unth the sister, but there is
'' '

.

no holy music because it is not love;

it is a performance given in order to

survive. He is selling himself to the

audience and the cops who are the real
freaks, Dylan’s ’’Ballad of The Thin
Man” would apply here, because in

the song the freaks go to see the geek
who offers them a bone and they don’t

know why. But you see the audience
or the freaks—including the cops-^
don’t have to be there. They cause the

conditions which make it necessaryfo^
people to go to these lengths to survive,
and then they pay to see the per-
formance the people put on. They are
the real freaks and the people go
through the act with real hostility and
hatred for the people who cause them
to be there in the first place.

There are also Blacks in the

audience, and this is a stroke ofgenius

by Vari Peebles, because it symbolizes
the total blindness of the audience of

freaks. They are laughingata situation,

when they are in fact getting theif

heads cut off. That’s like Dylan’s swort

suxdlower, who in the end will thank

the audience for the loan-, because they

were 'really there, only they did not

know it. The scene shows 'how far the

oppressor will go, because wheh it is

asked if anyone in the audience wants

to cWStISfiSe Sweetback, this w^ite bby
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couldn*t hold his girifriend^down. The

annovn^r would not let her go out

there, because the police were

watching, ’

jV
' ' ' ^ ,

I

The police, as I said, are taking

payoffs and letting the house exist,

and this is an indictment of them.

Not only do. they cause the conditions,

they then pay to go see it, because it

is amusing to them. But thefreak.show
is not put on by freaks but by victims.

The victim does what he has to do to

survive because of his crippled and
victimized position, the freak pays

him for his laughter 'and the victim

accepts the pay, but with vengeance in

mind.

/ think that it is ironic and also

very symbolic that even while I am
writing this, I can look out of my
window and see the Oakland Au-
ditorium where the Oakland Police

Officers Assoc, is holding its annual

circus, I dqn*t see any Blacks going

in. We are realizing more and more
that it has always been a circus.

They have tried to make a circus of
our circumstances and our communi-
ties, but our awareness is growingand

WB are moving toward dealing with the

situation in a very decisive manner,

just like Sweet Sweetback did.

In the film and in the community

the oppressor keeps demanding more

and more from the victims—that is

why they want one of Beatle*s men.

But thi&Js.,also why the victimjjijith

the lowest levels of aunreness will be

' brought into consciousness and revolu-

tionised—hticause he is doing'" wtiat he .

is doing in order to survive, but

.eventually his very survival is at

stake. The oppressor won’t even let^^

your acts of , survival continue, he

tries to totally crush you, so that'

survival becomes a very revolutionary

act. At the point of life and death,

^all of the hatred for the oppressor is

unleashed for survival purposes, '

The P^tce in the film really don’t

want Sweetback. All they want to do is

use him for a cover, because they are
going after Moo Moo, the young re-
volutionary. Sweetback goes along with
them because of his low level of con-

I

sciotdsness. This is no hard task b»-

I

cause when an individual victim acts
without awareness of the situation, he
is just like the organism that wants to

survive. THE UNITY COMES OUT OF
CONSCIOUSNESS. u
For d short while Moo Moo

,

and Sweetback are handcuffed together,
' but when the police start to beat the

. life out of Moo Moo, they separate

them and tell Sweetback to stand aside,

Sweetback attempts to look away from
their beating of Moo Moo, f

r, This shows the arrogance of the ag-

.
gressor, thinking that he has all the

j
.control—his Jehovah complex. He
thinks that he has his victims so com-
pletely in line, that this freak show
performer who is Paying them so that

he ca%jsuJ3}ive, will have no'feeiings

for another victim, '
i ^ ^v« ; -
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^ * f

Sweetback attempts to look away
white the police are heating MtRTMbo,

policemen^ almost cutting

heads, «— '

Just the turning away is showing how
i

I

much of the time the masses attempt

I

V

to dismiss the atrocities of the op~.

pressor, even when attempts are made
to

I
communicate to them. They mil

pretend that they are too busy with

other things because they are trying to

survive; but they fail to realize that

their real survival depends upon ihein

social consciousness and therefore
unity. The oppressormildemand more^’

and more of them until they ujillperish
without that unity.

At its lowest level, survival is just

organism getting by as an individ-

U person or as an individual family,

fjiat they must realize is that Ote op-

pressor will not allow that,
.
he will

keep demandingmore—high unemploy-
ment, poor housing, poor health and
poor education, and more taxes—until

their very death. So they attempt to

look away; but because of compassion
and their identity with the whole
situation, they cannot completely turn

their backs, and this is what causes
. the neurosis of sorhe Blacks, ‘i '

[

n But through Sweetback, Melvin Van
Beebles is righteously signifying, and

,

^aching the people what must really

be done to survive. When Sweetback^
realizes that he cannot turn his back,'

he takes the handcuffs, the chains which
j

have been used to hold him in slavery
.

and he starts to kick as*s. Using his
|

handcuffs ' as a weaponagamsi theop- I

pressor rather^t^n as the, toot, of
,

submission, he dou^ both of the i

is d very bloody scene, but

it uxis very important that they shown

the blood all the way wp his arm, i

makes the think of the statement b\

Frantz Fanon in his book The Wretche

of T7ie Earth-where he says that the

peasant creeps into the settler*s room
at night and cracks the settler*s head

.open. Then the blood' spurts across

his face, and it is the only baptism

he ever remembered.
The Black audiences really respond

to this scene, because it is another

baptism; but instead of wading in the

water as Sweetback did earlier, this

is a baptism in the blood. As each blo'h

went down, you could hear the tension

being released in the audience, because

right at that moment it was a climax

for ike audience,

One of the few criticisms I have

of this film is that there is na re-

ligious music behind this scene, T^s
is no more a scene of violence than

the earlier baptism was one of sex;

I

It was a growing into manhood, Sweet-
^ack grew into a man when he ux2s in

^ed with that woman and he also grew
'to be a man when he busted the heads
of his oppressors there. When he uxxs

with the woman, ft was like a hol^
union, and when he takes the heads 6,

^

his oppressors, it is like taking the
sacrament for the first time. In the

first baptism he did not become a
whole man .because he went into' thqt

freak show, but when he is baptized
in the blood, he riehteouslv flTdUSS' on 10

*



to a higher levels because the next

tim^he Ts vnth the police with Hand-

cuffs on, he "gets away, and the time

after than when he is with the police

wiilh handcuffs on in that pool hall,

knows what he must do and he does

Beatle, but he does not have to, be-

cause"needle is deaf—he-cemnot hear

what is being said anyway.

he
it,i

S

Like I said before. Van Peebles is

righteously signifying, because he en-
gages the audience in a climax in the

scene when Sweetback downs the police.

What 'he does is equate the most
ecstatic moments in the film with the

actions he is encouraging the people
to engage in, so he is advocating a
bloody overthrow, because the victims
u\Hmt to survive,

I
The next point that Van Peebles

develops in the film is the need of the

Black community for greater unity,

and how the lack' of unity will only^

deliver us into the hands of our op-
pressors, What happens ? Sweetback
helps Moo Moo get up, tnd'iheh Sweet-
back go^s his own ’way and makes it

back to the cat house and there he
encounters Beatle, Beatle starts to

give him admee, but everybody
cognizes that Beatle is not really

rjesPonding to Sweetbackfs situation,

’an Peebles gets this point across
beautifully. While he is giving this ad-
vice, Beatle is sitting on the toilet.

He' wipes himself, gets up, and yfith-

oui toashing his hands, he takes a
towel- and wipes his face. This is

^if^ifying that 'whai is coming out
dj Beatle*s moiith is the same thing
tlat is coming out the other end—
snit iond-m. nothing else', Notica-that
Sweetback „ never says a word to

When he leaves Beatle the cam{

shbws Sweetback with a terrifying lodk

^ on his face. He has realized that those

^ he knows best have such a low level

Jof awareness that he cannot expect

I

‘ aid from them. He realizes that the

I lack of unity is a very hurting thing,

and when he walks out of Beatle*

s

place, he walks right into the hands

of the police, who pretend to be nice

until they realize that he is notplaying
' the paft of the meek victim. Then they

work him over thoroughly,
|

Sweetback is saved by that same
community unity he failed to find mth
Beatle, The people rescue him bypre-

tending to be in need of money, and

therefore they offer to wash the car of

;

the- police. Instead they are engaging '

,

in a very revolutionary act and they

1

save the brother from the oppressor,

while at the same time delivering a

deadly blow to the police. What Sweet-

'i back has done for Mop Moo is repeated

for him by the community.
Sweetback is on his own now, but .\e

is locked into a pair of handcuffs. How
does he get them off? Through unity. He
goes to a woman who he has been with

before, and she tells him to beg. This

is obviously not the first time this has

happened^ but Sweetback cannot beg

.anymore because he has been irdns-

11



formed by the baptism in Hood, He
ne'eds Her at this moment, but sex-

uality cannot be based on war any
Wnger, it has to be based on love and
inity. He makes love to her and after

that the handcuffs are off. This sig-

nifies that it is the unity between the

Black man and the Black woman which
is able to liberate them both.

In his first baptism Sweetback ac-
quired the ainlity to love, but he

could only truly love and unify with

the woman, when he had done away
with the people who made his woman
fhe oppressor's woman and himself
the oppressor's man. Then they could

really have the unity which is symbolic

of the liberating love of the Black man
and woman,

Sweetback is on his own again, but

this time without the handcuffs. In the

meantime the film takes us back to the
\ ^

cat house and his old boss Bedtle^Beatle

is. being hassled by the police who want
to know where to find Sweetback,

Beetle doesn't really know, but if he
lid, he toould have told them, because
peatle has no consciousness, he is

deaf. And to prove how true this is, the

police finally deafen him.

Sweetback moves through the com-
munity, looking for the assistance he

needs to get away. He doesn't get all

that he needs, but he gets all that

^ach can give. At the church he gets

1 Black Ave Maria and the power
kign. The minister recognizes that his

religion is a hype, because he tells

Sweetback that Moo Moo is giving-ihe

people the-redl religion.

At the gambling den he gets tittle

abbarent sympathy. The managerkeeps

tilling him ~ he is a dead man, and he

really does not need money, Iii thw

scene Van Peebles is again shoudtlft

the community of the victimized, just

like the performers in the freak show,

because the manager explains to Sweet-

back that he cannot make any money

on his operation. By the time he gets

finished paying oft everybody who is

exploiting - him, he pays a dollar and

a dime for every dollar he makes.

This is another example of the op-,

pressor demanding' more and more

of the victims. . •

But the gambler does what he canj-/

he gives Sweetback a ride. There Is

some unity, but not enough; and during

the ride Sweetback spots Moo Moo, the

man he left behind, and they are re- \

united. This is as it should be, be-

cause Sweetback is leaving the com-
munity with the person who uas the

beginning of all this. Moo Moo, They

are tu;o unlike characters, but yet

they are linked tpgetl^r, '

Moo Moo symbolizes Jhe revolu-

tionary who is trying to free the peo-

ple, his whole program is pointed

toward people, like Sweetback, con^-
..

munity people who are' very unaware,

yet they are trying to survive. Sweet-
'

back then symbolizes the most un-

conscious persons in the community,
people who are sometimes viewed as

_

more worthless than the pimp. Siueffit-

back is not a pimp and would not do as'

much as a pimp would; he is much less

aggre^siue^A pimp willwork at butting

girls on the block, watchirg them.12



collecting money, beating them and
corSrolltng them. He may also steal

and deal in dope and so forth. Sweet-

hack won*t do any of this and yet

the women love him, because he*s

got such a sweet sweet back. He will

jukt stay home and the women will

brang him everything he needs. He.
adcepts their goods, but he doesn*t

care what they do. So the sweetback
is actually more worthless than the

pimp on one level, because he won’t

take the chances that a pimp wouW
to survive. He has submitted more,
almost to the point where he is a ve-
getable and is just taken care of. So
the fact that Sweetback would not stand
any more victimization, that he idea-

* t

tpied with Moo Moo as being one of
t!ke victims, and the fact that Moo
J|/oo*5 revolutionary program is

pointed to the lowest level ofconscious-
ness in the community means that even
though they are unlike characters, even

though Moo Moo is youngand Sweetback

is older, it is not unlikely that they

would be bound together because they

are, in fact.

]unth the motorcycle gang^jshojps a
numbef of thirds. First of all it is a

triumph of the soul force (which ih

women gave Sweetback in the firsi

scene) over all the mechanical de-

velopments of the opPT^ssor, Wkeri he

is challenged to a wrestling duel, the

gang leader picks up a motorcycle to

show bruie strength. Then with the

knife the gang leader shows how ef-

fectively they have mastered this wea-
pon, When the gang leader reveals

I

herself to be a woman^ Sweetback knows
• that she is no match for the weapon
' he chooses. The gang promises to do

;
them in after she does him in, but in
the end ''the Pres" is laid out ah
the ground in complete submissiak.

The Black women showed him the

to liberation and he used his knowledge^

^effectively, '
;

' Van Peebles is also signifying other

things in the motorcycle gang scene.

First of all there is the symbol of the

^strength of the white ‘woman over the

white man—and they don*t even know
it. Then there is the symbol of the

Aryan— the superior race. The presi-

men the'eambters eet Sweeihackirneynegamoiersget:>weezmcB(^^^
white superiority. The

Moo Moo to the edge of town, they tell , -t- • r t. *. -

Sweetback to buy htmself a ^stsnpper

of consciousness is so low that they
but the idea ge s^ocress.

Ml help him to a point, but they still
“'s® across that the

bekieve that ultimately the oppressor
,

will triumph and Sweetback will die,
'

Sweetback arui Moo Moo are deter'-

mined , to survive, however, and.they 13

begin their journey, The_ encounter

V



people have the ability to tr%

all symbols of
will save us, '

I should point out th

with the Aryan someon^mB^^mism

M

derby hat and a silly little

b^k. It is like a per^

minstrel show or a cakewal
But Sweetback takes off^ d,

and in that way he te

that this is no performance^^t
dealing for survival. He dea
survive

pointy Int, a

ifv*.

to theif

arngmey mm%:M

creativity fin

s ituatiaftsI^"S)A}e^^^0

on a

future. Then h^ymqke^ #.

by himself.

feet to do

fail him.

on'i.

momrcycl^i^ImM)^ "Weir «
der ofi-lpp^r
Some betrayyMoo^^Mop’^

ind Swe^^hhy-^tUn^ Ihem th^
'wfetbadm^hf^n the du8l,:Weff^^^
tak^WreMMm Ar.

''' WhMce.^^Tik4^cLbin ch0 ..i

ha^'xmd when the police §fi

Mpo 'iond-i Sweetback are Mg
'pooi^:'M,hm tka police anier^ gj

^tback (^ef%,Ms,hand^fprthe cuffs

:t then movW'f-using them io Sown
he policemm§f&4 rke f$- withaut a

weapon to deal with the ^herone a^iid

Mco Moo has l^en st^ifS’hpcetbackmm

familiar surv^al tech

because he mals wi'W

missioneMmkS^heMm'
killers

Black polim^en -ap^c^^
They never i^rd

' duringfti
movie, buf-;m Jmii:^^esfj^'eje4^^
they are dea^
they are seP:^0$d^t^-ihe

of victimsfifffuMck "^y'‘'(^e

The
mimity. They^- rmd
the eyes ofabrother. When they reafiz'Sii

that he is not Sweetha^ Weir reply ist

“So What?"‘' Melvin 'Van Peebles is.
'

•
••'*-•'

.

• - >*
.

-.
,.

making it plain that we^dre aWSweeW --

backs end xoe are all united in this

victimization. At one point they bring

-ifmwue&i -it0wave f

ai ne nac

Ttte'pootcue hecom ssavailable to h

spear and j|e stav

rough the and.JhfP^ -ar

jP 'S

es' the 'policeman
- r « f /'^

3 •^''

:

•>

^ <ti' K f

all the way ^,the Mtf'df-tm
is not techno saves Htm, u ts

his ability to use She /dKiilzaV' feet ores

of the Black c&m/murdty. There is

another impoT$ani fi%essagef

the morgue to identify a

body ad Swoetback; they run their

games --c^W with some speech about
i^i'. and communism. They use

meir tdecsi of bourgeois democracy
Ggainst tk0 community; but Beatle is a

and has been deaffor a Itmg
time, ift some respects he is alsda
blind gman, because even though he
opefp^0 a cat house and survives,

hkedSmot read. They are the cause
^s.^roblems, he cannot W^nr, he

p- yet they want him to be

The jtiOsL. jpf the

unity of fihe
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le citizen*" and help them,

Bi^^ has been s‘SAjjWied

iMiiwki ** Wherefore if

thee,
_

cut

thee:

^ett^J^ t^ into life

mi^^^^::^^r'^hanhaving two
cast into

eye of-

^
keef-^wc^ cast i\

is: better jW thee U

with (^ e:^0, rather

fc? 'eyed'tp hei^ast into
,

J-rV?'--’

m.

'‘wwl

iii^-

m0§,

’^iM^l^^ecause the camera, im-
’^0;0^^ches to a shoe shine

brother ts shtmng the

im^MfKi^^ith his ass, and he is
"* ifee man, for Beatle, what

fm: Y-i

U;,'£Memsemm^^
m.

% the!

n avoid this and save
their oppressors,

we see Sweetback
the edges of the city

he desert. He has none
red technology of th

he does have hisfee
e see him going by

it looks like a chemical

l8: €-$f
signify

'^W^h BeoMi'S^s '^fyd the

the fnorgue':i§%g^,S^eet^ck,

jo$^^‘'^>:'gain0i:his

seuM, ahd^oiso Ms MMtt,

h^^ife

i

go through the com-
^^;^f^§a0̂ ng for Sweetback, and

"'^^p^^^:-S0hd as one. They don*

t

The message here to

rmnifi0m^is to “stop snitching**,

'f§!^^0for unity, not for re-
oul^^i^crets. When / was in

I learned the worse
WMMe can accuse asioiter

an Peebles shows how

mme
a

or stmMhing like that. Here you
see the drama being symbolized to its

fullest, Sweetback withhisfeet, making
€fF^byFH0^man*s highest manifesta-

tion of technological skill, and you
realize that this is the drama develop-

ing, the soul-force ofthe people against
the technology of the oppressor. The
only question is which will win? The
answer is given by Sweetback in hi

plea to his feet, he says:

Come on feet

cruise for me
come on legs

come on run

come on feet

do your thing
who put the bad mouth on me
anyway the way I pick em up
and put em down ‘

even if it got

my name on it «

won*t catch me now.
There is Sweetback*s answer to the
oppressor*s technology, even if the
bullet has his name on it, it won*t
catch,, him.^ now. Why? Because Sweet-

back has feet, and they will save him.
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TMs^is also the beginni

dialogue between the rwmu
bcKk and the colored ai 0̂s. going? What does SwSetbc^i^^^^M
ai he hits the desertu^e the sitf^i0^l^ “Where did you get that
is\ really going t^0 bad, the This indicates that SweeMac^i^^m
angels come try to understand his need for mity^^^^m:

cops and saves Moo Moo^
then Sweetback whet

him, but he Ms feet, he Imi^hed^l Moo. Yet after his
and he has Murage, aMp tp::p0m Beetle, Sweetback realize0i^i^;i
logue he reffst^ th&ir dtsp^pnemptf-^ cannot depend on his bossfi'iM00^'-p
as much afh^^ppg,$lt^ppolQ^gl should have been able to depend )

of the Polip ^m^^ealpys^hprchinp^j but Moo Moo was somewket^;;-p0:f
^ew I

! dp^fSS
. there being hunted and so was'^SweS^i

iy Moo. Yet after his

\of the poli

Now /, 'SU

movie
f bacl—and they wei-e united.

or a scem-^
talk abo§t I

slgnifiek
|

these meJ
ready, put
to re-4tam
Peebles ^
he

adde<fenm^

mm

Wimportamw^
pcenes. Some^
ten mentioned di

Then when the gamblers are giving

Sweetback a ride to the edge of toip

he spots Moo Moo and he tells ms
Comrades to stop. This is the second

hat it is impomant
j tif^Q jie speaks about the revolutionary,

because Melvmma/nM \T rcaio fVio nn'if ho
fern so

fadvance our atuar^^ss
iing, so we repeat for

I

themee^^-
bers

boy.

^^yev idea or concep^mMch
'^^^ovie presents to its is -

'&^nitv among all thefneM- |

f'^^tutions within the,cotArf^

f^BHms. We see the ^ea
rfee young and tp otd§^

^^gikpressed in the lobe owifM
'^'the women give to the yop^f^
mso in the concern SweetMB0ii

expr^ikes for Moo Moo after

realizes that he is truly unified mth
Moo Moo. You will recall that Swdkfr i

back has an actual dialogue ai\d^yf

S

ix points in the movie, three pf theke

oints are in relationship to Moo M:xu
o the revolutionary and t^.

eous street brother see theirMTt

unity. When Sweetback fir^^f^^^^f^

Now when Moo Moo gets in the car he

tells the brothers who he is, but they

still don’t see their need for unity,

because to them he is not Moo Moo,
he is the guy^'t^p partner

into troubM'Tlml^^^^^ictim
rather than 'those,

but tpshis bsmuseydf'moMlo'^^vel
of ilawg^mess. Sio^fi^gh'^am^^^wat

earlpr, but he -iehi fo^l'Miotd'ki^^yy

his 0oi^ip^t€ss. of tm ^ue..sn^g^n.
Our i^iy -:<udU

scioupesspend- of

the movie, ftp raise. ^pf^ohSdf^^oss
of thJe Mack •.co'snmm^pg.

T^.'..Movie also :

the

mess

..iy'.v '-v'^ ' 4 - h fp'.hr.f-" f 'r i fdf f i:'

t

j ^ w .» it's if

^

d no tfeedMm,,,^
*i- t 1’' •'
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r^-;^Us '.Mm‘
$^k0'-%SoQ^'%Qs the

, sap^^lil0}pt(i

iter when SweethachMsam§^
'ta:^scapei -tmtwitkont.^<y^^^

moierh0ii$ht&s^^M
^:hf:&tker mst^aihTke

^^-[^ishMoing .,';,^^f
' %-.. ;r^^ek:

1
îr;-^

him
r,^ ? M

> Jf?' ^S*'V»

J

x €.f-lSw ^if#fl

:'f^an expresst&n am^i
ir4[commyidty^ '"h-'lA ''''':^l':l

ia also demmstraiMMip also demdnstrat^%y
i ':^aii Smeethade 'kip

e in the entire movie^ Ee,sSy$
iMng M aiL Whvfdieoermse

movie

Woe^MP -eUM t

TOtir .fiit^re^
' -meri ' Tam,

^.tfiippie - also. :denimsim$^tthe
'jf,'t^ty,;,muripg. tkp ^iret^^k
miiy-^ TMs is .skopfi^r. Umippry

the ' mofM '. tUle^Qp- ._

iwtoaiit^ ' that mm^e is

^''^Tm'-^BLACk"p^MU^Y.
,'i$.i-.-no hero, tketd is nhhone
idii^' miimdwxlt. itpe^e

,

mi^^,--Atpie
.
end 'are

.

^^e
of'^parMcipaniSj :pd it dq^Mot

’ill whahroles. they played, "^is
an zatteMpt to play down tUp-4n-

di^iC ' approcch to 'our swpwal

oj us are
same Ph
This is clearly seen when Sweetback

comes back to Beatle for help. Sweet-

back says nothing^ but Beatle lets it

come out of both ends. The audience
replies to Beatle for Sweetback, and
they supply the dialogue. This happens
throughout the film. So the thing\ to

do is not just see the film, but a|so

to recognize how you the vieweT’are"
also an actor in the film, because you.

are as much avictim ofthis oppressive
system as Sweetback.

The unity of the community is shown
throughout the film and we should get

the message the brother is signifying

to us. When the community sets the

police car afire and saves Sweetback,
that is an expression of unity. When
they deny ever having seen him in

order to permit him to escape, that

is an expression of imity. When tney

raid the motel and rip the byothelfs

eye out, they say ‘*So what?** when
told this is not Sweetback. But it is

Sweetback in a sense, because the

brother is another victim, like all of
us are. When Beatle is rolled up to

the morgue and realizes that the body

they show Mm is not Sweetback, he

sees his unity as a victim with his

I
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brother^he failed to help who is also

a And Beatle ’Tracks up
laughing—they are unified. And in the

next scene at the shoeshine stand Van
Peebles signifies to the man that he can

kiss his ass.

Another expression of unity in the

film is the power symbol. When the

minister tells Sweetback the si^ifi-

cance of the job he has done for Moo
Moo, he then says a Black Ave Maria

for him, but ends up giving him the

power sign—unity. Then whenMoo Moo
gets on the motorcycle to escape and

then leave Sweetback, this is different

from their first parting. They give
4 .

. . y

each other a soul shake, so that even

tjiough they go separate ways they are
Unified,

I

Finally the film demonstrates the
importance of unity and love between
Black men and women. Tnis is shown
again in the scene where the woman
makes love to the young boy but in

fact baptizes him into his. true man-
hood. Then again when the woman
makes love to Sweetback and then gets
the handcuffs off him, we see that

these are not sex scenes, they are love

scenes in a very holy and righteous
Gontext, The second woman wants
^'weeiback to beg, but he can beg no
linger because he has been trans-
formed. His baptism in the blood trans-
formed him--he has ripped off his op- -

Pressors and he is truly a man; he
can never beg again, and he does not.

For a long time the Black com-
munity has been a collection ofpeople
who survive together in one place, but
unity ts essential for liberation aslffstt*

as survival. When we have this unity,

the fjttirof one becomes tke-faith of

another as in the case of Sweetback

and Moo Moo. When we have our cotir

sciousness increased to the point thit

we understand this, we will have (n|r

unity. Bui we must understand that

i the victimizers will always try to pre-

vent this unity.

Another idea the film gets across

is the different point of view between

the victim and the victimizer. The vic-

. timizers cannot accept the reality and

truih of the view of the victims, and

therefore they say that the victims are

always wrong in their view of reality..

Indeed, they even go so far as to sig-

- nify that the victims cannot control (md

.direct their own lives. This is seen

first of all in the fact that the filnt is

labeled with an ‘’X** rating. This is an
• *

* >
^

act of the victimizers, trying to con-
trol what we shall see, and more than

that, trying to say that the ways in

which we are forced to survive are
profane and dirty. They say that we are
like freaks in a show; but we understand
that in fact the freaks are those who
force us to live in wretched conditions,

they may be profane conditions to^he
oppressors, but we know how to ml^e
our conditions a survival situation and
we do not see ourselves as profane. The
oppressors see Sweetback as a sex
film, but if we truly understand our-
selves and unify with Sweetback, we
will see that the film advocates a
bloody overthrow of the oppressor,

Melvin Van Peebles is righteo^ly
Signlfftng: ... ,
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The view of the victims is seen in

many ways. One of them is'^in Ihe

understanding of Moo Moo and Sweet-

back. They both know that they are

victims t although Moo Moo has not

really gotten his complete program to-

gether for the community. Yet they seek

the same goals offreedom and libera-

tion, and they recognize that some-
times you have to use stem stuff to

accomplish your goals. They alsol

recognize that even though the com-
munity may not support you entirely}

they will support you to a point and
that you must go as far as the com-
munity will go, and then move out on

your own, leading the people to a higher
level of consciousness. Sweetback
relies on the community much more
than Moo Moo, because he understands
that revolution is a process, going

from A to B to C and so forth, rather

than trying to get the, people to jump
from AtoZ. '

i

. . The oppressor does not understand
j

this, he does not understand the,

strength of the will of the people. When
the two policemen catch Sweetback

after he leaves Beatle^s place, they

are friendly because they cannot ac-

cept the idea that the community will

free itself. So they ask Sweetback how
many people were in the ambush? How
did they work it? The oppressors can-

not accept the idea that the oppressed

could do this without a lot of planning,

without a large number of people. It

was Sweetback and Moo Moor~lnet-^o

the victimizer it had to be more than

that. A difference in point of view, a
Poirk offview which is tod" often used
to control us, but we must make our
own point of view prevail.

^
Another difference in point of vidw

is seen with the chains which a\i‘e

used on Sweetback twice in the film.
To the oppressor they are the chains
which keep us in a submissive posi-
tion, but each time for Sweetback, the

oppressed, they become tools of
liberation. We will be even stronger
when we learn how to turn the op-
pressor's tools against him, rather
than submitting to. them.
Another idea which Melvin Vion

Peebles puts across is the uselessness
of cultist behavior in our struggle for
survival and liberation. In earlier
issues of the paper I have talked about
the revolutionary cultist, the cul-
tural cultist, and the religious cul-
tist. Van Peebles strikes some heavy
blows at the religious and cultural
cultists. For example, the minister
understands that he is not moving the

people toward their true liberation.

He tells Sweetback that what he is

doing is giving the people a hypL
which gives them a little happiness,

but he then goes on to say that Moo
Moo and the younger guys are laying

down the real religion. So this is a

blow against those religions in the

Black community which do not help

people deal with the conditions which

drive them to their knees, buLixistead

want to keep the people on theirknees.
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The strongest blow against cultist

behhvioi% however, is savedfor the^l-
tural cultists. We see this in theAfrican
garb which the minister is wearing.
This is signifying that a lot of cultural

nationalism and the meaningless re-
ligions in the community are deceiving
t^e people in the same ways.

In another way the film makes this

point more strongly and also indicates
the true way to liberation. WhenSweet-
back arrives at the gambler*s den,

the men around the table are engaged
in a conversation. The manager has
complained to Sweetback that he can-
not even make any money on this

ople^tion because he is paying off so
mmy others. Cultural cultists offer
nmny empty solutions to our op-
pression, and this scene hits at these

solutions, V

After the manager*s speech one
gambler says: **And Africa shall

stretch forth her arms,** and then

another replies **Yeah, and bring back
a bloody . stump,** Now we have to

understand the true issue in order to

see this as a blow at cultural na-
tionalists, who are cultural cultists—
with African clothes, bones, and other

^

things, but no way to liberate the

p\iople. Cultural cultists, who, try to

ctaim that they have the way, often

use this scripture to support their

ideas: **Princes shall come out of
Egypt; Ethiopia shall soon stretch out

herj^nds
:
unto God,*’(Psalms 68:31)

You can see that what Van Peebles
is signifying is that those who use

20

such meaningless arguments to mis-
lead the-ff^ople have nothing'ttTbffer
because when they stretch forth their

arms, they will draw back a blood^
stump. Still, however. Van Peebl^
does show us how a bloody stump may
not be a meaningless thing, if we get

lout of that cultist beg. How. does he

j
do this? He shows the blood on Sweet-

’ I- ^ *
f — tJ

rback’s drins each time he downs the

cops. In his first baptism by blood,

I there is blood all the way up to his

elbow. And later when he downs the

cops in the poolroom, there is blood

up to his elbow again. That is the

true route to liberation, stem action

when the situation demands that ym
seize the time, and turn away from
cultist behavior, '

;
•
< |

‘

There is another key idea which

comes through repeatedly, and that

is the ability of the people^ to. survive
_

• even under the rhdrshest conditions.

We do this by using the means avail-

able to us and never worrying about
I* ^

I
the fact fthgt we don’t have all the

' technology that the oppressor has^ You

will recall thatSweetback uxis in chains

and in the back of the police car when
the people *'washed** it with gasolimt.

What did the Brother do? He made it

I out of the car and then walked ri^t
through the police and firemen who

were arriving to try and deal with

the situation. He walked right through

them—he did not panic and run, he

'just calmly turned a situation of op-

pression to his advantage; T '
>

Later . on when Sweetback .-and

Moo Moohad separated for the final



>

time, the Brother was faced with a

very difficult situation, and he had very

little to carry him through. But when

the ^ colored angels began to get down

on him, he told them “I got feet,*’

This uxis again symbolizing survival,

was not simply that he had feet.

that the- Black community has always
Survived^iry using the resoufCssiri his]
command even though they are not the]

resources others would use. Survival

,

forces some very harsh decisions tH:

us. When his wound is causing him fo

,

suffer, he urinates upon the earth and

however, he also had the ability to use wses his own urine to make a^mudpack

the technology of the oppressor in his

own interest. He did hot become dis-

Peebles could have had him steal a

car, but instead he had Sweetback use

the basic skills ofsurvival, withnothing

but the things he had learned for sur-

viving the oppressor for so many years
on the block. He doesn’t have a car,

but he rides—on the top of a truck,

a iside the back of another truck, on a
freight train, he uses the oppressor’s

- r-

I

. . ,r ‘ J - *<'
.

technology, but in his own interest.

He also survives by using the sys-

which he applies to the wound—it pro-
^

duces a rapid healing. These are the^

couraged because he had no car. Van\ kinds of home yernedies we have long
had to use because we_ could not get

,

proper medical attention. Later, we
see him bathing his face in a pool of
muddy water. It sustains him^ When
I said it I thought of that, song which
says ’’I’d rather drink muddy ' water,
and sleep in a hollowed out log, than
stay here and be treated like a di'hy

,

dog,’* / j.-

These are survival techniques all
]

the audience can identify unth because
they realize they are necessary. They

tern against itself. He meets another don’t identify_with the time he catches

traveler and pays him to change clothes lhat lizard .and doums^ it, raw, Bui
and run when he is chased. This throws this is no different from the times
the police off his trail and helps him when we had to eat the chitterlings,

survive, but it also means that he ends hog maws, and otherfoods, not because
up with clothes which are muah more c we uxmted to, but because that was all

suitable for his long run across ihel we had to eat. We may deny it, we
desert. Later in the film^ when he is

near the border and the dogs are after

him, the two men—the oumer of the

ojf the dogs and the police—get into a
M^ht among themselves about whether
tne dogs will be untied. This is all

to Sweetback*s advantage, turning the

oppressors against each other, and he,

makesMsjsscape,
In another way he survives’ the ]iMy

may not identify with, it, but it carried
us through. And the point we should

understand is that if you do not subm ^

to the oppressor, you may be forc^
to make some harsh decisions, eat

some undesirable, foods, but this is

better than being well-fed _in some
soct

21
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Swectback has only one with

himT^^V^* iTv^iy c/-

fectively. It reminds me of that point

ini The Wretched of the Earth where

Fqnon says that if you don*thave agm;

then a knife will do. He uses his knife

to escape at the rock concert, by

pretending to be making love to the

girl in the bushes. He uses the knife

against the lizard. And then when he

hears the dogs coming after him, he

again pulls it out and he - uses it-~

he really deals. But we should know

. it would be this way, because earlier

in the pool room when he ukls facing

t^e policeman with a gun what did

Sweetback have?A tool the community

knows how to use very effectively , a

pool cue. But he did not use it to down

pool balls, he turned it into a spear

and downed the oppressor. You don*t

need a gun, what you need is the con-

sciousness of what it will take to sur-

Uve and prevail inanygiven sitmtionr-

] vnd then act accordingly,

* So what I have done is given you a

scene-by-scene analysis of the movie,

then an analysis of some of the major

ideas and concepts which the movieput^

forth. Now I will show how the movi)^

also raises the consciousness of the

community by analyzing it in terms

of some aspects of the ideology of the

Black Panther Party, We see ideology

ai a systematic way of thinking about

pnenomena, not as some set ofabstract

conclusions. Our approach is one tfmt

uses dialectical materialism, which

holds thnt contradictions are the ruling

hYinrible of the universe, Evef-ywltere,

I

in all - of life, the socialJoxhss, the

natumt-fbrces, and the biological and
physical forces, we can find contra-

dictions, What we mean is that |n

every phenomenon there is a contrc -

diction between opposing forces whim
. struggle to gain domination over each

We call this the thesis ar^anti-
thesis, or the 'unity of the opposites, ’

Because these opposites are —
fied and constantly in struggle with

one another, they give motion to the

matter composing the phenomenon. So

we say that matter is constantly in

motion, or constantly in a state
» of

transformation. The transformation

takes place in a dialectical manne^,
^

with the thesis struggling against ti e

antithesis; these are the conira-

dictions. The struggle is resolved in
j

a synthesis, which contains elements

of the old contradictions, but is at a

higher level, and then a new set of
\

contradictions avises, " -

The essence of the ideology of the

Black Panther Party is that we re-

cognize that matter is constantly in

transformation in a dialectical manner.

But when we understand this andunder-

stand the forces in operation, we can

control them and direct thefn in a
\

manner which is beneficial for the

community. Therefore what we want o

I

do is understand the contradiction

,

unthin every aspect of the Black com-
munity and move, on them, by trying to

increase the positive side of each con-

tradiction until it comes to dominate

'.the negative side. This is how we de-

fine pouter—the ability to . d^ne
phenomena and make them act in a

1
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desired manner^' '

; ^ v
^

,

Ifyuu understand where thu-^rmther

is coming from, you will understand

that Sweet Sweetback is a beautiful

es^mplificatian of Black Power, for

wijat he does is decide how he wants

things to come out and then he makes

them act in a desired manner. The
movie is also an exemplification of
the dialectical analysis and the con-
stant transformation of phenomena, I

don*t know whetherMelvin VanPeebles
was aware of this when he made the^

movie, but it does have thesefeatures
and probably so because the Panther^
uieology is an extremely effective ap-
proach to all phenomena. It gives us
lots of insight and understanding.
For example, we say that all

phenomena contain contradictions with

positive and negative qualities. To con-
trol the situation, then, what you must
do is increase the positive qualities

of any phenomenon until they dominate
the negative qualities, Sweetback does

t iis on a number of occasions. Take
j’>r example the chains. The handcuffs
are definitely negative when they.are
used to keep him in submission; but

when Sweetback realizes that he can^

ignore the beating of Moo Moo no
longer, what is he to use fora weapon?}
Then the same chains which were used
to bind become tools of liberation—
their positive qualities are used to

djvercome their negative qualities. He
Hd this again when he was caught by
me police in the pool room—he of-

fered his hands for the chains. Not
.becauseJL£jtmnted them, but because he
realized that this would pui the police

off their guard, and also ^ give him
another weapon to use against them.

We see this again, when the policti

are u^ng helicopters, cars and gun\

.

and the radio to track doum Sweetback^
What’ does he use? Their technology;

- bui in a positive uxiy—he flitches rides

on trucks and trains, and they help

to deliver him from the Jaws of the

monsters who are using the most ad-

vanced technology to try and capHre
! him. If we understand dialectical ma-
terialism, we will understand more
about how to look’ at both the positive

i and: negative qualities ofphenomena bo

, that we. can control our destiny^
' — '

Tfiefilm also shows the positivednd

negative features ofcommunity instiiu-

tions. In other articles I have said that

the Black Panther Party was wrong in

its blanket condemnations of com-
munity institutions, instead of analyz-

ing their qualities. The movie shows
' the. positive and negative features of
the church, for example, Tfee minister

Ms sayings to' Sweetback that he has

nothing to offer the community, he can

only give the people a hype which will

bring them a little bit of happiness in

their misery, and he cannoP offW
Bweetback a hide-out 'because

police—Cthe Man**) knows everything.

This shows his negative and re-

actionary side. At the same time we
see his positive and progressive side,

because he is operating a withdrawal

center where people addicted to drugs

can come and dry
,

out. There is y

blanket condemnation, he. shows tliz

church making a real contribution w
' the survival of the community, ^hat 23
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needs—to-happen is for panpla imth a
higher level of consciousness to in-

crease the positive contribution the

church makes until the positive be-
9

comes the most important feature of

the church, then it will he able to do
fhore for the people.

I The same, is true in the case of
me gambler. He cannot offer Sweet-
back any money, he is exploiting and
he is also exploited, and when th^
Brother really needs help he has\

no money to give him. What^s more,\
the advice he gives is worthless be-

cause he says that Sweetback is dead
and tells him to get himself a last

supper. But there is also a positive

quality to the gambler, because he will

give Sweetback and Moo Moo a ride

for part of the way. Actually he can
give them a ride all the way to the

Jorder, but he will only give them a^

ride to the edge of town where they

run into the motorcycle gang. But the

point is made very well, that you have

to work with the people as far as they

will go, and not jump too far ahead by

forcing them to do things they do not

Want to do at that particular level of
consciousness. So he carries the posi-

tive qualities of the gambler as far
as thef will go, and then strikes out

dgain. This is taking your revolution

jrom point A to point B, rather than

wying to jump Jrom A to Z in one
step. We have to find out what the

people will do and get them to do
that much, '

I
t

The-progression of the Psoplo^ds
their consciousness increases is shown

in the case 6f Beetle, At first Beetle

is an 'Individual surviving at a'^asic

level, running a cat house and then

giving up one of his men in order to

continue to operate, ITien Beatleoffei's

advice which is nothing more than a
,

pile of dung. Next we see Beatle going

through ' the revolutionizing process,
'

because if he knew where Sweetback
was, he would have told on him, Bui

,
because he was deafbefore and because
he cannot cooperate with the police,

they actually deafen him-thecon-
^ ditions revolutionize him, W^ien we next

see Beatle it is in the morgue scene

and he cracks up as he realizes that

. Sweetback has escaped - they are.

unified, Beatle has seen that he also

is a victim and there can be no co -

operation with the oppressor becaus }

they will bleed you to death; if you
want to live you have to resist. And
the shoe shine man uses his ass on

the shoes of his oppressor, '
\

There is also a progression within

the community. They rescue Sweet-

I
back, and aid him as much as they can

1 in his esedpe, then they become deaf

to their oppressors. That is a way of
hearing the plea of Sweetback to his

feet and saving him enough lead time
to let his feet do their johi

, ff
’

i *'

The community’s progression is al jo

shoum in the transformation of me
colored angels. We hear the voices

of the community as the police search
’

1/or Sweetback, but when he reaches

\"^the desert we hear the voices of the

angels in a dialogue with Sweetback,
On the record Melvin Van Peebles 24
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refers to this as an ob^a (an^era
is "“merely a story fold in song), and

the dialogue between Sweethack and the

angels is really Sweet Sweetback*s

BaadAsssss Song. In the book Van
Ppebles refers to the angels first asj

colored angels, then he refers to them
as Black angels. On the record he
refers to them ,as Reggin (spell it

Ifyou cant beat em join em
Thais u^t they say

You t^in bout yesterday

Tou cant go on like that Sweethack
Hot long as your face is Black

* ^ f -
>ar ^ % *

Yeah Vm Black and I’m keepln on
Keepin on the same ole way

They bopped your mama "

They bopped your papa
^

^ ^ .

Wont bop me
They bopped your sister
They bopped your brother

‘ They wont bop me >
*

THEY BURNED OUR MAMAS
THEY BEAT OUR PAPAS
THEY TRICKED OUR SISTERS
THEY chained OUR BROTHERS
WONT BLEED ME
WONT BLEED MB
WONT BLEED ME
They bled your mama . -

,

They bled your papa / . «

But he wont bleed me

Use your Black ass from sun to sun
Niggers scared and pretend they don't see

Deep down dirty dog scared

Just like you Sweetback

Just like I used to be
' Work your Black behind to the gums
And you supposed to thomas tell he done

, You got to thomas Sweetback

They bled your brother

They bled your sister

Yeah but they wont bleed me
i

*

Progress Sweetback

Thats what he wants you to believe
“

Ho progress Sweetback

He aint stopped clubbing us for 400 years
And he dont intend to for a million /

\He,sure treat us bad Sweetback

—We can make him do us better ^
*

\

‘
*

f- .1

V;

backwards) -

angels.' The point is that
the angels are against the Interests
^of Sweetback, but they are trans-
formed, because their interests arej^
fact the same as his. This is the dii-'
logue with the angels, the baadasssss
song: - -

Chicken aint nothing but a bird
^ ,

White man aint nothing biU a turd '
'

^ Nigger^aint shi it :
^

'

.
•

'

: ^

Get my hands on a trigger
'

' ^ \
'

7 . :
j

You talkin revolution Swetback J ' m'

^ I wanta get off these knees

You talkin revolution Sweetback .
,

- »
' • ^ ^ . \rj. .. » •, «'

* -
. » 4

»

^ • i
.

* * .
' * . ,

' You conf make it on wings V
^

Wheels or steel Sweetback

,

We got feet ' ;/ ^
;

You cant get away on tving's

wheels or steel Sweetback
Niggers got feet

.
' *

* *

.
' • f y * '*

’ r
'

'•
'i •

' V
'

'
k

^ *

V ’
^

\ He bled your brother . ; .
^ .1

He bled your sister

. Your brother and your sister too *

,

'

"
' How come it took me so long to see

^ How he get us to use each ocher " '

Niggers scared /

We got to get it together if he kicks a brother
^

It gotta be like he kickln your mother
^

/

They hype you into sopping the

Morrow out your own bones

Justice is blind v . -

YeaJi and white too

'justice is blind '

The ' way she acts she gotta he
,

‘

The man is jive

Not too jive to have his game
Uptight in your kinky bean

. ^

Stand tall Sweetback he ^

'

AM gonna let you ' <

I'm standing tail anyway

The man know everything Sweetback

The man ^noto everything <

Then he ought to know Im V .

Tired of him fuckln with me .

'

Use your feet baby

Run fnotherfucka

Rwi Sweetback

He wont bleed me

.
, {

25
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Wq can see the transformation of
the ’Ongeis if we see the opero' in

relationship to the scenes in the movie.
When he arrives at the desert, the

most difficult and lonesome part of
htjs whole trip, the colored angels

c^stise and ridicule him. They be-

lieve, like the gambler, that he is a
dead man and it will only be a matter

of time until he is caught. So they

signify, about how the Man bopped
his brother and sister, how he bled

his momma and poppa, and how he will

get Sweetbnck, But Sweetback is deter-

mined because he knows they won*t

bop^ him, they won't bleed him. Why?
^

**l ''got feet**. All he is signifying is

that I can deal, and I can survive.

When he uses his urine mixed with

mud to make the pack which heals his

wounds, the angels begin to change.

They see too that he will survive, so
they start to become Black, They re-

cognize that they too are like Sweet-
back, and they point out that they have
been treated bad' too, but they have
been acting like Uncle Toms. Sweet-
back is going to get his finger on a.

trigger, get off his knees, and fight

a revolution. So when he makes the

triudpack, the Black angels begin to tell

him to run, they want him to deal, now,

they don't want him to Tom. They too

have been transformed, because Sweet-

back has increased their positive

qualities by showing them it is not

necessary to submit all the time. At

some "^pamt you have got te—get off

your knees, '

Their transformation continues be-

cause whenr^tke police looses the hound
*

dogs (slave dogs) after Sweetback and
he draws his knife, the Black angels
begin to sing **This little light af
mine, Tm going to let it shine,** Tnis

is, the first time we have heard tms

song since Sweetback*s baptism into

his manhood. The growth he ' Ex-

perienced the time this song was

sung, the way he learned from those

women in the house of prostitution,

;
is going to serve him again. They gave

li him love and strength because he was

their future, their liberator, and now

their training is going to serve him,

now that he is. older. The angels are

transformed, and Sweetback survives,

Jhis brings us to the end of the movie,

and the negation of the negation, Mt

the beginning the community of C3|-

pressed uxis in contradiction with me
oppressors. The oppressed were trying

to survive, but the oppressors would

not permit that, they wanted more.

They wanted to bleed them to dij^th

and completely dominate them. They

wanted to . dominate by dividing the
community, Sweetback against . Moo.
Moo, Beatle against Sweetback^ But
this continued oppression led the people
to realize that their salvation wolkld

only come through unity, and unity

would only come through heightened
levels of consciousness. So they unify
and Sweetback revolts against the op-

pressors and makes good his escape.
Many do not believe he will make it,

consciousness is not as high as
his. "tT reaching for the stnrs~.J.

26
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making it to the border— but they will

onlyrinke him to the edg&~~uf^oim.

Sweetback has his high level of con-

sciousness, that is to say, he is a

Sweet Sweetback because he has come
to amderstand that freedom, liberation,

and the ability to love requires thai

fifst of all you have to recapture thef

holy grail, you have to restore your
dignity and manhood by destroying the

one who took it from you. When you
do that, even ifyou do not completely

escape, you are a dangerous man, be-

cause after that the oppressor knows
that you will no longer be submissive.

Therefore ripping off your oppressor
is the first step toward freedom and
lave,

I

This understanding did not come
eijisily fo Sweetback, He attempted to

look av^y from Moo Moo, and then

after rescuing him, he attempted to

make it on his own, only to be mis-
led by Beatle, This put him in the

situation of a revolutionary, in the

sense that he knew then that he could

not find a place of refuge within the

system without a whole transforma-
tion of the conditions of oppression,

1
1 say this because many people think

that revolutionaries are made out ofi,

some kinds of abstract predicaments.
This is not so, they are transformed
by' a particular set of situations that

are sometimes unique to each in-

dividual, What brings one person intot

his revolutionary consciousness is dif- i

f^ent from what will bring another,

i

'mt^when^we reach that point,,we realize
that we—a¥e all unified as victims.
That, is what happened to Sweemck,.

Moo Moo, Beatle, the angels and the

community in the film, Thap'tsrwhy.

the film stars the Black community-
all of us,, We must understand ou^
unity and also how we must heighten

our consciousness^
.

.
-

; \
So like I said, we have the negation

of the jnegation. The oppressor who
^

wanted exptoit Swpetbackand Beatle, .

ends u^' beaten by them because they

unit take.Ms sti^,ho Iqiyger--thele-
gation of the negaUon,. The contra-

diction between the community, as re-

presented by Sweetback, and
. op-

pressor, as represented by the dogs,

has been resolved, -v. ^ •

However each synthesis leads to new
contradictions. Right until the end Metr

vin VanPeebles is signifying and cont

yeyhg a messdgeM,^.us, What is tl^e

hew^ cqntmdicfion? Sweetback has
killed, lyuo dogs, put one is still there,

refreshing himselfin the watermingled
with the blood, of the other dogs. If
Sweetback got two dogs, who is going
to get the other? That is the dog we
must down. So the rhovie ends with

the words "Watch OuV\ This has a
dual meaning. It is telling all the many
Sweetbacks across the land to watch
dut for thdjt third dog and be prepared^
to deal when he shows up. It also
says to the oppressor to watch out for
the Sweetbacks across the land, be-
cause they are coming to colt^&dLsDme
dues, R^hteotisly signifyingf^,^^^^: \ .

21
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f

When Bobby and I started the Black
PaniKer Party, we wanted'^o pulld tha

Bmck community, the love, the sacred^
njUs,

^

and the ysnity we . need so de s-

perately. This is still our goal and we
try to help the community survive by.

administering our many survival pro-
grams. Sweet Sweetback helps to pvt.

foK^h the ideas of what we must dd to.

build that community. We need to \iee

it \\ften and learn from it, .1.

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPllE-^ yi

28*



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply^ Please R^er to

File No.

UNITJED STATES DEPARTMENT OF iSISTICEX

J ais

i)ERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

July 6, 1971

Title HUEY PERCY NEWTON

Character

Reference San Francisco airtel dated
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed belov) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable

infomation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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NR 006 SF PLAINTEXT

9:22PM nWeL 7/13/71 JAK

ALL INF0 R!\1ATI0 ri CONTAINED

HEREIN 13 ijNCLAo..lFl£0

DATEA^^S-BY^^^
TO DIREO^OR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205) 2P

/' '

HUEY P.^WEWTON, AKA. , RM - BPP (KBE).

Mr. To!son-«H

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan^

Mr. Mohr.,.^
Mr. Bishop„J
Mr.BrennanG
Mr. Callahi^r

Mr. Casper.-^

Mr. Conrad...

Mr, Dal bey

—

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters—

Mr. Soyars

—

Tele. Room—
Miss Holmef-

Miss Gandy^

DONALD P. WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT^^

ATTORNEY, OAKLAND, CALIF,, ADVISED THAT ON AFTERNOON OF JULY

TWELVE LAST, OFFICER HERBERT KEANES, OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT,

TESTIFIED AT LENGTH REGARDING THE ALTERCATION BETWEEN OFFICER

JOHN FREY AND NEWTON AND HIMSELF ON EARLY MORNING OCTOBER

TWENTYEIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN. HEANES TESTIFIED THAT AT ii/

TIME DID HE SEE A GUN IN EITHER THE HAND OF NEWTON OR OFFICER

FREY.

ON JULY THIRTEEN INSTANT, HEANES WAS CROSS-EXAMINED BY

NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, DURNG WHICH GARRY ASKED

HEANES IF HE HAD KILLED OFFICER FREY, HEANES REPLIED HE

DID NOT AND EXPLAINED HE HAD AIMED HIS SERVICE REVOLVER AT ’

ND PAGE ONE
/ 0

X ^

^ JUL
,

b6
b7C



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

NEWTON’S STOMACH AND REMEMBERS FIRING ONLY ONCE WITH HIS LEFT

HAND. HEANES POINTED OUT HE HAD JUST RECEIVED A BULLET WOUND

IN HIS RIGHT ARM. HE FURTHER TESTIFIED THAT AFTER NEWTON WAS

ARRESTED AND WAS WALKING WITH FREY TOWARDS HEANES PATROL CAR,

NEWTON WHIRLED AROUND TO HIS LEFT, FACING HIM (HEANES) AND

STARTED SH000TIN6. HEANES SAID HE DREW HIS

IMMEDIATELY SHOT IN THE ARM.

AND WAS

ON JULY TWELVE LAST, STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS

TURNED DOWN THE ACTION FOR DISMISSAL FILED BY GARRY EARLIER ON

THAT DATE, ON THE BASIS IT HAD NO MERIT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWELVE LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED

END...

HOLD
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
^ >-

JUL121971

NR 006 SF PLAlMXjZXT

7:28PM NITEL 7^12/71 JAK

TO DIREfl!tOR (105-165429)

ALL INFORMATI
HEREm
DAT!

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 2P

b6
b7C

Mn Tolsott.

Mr. Felt...

Mr. Sullivan.

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bir-’V'p

Mr.Brennan*
Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Casper.„.„

Mr. Conrad .

,

Mr. Dalbey

.

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder^.. „

Mr. Rosen
/Tavel

r. Walters

Mr. Scyar3,.-.«

Tele. Room.......

Miss Hoimos.„-

Miss Gandy....,

HUEY P.S5EWT0N, AKA • , RM - BPP (KBE)^

ALAMEDA COUNTY ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY DONALD P.

WHYTE, OAKLAND, CALIF., ADVISED NEWTON’S TRIAL RESUMED JULY

TWELVE instant, AND OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT RADIO DISPATC!^

CLARENCE LORD, WHO WAS ON DOTY EARLY MORNING OF OCTOBER

TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYSEVEN, WHEN OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS KILLED,

TESTIFIED. RECORDING OF RADIO COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN

LORD AND FREY WAS PLAYED. LORD WAS CROSS-EXAMINED BY NEWTON’S

attorney CHARLES R. GARRY.

WHYTE stated THAT ON JULY TWELVE INSTANT, GARRY FILED

ACTION IN THE STATE DISTRICT COURT OF APPEALS SEEKING DISMISSAL

OF ALL CHARGES AGAINST NEWTON ON GROUNDS NEWTON HAS BEEN PLACEt)

IN DOUBLE JEOPARDY. GARRY CONTENDS THAT WHEN JUDGE HAROLD B.

VnD PAGE ONE

<yl)

REC-24

ij

;

-
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

roVE SELECTED ALTERNATE JURORS AFTER ORIGINAL JURY AND

alternates SELECTED NEWTON PLACED IN DOUBLE JEOPARDY. SELECTION

OF additional alternate jurors made after REGULAR JUROR BECAME

SICK and had to be replaced.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TEN LAST.

bureau will be kept advised.

i END . .

.

i
i

^ HOLD
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IMMUNICATIONS SECTlOy

JUL 91971
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NR 009 SF COM

10:41PM Slliin- 7/8/71 JAK

TO D^ECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

^ /
•n,-/

HUEY P •NEWTON, AKA#, RM - BPP (KBE) •

Mr, Tolson

Mr. Sullivan—

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanCl

Mr. CalJahaiC
Casper

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

mr. Beaver

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

7.

DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY ’S OFFICEJ

OAKLAND, CALIF., ON JULY EIGHT INSTANT, ADVISED THAT DURING

NIGHT OF JULY SEVEN LAST, ONE OF THE FEMALE MEMBERS OF JURY

FOR NEWTON’S CASE WAS INVOLVED IN AN AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT AND

IS unable to CONTINUE ON JURY. ON JULY EIGHT INSTANT, ONE

OF THE alternate JURORS WAS SEATED TO TAKE HER PLACE AND JUDGE

RULED THaT THREE ADDITIONAL ALTERNATE JURORS BE SELECTED.

^SELECTION OF ALTERNATE JURORS BEGAN THIS DATE AND WILL CONTINUE

BN JULY NINE NEXT. WHYTE STATED TRIAL WILL NOT GET UNDERWAY

TiL POSSIBLY JULY TWELVE NEXT

'^MINISTRATIVE :

a-105

/ / r V /-

1

^
RESFTEL JULY ^IGHT^I NSTANT^^^

bureau will BE KE /VftS ,EO»

.b6

:b7C

H3LD c=>

JUL IB 1971
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TO

FROM li ^ivuLASSiflED
' ^

SUBJECT: HUEY P. l^TON • r
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK: PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

OPTiONAl FORM NO. IQ
^AY 1962 EDITION
^SA GtN. ttO. NO, 27

JNITED STATES \

Vio«
•-J?

MENT i
Memorandum
Mr. C. D, Brenna DATE: 7/12/71

contained
id uiicuissinm

h6
:b7C

Tolson

Feit„
Su>f)var

^peftnan. C.D.

Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Dalbey

Gale

Ponder

Rosen

Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes

Gandy

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise
regarding status of the trial of Huey P, Newton, Supreme
Commander, Black Panther Party, which began in State Court,

Alameda County, Oakland, California, 6/28/71. Newton is on
trM. for manslaughter growing out of the fatal shooting of
a police officer in Oakland on 10/28/67.

During previous trial on this matter in 1968, /"y>

Newton was convicted of voltmtary manslaughter. Newton ^
served 22 months of a 2- to 15-year sentence. He was freed V
on $50,000 bail when the California State District Court of
Appeals reversed the conviction on grounds there was a preju-
dicial error by the trial judge in omitting instructions to

the jury on the defense of unconsciousness. Newton had been
shot in the stomach, and the defense claimed Newton had been

;

shot first and could have been mconscious when he shot the
^ officer. A California law states that a person who is uncoiV'
I scious is not responsible for his actions. /

Since the current trial began on 6/28/71, the eirtlrl/^
time has been taken up with arguments by the defense and selec-
tion of the -jury v.'J'iTy completed 7/9/71. Defense and prosecution
gave opening “std1:emeA*ts 7/10/71. Trial scheduled to resvime

7/12/71. vinQ

he
hlC

ACTION

:

-T I 1 7/
For ihfo

. V 109
fji
ion.

- Mr. Sullivan
- Mr. C. D. Brej

- Mr./ Helaeson
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5-113d (9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 7/15/71

The attached reports information
on the trial of Huey P. Newton, supreme
commander Black Panther Party, on man-
slaughter charges in state court,
Alameda County, Oakland, California.

Attached indicates that Newton
ordered jailed by Judge following outbur;

by Newton which disrupted court but
later released on bond. Outburst caused
by Newton's reaction to damaging testimoi

of surprise prosecution, witness.

Dissemination being made to Inter-
Division Information Unit and Internal
Security Division of Department.

JLA:jdl/ , .

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED®'”*'*



BUREAU OF INVESTIQaTION

QQIVliVIUiMiCATIONS sfelON

vLiL151971.:Y.,'

NR 016 SF plaintext

8:52PM Nh^L 7/14/71 CRH

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

/n black ^

(_y (.Key’ rat-ftCK g'.Kt’Kt-r. 'll!)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA, W-’-^PP (t»E) i be

Mr. Tolson !

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.BrSffnan

Mr. Callahaae^

Mr. Casper

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

—

Mi*. S''yars-.

Tele. Room.-
Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy^

b7C

DEVELOPMENTS IN NEWTON’S TRIAL, ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT, THIS DATE, ARE AS FOLLOWS:

PROSECUTION CALLED AS WITNESS, WHO TESTIFIED

THAT FOLLOWING THE OCTOBER, NINETEEN SIXTY-SEVEN SHOOTOUT,

NEWTON and an UNKNOWN MAN COMMANDEERED HIS CAR AND THAT NEWTON

JUMPED INTO THE BACK SEAT HOLDING HIS ABDOMEN WHERE HE WAS

APPARENTLY WOUNDED, AND ALSO HOLDING A GUN AND THAT NEWTON

stated "I JUST SHOT ME TWO DUDES". DEFENSE ATTORNEY CHARLES
GARRY AT THIS POINT MADE A MOTION FOR A RECESS, STATING THAT HE

Had tapes at his office, with which he could prove that WITNESS

had perjured himself, judge Harold hove denied motion

FOR A RECESS. THEREUPON NEWTON JUMPED TO HIS FEET, STATED THAT
BC'IOS |?eC’43 /y

HE COULD NOT GET JUSTICE IN THIS COURT, SAID THAT THE TRIAL'
^

I J.

y \

^ y

SHOULD STOP NOW AND THAT THEY MIGHT AS WELL JAIL';i^|M SINCE HE
2Lji l;2a...

END PAGE ONE
j

JUL 1 6 1971

C /

cm. dac3 deisted"

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
|

herein is unclassified^'"*'^

0AT£_iZ5idfil-BY5«-«£l2i.

I!



SF 157-1203

PAGE TWO

WOULD NOT SIT THERE AND LISTEN TO AT THIS POINT NEWTON’S b7C

SYMPATHIZERS IN THE AUDIENCE CREATED A SMALL DISTURBANCE AND

JUDGE HOVE ORDERED THE COURTROOM CLEARED, WHICH WAS DONE
WITHOUT INCIDENT. JUDGE HOVE GRANTED A RECESS, AND ORDERED NEWTON

JAILED DURING THE RECESS.

COURT CONVENED FOLLOWING THE RECESS, AT WHICH TIME CHARLES

GARRY STATED HE HAD BEEN TO HIS OFFICE IN AN ATTEMPT TO FIND

THE tapes but THAT HIS OFFICE HAD BEEN BURGLARIZED AND THE

TAPES TAKEN. AT CONCLUSION OF TODAY’S SESSION, NEWTON

CONTINUED FREE ON BOND.

ADMINISTRATIVE: SOURCE IS

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

END

HOLD

b6
b7C
b7D



•7;./

NR 012 SF PLAINTEXT

J^EDERAl BUREAU OE !NVESrt&ATIOi<ii

"cfllVlMUNICATiONS SECTION

JUL161971 l\

TEtETYEE
b6
b 7 C

110:4PM NITEU/^ 7/15/71 JAK

DI^CTOR (105-165429)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)FROM

HUEY P.TIEWTON, AKA*, RM - BPP (K8E) .

Mr. Tolson |
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr .

Mr. Bishop /

Mr.BrennanCD^:;t .

Mr, Callahan-J^/
;

Mr. Casper ^
Mr. Conrad |

Mr. Daibey f

Mr. Gale
|

Mr. Ponder I

Mr. Rosen f

Mr. Tavel 1

Mr. Walters 1

Mr. Swars i

Tele. Room I
Miss Holmes 1

Miss Gandy—— I

NEWTON’S TRIAL RESUMED MORNING JULY FIFTEEN INSTANT,

WITH WITNESS IBEING CROSS-EXAMINED BY THE DEFENSE.

I

TESTIFIED HE LIED UNDER OATH DURING TRIAL NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT WHEN

HE CLAIMED HE COULDN’T REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT HIS BEING

KIDNAPPED AND ABOUT THE SHOOTOUT INVOLVING NEWTON. GARRY

DEMANDED THAT E PLACED UNDER ARREST FOR COMMITTING

PERJURY IN THE NINETEEN SIXTHEIGHT TRIAL, BUT JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE

DENIED THE MOTION SINCE

OFFICER

HAD BEEN GIVEN IMMUNITY.

OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT, WHO PLACED

NEWTON UNDER ARREST AFTER THE SHOOT OUT ON OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT

NINETEEN SIXYSEVEN, TESTIFIED DURING AFTERNOON AND DURING

CROSS-EXAMINATION THE DEFENSE ASKED HIM IF HE HAD CALLED NEWTON

END PAGE ONE

/f
'"

RK-3P

c'4, /v ^ ^

-'UL SO iS;

7/2
tr—

- U *
A

/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

HATP Cl'Uglyi BYS9SfcU0<A5



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

A "NIGGER” WHILE NEWTON WAS LYING HANDCUFFED.-JMMHHHai^ THE

OFFICER CLAIMED HE HAD NOT AND THAT HE HAD MERELY ADVISED

NEWTON OF HIS RIGHTS, AT THIS TIME SPECTATORS CAUSED AN

OUTBURST AND JUDGE HOVE ORDERED THE COURTROOM CLEARED.

COURT RECESSED UNTIL MORNING JULY SIXTEEN NEXT.

UNDER COURT ORDERS ALL SPECTATORS AND MEMBERS OF SO-CALLED

UNDERGROUND PRESS WERE THOROUGHLY SEARCHED BEFORE ENTERING

COURTROOM FOR TODAY’S SESSION. THE DEFENSE PROTESTED BUT JUDGE

HOVE DENIED HIS PROTEST AND STATED HE WAS GOING TO TAKE ALL THE

STEPS NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN ORDER DURING THE TRIAL.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY FOURTEEN LAST.

SOURCE IS I I b6
b7C
b7D

BUREAU WILL KEPT ADVISED.

END...

HOLD



federal bureau of INVESTlGAnOM

GH»MMUf^tONS SECTION

JUL 161971

D’CfA/

NR 012 SF CODE

7;29PM NITEL 7/16/71 CRH

^0: DIRECTOR (105-165429)DIRECTOR (

/ FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1205)

'kJ

HUEY P. MWTON, AKA*, RM - BPP (KBE).

4
1 ^DG
b7C^

“f

Mr. Tolson 1

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan J
Mr. Mohr jA
Mr. Bishop.-^Ag®
Mr .Brennan
Mr, Callahan^^^M

Mr. Conrad ——. !fl

Mr. . fl

Mr. Gale
|

Mr. Ponder a

Mr. PAgPTi S

Mr. Tavel 1

Mr. Walters 1
Mr. Sovars «
Tele. Kootti - v
Miss Holmes 1

Miss Gandy.——— i

TRIAL OF SUBJECT RESUMED JULY SIXTEEN INSTANT, AND

THF: NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT GRAND JURY TESTIMONY OF
I

WAS READ INTO THE CURRENT TRIAL RECORD.

THIS SUBSTANTIATES THE TESTIMONY By
| |

ON JULY FOURTEEN LAST

and JULY FIFTEEN LAST,

I

NURSE, KAISER HOSPITAL EMERGENCY

ROOM, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TESTIFIED CONCERNING NEWTON COMING

TO that HOSPITAL EARLY MORNING OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT NINETEEN

SIXTYSEVEN, FOR TREATMENT. SHE STATED NEWTON SAID HE HAD BEEN

SHOT IN THE STOMACH AND WAS BLEEDING TO DEATH AND DEMANDED

THAT SHE GET A DOCTOR TO SEE HIM. SHE BECAME FRIGHTENED BECAUSE

END PAGE ONE

V V%

REO »

b3
b6
b7C

bb
b7C

lO JUL

f
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i

62JUL26197

V V

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

herein is unclassified*^'*''*'
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»

PAGE TWO

OF NEWTON’S COMMENTS TO HER AND CALLED THE OAKLAND POLICE

department, as a RESULT NEWTON WAS SUBSEQUENTLY ARRESTED AT

THE HOSPITAL.

COURT SESSION WAS ONLY FOR ONE HALF DAY AND AT NOON, JULY

SIXTEEN INSTANT, TRIAL RECESSED UNTIL MORNING, JULY NINETEEN

NEXT.

A SOURCE FAMILIAR WITH BPP MEMBERS AT BPP NATIONAL
M

HEADQUARTERS, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, HAS REPORTED BPP MEBERS

FEEL NEWTON WILL BE CONVICTED AND MOST DO NOT SEEM TO CARE IF

HE IS CONVICTED.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY FIFTEEN LAST. b6
b7C

I I b7D

FURNISHED INFORMATION CONCERNING TRIAL OF NEWTON.
b2

FURNISHED INFORMATION

CONCERNING FEELINGS OF BPP MEMBERS RE NEWTON BEING CONVICTED.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS NEWTON TRIAL.

END

xxxx

EBM FBI WA CLR
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#
NR 007 SF PLA

8 04 PM NIT

TO 8

FEDERAL ^USj^F INVESTlCATIOr^

COMMUNWri^NS SECTIOM
*

''“L 20197^^^

7/20/71 BEH

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

IN THE JULY TWENTY INSTANT SESSION OR NEWTON’S

b6
b7C

Mr. ToIsoti

Mr. Pelt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop.

Mr.BrennanCL

,

Mr. Callahan_S"
Mr. Casper
Mr, Conrad
Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale..

Mr. Ponder.

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters,

Mr. Soyars-

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes.

Miss

TESTIFIED HE WAS

AT SCENE OF SHOOTOUT EARLY MORNING OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT NINETEEN

SIXTYSEVEN. HE STATED HE SAW A POLICEMAN WALKING A CIVILIAN TOWARD

A PATROL CAR. THE CIVILIAN PUT HIS RIGHT HAND INSIDE HIS SHIRT

AND CAME OUT WITH A GUN. THE OFFICER WALKING BEHIND HIM

(CIVILIAN) GRABBED HIS ARM, THEY WHIRLED AROUND, AND A SHOT WAS FIRED.

SAID ANOTHER OFFICER. STANDING SOME DISTANCE BEHIND

THE STRUGGLING MEN STARTED COMING TOWARD THE PAIR AND IT LOOKED

LIKE HE WAS HIT WHEN THE SHOOTING STARTED.



9

4

« «

f

PAGE TWO

SF 157-1203

CONTINUED HE SAW THE OFFICER WHO WAS STRUGGLING FALL TO be
b7C

THE GROUND WITH HIS HAND STRETCHED OUT IN FRONT AND THE

CIVILIAN WAS STILL SHOOTING.

WHEN

TO NEWTON.

WAS ASKED TO IDENTIFY THE CIVILIAN HE POINTED

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF]

NOON JULY TWENTY INSTANT.

BY THE DEFENSE OCCURRED DURING AFTER-

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SFTEL JULY NINETEEN LAST.

SOURCE IS

b6
b7C
b7D

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

HOLD

i

1



5-113 (i-lO-61)

Dotr^-stic Intelligence Division

Huey P., Newton Supreme Comma

n

of the Black Panther Party (BPP),

presently on trial in State Court,
Oakland, California, on manslaught
charges

.

Attached relates that a lav7 be ok
belonging to Newton which book
apparently is vital to the defense of

Newton, is missing. As a result
Newton's defense attorney contends
a mistrial should be declared by
the court

.

Copy of attached sent to *

Internal Security Division Unit ll^

of the Department.
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FEDERAi; PUREAU OF HWiSftGAimH

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUL 1919/1 -

Mr. Tot'= ->

Mr. Fe'

Mr. Su :

M-.

I
Mr. )'

' Mr.:

! i:i\ : " :

^

, m

MikL

m 01! SF PLAIN

8 25 PM NIT£L 7/19/71 BEH

TO 5 ECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: DID)

P*pnM f (TPAMPTCf'n /

1

*7 ALL INFORfvlATION CONTAINED *raOM I SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)
HEREIN IS UNCLASSlflED"*’^
hatf BY ^PSctio/nJ

HUEY P ^NEWTON , AKA^pj^- ^P^E) .
EXTREMIST f

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

!-' r. .

'

''x- . .

I/ii\ '1' ^”1

Ki*. T;r-^ri

I.ir. V.^alters—

llv. S '/ars —
Tele. Room—.
Miss HolmeS-

Miss Gandy-

b7C

TRIAL OF NEWTON IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND,

CALIFORNIA, RESUMED MORNING JULY NINETEEN INSTANT, AND TESTIMONY
j
—

CENTERED ON MISSING LAW BOOK BELONGING TO NEWTON. THE BOOK, "CALIFORNIA

CRIMINAL LAW", HAS APPARENTLY BEEN LOST BY THE STATE DISTRICT COURT

OF appeals when IT WAS CONSIDERING MOTIONS FOR RE-TRIAL OF NEWTON, A
POLICE DEPARTMENT '

'

OFFICER OAKLAND PD, TESTIFIED HE FOUND THE BOOK WHILE

COLLECTING EVIDENCE AT THE SCENE WHERE POLICEMAN JOHN FREY HAD

BEEN SHOT, AND LATER DETERMINED THE BOOK BELONGED TO NEWTON,

INVESTIGATOR, ALAMEDA .CQUWT'Y^TRICT ATTORNEY

OFFICE, TESTIFIED HE DISCOVERED THE BOOK WAS MISSING ABOUT TWO WEEKS

BEFORE START OF NEWTON’S RE -TRIAL AND IMPitlflATELl/ l^WlED ALAMEDA

COUNTY DA AND APPEALS COURT CLERK . S!^
49/

END OF page one

61juL%Wn
*V '

^cc f0 16 D
'

//(dm. data deleted"

//
% JUL ge 1371
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES R. GARRY, STATES BOOK IS MOST

VITAL TO THE DEFENSE OF NEWTON AND HAS CONTENDED COURT SHOULD

DECLARE MISTRIAL BECAUSE BOOK IS MISSING,
b6

WHO EXAMINED OFFICER FREY AND OFFICEr
] |

ALSO ^7

TESTIFIED ON JULY NINETEEN INSTANT CONCERNING CAUSE OF DEATH OF FREY

AND INJURIES TO HEANNES

.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE SF TEL JULY SIXTEEN LAST .

SOURCE IS

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

HOLD

b6
b7C

/ D
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S^EORRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOM

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUL 23197r ^
teletype

4

FROM

M NITEL 7/25/71 JAK

DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: D.I.D.)

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) IP

b7C

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA,, RM - BPP (KBE),

TRIAL OF SUBJECT RESUMED JULY TWENTYTHREE INSTANT,
/

WITH OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIMINALIST

COMPLETING TESTIMONY CONCERNING BULLETS WHICH KILLED OAKLAND

POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY AND WOUNDED OFFICER COURT

WAS RECESSED AT NOON JULY TWENTYTHREE INSTANT, AND WILL RESUME

JULY TWENTYSIX NEXT. PROSECUTION DID NOT COMPLETE ITS CASE
BUT EXPECTS TO COMPLETE MORNING JULY TWENTYSIX NEXT. DEFENSE

EXPECTED TO BEGIN ITS CASE AFTERNOON JULY TWENTYSIX NEXT AND

ANTICIPATES CALLING APPROXIMATELY THIRTY WITNESSES.

administrative

:

t

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYTWO LAST .

SOURCE IS t

Mr. Tolson §
Mr. Felt f
Mr. Sullivan

|
Mr, Mohr |
Mr. Bishop —

BrennanCD

J

l
|

Mr. Callahan
|

Mr. Casper
|

Mr. Conrad
|

Mr. Dalbay
|

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters -
Mr. Soyars 1
Tele. Room

|
Miss Holmes

|
Miss Gandy |

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END . . . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCUSSIFIED*^'^'’^^

nATF

r It

-M

Itl JUL 27 1971

MR. TRAINOR
J UCL- room 712-A 9&D.

AJP FBI WASH DVC 29193

4

b6
b7C
'b7D

b7C



OPTIONAI- FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) lOt-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM :

subject;

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, NEW YORK (157-2702) (C)

date: JUL 2 6 1971

HUEY P. NEWTON, aka
RM-BPP (KBE)
(00:SF)

Re San Francisco letter to Director, 6/15/71

•

On 7/22/71, inquiry at the offices of^Harcourt , .

Brace and Jananovich, Incorporated, 757 3i?d Avenue, NYC,

,
revealed that a book presently being written by J, HERMAN

''.BLAKE and HUEY P. NEWTON will not be published during 1971.
The company representative further advised that the book will
now be entitledjx ''Revolutionary Suicide" rather than its
supposed previou^ title, "The^(Panther" . The company indicated
that there was a possibility of publication during the Spring
of 1972, however, such date may be subsequently changed to
a later date.

New York will during the early Spring of 1971,
recontact Harcourt, Brace and Janaovich to determine additional
particulars relative to the above book.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCUSSIflED***'’*'”

nftTi: BY SVSCtV 0^4, REC-30

ft

Bureau (RM)
2 - San Francisco (157-1203) (RM)
1 - New York

TEB:kbm
(5)

' r

/) / 4i> V i f ^ Lina
-. 1^ . • •^l^r

^ JUL 27 1971

SOI 0-108

U,S. Savings Bonds Kegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

j
f. it -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 196^ EDITION
(?5A GEN. RE^. NO. 17

UNITED STATES GOV^jMM]

Memorandum
%

5010-106

MENT

TO Mr. C. D. Brenni

f
**

V

FROM ; G. C. Moor^. •V'' liP

SUBJECT: HUEY P. HSWTON
RACIAL MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

%
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr, C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore
DATE: 7/20/71

1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson
1 - Mr. R. N. Byers
1 - Mr. J. L. Adams

Tolson _

Felt

Sullivan

Km, C.D.
an

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey

Gale

Ponder
Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars
’ 1. Room

b6
b7C

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise regarding
status of the trial of Huey P. Newton, Supreme Commander, Black
Panther Party (BPP), which began in State Court, Alameda County,
Oakland, California, 6/28/71. Newton is on trial for manslaughter
growing out of the fatal shooting of a police officer in Oakland
on 10/28/67.

Past week was taken up with prosecution witnesses
relating events as they occurred on 10/28/67. Defense Attorney
Charles Garry objected vigorously and filed one motion for
dismissal on groionds Newton has been placed in double jeopardy.
This was denied.

y

Surprise testimony was given by prosecution witness
who testified concerning Newton's actions and comments

when Newton commandeeredi car to take him to the hospital.
In the previous trial had testified he could not recall what
had happened. In this trial testified Newton and unknown
man, still not identified, jumped into the back seat of
automobile, Newton was holding his abdomen where he was
apparently wounded, and also holding a gun, I I related
Newton stated, "I just shot me two dudes." Garry objected to
this testimony stating? he had tapes that could prove witness
perjured himself arid asked for recess to obtain tapes. This
was denied. Newton reacted with an outburst that caused a near
riot in the courtroom. The judge ordered the courtroom cleared,
granted a recess and ordered Newton jailed during this time.
When court reconvened, Garry claimed his office had been
burglarized and the tapes taken. At the conclusion of the day
Newton was continued on bond, // /I

JLA:kdf/acs (7)

L 30

REC-53
CONTINUED - OVER

m 22 (971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSiFlEDCM^-W-W

O
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Memorandijm to Mr, C. D. Brennan
Re; Huey P, Newton
> •

During remainder of the week the trial continued
without incident.

I
A source familiar with BPP members at BPP national

I headquarters , Oakland, California, has reported BPP members

I
feel Newton will be convicted and most do not seem to care if

the is convicted,

ACTION

:

2
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C)OMiViUN!C^T.”Ci^S SECnON A
JUL221971 'V'

TEtETYEE

NR 010 SF PLAINTEXT

StAa^M NiVeL 7/21/71 CRH

TO: DIRECTOR (105-165429) (ATTN: DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

bo
b7C

i

Mr. Tolson
Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr ^
Mr. Bishop

Mr.Brennan
Mr. Callahanyi
Mr. Casper f

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters.

Mr. S 'yars

Tele. Room
Miss Holm^.
Miss G^dy

HUEY PrNEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

FOLLOWING are DEVELOPMENTS IN NEWTON TRIAL ON JULY

TWENTYONE INSTANT:

OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT CRIMINALIST,

TESTIFIED THERE WERE TRACES OF MARIJUANA IN NEWTON’S TROUSER

POCKETS ON MORNING OCTOBER TWENTYEI6HT NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN,

WHEN OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS KILLED. SHE ALSO

TOLD THE JURY THAT TWO PENNY MATCHBOXES FOUND UNDER DRIVER’S

SEAT OF CAR NEWTON WAS DRIVING CONTAINED MARIJUANA.

TESTIMONY BY WAS INTRODUCED BY THE PROSECUTION

TO SHOW POSSIBLE MOTIVE FOR SLAYING IN THAT NEWTON WAS ON

PROBATION WHEN HE WAS STOPPED BY OFFICER FREY.

END PAGE ONE

^yZkU5 2 '1971

— —

1

ALL INFOlJwATlON COfiTAlNW ^3

HEREIN l> UNCLASSIFIED

8Y»S£iLS!nl
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SF 157-1205

PAGE TWO

CHARLES R. GARRY, NEWTON'S ATTORNEY, OBJECTED TO TESTIMONY

REGARDING PREVIOUS ALTERCATIONS WITH POLICE BY NEWTON, CLAIMING

SUCH TESTIMONY HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH NEWTON'S CASE, SUPERIOR

COURT JUDGE HAROLD HOVE RULED THAT SUCH TESTIMONY WAS PERTINENT.

ADMINI STRATI VE :

RESFTEL JULY TWENTY LAST.

SOURCE IS

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS .

END

RECD TWP

DCW FBI WASH DC RECD 2 WA CLR



FD-36 {Rev. 5-22-64) 4
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Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

Date: 7/22/71

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

.>0

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-165429)

SAC, BALTIMORE (157-4181) RUC

SUBJECT

:

HUEY PERCY NE
P^I - BPP
TREASON (KBE)
(00:SF)

WrON, aka;

RE
V

Re Milwaukee airtel and LHM to Bureau, 6/2/71.

Baltimore indices negative to Delaware License
I
and JAMES and WATSON Funeral

indices negative re Maryland License
Itimore

b7C/

A search of the Baltimore indices shows subscriber
of Maryland License

1 is sub.iect of BA
file 100-19746* with 00 as WFO. fWFO ^

file is entitled I f
J,"

' ""-''yj - '

'

) IMPB———WSH
L SM - C . As noted in Baltimore file lOO-

19746*, WFO file 100-32760 contains letter dated 5/7/48 directed
to the Bureau from New York, entitled "VETERANS OF THE ABRAHAM
LINCOLN BRIGADE; IS - C", which includes information concerning
individuals who served with the ABRAHAM LINCOLN BRIGADE and
includes onel I

In addition,
file 172-0-6. dated 7/

is mentioned in Ba ltimore
shnwR him as being

^2^ureau (Registered Mailj^^^^ ^
2-Milwaukee (157-1113) (Registered Mail)
1 -Baltimore y y

WJB:djo r-^C/A) / I/
(5) rs./

‘ r r

7 ^

Approveci:

Special Agent in Charge

j B«JUL,2'

' all INFORMATiON CONIWNtp^

herein is ONCLASiilFIED*^’"

Sent M Per

U. S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING 346-090 (11)

%



FEOERAE bureau of JNVESTtoATlON

CQMMUNtCATHQRS SEOTON

\

NR 007 SF PKAIN
/

11 :07PM NlTEL 7-27-71 MXG

TO: DiPECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

UEY P, NEWTON, RM - BPP (KBE)

.

b7C

Mr. Tolson

Mr. Felt

Mr. Sullivan

—

Mr. Mohr
^

Mr. Bishop L
Mr.BrennanCDj
Mr. Callahan_
Mr. Casper i

Mr. Conrad

Mr. Dalbey

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—.

Miss Gandy

I

FOLLOWING ARE DEVELOPMENTS IN SUBJECT’S RETRIAL PROCEEDINGS

IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ON JULY TWENTY

INSTANT. 5 ^

DURING CROSS-EXAMINATION BY DONALD WHYTE, ALAMEDA COUNTY ]

ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY, NEWTON FIRMLY STUCK TO HIS VERSION OF

THE SHOOTOUT IN WHICH OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY WAS KILLED

D DENIED SHOOTING FREY.

NEWTON’S ATTORNEY, CHARLES GARRY, ATTEMPTED TO ENTER AS EVIDENCE

niCLE PUBLISHED IN APRIL SEVENTEEN LAST, ISSUED OF ”THE BLACK

ANTHER" NEWSPAPER CONCERNING DEFECTION Of^f^LDRIDGE CLEAVER FROM BPP

ND THE BPP’S DEFECTION FROM THE GHETT^ COMMUN&if^^^ . V ^
,ND THE BPP’S DEFECTION FROM THE GHETTa" COMMON .... /

TT^CH WAS WRITTEN BY NEWTON. WHYTE OBJECTED, STATING NEWTON LIVES
OSH PENTHOUSE APARTMENT, "DRESSES TO KILL EVERYDAY" AND TRAVELS

TO AND FROM THE COURTROOM IN A NEW CADILLAC EVERY DAY AND THAT IF

ANYBODY HAS DEFECTED FROM THE COMMUNITY, NEWTON HAS. JUDGE. HAROLD
’n'* .j

B, HOVE SUSTAINED WHYTE’S OBJECTION AND REFUSED TO LET THE ARTICLE

BE BROUGHT INTO EVIDENCE. ARGUMENTS REGARDING ENTERING ARTICLE AS

E

VIDE;^C£„N0T HEAjRD IN FRONT OF JURY.

ND PAGE \
^ C

I T' ^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 3
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'''^'

ntTF RY SPSfttlo<n.S
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pase two
Jl'

SF (157-1203)

I NEGRO MALE FROM OAKLAND, TESTIFIED FOR DEFENSE

REGARDING BRUTALITY IN THE GHETTO COMMUNITY,

W negro male who was with newton at time of

SHOOTOUT, CALLED TO WITNESS STAND LATE AFTERNOON AND WAS REPRESENTED

b6
b7C

BY ATTORNEY. ANSWERED THAT HE WAS WITH NEWTON, BUT WHEN

KED HOW LONG HE HAS KNOWN NEWTON, REFUSED TO ANSWER

N GROUNDS OF POSSIBLE INCRIMINATION, ARGUMENTS CONCERNING TESTI-

MONY BY HEARD IN JUDGE’S CHAMBERS ANDCOURT RECESSED UNTIL

MORNING OF JULY TWENTYEIGHT NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYSIX LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

END

REC 6 FBI WA RDR

O
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OTiVlUMMiON5 SECTION
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(fTO:

JUL 271971

J 1:09 PM NITEL 7/26/71 FCO

DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM: *SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

/;
HUEY p. Newton, aka., rm - bpp (kbe)

4
b6
b7C

I

Mr. Toljjon

Mr, Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr .

Mr. Bishop HI
Mr.BrennanCD.
Mr. Callahany^
Mr, Casner
Mr. Coni'ad

Mr. balbsy
Mr. Gale
Mr. Fn-.ider

Mr. R<?sen

Mr. TaV el

Mr. Waltera

iU \ ? yars
Tele. Room^
Ml S3 HolmeR
Miss Gandy ^ „

SUBJECT'S RETRIAL RESUMED IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR ^OURT , A .

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, JULY TWENTYSIX INSTANT, WITH FOLLOWING K V1#
N V

DEVELOPMENTS. ^

PROSECUTION COMPLETED PRESENTATION OF ITS CASE AND RESTED,

PRIOR TO DEFENSE BEGINNING ITS CASE, SUBJECT’S ATTORNEY CHARLES

R. GARRY made MOTION THAT SUBJECT BE ACQUITTED SINCE SUBJECT’S LAW

BOOK WHICH HE DESCRIBED AS BEING MOST CRUCIAL EVIDENCE TO THE
/

DEFENSE had BEEN LOST OR MISPLACED. PRESIDING JUDGE HAROLD HOVE /\
-/

DENIED MOTION.

SUBJECT WAS CALLED AS FIRST WITNESS FOR DEFENSE AND TESTIFIED

HE DID NOT KILL OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER JOHN FREY, THAT HE DID NOT HAVE

A GUN ON MORNING OF OCTOBER TWENTYEIGHT, NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN, AND HAD

NO MARIJUANA IN HIS POSSESSION. y - / ^ ^
END PAGE ONE ALL lluOnivlPJlOW no

HEREIN IS UNCLASS!/lED<^'‘^^'^
^ 16 JUL 29 1971

hatf C.U«.in .nA

END PAGE ONE
16 JUL 29 1971

Cc
r

1971
«- .
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PAGE TWQ

SF 157-1203

SUBJECT CLAIMS OFFICER FREY SHOT HIM (SUBJECT) IN STOMACH AND SUBJECT

DOES NOT REMEMBER ANYTHING AFTER THAT.

TESTIMONY BY NEWTON CONTINUING.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYTHREE LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

END

HOLD
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TO : DI'RECTOR (105-165429) ATTN: ©ID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

b6
b7C

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP ©BE).

_===========^
Mr. Tokson f

Mr. Felt
^

Mr. Sullivan W
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

—

Mr.Brennan
Mr. CaUahan^^^
Mr. Casper I

Mr. Conrad I

Mr. Dalbey I

Mr. Gale I

Mr. Ponder..,-^ I

Mr. Rosen-—. I

Mr. TaveL- 1

Mr. Walters
|

I

Mr. Soyars I

Tele. Room. — I

Miss Holmes I

Miss Gandy

—

I

FOLLOWING are DEVELOPMENTS IN NEWTON RETRIAL IN ALAMEDA

COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, ON JULY TWENTYEIGH

INSTANT :

I

DEFENSE WITNESS, DID NOT APPEAR IN COURT ON TIME

AND JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE ISSUED BENCH WARRANT FOR ARREST.

ARRIVED IN COURT FORTYFIVE MINUTES LATE, EXPLAINING HE HAD OVERSLEPT,

AND BENCH WARRANT WITHDRAWN. UNDER QUESTIONING BY DEFENSE ATTORNEY

CHARLES R. GARRY REFUSED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS EXCEPT

TO GIVE HIS NAME AND ADDRESS.

constitutional IMMUNITY.

WAS EXCUSED AFTER CLAIMING:

RETIRED SURGEON, TESTIFIED SUBJECT WAS

SUFFERING FROM A PSYCHIC AND TRAUMATIC SHOCK WHEN HE ARRIVED AT AN

OAKLAND HOSPITAL AN HOUR AFTER THE SHOOTING, WITH WOUNDS OF THE STOMACH.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST<^
REC-24

SOURCE IS

^ JUL s:) 13

WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DffVfLOPWEWTS;

1
/ b6

b7C
b7D

END . .

.

HOLD

c/ ^ - J'

O (' '7

ALL INKORIvlATION CONTAINED -

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIflED'^*'’^'**^
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FEDERAL BUREAU 0? liWtSTlCATION

COMiViUNiCATlONS SECTION

JUL3 01971
yC. ^ ^

TELETYPE

NR 017 SF PLAINTEXT
/

12:08AM N1TE)X729/71 (SENT 7/50/71) JAK

TO DIRECTOR (105-165429)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203) 3P

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA,, RM - BPP (KBE).

b6
b7C

FOLLOWING ARE THE DEVELOPMENTS OF SUBJECT’S RETRIA

IN ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA:

WHO TESTIFIED THAT HE HAD SEEN SUBJECT

SHOOT OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT OFFICER JOHN FREY, WAS CALLED

AS WITNESS FOR THE DEFENSE. SUPPORTED

TESTIMONY AND DENIED HE HAD EVER TOLD DEFENSE INVESTIGATORS

THAT

I

DIDN’T SEE ANTHING AT THE SCENE OF THE SHOOTING.

BECAUSE HE FELL TO THE BOTTOM OF THE BFIS WHEN THE SHOOTING

STARTED. HE STATED HE TOLD THE INVESTIGATORS THAT
|

WAS STOOPING DOWN TOWARD THE RADIO TELEPHONE CALLING FOR HELP.

END PAGE ONE m AUG 3 1971

V

^
v V

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -

HEREIN IS UNCLASSlFi£D«-ATS'l*
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PAGE TWO

SF 157-1205

SUBJECI’S ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY, THEN CALLED

IS A PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR AND IS AN ATTORNEY. BOTH

TESTIFIED THAT

THAT

HAD TOLD THEM EARLY THIS MONTH

COULD NOT HAVE SEEN ANYTHING BECAUSE HE FELL

TO THE BOTTOM OF THE BUS.

THE DEFENSE RESTED ITS CASE AFTER AND

WERE EXCUSED WITH A PROVISO THAT IT MIGHT REOPEN IT TO TAKE

TESTIMONY OF ONE WITNESS ON AUGUST TWO NEXT, WHO IS CURRENTLY

OUT OF TOWN.

SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE HAROLD B. HO VEjlNDI GATED FINAL

ARGUMENTS WILL START AUGUST TWO NEXT, AND CASE WILL PROBAllpY

GO TO THE JURY EARLY TUESDAY, AUGUST THREE NEXT. THERE WILL

BE NO COURT SESSION ON JULY THIRTY NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYEIGHT LAST.

END PAGE TWO

b7C



PAGE THREE

SF 157-1203

SOURCE IS

4

be
b7C
b7D

BlIREAU WILL BE J^EPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

END...

RECD 012 007 017
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«D£RAL bureau of investigation ^
^.OMMUNiCATIONS SECTION A

Mr. Tolsoa

I Mr. Pelt_

y

HR 010 SF PLAINTEXT

8t37PM NITEL 8/3/71 CRH

b6
b T r"

/ v.-

? Mr. Sullivan-

.1 Mr. Mohr_
1

te^^nanCDi^
r. Cpllahan
r, Casper

Mr. Conrad
? Mr. Dal hey
Mr. Gale

; Mr. Ponder„_

TO : DIRECTOR (105-165429)

(ATTN: DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

i Mr. Rosen

i
I
Mr. Tavel „

I
Mr. Walters.

I
Mr. Soyars
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, AKA, RM-BPP (KBE),

ON MORNING AUGUST THREE, INSTANT, ALAMEDA COUNTY SUPERIOR

COURT JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, GAVE IN-

STRUCTIONS TO JURY IN REGARDS TO TRIAL OF SUBJECT , AND JURY

BEGAN DELIBERATIONS. DURING AFTERNOON AUGUST THREE, INSTANT,

ONE WOMAN JUROR REQUESTED THAT SOME TESTIMONY BE READ TO

JURY WHICH WAS DONE, AND JURY AGAIN RESUMED DELIBERATIONS.

administrative :

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE, AUGUST T
b6
b7C
b7D

SOURCE IS

bureau will be immediately ADVISED OF VERDICT REACHED

BY JURY.

END

HOLFD

I

/

f //V

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -j

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
'
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TO: DIREOJOR (105-165429) (DID)
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b7C

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

HUEY P. &T0N, AKA,, RM - BPP (KBE)

.

Mr, Tolson__
Mr, Felt

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Mohr,
Mr. Bishop

Mr.BrennanC^^
Mr. Callahan/^y
Mr, Caspei^L

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalbey
Mr. Gale

Mr, Ponder^

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Walters

Mr. Soyars

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

RETRIAL OF SUBJECT RESUMED MORNING AUGUST TWO

INSTANT, IN SUPERIOR COURT, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, WITH SUBJECT'S

ATTORNEY CHARLES R. GARRY MAKING MOTION FOR DISMISSAL OF

CHARGES AGAINST SUBJECT ON GROUNDS OF RECENT "UNDUE, ADVERSE

AND unnecessary PUBLICITY ABOUT BLACK PANTHERS". GARRY

POINTED SPECIFICALLY TO NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS LAST WEEK OF

i-'i \ i

C
REFUSAL TO RELEASE FROM

PRISON ON Bail in alameda countyy superior court and mentioned

COMMENTS made BY JUDGE WILLIAM J. HAYES WHO DENIED BAIL FOR

[
MOTION made IN ABSENCE OF JURY AND JUDGE HAROLD B.

HOVE DENIED THE DEFENSE MOTION WITHOUT COMMENT.

END PAGE ONE

u . Eld f4
A!JG 4 1971

O AUG 9 ig/t

ALL INi'ORfViATlON CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'-^^''
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SF 157-1203

PAGE TWO

summation arguments by prosecutor DONALD WHYTE TOOK

UP ALL OF MORNING SESSION OF COURT AND AFTERNOON SESSION

COMMENCED WITH DEFENSE ATTORNEY GARRY PRESENTING ARGUMENTS.

CASE EXPECTED TO GO TO JURY LATE AFTERNOON AUGUST TWO INSTANT

OR MORNING AUGUST THREE NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RESFTEL JULY TWENTYNINE LAST.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

DCW

FBI WASH DC
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TO

Memorandum
Mr. C. D. Brennd

Tolson

Felt>n_

Mr, W, C^Bullivan
Mr. C. D. Brennan
Mr. G. C. Moore

DATE: 7/27/71

FROM G. C. Moor
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

SUBJECT: HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

H. E. Helgeson
R. N. Byers
J . L . Adams

ALL INFORMATlOi'l CONTAlfO^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

laf^nan, C.D,

Callahan

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey

Gale

Ponder

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

The purpose of this memorandum is to advise regard fog
status of the trial of Huey P. Newton, Supreme Commander, Black
Panther Party (BPP), which began in State Court, Alameda County,
Oakland, California, 6/28/71. Newton is on trial for manslaughter
growing out of the fatal shooting of a police officer in Oakland
on 10/28/67.

The prosecution completed presentation of its case on
morning of 7/26/71. Subject's attorney, Charles R. Garry, made
motion for directed verdict of acquittal based on fact law book
subject was carrying at time of shooting, and which Garry claime
was crucial evidence to the defense, had been lost or misplaced
by the State District Court of Appeals when it was considering
motions for retrial of Newton, The presiding judge denied the
motion.

b6
/ C

During the past week an Oakland, California, bus driver,
who had observed the scene of the shootout, identified Newton
as the person he observed shoot the two police officers on the
morning of 10/28/67.

An Oakland Police Department criminologist testified
there were traces of marijuana in Newton's trouser pockets and
that two penny matchboxes, found under driver's seat of car
Newton was driving, contained marijuana. This testfoony introduced
to show possible motive for slaying in that Newton \as 'on probation
when stopped, Garry objected claiming such testimony had nothing
to do with case. Trial judge ruled testimony pertinent.
Prosecution also presented testiimm^ s)!^wfo^Newt8l^h^^reviqus^
'i^^rfer^ed with police
an arrest was being made. Garry objected to this test imony,

‘ft JUL SO 1971

JLAtacs (7) , , CONTINUED - OVER

COPY MADE FOB MR. TOLSON



Memorandimi to Mr. C. D. Brennan
Re: Huey P. Newton

Prosecution argued testimony pertinent since it showed intent
and motivation in the shooting of police officer. Prosecution
also said testimony will prove that Newton's defense of
xinconsciousness is contrived. Judge denied motion to block
testimony.

i The prosecution has presented a much stronger case
I during this trial. The witnesses have testified without any

I apparent fear from intimidation that they received during the
ifirst trial. During the first trial the driver of' the
automobile that took Newton to the hospital testified that he

A could not remember anything whereas in this trial he testified
strongly as to Newton's stating when he got in the car, "I just
shot me two dudes," The bus driver who was hazy in his
.recollection in the first trial testified in a positive manner
jin this one. The presiding judge is being firm but fair and
Inot allowing Garry to dominate the courtroom or put on his
I usual theatrics. From this it appears the prosecution has
/built a much stronger case this time. It remains to be seen

I
how Garry will handle the defense and how the jury will react.

Garry opened the defense on the afternoon of 7/26/71
by calling Newton as his first witness. Newton testified he
did not have a gun on morning of 10/28/67 and had no marijuana
in his possession. Newton claims officer John Frey, the
murdered policeman, had shot him in the stomach and he does
not remember anything after that, Newton's testimony is

2
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Memorandummi

5010-106

I
TO Wr. C. D. Brenn

/I

FROM ;G. C. MoorT
(p ’

SUBJECT:HUEY P. NEWTON
RACIAL MATTERS -

BLACK PANTHER PARTY
(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)

1 - Mr, W.^. Sullivan
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore

DATE: 7/30/71

1 - Mr. H. E. Helgeson
1 - Mr, R. N. Byers
1 - Mr. J. L. Adams

Tolson

Felt

Sullivan

Mohr

Bishop
Brennan, C.I>.

Callahan

Casper

Conrad

Dalbey

Gale

Ponder

Rosen
Tavel

Walters

Soyars

Tele. Room
Holmes
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The purpose of this memorandum is to advise regarding

status of the trial of Huey P, Newton, Supreme Commander, Black
Panther Party (BPP), which began in State Court, Alameda County,
Oakland, California, 6/28/71. Newton is on trial for manslaughter
growing out of the fatal shooting of a police officer in Oakland
on 10/28/67.

The defense rested 7/29/71, Final arguments will
start 8/2/71. There will be no court session 7/30/71.

Newton took the stand in his own defense 7/26/71 and
defense attorney Charles R, Garry tried to use the missing law
book Newton was carrying when the shooting occurred as part of
his defense, Newton claimed he was trying to show the officer
a passage in the book on "reasonable cause for arrest," The
prosecutor produced an identical copy of the book and asked
Newton if he was familiar with the book, Newton replied "yes,"
The prosecutor then asked Newton to find the passage on "reasonable
cause for arrest," Newton, after looking through the book,
replied, "I just can't find it right now." "That's right, '^' tl^
prosecutor responded, "Because it's not in the book,"! I,.

Garry also tried to introduce an article from "The\
Black Panther" paper of 4/17/71 concerning the split in the BPP
to show that Huey Newton's group has taken a less militant
stand. The prosecutor objected bringing out the split in the
party and the defections of some members was "self-serving
hearsay of the worse kind." He said, "This man lives in posh
luxury," in a penthouse apartment, and he dresses to kill every-

JLAiapg
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED‘S^*
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4
MemorandiJin to Mr, C. D. Brennan
Re; Huey P, Newton

day. And this man drives away in a Cadillac every day -- if

anybody has defected from the commianity Newton has,” This
almost brought a response from Newton who started to rise to

his feet but was told to be seated by the trial judge, Garry's
motion to introduce the newspaper was denied,

Newton's defense went against him when one defense
j witness failed to show in court and then when a bench warrant
\was issued made his appearance. He refused to answer any
questions claiming constitutional immunity.

Also. I

who had testified earlier to
the Oakland police officer, backed upT
whereas Garry expected him to testify]
he could not see anything.

seeini Newton shoot
I testimony

~l had told him

It would appear that Garry was not as well prepared
to handle the defense during this trial as he might have been,
iNewton was crossed up in hi s testimony, one witnes s refused
'to testify and I I supported testimony.
The possibility exists, as previously reported by a source,
that the Pothers do not care whether or not Newton goes to
jail. It seems that he is now a Ixixurious KabUltv with his
fancy apartment and expensive tastes.

ACTION:

For information,

’•fc/ / r^
/f

b6
b7C
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i
NR 016 SF CODE

11J35PM NITEL 8/5/71 CRH

DTRECTOR (105-165429)

(ATTN: DID)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-1203)

b6
b7C

HUEY P. NEWTON, AKA., RM - BPP (KBE).

FIRST SOURCE ADVISED THAT JURY IN SUBJECT'S RETRIAL >

DELIBERATED ALL DAY, AUGUST FIVE INSTANT, AND WILL RETIRE

AT APPROXIMATELY FIVE P .M . , FOR THE NIGHT.

ON AUGUST FIVE INSTANT, SUBJECT'S ATTORNEY CHARLES R.

Garry made motion to declare a mistrial and dismiss charges

OF voluntary manslaughter against subject on grounds that

the presiding superior court judge, ROBERT KRONINGER IS

interfering with SUBJECT'S TRIAL IN AN ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN

ANOTHER CASE TO JUDGE HAROLD B. HOVE WHILE THE JURY IS

DELIBERATING ON A VERDICT IN SUBJECT'S CASE. JUDGE HOVE

DENIED THE MOTION, BUT STATED HE AGREED HIS COMPLETE ATTENTION

SHOULD BE EXCLUSIVELY FOCUSED ON SUBJECT'S CASE AT THIS TIME

END page one

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'’'^’***'*'**^

A®

iMr. To, m
Mr. Pel. M
Mr. Sulliv. 1
Mr. Mohr

Mr. Callahan

I

Mr. Casper.^,

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Dalh(^y

Mr. Gale

Mr. Ponder
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Tavel

Mr, Walters
Mr. Soyars

Tele, Room _

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

AUG 6 1971



PAGE TWO

SF 157-1P03

AND SHOULD NOT BE DIVIDED WITH ANOTHER TRIAL. BECAUSE OF

THIS JUDGE HOVE HAS DISMISSED THE JURY IN THE OTHER CASE

THAT WAS ASSIGNED TO HIM SO AS NOT TO INTERFERE WITH SUBJECT’S

TRIAL .

SECOND SOURCE HAS REPORTED THAT NEWTON NOW ANTICIPATES

HUNG JURY IN HIS TRIAL.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

HOLD

-J

C^'MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 7 12-A 9&D
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REPORTING OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO
niLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE NVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

SAN FRANCISCO 7/29/71
REPORT made by TYPED BY

HUEY PERCY NEWTON aka CHARACTER OF CASE

RM - BPP

. SpScilfi^S ^

;v '

'l.'i'-'iA ' ’f ;
’ r'';;''.'.' >

' ' ' • ‘ » I >>» ». U T
, j j

' V ,

Aj\9 * * I * A .

(KEY BLACK EXTREMIST)
•

,
appropriate ^ENCIESi

aV'; . A., AND FIELD 0M7CES ^
- ij advised by
OA" t

_ 7.S.ml^ SLIP IS) BY

REFERENCE ; Report of SA JOSEPH l4 COLEI®
at San Francisco.

Wi
'mnami

- p -

ADMINISTRATIVE

;

Two (2) copies of an PD 376
to this report.

are being stapled

The investigative period of this report precedes
the investigative period of referenced report in order to

CON VIC. AU TO.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

SAVINGS

APPROVED

COmES made

ACQUIT*! CASE HAS BEEN;
RECOVERIES TALS

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR [3) Y ES
| InO

PENDING PROSECUTION
O VER SI X MON THS f |YES

| | nO

SPECI AL AGENT
IN CHARGE

UL423 Bureau (105-1SS429) (RM)
Secret Service, San Francisco
(Class 3, 5a,f b, c) (RM)

.,,2 - San. Francisco (157-1203)

1.
' .V .L .. . ^ c Xl'TSI)

SHOIM ^V 7^^
Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency

Request Reed.

Date Fwd.

How Fwd.

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

/ / /
/ / /

** AUG i 1971
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SP 157-1203
JLC/kle

include results of investigation not available at the time
referenced report was prepared.

The Special Agents who observed the arrival of
Subiect in New York City on April 29, 1971, are

Special Agent who observed departure of Subject
from New York City on May 12, 1971, is i

Special Agent who observed Si^iect’s departure
from San Francisco on June 6, 1971, is

Special Agents who observed the arrival of Subject
at San Francisco from New York City on J\ine 8, 1971, are

AND

INFORMANTS

:

SOURCE

SF T-1

SE_X-2

SP T-3

SP T-4

SP T-5

FILE WHERE LOCATED

Instant report

157-1203-3975, 3977

157-1203-3443

bo
b7C

b2
b7D
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SOURCE

SF T-6

SF. T-

SF T-8

SF T-9

SF T-10

SFT-11

SF T-12
is known to the
San Francisco
Office,

FILE WHERE LOCATED

157-1203-3009. 3154

157-1203-3201

157-1203-2900

b7D

SF T-13

SF

157-1203-3331

157-1203-3592

- C -
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LEADS !

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCpCO, Ci^IFORNIA . 1. Will follow
and report results of Subject's retrial.

2 . Will follow and report information concerning
Subject's activities.

- D -
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1. [X] Subject's name is included in the Security Index QI] Agitator Index [" j Reserve Index.

2. [Xj The data appearing on the Index Card ^ Agitator j)dcx Card are current.

3. QIj The data appearing on the Reserve Index Card [73 CZj ^ CZl current 3j have

been changed.

4. (TU Changes on the [77] Security Index Card 33 Agitator Index Card are necessary

and [73 Form FD-122 [773 FD-397 submitted to the Bureau.

5. [^A suitable photograph is Q3 available.

Date photograph was taken ——
6. [771 Subject is employed in a key facility and 1— is

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are !

7. [jp This report is classified

(state reason)

since the unauthorized disclosure of the inforroatlen
contained therein could be prejudicial to the defense
interests of the nation.

coaf lain .#KoexaQc

8. [3^ Subject previously interviewed (dates) ^ !

i ! Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

Previous attempts have been made to interview Subject, but
he has declined to talk to the FBI,

9.

10 .

This case no longer meets the (773 Security Index (771 Agitator Index criteria and a

letter has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation.

This case has been reevaluated in the light of the [xS Security Index
| \ Agitator

Index criteria and it continues 10 fall within such criteria because (state reason)

Subject Is the Minister of Defense and co-founder of
the BPP.

1

11 . m Subject’s SI card is tabbed £2 Priority I Q Priority II |—i Priority III.

Subject's activities warrant such tabbing because (state reasons)
i

of his position as leader of the BPP.

- E -
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE
NON-SYMBOL SOURCE PAGE

SF T-12 is
bo
b7C
b7P
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FD-376 (Rev. 4-25-68)

t i
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGT02V, D.C.^ 20535
In Reply, Please Refer to

^

FUeNo. C 0 N F I
Director ^
United States Secret Service AFTKOPRIAWACEMinTW

'

Department of the Treasury AND FIELD OglVTrv"^
Washington, D. C. 20220 ADVISED BvAujj^g :

Dear Sir: f ^

N T I A L

July 29, 1971

The information furnished who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status.

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other

than legal means.

3. Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following ^

criteria:

L*-i
(a) Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and ^

employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior: ^
(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment; f- } 3
(c) Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements^

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order c5 ->7

and government.

6. Q Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph has been furnished enclosed is not available

I I
may be available through

’ .-.ir ^
ir/ i

'V. - . ^ *•« *

C:. ,
li tsi

/.m xrrTcrmTiC'ii ooRTAimo
IiaitEIN fsf UWCLASISIFIEQ
mCWT SHOWN
OTHBilWTSE .

Very truly yours,

4
,

Edgar Hoij^r
Director

*< * I 7
» .-.w .

’ <

^ C"5

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) (1)
U. S. Secret Service

, San Francisco

mCLAS
ION

Fim BY

N '(I w I 11 m UP I an

.lAf leJb.

C O N F T I A L
Enclosure(s )(1) (RM) (Upon removal of classi^ed enclosures, if any, this transmittal form

becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

• •
UNITED STATES DESABXMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

C 0 N F E N T I A L

Copy to:

Report oU

Dates

1 - Secret Service, San Francisco
(Class 3, 5a, b, c) (Enel 2) (RM)

I Office: SAN FRANCISCO
7/29/71

Field Office File ft; 157—1203 Bureau File 105-165429

b6
b7C

Title:

Character:

HUEY PERCY NEWTON
APPROPRIA
AND FIELD 0

ADVISED BY R

SLIP (S) OF
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY mTE

Synopsi*:
j

HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister of Defense of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) , continues to reside in Apt, 25A, 1200 Lake Shore
Avenue, Oakland, California. Subject's retrial for manslaughter
commenced 6/28/71, in Alameda County Superior Court, Oakland,
and is still in process. Subject continues to be head of the
BPP and makes final decisions regarding BPP policies and
procedures. Subject made three radio and/or television
appearances during April and May, 1971, and spoke before a
theological group in Berkeley, Calif., on 5/19/71, when he
described new directions for the BPP, In Subject's recent
speeches and writings he had dwelled at length on BPP
community survival programs such as free breakfast for school
children, free medical services, free shoes «md free clothing
for the community. Subject has admitted the BPP has lost
some of its favor with the community and is seeking to involve
itself wi^ community problems in order to gain back community
support.

I I
Subject's advisor,

edits and re-writes Subject ' s speeches and newspaper articles.
During April - June, 1971, Subject made three trips to New
York City. During June emd July, 1971, Subject made two

C O N F E N T I A L

COnTAIEiED
lH-RiilMN UNCMSSrFIijJD

T SHOWN
CIIIDRWISE

IJIP 1

Exc:
downgrad
decla

d froxtL*artI^omatic
and

fica^

CLASSTFrED BY

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.'

EXSffl I?. CJI pns , CV

DATE Off DECLASSIFIC-M/.OM .

nd Is loaned to

GPO 864 214
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trios to Los Angeles o Siabieet continues to tell|
1 how to run the BPP

corporation. Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Inc.
(SCPI) , and has made several transactions concerning real
estate purchases for the BPP. Subject wants three new
corporations set up to heuidle various BPP entities.

- P -

ENCLOSURES

;

1. One (1) copy of article by HUEY P. NEWTON
entitled "Black Capitalism Re-analyzed" which
appeared in June 5, 1971, issue of "The
Black Panther" newspaper.

2. One (1) copy of article by HUEY P. NEWTON
entitled "A Revolutionary Analysis of Sweet
Sweetback's Baadasssss Song" which appeared in
June 19, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
newspaper.

b6
b7C

la
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DETAILS

:

I . BACKGROUND

A. Residence

Subject continues to reside in Apartment 25A,
Twelve Hundred Lakeshore Apartments, 1200 Lake Shore
Avenue, Oakland, California.

SF T-1
July 23, 1971

Sxibject is publicly known as the Minister of
Defense of the Black Panther Party (BPP)

.

The Black Panther Party (BPP) is a black
extremist organization started in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966. It
advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics to bring about the overthrow of
the United States Government.

Subject is engaged on a full-time basis as head
of the BPP.

SF T-2
July 23, 1971

C. Status of Retrial

On June 28, 1971, Subject's retrial for manslaughter
commenced in Alameda County's Superior Court, Department 6,

2
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Oakland, California. Superior Court Judge HAROLD B. HOVE
is hearing the case and Alameda County Assistant District
Attorney DONALD WHYTE is handling the prosecution. Subject's
attoimey is CHARLES R. GARRY, a well-known San Francisco
Attorney, who handles BPP criminal matters. As of Jhly
23, 1971, the trial was still in process.

Intelligence Gnit
Oakland Police Department
June 28, 1971 -

July 23, 1971

D . Driver ' s License

On July 7, 1971, an inquiry of the California
Department of Motor Vehicles, Driver's License Division,
through California Law Enforcement Teletype System (CLETS)
revealed that on April 19, 1967, Subject was issued
California driver's license number K0124266.

E. Vehicle

On July 7, 1971, an ihquiry of California Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles through CLETS revealed that Subject
is the registered owner of a 1963 Dodge sedan. Vehicle
Identification Number 6135151293 which bears 1971 California
license AXP 921.

II. ACTIVITIES

A. General Role as Head of the BPP

I ~lwas instructed by Subject to advise
all BPP office/ that each BPP office must submit a

- 3 -
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schedule in writing of all requests for filinings and tapings
before making any committments.

SF T-2
April 9 , 1971

is a BPP member in Oakland,
caiitornia. She is currently serving as
Subject's secretary.

On or about April 19, 1971, Subject made an Informal
visit to Merritt College, Oaklamd, California, reportedly
to establish friendly relations on that campus.

SF T-3
May 14, 1971

On April 19, 1971, Subject was informed that eight
individuals affiliated with the BPP had been arrested in
New York City on chafes of possession of dangerous weapons
and that their ball totaled $5,000 cash. Subject instructed
that Attorney I 1 in New York City be advised
and for to heundle the bailing out of those persons

/, - >

SF T-2
April 19, 1971

has been publicly
IdAhtlflAd Ah Attorney for the BPP in
New York City and the legal organizer of
Stronghold Consolidated Productions, Inc.
(SCPI)

.

SCPI is a BPP corporation in New York which
is utilized to handle BPP financial trans-
actions .

After SAMUEL L. NAPIER was killed in New York City
on April 17, 1971, Subject decreed that the BPP would hold
a revolutionary fimeral for NAPIER at St. Augustine's

- 4
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b6
Episcopal Church. Oakland. California, on April 24, 1971, b 7 c

and that I I would preside over the
funeral services.

SF T-4
/ April 20, 1971

SAMUEL OyKAPIER is publicly known as
the fon^x distribution manager of "The
Black Panther** newspaper, the official
publication of the BPP. NAPIER was shot
and killed in New York City on April 17,
1971, reportedly by unknown Negro males.

I is publicly known as
a spiritual advisor for the BPP in OeJcland,
California.

On April 24, 1971, the BPP held a revolutionary
funeral Service for SAM NAPIER at St. Augustine *s Episcopal
Churph ,/oakland. The service was conducted by^

I I . Subject delivered a short eulogy in wnicn ne
described NAPIER as a servant of the people.

SF T-5
April 27, 1971

The May 1, 1971, issue of '*The Black Panther*'
contained an article setting forth the eulogy for SAMUEL
L. NAPIER delivered by Subject. Following is the text of
the eulogy as set forth in the BPP newspaper.

"There's very much in heart today. And,
I have very few words to express them. Samue^l
L. Napier was one of the first brothers to join
the Black Panther Party, and therefore he is a
veteran of the struggle. He's always been
attached to distribution of our paper, the Black

5
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Panther paper, which is the life of the Party.
The voice of the people. Those who would cut off
Samuel Napier would cut off the voice of the
people. But, because the voice is manifested in
all of us, collectively, the voice will go on.

"Death comes to all of us , but it varies
in its significance. To die for the reactionaries,
the racists, the capitalists is lighter than a
feather. But to die for the people, in service
to the people is heavier them any mountain and
deeper than any sea. Samuel's death is very signi-
ficant* He will live on in spirit, because
we'll make sure that we will advance the struggle.
And we will cry for those who are living, because
we are in very bad shape. Samuel has now put
down his burden; and it will be very heavy for
us, because he carried the burden for thousands.
He was an extremely hard worker. We won't be
ed)le to replace him. No. We can only fill the
rank, with a hundred, with a thousand men.

"Samuel Napier was a servant of the people;
he gave the supreme gift to the people. So
therefore Samuel Napier was the Supreme Servant
of the people".

On April 27, 1971, an individual allegedly affil-
iated with Federal Film Group reportedly contacted Subject
and told Subject that a film made by the Angela Davis
Defense Committee is being promoted by his group. The
film company representative desired to enlist Subject's
support for the film. Sxibject reportedly told the individual
he does not wish to have anything to do with the film and
Indicated that I I had insulted him (Subject)

.

Reportedly, Subject further stated that I | did not deserve
his support amd therefore he is not going to give It.

SF T-2
April 27, 1971

6
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is a self-proclalined member
le CoBiinunlst Party. I b6

V'l rLj ! ^

On April 26^ 1971/ Subject discussed the possibili^
ties of obtaining an airplane to be used in connection
with his travels. In that regard Subject stated that the
plane could also be used for shipping the BPP newspaper
to various cities in the United States . At that time
Subject stated that in the future he plans to visit various
states mentioning specifically Illinois, North Carolina,
Texas and Louisiana. Subject also discussed the circu-
lation of the BPP newspaper and noted that there had been
a decline in its distribution. He hopes to build up the
circulation for the BPP newspaper and in that connection is
thinking of accepting advertisements from businesses which
have contributed to the BPP and which have shown an interest
in the party. Subject remarked that an article explaining
the reason for the advertisement would be included in a
forthcoming issue of the BPP newspaper.

SF T-6
April 26, 1971

On April 27, 1971, Subject reportedly commented that
"The Lumpen" is the "worst thing he has ever heard", 5md
that he causing better than any of them. After hearing
that

I I is on restriction from the BPP, Subject
commented^ that I I "ought to be on double restriction".

SF T-4
April 27, 1971

- 7
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"The Ltutipen" is publicly identified as a
singing group made up of BPP members which
has performed at various events in effort to
obtain funds to benefit the BPP.

s a former BPP member in
Oakland who wa

On Anri 1 30 ^ 1971, Subject reportedly asked
I to write an article for a forthcoming

issue of the BPP newspaper about the church's role in
connection with the survival programs conducted by the BPP
in the black communities.

| |
iiydicated Itfcat

he would write such article! At this time
| J

I
informed Subject that a group of clergy would be

meeting on the afternoon of May 8, 1971, and invited Subject
to attend that meeting. Subject indicated he would.

SF T-2
April 30, 1971

On May 1, 1971, Subject ordered that
is to be relieved of all his duties and is to be restricted
to the BPP office.

|
|was to be escorted to a BPP

disciplinary court.

SF T-2
'j May 1, 1971

I is a former BPP member in Oakland,
California. He is currently residing in
Canada

.

On May 1, 1971,1

SF T-7
May 2, 1971

- 8 -
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with r

On May 1/ 1971, Subject was reportedly unhappy
] after Subject was informed that

Jhad conducted an ideological class for 6PP
members on the morning of May 1, 1971, and had gotten the
members very confused. Subject felt that I I had
confused the other members because he was attempting to
discuss matters that he did not understand and
therefore should not have been attempting to discuss such
matters. Subject indicated he might take some disciplinary
action aqainatl 1 for creating the confusion among
the BPP brothers and sisters.

rt

SP T-6
May 1, 1971

is publicly identified
for the BPP,

On May 12, 1971, when Subject was in New Haven.
Conneetleut , he attended the trial of | |

lin Superior Court, New Haven, but did not participate
in the trial in any way.

States Attorney
ARNOLD MARKLE
New Haven, Connecticut
May 12, 1971

On May 17, 1971, after being informed thait the
BPP had received a letter from some people in Alabama who
call themselves the "Revolutionary Parmers" and who wanted
to furnish the BPP with food. Subject reportedly indicated
interest in this proposal and that he would have someone
contact those people further regarding their desire to aid
the BPP

.

SP T-4
May 17, 1971

b6
b7C
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On May 17, 1971, telegrams bearing Subject's
name as the sender were sent to attorneys In New York
who had been defending BPP members in that city in connection
with various criminal charges. The telegrams were congratu-
lating the attorneys and the New York BPP members for their
victory after they had been found not guilty.

SP t-4
May 17, 1971

On May 17, 1971, Subject criticized!
j be

for permitting a photograph of HO flHI MINH, former President b7c
of North Vietnam, to be ptiblished in the May 15, 1971, issue
of "The Black Panther". Subject allegedly explained to
BROWN that such reporting showing support in that direction
would be contradictory to the BPP's current ideology.

' \

SP T-2

as the
BPP and

On May 17, 1971, Subject instructed that photographs
of Chalzman MAO TSE-TUNG of China and former President
HO CHI MINH of North Vietnam are not to be published anymore
in the BPP newspaper.

SP T-6
May 17, 1971

Subject directed!

Connecticut, on the night of May 18, 1971, to participate in
the vigil being held for BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE.

SP T-2
May 18, 1971

On May 19 , 1971, Stabject met with
|
in

Oakland. is reportedly the producer of the highly

10
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publicized movie I Am Curious Yellow ,

allegedly gave Subject a film of some
the discussion between Subject and|

At this meeting,
trt. Details of

I Are not known.

SF T-2
May 19, 1971

On May 19, 1971, Subject spoke at a theological
seminar being held in Berkeley, California. After that
speech there was a great deal of confusion in the minds of
the BPP members in Oakland as to the current BPP policy
concerning its involvement with the church. Because of
this Subject decided he would Issue a statement to the
press at an early date explaining the policy of the BPP and
its involvement in church activities.

SF T-2
May 20, 1971

t

The May 24, 1971, issue of the "San Francisco Chron-
icle", a daily San Francisco newspaper, contained an article
by staff reporter TIM FINDLEY entitled "The Church and
the Panthers". In this article Subject is quoted as saying
that the BPP is relating to all institutions in the black
community. He said the church is a very importemt institution
in the black community and that the BPP is coming into the
church just as itb coming into other institutions in the
black community. According to Subject, BPP involvement in
black community institutions such as the church will probably
result in them "modifying each other" but that the goals of
the BPP remain unchanged.

On May 25, 1971, Subject made a statement to the
press in Oakland, California, concerning the dismissal of
charges againstP \ and I 1

in New Haven, Connecticut, subject stated the BPP certainly
would be glad to welcome l I and| |back among "us**

but "we are not so foolish as to allow tnis compromise to

11 -
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cloud are vision:
| |

and| [will be back among
the people but they are not free ..." Subject credited
their release to efforts of "the people and
stated, "It is the power of the people and the people only
to whom we will be thankful and the people in whom eur
faith rests for the future". The foregoing statement by
Subject appeared in an article in the May 26, 1971, issue
of the "San Francisco Chronicle".

b6
b7C

On May 24, 1971, Subject instructed that when
BPP members go to church on Sunday they are to "look exactly
like community people".

<*

SF T-4
May 24, 1971

On May 25, 1971, Subject reportedly stated that
"eventually" the BPP will give publicity in the BPP newspaper
to the businesses that donate to the BPP Community Programs.

On May 27, 1971, at 9 p.m. Subject was scheduled
to meet with some doctors in Oakland 2uid discuss the BPP*s
free health clinic with them.

t

SF T-6
May 25, 1971

On May 26, 1971, after Subject was informed that
1 would be arriving at San Francisco International

Airport from New Haven, Connecticut, he instructed that there
should be only five people from the BPP to meet her, that she
should be taken directly to the residence of I

in Oakland, and that she was not to be

12
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permitted to say anything to the press. Subject later changed
his Instructions concerning the number of BPP people who
could go to the airport to meet I l and then said it
was alright for all those members who wanted to go to her
arrival. However, Subject specifically Instructed that
the people had to obey all the parking rules and all the
other rules and regulations around the airport so as not to
be arrested.

SF T-4
May 26, 1971

1

On May 26, 1971, Subject instructed that]

I
arrival at San Francisco International Airport be

filmed so the BPP cem use the material in a future Party
film.

SF T-2
May 26, 1971

On May 28, 1971, Subject did not feel he should
go to the San Francisco International Airport to greet BPP
Chaiman BOBBY SBALE because of the lack of security. A
welcoming party would be held at the residence of BPP
Attorney CHARLES R. GARRY in Daly City, California, for
SEALE on the night of May 28, 1971, after his arrival and
Subject would greet SEALE there.

SF T-4
May 28, 1971

i Subject directed that BOBBY SEALE 's arrival on
May 28, 1971, be recorded on film for use in a forthcoming
BPP film.

Waterbu:
When Subject learned that s|

Connecticut, who was a juror in the|_

I
trial, was in Oakland on May 28,

from

b6
b7C

1971,

13
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he instructed that she be lodged in a nice hotel.
|

[stayed at the Jack London Motel f one of
Oakland's newest and best motels.

SF T-2
May 28, 1971

On June 1, 1971, Subject was pondering the idea
of installing pay telephones in the BPP offices in order to
cut down the cost for long distance calls.

SF T-6
June 1, 1971

BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE reportedly Ls to share
BPP speaking engagements with Subject and will /assume some
pending committments of Subject. Subject has instructed
SEALE that he is to charge $1,500 plus three refund trip
airline tickets for speeches in California and $2500 plus
three round trip air tickets for speeches outside California.
In addition two adjoining suites are to be provided for living
accomodations. Further) Subject suggested to SEALE 's

secretary that when she is negotiating contracts for speeches
she should start first with $5,000 price tag and work down
to the prior quoted figures as a minimum.

(

SF T-2
June 3, 1971

t

On the afternoon of June 4, 1971, Subject and
other BPP functionaries attended a screening of a film titled
The Death of Fred Heunpton , which was made for the BPP.

SF T-2 ^

June 4, 1971

On June 12, 1971, Subject directed that BPP
members go to the Alameda County Courthouse, Oakland, where

Iwas to appear for a parole hearing, rather than
attend their regular political education class.

SF T-4
June 12, 1971

14
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On June 16, 1971, Subject wag rennrfet^lv hlawitng
himself for the recent conviction ofl I

\ in Alameda County Superior Court on charges
of assault and stated that he should have gotten
a different attorney.

Further, on June 16, 1971, Subject reportedly told
thatp |had better go with Subject on June 17,

1971, and get his nair cut as they must exhibit a clean-cut
and neat appearance at all times.

SP T-6
June 16, 1971

On the aftern^oon of June 21, 1971, Subject was
to meet with a I I, not further identified, and

|

1 reportedly affiliated with Caribbean Black
Nationalist in Canada. I I and other individuals
arrived at Subject's residence at the scheduled time but
details concerning the purpose of the meeting are not
known

.

SP T-2
June 21, 1971

/ SP T-4
June 21, 1971

J
I

I
also known as^ [is actively involved in

,
Caribbf^an student organizations in Montreal,
Canada. He is an active participemt emd
speaker in Canadian black power demonstra-
tions and is considered to be a prime
agitator in the Montreal Negro community.

On June 25, 191^, New York City BPP Attorney
and

I I

BPP Defense
committee from Mew YorK / arrived in -oaxiana to meet with
Subject to discuss BPP funds. ^

SP T-4
June 25, 1971

b6
b7C
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On June 29, 1971, Sxibject instructed that all
available BPP nembers are to attend sessions of his trial
at the Alameda County Courthouse, Oakland.

SF T-4
June 29, 1971

July 14, 1971, when Subject was informed that
30,000 copies of the last edition of "The Black Panther"
newspaper were left over, he could not understemd why
the members had no%. sold them. He was reminded ^at most
of the "troops" had been attending sessions of his trial
and he then reportedly instructed that the papers be given
away to people in the community.

SF T-6
July 14, 1971

On July 15, 1971, Subject reportedly asked BPP
Chairman BOBBY SEALE how many welfare checks SEALE had
collected from party members. Subject directed that the
party members be reminded they are to turn their welfare
checks over to the BPP for use by the party

.

^ \

i SF T-6
July 15, 1971
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B » Personal Appearances

1. Convicted Appearances

a. "Hot Line"
Radio Station WVON
Chicago, Illinois
April 2, 1971

On April 2, 1971, SF T-8 advised that Subject was to
appear that night on “Hot Line", a redlo talk show, aired
over station WVON, Chicago. yiESLES/^SOVTB. is the moderator
of "Hot Line".

On April 5,1971, SF T-9 provided a transcript of
"Hot Line", April 2, 1971, It is set forth as follows:

17
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ANNOUNCER: ... program Hot Line are not
necessarily those of the management
of WVON or the participating sponsor.
Hot Line. A program of public comment.
A program where you voice your opinions ••

and ask the questions of our Hot Line
guests. And now, Wedloy Sou th^, and
Hot Line.

WESLEY SOUTH: Hi! Welcome back to a second edition
or another edition of Hot Line* As
we have been announcing for the last
five days our guest tonight was
supposed to have been Huey Newton,
the commanding, one of the top.,.
And we didn't get a chance to have
you speak with him or ask him any
questions, so again he's out, he
hasn't gotten here. I'm assuming that

;

he's in Chicago and Bobby Rush is with
him. They're on their way and we
would appreciate if they would get
right over here. Unfortunately, we
don't have anyone else here. We had
a very good show lined up but when we
were told that he would be here and they
requested the time, we granted it to them
and now we're left out here on, without
a guest. So, you know what we do in a
case like that. We, and we'll just
have, isn't the first time that this
happened. You know this is uh, maybe
onoe or twice a month that someone will
be late getting here. So what we'll
do, we will have what we call our
Grab Bag until our guest arrives and
I might add that in the event that they
come, only two will be allowed to come
so, we, the rest of them can, if they
want to stand around the building,
that'll be fine. We had quite a
congregation here the last time. Our
telephone number is 591-5400, and
tonight 1 *d like to suggest that we
talk about two or three different
things. One is the proposed black
political party, a third political
party that Mr., the Reverend Jesse
Jackson has suggested that we, that

1
'

8
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SOUTH:

SOUTH:

NEWTON

:
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he intends to head. You're, boy.
Tell us what happened when you were
here the last time, don't you’re
not on the air. (pause)
What, what happened. That’s what
I want to know about. You’re, this
is Huey Newton, okay, you’re on the
air now. How ya doin’?
Oh, just fine.
Why aren’t ya here?
Oh, well, due to. some circumstances
beyond our control, I couldn’t come
over. So I thought that I would
call you and perhaps converse for
a little while. I can’t stay the
hour. But uh, I thought...
Well, I tell you what, I asked you
so many questions the last time,
I will put you on hold and let you
talk with some of the people, okay?
Uh , I’m sorry, I can only talk for
about fifteen minutes.
That’ll be fine. Okay, we’re gonna
stop here for a moment.
I’m sorry I wasn’t able to come down.
Okay, I wish you’d of let us know
beforehand.
Yeah, well, I was tryin’ ta make it
until the last minute.
Yeah, our telephone number 591-5400.

(commercial advertisement)

And our telephone number 591-5400,
We have Huey Newton on the line. He’ll
be able to talk with you. He says he’ll
be, only be available for fifteen minutes.
And those are the only calls 'that we
will entertain. If you have a comment,
give us a call at 591-5400. And while
we’re waiting for the telephone to ring,
I will ask you what are you doing in
Chicago Huey, and how long will you be her
I ’ 11 be herefor approximately a half a
day tomorrow.
I see

.
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I have an engagement at the University
of Wisconsin.
Uh-huh,
Andl leave immediately after to see
about Bobby in Connecticut and also
to attend my own court appearance
in California,
I see. What about this, what we've^i
been reading in the paper about the
split between you and Eldrddge Cleaver.
Uh, well, first of all that it’s more
paper than anything else, that I don’t,
the party doesn't recognize the split
because the party's not split. Eldridge
Cleaver defected, the party and the
community and sOiJ^did ItXF heads in
New Jersey and the Harlem Branch.
We have approximately thirty eight
chapters and branches and all are
in tact. The party has not been split
because we have a functioning political
machine, and the people will see that
the survival program is not diminishing
but escalating.
Did you fire Eldridge Cleaver as was
said in the paper,,,
I don't have the power to fire anyone...
But did you put him out of the
organization, you have the...
No, the subcommittee is the only group
with the power to expell.
I see. Okay, now, I see that our
telephones are all available. Let's
go right and sore if any.
I would like to add that subcommittee,,.
Go right ahead.
... did decided that Eldridge Cleaver
defected from the party, I had a private
conversation with Eldridge after I

arranged the Don Marsh (ph) Show,
Yes,
In California,
Uh-huh

.

And 1 had Eldridge Cleaver hooked up
to that program, in order to show the
community that we were united. When
I was in the penitentiary and after 1

was released, there was rumors going
around that there was division. I knew
nothing about a division even though I
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talked to E Idridge* Cleaver about once
a Week in Algiers. I didn’t know
anything about a contradiction until
that Don Marsh Show where he chose
that time to broadside the party
and attempt to undermine the political
campaign to free all political prisoners.
We feel that's the real damage first
causing disunity in the community
and also undermining the campaign
to free our chairman Bobby Seale,
Erickai Huggins, Angela, (indiscernible),
Michelle Me Gee (ph) and all the other
political prisoners, and 1 would like to
say that the Black panther Party
is behind and we encourage the community
to look into the conditions at Cook
County Jail because we support all the

h brothers there and we're working
for their liberation.

SOUTH: Okay, let’s see what some of our
listeners have to ask you. You’re
on the air. Do you have a question
for Eldridge, for uh Huey Newton?
Yes.
Go right ahead. Go right ahead.
Hello, Huey.
Yeah,
This is, I’m a community workbr for
the Illinois Chapter Black Panther Party,
Um-hum,
And 1 just listen to what you was talking
about,
Uh-huh,
And we support, I support you
personally myself. And I’m on the
political prisoner committee, and
gonna try ta do my best you know to
see that them brothers get taken care
of cause we was at Statesville last
week,'we ’re going to Pontiac (ph>
Jbomorrow, Sunday.

NEWTON: That’s beautiful.
UM: And we're gonna try (indlscerblbleX.
NEWTON: Brother, I would like to say this that

that's very beautiful that you called
in, it’s always good to talk to
comrades and people from the community.

UNKNOWN MA1£:
SOUTH

:

UM:
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:

UM:
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UM:

NEWTON:
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X wanna say keep up the good work
and remember that words don't solve any-
thing, that action is supreme. And
that while we might not engage in the
argument that Eldridge Cleaver wants
to engage in.
Right on, Huey.
It will distract from our survival
program. Now it's strange and it's
not so strange after all that Eldridge
Cleaver waited till he got to Algiers
to talk so with so much courage and so
much madness.
Now you think someone put a gun on
him and made him speak that way or
do you think he was just camouflaging
his true feelings until he got there?
No, I think that it's just a matter of
practicality that if he were really
serious about doing anything, that he
could very well broadcast it here
because it might indict himself, you see.
Indict himself with who?
Pardon me.
With the party or with the nation or
with the black people, or.
No, what I'm saying is that it was my
understanding, and it’s not a clear
understanding of Eldridge Cleaver's
problem

.

Uh-huh

.

But it seems to me that he charged
that the party, our survival program
was a right wing program.
1 see

.

And that the left wing that he pretends
to represent is not concerned with
health clinics and serving the people,
they're concerned with making revolution,.
Did he say that?
And revolution to him is actions or
absolute, in other words the particular
set of personal action would be
revolutionary. He doesn't realize
revolution is a process and not a
set of conditions or principles or
anything could be revolutionaiy at a
particular time to mobilize the people.
Okay.
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And as far as what he said, 1 don't
wanna interpret the., , what I gather
from your radio programs and the papers
that I interpret to have conversation
with Eldridge before the Don Marsh
Show and apparently we didn't, we
couldn't get clear understanding.
You been here for seven minutes
and we'd like to get another call
in here if we can, okay?
Alright, go ahead.
Telephone number 591-5400, you're on
the air, may we have your question for
Huey Newton.
I'd like to talk to Huey P. Newton
about...
Go right ahead.
I'd like to talk to Huey P, . .

.

Go right ahead.
Hello. How’ya doin' comrade brother?
I'd like to talk to Huey P. Newton,
He's there, would you go right ahead
and turn oft your radio please?
Okay, wait a minute.
Hello.
Hello, I'd like to talk to Huey P.-
P. Newton about the recent statement
by Mayor Daley about land being for sale
and

.

What being for sale?
Land.
Land being fox' sale.
Right. And certain time that certain
person have to, not certain person, but
individual have to pay off for this land.
What you mean?
And, uh...
Why, why did this come up. You said
certain. .

,

This was in today's paper. And I think
it was in last week, week before last.
Well, did you read it Huey?
Right.
No, not familiar with it.
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So, there’s very little you can
say about that, is there?
Uh, well I don’t understand.
I don’t either, but he says...
Well, as I understand it, as I come
from, the only reason why I

(indiscernible) is because of
land, not because of people. The
land replenish itself and people
replenish itself. And as 1 have
understand it is that Mayor Daley
had said and 1 quote land will be
for sale but you have a long time
for, you know, to pay off for
everything and everything.
Okay, thank you for your call. Our
telephone number 591-5400, you're on
the air, may we have your comment
please, make it...
(indiscerhible)

.

No I didn’t.
Hello.
Yes, you’re on the air, may we have
your question?
Uh listen, I’d like to know, I am
the mother of five children.
Yes.
And we have a home (indiscernible)
but the father (indiscernible)
he disowned, you know, and I would like,
you say talk about the problem, any
kind of problem that you may have, and
I would like to (indiscernible)
why did the men go up and disown, the
black man go up and disown his
children so that the so that the mother
have to get on to the city and depend..
Get on Welfare is what you’re sayings'
Right

.

Uh-huh. Well, you want to comment
on that Huey?
Uh, well all I can say Is that it seems
that a man who would do such a thing has
lost a certain amount of confidence and
dignity and is probably because of a
very oppressive situation that...
Um-hum

.

. . , blacks have lived in for such a long
time but the party would like to change
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all that so that everyone in our
community, in the black community

,

will have all of tho necessities
and be able to enjoy the kind of life
that such an affluent society and the
world is so technologically developed
can give.

SOUIH: Okay, thank you for comment. Our
telephone number 591'”5400, We have
Huey Newton on the phone. He can
only stay here just a few more minutes.
We stop here now for a message. Our
telephone number 591-5400,

(commercial advertisement)

SOUTH; And our telephone number, 591-5400,
You’re on the air. May we have your
question for Huey Newton?

UM: Yes, 1 would like to know since the
December 4 raid on the party headquarters,
what has happened to the party? Has
it effected the party’s activities?

NEWTW: Repression effects all our activities
but we are still open and we have the
health clinic functioning here in
Chicago and clothing program and our
survival program is expanding because
as repression escalates, it means that
we have to do more to survive and create
more programs and...

SOUTH; Has it effected you in any way, the
membership, the recruitment, the selling
of the papers?

NEWTfflJ : Yes, that we’ve, we’ve gained more
membership and our paper sales are
increased because the community condemns
that kind of action, the repressive action
of the. established order.

SOUTH: Uh-huh.
NEWTON: And when we suffer repression, it breeds

resistance. Also it mobilizes the
people in the direction towards freedom,
because they realize to do nothing would
be suicidal.

SOUTH: Okay, thank you for your comment. Our
telephone number 591-5400. You're on
the air, may we have your question?
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YeSo
Go right aheado
Uh, yes. Uh just a minute. I’d
like to ask Huey Newton about the
Black Panther Party.
Go right ahead.
Beg your pardon?
Yes, go right ahead. Ask the question.
Uh, yes, I’d like to ask about
the Black Party, Black Party,
Black Panther Party.
Uh is this uh, is this uh.
You’re on the air. Go right ahead sir.
Hello, I’m listening brother.
Oh yes, I’dilike to, I’d like to ask
you about the Black Party, uh Panther
split. Has it effected the party
at all?
The split he’s saying. He had said
later that it was not a split. That
Eldridge Cleaver had defected and
that I think he says he took two or
three chapters with him. Was that right
Huey?
Uh, no one branch in Harlem and the
NCC heads in New Jersey.
Yeah, two of them.
Two. And one of the reasons for the
defection was because Eldridge Cleaver
was after the _lead for mass
movement. There seems to be many
leaders. .

,

Yes, you were telling us, but has it
effected your activities at all?
Well, everything effects the
activities . .

.

Adversely or conversely?
Both. Both the positive and the
negative effect.
How did it effect it negatively?

*
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Uh negatively it caused amount of
questions and perhaps evei\ a credibility
gap in the community

«

Uh-huh

.

It confused the community. But that’s
beside the point,
(indiscernible)
Ifeirdon.me»
Let him finish.
Also, about this recent article they
had in the Jet (ph) magazine
about Huey Newton about his wife,
Eldridge Cleaver’s wife being captive
in Algiers and he was telling
(indiscernible) he just want
to be dealt with. Have you read
that articlef
I read the article. What was the
last part of the question?
About his wife being captive in, he held
his wife captive in Algiers and he, and
his- I mean uh Algiers wait a minute.
Cleaver's wife gonna, had his community
secretary with him said that he’ll
meet, and, his other party maybe
here will be dealt, with. Have
you all read that?
Did we read, I- If don’t understand,
I read the article where Sathleen
Cleaver is held prisoner i,.
That’s right,
in Algiers
And then you were supposed to have
said that Eldridge Cleaver will be
dealt with, is this right or is it
incorrect.
I don’t believe that I said it, but
I will say that all those who let the
community down will be dealt with by
the community at the.
What about by the party.
Pardon me
What about being dealt with by the party?
The party is only the people’s-, I

always said that we don't ever do
anything other than interpret the peoplA'^’s
will but, interpret the people’s will, but
they are responsible for all activities,
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especially activities of the
political, otherwise it*s an
elite action, it doesn’t deserve the
title of a political act.
Alright,
I was saying the negative side of the
tendency and the so-called split.
Yes,
Or defection, I never, I didn’t get a
chance to s peak cf the positive side.
That's right.
On the positive siflSe I think outweighs
the negative because I think that the
Black panther Party defected the
community a few years ago shortly after
1 went to prison because we became
somewhat alienated because under the,..
Alienated by, to whom, who was
alienated fuom you?
I think that the community, while we
still enjoyed our programs would not
follow the kind of absolutist
rhetoric of Eldridge Cleaver,
Are they following it now, are they
following your, are they following
your rhhtoric?
I don’t speak in rhetoric.
Well are, you’re speaking at all,
you'll be speaking tomorrow, and you’d
spoken. Do people follow you?
Pardon me.
Do people follow you at all?
Well, I should hope they don’t follow,
I hope they’re more concerned with
the survival programs that we have
in about thirty states. We’re not
interested in rhbtoric and we’re not
interested in fancy phrases. We’re
interested in building a community
program.
But the only way the people will know
it is that you’ll have to speak it,
you’ll have to speak out, otherwise
they won’t, you just can't stand
there. It’s not a vacuum, you have
to talk.
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I think that when you pufe yoir political
program and your community , into action
that it speaks for itself.
Mr. South.
Yes

.

I'd like to ask another question also.
Very briefly.
I have often heard that the Black
Panther Party has gone underground
with their activities because of so
many of their members being offed
by the pigS. Is this also true?
The Black Panther Party is not going
underground. I don't know about
Eldridge Cleaver and his clique ^ but
as far as we're concerned, we're
working to free political pi'isoners,
to feed the community and to develop
the comprehensive collection Of
institutions,
I didn't get that last word, that last
phrase you said, about institutions.
We're attempting to develop a
comprehensive collectionsof institutions...
What does that mean?
... that will serve the people. In other
words, a collection of stable
institutions, a number of them, we
say comprehensive because they serve...
1 mean. .

.

Different purposes.
Can you speak in our terms.
Pardon me.
Can you speak in terms that we can
understand?
You understand, 1 mean that communities
made up of things that serve the people
such as the health clinics^
Oh yes.
Such as food programs, such as schools.
I follow you.
Clothing distribution, such as
(indiscernible) . These things
together make up a community. Bliacks
were stripped of their community when
were brought here chained and not only
were we stripped of a community, we were
stripped of a family, the woman spoke of
the family being divided.
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Yeah.
I think this is historical because
of the division that the slavemaster
caused. Nov/p it’s our job to build
up the conuQunity so the community
then can, the people then can express
their revolutionary desires through
those agencies.
Okay, thanks for your call sir.
Telephone number 591-5400, You’re
on the air, may we have your comment
please? Your question?
Hello, I would like to ask, I would
like to talk to Huey.
Go right ahead, he's listening.
1 would like to know has there been
any effort by the members of the
Black Panther Party you known to like
influence gang members to join you
know, to help the community instead
of tearing down.
Well, you know comrade sister, I

really enjoyed talking to you but 1

hate jrou know talk programs on the
radio because they always cut you
off and the announcer cuts me off
because of the time limit. It's
not anything hostile. I'm sure
you understand, but it's just that
the time when I called In I said X

only had fifteen minutes, but that
doesn't mean«: I wanna spend half
a second talking to each person. "'Now
as I was saying that the party directloh
now will have new enthusiasm because
at one point that we had the we truly
had the will and the enthusiasm all
over the community, l^t after some
members of the party, Eldridge C4eaver
in particular, thought that the
ccnomunlty, each person would have to
pick up a gun tomorrow in order to join
the party people started to get afraid.
And we say we'll do anything the people
want, but we don't denounce the gun, ISmt
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at the same time we>say\that we
are in service to the people and
we will only do that when they want
us to and we ^11 do it together,
because we can't make any revolution,
only they can, so we’re concerned
with not only the gangs, we’re
concerned with the problems In the
community such as the narcotics
problem, we concerned with health
problem, the food problem, the
education problem. We’re concerned
with survival pending revolution, ,

And this will be the new old
direction, so I'll see you in
the community, thanks for calling.
Okay, bye-bye.
Okay, telephone number 591-5400,
This the Hot Line. Hello.
Yes,
Have you a question for Huey Newton?
Yes I do.
Go right ahead.
1 'd like to know if he thinks the
Black Panther Party is as strong as
it was before and if they had any
new plans.
I think that the Black Panther Party
will mobilize the people even in a
greater, with a greater momentum
than before. 1 think at one point
that we had even more of...
Uh before, could you hold on Just a
moment while I ask the la ip to turn
off her radio. It seems that we’re
getting some feedback and they
can’t hear you. Okay, ma’am will
you turn off your radio please?
Alright, now go right ahc'd. Would
you continue?
I think that the party at one point
was bashful because we had the kind
of absolute thinking of some individuals
now left the party, which causes
certain other contradictions and
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confusions. But we’re in service
to the community, now we’ll support
any program. We might even endorse
certain administrators providing that
they be willing to fight in behalf
of the people if the people demand
this out of the party. But we’re
a stable, structural political
machine and we'll act like that as
the people's advocate to get out
information and to canvassthe
community to also give guidance.
So I think there was a high point,
a low point and we’re on the rise
again.
That answer your question ma'am?
Yes, and I'd also like to know if
he plans to write a book.
Yes, I'm writing a book now and I

should have It finished in about
two months, and if you give me your
name and address, I'll send you
a copy.
Oh.
Alright, you’re off the air now go,
give him your name and address and
nobody'll hear it. Go right ahead
ma’am. Go right ahead, you want
me to open the mi-. You want me to
open it? Okay, go right, give him
the name and address. Yes. Uh-huh.
Yes. And the address. Yes. Yeah,
okay.
Now, what is you last name? Alright
Thank you,
Um-hum.
Okay, telephone number 591-5400^
you're on the air, may we have your
question please? Hello. Hello.
Yes, would you ask Huey Newton your
question please. Yes.
1 would like to ask Mr. Newton, do he,
about these gang fights, doe he think
that we should break down on them, you
know.
Break down on them, you mean.
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UM: All of them shooting each other
and stuff like that,

NEWTOTJ: Yeah, the community should put an
end to all of the negative things
that hurt us and the coaimunity, and
we could only do this through uniting
together, but we will not go on
any campaign and Joining the
oppressor and stating our problem
the oppressor created in the first
place so, but we cannot solve these
problems by fighting each other,
and this is why that it’s tragic
to have the kind of problem that we
had in the party but 1 think the
problem was blown out or proportion
because the press wanted something
to see, in order to say that the
party is splintered. But the
very fact that I’m here in Chicago,
the brother from the Illinois
Chapter called and I ’U very happy if
brothers and sisters call from
all of our chapters if they’re
listening even though 1 won’t be
on for but a couple of seconds.
But call in anyway and let the
people know that we’re still together
and that while our program is much more
larger. than it was say three years ago
that the press pretends that it doesn’i
exist, but they always say that we
didn't have a program to start with,

SOUIH: Is it larger than it was last
year^, Huey?

NEWTON: Of course.
SOUTH: Now you said three years ago but I

didn't know whether it was larger than
it was a year ago.

NEWTCW : I say it was larger than it was a
year ago, but then we didn't even
have shoe, a shoe factory but we
just Opened up a free shoe factory
in California, but we *> we’re capable
of putting out about fifty pair of
free shoes a week, and w©»'we Just
opened up a new health clinic in
Berkeley where Dr, Small (ph) is
the physician.
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Are you in a position to say how
many health clinics you .have across
the country?
Oh.
Approximately,
Approximately 5 how many health' clinics
do we have across the countyy? Do
you know how many? About twenty.
About twenty.
About twenty health clinics. And the
one here in Chicago has about twelve
medical rooms. And we*re deireloDinflr
a dental clinic inside of it. And
it*s very used by the peopde and
the people love and it*s not only a
medical center, it*s an educational
center.
Like to ask you one question before you
leave, you know you were saying the press
is blowing the split or the defection as
you refer to it of Eldridge Cleaver all
out of proportion, wasn't, er was he one
of the original founders of the Black
Panther Party?
No, I recruited him. Shortly after he
got out of prison.
Was he one of the first in that?
No, there were many people before him.
Did he hold some top office in the
party.
Yes, he was appointed to the Minister
of Information, which was a part of the
Central Committee,
The reason I say it because he was well
known around the country, he was in
office, is in office, and he was at that
time there didn't seem to be any split
and I would imagine with all of the furor
that he had raised and that which you
appeared to have sanctioned, I'd never
heard you talk about him before, that
when he did as you say defect *nd the
paper picked it up, as did this station,
and other, even some of the black papers
and blade periodicals, then you said that
it was, you say it's not very important.
It 's rather. . . .
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What, 1 never said it was unimportant,
I said that it was...
All blown out of proportion.
The paper takes and blows it apart
everything.
Blown out of proportion.
Oh, of course it was, because it was
blown out of proportion because
the first the press says there was
a split, now what is the definition of
a split? Did he take ten chapters or
fifteen chapters? Did he split the
Central Committee? Exactly what did
happ>en?
Uh~huh.
Now if he left and took one NCC head
and a. branch, is that a split?
And after taking that he didn't take
any programs with him, did the paper
stop coming out one week? No, Did
any office close as far as the medical
center or a clothing center, or a
bussing program. No, because, the
people left didn’t have that to start
with. The party is one, and as
Bobby Seale says. that he is the
chairman of only one party. So
whatever that other thing is, it's a
creation of your radio station and other
press agencies, whether it's black or
white.
Urn-hum.
And all of the news mongers like
sensation, is that correct?
Uh, as you know, that sells papers
where talking about boy scouts will
not sell papers.
Yeah, 1 say you're Interested in
selling papers and people listening and
not interested in building the community.
Now I wouldn't say...
All blacks including blacks...
I wouldn't agree with you there. 1

think that most of the people who listeii
to this station like myself are interested
in building the community. I can't
let you get away with that.
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Well I’m glad to hear you say that...
Welly I'm glad to hear you say Ity and
to agree with it.
Pardon me.
1. say I'm glad to hear you say it and
agree with it,
I- I 'm glad to, .

.

I don't know whether the people,
whether they're interested in whether
you're glad or not glad.
Pardon me

.

I said I dontt whether the people
who are listening are glad or not
glad whether you're glad. But at
least they are, there are many people
out here who's doing precisely what
you're saying that you're doing and
they may not be getting the same
publicity that you're getting and
they've been doing it for years,
I trying that, I'm given much too
much publicity. They should give
more publicity to the Breakfast
Program and the Health Program because
after all, I- I’m just an ex-convict,
not even that, I’m a convict on bail
and I would like to thank them...
There 're lot of us out here who are
convicts.
... for delivering me from the
gas chamber. Just before I got
there. So the people are the real
heroes.
And a lot of people didn't make it.
Certainly you're not the hero and...
Lot of people had to go to the
gas chamber.
... I'm npt the hero. So let's
not be arrogant about that.
Hey, we got about eleven minutes, can
you stick another eleven minutes?
Uh, I can stick around for one more
question, from the people.
Okay, hold on. Our telephone
number 591-5400, you're on the air,
may we have your comment please , or
your question.
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Yes sir, Mr, South.
Yes,
Uh, could I speak to Mr. Newton?
Yeah, he's listening, go right ahead.
Uh, Mr. Newton, I *m a Panther
on the north side, and uh, 1 have
a cousin named Bobo Thompson (ph) live
(indiscernible) and you might
remember about a week ago, the police
broke in the house out there
(Indisceraible) and raided the
place you know and buibt in shooting
like Mark Clark you know.
Yeah, right.
And they shot him ia the elbow and
the bullet ricochetSdd off his elbow
and hit him in the stomach. And
they they beat all the mens (ph) y'know,
unmercifully, you. know.
Yeah, right.
And they told all the peoples in the
neighborhood don't get in the windows
and stuff like that. And they took
him out the back door which while he
was laying on the ground, they stomp,
beat and kicked him in the face and
everything, you know.
Yeah, right.
And they took him to the County, they
handcuffed him and it was about three
days before they even let his mother
see him, you know. And I was wondering,
you know, you know some type experience
about this here, what what could we do,
you know, cause this is my cousin,
you know, and I'm really serious,
you know, because this is a hurting
thing you know.
Uh, you know, the only thing that
we could really do is just concentrating
on organizing our community so that we
can oust all foreigia intruders.
Those people who hang around our
community attempt to. control them yet
have no real true respect or Interest
in our community or the people who
live there, so,uOf course on individual
cases, I say individual cases I mean

i
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individual atrocities because no case
is really individual. We have to
stand and draw a line someplace and
once we do this, then we can start
setting those examples. It *11 be
necessary to,. stop the kind of action
that we suffer » we been suffering
actually about 400 years.
Right, the man said well you need to
die, you kno^, and stuff like that
because he's an instigator because he
speak his mind and and he just
express the way he feel you know, and
this is a brother cop that did it
you, know.
Yeah, right. Well you know when they
put that uniform on, it*s all you know
whatever color that that oppressor
wears, you know, in California and
Oakland it's blue you know.
Uh-huh.
Over here I think it's gray, isn't.
Is it blue here too? Uh Bob Rush
Just told mo it's blue here too,
you see. So uh not matter whether
it's blue, green or gray, once they
put that uniform on, they're dedicated
to taking orders from their boss.
Mayor Oaley here and the States
Attorney who killed Mark Clark and
Fred Hampton and all the vicious
police dogs, see. So we know
exactly who the enemy is, we know
that these police (indiscernible)
they serve Daley and all of,,.
Do you feel that there are any
dedicated policemen tin the gr-,
in the ranks?
Uh, why don't you tell us, is there?
I'm asking you.
I'm asking you. You said that you
want to serve the people,
I said I'm asking, do you^ are
you saying when once they put the
blue uniform on...
I asked a question, you answer...
And 1 was asking if you felt that
they all, if they...
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I 'm not afraid to answer but you
are, because you don't want the
people to cite you as the
people's enemy.
In other words, j you don't- you don't
care to answer that question.
No, do you care to answer?
1 know of a person by the name
of Renault Robinson (ph) , I can
name you a dozen that don't fall
into that category.
Uh, how 'bout Gloves (ph^, does he
fall into that category.
He certainly does, and I said so here.
Well, uh, of course...
So then you do, you will answer
then, huh?
Whatever position you take, in my
experiences and maybe they're different
from yours, that 1 have ever come in
contact with a police agency
that was fair to the people. Now
if you have, then you know you just
have to take that up with the
community.
In other words, you won't say whether
all policemen are in that category
or not

.

I just said that I could just talk
about my experiences. I said that
I had been in the pen-, 1 stayed
three years in the penitentiary
before that that I've had much
contact with police agencies of
various kinds and that they never
treated me fairly and I have
witnesses, I have witnesseda
many atrocious kind of actions.
1 have too.
So I 'ra saying that I can only tell
you my personal experience.
I^see, but I thought possibly...
You said that...
I though possibly you had in your
getting around, you heard some of
your brothers say that there were
some who wexte outstanding, who...
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I Just Jieard you say it.
Well, 1 thought maybe some of the
other fellows in your organization,
1 'm not a member of the organization,
1 thought possibly someone In your
organization had said that, l*m
surprised that after all these years
that you hadn't heard that at all.
You the first brother I 'ever heard,
but 1 'm a Iways...
Oh, you know I'm not the first
one, no.
What?
You say I'm the first one you ever
heard that said what?
First brother to say that the police
are good.
No, you not, now you, 1 have said,
and you're not, you're not gonna
put that in my mouth. You know
better than that. I said that
there are some good ones. And
1 ask you if you knew of any.
And I named one , and 1 named one
that was not. You called one and
I agreed when you said that he's
not.

NEWTCW: (indiscernible).
SOUTH; 1 didn't hear you.
NEWTCN: I said (indiscernible) see if

they shoot you before you get
to the fence,

SOUTH: I see. That sounds good.
NEWTON; Alright?
SOUTH; I mean that sounds, good. I don't believe,

I don't believe you know Robinson would
do that.

NEWT(»: Well, I, I...
SOUTH; And I'll tell you another thing, 1

don't believe that the follows who
are in there with you think the same
thing either. And you could ask
them right there,

NEWTCN; Well, see I, I don't I don't know
Renault Robinson and I Just gave you
an honest Judgment, you see, and the
Judgment's based upon my personal
experience,
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Yeah, I, I accept that.
Alright,
Our telephone riuiaber 591-
1- I'm ^onna have ta go now, but
I 'd like to tell the people power to
the people and 1 hope to come to your
studio...
Would y.®u like to talk about the
Galley, say what about the er
Lieutenant Galley, Would you like to
comment on that. His conviction.
Well, listen. Hello.
Yea4> I say would you like to comment on
Lieutenant Galley’ conviction?
Uh 1 Just got some information about
brother Renault who was fired, he was
fired frcmi the police department, right?
No, he was suspended from the police
department.
Oh, he wasn't fired?
Yeah.
Uh, is he back on now?
He will be next month.
Is that right?
Yeah.
Well I just heard some favorable
things about him, and that I would like
to say that while I haven't met him,
perhaps that he's giving a new face to
th8 whole thing. And if the community
appreciates him, 1 certainly do. And
as 1 said, that I just heard some
favorable things about him. And
we are to support anyone who is
really interested in our community, see.
And I don't mean to, I never am
really absolute about things, but
nor am 1 hasty to draw a conclusion if
I know nothing about it as far my
exper-> my experiences are concerned.
So I'm gonna have to sign off but I
thank you for letting me have the
time on your air.
I'd like to hear from, uh have you
nothing to say about Lieutenant
Galley's conviction then have youP
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I think that Galley is a scapegoat.
1 think that he's used to ease the I
conscience of the American ruling I
circle and President Nixon and all I
of his fascist generals and the I
fact is this man will make a I
profit by the whole thing in military I
contracts and so forth. So while I
he might have killed many many I
Vietnamese people, but consider the I
B-52s that kill many many dhildren I
and women and destroyed villages I
and communities. So not only Galley I
should be on trial but the whole I
American reactionary system should I
be on trial. And I’ll tell your I
that the Black Pantherc Party here I
is here to try that system. So I

power to the people dhen brother and I
I'll call you on my return. I will, I

I will also like to tbll the I

community that the free bus will I

be leaving Sunday at 4233 Indiana Street I

at 9:30. And it will be going to I

Madison and it will go to Pdntiac and I

go to Dwight prison this week. This I

is the bus for relatives, loved ones I

and of prisoners and we invite the I

community to come and take advantage I

because prisoners need people to visit I

them. It's about the only communication I

that we have and 1 say we because I I

still feel the prisonef as long as I

a brothers at Gook County Jail, our
chairman is in jail in Connecticut and
Ericka is there in jail and Angela, so
as long as those brothers and sisters
in prison and I'm in prison also, and
let's go and see them, alright.
Okay, thank- thank your for calling.
Thank you.
And that ladies and gentlemen was Huey
P, Newton, the commander of the Black
Panther Party, who's in Ghlcago here, he'll
be leaving here tomorrow, he'll be at a
meeting tomorrow, he says belli be here
for another half day. We're gonna stop
here for a message.
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SP 157-1203
JLC/kle

b. ”Kup's Show"
WMAQ-TV, NBC,
Chicago, Illinois
April 10, 1971

On April 2, 1971, SF T-8 advised that Subject
participated that date in a taped interview at NBC
studios, Chicago. The interview was on "Ku]^'^ Show", a
television talk program moderated by IRVING^/kuPCINET , a
Chicago television and newspaper j^rsonality. The program
is to be televised at a future,, imknown date. ^

‘S/ r . "T"
'

On April 16, 1971, SR T-9 provided the following
taped recording of Subject's appearcmce on April 10, 1971,
over WMAQ-TV, NBC, Chicago, on"Kup’s Show".
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Kupc irae t

”How do you do and wclcon^e to the Lively Art
of Conversat ion . This show is unrehearsed and the
conversation is uninhibited and I'm Irv Kupcinet.
I'd like to take just a mor'icnt to extend the holiday
greetings this weekend which combine both Easter and
Pt^ssover. Among the guef^ts will be Huey Newton one
oi the nKist t;ontrover.sia 1 figCjres on the scene today
and one of the leaders of the Black Panthers, Marvin
Aspen, Legal Office for ttie Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of the Crim, cf the book Criminal Law for
the Layman. Another guest will be J.A. Parker a
spokesman for the Young Americans for Freedom,’

"Now let me introduce one of the most
controversial figures on the American scene today.
This is Huey Newton. Mr, .Newton is the Minister of
Defense for the Black Panther party, onc' of the
organizer's of that party and this is fvfervin Aspen,
Legal Officer for the Cook County Sheriff and co-
author of a book called, *The Criminal Law for the
Layman' ajid from Washington, D.C., J. A. Parker, a
leading spokesman for the Young Americans for Freedom.
Welcome gentlemen. Huey, if I may call you Huey, tell
me what is the goal of the of the Black Panthex’S --
there's there’s so much contx’adiction and confusion
I think about wfhat the real goals are for the Black
Panthers, perhaps briefly you could cite what your
aims are .

"

Huey Newton

"I don’t know how briefly but I'll tx-y to be
a brief I'm rather long winded. The Black Panther Party
was organized in 1966 about October and it was organized
around a Ten Point Program, and within the program we're
very concerned about developing a black community that
was stripped away from us after the conquest of the mother
country, Africa. The family wa.s disbursed and generally
the concept of community was destroyed as far as we were
concerned. Now at this late date some 400 years later we
find our black people living mostly together concentrated
in various urban areas in the city as well as a lax'ge
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population of blacks in the south but all of these areas
^here wc blacks live ha've one thing in coitimoa, a most
oppressed area, the housing is very poor and sub-
standard, the medical care is below standard considering
the advaTicereenta in sviedicine and iss far as the advantages
of living in the country thats supposed to be so very
afluent and so fair and Democratic- we see the blacks do
not benefit by these advanceiaents even if ”

Kupcinet interrupts Newton

’’So far everything you say is what every other
good black organiy.st ion wants for their fellow blacks is
it not? To improve the lot of the black man in this
country. No?/ you have been identified so much with
communlsia, Maoist coraraunisaa branch of communism, is this
the means by which you hope to bring about this kind of
a change?”

Huey Newton

”It's impossible to import a particular kind of
movement from one co'/nmunity to the other. When I speak of
community now I'm speaking of geographical location thats
commonly called nation. I view the world now as a (inaudible)
collection of communities. Each comrounity has its particular
problems and it has to be dealt with in a way that is

appropriate. (Inaudible) will grasp the imagination of the
jBople and mobilize them in the direction towards freedom.
The Black Panther Party is dedicated to analyzing the
problem in the most scientific and in the most
objective way so that eventually we can act in our own
most subjective interests."

Irv Kupcinet

"Thats a very calm and sort of a peace like
proposal your putting forth but yet the Black Panthers
ha-ve been identified -with violence and Hilliard one of
your spokesmen said we must have an armed revolution in

this country and Eldridge Cleaver I think believes in a
form of violence which h® deems. You would like you get
away from violence is that a... an accurate portrayal?"
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feuey NewtoR
L

'’Ths BlEcfe panther Party was always dedicated to
th© abolition of 't/iolsncsj war and the gun. W© use some
statements fro® Chairraan Mao ©nd also froa?. (Inaudible two
names) Patrice LamuEifoa (phonetic) and Marcus f^rvy (phonetic).
We us® sfiany statements if lii ®y are appropriate, and if they
are similar and fit our need."

Irv fCupcinet

"You mean your rhetoric is worse than your
action?"

Huey Newton

"I think the oppressors action is worse than
can b® described. And this is what I’m getting at,..."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"I’m talking about your own rhetoric though."

Huey Newton

"W© have a motto which says we’re advocates of
the abolition of war. Although sometimes war can only
be abolished through war in order to get rid of the gun
it becomes necessary to take up the gun. This statement
is clearly not dedicated to armament but what it is
dedicated to is to the elimination of (inaudible). In
other words I think that one being an American would be
very arrogant, very racist, and very unfair to say that
th© Vietnamese are dedicated to violence, the Vietnamese..."

Irv Kupcinet (interrupts)

"Which Vietnamese are you talking about the
South or the North?”

4

Hu®y New ton

"No I’» talking about the Vietnases© in both
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the south and the north who are fighting to oust the
foreign intruder which happens to be the American

the fascist."

Irv Kupcinet

"Well I don’t thirsk your facts are corx’ect
there, are they? Do you think the south Vietnaraese is
fighting to kick the Aisericans out of Vietnam?”

Huey Wewton

"Of cours®!, th© provisional revolutionary
government is located in the sooth not the north. "

Irv Kupcinet
— imi n L

"Tour talking about ths Viet Cong,"

"Wait a minute I'm talking about Vietnamese
people. They call us Kiggers they call them Cong you
see, I call them Vietnamese people because I’ve never
heard them call themselves Cong.

"

"Well the is not a derogatory term.

Huey Newton

"Well, Viet Cong is derogatory to the Vietnamese
as he calls himself the Vietnamese.

"

Irv Kupcinet

"I never heard, I never heard it being derogatory
but thats besides the point but you must admit there are
a lot of south Vietname.se fighting on the (inaudible) of
the American."
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Huey Newton

’’Have you ever heard the South Vietnamese
call himself a Viet Con(2;?*’

Irv Ku pci net

"I can't say I have and 1 can't say I haven't..
I don't know. The terra is used common ly.’’

Huey Newton

"Well then you should investigate because you
could learn something..."

Irv Kupcinet

"You may
important point,"

Huey Newton

right. I don't think its an

"Anyway, anyway, I’m saying that just as the
Vietnamese are oppressed by a police action because the
President said long ago that theres no war going on in
Vietnam Its the police action just as we had in Korea
some years ago. There’s also a police action going on
in our community and we feel that we must defend! our-
selves from that kind of aggression."

Irv Ku{x;lnet

"You mean ail the violence from the Black Panthers
is a reaction to the police action is that what you’re
saying?"

Hu ey Newton

"Well the victim is never violent. The victim
can only use self-defense. Aggression is related to
violence. We must understand the difference between the
self defense of the victim and the violence of the aggressor,
so I charge the United States ruling circle, I charge
Mayor Daley and a his vicious police dogs who killed Fred
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Hampton and Mar' „'i^rk right here in Chicago. I charge
them with viole' And also the Grand Jury charged them
with violence I Uelieve> so, I can't very well say that
Fred Hampton was violent when he onlj' suffered violence.
The black community throughout this country did not create
the situation that we not only suffer aggression and a
physical weight from the police revolver but we also .suffer
violence from being deprived and matter of fact its more
daily than anything else because it makes you a living
dead man . . .

"

Irv Kupc-lnet

"You charge that the Chicago police and Marv
Aspen have been connected in one form or another. Do
you have any comment to mke about that?"

(Another Speaker) Number I

"V.’ell, I think the whole tone of Huey's remarks
are kind of interesting. You know the scattered end
approach, the saying in one breath that you know we're
not for violence with the gun yet we've got to take it
up. Practically every bit of violence or every war for
that matter is Justified because this is a means to end

a war of violence and that kind of cii'cular reason i.sn't
effective as far as...."

Huey Newton

"American thinks so. Or else they would with-
draw their troops from all the communities in the world
if , .

Number 1 Speaker

"Well, we're not talking about the Vietnam war.
Now I happen to agree that with...."

Huey interrupts - says something inaudible.

Number 1 Speaker

"Well lets lets talk about Huev Newton and the Black
Panthers .

”
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All speakeivs talk at once In ai'gument form.

Number 1 Speaker

"Let’s keep it to the domestic situation
before we get to the a foreign situation."

Huey Newton

"Lets talk about the murder of Mark Clark
and Fred Hampton."

"Well perhaps wc can talk about sonic of the
things that happened befcro the murder of Fred Hampton...,"

All speak at once again.

Number 1 Speaker

"t think its very Interestlngi the blanket charge
against my&r Daley and his police. As a matter of fact the
police officers Involved In the unfortunate Incidents are
being investigated right now by the Special Grand Jury
composed of both white and black lawyers In the City of
Chicago^ From what I can understand they have not had
too much cooperation from the Panthers In this investigation.
I think there’s BO question that the people Involved In
this were not Chicago pkiUce officers as such. In other
words they were Chicago police officers on loan to the
States Attorneys office and were under the direction of
the States Attorneys investigative personnel, They were
not under the command of the Chicago Police Department at
the time and even if they were they wouldn’t be under the
command of Sfeyor Daley. So this is Just an example of the
broad brush that you sweep with."

Huey Newton

"Fred Hampton Is dead, That’s not broad."
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Huey Newton

"Miirk Clark is dead.”

Number 1 Speaker

’’Yeahj, but the charges you made ^ere against
lYfeyor Daley and his police. He's pointing out that
these were States Attorneys police and had nothing to
do with the Chicago Police Department.’*

Huey Newton

’’Well, I’m used to people passing the buck but
Fred Hampton’s mother will not pass the buck."

Number 1 Speaker

’’Well, we’re not denying that but jouVe making a
charge that . . . .

”

All speakers and Huey Newton argue together at once.
Inaudi ble

.

Number 1 Speaker

"You are making erroneous, irresponsible charges
that you don’t have any facts to support."

Huey Newton

”I*rn, I’m not only..,.."

Number 1 Speaker

"And its that kind of arguing that loses people
who might sympathize with some of youi* social means and
goa Is .... "

Huey Newton

"Alright, I '11^ I ’ll say this. I’m used to hearing
the justifier speak and he always passes the buck and say
its not the local, its the state. Its not the state its

^ 1
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the domestic, its not the domestic its the International
policy. I said that with all of these words theres
something behind the violence. The Black Panther Party's
dedicated to eliminating this violence and in the process
we will defend ourselves from it. Now you don't even
know who's responsible or what agency was responsible."

Number 1 Speaker

"No , I t know. V/e^re trying to...."

All speakers argue at one tine.

Huey Newton
>

I
Ill II 11^ I II I

ll|l

"In other words what you are saying is that
Mayor Daley was not connected at all with the States
Attorney, has no control on him and that actually
something is wrong with the structure of the government.
In fact there's something wrong with the structure of
the American government, and that is that we always
get a situation where someone wants to pass the buck,
I said that you are responsible and in some way I am
responsible and I'm not attempting to make the trans-
formation so that I will no longer be responsible. I

would not stand witness in other words to murder. If
I stand witness to murder and I do nothing then I'm
not standing witness and agreeing. I will be responsible
when we go into the community to organize survival
programs as far as health is concerned. We have here
in Chicago a very large a health clinic where we feed
children. We try to make them live and then when the
police try to end that life with the service revolver
then we take up arms and will defend ourselves. Then
the Black Panther Party is the most violent group in
the whole world.

Irv Kupcinet

"tjet me interrupt for just a moment we'll come
right back to thi,s discussion with Mr. Newton and the
others after this message.”

Commercial.
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Irv Ku pcinet

"Mr. Parker you wanted to get a word in.”

Mr. Barker
riiwn^ I iiipiniiiiMii^mi^iai ^

"Yeah, vjeil Huey I know you've been... I've
been reading some of your quotes, at least the quotes
attributed to you, for a number of years and you’ve
been suggesting a different kind of pfjilltical and
economic system. I’m interested in just what kind
of system you’re interested iu reolacing our political
and economic system with?”

Huey Kewton

”Fir.st the Black Panther Party believes that a
transfornation is necessary because we’re not satisfied
with the kind of treatment and the kind of....”

All speakers argue again.

Huey Newton

”May I finish please.”

Speaker

But just what kind of a system will it be?"

Huey Newton

"Well I have to start at the 5:K)i!it that I want
to. That is that wo see there’s a need for transformation.
I’m sure you agree with that.”

Speaker

"Well

Huey Newton

Because you're not satisfied..

53
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Speaker

"I believe that you agree that theres a need
for transfornmtion J want to know what the transformation
is going to end up as."

Huey Newton

"No, I asked you a question. You also think
that there needs to be some improvement don't you?"

Speaker

"Wait a minute. I just asked you the question
now all you have to do is answer it. Don't answer a question
with a question to me."

Huey Newton

”I don't know if I want to answer your question..."

Speaker

"Oh, thats a different ball game then. Your
not... your not..."

Huey Newton

Alright, would you answer my question... would
you answer my question..."

Speaker (Keeps talking at same time Huey talks)

"I just asked a simple question. I just want
to know where you are - I just want to know where you are...
so we could go from there..."

Huey Newton

"Are you satisfied with the situation of a people
of color in this country, black people • •



ppy to answer questions
ine. I just asked you

HUEY PERCY lEWTOH

Speaker

"Huey I’ll be very
you ask as long as you answer
a very simple question."

Huey Newton

"Well I won’t answer your question. If you
asked the question I might answer it at first...,"

Irv Kupcinet

"Let me ask you a question Huey,"

lets see how it

Huey Newton

"And I’ll ask you one a
works out again. Go ahead."

Speaker

"I.. -you want to make some changes in the
economic system of the United States."

Huey Newton

"Don’t you think some changes are necessary
in this country at this time?"

"Absolutely

.

you want to make."

Huey Newton

But I want to know what changes

"Nowj you’ve qualified because you've...."

Speaker

"I didn't qualify at all, I just asked you what
kind of changes you want to make."

55
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Huey Ne-wton '

** ^ ^1 »m* !* »
^

%

"No, no first you’ve qualified at for me to
answer the question. In other woi'ds if you would not
answer a simple question then I will not answer your

|

question .

"

Speaker

I answered your question.

"

Huey Newton

"Ym did?"

All speakers argue.

One Speaker says while Huey continues talking

"We’ll we'li come back to you in a minute,
we’ll come back to you in a minute."

Huey Newton
mt

i
r<na i iwi i i m

"I don’t want to talk to you cause you didn't
answer my question. Now first we need change, secondly
we must go about analyzing the problem in a scientific
manner. We must not use emotionalism but we should try
to resolve contradictions which brings about either a
peaceful kind of confrontation or el.se one thats violent.
We would like to see a negotiated peaceful transformation
but dO' not believe it will come about because of the
greed of the ruling circle. We would like a cooperattvp
type of government where the people and the various
communities in the country will have complete control
of all institutions and will appoint representatives
to run their co-ops. They will own these things where
there’s housing, where thei'e is a market place, and
where there is education. We cannot back track histoi'y,
you can never turn history back. This is a very highly
developed urban country the technology is fast going
into technocracy. So we have some big national industries.
We feel that these national industries .should serve the
community by pouring the resources biick into these many
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dispersed ethnic comniuni tie's Ihroughoui: the country so
that the people cat?. iritagTate into their cooperatives.
This is the plan. It.s not a whole plan because after
the transformation there be many things....”

Speaker

How do you aecomnlish thii-: Huey?''

Kuey Newton

Does that your ouestion?"

Speaker

>9»T5That answers the question, yes ft

Huey Nevrton

Thank you

.

Speaker

"To me what you’re espousing is the type of
socialism that many organizations advocate. Many
candidates go on the ballot in this city and throughout
this country on that type of a program but I think...
it.s a form of socialism.

"

Another Speaker

"No, its more .Maoism.

Huey Nev;ton

T tI'll say it is .

"

Speaker

Speaker

"I wouldn’t want to put words i i-j Huey's movith.''

"All right.

Cl

» %
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Huey Newton

1;

I call it the cooperative govarnment .

Sooaker

79Yeah, ail .right,”

Speafcer

"I wouldn't ivant to put words iu, his raouth.”

Huey Hewton

question
I appreciate that,,.Ms.y I ask you a simple

« 9 O «

Speaker

I asked you first though.,. M
V t

All argue

Irv Kupcinet

"We'll come right back to you Jay. ?/e'll come
right tmck to you Jay.”

Speaker

”X don’t really care what (inaudible) you put
in it. I think its fine. I think in this country...
this show is profcab?.y an e.’jample of it... anybody can
espouse any type of government or social institution
they want. But to me whats even more relevant...”

Huey Newton (interrupts)

’’Well I don’t think that qua li'^’ics . . . .

”

Speaker

"Let let me finish... a minute fluey.”
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Huey Newton

’’The structure for a dOTiocracy of being fair.
It shows fascism in thi's country is so advanced, is so
brazen, it can let the victim speak arse! feel secure that
nothing will happen. i-:; Spain -where fascism is somewhat
v/eak the government is afraid so if you utter a word
against it then they (inaudible) come down. So this
verj^ program is a monument for the people to see that
the country is so fascist and so strong it v/ill even
let the victim scream.”

Speaker

"Well, as I started to say before. . .another
speaker interrupts...’'

Speaker

"The other (inaudible) is that we do encourage
dissent in this country and wr give everybody a voice to
speak their mind..."

Hue\’' Newton

Right, you know but you do not,.,"

Speaker

'•I’m very curious ... Huey .. . I’m very curious.
All that you say is fine and whether you agree that we
have a democracy this program is a democracy in action..."

Huey Newton

S peaker

"Oh yeah, who fought democracy?''

fA H11 right whether it is or not thats irre lavent . .

.

"

Huey Newton

"The people don't have a democracy ...

"

^^9
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Speaker

"Thats Irrelayent to the r>oint that I’m
makiaK x'ight no?;, Uy r.oint is simply this. Ho\^

are you going to acec:r;nlish this?”

Hue y N

e

v^ton

’'Y/e accomplish it by things^ that are
sufficient, efficient, and necessary.”

Speaker

to accomplish it
going to do?”

Huey Netvton

that gcbby gook . Ko\? are you going
Ik action not words. What are you

”1 vjill not 1st you rest in peace and a give
you the plajis so that then you will say well, I'm
satisfied he said, if you'll let me stay in jK^wer because
he’ll only accept compromiises .

”

Speaker

"Maybe I want to join your organization Huey,
maybe I ivant to join forces with you if you tell me What
the plan is then maybe I can..."

Kuey Newton

"You wouldn't be able to Join because you don't
answer simple questio‘T.s .

"

1

Speaker

"Don't say 1 y;on't be able to join you. You
don’t know if I might be converted on this program... If
you say the right things. Who knQv;.s?”

Huey Newton

”Jt would bo easier for a camel lo gc through an
eye hole of a (inaudible) than it would be for you f'' *

—
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transformed into a peonies advocate,"

Speaker

'I just learned somethiuf^ I didn’t kn’ivj .

'

Another Speaker

inhere did you draw that conclusion on Mr
Parker?"

Huey Newton

fa t h er ’ s a pr ea c her .

'

Speaker

"Well I said I just learned something cause
I, didn't know you believed in the Bible." '

HUEY NEWTON

"Well, I

the other thing is
doi'j ' t have to believe anything. And
that yovi don't understand the English

language .

"

Speaksx-

'You told rae that you do?''

Kuey Newton

that?"
In order to quote... Did I saj/ that I believe

Speaker

'That's why I'm asking the question."

Huey Newton

Well you should have asked it first, and nos
pretended that I made a statement."
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Speaker

”V/eil I'ii get nrotind to aski.i;? all kind? of
questions 9 « 9 O

speaker

sy
„"Huey p i still don’t understand how you are

to a< ccsTjplish these things th.at you say you’re
going tc? dc . Are you going to do it by the bsxllot box?
Are yovj going to do it in the street? If so how are
you going to do it in the street? I think those are
the important things rather than.,..’*

Huey Newton

•’Vifellp actually (inaudible) is dc-’dicste the
service to the people and its not what we would do
because we can’t do anything. The people mobilise
the people on the move. They will make the trans-
formation that an orgr^nisa tiers or party can make. The
transformation thats necessary in this country.

S peaker

'‘Well, how are they how are the peop
to do it Huey?”

Ic going

Huey Mevfton

"What r?e can do is build a kind of institution
thats necessary so they can exert power and these will
be countered to the iT.iui'geoi s institutions including the'
electoral, kind of arena where the only people who enjoy
the democracy...”

Speaker

"Well, now you’ve made a Vvcry firm statment that
you’re going to reconstruct organizat ions , What kind of
organizations are the people going to express themselves
in."
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Huey Nefirton
**-

i

‘
i r t

"Well, if you «.vere ssocia?, Ly axA’are you would
kaow that right here in Chicago wu- have a health clinic,
that it is very much urjed by the people and we also feed
chi Idren ,

”

Speaker interrupts

I know verv weil on Vvest 16th Street,"

Huey Newton

"V/e s’ake loans cc a welfare recepients throughout
the country and we pass out clothing. We do everything
so the people vtiill survive...*'

Speaker
iwiTiii* lUaiiiii

"You had a Breakfast Program which has been
successful but has reduced itself for some reason or
another .

"

Huev Newtcn
•f*

"There’s always trials and tribulations with
AT

the victim to exist. If we were satisfied then we ^?»ould

have already won a ....,"

S peaker
<1 *ni—

are these the unethods you need to convert
the '-people by these various things you have Just eited?^*

Huey Ne^vton
4

"I’ve given you some of the means by which we’ll
use to survive but this will not deliver us our salvation.
It will not bring us to the goal because in order to get
rid of the survival program vie ?i/ouid havc^ to first eliminate
the causes of it and in order to eliminate the cause it will
take a complete transformation of American society."

63
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bpea^er
in i»ihiiiui_ iipniinri iCiii iimimiow

"Hotj are yo'.' going to aceorapliKh that trams
format iora?"

Huey Kav/toa

S pea ker

3y thoge moans that a7”e efficient and" sufficient,..”

Speaker

"'Sfeli ''/Jhat a.ro they? Obviously...”

”I ffiesn youTe talking in a circle now
you don’t want to answer that question.”

Huey Newton

A ppa ran t i y

»» T 5*

I ve answered the question.”

Speaker

"No I think he did say originally that he didn’t
want to let anybody know outside of his organlr-ation or..,.”

Huey Newton

Speaker

Speaker

"No, I didn’t say that.”

"Well you suggested that onvway..,''

"One minute gentlemen..0 * 0 0 r

Huey Newton

"If you have a orobiem with semantics a

u
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Everyone speaks at once; Ina'idible

Irv Kupciuet

"Orse geKtlcnen 1 ri C'jiicago the Reverend the
Reverend Jesse Jactcson .

?toey Netston

”I think you have
also a word problem.”

Speaker

feo t h a eo re r»r eh ?' nb i on prob Iem

’'All Fight./’

Irv Ku pci,set

’’Let me get !ci£,ck

come right back. You Vkiant

bow to you ss'* .
”

Jay

to the conver^sation

.

to ask a question Jay
I’ll

I'll

u r P SI?
system you would
transformation ia

Huey Newton

ly like to know what kind of economic
vocate once we reached some kind of a
his system."

you coitaidoT a

Jay

”0h, come oet, Huey Just answer the question you
know do.rii’t ask me a quest ;lon wh€?n I ask you a question."

Huey Newton

I refuse to speak with you Comrade Brother."

Speaker

"Upon the grounds that it might i vi a sunse
incriminate you..."

5
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Huey Ne^^ton

On the ^i/ounds, . „oo tlie gr ou nae 9 t

s ^ Oj C t at once

I

u

Speaker

"If we're goinr: to Kosr.e fo r a

cJiscussicn . , we have to lay a I’tili' ‘^^'oead work and
detexTtiine where vve are Now, f jUKt want to know At
you're advocatiag so thsit J can tneel you maybe half
way and discuss it with you,.,"

|

I

Huey Newton

"I covild never be & ai'raid of being incriminated
because to be the victim is to be (inaudible) and a '

you’ve demonstrated that today because of your lack of
concern you see,

.

Speaker

"You’re shifting your grounds you know. I mean
your reasoning.

Huey and another speaker argue about answering
simple Questions,

S pea ker

"Because you won’t aiiswer my simple questioav ff

Huey Newton

t7
d I accuse you. of being.,.." Argue.

Speaker

"Well you knov? terms .vd'.at do they mean really...
I mean v;heJi you can’t address youA'se If • to .sonse hirig then
you simply resort to rathver (inaudiply) t'-Tm;-; vou .know really

i
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v..^a*

Huey Newton
I MIX .ini,> jitisw fat ji

'Your ttue^tlons haven't been very profound «o
ths^t I oftftttot deal them and fri ve yon an intelligent
an&%er but I rel‘j;se tu lot von. i> 4

< nniw'
iH ii M i af-'-jr-i ’?•

You ref «F.;e . V

1

'*

Huey Newton

''force iM' to do i 'someth A mg fhat I don't want
to do. A matter of iaet ie what tho Black f^nther Party
teache.^>. No matter wnat we will maintain our dignity
and we will choose the course , You nee, in tvcher* w-ord«,
we will not yield to the spear becHuec men ca'hould never
yield to the spear but make the* spear yei Id to them....

"i^ePre Jmst engaging in eonversation there's
fl’o' sp’e'&rs here*,.."

liuey Mewton

yoo don't understaad the

Bpmkm
''^*‘*^“* m 1 I -MUtn nil

"Po you mind some quest ions of a of & somewhat
pe-rsodai RStturo Myoyf l# you do i won't ash them. 1

wa# otiri-oiio about a eo’upi-e of thi,TsgH t’ve read about
your * .

"

’i'hat fiioa».s that a*, .there are iitany here. Sut
If

fl V •*

t.'

?|uey

t#
i' frii^ht ^n^vi^r I iplffht Jioks till'

"Ail ri^
mo-?ie'y*- i've r

1 was eurioy.s-^ uvioat .your
Ihtiti . , *

It

H1
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Both Kuay and Speaker talk at omt.e

iTv Ku pci net (inteyruotsi)

'One at a time olear.e.'

Speake

"Some reports say that a perhaps this is
Panther money that was ear marked for other things
for example your Breakfast Programs. It was used
for your bond money.” !

HueyNewtm

'*! might that if vg'j answer a question
that we could consider personal. Where did the States
Attorney get the money to hire Sullivars who costs so ,

much. Does ne use the tax pa .yers money? Its rumor
Sullivan is one of the most highest paid attorneys in
this state. He charges so much an hour and its rumor
that the States Attorney, in defense of himself, because
he has to ge before the Grand Jury is now hiring this
man

”

Irv Kupcinet
*|| III ^1 nmimwm*

’’Well Marv can answer that he’s in that area."

rAarv

"I’m not aware of the ^Sul1ivan that they’ve
hired. There are a lot of expensive Sullivan's in this
town who are attorneys. I'm not too familiar with them..."

Irv Kupcinet

I’t know any so I won t get involved in
this

.

Huey Newton

"Well you you oufjht to investigate this attorney
because 'the people want to knoW Sullivan, As you very

!i
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h I'm concernedwell know I’m xrom nut nf state even thoug
with the victims ©veryC'hc-’re. . .

’

fifa rv

"No 5 I honestly don't know tb? answer to youx'

q'uestion Huey."

Huey Newton

"Well the question as far as my bail money ^vas

is that J could give you an answer but I won't."concerned

Irv ICupcinet

"And lets piiuse hex'c for a moment for a message'.
You get an answer to this right a».fte5' this message."

Commercial.

Irv Kupcinet
»*i~imn ivtim ~pw

"Mr. Parker you represent or are a member of the
Young Americans foi" Fx*eedoro in Wa.shington, D.C,, and
Philadelphia?"

Mr . Parker

'That s correct, I m Director of Community Affairs. If

Irv Kupcinet

"The what?"
Mr. Parker

"I’m Director of Community Affairs for the National
Organization ,

”

Irv Kupcinet

"What has been your impi^ession of the Black Panthers?
You certainly have come; in contact with them in, Washington
and Philadelphia.”

I
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Mr, Parker
_ /

”3 have KOt had aay personal contact with them
in Philadelphia or Wnshingtors, other than through, the
newspapers « radio or to ievisi on . but my impression is
not a good impression of them i \l terms of what I*ve
been reading about thci.r advoca'-y of changing the'
political and economic structure cf our country.”

Irv Kupci raet

”Kow do ou feel about the violence which has.
been attributed to the Black Panthers and has been denied
as you heard Kuey deny today that they believe in this
kind of violence?”

Ml nil U'

”A perhaps you’d better refresh my memory so
we can deal with the specific niece of...”

Irv Kupcinet

’’Well the big argument was quoted by their
attorney in San Francisco who says som---' thing like 28
had been killed then he reduced it to 13 and then a
man named. Epstein wrote a story in New York in which
he pointed out that only two renlly accused could be
victims of murder (inaudible) t".vo were in Chicago right
here .

”

Huey Newton

"fCup iiiDa 3
' I eseulat© that to put this in true

perspective. It was a mistake, a t.ragic mistake, I

heard the Frost program whsi e Honorable Attorney Charles
Garry attempted to go through and justif 3

' or argue the
30 murder that the police have committed against the
Panthers. I would like to esculate i t so that the
argument can be more lively that X charged genocide,
number one that not 30 a black people killed but over
50 million, and this is according to a l^chelor Davidson.”

\ '1
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Irv Kupci ij* ^

"WhE^ts ttet fijot to do witfi Panthers we’re
ta Iking aboutt the Black Pan thers?”

Huey Newton

"The B.lack Panther Ffirty are only tine advocates
of a black c orem u a i

t

y and we’re not important at all.
The coromunlty is important and the reason we exist is
because of the 50 millicn over 50 faillion that a...”

Irv Kupcinet

”Y’ou want to a stick to that statement that
youi'e not important at all. Is that what you mean?”

Huey Newton

"Of course, we’re willing to sacrifice ourselves
on behalf of the people. That means individually we’re
not important, but our community is important.”

Irv Kupcinet (irtterr u pt s

)

"Your community is important, you individually
not important? I thought that was your whole point that
you as individuals are not important,"

Speaker
Til ^ i» ii'>i^inii»ri<[^ini > TTT

"libute not Important as an individual. I’m
curious aix>ut this thing Huey.”

Huey Newton

"Not when compared to the community. You’re
interested in the whole community. You have Breakfast
programs for a community which I think are commendable.
To feed the poor and the young is commendable no matter
who does it. And you’re interested ia all these things...”

I ’m

r”! -t|
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Huey Newton

f iThat ’s a verv . ,

.

”

Speaker

"And your not important r,o I'Hi, .

’

fluey Newton

*1CommentF, when you attempt to feed the people.,.’'

Speaker

”What about your SG50 a month penthouse that
you're living in right now in California?"

Huey Newton
—

r

iTT-fc ir— I II fi^iiippia iipiii> tfii nm\ iiii i i n i

"What about it?"

Speaker

"Well, it seems thats thats (inaudible) important
yet you say you’re not important."

Huey Newton

?(?

I don t„.,I refuse to answer your question until
you answer mine first.”

Speaker

"Wouldn't it be more Imoortant to out that monev
«

in the community to the children who should be fed; to the
poor who should bo clothed."

Huey Newton

"I would think so..

I

would think so but the Central
Committee of the Black panther party feels it nece.ssary to
protect beings from certain murder.s a..."
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KUEY PERCY

Speaker

i m por ta nt
"Well they feel that you and the
than the t:>ecple appSires; t ly ,

”
party are more

Muey Mewton
M wm_njM I II

‘

I 'T
— "“I—ri'

4

"And that Fred Hampton and Mark Clark suffer

as far as my individual assessraent of chr sitv’ation, I

think its too much for mv ovjn defense.

Speaker

Huey
"Then why do you keep it?

"I .must explain cur structure then
governed by a Central Committee, Our pari.y is
along the lines of dcznocratlc centralism..,,,’’

I'm ;i

organ Ixed

Speaker interrupts and talks at same time Huey does

" YouVepassing the same buck that you were
accused of as passing the buck before.,.,"

Huey

"I*m not passing any buck whatsoever for the
simple reason tJuat I take part in the Central Committee
because I am a member, I' .11 stand by their decisioiis and
defend them. Now my own personal af^sjessment of my work

;

I give you insofar as the strati'gy the Central Committee-
has used I think tiiat it is good ‘Strategy to protect
an individual

I

don't tiiink I’m important
enough for that , , ,

,

"

Speaker interrupts '

"Lot me ask you one question . .does thea "

ALL ilKCUE TC-GETILHR .

. P7 f

13

il



ITiJEY PERCY NSVt'TOl';

Soeaker

"Tjcts foi'eret $6 ] etf' 'afiKUMG that you
bn ve 3. t D ^ O ©

like $750

Speaker

"Its reallv norc
I think or’ $800,

- ' ’ A I 'OOr; it-: 1 1 s r € a 1 1 y some th i ng
O O 9

"Whatever it is „ ^ „ ,V<’ !:,oro c!,0'.:-s the O.'ntral Con’ml ttc^;
'.V } 1 j. c h ma d e 1 a i s (

’ cc i s i o 1 1 s t a n ci 5
:o t . ; «• :

» n y o v. a i
i c; £ J d t i c1 gc

C 1 eai'er? ''

Fuev

"Now wait I

more t’-san that,../’

Spc a itor ( in t n r .'aur t s

)

'ivr.ntfad t’O act' -..o! t

!

wliat’'^' evt.-n

'

'F ill y ou go t a r o'.\ nci. rnsv’crlng lint cpji<--stion

Huev „

Hue y

"The Black Coi.nuni ty and tiu- fd r,c:k T:'ontj-!er Pai: i.y

spent over $300^000 to :,;ave me from the ga--: Gharriber. I

don’t thiUik t’lat they "-houlri ]\avi' done t}irt ‘Ui t . . . .
"

i

Speak ex”

’'qov din thnv save so rauv') riCiov vv^,c the co*o:t
overturned thr^t conviotian of (gui lty?'’

/luoy
spent t'lVC':’ years

over turned and i\[xcv tf at . ^

t 'H- V' ;? 1 xonx ii'ivy <1 i X nc V



HcIFY PERCY NP aTO?^

Spen ker (

I

rv)

'’They Cf'-'Uldj''t kn-r^: .'-y-x'nt !•. in*.! of j-ioney...
its impossible-- to speiv! I'ori: kiji*:; r'i ;';njiey , . , ,

”

”Thc-.t’o ivas a---; intr coo.'.v,'i:'‘: - !>i’ vvou!d intornfi 1 torn 1

campaign to a bring tba ijr-op’o r-f tlv:- -^vorjob,-/ a t t'-nt.lon v.por!

t.fio inurtor tiia t was absv.’t to take olaee in (inaneb. oi ':•)

county. So it took mreb energy tr.anp->'..’er but even ;,'iorc.- tl'an
f' o f*

’ ^

w / ^ ^ ^ ^ 0

Sneaker

"I tj’ ought thv
the decisior>. ’

California rc”'i' -w- ia.r court reversed

Anot her Spea k er

Kuey

Speaker

Teah t'.ic co’Os't rcoc rs''c it..,.

’Pardon re?

"I thou Kilt the court reyorsed it c ^ tf

lliiev
H#

"In other word^ you dioe^t kiu'v. t'int I ''iad

attorneys to fight Ihc case.,.."

Speaker

Hu e V

"Yral'., 1)11 fc ‘-.•oe .onid :,V>('C.OO(' iaat:-- prci>o.-;teroiis

"I fTucss. its. very expensive In sue ii case:-..
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Kupciaet

”L-et''s for',‘et ti!?!' for
go back to the Centra] Coraj.iittoi'

important decision/'

a ::‘r>!nOTit Huey,
vor, sait! vr.aees

IJO t me
this

}j,n <5y

$750 lets
"Let’s talk about a greater
talk about $300,000/'

(ina’.idxblc/ than

Kupcinet

"Alx'tght let’s ’ooCorf' v/e y-'t there I’ll cone
back to yovi in a moment, but yon t!ic Conlral
Com’Tiittee made a decision that you oLoujd live tiiorc
regardless oi' '.diat tlu: oeo-)'! c , , ,

/'

Kuey
'Flight, right, ,, and I sup.'sort Lliat decision

KiiPC ine t

those df

Eld r id gc

"Wlicre does that Central C ommi tt' •{? v/iiich maiies
/.sions stand now in the battle betweev. j'ou and
Cleaver? Where is the Ccnlhcij Corimi 1 1 ee?

"

! 1*0 nr

'Oh thcv’ve decided that Fldrids'c CleaverV

accepted the partyr M

Kupcinet

Huev

Oh, he’s out no\v?F

"The Central Committee decided t-:at he-.,,.”

Huey

"And you participated in t!>at decision'-O

course

«

7^;
-T



HTBY PERCY' IfERTON

Kupcinet

’’Did he pa t i c .ij>a te
wav whatsoever?”

in that decision in ahv

Huey

UVYes «

f

Kupclnet

”He did?”

Huey

f ?Yes”,

Huey

"And he is nov; out of tiic Black F'^nther O.rgahizatiorav**

f IYes he is „
”

Kupeinet

Huey

''Vv'ell that’s a recent deve.l oocient then is it not?”

"Well, if 3' cm a watch our news organ 3''ou wc
see that its a little old, a couple of weeks

Oil

O »

Kupcinet

Well he said that hr? is or gani:-'. ing a group in
New York to oppose your group in Cajifornla the last I

heard »

"

Hor

Yu DC ;lnet

Well you iiave to ask Tildridge Cleaver about that.’'

"But there was a kiJ'Ling 'just a short ‘time ago in

77



HlffiY PERCY NSWTCYn’

New York,

Huey

"Was there?"

Kupc tnet

"Which a Mr, V/ebb which fieured jn this divssioi|
between you and Sldridsye apparently.’'

Huev

Who killed hlfn?

Trv

"I’m not gonna say who killrul him I just said
there was a killing which you're av<r?.re of T'n; sure.,,"

Huey

"I heard about it a through the paiXJr, , , .

Kupc inet

"So that
between you "

there is a still is friction I presume

Huey

Bstv/een who. Between you and Eldridge?"

Kupc inet

Between vou and Eldridge."

Huey -

"How ’.'3 that. iVhat is the reJat
a man being killed In New- York an-i a lii:’.!

between Eldridge and I."

: opsh i p b€?t ween
>c t i c a 1 a r gument



lilTEY PERCY NEVfTON

Kispcinet

"Because tbc Part 3?j apparently the Black
panther Party, is split very dlvisively with Rldridgc
Cleaver naving a New York segnent and yoti !iave eitiicr
tiie rest of the country or the west scCTient and tlvis
other killing resulted according to the ncwspaj3e)rs as
a I'esult of this division between tlio two of you."

Huey

"Well as I said I believe vcx"v little what I

read in the newspaper and I would suggest tiiat you do
the same because usually its not very accurate,"

AIJ. MGUB
.

TC-GETHER AGAIN

Speaker
I MP ! i< I iiH I am I

"Now you knov/ vHiy I’m asking j’-ou questions wliiic
jfour sitting rigiit hero Iluey,"

Hugv

"As far as rev concerned, t!i.o Black Panther Party
is not engaged in any warfare on any factional basis and
we don’t view the parties being split."

Kttpc

"You don’t."

"No .

"

Kuocinet

"And Cleaver is just out, thats that, the works.

7 ^^



lillEY PERCY Kir.VTON

Huey

’’That was the decision,"

Kupcinet

"That’s one tiling yon said tiiat was definite now
v;e got that much cleai* rigiit?' There’s no question about
Eldridgc Cleaver?"

Huey

"V/oIl I said... I said ti>nt at first lie defected."

Sneaker

"Are there any blacks Huey oth.er tiian those in
the Black Panthers whom you I'ocpect in terms of their
commitment. I know you’ve cr-ai'acterized Jesse Jackson
as peculiaar and I think yoti said some unkind tilings about
Stokely Carmichael, correct me if I’m wrong. Arc there
any other blacks outside of the Pantiicu* movement whose
motives aren’t suspect or that you fee] arc floing good
fox* theii' peojjlc?"

Huev
_w

"V/oll X resDOct thi.rtv uillion blnch nconle
Am ^

and thats all.,.."

Coeaker

"I’m talking, about . . , . I *n tr: I'lin;.;; about .... leadersnin

.

Huey

"So most of them are outside of the Black
Pantlier Party ns far as leaderliip, Tberds lio leadership
at tills time because wiiat tiie y\mcrican fascist 'will do '.vith

a leadei’ is to eliminate liim and put iiim into prison.

Xuptiiinct

"Did you tiavc any respect for a gentlemen like
Whitney Young for instance, tiie late Whitney Young as a leader

80
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SUEY PERCY m',nON

Did you regard him as a leadoz’?”

Huey

”In other words I’m saying that I respect black
people generally aiid in the whole struggle for freadom
we’.ve used many approaches and we’ve iiad many ''

corltradictioiis and arguments with each othiox' as fax* as a...”

Kupcinet

’’That’s understandab] e. .

.

Huey

"As far as attempting to ax’rive .li a tactic th.r. t

will give us ou.r freedom I’m concerned that it’s a

worthless argximcnt to talk about a contradiction witli
j

someone as far as the people I respect. I respect all
of them,

f

Kupcine

t

"Now Jesse Jackson, as he mentioned a few
weeks ago, has called for a Tltird Pai'ty Huey to achieve

some of the same objectives I’m sui*e ycvi want tfx achieve.
Could you stxjxport him in this effort? Do you see a third
political party as a means in whicii you could operate?"

"Well first I would have to find out if the
people would support that move because we are servants
of the people and we would have to find out would they

|

grasp this or have they been totally disillusioned,"

Kupcinet
n.l -> ——

t

m

’'Of course yovi liave a committee which makes i,

major decisions. By your own say so r few moments ago
won’t the Central Committee consider.... will t;\ey consider
supporting Jesse Jackson?"

SI
I



t f
V.'

i i h c > < j

'Pmcy
^ f , ,

"iiait just one’ iuin: I'o. T'jie Ij.l;'.ck .Pantiior ‘^urty Centra '•

Comnittcc is clcciicatecl to n .r.?/ ieivtif ic nrni lysis t;;bjoe live
analysjlG r.ud wc analvire arx’ attoni,';: Co analVzc will o" '*

tiiC DCOolCo" '

^ th. i

Kupcinet !'.

”Ho\v do you do it hy (iiirtudible)
Black PantJ^ers, j^rnr ov.’n ncivskcrr.-: :ap or the
in general?"

yoi: riican tlie

I.; 3 n c 1: commir iiir v

liucy

"T say, you asked ;;'e about the ^ & «

Kupcxr.e c

'Centra 1 Conmi t tec „
"

Icuev

ho\v wc
"I Vvas attor’pt iriy; to r-ivo you

arrive a t decisions „ . .
,

"

Kupcinet

"Yes

.

Huey

some ices cr.

O 'p O O O *"

I

Jjtid v/’nat subject natter wo will iaevsi

decide through arrturiont within t''e Centre' CoFewlttoc
Vv’e investigate end see c>:actej.y v.iiat tie ..'iounlc wanl

Speakers a 1

1

a :< gaio a t once (inau cl e^ _

^ ^ *

o
3 nc lis

r
'•

' 7 o
•» -PI

-
. y'O -O V.

I•. V/
^

J

X } vCli.

hi.ocinot

"One second let no
a mess a, ye and •.ve'j.l co'rc rig
r. t 1

1

). .1 s rao : ;jo n t , '

'

interrupt for a monient for
t bact. , I '’ll', eorry to i3\terrupt

7'" ' • / N T \ ^

Ot> I Lij * , k <' 1

1

‘ (
n f t ir-^* -r , yi •<r- A
.
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XIiusy PERCY Ni;:v/TON

Kupc i.ne t'

ftJay Parke?.’,”

parijer
•• % ji .m~ --r^lJ^r|~ n n

”It appeal's I.r\' that Mi”. Mewtor; is talking in
terms of a (inaudible) whexi he refers to the black.s and also
the poor whites, nov? by definition ’no refers to poor whites,
it seer.is as thoixgh we're talking about ciriss. Now I xvonder
if he’s talking in terms of all blacks also in other
words individuals who are referred to ns burgeois blaclis,
those wiio a perhaps i;iay be a Iialf million dollars or sonietixing
of that sort, I know it’s a typical question simply
because if we're talking in terms of a c 3 ass less society
ultimately we’re talking in terms of equa' itarianism. I

tlxink its visioziary utopia and I simply don’t see auj-

grass roots grounds swollen on tize basis of anything like
this.”

Kupcinet

TtYou say the blacks in other words...”

Parker and Irv Ai’gue (inaudible)

”';What I would say, first I would like to
sav that I would like to rallv or cncoura.'o the black
commxmitv to focus uoon the trial of our ciiairman BoVzby
Seale and Ericka Huggins in Now ilaven, Connecticut, vJho

arc now standing trial for their lives and to come to their
aid and do everyth ng possible • • « c

83



"In order to get them out of tiiat oppressive
situation, now secondly I wou7d like to say as far

the party is concerned yvc ajre now eriipUasizing t’le

need to cj’eate a cosnpreiiensivc collection of institutioi'is
which again means ccminunity ar>d we are doing this by
erecting a program based upon survival. V»o see that the
change is a need to come about, V>e know that tliere are
ajfew people in this coxinti'y, some cxpc?rts saj/ its

ii

about 76 companies, others say its about 20 according
,

to the report on civil disorders of President
Johnson. It was written a few years ago and it was
stated then that approximately 76 corporations controlled
the economy of the United States and no one could really
compete with those corporations. They are monopolies
and a they not only contro] tlse economy here but of the
world. So we say that there needs to bo some redistribution
of wealth and power in this country and subsequently the'
world as far as a candidate is concerned. If the
candidate is tied to supporting or dealing ivlth these
73 companies without any transformation we say its lost

'

a Ire adV . ''

Kupcinet

you?"’

Huey

TfYou’re against t'le concentration of power aren’t

"Yes. I would like to havo..,,,"

Kupc ine t

, "Are you against the concentration of power
by' Mao in China who controls it all in his ov^n hands?"

i



nUEY PERCY ?-ffiWTON

Huey

"IV’ell that’s your ana lyrd"' and I doubt if
ydu’re a scientist."

y ou
, "Well I think it’s pretty

asx'ee that he docs?"
wc"!] rhiid that . d on ’ t

Huey

1 't.TNo I don’t af:;rce,"

Kupcinet

"You don’t?"

Kuey

J. 4 p A •

Kune inot

"You don’t think he's n rorr.icr ctictator?"

Ihie

"Was Cliianr; Kai Chek (Pit), a dictator?"

Kupcinet—^

'Damn ris-’ht he was.4 ^

Kuey

Did America support Chianp Kai Chek?"

Kupcinct

tt : r
lie did at ov.o tin:G, yos^*'
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TJHY PEPXY f-IE-v/TOII

Icuey

Kupcinet

Ku DC Ine t

Huey

T)o they support i;t!n row in Formosa?'’

'Ou.ly to, our own advantapo temporarily."

"Thats what rou a 'Uvavs clo :-»coai):-e voui’^ au opnortuuist
A- • jr ^

'Fhats the answer tlioup'i

.

*v,»

* f You You You will svipport "

all iVlGUF

Kupcinet

Mno ha

'

"Do you v/ant the concentrat ion of oower like

"Do you know vdiat tlii? man just said? lie said.
th,at he will sViopor t any one ii itf to t'.d-S country’s
auv'anta.yy-’ and v/Jiat he really,,..''

Ku ocinet
"Did I say tlint?"

Huey

ttvYou sai.d th.at vou v/ouid.,,."

Ku pc i ne t

"I said that the
say''I was doinr;'

coun tv'v is do inn that, I d idn ’ t
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rruKY pEiicy mwron

IlueV'

ffxrYou si;pport the cov.,nt3"v rionM' yoi'?"

Ku pcipet

"I don’t snpjjort ijjsat po 1 i c;- , . , , v/e have
to dill'cx-’' yoe see we u’.ve 'dissert u; trif; courtr'-,
a right to orpress i 1: a;-; yor ;iave "

tlie right
’Hxu hav''^

Mucy

t?
Itx otiior words .uaybo jcxi't'e iDorovisig, . , .

"

ALL AHGUJj;

Ku.pc ine t

."But you ai’e against the concf-'nti'a tlon in tliis
power of the country Inrt against t!io concentration
'of oOwer' in Rod Cl5ina. Vvhv?"

Huey

MXtNo. No I disagree that its concentrated number
one „ .

.

Kupcinc

"Vi'eH that ridicuioiu; if you don’t agree its
concentrated thats against all tV'.e known. "

Hue y

"Now second ].v.,
•r'

^ ^

say it’s ridicu.Tous,
it’s ridiculous that you would

Kune ine t

Its against nil knov/n ’nistorv.’'

Huey
uo

,

it’s not kn6v;n to a. . . .
”
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jiuyjy PERCY i^jr.vTON

Kupcinet

.o\m oncls^’'

You j’ast w'lnt to chong'o !:,.ir.!to.ry to a?pease your

Jluoy

,

4^^ • * iii»i 1,^/0 mt^rn*

:iisaf:rcG

Speaker

Union?o i»

"Okay, X roulci tcj.l yon sorno peoi)le that will
Would you like to 'acar?"

"Is there a concentration of power xji the Soviet

'Pardon me?"

Snea ker

Soviet
"Is there a concentration of po'-.vor

Union?"
in the

Huey

Speaker

Kupcinet

"There mi^ht be".

‘hVhat do you mean there laigl’t be? Yes or No?

"Why cbn*t you want to admit these concentrations
of power by the dictator?"

"The first
you agree that there
counti-y right?"

thing is this.., that first will
is a concentration pi power in this

88
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IIIJEY PERCY J^E^'/TOK

Kupcinet

have to agx'ec that they are getting -more today sore

Hue y

»

"Accordiar; to Foil:-: Grahar,:t they get ;noi'’e so
at some point there was sonc- breakdown in tiio roncentration
of ' powco.’ . Maybe not ar' jrvuci: as von ',,'011 Jd liL'-c ixit vov,i liave

•to agree tho siif fei’in;; was rodistri’jntod isn't that right„"
*

,
J

KuDCinet

"IVell uiaybe you got to agree that the concentration
of power isn^t always bad”.

Huey

"No wait -just one rainutc now..,’'

SpeaHer and Huey and Irv Artme (Inaudible)— ~ ' n TT I 1
~ nit

*
~~i » ~~i~ 1 1

~ •

i t 1 i ~T ~ t 1 r 1

•

~i 1 ~r~' ~ n ~ rr re n iin m 1 f>w 1—
'

I

'

l 1 1
1

! 1 lami m ' ' mi uni 1 1 ito n np> 1 irw opr 1

"First you said that many, many people, according
to Felix Graham in Shanghai, before the revolution bodies
were found every day from starvation. After Chiang Kai Shek
was defeated thci'e has been no starvation.”

Kupcinet
I

"That’s not the point yovir getting away from
the point.,,my point,, , my x->oint was tiiat you disagree or
that you don’t want concentration of power .here' but youi'
willing to accept it elsewhere because it’s you' re politica.i
process..,."

89
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IIUEY PSECY ^•^EV;TON

Huey Sayirif!; At Same Time Iry is TalJ-inp;
11 1 •fTr- iT^ -iTb^i'i ii 1 1

1 ,

r*ir |T' i nn i

'
i rm lY i mlhih i

'

i ri ~r it rtwi ir^-riw -i tr »» , -i--T in — ii
-^ •

i.rr r'-ni-fi rr \ i j i ^rg

—

i m'^-n

. , ,, ”No.. the point tHc point is,,, you asked we...
oh you speaking absolutely ... your .speak in" absolutely
Yv’.ben I talk about; process, I':", saying that what is iiappening
there the people are gaining riorc riowcr and to,. take
note of what was before and now wiil show you that thcii'
position has improved. So in tlie process of revolution
the process never stops as it stops tiien it becomes

.
reactionary so tiie process of getting the people more and
more freedom more and more uower and more and more of the
good life and the good life is..,.,”

Kuijcinet

"Well why don’t you take recognition of the
I’evolution going on in this country with the changes going
on (inaudible) in this country?"

Huey
,,

"No revolution can go in this country when it’s
the seat of reaction by a placing thoir troops tlieir
fleets at the shores of every country that opposes their
I’cactionary way of government "

Kuocinet

"That’s a broad, statement Huey that you know
isn’t trvic . . , .

,

Huey

"In other words what is t'nc relationship between
why the United States would go into Vietnam, stay so
long and kill so many people in the name of peace, V.'hy

would they go into the Dominican Republic, A few years
ago, why would they support tlic Greek regime that’s fascist
and everyone knows it. But they wovild do it sinply to

maintain power and to not let the process of revolution go or.



laiEY PERCY KEETON;

So I'm saying that there's no absolute, no, there's
no place in the world today v/'acre power ijas been
disbursed to the point wlicre t-icrc-s absolutely
no concentratJoi!,, But v-’lien this ''.aopeiis they will reach
a Utopia. I don't believe in Utopias so any country '

• that Y/e can imagine you will find some degree of concentration
, of power,,.but v;hat we have , . ,

”

KunCinet

'"Icit a Marvin get in a woi’d will j^ou Huey your,.,,"

HueV

"But what \.’e have to do is this. IVe would
have to gauge and see if there's improvatent and if tliere
is ImprovCiricnt then is the process going on. bc^causo
once it stops then tliat government is I'cactionary ,

"

All Argvie (Inaudible)

Kupcinet

"Let Marvin get in a word,"

Marvin

"I’m interested in of course what Huey has to
say about China and Russia and Vietnam and all these

- things Just as '

I 'm interested in any one’s views on it
but I think he's avoided geting explicit.

Huey

"He’s (inaudible) refused to answer any ouestions,"

Marvin

"rt'ell let me finish Jay, for a minute. I think
that you know there are a lot of things that the people
who are listening to this program would like to know
about the Black Panthers. You refuse to be explicit you’ve
given us a lot of verbias when I 've tried to pin you down
you said something before..."

Huey
,

"Like v/hat like how like wlio pa.i.d my bail...."
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Mary
V

’’Let me try. again. Let v.k* try again Ilney
here’s something' their. intei''es'tod in llucy. Yoi.! mentioned
that. the people listening should support Bobby Scale in
his trial ,, , .Alright

,

» 4 «

Huey

t? also consider Fred Haim:) ton and Mark Clai'k."

Mary

’’Alright, be specific, Wthat s'novtld th.e people do
to support Bobby Seale. What ar <3 you asking tb.e people
to do?”

Huev

”A v,'ol3 in tine first thing I doji’t I don't.,... ft

Mary

saying.
"Because they might be confused as to what you're

They mi.ght kno'.v you really don’t know what
you want them to do.”

Huey ,

ttAlright, ai.riglit, I’ll tell you.. To see tiiat
jiTStice is to be done and take .note that 15 liundred -jurors
went through that courtroom and none of t’jem qualified,.
In other words, to get I2 jurors it took 15 Imndr cd .< a s

k

yourself the questioii w'ny the fusierican way is not for
neonlc to come into the court tiine after time and savV
in tliat city "I ’in so racist . ...”

Speaker

ft

then?"
Well what do you -want the nan on the street to do
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''I'm so racist and so I cannot f^ive any black
a fa.lx’ trial* Now what I Pi- savina t}:.e man on the

f * 4“’ *

street shonld understand that th.e judicial sys:tem
does not wo.i'k for liisn t’jat he :'';:.oulcI use vdiatevcr means
that’s efficient...*"

Speaker

"What means? For ermiunlc

'Huey

' "Nece.ssaiuf and suffie-ient . . . , to make
transformation."

the

Dcaker

ICupcinet

Speaker

trr’ ;Give us an erramule « « « •

'’You*re stuck on those words effi.cient and sufficient,',,"

"Give *as an exampic of noru: o.f t'lose merais,,,"

"It keeps us x legible. We don’t tcle;-;raph (inaudible)."

’’Alrirjht without (inaudible) jf*;ive i.'s an example
of a method oi' a meaps of suf f i'uiont, efficient what's t.h«!

othor oiie? V.'hat’s th.e 3itu.r^;y? A efficient, sufficient
and necessary , .

,

Huey

"And that tiooends verv mucli upon t'le onpressor ’s action."



f
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Speaker

‘.'Alright, give '.'lo '.v’o know wliat the
oenresKior ’s action iu f.iccardi,:.'.e to vou . A.12or,odj.y oT;)D.resnor '

c

act.lo.ri is ti’ying; Bobby Scalo. Ajri;:’it no',.; whi^t "

Huey

"No,- no no,., ..the ntirdor 'f Yar'.; Clark and
Fred Karaptori that’s the. nct.ion.''

Epea.ker
__

”I’m askinn vou about
t I

*

person on the street do,...''

Huey

,S50 D.'.''V ea .10 V/liat can t.he

’'The k i 1 1 i ng: o f 5 0 n i 1 1 i on blacks,.,"

Speakei'

"Vi’hat can tlu' pci’son on t,be street do to support
Bobby Seale? You’ve asked t;io ncople on the street to
support Bobby Scale, "

Huey s

"The Support of tijc Greek Rogine. Tliat’s the
thing that the countrj- is guilty of. and tliose are the
things I want to

Kvipclne t

"Vv'e’vc asked 'ou a spec if ic question about Bobbv
•A J, A *.

Huey, 3'ou can answci' t,hat can’t yov!'.'"

Huc y

Vtbiat did he say.. what did
to .Uai*moni/ie I think

hio s.av..'.ve wc were t.rying
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Sneaker

,
"No ivhat I was saying. .. do w'sat I was say inf; Ilucy

is that you asked the people to support Bobby Seale by
sufficient, efficient and necc:-sar;)' tneans. V>c)l t}>e average
pei’son .listening to t]u.s nrogT?!.! might not bo sopb.iscated
enoug)) to come up v/itii an example' c.>i a sju'iieient, efficient,
and nec€.'ssary moans, vPaat arc some examples, give us seven
or eight of t'aetn without tc’lling us vj'iicl one you’re
interested in , .

,

"

iiue'

"Alright, alright...”

Speaker

"What are some means?"

Huey

"That’s for the people to know am* for you
to fj.nd out,"

IvlANY PEOPLE LAUGH

"Well I played that game when I was five years old..."

Hc’.ey

'And you’re only three nov/

Kupcinet

"Is that the best answer you can give liim though
seriously without.,.,"

Huey

"That’s the onlj’ answer I will give... ask tlie

people what they would do. They’ll show you ti’.roug)'!: action."
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Kupcinet

"V/hat action \v'i,n t kiac’ . , .vihat kind of action.

Sneaiier

"'dhat can r.'c onrtici-’n to in.”

'’Consider t''.e people, .'isk them.”

S oeaker

"V.'ell %u!re on 'at of tisc pootnlo, I'm asking you,'

Huev

they ' 11

Sneaker

YNo, but th.e people collcctive'ly
tell me vv ! la t to do.”

V.' :l 11 doc idc and

"But toe i-'-ooplc i ndividi’.a I ly -nudce up:, their minds,..,''

peake:

today?”

Huey

"Did the jx'onlc toll you to appoai* on this program

"Yes, I h.auc' v. nandnto i. ros.i t’le people. Got on
you.r phone and call f.!:oM I'noldj-

Kupcinet

1 yoTi want to say son-iC t 'iiug, Jay?”

Jay

"Yeah,
Nev/ton talking.”

Yov: know I get c.'>ncc.fncd about t'ois this
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Sneaker

'Yoti ’ re conc or 15ed , I ’ sn c on f u s c d .

Speaker

"Well kelng co.nfescd--’vcI}. aot confused but I'm
just a 3 mos t I'ru s i I’a ted f r jin k 1 y . . . ,

"

Huey

"V
Jk ou shoii Idn ' t be frustra ted . , , ( Innudibl e) "

Cpcnker
.. ¥ 1 ip I

mttrnm

"V/ell just relax a second Jluoy , , .
ji:st relax for

a EieconcI Huey,, just relax a second, I'd just like to know
V,'here a oersons headed thnts all. There's no reason whv
anybody in this country,,,.-'

ALL AfiGlJE Three speakers talk a t once ( inaud ible)

Kupcinet

"Hold it just a minute will you gentlemen oh
Huey hold it a minute hold it Huey this doesn’t make sense.
One person at a time. Jay you had the flooi*.,.."

Jay
,

"You know 2 appeared on the program here in Chicago
with sorae fellows from the American Nazi Party one time.
They gave me the same rhetoric. They said once we transform
society v;c perhaps, after I pinned them down, for saying
that thej' may have to 'lave a concentration of power
for a period of time until they could straighten ti.e system
out. You know, , , I *ra. . , it appears as t'iongl! your saying
the same tiring if your not say so."

Huey

"I’m not."
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Jay

"Alright, I just want to knov^ v/hats in store for
me. That’s all yon know, in other v.'ords yon thiul; I'm
gonna sit here and listen ro t/iis j-aotoric and listen
to emptiness, I don't sec ho-.v you couI/J .recruit a >13/ pod

y

like that. ..."

Huey
t;

rfigcll the i 1 .I’St thijig not nerc to recruit
you . ,

.

f f

Jay

"ivoli not no. But vov:. liave an audience out here youPi „ ^

have an audience out .:if.v’o your ta.lfeing to its telcm^isioxa
Huey,..."

Huey saying at same time Jay is speaking

"The people appreciate what I’m siaying. If tiie

people don’t appreciate it then t!icy will discipline me
not you."

Speaker

"I’m not discipl ininr; you. T

Huey and Speaker Argue

Speaker

Huev

"How would thev discinjim: you?"

"pardon me?"

Speaker

"How would
what 3*aj*Fe saving'!"

they discipline j'oi: If they disagree with
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Spen leer

'They- would critici'/.e me.

"I don't consider you bevond rcslemotion I’uev butV *. ^ «i

I’m not j;;oing to sit here and discxoline
;
ori or oritieijie

you in tiic sense that jets try and iiiake you say some tiring
that you doii't want to say, I mean you’i'c a free man and.,.”

.’’No, I’m,n.ot free. But you Unve illusion of .rreedom
and. that's just the point ... ” .

Sxreaker

vou'rc f,roc in the context of
to sav Vvhat vou rant jns-t 1 il-tc t'.'ic ^ our o.'.' ve;.

tixis ryro^rram

vovi know

,

Nl# ^

line

Wel l r,ctua 1 ly . , . .

Speaker

”Nd, he’s not. free cause he speaks on the consensus
of his people apparent J

y,

”

Speaker

’’Oil, I see”.

”I mean."

Huey

"And vou'rcf not free because vou liave to Oi>ev
*'* h' «

the react ionarv laws of this count^o.'

Speaker
,1

"/a'o you^,reaI.Ty say ins that you're saying or do you
have n tape rccorciiny:. Are you rce, ..’ ly sayinr; what saviny
or ai'c you a tape recorder button?" u
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'”1 don ' t ',understand youi' language.''

>eaker : . v' /

'"^Vell obviously not, I qucstionocl your comprebenslon
a little earlior,"

t * * , .
*

*
.

* .

I^ey .;

'

-*—; r '

,
«. t ,

» t.
i

•
' • '"Alright,, -' You know what? The thing is that •

your probiem is thi&, nurabcr 1 that your prograri is
to

:
support,'‘'a tiling (in.aiidibie) , " .

J • ,
tli>«

>
. ^ I .

'

• i'You better watch it or you'll be guilty of
practicing medicine without a license."

‘Huey

"Yeah, alright,"

ieaker

Huey

f’Okay

.

. i V

. "I*m a. witch doctor and also say that you have
bceii'' civilized by -white Christianity wositern. . . .therefore
the ,.ohi.y thing that .we could do witli you is to deliver
you to . the .people fio that they will tisen rid you,,.,
(inaudible) cause of the problem."
I .

. * I
" ' ^

Speaker''
,

,

’

, "Number one, you don’t knov; if I adhere to
Christianity or not do you?"
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leaKe;

"Plow would tiie peop]o rid themseives of people
like Mr.- Parker? . I moan what do yon suggest they do.
I mean you use the word fnat ncop‘'e are going to rid you..

Huey

• "You know you’re a- very nosy man. Ypu '• always
want, to know , the opinions of tlic people,"

'"S

"I thinlc.dthat 's human nature believe it- or not."

' * * * ;

Kupclno't '
,

„
.

. •'

- -r nrr-r- -
^ 1 .

. ,'r ,f ., ‘-"Iluey,. lot;: mo ask y'pu a quic-k qi-estio-n. Now
,''>^..,ytlierds boon some -talk .abo-ut t.h0 possibility of^ forming

.ir-a - B’iiaOk:’ 'Ka'tiOn' wi th.i^ the colony where blacks would
havn' . their yown iiat;ion v/ithin the United States,, Do
'the Black Panthers • visual-izG such a thing?" .

/I jf'- t

•
' V .

^
•

'Huey :
' i’

' ' ' '
\

"The first thing is that Nation has been negated
through the reality or by the reality of the empire,
in other words nations could not exist along side a
modern empire

^

becav:^ sc the very definition of the empire,
. ,.tho modern one, is that it controls all other epuntries.

• oither In, a direct or indii'cct way so the countries of the
/wdrid have' now been transformed in oppressed communi ties

.

' Tha-t;’s why . wo 'see a oneness wltli all of the people ;-

' in the world because 7 G companies not oril}’’ control all
.. of the bommupitios here,, they also control all of those

1- ffirsr cOBwmini ties that use to be called nations. Their
:ij';|ecOn,bmy their cvyltwc,,- ,and corpora i institution so control

d‘'--.1^fen;r|T;tl|d’;?l^nite^,-.Bta'tdS''';i:s:; the decider,
,

So first ! would
u iiki|f.'l:o.''<S,a‘v, tliis. .iTlja t Is- not realistic to talk about

led

M

1 ^ ^
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na tionJiood nt tliiss tine. .. All '.vc c:.r> tnlk about IP,'- self-
determination lor tb,e comi'uity. Ti-c dispersed CQUinunities
of thfe world. V/hotfeer they be !)lac!:, Chinese, Lloxlcan,
or a poor r/hite or Vietnamese, wo v, ant the people to
have the power, and to be li'oc to decide, v.hat means and
what tactics they will use. Ibic only definition I could
give would be somewhat arrogant, jr I would outline it
for them sure it would nean tijcy would do wfiab is
efficient and necessary in oi'clcr to cause the kind of
(inaudible) they want. As far as this man's concerned
that a..,.."

t

‘ , i *

Kupcinet •

H iifWhich rftan?i''

"We 1.1 -.'thi^ man. »

.

I r- >*

• KU:

'Mr M4i”vln Aspe'n ,^nd Mr, Jav, Pai’ke^',

Huey

Tn^xx • • 0 • '

ealcer

-Ilue.y

i f

Sneaker

Huey

"And as far as this man is concerned and this

"Do you remembor ;r’ name I'acv?”

. -’.'i d on- ' .t ' t a k6 t lie ;n Bor i ously.
/ ^

"Do you remember, riv. name Huov?"

;
"Bc;Gause a . , . .pardon me?"

i.

•* 4
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* * 1*

‘f< 'i-..

"Do you T'ernorAtXir my name?

f .

'To me ybur nairse 1 cr* ^ ^

4 •

ALL MGUE

ter

"Irv introduced me , You know I rementbcr j'our jianic

.you know I- give
,
you credit "or having that much intelligence

can you reihember me?"

^ '

*

^ "
i*

f . t

f .

• '•'’WelT
,
i thank', you for letting me make an

impressipn upqn you but i’ll toll jou, you 'are a blank
• ...So ypuyCianlt requiiL ,e

eaker

"Yon didn’t impress me at all. As a inattor
of fact,.; i tliink I. had a little higher regard for you
befoi'e' I met you. .*iand had a conversation with you..,.

Huey"’'''-
'

,

'
' ^

^ V

Y'Okay.,,,,1 appreciate that because any time that
you respect me then T will feel very bad,"

' i •
'

Kupcinet ,

r—*- ,

^

-

4 *1 - *
. ,

' "I’m sorry' wc have to end now On such a sour
note but ouf time has run out we must say goodbye to Huey
Newton the Minister of Defense for the Black Panther Party.
The iaan who believes in efficient, sufficient and all
necessary means and tiiis is Marvin Aspen, the Legal
Advisor for the Gook County Sheriff and co-avithor of a

book-billed, "Criminal Lav; for’ tlie Layman" and this is
• Jtr, ..'J,., A. Parker, the leading sr-'okesman for the Toung - '

An:^erican for Freedom,
;

V.'e will pause hero; for a message
' .'|hd‘ -wc; shall, be back with otiidr j.aiestn in a few socorids."
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c. "David Frost Show"
WNEW-TV
New York , New York
May 14, 1971

On May 14, 1971, Subject appeared on the David
Frost Television Show broadcasted over Channel 5 WNEW TV,
New York , New York

.

Subject initially thanked the people for fighting
for him while he was previously incarcerated since their
efforts resulted in his subsequent release.

Subject then went on to relate that the National
Association For the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
had performed admirably for its time and place in history.
If there were no NAACP, there might not be today any BPP.
Subject noted that no one organization has all the answers
and that the leadership of the BPP was acutely aware
of this.

Subject noted that in the past he was always
embarrassed by the title Supreme Commander of the BPP and
therefore , his title has been changed to Defense Minister
of the BPP and Servant of the People.

Change is an inevitable product of history and
those who are afraid of change are for the status quo. He
noted all ideas and groups must change with history and
defined revolution as the process which wipes out the old and
plants the new. The BPP itself does not plot per se to do
anything against the established order; however, such
plotting as it exists arises out of the experience of the
black community.

He noted that he himself was in favor of non-
violence; however, drew the distinction between the violence
of the aggressor and the self-defense of the victim. The
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United States in his estimation is the primary agressor in
the world.

Subject noted that there were approximately 38
chapters and branches of the BPP throughout the country.
The Harlem branch of the BPP left the party and is no
longer associated with the BPP. Subject related that ELDRIDGE
CLEAVER has done some very strange things in the recent
past but has however made contributions to the party in
the past. He recognizes that if it were not for CLEAVER
the party would probably not be where it is today.

Subject defined the BPP as an organization which
presents an organized structure through which the people
can vent desires and pursue their goals.

Subject declined to describe ELDRIDGE CLEAVER as
an Agent of the Government and/or the CIA just because "he
might be upset with him from time to time." Contradictions
he noted are necessary for progress.

Subject declared that the BPP wants the community
to challenge the status quo and the party would serve as its
voice and use strategies from time to time to insure the
attention of the establishment.

Subject observed that policemen are workers also
and that he himself seldom used the word "pig". The term
"pig" is a matter of semantics and is the response of the
victim to the agressor. It is a rhetorical phrase utilized
by the party to heighten the awareness of the black community.
Subject stated that it was his hope that the development of
the BPP was not in an antagonistic fashion but realized
that contradiction is a principle of the universe. He noted
that the real problem in the world today is that the people
want to control their institutions and retain destiny over
their lives.

Subject concluded his forty-five minute appearance
with the statement that the police were probably responsible
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for the recent murder of New York City BPP functionary
SAM NAPIER. He admitted that he has no direct evidence
of such involvement by the police in NAPIER 's murder; how-
ever, he has evidence that the police are capable of
such behavior.

Subject's appearance on the David Frost Show was
taped during the early evening of April 29, 1971, at the
Little Theater, 240 West 44th Street, New York City, for
subsequent broadcasting.

According to SF T-6 Subject received $1,500 from
the Frost program to pay for Subject's transportation to
New York and accomodations while there taping the show.

d. Black Odyssey Festival
Center for Urban Black Studies
Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, California
May 19, 1971

On May 19, 1971, Subject spoke at the second annual
Black Odyssey Festival in Berkeley, California. Approximately
200 persons attended the speech, most of whom were neatly
dressed and appeared to be church*-going people.

SF T-10
May 19, 1971

The May 29, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
contained the text of the statement given by Subject on
May 19, 1971, to the Black Odyssey Festival:
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STATEMENT BY P. NEWTON,
MINISTER OF DEFENSE

I
BLACK PANTHER PARTY
SER VANT OF THE PEOPLE

TO THE BLACK ODYSSEY FESTIVAL
The Center for Urhdn-Black Studies

Graduate Theological Union :

Berkeley, California May 19, 1971
Since 1966, the Black Panther Party

has gone through many changes; it’s

been transformed. I would like to talk

to you about that and about con-

tradictions. I would also like to talk

about the Black Panther Party’s re-

lationship with the community as a

umole and with the church in

particular.
^ Sometime ago when the Party

started, Bobby and I were interested

in strengthening the Black community,,
that is, a comprehensive set of in-

stitutions. because there is one thing

we lack and that is community. We do

have one institution that has been
around for some time and that is the
church. After a short harmonious re-

wun me cnurcn, tn fact a
very good relationship, we were
divorced from the church, and shortly
after that we found ourselves out of
the good favor of the whole Black com-
munity.

We found ourselves in somewhat of
a void where we were alienated frovn
the whole community; and we had no

the black panther. SATURDAY. MAY 29, 1971



way of being effective, as far as de-

veloping the community is coftu^rf^d.

The * only way we could aid in that

process of revolution- -and revolution

tical organ, I hope that you do, lt*s

called ‘‘The Defection of Efdrtdge

Cleaver from the Black Panther Party
and the Defection of the Black Panther]

is a process, iVs not a conclusion, or Party from the Black Community.”
a set of principles, or any particular (Editor*s note: In that, article, the'^

action- -was by raising the conscious- Minister of Defense stated: ‘‘We were
ness of the community. Any conclusion trying to build a political vehicle

or any particular action that we think through which the people could express
is revolution really is reaction be-

j* their revolutionary desires. We re-
cause revolution is a developmental cognized that no party or organization
process. It has a forward thrust which^ make the revolution, only the people
gets higher and higheras man becomes can. All we could do was act as a guide
freer and freer. As man becomes freer, to the people. Because revolution is A
he knows more about the universe, he process and because the process moves
tends to control more and he therefore in a dialectical manner. At one point
gains more control over himself, thaVs one thing might be proper, but the same
wnat freedom is all about. action could be improper at anoth&r
jso Til talk about the mistakes that point. We always emphasized a con-

were made. Sometimes I hate to call crete analysis of concrete conditions,
them mistakes because maybe they and then an appropriate response to

were necessary things to bring about these conditions as a way ofmobilizing
the necessary change in the Party, *the people and leading them to higher
the necessary transformation, orbring ^levels of consciousness.”) I would like

about the new. I am sure- that we will to concentrate today upon the defection
have other kinds of contradictions in of the Party. I think that’s a larger'

to concentrate today upon the defection

of the Party. I think that’s a largef
the future, some that we don’t know unit, for sure, and I hate to pla^

about now because they are in rather

low-key. I am sure they will build

up to hurl us into a new thing.

We see the church itself as goinp:

through phases of development. Some-

blame upon individuals in our Parp
in particular, because they’re always
governed by a collective called * the

Central Committee. When I disagree
with the Central Committee (and I did

times it has found itself somewhat much disagreeing and arguing when I

isolated from the community. foday~ “UJas in prison, but / was outvoted) when

the church is striving to come back we come out of the meeting, I support

into the favor of the community; so position of the Party untif/the next

with the church the Black Panther fneeting.
[

Party will attempt this also.
j think at first that we hailSi to hkve

A short time ago there was an some organized apparatus in lorder to

article that appeared in_Jhe Black bring about the change neces^ryjJQic

Panfher~Paper, if you rea^TTEni poli- ty^iy time we leave our political
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machine or our institution alt^

when w&feel that we cannot b

the change, As a matter offad,
posture of the organization

stuution will strip us of our

dimity. That would leave no

us to -change anything, beca^

be stripped of that basic qua

necessary for us to go on

i

to make the new. So I feel

was the case with the Part

can be argued one way or an

individually I thought that the

should be held together. I kn

we would have to form a ne}

a new institution in order P

is

about

every
the in-

ividual

om for
e we’ll

y that’s

gling

at this

nd that

er, but

0y still

WI left

Party,
Ibe that

spur or that guiding light in me corn-

unity. Also / would have tmContend

with new contradictions.

We always say that contr^ictions

are the ruling principle ofthe T^verse.

I’ll mention this word time Md time

again because I think that'-^’s re-

sponsible for muck sufferir^ When

things collide it hurts; but the^llision

is also responsible for dev^pment.
Without contradictions e^rything

would be stagnant, because^ontra-

diction is that principle where^posing

forces struggle against each;

order to gain dominance &a|

their unity. So everything h

temal contradiction, and, as

out, the church also has that.

^ Contradiction, or the strain

to make the inferior superi

thing that is in control, giv

to matter. We see this thr

universe, in the physical wor

as in the biological world,

see ii trC“cultures. We see

her in

upon
an in-

ointed

velopment comes when the ph

occurs that we call accultura

is, two societies meet, when

meet they collide because th^

contradiction, and both are

They say that the stronger sk

change and the weaker more

All the time the weaker is at

to gain dominance over that ot

But something happens, they

: never be the same again bee

^have a kind of synthesis, wi

' have the thesis, antithesis, anM^

thesis. In other words that

working toward the truth oft

This principle of contradict

striving for harmony, seems t

in all of our disciplines an

see how it operates.

So the Black Panther P

formed because we wanted t

the evils in our community,

the members in the Party weim^i so

refined—we were grasping fo^gam-
zation. It wasn’t a college can^^ or

ganization; it was basically an^gam-

zation of the grass roots^ and

anytime we organize the most vic-

timized of the victims, we run into a

' roblem. To have a Party or a church

r any kind of institution, whether wi

^ike it or not, we have to have adminisf

trators. The institution, the organi-

zation, or the Party in this case—how

it functions, how effective it is—will

depend upon how knowledgeable, how

advanced in thinking the administrators

will be. We attempt to apply the ad-

ministrative skills--ifyouare agrass-

roots organization-- to the ^^i’roblems

tharaf^most heard in the communi-

menon
^T^t

iltures ]

ihave a

lifted.

)S less

flange.
ipting

irpart.

m will

ie you

’e you
lesyn-

s all

trinity,
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>erate

}e can
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)ppose
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t%—Wh^ we do this, it is somewhat we call the Ideological institnio-Js^re
abstract in a way. -=

——= we are teaching these skills. And we
History shows that it*s there, and also invite those people who have

because most of the parties that have received a bourgeois education to come
people out of their difficulties to and heH> us, letting them know that they

cf^nge the situation have administra- will, by their contribution, make the' r
tors that have what we sometimes call need to exist—as they exist—null avd
the traits of the bourgeoisie or else void. In other words, after we lea'ni

de-classed intellectuals. In other' the skills they will not be bourgeois
words they are the people who have * a anymore, because that will evaporate
gone through the established institu- with its application,
tions, rejected them, and then applied

,
/ explain this to show some of the

their skills to the community. They mistakes. I toon't go into particulars
gave it to the community, therefore but I will show you generally what
making their skill not a bourgeoisie happens, because it* s also happened to

kkill, but a people* s skill. It was trans- the church. I say that everythingseems

formed through the contradiction of to negate itself through contradiction,

applying whaVs usually bourgeoisie to Remember it is transformed by the

the person who is oppressed; and that contradiction, so therefore its aid

itself is a kind of transformation. quality, its old composition is trans

-

With our Party we*re not so blessed formed so much until it has a new

with this. History does not repeat itself; composition. We call it a thing negating

it goes on also transforming itself itself; sometimes we call it the ne-

through its dialectical process. We gation of the negation, because just as

see that our Party, while we have ad- it is formed, it is also being negated

ministrators (we need them in the by something else, and we see that

Party), the victims have not received this goes on in the process of de-

that bourgeoisie training. So I will not velopment.

apologize for our mistakes, our lack * church is concem&i,(

of a scientific approach that we tried * Black Panther Party, and other

to use and put into practice. It uxis a Community groups who call themselves

niatter of not knowing, of learning, but concerned with the political and not

Mso starting out with a loss, a loss spiritual, criticize the spiritual,

that history has never seen. That is, say that it*s only a ritual; it*s

that a group attempting to influence irrelevant, and therefore we have

and change the society so much and at nothing to do with it. We say this in

the same time have its administrators ~i,On,text of the whole community
as much in the dark much of the time having something to do with the church,

as th&'-jp^ople that they are trying, to

change. In our Party we have ndw whht



usually on one level or another. That
is~dn^way of defecting from the com-
munity, and that is exactly what we did.

Once we stepped outside of the church
ipith that criticism we stepped outside

of the thing that the community was in-

volved in and said to them, Youfollow
our example; your reality is not true

and you don’t need it.” I think that

people do the thing that they think they

need and they probably do it on that

level, one way or another.

Now without judging whether the,

church is operating in a total reality,

ril venture to say that if we judge
^hether the church operates in a
situation of relevance to the total com-
munity, we would all agree that it does

not. That is why you develop new pro-

grams and become more relevant so
your pews will be filled on Sunday.

So we will say that the church is in

its developmental process, then; first

it needs to exist. We feel that with our

new direction, which is an old direction

as far as I am concerned, but we’ll

call it new, because there has been a

reversal in the dominance in the

Central Committee of our Party
because of reasons that you probably

know about. So we go to church and
we are involved in the church and we’re
not doing it in any hypocritical uxiy.

J| think that it is a thing that man needs
c t this time, and he needs it because

of what? Because we scientists cannot
answer all of the questions, -As far as
I am concerned when all ofthe questions

are answered, when the odd is not

answered, when the unknown is not

answeredj-then there is room, far God
because that unknown is God. God is a

thing that we know nothing aboutreMy

and that is why as soon as the scientist

develops^ or points out a new way of

controlling the universe or part of it,

suddenly that thing is nomGod. fn

other words, at one point wHm thundhr

clashed it was God’s clap, ^^ting fiis

hands together, A^s soon as ui^^ound out

that it was not God, then iffi soy *kat

God has other attributes

one. So in that way we toMon what

was His before, you see? BiMyow still

haven’t answered all of the

so He exists. And those sci^nists that

say they can answer thenSare ^*4“

hOflGStm
So we go into the churcht^ea lizing

that we cannot answer the q^Mstions at

this time, that the answei^ will

delivered at some time, aim we feel

that when they are delivere^they will

be explained in a way that we ^^n under-

stand and that we can cAtrol. We
noticed—/ went to church %r years,

my father is a minister a^ I spent

15 years in the church, this was my
life as a child—we saw one thingL

That is as we approach the unknown,

ve see that sometimes a group of

1

people will find something out or feel

that they have discovered sometHing

Mey can control and say this is not

God, while the other group will say

hat we have to approach my God dif-

Jerently for the simple reason that

hey attribute other characteristics tb

God, So we get many denominationsl

j

you see, all struggling to understand.

i

When I was going to chu^rch fused
to hear much of the time, they would
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iay that God is within us and so
therefore ''God is some part' of ics^

in£ God is that part of us thaVs
>ejy mystical, in the sense that we
lonn understand it. But as man de-
>elops and understands more and more\

then he will approach God, and finally

he will reach heaven and therefore he
will merge with the universe. I've

never heard one preacher say that

mere is a need for the church

in heaven, the church would negate

itself. As man approaches his de-

velopment and becomes larger and
larger, the church therefore becomes
^smaller and smaller because it is not

needed any longer. Then if we really

gSt ministers who will deal with the

social realities that cause the misery,

so that we can solve them, so that

man will become larger and larger,

then their God within will come out,

we can see it and merge with it. Then
we will be one with the universe.

So I think it was rather arrogant

of my Party to criticize the community
for indulging in a practice to deliver^

this answer. The only thing we will\

criticize in the future is when the\

church does not act upon these evils

that we feel cause man to go on his

Jfiees. The man goes on his knees
end humbles himself under the awe,
^zat large force that he cannot control.

Bui as man becomes stronger and
stronger, his understanding greater
and greater, he will have a closer
walk with thee: You note they say walk
and not c'rSwl, —^

So with the church we will dll start

again to control our lives and control

our communities. Even with the Black

church we have to really create a coml-

munity spirit. We say that the church

is an institution, but in itself it is

' not a community according to

sociology. The sociological definition

of a community is that a community
is a comprehensive collection of in-

stitutions that will deliver our whole

life, provided that we can reach most

of our goals within it. It serves us'^

and we create it in order to carry

out our desires. In the Black com- *

munity we have the church as an in-

stitution that we created, they let ms
create. They warred against us, put

finally we got that compromise and \w^

worship asaunit, as a people concerned
with satisfying their needs. At the time
the white church was not satisfying our
needs, because the actual questions

could not be answered in human terms
because they felt we were not human
beings. So therefore the white church k

does not answer our cause or our
problem at all, so we formed our own.

'

They let us form it because they felt

if we're not human beings then why
should we go to church? So through

that negative thing a positive thing

came out again. We started to ad-
minister fraternities, anti-lynchifig

groups and so forth, but they still

would not let our community exist.

^

We came here in chains and I guess
they thought we were meant to stay

in chains* But this wasn't the case

and the wav we started to move out

and have that forward thrust 'waTTo
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''nvanmyo n political machine ov trying
' accomplish our goals then ce Black

to develop a commimity so that wTumld PTmther Party will not ne^ftirexist

have the apparatus in order to fight because we have already cikated cr/r
" heaven right here on earth, l^hxitwe’re

bkck. You cannot fight ck organizec going to do is administer tcmhe corn-

machine back individually^o we would munity the things they nee<Mn order
work with the church m order to to get their attention, in or^r to or-

Hu
^

establish a community to ^tisfy most ganize them into a politicalMfiachine.

of our needs so that we 'iMn live and [n other words the communitW^ll then

operate as a community gi^p. look to the Party and looAo those

,
The Black Panther Pat^, with its people who are serving thMr needs

survival programs, plan^to develop
^

in order to give them gui(fyfice and
the institutions in the con^nunity. We ' direction, whether it is Political,

have a clothing factory "^e are just J whether it is judicial, or mother it

erecting on Third StreeM where we is economic. »
vkll soon give away ab%tt 300-400 So our real thing is toWrganize
new clothes a month. And^we can do across this country. We havemS chqp-
this by robbing Peter t(f$pay Paul. ters and branches and / woi^ like to

What we will do is stam to make inform you that the so-call^spli^ is

golfing bags under contral to a com- only a myth, that it does ^t exist

pany and with the surplus%e will buy We lost 2 chapters in that m-calleu
material to make free Our split and I will tell you that tM burden
members will do this. We have no is off my shoulders, I wa^glad to

overhead because our colle^ve- -we'll lose them because it was lUmct yoke,
exploit our collective by r%king them / was frozen. Even though M&uldn’t
work free. We’ll do this ^ot just to make a move 1 already told mou that
satisfy ourselves--like themilanthro- / wouldn’t get out of the wh^e thing
pist, or to serve- -to sa'^: someone

^ then, because certain people '^d such
from going without shoes, ^en though

. an influence over the Party. ^For ine
this is a part of the of our “ to have taken that stand it wa&ld fecpe

problem. People make the Revolution; been an individual stand. So n^f) we^re
we will give the process'^ forward about three years behind in Rur five
thrust. If we suffer genoddj^ we won’t year plan, but we will now ^ove to

6b around to change thingsM^o in this start to organize the communii^around
iRiy our survival program is very the survival programs, l^g^d-
practical. ministering shoes. 3

What we are concerned Wth is the I

*

larger problem, so we wilWbe honest
and say that we will ^ like the ^

churches

w

e will negate ou/^ecessity
for existing. In other word^ dfterwe

organize

ters and branches and / woim like to

inform you that the so-call^ splits is

only a myth, that it does imt exist

We lost 2 chapters in that ’M-called

split and I will tell you that tfm burden

is off my shoulders, I waMglad to

lose them because it was Ukmd yoke,

I was frozen. Even though Imouldn’t

make a move I already told mou that

I wouldn’t get out of the whMe thing

then, because 'certain people md such

an influence over the Party.^or ine

to have taken that stand it wc^ld fecpe

been an individual stand. So n<m weHe
about three years behind in ''^r five

year plan, but we will now 'move to

start to organize the communit^around
the survival programs, l^e ad-
ministering shoes. 11'

wewe
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W£_Jia^e a shoe factory that we’re
opening up on I4th and Jefferson~i We
have the machines and everything else

donated. We’ll use it to get inmates

Oft of prism because most of us know
how to make shoes through making
shoes in the prison. So it will serve
two purposes. We can give them a
position in the shoe factory and there-

fore get somebody out on parole;

secondly they’ll come out with the idea

of giving a certain amount of shoes
away each week, and we’ll have a
right to wear shoes program. We’ll

point out that everyme in the society

'should have shoes and we should not

have a situation like in Beaufort County,

South Carolina where the children—
many of them— 70% of the children

suffer brain damage because of mal-

nutritim. They have malnutritim be-

cause of the combination of not enough

food and parasites in the stomach.

The worm eats up half the food that

they take in. Why? Because the ground

is infested with the eggs of the worms
and they don’t have shoes to wear.

So as soon as we send a doctor there

to cure them they get the parasites

akain. So we think that a shoe pro-

-am is a very relevant thing, first

to make them live, to create those

cmditims so that they will grow up

’and be able to work out a plan

to change things. If they have brain

damage, they will never be a revolu-

tionist because they cannot plan be-

cause they have already been killed.

Thal-is.:ganocide in itself.
'

So we will do this and we will point

out to this government, to tids-^cial

orde^^f-ihat they must administer to its

people because they say that they’re

supposed to be a representative

government, representing the needs of
the people. Then serve them. If they

1

don’t do this then they have a right .o

be criticized. What we will not do in

the future is jump too far ahead.
We can jump too far ahead and say
that the system absolutely cannot give
us anything which is not true, the sys-
tem can correct itself to a certain

extent. What we are interested in isfor
it to correct itself as much as it

can do and after that if it doesn’t

do everything that the people think is

necessary then we’ll think about re-
organizing things.

To be very honest again I thin^k

there’s great doubt whether the
particular arrangements can do this.

But until the people feel the same way
I feel then P ll be rather arrogant
to say dump the whole thing just as
we were arrogant to say dump the
church. Let’s give it a chance, let’s
work with it in order to twist as matw
contributions and compromises ojd cy
all the institutions as possible and then
criticize after thefact. We’ll know when
that time comes, when the people tell
us so.
We have a program attemptirg to

.get the people to do all they will do.
It’s too much to ask the people to do
all they can do, because we know u e
can do everything. But that is not the
pointy—tha point is how do we get them
to do all they will do, until they
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eventually get to the point they will

have ~io be doing all they cdfi do be-
cause they will be satisfied with
everything else? This is the kind of
program we have,

I
When the Party started we started

l^cause we recognized that what was
growing out of the movement was
what we called a cultural cult group.
We defined a cultural cult group as
an organization that disguised itself]

as a political organization^ but really
it was more interested in the cultural

rituals of Africa in the llOO*s before
the contact with the European, Instead

of administering to the community and
organizing it, they would rather wear
bubas and get African names and use
tf^is and demand that the community
do the same and do nothing about the

survival of the community. Sometimes
they say that “well if we get our cul-
ture back then all things will be
solved,** this is like saying to be
regenerated and bom again is to solve
everything. We know that it is not
solved.

We went into a thing just as closed
\

in as the cultural cultist group. You
|

might know many churches that are «

very reactionary and you might call

them a religious cult. They go through

many rituals but they*re divorcedfrom
reatity. Even though we have many
things in common with them we say

\

they isolate themselves from reality

because they’re so mise^ble and
reality is so hard to take,me know
that by us operating within A reality

does not mean that we acceb&t: we*re
operating within it, so thc^we ^can

change it, fu-cause wluU we. ns rc-

voPSH-omsts we*re somewha^ibstract
in our approach. The people Se alu^ys
real. They think they are reMi but we
know that reality is changi^ all khe
time, but what we want to do Mhamess
those forces that are causing change
in order to direct them in ct^sirable’*

direction. In other words th&tevelop-
^

ment will go on, but w^kave no
guarantee that it will devetm so man
can live. We have no guar^tee that

the bomb won’t be dropped, l^we know
that there are certain ways ^at we can

plan for the new reality, order
to do this, we have to take sowe control

over the now. So the pmple who
withdraw, like Imentioned th&eligious

cultist group, do the sam^hingfas
the cultural cultist group, m '

f

These are new words th^we fmve

coined. The Panthers ot®, always
coining words, because we to keep

defining ' the new reality&he new
phenomena. The . old words us

sometimes, because have

changed so much. So we lA to stay

abreast, by developing or mipulating

definitions, the old lexical ^finitions

become so outdated Aer the

askhi

we tmve
always

e to keep

Is have
pi to stay

Upulating

\finitions

ier the

we ^can

n

qualitative leap (the transMrmation)

that it doesn’t match at all we’re

talking about now. »
The new word that we talkidg

about now is what I was ^^Ity of.\ I

was guilty of this when I ^^red the

Black troops to Viet Nah^-I won’t

talk about whether it was mMally right

or wrong—/ udll say that ai^hing that

you say or do as a revoli^anist that

does— spur or give th^- forward

ihntst to the process (of T^^volution)

,



is wroM. Remember that^ pje will do courageous things and call

are the makers of historyM^e people theifTsSfues the vanguard." But the

make everything in their safety. They
are the architects of the ^ciety and
ipyou don’t spur them on men I don’t
care what phrases you uA whether
they are political or religiom, you can-
not be classified as beingWelevant to
that process. You might be ^actionary
because ifyou know you’re iMongand do
these things then you’re ^^actionary
because you are very very'mtilty. You
deserve many stripes. Wme of us
didn’t know. I’m probably ^fre guilty

than anyone. I keep searcmng myself

inese inings then you re ^actionary
because you are very very'mdlty. You
deserve many stripes. Wme of us
didn’t know. I’m probably ^fre guilty

than anyone. I keep searc^pg myself

to see whether I knew we were going
u^ong. I couldn’t influence them (the

Central Committee) and maybe I should

have been charged with an individual

violation and gotten out that they didn’t

know. I think most of them didn’t know,

so they’re not as guilty as I am. But
anyioay, the new word that we call

what we went into for a short length

of time--a couple of years- -is revolu-
tionary cultist.

The revolutionary cultist uses the

words social change, they use words
for being interested in the development,

of society, he uses that terminology,
you see. But his actions are so far
divorced from the process, and organi-
zing the community until he is living

in a fantasy world. So we talk to each
other on the campuses, or we talk to

each other in the conspiracy of the

night, with concentration upon the

weapons thinking that these things will

produce change, without the-pe^le
themsblve% changing it. Ofcoy,rs^peo-
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people who do things like that *are

either heroes or criminals. They a'm

not the vanguard because the vangia'M

means spearhead, and the spearhead

has to spearhead something, if nothing

is behind it, then you are divorced

from all the masses, and, not the van-

guard.

I am going to be very criticized

now by the revolutionary cultists and

probably even more in the future be-

cause I view the process as going in

stages. I feel that we can’t jump from
A to Z, we have to go through all

that development. So even though! could

see a thing is not the answer, I don’t

think it’s dishonest to involve mysglf
in it for the simple reason that ti e

people tend to take not even one ^tep

higher, they take a half a step higher.

Then hang on to the reality or what

they view as the reailty, because they

can’t see that it is constantly changing

and when it finally changes (quali-

tatively) they don’t know why.

Remember that part of the reason it

changes around them is because they

are there, so they participate whether
they like it or not.

So what we will do now is involve

ourselves in anything or any stage d/
development in the community, support
that ami try to introduce some insight

into it. Then we will work very hard
with the people in the community and
with this institution so that it can
negate itself. We will be honest about

this and we hope they are honest.

They will be honest if they cteccpt^ this

Jhing, that is the reality that everything



is negated and this is how we go on
to mgnef levels. —

I would like to say this to notify

you that in the future there will he
many articles that come out. Most of

2
m will be re-analysis. I am doing
article now called *‘To Re-analyze
ick Capitalism”

, but I’m not going
to go into that because it’s a long
rap. But I think this is the kind of
thing we’re involved in and we’ll judge
how successful we are by whether we
can take the community with us.

I was warned when I got up here
that it would he more appropriate for
a

]
question-and-answer period so I

guess that we’ll start now because
I’M subject to go on and on.

QUESTION: I would like to know in

your Re-Evaluation of your former
stance in relationship to the com-
munity, in what ways do you expect
to merge or bring together the com-
munity of the Catholic Church into the

Black Panther Party?
MINISTER OF DEFENSE: First that I

say that we can’t change the reality,

or direct it, or harness the forces
until we know them. We have to gather
information about it. We can gather in-

formation about the church by ex-
periencing the church. As a matter of
fo^t that is how we gain facts, through
empirical evidence, observation and
experience. So in order to do this we
have to go there. You see the only

laboratory in society we have is the

community itself, and we view our-
selves xis not only scientists but also

Now we say we try to merge theory

with practice. So we’re going to

church^ now. I went to chwrck -last

week for the first time in 10 years,

I guess. We took our children with

us. We have a youth institute, the '

Samuel Napier Youth Institute. We have

about 30 children now and we took them
to church and involved ourselves. We
plan to involve ourselves in many com-
munity activities, going through the be-

S

iavior the churchgoes through in order

o contribute to the community. We also

\ope to influence the church, as I’m

sure the church will influence us. Re-
member that we said that even when
whole societies and cultures meet they

are both modified by each other. And
I am saying that the very fact that^

we’re there is the new ingredient in

the church and we know that we wiiU

be affected, and we hope that they will

be affected. But I warn you that we
hope that we will have more effect

than you.

Just briefly I mentioned our Youth

Institute. We have children from 3 to

14, most of them have already* been

kicked out of schools and we mve a

shortage offacilities because thmhard
,core Black community or whatimwant
y^o be the community now is on

[aggregate. People who happei&o be

Black. M
We are teaching them first mhat /„

mentioned before, bourgeois mkills.

This is a necessary thing fom^ to

lecmr,—m order for us to undMstand

the phenomena around us, the s%:iety.
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On^ths^econd hand^ we don't the
|

way the skills have beenused^^moe*re \

going to use them a differe^m, way.
Thirdly, our children are ndmgoing
to withdraw. As far as I’m coiM'emed
/(don't like parochial schoolsM don't

like separate schools, but I thMk that

sometimes you have to use a swategy,
just as the Black Panther Pa^^ isfa

''

Black organization. We know mat we
live in a world of many cultuws and •

ethnic groups and we all vnter^grmect^
in one way or another. We sM, thaA
we are the contradiction to thS^eact-
iotiary western values, but w^annot ,

sSarate because we're her^Tech-
nc^ogy is too far advanced f(M us to
isolate ourselves in any geog'^phical
location— the jet can get thereto fast
and so can the early-bird TV — so
what we have to do is share ^ con-
trol of these devices. m-

So far as our children a® con- .

cerned the only reason they avMat this

separate school is the publicmchools
were not giving them the corrmt edu-
cation. They can hardly learrSo read
and write. I don't want thereto end
up as I did. I only leamedWzow to

read after I was 1 7 and this W^ll not *

happen to them. I've only been^eading
for about 10 years or so, aim that's
mt very good—/ don't read good.
Anyway our children, just m we're

for them to go back into th^^school

in ofder~lo organize it and ^^kelhe
school relevant. In other wor^ we're

going to send them backWMo the

wilderness, but we're going^ send

them with their purse and thei^cribhs

with them this time. *
QUESTION: When David Hilli^ spoke

to the National Committee -m Black

Churchmen that met in Ber&ley, he

called the preachers who were^thered
there a bunch of pimps andMother

-

mthcd the

M of the

Wk'reAot’rred

irch

III, n

Anyway our children, just
going back to the church,
plan is for our children nott

whole

from onr school and lice -in fantasy
f ly 4 ,

'

?VO->h hy ^ h
i-./ //«,» V ^ 1, %/

lu the re just CLi* tong as it Wrtake
119

there a bunch of pimps and pother-
fuckers, and bootlicking pi^s and

motherfuckers, which is ihfmmation
that never should have been mo^ public

anyway. And he threatened t^ if the

preachers did not come arowiimthat the

Panthers would off som^ of the

preachers. Imagine that if re iiot

able to influence the Black ^ti^ch is

much as you think that you [mth wll
the Panther Party retu/n^to this

particular stance?

MINISTER OF DEFENSE: If youunder-

stood my talk, the BlackPantherParty

will not take the separate individual

stand. We'll only take the stand of the

community because we're interested in

what the community will do and will

do to get themselves liberation: We
will not be arrogant and we wouldn't

have the most rudimentary knowledge

if we didn't know that we cannot brir^

about the change. It was very wrong
and, almost criminal for some people

r'r. tk.i P.oriy t'. m'J-A-. U/.- /v

.Hat th.e Plc^-.k / f' < v

ov^XfkjCpw even the police It

ended up with the war between the$olice



ere

ither,

kiaiity

|«ee?

pirs,

f that

%t6 a
t into

mat-

andJ^JBanthers, and if there i^war,
it needs to be between the cofF^mity
and the reactionary establishnAt or
« Ise weWe isolating ourselves.

-45 far as what David Hilliar&aid,
what it did was alienate you, an^^at’s
what you’re talking about. So
fore it alienated us also, it pfSiS it.

a void where blood teas s^z7/e<Mi^ow:!
one etui of this country to theM^er,
our blood, while, the con^unity
watched. Our help watched on, y^see?
But it was more our fault than ^irs,
I ecause we were out there sayt^^ that

we were going to lead themwfitd a
change. But we can not lead th^k into

a change if they will not go. As ^nat-
ter offact, we cannot exist indit^ually

if we don’t band together to re^kt the

genocide against all of us: So as
I criticize David Hilliard, I c^icize
myself, because I knew that si^m-was
going on and I argued again^ it, I

didn’t leave the Party and ^nally
the change came about. m

,

And so what I say about

I understand, and. the reaso'iMthat I

didn’t leave uxis
^
that it w(m^’t an

outrage to my humanity even mough I

cringed everytime. Because iP^^ider-

sfood that he did it not out o^katred

h ut because of love. He did it -^cause

% was outraged by the churm’s in-

activity, as you’re outraged ^t you,

but you in the Plural), oidr^ed ai

this situation, and he was o^agedji

of course, because of your imlation.

So we’re all in the same boat ;» when

we end up in the same boat tlu^msans

we’f^'im^ied right there.

THANK YOU VER Y MUCH

tvas

ft an
YUgh I

nder-

atred
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On May 30, 1971, San Francisco radio station
KDIA broadcasted what it reported to be a tape of Subject's
speech at the Black Odyssey Festival. A recording of
this broadcast was made and the content is essentially
the same as the foregoing excerpt from the BPP newspaper.

On May 26, 1971, SF T-6 reported that Professor
J. HERMAN BL7VKE was editing the transcript of the speech
given by Subject at the Black Odyssey Festival and when
BLAKE had completed it the transcript would be published
in the BPP newspaper.

J. HERMAN BLAKE is a professor of sociology
at University of California, Santa Cruz,
California, and is presently on sabbatical
while working on his doctorial thesis. He
is a close associate and advisor of Subject
and is currently assisting Sxibject in
the writing of a biography of Subject and
the BPP.

2. Cancelled Appearances

a. Cuyahoga Community College
Cleveland ,Ohio
April 24, 1971

Arrangements have been made for Subject fco speak
at Cuyahoga Community College, Cleveland, Ohio, on April 24,
1971, at 8 p.m. His speech is being sponsored by the Black
Liberation Front (BLF) , a local black extremist student
organization at that college. All arrangements will be
handled through the Black Affairs Department of the college
and accommodations for 3,000 persons have been requested.

SF T-12
April 15, 1971
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On April 24, 1971, Subject indicated he was not going
to appear in Cleveland on that date but reason for his
not appearing is not known. Subject attended funeral
services for former BPP member SAM NAPIER on the morning
April 24, 1971, at Oakland.

SF T-2
April 24, 1971

b. University of the Redlands
Redlands, California
April 27, 1971

Subject is scheduled to make an appearance at the
University of the Redlands, Redlands, California, on
April 27, 1971.

SF T-11
April 22, 1971

On April 26, 1971, Subject stated that he would
definitely make the appearance at the University of the
Redlands and that he does not want anymore speeches cancelled
the day before they are to be made. He indicated the BPP
is low on funds and need the money they would get from
his making speeches.

SF T-6
April 26, 1971

On April 27, 1971, Subject was in Oakland,
California, all day and did not appear at the University
of the Redlands as scheduled. Reason for Subject not
appearing at the University of the Redlands is not known.

SF T-6
April 27, 1971
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c. University of California
Irvine, California
May 11, 1971

Arrangements have been finalized for an
appearance for Subject at University of California, Irvine,
on May 11, 1971. Subject is to speak in connection with
Black Cultural Week activities being held at that school
during the period May 9 through May 16, 1971. Subject
is to receive a $1,500 fee for this appearance.

SF T-4
May 3, 1971

Subject cancelled his appearance at the University
of California at Irvine on May 11, 1971. Reason for
the cancellation is not known; however, it may be because
Subject was planning to travel to New Haven, Connecticut,
to see BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE.

SP T-11
May 11, 1971
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C. Writings

1. Articles for "The Blacic Panther" Newspaoer

a. "Statement”

In an article entitled "Statement" published in
the May 1, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther" Subject
outlined the present goals and community survival programs
of the BPP. Following is the article:
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BY
HUEY P. NEWTON

P MINISTER OF DEFENSE

I
OF

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
^

AND SERVANT OF THE PEOPLE

The original vision of the Black
Panther Party was to serve the needs

of the oppressed people in our com-
munities and defend them against their

oppressors. When the Party was in-

itiated we knew that these goals would
raise the consciousness of the people
and motivate them to move morefirmly
for their total liberation. We also re-
cognized that we live in a country
which has become one of the most
repressive governments in the world
even to the point of imperialist ex-

ploitation in communities all over the

world. We did not expect such a re-
pressive government to stand by idly

while the Black Panther Party went
forward to the goal of serving the

t eopie. We expected repression.

We knew, as a revolutionary

vanguard, repression would be the

reaction of our oppressors; but we re-

cognize that thetaskofthere'i^iluiipn.-

ist is dt^cult and his life is short.

We were prepared then, as we are now,
to give our all in the interes(i~ofijp-

pressed people. We expected the re-

pression to come from outside forces,

which have long held our communities i

in subjection. However, the ideology

of dialectical materialism helped usto\

understand that the contradictions

surrounding the Party would create a

force that would move us toward our
goals. We also expected contradictions

within the Party, for the oppressors

use infiltrators and provocateurs to

help them reach their evil ends. Even
when the contradictions comefromfor-
merly loyal members of the Party, wi
see them as part of the process qf
development, rather than in the

negative terms the oppressor*s media
use to interpret them. Above all, we
knew that through it all theParty would

survive.

The Party would survive because it

had the love and support of the people

who saw their true interests expressed

in the actions of the Party. The Party

would also survive because it would

a political vehicle which continued

voice the interests of the people and

serve as their advocates.

The importance of a structured poli-

tical vehicle has always been apparent

THE BLACK PANTHER, SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1971
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to US. When we went to Sacramento^ we
went far the purpose of educating the

people and beginning the building of a
tiermanerU political vehicle to serve

meir true interests. In ourmost recent

^mmunication with both the North and
South Vietnamese Revolutionary Gov-
ernments, they pointed out that they

understood what toe were doingand saw
it as the correct strategy. They said

that a **structured organization is re-

lated to politics as a shadow to a man.*'

We recognize that the political machine
in America has consistently required

Black people to support it, through

daying taxes and fighting in wars; but

mat same machine consistently re^es
to serve the interests of the Black

community. One of the problems is that

the community does not have a
structured organization or vehicle

which serves its needs and represents

the people's interest. You can no more
have effective politics without a

structured organization, than you can

have a man without his shadow. They

go together and are necessary to each

other. Oppressed Black people — the

lumpenproletariat — did not have a

structured organization to represent
their true interests until the Black
Panther Party arose from within the

community, motivated by the needs and
conditions of the people.

Across the country there have been
coalitions of Black people and Black
caucuses, but these have not served
the people as political vehicles. They
have served as bourgeois
structures to get Black candidates into

political office. Once electec(s.lha.jna-

chinery used to thrust these people into

office simply passed out of existence
or became ineffective, insofar as
serving the true interests of the Black
oppressed people. 1

A truly revolutionary vehicle which
will survive the repression it en-

counters daily is made up of a number
of characteristics. First of all there is

a small, but dedicated cadre ofworkers
who are willing to devote their full

time to the goals of the organization.

Secondly, there is a distinct organized
structure through which the cadre can

function. It is this combination of
structure and dedicated cadre which
can maintain the machineryformeeting
the people's needs. In this way a
printing press can be maintained tp

review the events of the day and in-

terpret them in a manner which serves
the people. It can circulate information

about daily phenomena and educate the

people as to their true meaning. It can

carry out programs of service which

deliver to the people basic needs which
are not satisfied elsewhere, because

the lumpenproletariat are the victims

of oppression and exploitation.A cadre

and a structure, however, are not what

makes the political vehicle a re-

volutionary one. It is the revolutionary

concepts which define and interpret

phenomena, and establish the goall

toward which the political vehicle win
work. A revolutionary vehicle is in

fact a revolutionary concept set into

motion by a dedicated cadre through a

particular organized structure^^^^^.

Such a vehicle can survive re-
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pression because it can move in the

necessary manner at the appropriate

time^ It can go underground if the con-

ditions require; and it can raise up

again. But it will always be motivi-

tdted by love and dedication to the

interest of the oppressed communi-
ties. Therefore the people will insure

its survival, for in that survival is the

service of their needs. The structured

and organized vehilce will guarantee

the weathering of the test of internal

and external contradictions.

The responsibility of such a political

vehicle is clear. It is to function as a

machine which serves the true in-

f

terests of the oppressed people. This

means that it must be ever aware of

the needs of the communities of the

oppressed, and develop and execute the

necessary programs to meet those

needs. The Black Panther Party has

done this through its basic Ten-Point

Program. However, we recognize that

revolution is a process and we cannot

offer the people conclusions—we must

be ready to respond creatively to new
conditions and new understandings.

Therefore we have developed ourFree

Breakfast Program, our Free Health

Clinics, our Clothing and Shoe Pro-

grams, and our Busses to Prisons

Program, as well as other programs,

in response to the obvious needs of
mlack People. The overwhelmingly fa-

vorable response to these programs in

every community is evidence that they

are serving the true interest of the

people.

Serving the true interest ofthe people
also that the political vehicle

must stand between the people dnd the

oppressive forces which Prev upon
them in such a manner that the ad-
ministrators will have to give the ap-
propriate response. Such articulation

/

requires us to have apolitical orgai
which will express the interests ofth6
people and interpret phenomena for
them. The existence of such a poli-
tical vehicle is justified only so long
as it serves the true interests of the

people.

Serving the true interests of the
people, however, does not me<m-4hat-^
the vehicle is simply a reflector of
Public opinion, because the opinions

of the people have often been molded
and directed against their true

interests by slick politicians and ex-
ploitative educators. Their diversion-*

ary tactics often lead the people down
blind alleys or onto tangents which taka
them auxiy from their true goals. We
can easily see this when we apply
the concept ofAmerican democracy, to

the Black community.
Democracy in America (bourgeois

democracy) means nothing more than

the domination of the majority over the
minority. That is why Black people can
cast votes all year long, but if the

1 majority is against us, we suffer. Then

the politicians and educators try to de-
^ ceive the community with such
euphemisms as **Ifs rule by the ma-
jority, but the rights of the minority
are protected.** If, infact, participating

in the democratic process in America
were in the interest of the Black com-
munity, there would be no need for a

^ In:, .‘||<
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Free Breakfast Program, there would

be no need for Free Health Ctinics

or any of the other programs we have

developed to meet the people*s needs,

Wie rights of the minority are pro-
tected by the standards of a bourgeois

gpvemment, and anything which is not

in their interest is not permitted.

This may be democratic for the ma-
jority, but for the minority it has the

same effect as fascism. When the ma-
jority decreed that we should be slaves,

we were slaves—where was the demo-

cracy in slavery for us? When the

majority decreed that we should pay

tixes, fight and die in wars, and be

^ven inferior and racist education

against our interests, we got all of

these things. Where is democracy for

us in any of it. Our children still die,

our youth sufferfrom malnutrition, our

middle-aged people sufferfrom sickle-

cell anemia, and our elderly face un-

bearable poverty and hardship because

they reach the twilight period of their

lives with nothing to sustain them
through these difficult times. Where
is the. democracy in any of this for
Black people? Democracy means only

that the majority will use us when they

need us and cast us aside when they
do not need us. A true understanding

^ the working and effect of
American democracy for Black people
will reveal most clearly that it is

just the same as fascism for us. Our
true interests and needs are not being
served.

HU' political vehicle of the people

must pp-gukted by a consistent ideology

which represents the true interests of

the people. We see an ideology as

nothing -more than a systematic and
organized set of principles for
analyzing and interpreting objective

phenomena. An ideology can only be

accepted as valid, if it delivers true

understanding of the phenomena whic^

affect the lives of the people. Thd
development of a wide variety oftruths

about the community, its internal de-

velopment, and the external forces
surrounding it, will lead then toaphil-

osophy which will help orient us tovoard

goals which are in the true interest

of the people.

The Black Panther Paviy was bom in

a period of stress when Black people

were moving away from the philosophy

and strategy of non-violent action

toward the sterner actions. We dared

to believe that we could offer the com-
munity a permanent political vehicle^

which uxmld serve their true interests

by meeting their needs and advocating^

their interests. We have met many

foes; v)e have seen many enemies.

We have been slandered, kidnapped,

gagged, jailed and murdered. We know

now, more than ever before, that the

will of the people is greater than the

technology and repression ofthose who
are against the interests of the people.

Therefore we know that we can and

will continue to serve the people anil

educate the people, >

ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
Huey P, Newton
Minister of Defense
Black Panther Party,

.
......

Servant of Lhe People.
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b. •Black Capitalism Re-analyzed"

An article entitled "Black Capitalism Re-analyzed
written by Subject was published in the June 5, 1971, issue
of "The Black Panther" . The article begins by defining
power not as its usual meaning, that is, control over
people or things, but as the ad^ility to define phenomena and
to make these phenomenas act in a desired meuiner. Subject
claims that the BPP had always merged theory and practice
to serve the best interests of the community but admits that
they were not always successful in carrying this through.
He admitted the Party defected from the community by
lapsing into revolutionary cultism, which, while it might
have been heroic and courageous , did not lead the people
to higher consciousness. He went into a long discourse
on what a revolution is and what a revolutionary was
supposed to do. Next came several paragraphs on dialectics,
the unity of opposites and so forth.

Subject quotes point number three of the original
"Ten Point Program’* ("We want an end to the robbery by the
capitalist or black community”). According to Subject, it
is the goal of the BPP to negate capitalism as an exploiter
of the people. The Subject mentions the BPP set up various
community programs, naming the breakfast for children, free
clothing program, free health clinics, the Shoe Factory,
and the "Sickle-Cell" anemia testing and research programs.
Subject stated the BPP calls these programs survival programs,
meaning survival pending revolution. Subject points out
that money for the survival programs was received from big
white capitalists and admits that this tactic on the part of
the BPP was wrong.

Subject said that the black businessmen should
contribute to the survival programs of the BPP and in
return for the contribution the BPP would carry advertisements
in its paper free so that the people would know whom to
support. At the same time the community would know those
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who refuse to support the programs for survival and they
would be guided accordingly. In conclusion^ Subject
predicted that by following his advice, black capitalism
would be transformed from a relationship of exploitation of
the community to a relationship of service to the
community which would contribute to the survival of
everyone

.

The first page of the June 5, 1971, issue of
"The Black Panther" carried a picture of Subject in the
middle of a dollar bill.

The complete text of Subject's article is attached
as an enclosure to this report.

On June 11, 1971, it was learned that the article
captioned "Black Capitalism Reanalyzed" by Subject had
appeared in the June $, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
had been rewritten and edited by Professor J. HERMAN BLAKE
prior to its publication.

SF T-2
June 11, 1971

c. "A Revolutionary Analysis of
Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song"

On June 11, 1971, Professor J. HERMAN BLAKE was
writing an article for Subject to be printed in the June 19,
1971, issue of "The Black Panther". This article will be
a critique of the movie Sweet Sweetback and taken from notes
made by Subject and Subject's secretai^r GWEN HODGES, when
they had viewed the film.

SF T-2
June 11, 1971

The June 19, 1971, issue of "The Black Panther"
devotes 12 of its 20 pages to an analysis by Subject of the
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movie Sweet Sweetback . He described the movie as "the first
truly revolutionary Flack film made" and said portrays
a black man who kills several police officers and escapes

p. "tin the final scenes* Subject's analysis notes that producer-
itdirector MELVIN>5^ PEEBLES, a black man, makes those actions
most "ecstatic"^and that "he is encouraging the peopletito en-
gage in . . . he is advocating a bloody overthrow" . Especially
"ecstatic" to Subject is the scene of ghetto unity when the
film's "hero" is rescued from police by blacks who volunteer
to wash the officer's patrol car - they wash it with gasoline
and set it ablaze. Subject compares the film's portrayal of
policemen being killed with "taking the sacrament". He
describes a scene when the black protagonist uses "his
handcuffs as a weapon against the oppressor rather than as
the tool of submission" and "he downs both the policemen,
almost cutting off their heads." This reminds Subject of
Frantz Fanon's scene in The Wretched of the Earth depicting
the peasant cracking "the settler's head open. Then the blood
spurts across his face, and it is the only baptism he ever
remembered." The lesson for the Panthers, according to
Subject, is that this "is the true route to liberation, stem
action when the situation demands that you seize the time."

Several photographs supposedly taken from the
movie accompanied Subject's article.

The complete article by Subject and an introduction
by BPP Chairman BOBBY SEALE is attached as an enclosure
to this report.
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2. Forthcoming Book by NEWTON

On April 13, 1971, a representative of Harcourt,
Brace and Jananovich, Inc., a publishing company in New
York City, New York, attempted to contact Subject at
BPP National Headquarters, Oakland, California, but Subject
was not available at that time. The representative
requested that Subject contact him in connection with a
book Subject and J. HERMAin BLAKE are writing which is to
be published by his firm. /

/

SF T-4
April 13, 1971

As of May 1, 1971, J. HERMAN BLAKE was continuing
in his assistance to Subject in writing a book about Subject
and the BPP, and the book is reportedly coming along just
fine. Subject has requested that BLAKE include in the book
the text of some speeches made by Subject, especially the
speech in which Subject told of the defection of the Party
from the community.

SF T-6
May 1, 1971

On April 23, 1971, Professor J. HERMAN BLAKE
stated that the publication date of the book he is writing
on the life of Subject is at least one year away.

SF T-3
May 14, 1971

D. Travels of NEWTON

On April 28, 1971, Subject traveled from San
Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, California,
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to New York City, New York, on American Airlines (AA)

Flight 18 at 10:15 p.m., and arrived in New York City at
6:15 p.m., April 29, 1971. Purpose of the travel was to
tape Subject's appearance on the "David Frost Television
Show". Expenses for the travel and accommodations were
paid by the Frost program. Subject was accompanied by

L and I f

SF T-2
April 28, 1971

FBI Agents
New York City, New York
April 29, 1971

Subject Mturned to San Francisco from New York
City at 2S10 a.m, April 30, 1971, on AA Flight 49.

San Francisco Inter-
national Airport
April 30, 1971

Subject traveled from San Francisco to New York
City on AA Flight 18, departing at 10:15 p.m.. May 10, 1971.

San Fremcisco Inter-
national Airport
May 10, 1971

After Subject arrived in New York City on May 11,
1971, he was to proceed to New Haven. Connecticut, where he
was to attend the trial of

SF T-2
May 10, 1971
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Subject departed New York City en route to San
Francisco on AA Flight 49 at 11:30 p.m.. May 12, 1971, to
arrive San Francisco International Airport at 2:30 a.m..
May 13, 1971.

FBI Agent
New York City
May 12, 1971

Subject arrived at San Francisco International
Airport on schedule on May 13, 1971.

SF T-6
May 13, 1971

On the morning of May 14, 1971, Subject traveled
from Oakland, California, to Santa Cruz, California, via
personal automobile. Subject was to visit I I

b(

b7C

at residence

,

SF T-2
May 14, 1971

Subject arrived at the residence of in
Santa Cruz on the morning of Mav 14. 1971. During that
afternoon. Subject accompanied

|

to the campus of
University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) , where they
went to the Instructional Services Center. It is understood
Subject made a video tape to be used for a class of

]or for possible publicity for the book IS
writing for Subject. It was rumored Subject would attend
a meeting of Black Students AlHance . the black student
organization on the UCSC Ccunpus with] Jduring the
evening of May 14, 1971. The meeting was to be held off
campus, but the location was not known

.

SF T-13
May 14, 1971
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On May 14. 1971. Subject was on the campus of UCSC
and Subject and[ I madewith

a video tape approximately one hour in length which
reportedly was to be used for a community program developed
by in Richmond, California. The tape was made in the
Instructional Services Center at UCSC.

Santa Cruz, California
June 2, 1971

b6
b 7 C

Subject returned
the early afternoon of May

to Oakland from Santa Cruz on
15, 1971.

SF T-6
May 15, 1971

Subject traveled from Oakland to Los Angeles,
California, on Pacific Southwest Airlines Flight 541 at

I I is a
sympathizer and a contributor to the BPP.

I is I

the
and

On the night of June 2. 1971. Subject arrived at
residence

,

is oexieved to have spent the night there
/

SP T-14
June 2-3, 1971
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Subject returned to Oakland from Los Angeles
on a Pacific Southwest Airlines Flight at 2:10 p.m.,
June 3, 1971,

SF T-6
June 3, 1971

On June 6, 1971, Subject departed San Francisco
International Airport on AA Flight 18, at 10:15 p .m,

,

en route to New York City. He was accompanied by I I

and
|

carried two large metal film containers.

FBI Agent
San Francisco
June 6, 1971

Purpose of Subject's trip to New York City was to
meet with

]
of the

movie Sweet SweetbaclTI Subject took a BPP film entitled
The Death of Fred Hampton to show l I in effort to
arrange for the showino of the Hampton film as a co-feature
with the movie.

SF T-2
June 6, 1971

Subject returned to San Francisco from New York
City on AA Flight 145 at 5:40 p.m., June 8, 1971.

FBI Agents
San Francisco
June 8, 1971

Subject traveled from Oakland to Los Angeles on
Pacific Southwest Airlines Flight 340 at 1:15 p.m., July
11, 1971. Purpose of this travel is to attend a luncheon

b6
b7C
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SF T-4
July 11, 1971

-*’

—

Subject arrived in a taxi at the residence of
I at approximately 3:15 p.m. . July 11. 1971. At

approximateIv 4:00 p.m.. Subject and I Heft
the|

I

residence and proceeded to| | residence
in Beverly Hills. Subject departed Los Angeles on late
evening of July 11, 1971, to return to Oakland.

SF T-14
July 11, 1971

Subject arrived in Oakland from Los Angeles during
the early morning hours of July 12, 1971.

SF T-6
July 12, 1971
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£• Connection with Stronghold Consolidated Productions i

Inc. (SCPI)

Stronghold Consolidated Productions Inc .

,

(SCPI) is a BPP corporation in New York
which is utilized to handle BPP financial
transactions

.

On April 20, 1971, Subject had reportedly contacted
I of SCPI in New York City and advisedf

|

he was expecting the receipt of bonds valued at $50,000
which were to be sent to |

was cautioned that
this money was not to be used to pay outstanding bills.

Reportedly, Subject told|
|
he was going to

concentrate on building the BPP into a self-reliant Party
until "We get back in public favor". Subject noted that at
this time the Party is paying $2,000 a month in rents and
proposed that he wanted to start buying one or two houses
every week and stated^ "We will pay rent to ourselves Siibd£
advised that he intended to discuss this further with

of New York.

Subject is reported to have informed
that when he next saw he would be accompanied by his
"administrative assistant", who knew all about matters
of this type. Subject did not at this time identify his
so-called administrative assistant.

SF T-2
April 20, 1971

On April 20, 1971, subsequent to the discussion
with

I 3 Subject reportedly held a conference at
his apartment attended by|

I and I I of the BPP
. |

also
joined this group.

b6
b/C
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I has been publicly identl
fled as

I I
BPP

Ghief of Staff. She is one of the persons
authorized to sign for the BPP commercial
account and community program account
located at the Emeryville Branch of the
Wells Fargo Bank.

bo
b7C
b7D

April 20, 1971

r on April 20, 1971, Subject again
who was at the time accompanied by

[
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concerning this matter.
/ f

lhas been publicly identified
as^imenjier of the BPP affiliated with the
San Francisco BPP chapter.

SF T-2
April 23, 1971

u

SF T-4
April 26, 1971
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SF T—2
April 26, 1971

On April 27. 1971. Subject was reportedl
contact with

I has bftfin identified as

I
who is assisting

the BPP in setting up and handling various
business transactions .

U

SF T-6
April 27, 1971

On April 30, 1971. 1 I had been in
disc
that
further information concerning this meeting is known at
this time.

SF T-2
April 30, 1971

On May 1, 1971, Subject was in contact with
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SF T-6
May 1, 1971

Subject
I I

informed him that he was going to neune the
new corporation "Facade Inc." and that it is going to be a
New York corporation . I

SF T-2
May 2 , 1971
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This subsidiary was reportedly desired by Subject for the
corporate entity used in directing the up and coming BPP
clothing factory.

I
the name Facade, Inc. could

not be used since it apparently had been used previously.
Therefore , Subject subsequently came up with the name Facade
Productions, Inc. or Facade Consolidated Productions, Inc.
preferably the former of the two.

Subject wanted
to set up an additional subsidiary corporation. Subterfuge,
Inc., or Subterfuge Productions, Inc. Subject readily
admitted he selected this name as the BPP did not intend
to specify what was to be produced. Subject stated that the

and
and
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It appears that Subject desired various BPP
properties in the East to be included in the assets of
Stronghold or possibly one or both of the new corporations
Facade and Subterfuge. The specific locations of lihe

properties involved are not yet available but may have
included some now owned by the Party and some presently being
acquired. In this regard it was Subject's intention that
amounts due for taxes be included in the mortgages which
seems to refer to new properties that would be purchased.
Subject went on to include into the Stronghold assets , the
house in New Haven recently acquired apparently by mort-
gage, as well as properties in Boston and New York, all of
which are fully owned by the Party. Subject wanted the New
York property repaired as soon as funds were available
and this undoubtedly was the location where SAM NAPIER
was recently killed and was damaged by fire.

Subje
discussion with

also
and/o

a
about
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obtaining a group insurance plan for the different branches
of the Party and it appears this would be handled by Strong
hold.

b6
b7C
b7D

SF T-2
May 3-4, 1971

On May 7, 1971, an unidentified male individual
had been in contact with Subject concerning the rent of a
barbecue stand. This individual reportedly advised that
the rent on this barbecue stand would be between $50 and $100
a month. Subject said that th1 b

—

onexation sounded good
to him and he would have

|
go over there to look

at it in the morning.

SF T-2
May 7, 1971

^

I has been identified as an
associate of HUEY P. NEWTON who appears
to be involved in

b7C
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rir> May 12, 1971, Subjcct was in contact with
I advising her that one of his new corpor-

ations is going to make little bags like airline stewardesses
use. Subject also mentioned that he had conferred with
eight doctors who are working in the Berkeley Health
Clinic.

SF T-2
May 12, 1971

On May 15, 1971,| |was again in
contact with Sub-ieet and Sub-iect reportedly told her that he
wanted to meet with i I within the next
two or three weeks to talk about the "press thing",
possibly referring to the printing press that Subject
wanted to purchase for the Party.

On May 15, 1971. at the direction of Subject,
contacted

|
office asking his

secretary to advise him not to use the name of I

as the third name in the new corporation. I reportedly
st^ated that anolpher name would be given to to use
ir ^place.

SF T-2
May 15, 1971

b6
b7C

On May 18, 1971, an unidentified male individual
was in contact with—Suhi^ct , stating that a person
identified only as I had called about the press. This
unidentified individual stated that

|
would call him

on Friday with a decision as to whether or not that can
donate it to a "worthy cause”. Subject reportedly asked
if that was the only thing that was in the building and
this unidentified male individual stated that it was. Subject
reportedly then stated that they needed the building and
asked this individual if they would donate the building,
too. The unidentified male individual stated that they would
not donate the building, and Subject then told him to find
out about a lease with an option to buy. This individual
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then stated that it was a "huge" building and Subject
reportedly replied that he needs a huge building with what
the paper is going to be. Then the unknown individual
started talking about the garment plant and advised
Subject that he is running into trouble with the
wiring. He stated that his original idea was to run an ex-
tension cord through the ceiling and get power upstairs, but
it did not turn out to be that simple. Subject advised him
to have it done and send him the bill.

On May 18, 1871, an unknown individual was in
contact with Subject advising him that he had found a shop
available at 12th and Harrison which had 19 sewing machines
in it and would cost $300 or $600 per month. This unidenti-
fied individual said that the present occupants had a
contract to make bullet-proof vests. Subject reportedly told
this individual that he wanted that building, but when
asked if he had the money yet, Subject stated "no", but that
he (Subject) was to meet with a man at ^ o'clock on this date.

Later on that date. was in
contact with Subject concerning the above-described
building at 12th and Harrison, and stated that he had learned
that the owner wants $5.600 w
and $300 per month

.

I

fiich will be one-third down
also stated that the owner

will give them proprietary rights to the property. Subject
reportedly commented that this individual was not giving

then inquired as to whether a
for the house on

them very much,
deposit had been given to
29th Street, and he was informed that there was no cash up
on the house on 29th Street yet.t^

bo
b7C

SF T-2
May 18, 1971
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On May 19, 1971, was again in contact
with Subject inquiring as to wnetber he had yet made a
decision as to whether or not the Party wanted the place
on Market Street. Subject reportedly stated that he
thought that he had, but it seems to -iust be going around
in a circle '

On May 19, 1971, | |
was once again

in contact with Subject advising him that he had
received some bonds back from I

SFT-2
May 19, 1971

On May 24, 1971,
| |

was in contact
with Subject, telling him that he had mailed some
papers to Subject regarding a Panther film, which is
believed to be contractual agreements in connection with
the BPP film entitled The Death Of Fred Hampton . This
film was reportedly produced by MIKE GRAY and HOWARD ALK
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It was learnt that the desires of Subject are
that another subsidiary be considered in the Stronghold
conglomerate, this one utilizing the name of "Climax”.
In this regard, Subject stated that "Climax" might use
another plant, not further identified, and
has told Subject he saw no problem with this and said Tne
"plant" could be used with any of the corporations already
formed

.
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On June 2 , 1971^
^
was in contact

where they wanted a 60% - 40% deal. Subject reportedly b7D
said that the 40% would go to I for the use
of his theater. Subject wanted to know if t?iat would

" other distributors from handling the film,
reportedly answered that he did not think so

because Subject would still be dealing with Chica go and
it would be secure with them. Subject then asked
if he knew the distributors of the film entitled Sweet
Sweetback , because he is interested in attempting
to get the Fred Hampton film to run with that film wherever
it is being played. I I stated that the problem
of running two films together is that a distributor wants
the prime time for his film.

|
Iclosed the con-

versation with Subject bv stating he would contact the
distributor of Swee t Sweetback and see what arrangements
could be made.

to hold the paper money and let the leases go under for
the houses in general. Subject stated that thev wanted to
buv their houses and not pay rent.

with Subject and Subject reportedly asked him if he kn'cw
about the Fred Flampton film and the I I "thing”
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I*

SFT-2
July 7, 1971

b6
b7C
b7D

SFT-2
July 9 , 1971

On July 15, 1971, investigation at Albany,
New York, revealed that on May 3, 1971, a Certificate
of Incorporation had been filed for "Facade Productions, i

Incorporated". This corporation was formed under Section''
402 of the Business Corporation Law in the State of
New York. Information received indicated only that this !

new corporation's purpose was general in nature to
manufacture, design, style, produce, etc., and deal in
all articles and items of men's, women's, and children's :

wearing apparel, clothing, garments, etc.

It was further indicated that the office of
the corporation would be located in the City of New !

York, and the address to which the Secretary of State
should mail copy of process in any action or proceeding
against the corporation was: Care of Lubell, Lubell,
Fine and Schaap, 103 Park Avenue, New York, New York
10017. The only signatures appearing on these corporation
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I9i(m is a dialogue in our contimitig
discussion ofthenew thrust ofthe Black

Panther Party as we begin to carry out

the original vision of the Party, When
the coined the expression**AllPower to

the People**, we had in mind em-
phasizing the word **Power**, for we
recognize that the will to power is the

basic drive of man. But it is incorrect
to seek power over people. We have
been suJyected to the dehumanizing
Power of exploitation and racism for
hundreds of years; and the Black com-
munity has its own will to power also.

Vhat we seek, however, is not power
over people, but the power to control

pur own destiny. For us the true de-

finition ofpower is not in terms of how
many people you can control, to us
power is the ability tofirst ofall define
phenomena, and secondly the ability to

make these phenomena act in a desired
manner.
We see then that power has a dual

character—we cannot simply identify

and define phenomena without acting,

for to do so is to become an arm-
chair philosopher. And when Bobby and
/ left Merritt College to organize
brothers on the block, we did so because

!

he college students were too content

o sit around and analyze without acting,
)n the other hand, power includes

action, for it is making phenomena

perform in the desired manner. But

action without thinking and theory is

also incorrect, for if the social forces

at work in the community have not been

r.nrrac.tly analyzedand defined,Mouioan

you control them in such a way that

they act in a desired manngx Sp the

Black Panther Party has always

merged theory and practice in such a

way as to serve the true interests (m

the community,
f

In merging theory with practice we
recognized that it wjs necessary to de-

velop a theory which was not good for
\one time and place and not another.

We wanted to develop a system of

thinking which was good anywhere—
thus it had to be rather abstract. Yet

' our theory would relate to a concrete

analysis of concrete conditions, so that

our actions uxmld always be relevant

and profitable to the people while at

the same time advancing their thinking

so that they would move toward a trans-

formation of their situation of ex-

ploitation and oppression. So we have

always insisted ongood theory andgood

practice; but we have not always been

successjul in carrying this through.

When the Black Panther Party de-

fected from the Black community, we
became, for a while, revolutionary

cultists. One of the primary char-

acteristics of a revolutionary cultist

is that he despises everyone who has
not reached his level of conscious-
ness—or the level of consciousness
that he thinks he is at, instead of
acting to bring the people to that level.
In that way the revolutionary cultiit
becomes divided from the people—

m

defects from the community. Instead
of serving the people as a vanguard,
he becomes a hero. Heroes engage in

very=-&eurageous actions sometimes,

and they often make great sacrifices,



inclyding^ the supreme sacrifice, but

they are still isolated from th^-peoprle.
_ «

Their courageous actions and sacri-

fices do not lead the people to a higher
level ofconsciousness, nordo theypro-
(mae fundamental changes in the ex-

ploitation and oppression ofthe people.
A vanguard, however, will guide the

people into higher levels ofconscious-
ness and in that way bring them to the

point where they will take sterner
actions in their own interests and
against those who continue to oppress
them. As Pve said previously, revolu-
tion is a process not a conclusion. A
true revolutionist will not only take

courageous actions, he will also try to

adtvance the people in such a manner
that they will transform their situation.

That is, delivering power to the people,

for the true revolutionist, will help

them define the social phenomena in

operation in their community and then

lead them to the point where they will

seize the time and make these

phenomena act in a desired manner.
Therefore as’ revolutionaries, we

must recognize the difference between
what the people can do and what they

will do. They can do anything they

desire to do, but they will only take

those actions which are consistent with

their level of consciousness and their

understanding of the situation. When we
raise their consciousness, they mil
understand even more fully what they

in fact can do, and they will move on
the situation in a courageous manner.
This is merging your theory with your
practices.

As we—fc^us upon our theoretical

analysis ofthe situation, we can oecome^

too abstract and separatefrom x^iality

;

but tHe people are the reality— they are

more in touch with the reality, and

most of the time they reluctantly accept

the reality. Then they develop certaiA

defense mechanisms to cope with it ana

manipulate it, believing that it will be

like this all the time with little

change. What they don't realize is

that it is changing all the time, some-
times more slowly than at other times,

yet the situation is in a constant state

of transformation. And the people lack

an ideology, or a system of thinking,

which will kelp them to analyze the

changes. Therefore this leaves another

power and other interests to shape the

changes, rather than making the

changes subject to the power of the

people.
I

Therefore it is necessary to develop

a system of thinking to analyze things,

so we can find out what to do in order
to produce a change in the desired
manner and direction. Panther ideology

is based upon dialectical materialism,

which holds that contradictions are the

ruling principle of the universe. That

is, all phenomena, all social forces
have both a positive and negative

quality, which are constantly struggling

with each other for dominance. These
opposing qualities are unified within

the same phenomena. It is this unityw
the opposites and their continues

struggle which gives motion to matter
and maintains the constant state of
transformation whichproduces change.

We recognize that these opposites

have a dominant -subordinate re-

lationship to each other. A qualitative



transformation occurs when there is a
sufficient quantitative increase or de-
crease in one of these positive and
n^ative or dominant-subordinate

qualities. In the inherent struggle of
the opposites, in which one pf the

qualities increases while the other de-

creases, both forces reach a nodal

point and there is a reversal in their

dominance. This reversal is a

qualitative change. However, because

all phenomena have internal contra-

dictions, a new struggle begins and

Jt will eventually bring anew reversal.
'This is the nature of the constant state

or transformation of material

phenomena. Our theoretical analysis of
history and the present day has given

us a betterunderstandingofthe contra-

dictions in all phenomena.
When we attempt to integrate our

theory with our practice, we must do

so with the fullest understanding ofthis

unity of the opposites which gives

motion to matter. What we want to do

is develop strategies and programs
which use this understanding in the true

interests of the exploited and op-

pressed communities. If power is the

ability to define phenomena and then

make them act in a desired manner,
we must constantly exercise such

ppwer in the interests of the people.

First of all we define or identify the

positive and negative qualities in all

phenomena in our communities.

Secondly, we act to increase the posi-

tive side of these phenomena and de-

crease the negative, until we trans-

form the situation by having the posi-

tive completely dominate the negative.

This is what revolution i^ about.

Basically, it is a process of struggle

between the old and the new, with

the new attempting to gain dominanck,

while the old struggles to maintam
control. In moving to direct and con-

trol the social forces active in our

communities we are guided only by our
ideology and the true interests of the

people. We are free ofany other con-

trols, because we do not have any vested
interests in the status quo. Our in-

terest is to serve the people by helping
them transform their reality, rather
than reluctantly accepting it.

Point 3 of the original lO-point pro-
gram of the Black Panther Party is,

*‘We want an end to the robbery by
the CAPITALIST of our Black Cpni-
munity.** That was our position jin
October 1966 and it is still gur
position. We recognize that capital-

ism is no solution to the problems we
face in our communities. Capitalist ex-
ploitation is one of the basic causes

of our problem. It is the goal of the

Black Panther Party to negate capi-

talism in our communities and in the

oppressed communities throughout the

world.

However, many people have offered
the community Black capitalism as a
solution to ourproblems. We recognizh
that people in the Black community
have no general dislike for the concept

of Black capitalism, but this is not be-

cause they are in love with capitalism.

Not at all. The idea ofHack capitalism
has come to mean to many—people
Black control of another one of the



institutions in ~fhe~cdmmuhity. We see

within tfiis characteristic of
the negation of Black capitalism and
all capitalism in general. What we must
da then is increase the positive

qj^lities until they dominate the

negative and therefore transform the

situation^ .

In the past the Black Panther Party

took a counter-revolutionary position

with our blanket condemnation ofBlack

capitalism. Our strategy should have

been to analyze the positive and

negative qualities of this phenomenon
bhfore making any condemnation. Even
though we recognized, and correctly so,

mat capitalism is no solution or
answer, we did not make a truly dia-

lectical analysis of the situation.

We recognized that in order to bring
the people to the level ofconsciousness
where they would seize the time, it

would be necessary to serve their in-

terests in survival by developing pro-
grams which would help them to meet
ttmir daily needs. For a long time we
have had such programs not only for
survival, but for organizational pur-
poses. Now we not only have a break-
fast program for school children, we,
have clothing programs, we have health

clinics which provide free medical and]
dental services, we have programsfor
prisoners and their families , and we
are opening clothing and shoefactories
to provide for more of the needs of
the community. Most recently we have
aegun a testing and research program
on sickle-cell anemia, and we know
that 98 percent of the victims of this

disease are Black, To fail to combat
this drsens^ is to submit tos^m&eide;
to battle it is survival.

All these programs satisfy the deep

needs of the community but they are

not solutions to our problems. That is

why we call them survival programs,
meaning survival pending revolution.

We say that the survival program of
the Black Panther Party is like the

survival kit of a sailor stranded on a
raft. It helps him to sustain himself
until he can get completely out of that

situation. So the survivalprograms are
not answers or solutions, but they will

help us to organize the community
around a true analysis and under-
standing of their situation. When con-

sciousness and understanding is raised

to a high level then the community
will seize the time and deliver them-
selves from the boot of their op-

pressors.

All our survival programs are fra^.

We have never charged the community
a dime to receive the things they need

from any of our programs and we will

not do so. We will not get caught

up in a lot of embarrassing questions

or paperwork which alienate the peo-
ple, If they have a need, we will serve
their needs and attempt to get them to

understand the true reasons why they

are in need in such an incredibly

rich land. Survival programs will al-

ways be operated without charge Uo
those who need them and benefit Iby

them.

In order to carry out suchprograms
we have always needed money. In the

past we received money from wealthy

white philanthropists, humanitarians
and heirs to the corporate monopolies.
At the same time we were engaging

in ajdanket condemnation oftheOtitCCil,

victimized Black capitalists found in
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(

ouY coyyiTfiwiitiQS, iThis to^tic was tah^s his piece end continues the ex-
wrong, when we received the money pidtletion. However, the netiormtam^-
for our survivel progrems front big

, geoisie is e weeker group, even though i

white cepitelists; end we freely edtnit
|

they ere exploiters^ Therefore the I

to thet. people ere in e better position to wipe
(

(When we sey thet we see within the netionel bourgeoisie ewey efter they

aleck cepitelism the seeds of its own have essisted the people in wiping out

niegetion end the negation of all capi- the foreign exploiters. (NOTE: Our
talism, we recognize that the smalt analysis of the new conditions in the

Black capitalist in our communities has \ world, which are revealed in our de-
the potential to contribute to the velopment ofthe concept ofReactionary
building ofthe machine which will serve ^ Intercommunalism, indicates that

the true interests of the people and end under the present circumstances the

all exploitation. By increasing the posi- national bourgeoisie andtheirdomestic
tive qualities of the Black capitalist, i equivalents are in a weaker position

we may be able to bring about a non- now than they were when they were in

antagonistic solution of his con- a state of colonialism or just freed

tr^iction with the community, while from colonialism. This is because

at
I
the same time heightening the op- under Reactionary Intercommunalism

pressed community’s contradiction the national bourgeoisie is in control

with the large corporate capitalist em- of a smaller unit (a community) than ''

pire. This will intensify the antagonis- before. Not only does this make them
tic contradiction between the op- weaker, it also makes it more likely*

pressed community and the empire; that a non-antagonistic transformation

and by heightening that contradiction, of their contradiction can take place

there will subsequently be a violent because the objective interests of the

transformation of the corporate em- national bourgeoisie are in many ways
pire. We will do this through ouv similar to those of the people who are

survival programs which have the in- victimized.)

terest of the community at heart. < Since the people see Black capital-

We now see the Black capitalist as ism in the community as Black con-

having a similar relationship to the
^

trol of local institutions, this is a posi-

Black community as the national bour- tive characteristic, because the people

gjgoisie have to the people in national can bring more direction and focus to

wars of decolonization. In tvars of de- the activities of the capitlist. At the \

colonization the national bourgeoisie same time the Black capitalist who has
supports the freedom struggles of the the interest of the community at heart
people because they recognize that it will respond to the needs ofthe people,
is in their own selfish interest. Then because this is where his true strength

when the foreign exploiter has besn lies.r-§0:~far as capitalism in general
kicked~~ou£, the national bourgeoisie is concerned, the Black capitalist
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merely has the • status of a victim,
because big white capitalists have
the skills, they make the loans, and
they in fact control the Black capi=
tpXist, If he wants to succeed in his
enterprise, the Black capitalist must
turn to the community, because he de-
pends on them to make his profit. He
needs this strong community support
because he cannot become independent
of the control of the corporate capi-
talists who control the large monop-
olies,

I
The Black capitalist will be able to

support the people through contributing

to the survival programs of the Black
Panther Party, In contributing to such
programs, he unll be able to help build

the vehicle which will eventually
liberate the Black community. He will

not be able to deliver the people

from their problems, but he will be able

to help build the strong political

machine which will serve as a revolu-

tionary vanguard and guide the people

in their move toward freedom.
Our re-analysis of Black capitalism

and its relationship to the community
from the perspective of dialectical

materialism, and our practical under-

J

anding of the needs of the com-^
unity and the attitudes of the people

ward Black capitalism leads us to a

new position. Black businesses which
have the interests of the community
at heart will be able to contribute

to the people through the community
programs of the Black Panther Party.

These free p‘^'ocrrafy> ^ wip
the

senocide which is always a threat to

our existence here.

In return for these contributions, the

Black Panther Party will carry ad|

vertisements of these businesses in

our paper and urge the community to

support them. We will never sell ad-

vertising spqce in the paper, but we will

give space in return for contributions

to the survival programs which are

given free to the community. In this

way we will achieve a greater unity

of the community ofvictims, the people

who are victimized by the society in

general, and the Black capitalists who
are victimized by the corporate capi-

talist monopolies. In this way we uMll

increase the positive qualities ofBhmk
capitalism until they dominate me
negative qualities, and exploitation will

no longer b& the reality which the com-
munity reluctantly accepts.

The community will see those who

support their survival, and, patronize

their places of business. At the^ same
time the community will also criticize

those who refuse to participate in their

survival programs, and, turn their

backs on themi If the establishment
tries to come 'doum hard on tho^
businessmen who support the Survive!

programs, then the community will

recognize this as another form of op-

pression and will move to strongly de-

fend their supporters. In that uxiy the

consciousness of the people and the

level of the struggle will he advanced.

^ » .
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Black capitalist will contribute to his

own neiation by helping to buil^dstfong

political vehicle which is guided by

revolutionary concepts and serves as a

vfnguard for the people, serving their

interests in their communities and ad-

vocating their interests before others.

In a way our new position has the siwi-

plicity and completeness of a mathe-
matical formula. When the Black capi-

talist contributes to the survival

programs, and makes a contribution to

tfie community^ the community will give

him their support and thus strengthen

his business. If he does not make any

contribution to the survival ofthe com-
munity, the people will not support him
and his enterprise will wither away
because of his own negligence. By
supporting the community, however,Ihe
will be helping to build the political

machine which will eventually negate
Ms exploiimtcM of ike communMy, imi
also negate his being exploited and
victimized by corporate capitalism.

So we will heighten the contradiction

between the Black community and cor-
porate capitalism, while at the same
mme reducing the contradiction be-
Imeen the Black capitalist and the Black
community. In this way Black car-
talism will be transformed from a
relationship of exploitation ofthe com-
munity to a relationship of service to

the community, which will contribute
to tj^ suxvival of everyone.
ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE
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REVOLUTIONARY ANALYSIS OF SWEET SWElfBACK’S OAAOASSSSSTu

NEWTON, J^INISTER OF DEFENSE, THE BLACK PAnTHER PARUf

PEOPLE WITH

SY HUEY P.

SERVANT OF THE

CHAIRMAN TLE.OEM
The feeling that 1 have now that I

am back on the scene with Brother
Huey P. Newton is one where I

remember the time when Brother
Huey was always there to interpret

tlite cultural things and symbolic forms
wild (ixprossions of the people in.

different forms of art. This was over
three and a half years ago, the last

time Brother Huey andIwere together.

Now that I am back on the scene I

have had the chance to -be with many
righteous Party members and com-
munity people. Together we have
shared the experience of going to the

theatre to see ‘[Sweet Sweetback*’ the

latest movie on the set. Our Minister
of. Defense, righteous, beautiful Bro-
ther Huey P. Newton was there in-
teypreting all the symbolic meanings
of the movie, and showing the essence
of the real-life experience ofthe Black
community as it is put together in

*‘Sweet"oWeetbackJ* —

OOOBYJEAIE

It seems tjwt it has takenjmHJbfjn^
more than the fact that Brother Huey
P. Newton is free, and now I find my-

free from Jail Number One and
out in the larger social prison. But

> we are with our people in the Black
cotnmmity ami Brother Hu^iy P, Newton
is now giving forth a profound in-depfh

I

analysis, a beautiful revolutiona'

\

peoples analysis of **Sweet Sweef-

I

back.^‘ He is grasping forus the people
1 all the symbolic meanings ofthe movie

I

and explaining them to us.
When we have read the analysis

given by Brother Huey we should unite
as brothers and sisters in the struggle
and go back andsee”SweetSweetback”
but not to be entertained, we should
jdo it because we can be educated and
jour consciousness and understanding
' can be increased. I am going to see it

again with Brother Huey’s analysis qs
my guide. I hope you will too. I

Bobby Seale
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Tks-ife^y popular movie produced and
directed by Melvin Van Peebles called

"‘Sweet Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song”
contains many very important mes-
sages for the entire Black community,
bn many levels Van Peebles is at-

tempting to communicate some crucial
ideas, and motivate us to a deeper
understanding and then action based
upon that understanding. He has
certainly made effective use of one of
the most popular forms of communi-
cation—the movie—and he is dealing
in revolutionary terms. The only

reason this movie is available to us
with its many messages is because
Black people have given it their highest
juppoTt, The corporate capitalist would
never let such an important message
he given to the community if they were
not so greedy. They are so anxious
to bleed us for more profits that they

either ignore or fail to recognize the

many ideas in the film, but because
we have supported the movie with our
attendance we are able to receive its

message.
It is the first truly revolutionary

Black film made and it is presented
to us by a Black man. Many Black
people who have seen the film have
missed many of its significant points

,

I have seen the film several times
and I have also talked to about 50 -

60 others who have seen it and each
time I understand more,

,

When Van Peebles first presented
the film he refused to submit it to

the MutiorrPicture Association to be
rated because he knew they were hot

competent to judge its content. He
knew the

'
film was not something which

would upset the Black community be-

cause of its explicitness. He wanted-^

youth and children to see it because he
knew they would understand it. Yet,

the movie was given an *‘X” rating

ever his protests, thus making it im-
possible for the youth to see. But it

has a real message for them, for just
like “Moo Moo” one of the youthful

characters in the movie, they are our
future,

Melvin Van Peebles had great dif-

ficulty obtaining the funds to make this

movie, therefore it is a low-budget

movie. In some parts the sound and

the lighting are not as good as thm
might have been if he could have had
greater freedom to make the film.KI

have found that its messages and sig-

nificance are clearer when I combine
viewing the film with listening to the

record of the sound track and reading

the book, I would urge all of you who
want to understand the deep meanings

of . the movie completely to also buy

the record and the book. (NOTE: The

book is available in
;
paperback for

$1.00, and the record for $5.98. Both

may be obtained for $6,00 by sending

a check or money order to Lancer
Books, 1560 Broadway, New YorK
N.Y, 10036)

‘‘Sweet Sweetback” blows my mind

everytime I talk about it because it is

so simple and yet so profound. It shows

the robbery which takes place in the

Black community and how we are the

real victims ^ Then it shows ‘^ftour^he

victims must deal with their situation.

r


